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Foreword

Dr Danny Shiem-Shin Then

Joint-Coordinator

CIB Working Commission W070

Facilities Management and Maintenance

The uninterrupted series of international symposia of The CIB Working Commission W070 on 

Facilities Management and Maintenance since its inception in 1979 is a stark reflection of 

the maturing and acceptance of an integrated management approach of built facilities as a 

business  resource  that  is  customer-focused  and  business-driven.  The  2010  Sao  Paulo 

Symposium’s theme on Facilities Management in the Experience Economy, provides a focus 

on the service side of facilities management which is at the heart of the practice of FM, 

whether the experience is reflected in the delivery of hard or soft FM services, roll out of 

corporate  workspace  reconfigurations,  efficient  management  of  outsourced  services  or 

effective  leveraging  of  operational  facilities  in  corporate  branding  or  recruitment  and 

retention of staff.

Over the last three decades of my involvement with CIB W070 I have seen shifts in focus 

from technical considerations to management issues in relation to the physical assets (i.e. 

buildings) in the 1970-80s to integration of functional processes in the 1990s. In the 21st 

century, the emphasis seems to polarise towards a realisation that business outcomes have 

a better chance of  being fulfilled when limited resources are appropriately combined to 

deliver set targets. In facilities management and maintenance, our efforts are often seen by 

the uninitiated as being reactive and defy effective management. Not so long ago the notion 

of innovations in FM seems alien to the business world which viewed FM as a necessary evil, 

labour intensive and a growing expense. Yet, in my opinion, it is the very diversity of facilities 

management  that  lends  itself  to  innovative  initiatives.  With  98%  of  the  existing  built 

environment needing constant attention in upkeep and maintenance, and accountable for 

more  than  50%  of  the  energy  consumed  worldwide,  the  current  push  towards  a  more 

sustainable world in the future will mean that FM professionals are at the heart of initiatives 

that will make a difference towards a greener sustainable mother Earth. 

Providing support to business achievements in terms of appropriate facilities and support 

services is  core to facilities management,  whether in-housed or externally  sourced.   The 

main differentiator of good facilities management is no longer technical competences but 

relies  on  skilful  procurement  and  management  of  resources  (people,  property  and 

technology), grounded on a thorough understanding of supporting business needs within a 

level of affordability.  

The broadening acceptance of facilities management as a profession is already evident in six 

continents, apart from Antarctica. The skills set in facilities management potentially covers 

areas  in  strategic  facilities  planning;  space  planning  and  workplace  strategies;  asset 

management  and  maintenance;  and  facilities  support  services  procurement  and 

management. The creative potential in FM does not lie in looking at each of these areas in 
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isolation. FM innovations must emanate from new enabling processes, enhanced capabilities 

from new knowledge and new relationships between the various stakeholders. Clearly, there 

will be a period of adjustments in management culture and training before real benefits can 

be realised.  But there is no denying that we are in a period of development that offers 

opportunities for FM to be embedded as an integrated part of an overall business planning 

process. For multi-national businesses, the facilities dimensions are not longer national in 

context; very often, corporate facilities issues are dealt with on a regional or even global 

scale.

Working Commission W070 has, and will continue to be, a unique forum for voicing or even 

debating  changes  in  education  and  training,  research  and  practice,  new  relationships 

between stakeholders.  FM is  clearly  in  the  midst  of  transformations:  from a  traditional 

reactive-transactional role to one of the fastest growing profession and taking on a strategic 

role with responsibilities for a major business resource that is increasingly seen as critical in 

improving human productivity by leveraging the workplace environment through efficient 

and effective management of  the built  facilities.  The continuing challenge of W070 is  to 

remain  relevant  against  this  sea  change  brought  about  by  convergence  in  digital  and 

communication technologies and social transformation in lifestyles and nature of work in the 

future. 

The content of the CIB W070 2010 São Paulo International Symposium clearly testify to the 

diverse  scope  of  research  in  facilities  management  and  asset  maintenance.  This,  in  my 

opinion, is a big plus for the growing band of FM academic and professionals around the 

world. I sincerely hope the Symposium meet up to your expectations as a forum of exchange 

of knowledge and practice.

On behalf of the  CIB W070 2010  Organising Committee, I am particularly grateful for the 

generous local industry sponsorships and professional institutions within Brazil In particular 

a special thank you to Professor Moacyr from the Civil Construction Engineering Department 

of the University of São Paulo in Brazil, for taking on the onerous task of hosting this first 

CIBW070 international conference in the continent of South America.

I  would like  to express  my appreciation and thanks to members  of  the São Paulo 2010 

Organising Committee and members  of  the Scientific  Committee,  and to all  contributing 

authors for their valued contributions, without which this memorable international event 

would not have been possible. I thank you for your continuing support.

August 2010

Danny Shiem-shin Then

Hong Kong, China

Danny Shiem-shin Then, Associate Professor 
Department of Building Services Engineering

The Hong Kong Polytechnic University

Hung Hom, Kowloon

Hong Kong, CHINA

Tel: (852) 2766 4558    Fax: (852) 2765 7198      Email: bessthen@polyu.edu.hk
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Foreword 

Professor Edward Finch 

Joint Coordinator of CIB W070 

Director of the Centre for Facilities Management 

University of Salford, UK 

 
 

Two years is a short time. It seems like only last year that colleagues from CIB W070 last 
convened at the CIB W070 Symposium in Edinburgh.  But the world since that time has 
changed significantly.  Major global events have occurred.  Soon after the conference of June 
2008 we witnessed extraordinary turbulence in the economic markets.  In October of that 
year, the U.S. President George W. Bush signed the Emergency Economic Stabilization Act, 
involving a 700 billion dollar Treasury fund to purchase collapsing bank assets.  In January of 
2009 Austria, Japan, Mexico, Turkey, and Uganda secured their seats on the United Nations 
Security Council.  In the same month the Icelandic government and banking system collapse.  
In April of the same year we had the outbreak of influenza (swine flu) with the earliest 
reported cases from Mexico, succeeded by re-categorization of the outbreak as a global 
pandemic by June of the same year.  By October the International Olympic Committee award 
the 2016 Summer Olympic Games to Rio, Brazil.  By November 2009, in the Middle East, Dubai 
was requesting a debt deferment causing panic in the global markets. In December the 
UNFCCC's United Nations Climate Change Conference 2009 conference was held in 
Copenhagen, Denmark.  This gave rise to the ‘Copenhagen Accord’ which was drafted by the 
US, China, India, Brazil and South Africa on December 18, and was judged a "meaningful 
agreement" by the United States government. 

Yes, indeed the world is changing apace.  Facilities management has changed accordingly, with 
a growing emphasis on cost reduction; sustainability; hygiene and health; security and growth 
in emerging global FM markets.  With such change brings a need to understand the problems 
that we face and to innovate accordingly.  Research and innovation within the facilities 
management profession continues to highlight new techniques and insights: this despite the 
poor recognition of the discipline as a legitimate holistic academic discipline.  Government and 
state funding to support the discipline is often piecemeal, lacking focus.  In the face of these 
challenges, it is perhaps surprising to see the energy and depth of work that persists at CIB 
W070 conferences.  This year’s symposium, hosted by the Escola Politecnica University of Sao 
Paulo is no exception.  Academics from around the world take the opportunity to discuss their 
research findings.  Such findings are often the fruits of many years of labor, beginning with a 
research grant or a kernel of an idea.  Not only do we see a diversity of robust and novel 
research being presented: we also see the involvement of FM professionals.  This is a 
particularly encouraging feature of facilities management in Brazil, where innovation is highly 
regarded and the findings of research are valued.  It is hoped that such a lead will be followed 

W070 
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by other countries. It is with great anticipation that I attend this symposium.  I hope that it will 
give rise to the signing of the ‘Facilities Management’ Accord – one which paves the way for a 
creative solution to the challenge which is the experience economy. 

August 2010 
Edward Finch 
Salford, UK 
 
 
 
Prof. Dr. Edward Finch 
University of Salford  
School of the Built Environment 
Room 437B Maxwell Building,  
Greater Manchester, M5 4WT.  
+44 (0)161 295 7309   
 
E.Finch@salford.ac.uk  
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Preface 
 

CIB W070 International Conference in Facilities Management 2010 ‐ http://www.cib‐w70‐2010.com.br

Prof. Dr. Moacyr E. A. da Graça 
Chairman of CIB W070 2010 – São Paulo ‐ BR 
Member of CIB Working Commission W070 
EPUSP ‐ Escola Politécnica, University of São Paulo 
Coordinator of MBA/USP – Facilities Management 

 

This is a year of reflection.  It is the first year of a new decade.  It is time to put oxygen in our lungs 
and run fast to a new vision. 

Facilities Management can be described as  ‘work  in progress’.  It  is a dynamic activity with  ‘ends’ 
and ‘means’ changing all the time.   FM professionals need to be eclectic, with a solid view about 
global  changes  and  their  impact  in  FM.  FM  professionals  must  be  pro‐active  people  with 
knowledge  in several disciplines. The main purpose of FM professionals  is to make people’s  lives 
easier, more efficient, more effective,  safer, healthier, more productive, more  comfortable and 
sustainable. This can be achieved by organizing all the infra‐structure to support human activities 
in a diverse range of buildings in a diversity of places and environments. The FM activity is related 
to the entirety of people’s experience in all kind of places. The FM role is to transform the world 
into a better place to live. A better place to work, to shop, to study, to entertain:  it is all we need 
and want.  Technological development and growth of the Internet in the last decades has changed 
relationships between people all over the world. The change is here, to stay. People are connected 
and money movement  occurs  in  a  continuous  flux.    Nothing  remains  constant,  values  do  not 
remain  the  same,  and  aspirations  are  inconstant.  We  are  not  the  same.  FM  must  change 
accordingly. The relationships between people and places are changing fast and the complexity of 
the systems variables  is growing apace. We need to understand this new world and we need to 
develop  the  ability  to  manage  complexity  via  the  systems  approach.  FM  is  about  managing 
complexity to improve the experience of the human condition in relation to the built environment.  
By doing so we assure that living will always be a better experience. 

Welcome to the new world, welcome to the Experience Economy! 

The theme of this conference “FM in the Experience Economy” was chosen because the organizing 
committee strongly believes that FM research and practice in the current decade will be focused 
on  people’s  experience  in  the  built  environment.  This  is  because  the world  has  changed  and 
people  and  their  feelings, perceptions,  and  sensations  are  becoming more  and more  selective, 
putting  their  aspiration  level  higher  and  higher.    The  emphasis  is  on  people,  life  and  the 
environment. This  is a dematerialization process, breaking out  from  the constraints  imposed by  
the industrial revolution. 

 

FM  is  not  a  new  activity,  but  it  has  been  viewed  as  an  activity where  the  focus  has  been  on 
resources, processes, buildings,  services,  technology  and people  in order  to  fulfill user’s needs.  
Previously,  it has been a passive behavior  focusing on  the supply side. FM was and  is viewed  in 
some organizations as a cost involving a lot of people that really do not contribute to the success 
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of the organization, only being concerned with the maintenance of the physical environment. We 
need to change this scenery, via perception of users, showing the effective FM action. 

This  implies  that  we  need  to  open  the  way  to  demand  management  focusing  on  the  user 
experience. We need to understand the user behavior, the user needs, the user experiences and 
more:   we need to manage and systematize the user experience (in a broad sense). We need to 
learn how to design experiences. Good facilities management briefings with good design. We have 
the necessary tools but we need to put them to work. Research in this area is essential. 

We need to practice FM which focuses on the User Experience (UX) , looking at the demand side, 
managing experiences and putting the resources to work .  

I call this kind of action in FM practice:  UX FM – User Experience Facilities Management. 

The aim of this conference is the discussion of FM in the scenery of the Experience Economy. 

The  theme, discussed  in  all Key Notes,  creates  the basis  for  the discussions  in  the  subsequent 
technical sessions. 

This Symposium has been  in preparation for two years, since Brazil was chosen to host the 2010 
Conference (at the preceding conference in Edinburgh W070 Symposium in 2008). 

The Conference Program  includes 5 Key Notes  from experts; approximately 50  technical papers 
presentations and the Open Forum. 

Enjoy the Experience of CIB W070 2010 – São Paulo – Brazil! 

August 2010 

Moacyr E. A. da Graça 
São Paulo, Brazil 
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Siri Hunnes Blakstad 
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Geir Karsten Hansen 
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geir.hansen@ntnu.no

Abstract

This paper elaborates on the user concept. There have been tendencies towards a simplification 
in how users are addressed. Most discussions about users tend to more or less implicitly assume 
that there is only one group of users. We challenge this view. To illustrate our claims from an 
empirical perspective, we have mapped user categories in a number of different projects, both in 
briefing, design and construction as well as in use. As a background, we have studied how 
different user categories have been addressed in some stakeholder literature. Our research is 
based on a case study of user structures related to a number of buildings. For each case, we 
have mapped the different stakeholders that were involved in different parts of the project 
lifecycle as user representatives. Multiple sources of information are used, including document 
studies, interviews and observations. This paper is part of ongoing work to develop the 
theoretical and methodological foundation for usability of buildings. Previous studies have 
shown that in order to assess usability, one has to focus on the effect of the building on the user 
organization’s fulfilment of goals, and end users satisfaction and experience. Most literature on 
stakeholder management focuses on users as one easily defined and homogenous group. Our 
results indicate that there are several types of users.  While the question “Who is the user?” is 
easy to answer in some cases, it requires a more differentiated answer in other cases. The 
research is limited to the Norwegian experiences. The true value of buildings is to support and 
shelter their users. To both users and owners, it is this ability that creates long term value of 
buildings. Usability can be understood as the extent to which a building can be used by users to 
achieve goals with regards to effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction.  

Keywords: Usability, user, representation, buildings 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Usability can be understood as the extent to which a product (or in our case, a building) can be 
used by users to achieve specific goals in a specified context with regards to effectiveness, 
efficiency and satisfaction (ISO 9241-11). Usability is therefore related to fulfilment of user 
needs. This raises the question “Who is the user?” In our studies of usability we have noticed 
that the user perspective may vary between different user groups and levels (Hansen and 
Knudsen 2006, Blakstad et al. 2010). In this paper we aim at investigating who the user really 
is, or rather who the users are. We have mapped user categories in three case studies of different 
projects, both in briefing, design and construction as well as in use. This paper is part of the 
ongoing work to develop the theoretical and methodological foundation for Usability of 
buildings.

More specifically, the purpose of this paper is to: 

• Give an introduction to how the user roles has been discussed in previous studies

• Propose a model for categorisation of different types of user roles  

• Utilise the categorisation to illustrate which users that have been involved in different 
phases of the studied projects

• Discuss to what extent a categorisation of user roles can support future work on 
usability 

1.2 Method 

In recent years theory, methods and tools for evaluation of usability of buildings have been 
developed (e.g. CIB 2005, Jensø et al 2004, Hansen et al 2005, Hansen and Knudsen 2006, 
Alexander 2008, Fenker 2008, Blakstad et al 2008, Nenonen et al 2008, Blakstad et al 2010, 
Hansen et al 2010). This paper is intended as an elaboration of this work. 

We have mapped user categories in a number of different projects. This study is a case study 
based on trailing research (Finne et al. 1995). In the terminology of Yin (2003), this is a multi 
case study. The research is based on studies of three Norwegian building projects in both the 
private and public sectors. For each case, an analysis was made of which stakeholder that were 
involved in a user perspective. Multiple sources of information are used, including archives, 
interviews and observations. In order to analyze the information related to the buildings, 
codified data were entered into a database. The codification has been reviewed across the cases 
by the research team in order to achieve a uniform coding. We have strived to illustrate 

2
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variations between different buildings, and the studied cases were selected with this in mind. In 
addition, user participation may differ through different project phases. We base the analysis on 
the following general project phases (based on PMI 2008): 

• Initialisation

• Planning

• Project execution 

• User in normal operation 

2. User categories 

Usability is defined as “the extent to which a system can be used by specified users to achieve 
specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use”.

Users are stakeholders. Freeman (1984) discussed stakeholders as groups and individuals who 
can affect an organization. PMI (2008) defines stakeholders as individuals and organizations 
who are actively involved in a project, or whose interests may be positively or negatively 
affected as a result of project implementation or successful project completion. According to 
Atkin and Skitmore (2008) and Winch (2010), stakeholders can be divided into internal and 
external. Internal stakeholders are directly involved in a project, while external stakeholders are 
not directly involved in the decision making, but are influenced anyway by a project.  

We have studied how different user categories have been addressed in some stakeholder 
literature (including Pinto and Slevin, 1988; Frooman 1999; Jones and Wicks 1999; Samset 
2003; McElroy and Mills 2003; Atkin and Skitmore, 2008; Vischer, 2008; Jepsen and Eskerod, 
2009; Winch 2010). We find that most literature on stakeholder management focuses on users 
as if the users are one easily defined and homogenous group. However, there are categorisations 
of user roles. Kernohan et al (1992) make a distinction between stakeholders at the demand and 
the supply side, and defines three different kinds of users: occupants, visitors and owner(s) / 
tenants organizations. Alexander (2003) highlight two important roles representing the users 
side in Facilities management; the intelligent client and the informed buyer. In Norwegian 
facility management literature, three fundamentally different roles are described: The user, the 
owner and the facility manager (NOU 2004, Haugen 2008, Sæbøe and Blakstad 2009). In the 
following we will use the two first categories (owner and facilities manager) and add a more 
differentiated “user”-category in order to develop a more nuanced terminology.  

To illustrate user roles, we propose a model that differentiates “users” into different categories. 
We have elaborated on this categorisation of user roles, and have chosen a supply chain 

3
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approach. In the supply chain approach, services are produced, originating in a building. We 
therefore look for customers in a number of steps of the supply chain, originating in the building 
itself, then focusing on activities taking place in the building. Buildings have owners, even 
though they may not be directly involved in the operations that take place in the buildings. 

Facilities management personnel work directly related to a building and supporting facilities in 
the building. This means responsibility for facilities management, maintenance etc.  – in many 
ways at the “supply side”, acting on behalf of the users. At the same time the FM service 
providers are actual users of the building as they are performing service to the other user groups 
in the building, usually labelled as the “demand side” 

The customers of facilities management are in essence the service providing organisation, 
typically an organisation based in the building. It may be practical to differentiate between 
management of the service providing organisation, and the employees providing the service. 
Typical examples of service providers include teachers in a school, doctors and nurses in a 
hospital and bank clerks in a bank, while the management would be headmasters, hospital 
management and bank executives. The management represents the strategic level in the user 
organisation, presumably acting on behalf of the organisation as a whole.  

The customers of the service providers can be termed service receivers. These are users 
benefitting from the service provided by the previous user group. They are typically customers 
to the service provider. Typical examples include pupils in a school, patients in a hospital and 
customers of the bank. 

Services can be provided to several stakeholders. We propose to include users with a relation to 
the (direct) service receivers, calling them indirect service receivers. This is a group of people 
with a relation to the service receivers, such as customers of the service receivers, or having 
some other relation to the service receivers. Examples are parents who have children in a school, 
relatives of patients in a hospital, or business relations to the customers of a bank. 

Note that the sequence does not imply any judgement of relative importance of the users. In 
addition, we do not intend to categorise “end users” or “main customer” or similar prioritisation. 
As a summary, we propose the mentioned user categorisation, and have used it in the study to 
illustrate how such o model can be used. The user categories are: 

• Owners

• Facilities management and service personnel (operating the building) 

• Management of the organization based in the building 

• Service providers

• Service receivers 

4
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• Indirect service receivers

3. User involvement 

Both theory and practice in building design highlights the importance of involving users and 
their experience in briefing and design. In the theory of briefing and participatory design, user 
involvement is described as crucial in order to both specify demands, as well as to make the 
most out of the new facilities (e.g., Duffy 1990, Kernohan et al 1992, Horgen et al 1999, Blyth 
and Worthington 2001,  Gjersvik and Blakstad 2004a and b, Duffy and Worthington 2004, 
Våland 2010). In many cases, user involvement is related to both new facilities and new work 
processes and organization, because organizations commonly link organizational change with 
physical changes in the facilities (Olsson 2006, Henriksen et al. 2006).   

Våland (2009) divides the different theoretical concepts of user involvement in design processes 
as: Participatory design, user-centred design and ethnography in design. Jensø (1999) discusses 
involvement in two perspectives: user as expert and user as representative. The expert is the 
knowledge provider, to facilitate right decisions. User representatives act on behalf of those who 
intend to use the result of the project. User representatives take part in the decision making. 
Through their participation, they contribute to the justification and legitimisation of decisions.  
In doing so, user involvement can avoid later protests and disagreements with the design 
outcome. Users as representatives can be a tool to achieve democracy in the working 
environment (Trist & Bamforth 1951, Emery & Thorsrud 1976). User involvement is a part of 
the Norwegian working environment act (Arbeidsmiljøloven 2006).  

It is important to be aware of the distinction between the two roles as expert and representative. 
In one particular situation, one user representative may to a certain extent have both roles, and 
they can be difficult to distinguish and to combine. In particular, it is the representative role 
which can be challenging. In a best case user involvement can serve as a tool for democracy, in 
a worst case the user representative can be seen as alibis in a larger process (Henriksen et al. 
2006). The expert role is usually easier for the individual, because the users only provide their 
professional opinion, and are usually to a lesser extent blamed for the final decision, especially 
if the final outcome is not according to their recommendations. 

We find that not only are users a diverse group of people, user representatives are also diverse 
related to who they are, what role they have and the degree of involvement. 

5
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4. Case studies 

4.1 St Olavs Hospital in Trondheim 

The plan for a new university hospital in Trondheim was made in 1991, which was approved by 
the Norwegian Parliament in 1993. In 2002 the parliament decided to build the university 
hospital at its current location based on the plans for Phase 1 of the building programme. The 
first phase of the construction of the new hospital in Trondheim, consisting of four centres 
making a total of app. 90 000 m2, was completed on August 6th 2006. Phase 2, consisting of six 
centres is planned for completion in 2011/2012. To begin with, the project was organised under 
the local county. A health care reform was carried out during the project planning, moving 
responsibility for providing health care services from the counties to five regional health 
authorities.

In the case of St. Olavs hospital, it is the Central Regional Health Authority which is 
responsible for operation of the hospital. A temporary public organisation called Hospital 
Development Project for Central Norway is responsible for construction of the hospital on 
behalf of the Central Regional Health Authority. During planning, user representatives for 
hospital and university staff and patients were involved. An important vision in this project was 
the patient-focused care concept, and that both the building project and the organisational 
development should take the patient perspective into account in the briefing and design. 
Involving patients was an important aspect of the patient-focused care concept. Especially 
hospital staff (including nurses) got tightly involved in the planning as professional user 
representatives. The involvement got so far that one could question whether the representatives 
were the user’s representatives in the project, or the project’s representatives towards other 
users. Future facilities management personnel were also involved in planning. In hospitals, the 
service receivers are mainly the patients who get treatment. Patient representatives were also 
involved, mainly through patient interest organisations, but in some occasions also as 
individuals. Indirect service receivers include relatives.

4.2 Nord Trøndelag University College. Nylåna, Røstad 

Nord Trøndelag University College campus is located close to the centre of Levanger, a small 
town north of Trondheim.  The campus has a complex group of buildings, totally 28.000 m2, of 
varying age and use.  2500 students and employees have their daily work at the campus. The 
case study Nylåna with offices for administration and teaching facilities has a total area of 
10.800 m2 including offices for administration and teaching facilities. The planning process was 
initiated in 1992 by an open architectural competition. Lack of funding led to a long planning 
phase. The building was completed in August 1999. 

The ownership of the building is the Norwegian Directorate of Public Construction and Property 
(Statsbygg). Statsbygg is responsible for organising, planning and completing building projects 

6
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within set frameworks for budgets, time limits and quality. The responsibility of facilities 
management, operations and maintenance is divided in two; the Statsbygg regional office taking 
care of building and property related aspects, and the University College own service personnel 
taking care of equipment, furniture, cleaning, security and other services. Every Statsbygg 
project shall establish a contact group with representatives from the owner (department), users 
and Statsbygg to support the involvement of the users. To fulfil requirements in The Working 
Environment Act, the labour organisations should also be represented in the group. 

Service providers are teachers and staff at the University College. In this project, three different 
departments relocated into one building. The user group was pointed by the three departments. 
Starting up, the user organization consisted of one user representative and the head of the 
department from faculty. User participation in the project was ensured through the user 
coordinator participating in the design meetings. The user coordinator came from the internal 
facilities management staff. Service receivers are students, who were involved in the user 
groups. Indirect service receivers are a somewhat lesser obvious group in this case. Norwegian 
students do not pay tuition fees, but parents of students are still indirect service receivers. Future 
employers of the students may also be in this category. These users were not involved.  

When the planning and construction processes go on for several years, it is a challenge to 
establish continuity. Both the project management and the user organization had several 
changes of personnel, which caused frustrations among the participants in the process. The 
changes of persons involved also caused changes in the priorities on user demands and 
requirements and preferences when coming to design solutions. 

4.3 Freight terminal 

Oslo’s new airport was opened in 1998. An airline company made an investment in the new 
freight terminal, which was build on leased land in the airport area. The airport authority owns 
the land where the airport is located. The investment was managed by the air freight business 
unit of the airline. The airline had established an own project management organization, with 
senior representatives from all involved business areas. The airfreight business unit operated the 
freight terminal mainly by themselves, but some services were outsourced. In addition, there 
were service agreements with the equipment suppliers. The local airfreight business unit was 
divided into two parallel units – one for operation and one for sales and marketing. Both units 
utilized the fright terminal. Users from both units were involved in planning of the new 
terminal. In addition, labour unions were involved. A planning group was established, with a 
mix of experienced users and management representatives.  

Service receivers of the freight terminal were mainly shipping agents but also individual 
businesses who booked air freight for their own goods. The largest customers were involved in 
preparations, but manly on a management level and to a lesser extent as individual user 
representatives. Indirect service receivers include both good receivers and goods senders, both

7
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Table 1. Different user categories in the studied projects.

Project 

phase  Case  Owner 

Building 

operation, 

facilities 

management 

Management 

of organisation 

based in the 

building) 

Service 

providers 

Service 

receivers 

Indirect 

service 

receivers 

initialisation St Olav's  Municipality 

Facilities 

management  

Hospital 

management          

   Nålåna 

Ministry of 

Education      

Head of the 

University 

college/dept.          

  

Freight 

terminal

Airline top 

management           

Planning  St Olav's 

Regional 

health care 

company 

User represent. 

Facilities 

management  

Hospital 

management 

User represent. 

hospital staff 

User represent.

patient 

organisations    

   Nålåna  Statsbygg 

User represent. 

Facilities 

Management 

User represent. 

teachers and 

admin. staff 

User represent. 

from students       

  

Freight 

terminal

Airline top 

management  

Local 

management

User 

representatives

Mail 

distributors   

Project 

execution  St Olav's 

Regional 

health care 

company    

Hospital 

management 

Full time user 

representatives       

   Nålåna  Statsbygg    

User 

coordinator          

  

Freight 

terminal

Airline top 

management

User 

representatives

Local 

management

User represent. 

and union 

represent.

Mail 

distributors, 

Forwarding 

agents   

User in 

normal 

operation    

Regional 

health 

administration 

Facilities 

management 

department of the 

hospital 

Hospital 

management  Hospital staff  Patients 

Relatives to 

patients 

   Nålåna 

Statsbygg/ 

Internal FM 

Statsbygg / 

Internal FM 

organisation  

Head of the 

University 

college 

Teachers and 

administrative 

staff  Students 

Visitors, 

users of 

conferences 

  

Freight 

terminal

Airline top 

management

Airline facilities 

management 

dept. and  

suppliers 

Local 

management

Airline freight 

staff

Mail 

distributors, 

Forwarding 

agents

Owners of 

goods to be 

transported
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who could be customers of the shipping agents or to the airline directly. Table 1 shows that in 
the studied cases, owners and management of service providers usually are involved in all 
phases of the preparations, and are typically the only ones involved in the early phase. From the 
planning phase, service providers got involved, and in some cases service receivers. Facilities 
management were somewhat involved in planning, but to a lesser extent that service providers. 
However, involvement was rarely in the briefing part, but on a more conceptual level. Indirect 
service receivers got engaged with the buildings in the operations phase.

5. Concluding discussion 

We begun by studying how the user roles has been discussed in previous studies. As we 
elaborate on the user concept, we find that there are many aspects of the term “user”. It is our 
impression that the diversity in the user concept has not always been fully acknowledged. In 
practice and literature, there have been tendencies to towards a simplification in how users are 
addressed. It is sometimes more or less implicitly assumed that there is only one homogenous 
group of users. We propose a model for user categorisation based on a supply chain approach. 
In the supply chain approach, services are produced, originating in a building. The proposed 
model has been utilised the categorisation to illustrate which users that were involved in 
different phases of the studied cases. We believe that our proposed categorisation model did 
serve a purpose in structuring the users. Even though the cases are related to different types of 
buildings with different types of users, the proposed general user roles were found in the studied 
cases.   In addition, user representatives vary extent throughout the processes, crating 
discontinuities in user involvement. While the question “Who is the user” is easy to answer in 
some cases, it requires a more differentiated answer in other cases. 

Our study shows that this type of categorisation of users can support future work on usability. 
The categorisation highlights different user roles and perspectives that can be included in 
different project phases. It may also visualise user groups that might not be included in a 
planning process, or discontinuities in user involvement. In a usability perspective, different 
tools for usability analyses may be needed when studying usability from different user 
perspective. The supply chain focus can contribute to a nuanced understanding of users and user 
needs in different parts of the supply chain. The supply chain perspective may also question the 
concept of “end user”, as users are seen as a set of users with different perspectives, rather than 
highlighting one particular user group as the most important.  

Future studies should apply this type of categorisation model on a wider range of buildings and 
usability analysis situations. We found the pattern of facilities management - service providers - 
service receivers - indirect service receivers to be useful and appropriate. However, there is 
more work to be done to find more practical and nuanced categorisations of owners and other 
users less directly related to the building and services provided in a building. On the other hand, 
it may not be beneficial to all studies to aim at including all possible users. In that perspective, 
we hope that our proposed model highlights the commonly most important user roles. 

9
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Abstract 

In this paper, we elaborate and reflect on usability evaluations and the applicability of results 
for other projects. Usability evaluations are based on different user’s experiences and 
assessments on how well the buildings perform. Evaluations are based on different methods and 
aspects, depending on objective, purpose, focus, competence and resources. Usability is defined 
as “the extent, to which a product can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals with 
effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction in a specified context of use..” (NS-EN ISO 
9241/1998). The paper is based on theory on evaluations methods and qualitative research. The 
empirical data is mainly from several case studies mainly from two Norwegian usability 
projects undertaken in the last 8 years. The case studies have covered a broad range of methods 
used in order to test their suitability related to the concept of usability and within a common 
methodological framework USEtool. The paper argues that usability evidence must be related 
to contextual understanding. Usability evaluations have to look on the interaction between 
architecture, technology and organisation. Previous studies have shown that in order to assess 
usability one has to focus on the effect of the building on the user organizations fulfilment of 
goals, as well as the end users satisfaction and experience. Theory affirms that context-
dependent knowledge from case studies is not less valid than general theoretical (and context-
independent) knowledge.  

Usability evaluations give feedback on user experiences of their workplace. The value of such 
evaluations for feed forward to new projects or improving existing facilities mainly lies in the 
ability to understand the user experiences and to translate those into adequate products and 
solutions. Consequently, the results of research into evaluation needs to be translated into a 
form which will be quickly and easily accessible to clients, designers, decision makers and 
others involved in the building process. 

Keywords: Usability, Buildings in use, Evaluation methods, Applicability 
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1. Introduction 

Usability evaluations are based on different user’s experiences and assessments on how well 
workplaces or buildings perform and are related to fulfilment of user needs. The concept of 
usability is recently adapted to buildings through the work in the CiB W111 Usability of 
workplaces, but has its origin in relation to applications within product design, information 
technology and web-design (Alexander, 2004). According to ISO 9241-11, Usability is defined 
as “the extent to which a system can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals with 
effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use” (ISO, 1998). An important 
approach to usability is that a product has value only insofar as it is used and whether it 
contributes to and supports the owners and users activities. By itself a product has no value. In 
this perspective buildings can be regarded as products or premises to achieve strategic goals 
such as enhanced productivity, reduced operating costs, increased innovation, knowledge 
exchange, or attractivity to clients and qualified workers to mention some. This is also in line 
with Joroff et al. (1993) who describes the real estate as the fifth resource for production. The 
approach of looking at buildings as a way to fulfil their strategic objectives and not only as a 
way to house people and activities is quite new and is supported by work of Becker and Steele 
(1995), Horgen et al. (1999) and Grantham (2000).  

Traditional, most owners and occupants, as well as designers and constructors, seldom perform 
evaluations of how well their buildings perform related to usability aspects. A systematic 
evaluation of buildings in use should be an effective way not only to collect information, but 
more important, to produce knowledge both in relation to the planning of new buildings and for 
the development and change of existing buildings. According to Jensø et al. (2004), Blakstad et 
al. (2008) and Blakstad et al. (2010), evaluations should be based on different methods and 
aspects, depending on objective, purpose, focus, competence and resources. There are already 
many concepts, definitions and methods that are relevant to a buildings condition, standard and 
quality. Most of these look at the building as a physical object and do not associate the building 
with its usability. This view is supported by Alexander (2004) that claims that conventional 
approaches to building performance often focus on technical, functional, and operational aspects 
of their use. Testing functionality means making sure that the product works according to given 
specifications, while more important testing usability means making sure that people can find 
and work with the functions to meet their demands and needs. To be successful in use, a 
product’s functionality will therefore be critical, but not sufficient. 

Our main perspective is on usability’s relation to organizational goals and output and the effect 
of the building. This means that methods for evaluation of usability will have to explore the user 
experience of buildings, the relationship between buildings and multiple users, the process and 
time, as well as the culture, work style, and goals of the organization. In this paper, we elaborate 
and reflect on usability evaluations and the applicability of results for other projects. The aim of 
the study has been to develop and test a methodology that the owners and users of buildings can 
use to assess usability in their own building portfolio. An important discussion is whether the 
results or findings from those evaluations can be considered as valid and reliable, and whether 
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context dependent knowledge from usability evaluations can be feed forwarded to new projects 
or be generalized and added to a more generally applicable body of knowledge.  

2. Research methods and process 

The work to apply the usability concept in building design, construction, management and use 
has been developed through a programme of action research, comprising an intensive series of 
case studies and associated workshops carried out both within the CiB W111 and in several 
national case studies representing a variation of companies and disciplines (Alexander et al 
2004). Here we present the methodological discussion related to the process of developing and 
testing different methods to evaluate usability within a common framework named USEtool 
(Blakstad, 2010). This paper is based mainly on the experience from a number of Norwegian 
case studies in close collaboration with project partners, each providing a case that has been 
used for testing and developing methods and tools. Our cases have been university colleges, 
workplaces (offices) and secondary schools. We have had real users and stakeholders 
participating such as students, teachers, administration staff, representatives from owner and 
facilities management staff. The researchers and the project partners have been engaged in 
participatory workshops to develop the project’s aims and approach to evaluation, as well as to 
reflect on the results of various tests of methods and tools. The aim of the testing has not been 
primarily to evaluate the actual workplaces or spaces as such, but to gain experience with use of 
the methods, tools and indicators as they were developed and refined. Several methods such as 
interviews, document analysis, structured group interviews, walkthroughs and workshops have 
been tested in cases and have been included in the USEtool handbook. As a part of the 
development process, also questionnaires such as ASTM and DQI have been tested. However, 
questionnaires are not part of the final set of methods in the USEtool handbook. 

The presented research is based on an action research or applied research approach (Lewin, 
1946). According to Johansson and Lindhult (2008), action research aims at combining research 
and development, through involvement of practitioners and users. Our work can also be 
described as a “real world enquiry” focusing on practice with the limitations and challenges this 
implies (Robson 2002). The validity, reliability and the generalizability of the methods in 
general will be discussed later in this paper. 

3. Theoretical  framework 

Searching in literature, we find various approaches and understanding of terms associated with 
the use of buildings and quality of use. According to OECD (2000) an evaluation is defined as a 
‘Systematic and objective assessment of an ongoing or completed project, program or policy, its 
design, implementation and results’. In general, we can distinguish between different 
approaches in ex post project evaluations. Evaluators, especially those who aim at including a 
user perspective typically prefer holistic evaluations based on a diverse set of approaches and 
indicators, typically combinations of quantitative and qualitative evaluations (OECD 2000). 
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Government agencies and municipalities often are expected to apply a socio-economic 
perspective, where benefits and costs are being processed to as great extent as can be defended 
scientifically (Sager 1991, Small 1999), while property investors typically apply the business 
perspective, which can be supported by a performance measurement approach (Olsson et al 
2008). 

Since the introduction of Post Occupancy Evaluation in the late 60s, several building evaluation 
tools have been introduced. According to Preiser et al (1988), a post-occupancy evaluation 
(POE) is: “the process of evaluating buildings in a systematic and rigorous manner after they 
have been built and occupied for some time”. Methods within the field of post occupancy 
evaluation focus on the users and their needs, and ideally include both physical, technical and 
psychosocial aspects and evaluations. Examples of this are Design Quality Indicators (DQI), 
ASTM and Buildings Use Studies (Leaman, and Bordass 2001). However, in practice, we have 
seen that most POE methods have focused on technical aspects, and less on the building’s 
relation to the users due to the fact that many methods for POE evaluate the building in relation 
to functional and technical requirements as evaluation parameters. A search in literature on 
building evaluation gives a number of different evaluation tools that have been developed in 
order to assess a certain design or building in use. Examples are ASPECT, BREEAN, ST&M, 
LEED, EPFS etc. Such methods often focus on specific and limited aspects such as building 
technology, health and safety, working environment or user satisfaction and well-being. Other 
methods are concerned with evaluation of the direct use of buildings (data of occupancy etc). 

According to Steinke et al (2010) there is no industry-accepted definition of building evaluation, 
nor is there a standardized method for conducting such evaluation. In contrary, as shown in this 
paper, you find that the different building evaluation methods and tools range from specifically 
assessing limited aspects to generally assessing whole building design. In a study of Steinke et 
al (2010) the evaluation tools were categorized according to the dimensions of performance and 
user groups assessed using the following four categories; 

-  Service performance. Focus on enhancing the service experience for clients 

-  Functional performance. Focus on creating a quality work environment for staff 

-  Physical performance. Focus on physical design and technical performance 

-  Financial performance. Focus on financial efficiency. 

From 17 building evaluation tools in this study, 16 tools covered physical performance, and 
others covered one or two categories within the same tool. Only one tool covered all the four 
dimensions simultaneously (Shiem-Shin Then, 2005). An overview of different tools can also 
be found in Baird et al (1996) and Voordt & Wegen (2005).                                                                                          

One of the interesting methods described, has been BPE, building performance evaluation, first 
presented by Preiser (1989) in the book Building Evaluation. The methods and focus in BPE 
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have moved towards a more holistic, process-oriented approach. This means that not only 
facilities, but also other aspects like organizational, economic, social and political aspects are 
taken into consideration. In 1997, the POE process model was developed into an Integrative 
Framework for Building Performance Evaluation (Preiser and Schramm, 1997),  followed by 
other publications such as Learning from our Buildings (Federal Facilities Council, 2001), 
Improving Building Performance and Evaluating Building Performance in Healthcare Facilities; 
An organizational Perspective (Steinke et al, 2010). The last based on the established 
multidimensional framework Balanced Scorecard (Kaplan & Norton, 1996), developed to a 
conceptual model; The Building Performance Evaluation (BPE) Scorecard. The BPE Scorecard 
views facilities from four perspectives or performance dimensions, and allows a variety of 
existing evaluation tools to be incorporated into the methodology. 

Chan, Beckman & Lawrence (2007) argues that in despite of a long tradition on studies on 
organizations, there has been relatively little systematic work linking the built environment with 
organization theory or vice versa. It seems that organizations rarely see the physical 
environments as an important factor to their business strategies. On the other hand we find 
literature that strongly underline the effect the built environment has on several aspects of 
organizational functioning (Becker, 1981), and the fact that the built environment defines the 
context in which work processes, services, social interactions and outcomes is taken place 
(Becker, 1981; Bitner, 1992). 

Within the work of the CiB W111 Usability of workplaces, there has been developed a 
theoretical framework describing the concept of usability, and different methods and tools have 
been studied and examined in several case studies the last 6 – 8 years (Jensø et al 1994; Hansen 
et al, 2005; Hansen et al 2006, Alexander, 2004; Blakstad et al, 2008). Alexander (2008) 
underlines that seen in an organizational context; Buildings usually will be part of a portfolio of 
buildings and are evaluated in terms of their asset value. He argues that the tools and metrics for 
considering the use value of buildings are less well developed and understood. This is in line 
with Granath and Gilliard (2008) that state that “usability cannot be evaluated simply on the 
product alone but also with respect to how the product is perceived by and interacts with the 
user”. Fenker (2008) relates usability to user experiences and social relations between users and 
facilities and describes usability as a process that can only be understood as a social 
construction where the building act as a sort of stage. According to Fenker, “...the artefacts are 
bearers of a set of possibilities and constraints as well as, most importantly, activity and social 
practices models.”

Usability evaluations are based on different user’s experiences and assessments on how well the 
buildings perform regarding different parameters. A building’s performance can never be seen 
or understood isolated from an organisational and technical perspective, as those aspects interact 
and influence each other. Usability has hence a complex nature and can be described as a 
“wicked problem” Blakstad et al (2008). Such problems are characterized by no definitive 
formulation of solutions, and they are open to multiple interpretations (Rittel and Webber 1973). 
According to Blakstad, an adequate approach to “wicked problems” will require multi-method 
strategies using a triangulation of methods and evaluations with multiple perspectives.  
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This is in line with findings from previous studies showing that evaluations work best when 
they are based on several methods and aspects, depending on objective, purpose, focus, 
competence and resources (Frechtling, 2002). All this implies that usability evaluations are 
complex, that there is a need for simplification and that the evaluator possesses both theoretical 
and practical knowledge and skills (Baird et al 1996). Blakstad et al (2008) describes how 
different methods and tools were explored and tested according to their relevance and validity 
for usability in several Norwegian cases. As pointed out earlier, few of the available 
methodologies aim directly at evaluation of usability related to organizational objectives. 
However, they found that many traditional research and evaluation methods had potential to be 
developed for the purpose of usability evaluation. 

4. Usability evaluations in Norwegian case studies  

In a number of Norwegian case studies, several methods and ways of doing usability 
evaluations have been studied. The purpose of the Norwegian work has been to provide building 
owners, users and Facility Managers with knowledge of usability in order to support continuous 
improvements. As a result, a common usability framework or methodology named USEtool has 
been developed. The recommended process for mapping usability consists of five stages (figure 
1). For each stage there is a description of the goals, the methods and tools used and the 
expected results from each method and stage (Blakstad et al, 2010).      

                                                                                                                                                                                        

Figure 1: USEtool framework. The evaluation process (Blakstad et al., 2010) 

Methods used in the USEtool methodology have been; Document analysis, interviews, 
structured group interviews, walkthrough and workshop. The framework reflects the importance 
of understanding and taking in consideration the contextual conditions that may determine the 
outcome of the user experiences with the building or workplace (Hansen et al. 2006; Fenker, 
2008). 

5. Applicability of results from usability evaluations 

The purpose of this paper is to discuss important aspects of evaluation of usability, and the 
applicability of the results for other projects. Usability evaluation within the USEtool context, 
can be regarded as a methodology (Silverman, 2007) referring to the choices one makes about 
cases to study, methods of data gathering, forms of data analysis. Most of the methods proposed 
in USEtool are quantitative methods like interviews, focus groups, document or textual analysis, 
observation etc. mainly conducted within a case study context. USEtool complements other 
methods used in more traditional post occupancy evaluations or building performance studies. 
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Quantitative methods like questionnaires, statistics etc will give some idea of how much, how 
usual or unusual a given phenomena occurs. Those methods will give some background 
information, but not necessary any explanation. 

Usability evaluations are not only concerned about how, but also on the question of why. They 
study meanings as well as causes (Hammersley, 1992). In literature we find a number of 
different methods for evaluation of efficiency both related to buildings and to organizations. We 
also have quite a few methods for evaluation of effectiveness and satisfaction, but effectiveness 
is more difficult to assess. Related to our perspective on buildings as means of production, 
effectiveness will be the most important. Of the methods we have used so far, interviews, 
participatory methods, and walkthroughs are methods that will be well suited for further 
development in order to evaluate effectiveness, but we will also need to develop criteria that can 
be used in quantitative studies such as questionnaires.  

The value of usability evaluations for feed forward to new projects mainly lies in the ability to 
understand the user experiences and to translate those into adequate products and solutions. An 
important discussion is whether the results or findings from usability evaluations can be 
considered as valid and reliable, and whether context dependent knowledge from usability 
evaluations can be fed forward to new projects or be generalized and added to a more generally 
applicable body of knowledge. The idea behind evidence based design is to have significant 
number of results from several case studies or project to say something about the validity for 
other projects (Hamilton et al., 2009). From a usability perspective this is not necessary a 
universal truth isolated from any given context. Back to the problem of copy and past thinking, 
rather than learn and translate. This is more in line with Kroll (2005) that underlines that 
“evidence-based design means not using a cookbook approach to building design”. Every 
facility is built within a specific set of requirements and constraints, and consequently each 
requires a tailored approach. The aim should be to intelligently adopt or adapt the research and 
apply it to new projects. One big discussion about qualitative research is contextual sensitivity 
(Silverman 2007) and the awareness of the context in understanding the studied phenomenon. 
The question of reliability and validity is therefore a main issue discussing usability evaluation, 
user experiences and usability evidence. 

In the following we relate the discussion of usability evaluation methods to the questions of 
reliability, validity and generalizability. 

5.1 Reliability 

Reliability is related to consistency of a measure. Hammersley (1992) defines reliability to the 
degree of consistency with which instances are assigned to the same category by different 
observers or by the same observer on different occasions. That means that it deals with 
replicability or the question of whether the research could be repeated with the same results, 
interpretations and claims. As argued earlier in this paper, usability is strongly depending on 
context, situation and perspectives, and hence could not be reliability at all. Moisander and 
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Valtonen (2006) suggest two ways to improve reliability in non-quantitative work. One is to 
make the research process transparent, and the other is to pay attention to theoretical 
transparency. In this type of research, reliability cannot be ensured through large, representative 
samples of research material. The methods to summarize information may be affected by 
judgmental subjectivity. To a certain extent, the subjectivity is intended, as we want to map the 
perceptions of different user representatives. The problem of reliability may therefore be 
considerable in each of the sub-studies. To compensate for this, several studies have to be made. 

5.2 Validity 

Validity concerns how well a measure does in fact measure what it is intended to measure. The 
findings could be valid for other contexts if; 

-  Statistics enough case studies giving the same findings 

-  There are some similarities between case studies carried out and a given project.  

The question is if usability evaluations and user experiences could be generalized and be valid 
for other contexts and situations? To address validity in our cases, several evaluation methods 
are used. This means a method triangulation. The combined use of methods gives a better 
measure than each of the methods or tools independently. According to Yin (2003), case studies 
using multiple sources of evidence are generally rated as having a higher quality, compared to 
those that rely only on single sources of information. In contrary, Flyvbjerg (2004) argues that 
the key advantage of qualitative research is its ability to give insight into local practices and is 
important for the development of a nuanced view of reality. According to Flyvbjerg, this is one 
of the strongest characteristic of qualitative research, the possibility of falsify ability as an 
excellent way to test the validity of any research finding. 

5.3 Generalizability 

Generalizability is a main aim in quantitative research and is normally achieved by statistical 
sampling methods or procedures. In qualitative analysis, generalizability is a very important and 
debated issue. Generalizability refers to the extent to which findings from a study apply to a 
wider population or to different contexts. Generalizability can be discussed along two 
dimensions: generalizability of experiences from the use of the proposed method, and 
generalizability of the results from the studies. The results from each study may have limited 
generalizability. The experiences from use of usability evaluation methods are likely to have a 
higher degree of generalizability than the actual evaluation results, even though both are context 
dependent. A common argument against case studies and other qualitative studies has been the 
lack of generalizability, and indirectly against reliability. Seen in isolation, case studies are 
context dependent. It is typically said that it is up to the reader to judge if a previously 
conducted case study is relevant in the context he or she studies. However, more generalizable 
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results may be established through a series of replications and validations. When the number of 
studies with consistent results grows, the confidence in the findings should increase. As the 
number of case studies increases, it is possible to perform meta-analyses of the cases,  a similar 
way as meta studies (studies of studies) are common in for example medicine. Especially if the 
case studies, and other qualitative research, are conducted in a uniform way, the possibilities to 
observe general trends across a number of studies increases. Through our work with usability, 
we have developed a common framework for usability evaluations, named USEtool (Blakstad et 
al, 2010). This framework has been used both in student projects and in real life, giving us a 
good basis for meta-analysis. Related to our proposed tool and method for evaluating usability, 
a uniform way of conducting usability evaluations will enable us to perform meta-analyses of 
our evaluations and hence improve the question of generalizability. 

5.4 Experiences 

One may always discuss the external validity of qualitative methods. According to Halvorsen 
(2008) the main question is not if results may be generalized but if knowledge can be transferred 
to other settings. The validity and reliability of the methods in general can be discussed. One 
important aim for the development of the methods have been their ability to produce and/or 
obtain relevant information and experience relating to the defined topics for evaluation, 
understanding the situation and context, and obtaining differences in interests and opinions, 
rather than focusing on consensus. In one case we used both qualitative methods and 
questionnaire in the evaluation. The results were very concurrent and gave the same picture, but 
the qualitative methods gave a much more richer and useful material to understand why and 
where when discussing possible strategizes and activities to improve building performance and 
usability for the users. 

From what we have seen in the case studies and tests, the described methods and tools really 
assess usability within the given context, with special focus on the effectiveness of the facilities 
and their ability to support value creation in the user organization. We acknowledge the fact that 
one cannot generalize directly from the results of highly context dependent evaluations such as 
USEtool. In fact, the Usability concept is context-dependent in nature. One of the case studies 
showed a university college with a very high score on building performance and coloration 
between program and completed building, but still showed a lack of usability due to change in 
pedagogic, increased student number, lack of changing culture among the department (Hansen 
et al., 2006). In another case we found a high degree of pride and high academic score among 
the pupils, in spite for a building performing really badly.                                             

One may argue that the contextual knowledge gained from applying the methods described, is 
as important as the generic results for building performance. The main contribution is the way 
these methods are combined in a structured framework with process descriptions and easy-to-
use guidelines, as well as the operationalized relation to effectiveness and usability. Further 
testing carried out by our project partners will reveal the method’s usefulness, simplicity, and 
the necessary amount of resources to carry out evaluations. 
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Abstract

This paper presents the main results of a research project aimed at investigating how user 
complaints in social housing projects can be processed and analysed in order to provide 
feedback for the product development process. The focus of this paper is on the use of this 
information to support decision making during the stages of design, production and use of 
building facilities. Users’ complaints were used because they represent valuable information
about costumer perception. Such information is easily obtained by managers because they are 
often collected by facility managers. The research strategy adopted was archive analysis, using 
a database of 7574 complaints from 42 house-building projects, located in the state of Rio 
Grande do Sul, Brazil. All the projects were funded by the Residential Leasing Program of the 
Brazilian Federal Government. There were three typologies of project: condominium of new 
terraced-house blocks, condominium of four to five new apartment buildings, and refurbished 
high-rise apartments building. Several statistical analyses were performed on those data. The 
data analysis indicated that the type of information collected from user complaints can be useful 
for understanding causes of client dissatisfaction with the project and also with the facilities’ 
management services. A set of performance measures were produced, which can be used to 
support decision making, including the definition of building typology, the choice of building 
companies, and the design of the facilities’ management services. A major limitation of this 
study was that it investigated only data produced by residents of the housing projects. 
Therefore, the information cannot be used for a precise identification of technical problems
related to building pathologies or lack of maintenance. Another limitation has to do with the age 
of the projects investigated: they had between 3 and 5 years of occupation. That means that the 
range of complaints may be different from projects with longer periods of occupation. 
Understanding the usefulness of user complaint data is very important for the house-building 
sector, since those data constitute a fairly cost-effective source of feedback for the product 
development process. It is useful in terms of providing performance measures that are useful for 
different stakeholders, such as designers, building companies, funding agencies, developers, 
and facilities’ management companies. This is particular important in the social housing 
segment, where the incidence of quality problems tends to be greater. 

Keywords: complaints, social house-building projects, feedback.
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1. Introduction

Improving the quality of social housing is an issue of great concern in Brazil due to its 
importance in social and economic terms. This is a concern not only of private companies that 
develop and produce housing projects, but also of the government, which is responsible for 
promoting, funding and managing housing programs.

In the context of the manufacturing industry, the approach to product quality and cost reduction 
usually starts with recognizing customers’ needs. In the same way, in the building industry it is 
necessary to characterise housing users and study their needs and expectations in order to be 
able to satisfy them.  However, when users’ requirements are not met, dissatisfaction soon arises 
after the purchase of the product or a service (Huppertz, 2007), and that can lead to different 
kinds of reaction by users, often starting with a complaint, going to a different supplier or 
retaliation [1] against the company. (Jambekar; Pelc, 2005; Day; Landon, 1977; Singh, 1988).

Hence, complaints offer important information from users and they can be considered a 
declaration of frustrated expectations and, therefore, an opportunity to improve the housing 
sector. They are an effective and cost-effective way to obtain information and to meet users’ 
expectations of products and services (Barlow; Moller, 1996).

There are different ways of capturing information on customers’ needs. Some of the more costly 
and less direct are the analysis of customers’ expectations in parallel industries, the use of 
persons disguised as buyers, external audits and formal surveys. However the reception and 
handling of complaints constitutes a direct and effective method to understand clients, helping 
decision making in product development processes [2] (PDP). Eventhough there are other 
sources of information, users complaints are easily obtained by managers because they are often 
collected by organizations that produce or manage the facilities . Besides, if handled adequately, 
complaints can offer competitive advantages to the company. 

In Product Development literature there are several studies on the product planning and 
development process, where the information obtained from current customers is used as 
feedback for the development of new products and to help satisfy future customers (Fundin;
Bergman, 2003). However, it is necessary to handle this information in a way that allows the 
identification of which characteristics of the product or service are decisive for customer 
satisfaction.

According to Sampson (1999), the small number of studies on the issue is small, and 
investments in client feedback systems are limited, consequently, only rarely are these systems 
used to help companies identify their customers’ preferences. Another factor that hampers 
complaints handling is companies’ lack of capacity to undertake this task (Barlow; Moller,
1996). In a study undertaken in three manufacturing companies in Sweden, Fundin and 
Bergman (2003) affirm that companies still lack a formal structure to transfer their customers’ 
feedback to the development of new products. However, the same study indicated that 
companies are willing to use that feedback as a guiding factor in their PDP.
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Although the literature indicates limited use of complaints and low complaint rates (Barlow;
Moller, 1996; Huppertz, 2007), those rates may vary depending on the factors involved in the 
purchase of the product or service, such as, for example, the value of the purchase; market 
competition; to which socio-economic group the customer belongs to; cost and benefits of the 
complaint; individual customers’ tendency to complain and the importance of that purchase for 
the customer. (Barlow; Moller, 1996; Kim, 2003) 

In the case of housing, the purchase value is considered high and the importance of the purchase 
for the customer is high, once most people only make one purchase of this kind in their entire 
life. In this case, according to Barlow and Moller (1996), customers usually complain because 
they feel that the service provided is worth the trouble of complaining. This trade-off is related 
to other factors mentioned above, such as, for example, the prior perception of the user 
regarding the resolution of the problem or the financial restitution of the repair of a defect in the 
house. That perception can be related to the complaint channels made available to users and to 
the evaluation of users’ satisfaction with the handling of complaints [3].

Although there is consensus in the literature that the handling of complaints is advantageous 
both for customers and company, the issue receives little attention from the building sector.
Customers’ complaints are often received, but they are not dealt with appropriately, i.e., they are 
rarely processed and, when they are, they do not generate information that is subsequently used 
in decision making by the agents involved in buildings’ production and maintenance. In view of 
that fact, this study considers that greater attention should be devoted to the information 
generated at the use stage of housing projects, providing feedback for the earlier stages of the 
PDP.

2. Aim

The aim of this paper is to investigate how complaints of users of social housing projects can be 
processed and analysed in order to provide feedback for the development process of housing 
products. The focus of the study is on the use of that information to support decision making in 
the design, production and facilities management.

3. Methods

The research strategy adopted was archive analysis, which, according to Yin (1994) is a method 
used to examine contemporary events. This study analysed a database of 7574 users’ complaints 
in 42 social housing projects, with 3 to 5 years of occupation, located in the state of Rio Grande 
do Sul, Brazil. The data analysed are secondary, as they were recorded by a facilities 
management company [4] between December 2002 and September 2006 and subsequently 
compiled in a database by Brito (2009).

The complaints analysed were divided into three categories: (a) building failures [5]; (b)
behavioural problems [6]; (c) maintenance problems [7]. Each category was statistically tested 
with physical characteristics of the projects and with activities or decisions related to the 
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development of the housing projects, as highlighted in Figure 1. Each analysis was associated 
with one stage of the projects’ development process where the complaints can be useful in the 
decision making. It should be highlighted that complaints can help formulate different indicators 
for different stages of the PDP, but this project was restricted to generating indicators based on 
existing data, limiting the indicators.

AIM STATISTICAL TEST
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Figure 1- Aims and statistical tests

The results of the statistical analyses were discussed with agents involved in the provision and 
maintenance of the housing projects, i.e.: (a) facilities’ managers; (b) social workers; e (c) 
financing agents.

4. Results

The results of this study were grouped into three items, according to the development stage of 
the housing project, where the complaints can be useful to provide feedback to the process. 

4.1 The use of complaints providing feedback to the design

The special characteristics of the built environment are seen by some authors as decisive factors 
for the behaviour of the people using those spaces. (Lynch, 1960; Lay, 2005; Lay, Reys, 2005) 
Hence, the study sought to find out whether the building typology influences the complaints 
about behavioural problems made by users of seven housing projects with three-years 
occupation, totalling 839 housing units. The projects evaluated are part of the Residential 
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Leasing Program of the Federal Government of Brazil and have the following building 
typologies: terraced-house blocks and apartment buildings.

In order to test this hypothesis, a t-test was carried out with independent samples, followed by 
the Levene test. Table 1 represents the valid sample for the three first years of occupation, the 
number of complaints and the averages of the sample analysed.

Table 1: Sample used in the T-test with independent samples of behavioural problems x 
typology

Behavioural Problems Complaints Typology N (HU) Average

Noise / Fight apartment 742 0,036

house 97 0,030

Presence of animals in the condominium apartment 742 0,014

house 97 0,006

Inappropriate use of common space/ equipment apartment 742 0,012

house 97 0,003
Table 2 represents the results of the t-test for the seven projects evaluated.

Table 2: T-test with independent samples of behavioural problems x typology

Behavioural problems complaints
(1st, 2nd and 3rd year) Hypotheses

Levene test
Hypotheses

T-test

F Sig. t p value.

Noise / fight
σ²1= σ²2

11,52 0,00
µ1 = µ2 1,86 0,06

σ²1≠ σ²2 µ1 ≠ µ2 2,00 0,05

Presence of animals in the 
condominium

σ²1= σ²2
2,52 0,11

µ1 = µ2 -1,08 0,28

σ²1≠ σ²2 µ1 ≠ µ2 -1,06 0,29

Inappropriate use of common 
space/ equipment

σ²1= σ²2
26,12 0,00

µ1 = µ2 -3,30 0,00

σ²1≠ σ²2 µ1 ≠ µ2 -3,01 0,00

The test showed that the typology interferes in the occurrence of complaints concerning noise 
and fights (p value <0,05), with higher frequency in houses or terraces. It also showed that the 
typology influences the complaints about inappropriate use of common space or equipment (p 
value <0,00), which may be related to design solutions that neglect leisure areas, influencing 
users’ behaviour. That leads residents to use the collective spaces designed for circulation or 
other functions for their leisure activities, supporting some authors’ opinion that affirm that the 
physical and spatial characteristics of a housing project can influence people’s behaviour 
(Blanco, et al. 2003; Lay, 2005; Lay, Reys, 2005). The analysis shows that apartments present a 
higher average of complaints concerning the inappropriate use of common spaces than that of 
houses and terraces, which present 0,0120 and 0,0034 complaints/hu, respectively.
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The complaints referring to the presence of animals in the condominium do not present a 
relationship with the building typology (p value <0,28). It is important to note that, although the 
complaints averages are distant, 0,014 for apartments and 0,06 for houses, no statistical 
difference between them is proven. Hence, this study concludes that the presence of pets is a 
cultural issue and that the conflicts generated by the presence of pets depend on factors other 
than the project’s building typology. 

4.2 The use of complaints as feedback for the construction

The association of building companies with the number of complaints can provide important 
information to help decision makers when they contract companies, and also for the companies 
themselves to evaluate their performance in comparison with others in the same sector. In this 
sense, a statistical test was applied to the set of complaints with the aim of classifying the 
building companies in groups with significantly different complaints averages, as well as 
identifying the complaints average of each one of them to allow benchmarking. 

In the analysis a comparison was made of the averages of the complaints made in the first year 
of occupation of the projects according to the building companies. It consists in a variance 
analysis (One Way ANOVA[9]) that is complemented by the Tukey procedure, which objective 
is the multiple comparison of averages, with this procedure being used after testing the 
significance with ANOVA. In the test, the database projects considered were those with 
complaints registered in their first year of occupation, making up 21 projects and a total of 3539 
housing units, where 2581 complaints were registered.

After the ANOVA (p value.<0,001), the Tukey was undertaken, indicating a significant 
difference between three groups of building companies, as shown in Table 3: (a) companies 
with a low incidence of complaints (0,00 to 0,29 complaints per HU); (b) companies with  an 
average incidence of complaints (0,49 to 0,69 complaints per HU); and (c) companies with a 
higher incidence of complaints (1,21 to 1,41 complaints per HU). 

Table 3 presents the groups of building companies according to the average value of complaints 
per housing unit. It can be observed that the group of companies in the lower section of the table 
has much higher averages than the others. In the case of the projects studied, which are Federal 
Government’s initiatives, the choice of companies is the responsibility of the State, and it is up 
to the State to approve or reject specific companies’ projects. Thus, the identification of the 
complaints averages of the companies active in the market, as well as the groups they are in, is 
useful information for the government, which can act effectively on the building inspection of 
the more problematic companies, and also establish the requirements for those companies in 
order to reduce the incidence of complaints.
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Table 3: Groups of building companies according to incidence of complaints / hu (Building 
failures)

Building Company N HU Alpha = .05

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Building Company 17 360 0,00

Building Company 01 200 0,03 0,03

Building Company 05 97 0,18 0,18

Building Company  08 200 0,19 0,19

Building Company 13 92 0,20

Building Company 03 200 0,29

Building Company 16 468,00 0,49

Building Company 15 330 0,57 0,57

Building Company 09 172 0,65 0,65

Building Company 07 822 0,69

Building Company 06 80 1,21

Building Company 12 410 1,32 1,32

Building Company 14 108 1,41

Sig. 3539 1 0,0575 0,4843 0,0513 0,4412 0,6377 0,8263

Given the complaints average for each company, it is important that they identify constructive 
system has the highest number of complaints so that they can improve the quality of their 
building or the design specifications of particular systems. The Paretto chart (Figure 2) 
compares the most critical systems in each building company.

Figura 1- Building failures complaints

The chart shows that it is primarily the building systems and cladding that involve the highest 
averages of complaints in most companies. Besides, it can be seen that in 61% of the companies 
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analysed, the building systems are the most critical point when compared with other systems in 
the same company. This indicator is useful for decision makers to enable them to demand that 
companies have more control over the execution of those processes, and also that they improve 
the quality of execution.

4.3 The use of complaints as feedback for facilities management

Complaints can be useful for the facilities management of housing projects in the services 
related to common spaces, aimed at improving operation, conservation, or recovering their 
functional capacity, and they can also be used to propose adjustments that result in 
improvements for final users. In this sense, the study sought to identify and compare the 
systems that generate most complaints related to facilities management.

In order to do that, a descriptive analysis of the frequency of 645 complaints related to 
maintenance problems was made and it was identified that the systems that presented the largest 
number of complaints were the building systems and window frames, as shown in Figure 3.

Figura 2- Maintenance problems complaints

The study also identified the sub-systems and the most frequent maintenance problems through 
a frequency analysis. In the building systems, the hydro-sanitary installations and electrical 
installations were the elements that presented the largest number of complaints, with 94%. 
Hydro-sanitary installations represent 58% and electrical installations represent 36% of the 
complaints in building systems. The complaints with the highest percentages in both systems 
are about pipe blockages and the need to replace lamps or electrical parts. They represent over
60% of the complaints about hydro-sanitary and electrical installations.

The problem of blocked pipes problem may be related to inappropriate use of the hydro-sanitary 
equipment. Through discussions with staff from the projects’ funding agencies, it was 
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confirmed that many of the complaints about blockages had to do with solid objects thrown in 
the toilet bowl and with grease and solid waste discarded in sinks and washing stands’ drains. 
The action of users for the proper maintenance of the buildings is encouraged through social 
work undertaken before the occupation of the projects. Hence, it should be questioned whether 
the social workers, through the funding agency, are meeting their goals or whether the 
complaints are associated with inappropriate behaviour on the users’ part. 

With regards to the frames, the most affected elements were doors and windows, representing 
70% and 30%, respectively, of the complaints about windows and doors systems. However, the 
most frequent complaint is the same in both elements: loose, broken or missing window glass.

In discussions with the housing projects’ managers, held at facilities’ managing company A, 
they highlighted inappropriate use of common spaces, as well as the poor quality of the 
aluminium window frames, which means window panes are easily broken. The biggest problem 
is the frailty of the frames, which, for the most part, do not have aluminium sidelite patches in 
the lower part of the doors, leading to broken and damaged glass. Putting sidelite patches in the 
lower section of the doors, reinforcing the aluminium profiles or replacing the material of the 
frames in the common areas can contribute to reduce the number of complaints. 

In the case of complaints about blocked pipes and broken glass, it was verified that the problems
indicated may not be directly related to the performance of the facilities’ management, but may 
be due to the poor quality of materials, inappropriate use of the project and its installations, as 
well as damage aused by acts of vandalism. Hence, if the cause of the problem is not related to 
use management, it is necessary to focus efforts on other stages of the development process of 
housing developments. 

In the case of Residential Leasing Program, technical social work is done with the users before 
and/or during the first year of occupation of the projects. In this phase, users receive instructions 
for good maintenance of the facility, which can influence complaints about maintenance 
problems. In order to understand this relationship, a t-test with independent samples was carried 
out with the main complaints about building failures for the projects with at least three years’ 
occupation. The aim was to find out whether the technical social work influences the occurrence 
of complaints about the main maintenance problems. 

First, this analysis considered the maintenance problems that may have occurred due to lack of 
maintenance by users or due to their behaviour [10], which may have damaged components or 
equipments in the housing projects. Subsequently, the average of all problems related to the 
undertaking of social work was calculated. 

The test confirmed the hypothesis that the social work influences the incidence of complaints 
about maintenance problems (p value <0,00), with the projects where that work was undertaken 
presenting lower averages of complaints /hu.
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Although the test revealed a significant relationship between the dependence of the variables
technical social work undertaken and maintenance problems, it is believed that such problems 
can also be related with other stages in the process, such as inefficient facilities management.
However, the data analysed concern only one facilities’ management company, and due to that 
limitation it was not possible to compare processes of different management companies. 

5. Conclusions

The registration of housing projects’ users’ complaints has great potential to generate 
information that can help decision makers in housing provision. Several stages of the 
development process of social housing projects can use feedback of indicators generated from 
the processing and analysis of that information, helping the decision making of the stakeholders 
involved. In this study it was possible to identify how information can be useful in the design, 
execution and facilities management, as follows:

 Design: identification of behavioural problems that are related to design solutions; 
identification of the most frequent building failures that may be originated in the design; 
identification of the main maintenance problems in order to specify more durable 
materials or to find design solutions that minimise such problems; 

 Execution: identification of the contracted building companies that are subjected to 
largest number of complaints; identification of the constructive systems that generate 
the largest number of complaints; evaluation of the company’s complaints average; 
comparison of the company’s performance with the others’ through the complaints 
averages;

 Facilities management: identification of the main failures, subsystems and building 
systems that generate the largest number of complaints; evaluation of the complaints 
averages of the company; comparison of the company’s performance with the other 
companies’ performances through the complaints’ averages.

The study allowed the formulation of a set of indicators that can be used as an aid in the 
decision making process, including the definition of building typology, the contracting of 
building companies and the style of operation management and maintenance by the facilities’ 
management services. One of the greatest limitations of this study is the analysis of complaints 
of only one facilities’ management company, which did not allow a deeper analysis of the 
maintenance problems nor a comparison to be made between the management practices of the 
facilities’ management companies. Another limitation of this study is that the housing projects 
have between 3 to 5 years of occupation and projects with longer occupation times can present a 
different set of complaints. 

The understanding of the usefulness of complaints for the building industry is crucial for the 
sector, since these data are a relatively cost-effective source of feedback for the product 
development process. This highlights the importance of continuing to undertake studies on 
complaints in the building industry, particularly concerning the study of complaints of users of
social housing projects, where quality problems have proved more frequent.
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[1] Retaliation can be understood as a revenge, retaliation or amendment and it occurs at a moment of 
tension, dispute, where one of the parties strategically tries to recover a loss (FERNANDES, 2008).
[2] The PDP concept proposed by Rozenfeld et al. (2006) is defined as the conception, design, production 
and monitoring of a product after its final delivery to the client. In view of the fact that building projects 
are developed following the same stages, it is considered that a building project can also understood as 
PDP.
[3] The handling of complaints includes operation actions of receiving complaints and also the planning 
and analysis of internal and external failures in the process of the company, as well as indicating the basic 
needs or expectations that have not been met (VOS; HUITEMA, 2008),
[4] The company analysed manages 72% of the social housing projects in the Residential Leasing 
Program in the state of Rio Grande do Sul. 
[5] The complaints related to pathological manifestations or failures occurred in the design and building 
stages are considered building failures (BRITO, 2009).
[6] Complaints related to residents’ actions that could cause conflict related to human behaviour such as 
arguments between residents and facilities’ management companies’ employees, disrespecting other users 
of the project, disorder caused by violent reactions by the residents, such as fights, aggression incidents 
and exchange of abusive words are considered behavioural problems. (BRITO, 2009).
[7] Maintenance problems are the complaints related to failures occurred due to inappropriate use of the 
facilities and its installations, as well as damage caused by acts of vandalism (BRITO, 2009).
[8] In the Residential Leasing Program, as in other Brazilian housing programs, technical social work 
(TTS) with the residents is a compulsory component of the programs. The work consists in developing 
informative and educative actions that start before occupation, with the aim of creating mechanisms that 
can enable the participation and organization of residents, promoting integration of the leasers with each 
other and with their home, stimulating commitment with the conservation and maintenance of the 
properties through explanations about the correct occupation of the collective spaces, conservation of the 
building and fulfilment of payments (CAIXA, 2003).
[9] The One-way ANOVA analysis is available on the software SPSS version 13.0 for Windows.
[10] The following complaints were considered in the analysis: blocked pipes, woodworm in the doors 
and doorframes, motor of gate / automatic gate / electric fence not working, damaged parts in the 
hydraulic installations, and spills from water pipes. 
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Abstract

Although access to goods and services is of vital importance to all members of a community, 
the recent trends indicate that mall patronage is declining. This is due to too many look-alike 
malls and the fact that shopping experience offered by such malls can often be unpleasant 
(unsatisfactory) for customers. Shoppers’ way-finding problems may also contribute to this 
sense of dissatisfaction. Even though way-finding has been shown to be one of the most 
irritating aspects of the shopping process, it remains under-researched. Therefore, this research 
addresses the influence of way-finding design on the shopping experience in shopping malls 
and seeks to obtain a better understanding of how way-finding design influences emotions and 
behavior so as to improve the knowledge on designing future shopping malls. The study is 
based on the comparative study of users’ behaviors in two shopping malls that were 
constructed within the same period of time in Kayseri. It seeks to establish the role played by
way-finding design principles on behavioral settings and the shopping experience of its users 
and users’ preferences of these facilities. In this research the consumer behavioral setting is 
examined in two parts: the features and the motivations of the users and the features belonging
to space (spatial organization). These variables and their influence on each other are tested in a 
comparative study. Both qualitative and quantitative research methods have been utilized in 
this study. The qualitative research data consist of interviews with consumers and 
behavioral/cognitive mappings at both shopping malls. The quantitative research data were 
gathered by means of questionnaires to users of both shopping malls. The use of such a method 
demonstrates our belief in the importance of cultivating an ability to recognize, listen, and 
respond to how people feel about their environment and their experiences within the built 
environment. The aim is that this study will contribute to the design of shopping malls and will 
assist in ensuring that the design is as inclusive and universally accessible as possible and 
addresses the requirements of a wide range of physical, sensory, and cognitive abilities and 
needs of their users. Understanding the experiences, space use, and needs of users may also 
contribute to user-centered facilities management, planning and design of spaces that function 
effectively, accommodate the wider user needs, and reduce the time and stress in accessing 
those environments.

2

Keywords: shopping malls and centers, behavioral settings, consumer behavior, way-finding,
comparative study
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1. Introduction

Retailers and shopping mall developers who often seek to learn how and why people shop are 
currently being challenged with a recent trend in retail industry. Although shopping malls were 
a popular destination for shopping and recreation in 80s and 90s (Kowinski, 1985, Wakefield 
and Baker, 1998), recent trends indicate that mall patronage is declining. Moreover, despite the 
decrease in mall sales, there is a concurrent growth in retail mall space (Ashley, 1997;
Wakefield and Baker, 1998). 

Wakefield and Baker (1998) suggest three reasons for this decline in mall patronage:

(1) There are too many malls that look alike, with too many stores offering too much of the 
same merchandise (Ashley, 1997; Templin, 1997; cited in Wakefield and Baker, 1998).

(2) Busy consumers are making fewer trips to the mall. Because they are time-pressed,
consumers seek to maximize their shopping time (Ashley, 1997; cited in Wakefield and Baker, 
1998). 

(3) Fewer consumers are saying they go to the mall because they enjoy the experience (Berry, 
1996; Chandler, 1995; cited in Wakefield and Baker, 1998). 

Tauber( 1972) stresses that if we assume that shopping trips are evaluated exclusively on the 
merit of any goods or services acquired, we fail to recognize numerous intangible and 
emotional costs and benefits that must be examined before we can understand this consumption 
activity fully (Tauber,1972, Holbrook 1986, Babin et al, 1994).

Kotler (1973) was one of first to recognize diversity in the retail bundle, rather than the product 
alone, when he stated, ‘‘One of the most significant features of the total product is the place 
where it is bought or consumed. In some cases, the place is more influential than the product 
itself in the purchase decision’’ (Kotler, 1973; cited in Diep and Sweeney, 2008).

From a retailing perspective, Harnett (1998) emphasizes that, ‘‘When retailers satisfy people-
based needs, they are delivering value, which puts them in a much stronger position in the long 
term’’ (Harnett, 1998; cited in Diep and Sweeney, 2008). Place is important in the extent to 
which it satisfies and facilitates needs. Stokols and Shumaker (1981) suggest that the degree to 
which a particular setting satisfies the needs and goals of an individual determines his or her 
judgment of its value. This value judgment regulates the frequency of usage of the place. While 
psychological factors of people determine the cognitive process of attachment to place, the 
needs of people establish the emotional and symbolic content of the bonds (Inalhan, 2006).

The recent move toward treating the retail environment as a setting for delivering memorable, 
relevant, and valued experiences is spreading globally (Diep and Sweeney, 2008). Mall 
developers, along with facility managers, are attempting to allure customers by creating an 
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exciting shopping experience designed to attract and keep them at the mall (Cockerham, 1995;
Wakefield and Baker, 1998). However, the development of new products and services should 
be based on a better understanding of customer needs and their shopping value within the
context of behavioral setting (the shopping mall). Facility managers require this knowledge to 
develop strategies to differentiate from the competition. 

Wakefield and Barker (1998) say that consumer studies and marketing research have revealed 
that many consumers are apt to make a decision regarding where to shop on the basis of their 
attitude toward a mix of stores and the mall or shopping center environment (Finn and 
Louviere, 1990, 1996; Gentry and Burns, 1977). Yet, to date there have been limited empirical 
studies on way-finding and orientation in buildings, which are an important criteria for 
environmental behavior (Dogu and Erkip, 2000). 

Way-finding has been shown to be one of the most irritating aspects of the shopping process to 
the point that it negatively affects the people’s general attitude towards the setting and 
likelihood of buying the items searched for (D’Astous, 2000; Hackett et al., 1993). Shoppers’ 
way-finding is an increasingly important problem in the management of shopping malls (Chebat 
et al., 2005). It is an issue that is not considered sufficiently during the design process as well. 

O’Neill and Jasper (1992) suggest that research carried out on consumer spatial cognition and 
way-finding can be better understood when it is analyzed in environment and behavior contexts.
Therefore, this study addresses the factors that affect the way-finding behavior of individuals in
a shopping mall and how people’s behaviors are influenced by factors such as building 
configuration, spatial layout and architectural features of the shopping mall. This research 
differs with others in the sense that it is framed within the transactional paradigm of 
environmental psychology, which assumes the transactional unity of the bi-directional nature of 
environment and behavior relations. Within this study, environmental and behavioral relations
are evaluated along four dimensions: (1) the degree to which research incorporates the notion 
of the physical environment, (2) the degree to which research addresses person-based 
(individual difference) variables, (3) the use of behavioral outcome measures, and (4) the 
relationship between those variables.

The objectives of the study are: 

- to utilize the effect of the spatial layout and architectural features of the shopping malls on
way-finding 

- to evaluate the specific characteristics of the way-finding processes and strategies followed by 
several types of shoppers (individual differences) 

-to evaluate consumer spatial behavior by understanding the way-finding experiences, space 
use, and needs of users and their relationship between patronage preferences of shopping malls.
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This article includes the following sections: Following the introduction as the underlying basis 
of our study, the subsequent section details consumer behavior as demonstrated by previous 
studies, customer shopping values, and way-finding in shopping malls. Having examined the 
literature and identified the key areas of concern of our study, the next section introduces the 
comparative case study of the two shopping malls constructed within the same period of time in 
Kayseri, Turkey. The final section derives implications for research, design and managerial 
actions. 

2. Literature review

A review of consumer behavior research literature reflects its multifaceted nature (Babin et al., 
1994). A number of theories of buying behavior have been postulated and considerable 
progress has been achieved in identifying the behavioral dimensions of buying. However, less 
is known about the determinants of consuming and shopping, which are also of substantial 
theoretical and managerial importance (Tauber, 1972).

Having set the underlying basis of the study, this part addresses the previous studies on
shopping setting (atmosphere), shopping motivations of shoppers, way-finding and consumer 
spatial behavior models, which are recognized as the determinants of shopping.

2.1 Shop atmospherics

Consumers prefer to shop where they believe they will receive the most satisfaction and value 
from the store and the merchandise acquired (May, 1989). Kotler (1973) argues that, in their 
purchase decisions, people respond to more than just the tangible product or service and that 
elements of the store, such as store atmospherics, may be more influential than the product 
itself (Diep and Sweeney, 2008).

Atmospherics, which involves the conscious design of an environment's space to influence 
shoppers (Kotler, 1973; Bitner, 1992), is typically conceptualized as a way to enhance shoppers'
emotional responses, which are then expected to positively impact their attitudes, perceptions, 
and shopping behaviors (Bellizi and Hite, 1992; Chebat and Morrin, 2007) Substantial research 
in marketing has examined the impact of store atmospherics on retail store patronage (Baker et 
al.,2002; Turley and Chebat, 2002; Michona et al., 2005; Raajpoot et al.,2008). Previous 
research demonstrates how ambient conditions, including store layout, design and signage, and 
employee and customer appearance, evoke varying levels of emotions among patrons (Baker; 
Bitner and Darden, 1996), and that these emotions impact store shoppers' approach/avoidance 
behaviors (Donovan and Rossiter, 1982), willingness to buy (Baker et al.,1992); price 
perceptions (Grewal and Baker, 1994); perceived value (Babin et al., 1994); current period 
purchase behavior and customer satisfaction (Babin and Darden, 1996). Mall atmospherics can
have significant effects on shoppers' perceptions, not only of their environment but also of the 
quality of products sold in the environment. Researchers recognize that the effect of 
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atmospheric on consumers’ perceptions is driven largely by cognitive rather than, or in addition 
to, affective mediational routes (Chebat and Morrin, 2007)

2.2 Shopping Values

Baker et al. (2002) suggest that the most important role of a store is its ability to facilitate 
consumer shopping. Yet the goals of all shoppers are not the same. For some convenience 
shoppers, getting in and out of the store quickly and ease of finding the merchandise they seek 
may be very important, while for the more serious shoppers, information and demonstrations 
may be more critical (Raajpoot et al., 2008). Previous research supports the concept that 
shopping trips provide both hedonic and utilitarian value (e.g., Babin et al., 1994; Jones et al., 
2006).

While utilitarian shoppers focus mainly on completing a task of finding items in a rational and 
efficient way, hedonist shoppers primarily enjoy the very process of shopping. Utilitarian 
shoppers’ strategies are geared at solving problems efficiently, based on landmarks and/or other 
persons. Hedonist shoppers’ strategies are meant to enhance enjoyment through experiencing 
the shopping space and sensorial excitement. In this regard, the layout of the mall can act as a 
design cue that influences consumers' expectations of efficient movement through a store (Titus 
and Everett, 1995).

2.3 Way-finding

Way-finding is defined by Passini (1977, 1984, 1995, 1996) as a multifaceted spatial problem-
solving that is composed of three different processes: (1) Cognitive mapping is the process of 
acquiring, forming, and maintaining spatial information and spatial knowledge. This process 
leads to forming cognitive maps (2) Decision-making is the stage at which individuals make 
choices among the possible courses of action.(3) Decision-execution is the ultimate stage at 
which individuals transform their decision into actions.

Since Passini’s (1977, 1984, 1995, 1996) seminal studies, there have been number of studies 
examining the factors affecting way-finding. These factors have included the use of maps 
(Gerber and Kwan, 1994), subjects’ navigational aptitude (Holscher et al., 2007; Kato and
Takeuchi, 2003), familiarity with the environment (Chebat et al., 2005; Holscher et al., 2007), 
the layout of the environment (Holscher et al., 2007) and way-finding in the context of 
shopping (Chebat et al., 2005; Dogu and Erkip, 2000; Titus and Everett, 1996). Findings from 
these studies have agreed with Passini’s (1981, 1984) model, and have helped to identify the 
use of a number of additional way finding strategies (Gerber and Kwan, 1994; Holscher et al., 
2007; Kato and Takeuchi, 2003; cited in Spiers and Maguire, 2008)

Only a few of the consumer studies have explored the cognitive processes followed by shoppers 
in shopping environments (such as stores or shopping malls). Of particular importance are the 
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two studies by Titus and Everett (1996), which aim at understanding navigation processes in a 
supermarket, and Dogu and Erkip's (2000) study that focuses on the way-finding processes in a 
Turkish shopping mall.

Titus and Everett (1995) make a series of theoretical propositions and suggest that way-finding
processes could reflect shopping values, as defined by Babin et al. (1994). For Titus and 
Everett (1995), utilitarian shoppers use way-finding strategies differently from those of 
hedonist shoppers. The utilitarian shoppers are hypothesized by Titus and Everett (1995) to 
have specific behaviors, such as moving rapidly, not changing their way, not stopping, and 
limiting their contact with the environment to persons and things essential to their problem 
solving. On the other hand, hedonist shoppers are hypothesized to move more slowly, to stop 
frequently, and to change their routes. It may be argued that hedonist shoppers enjoy browsing 
through the stores, which enhances their experiential pleasure of shopping. Quite the opposite, 
the legibility of the environment affects the utilitarian shoppers’ strategies more than those of 
hedonist shoppers. 

This study proposes that individual differences, familiarity, and shopping values impact way-
finding processes and strategies. The preference of shoppers to shop is influenced by their way-
finding strategies. The methodology employed in the study aims at understanding this under-
researched question, that of how shoppers find their way in malls and how way-finding 
contributes to the preferences of shopping malls.

2.4 E-B Models for predicting consumer behavior

In the field of environmental psychology, environment and behavior models have a number of 
qualities that make them uniquely suited to conducting this research. Environmental psychology 
is an area of psychology that studies the transactions and interrelationships between 
experiences and actions of people with their socio-physical surroundings. This field studies
how people perceive and interact with their environment, as well as examines the ways in 
which people can develop more compatible relationships with the environment (Russell and 
Snodgrass, 1987; Stokols and Altman, 1987; Cassidy, 1997; Bell, Fisher, Baum and Greene, 
1990).

Environmental psychology deals with “environment” at two different levels. On the one hand, 
environmental psychology is concerned with environments as the context of behavior. Our 
moods and behaviors are meaningful only if they can be understood in terms of their context. In 
this sense, the environmental features (affordances) are possibilities provided by an 
environment are strong determinants of behavior, such as you cannot sit unless there is a chair 
(Cassidy, 1997). 

At a second level, environmental psychology is also concerned with the consequences of 
behavior on the environment. Environmental psychology incorporates both of these levels of 
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environmental influence and in studying how people interact with specific concerns determines 
how environments influence people and how people influence environments (Cassidy, 1997). 

In an environment-behavior model, a relationship between objective features of the physical 
environment, the person (individual differences, perceived attributes of the environment, 
cognitive processes), and the outcome behaviors are specified (Figure 1) (O’Neill and Jasper, 
1992).

Figure 1: Elements of the Environment-Behavior Model (taken from O’Neill and Jasper, 1992)

In their overview of models of consumer spatial behavior in the context of environment-
behavior paradigm, O’Neill and Jasper (1992) point out that there is a lack of a larger 
framework (model) in which to understand the relationships between the variables (individual, 
environmental and psychological) on spatial cognition and way-finding. 

Specifically, a cognitive representation model that employs the notion of cognitive maps as a 
predictor of spatial behavior can be useful in examining mall selection (preference) and 
patronage as the outcome variable. The physical variables of shopping environment such as
layout, gates, store atmospherics…etc. are then determined and related to people’s cognitive 
structure (cognitive maps) (Figure 2)

Figure 2: The Cognitive Representation Model (taken from O’Neill and Jasper, 1992)
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Despite its problems, consumer spatial models have the potential of enhancing research on 
spatial cognition and way-finding. It has been suggested by O’Neill and Jasper (1992) that 
spatial cognitive behavior models could be extended if additional explanatory variables taken 
from the consumer literature are incorporated. 

Therefore, this research addresses the influence of way-finding design on the shopping 
experience in shopping malls by broadening the model of spatial cognition and way-finding 
(the cognitive representation model) through the addition of variables (individual differences-
user shopping values) used in consumer research. It explicates the relationships between 
environmental, personal and behavioral variables acting on way-finding design. A better 
understanding of how way-finding design influences emotions and behavior may improve the
knowledge on designing future shopping malls. In the next part, the research strategy and the 
methodology adopted for the research is explained and the field study is presented.

3. Research Design

This study seeks to establish the role played by way-finding design principles on behavioral
settings, the shopping experience of its users in shopping malls and users’ preferences of these 
facilities. A field study method was chosen in order to gain information directly from 
individuals within the retail shopping setting. As such, customers’ perceptions and feelings 
about the shopping environment (i.e., ambience, layout, & design), tenant variety (Dawson et 
al., 1990), shopping values (Babin et al., 1994) and their way finding strategies (Passini, 1977, 
1996) were the focal points of the study. 

An opportunity arose to study two shopping malls that were constructed within the same period 
of time (in 2006) within the same neighborhood (same proximity) in Kayseri, Turkey. Although 
these two shopping malls have similar layout design and square footage, prior observations and 
chats with local people indicated that only one of them is considered favorably, leaving the 
other less visited. The comparative research study method can provide the opportunity for a 
field experiment, lead to fresh, exciting insights and a deeper understanding of issues that are of 
central concern in two different shopping malls’ frequency of usage and patronage. Therefore, 
these two shopping malls were chosen for a comparative research study in order to seek 
explanations for similarities and differences and assess diversity of users’ behaviors. The aim 
of such a comparative study was to identify and illuminate similarities and differences, not only 
in the observed characteristics of the selected shopping malls, but also in the search for possible 
explanations in terms of likeness and unlikeness and how these affect shoppers’ preference of 
shopping.

The comparative research approach combines methods such as surveys, secondary analysis of 
data, and also personal observation and an interpretation of the findings in relation to their 
wider social contexts (Hantrais, 1995). In this research the consumer behavioral setting was
examined in two parts: the features and the motivations of the users and the features belonging
to space (spatial organization). These variables and their influence on each other were tested in
a comparative study. Both quantitative and qualitative research methods were utilized in this 
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study. Quantitative research data were gathered by means of questionnaires to users of both 
shopping malls. We felt that it was important to cultivate an ability to recognize, listen, and 
respond to how the people feel about their environment and their experiences within the built 
environment; therefore, we used qualitative research data consisting of interviews with 
consumers, while behavioral mappings at both shopping malls were also introduced to the 
study.

3.1. Field Setting-Sample-Questionnaire

In order to test the hypothesis, the shoppers were surveyed in two enclosed shopping mall (i.e., 
each containing three branch department stores with reduced square footage, a major discount 
store, and 20 smaller stores serving an immediate area of about 20,000 residents). These two 
malls represent the primary source of clothing, shoes and electronics within a 2-3 mile radius of 
the community. 

Data were collected from mall patrons during peak hours (11:30am -9:00pm weekdays; 10am-
6pm weekends) over the course of two weeks by a survey administrator located near the mall 
entrances. The survey administrator identified herself with the mall management. Overall, 100 
surveys were collected and all of the items were completed and were therefore useable for the 
analysis. 

A three-part questionnaire was administered to the shoppers. The first part of the questionnaire 
consists of questions related to shoppers’ age, gender, educational level, and familiarity with 
the mall (frequency of their visits). The second part utilizes the ‘shopping values’ scale 
developed by Babin et al. (1994), and adapted by Chebat et al., (2005). This scale is made up of 
ten attitudinal statements that reflect and measure the values that the shoppers of this study 
attribute to shopping in general, not specifically to the shopping trip involved in this study. In
the third part a synthesis of attitudinal questions and behavioral questions are in the form of 
five-point scales labeled either “strongly agrees” to “strongly disagrees.” These aim of these 
questions is to measure attitudes towards specific way-finding issues (Passini, 1977, 1996) in
the two shopping malls. 

3.2 Observations-Behavioral Mapping-Cognitive Mapping

The most frequently used methods in way-finding design are behavioral maps and cognitive 
maps. In the initial stage of the study, the observational data from behavioral maps are used for 
the purpose of description of settings, activities, people, and the meanings of what is observed 
from the perspective of the participants. It is important to acknowledge that ‘observation’ is 
more than just recording of data from the environment; it also involves the interpretation of that 
sense data (Zeisel, 1981; 2006). However, as this study aims at understanding an under-
researched question, that of how shoppers find their way in malls and what strategies they 
develop while navigating the mall, behavioral maps would be insufficient, since consumers 
would have difficulties expressing their behaviors and the consequences of their behavior
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would thus go unnoticed. Therefore, shoppers were asked to produce their cognitive maps to us.  
Specifically, the shoppers were instructed to find a store predetermined by the researchers. 
They were further asked to describe their own behavior while finding that store within the mall. 
They were asked to express their actions and their thoughts at the very moment when they came 
to their mind. They were followed by the researcher throughout the process. More precisely, 
shoppers were asked: 

(1) to say what they are doing (e.g., I turn left ). 

(2) to say why they are doing what they decided to do (e.g., I made a mistake, I have to come 
back ). 

This approach focuses not on the observation of what shoppers do, but on all the thoughts that
lead them to act as they do. For instance, simple observations cannot tell why shoppers decide 
to turn back, or what information they ask a passer-by. This method is also different than a self-
report after the fact, i.e., shoppers describe what they have done and thought to find their way 
once the whole way-finding process is over. These self-reports imply some problems, such as 
rationalization after the fact and loss of memory of certain steps in the process followed by 
shoppers (Chebat et al., 2005).

4. Conclusions

The most important role of a store is its ability to facilitate consumer shopping (Baker et al.,
2002). In order to generate the best shopping experience, every mall should provide something 
unique (Allard et al., 2009). Facility managers must seek ways to not only meet the consumer’s 
objective and functional needs but also to enhance the purchasing experience by making the 
store a more enjoyable place to be. Way-finding and orientation in buildings can serve as tools
for triggering the desired environmental behavior in shopping malls.

Though the study is in its initial stages of data analysis, it is possible to draw some tentative, 
but potentially important, conclusions from this research. Way-finding is an important issue in 
the management of shopping malls. It deserves more attention from the shopping mall 
managers, since it directly affects the non-monetary costs of shopping (Chebat et al., 2005).
The results of the study can offer facility managers of shopping malls a greater understanding 
of consumers’ perceived values in terms of products, stores, and the shopping experience and 
thus suggest new ways to make an overall shopping experience more experiential and exciting 
for customers by means of way-finding design. Thus understanding the experiences, space use, 
and needs of users may contribute to the user-centered facilities management, planning and 
design of spaces that function effectively, accommodate the wider user needs, reduce the time 
and stress in accessing those environments.
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4.1 Limitations and directions for future research

An essential part of way-finding is the development and use of a cognitive map. A cognitive 
map is a mental representation of an environment. It has been called a “picture in the head” 
although there is significant evidence that it is not purely based on imagery but rather has a 
symbolic quality (Darken and Peterson, 2001). Future studies can address this symbolic quality.

The literature on way-finding is dominated by a cognitive problem-solving process, though it
also involves an emotional relation with the environment. Some cues of the environment could 
be charged emotionally and affect the navigation process. The emotions triggered by way-
finding experience should also be taken into account.

The sample size in this study precludes any generalization.  Future studies could be undertaken 
in shopping malls with bigger samples where age and diversity of people (such as old and 
handicapped people) could be also varied. The experimental procedure used in the study 
imposes a limitation. The very fact of asking respondents to find a specific store puts them in a 
utilitarian attitude toward the trip to the mall. Future studies could develop a methodology that 
encompasses this bias. 
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Abstract

1 Aim: 

Hospitals have become aware of the increasing demand for high quality and 
complex medical and hospital services, thereby prompting the adaptation to a new reality, of 
competitive markets, wherein quality of service is crucial for an organization’s success. 

The skills of the physicians and his team and the hospital’s cleanliness are no 
longer enough to satisfy the demands of the new user profile of Brazil’s private hospitals. 

Patients demand science, technology, comfort and safety alike. They expect their 
fears to be minimized by means of a visually pleasant environment which is far from the cold, 
conventional ambience of traditional hospitals. Patients want to be connected with the world not 
only through the telephone, but also via newspapers, magazines, television and the Internet. 
They do not want to feel like outcasts, and demand a pleasant and humanized environment, even 
within the complex framework of a hospital. 

2 Methodology or approach: 

This paper is the result of research carried out at the most important private network hospitals in 
Brazil, whose objective was to identify changes implemented in the organizations, in order to 
provide patients with more efficient and satisfactory assistance. It is also based on the literature 
published on the subject matter. 
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The methodology confined the scope of the research to survey data from healthcare 
organizations accredited both by the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare 
Organizations (JCAHO) and by the Consórcio Brasilleiro de Acreditação (CBA) (the Brazilian 
Accreditation Consortium). 

3 Conclusions:

The offer of more user-centred services has significantly increased in several Brazilian cities, 
thus providing for more and better options.  This is due to the increase in the demand for better 
services, the pursuit of different qualifications in relation to the existing competition between 
the healthcare organizations and because of the growing interest in hospital tourism. 

4 Limitations of the Research:

In addition to the scarcity of available literature, Brazilian hospitals provide several randomly 
implemented services according to their structure and needs, instead of the full array of existing 
possibilities, although some of these hospitals have realized their status has changed based on 
the added value these services bring to their product. 

5 Practical applications:

The role of the hospital manager has been adapted to this new demand. Many hospitals offer 
new and diversified services to create an image of trust with their public, so as to meet not only 
their clients’ needs, but also their own expectations.    

Keywords: Hospital, accreditation, health care services, facilities, hotel services. 
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1. Adding value to users in hospital facilities management: a 
Brazilian experience 

1.1 Introduction

The service industry not only accounts for the biggest share of the global GDP, but is 
also the fastest-growing industry in comparison to the other economic sectors.  This growth can 
be attributed to several reasons; in the context of this paper, it is important to emphasize the 
population’s demographic growth, consumers’ increasing sophistication and the exponential 
technological progress. In this scenario, hospitals – given the nature of their activity – are 
defined as one of the most complex human organizations that have ever been created. In 
addition to requiring increasing and specific investments, hospitals are among the fastest 
growing institutions in the world. 

To meet this growing demand, new equipment and techniques stemming from advances 
in medicine and technology have been incorporated into the daily life of these institutions. 
Because of increased medical knowledge and the development of new equipment, patients are 
more accurately diagnosed, recover faster and stay for shorter periods of time at the hospital, 
despite the fact that some patients remain hospitalized for long periods of time because of the 
seriousness of their clinical condition. It is the responsibility of hospital administrators to keep 
up with this evolution, so that all parties involved – especially health care managers at all levels 
– be required to rationalize the available resources and use them efficiently. 

The profile of users who avail themselves of hospital services has become significantly 
diversified throughout the years, in view of the growing demand for cosmetic and reconstructive 
plastic surgery and for high quality hospital services. On account of these changes, hospitals in 
Brazil have been looking for a new identity, far from the image of a cold and impersonal 
institution that is traditionally linked to this kind of facility. Many hospitals have taken on a new 
attitude in the sense of enhancing patients and human capital, because of the risk of becoming 
stagnated or outdated when compared to their competitors. 

Nonetheless, the administration of most hospitals in Brazil is still characterized by 
conservative standards as regards attitudes and management. There is strong resistance to new 
behaviors and new administrative trends within these organizations, especially at public 
hospitals, where the overriding fear is that the hospital will lose its traditional characteristics if it 
embraces new tendencies. These paradigms have been gradually breached by private hospitals 
which, like everything else in the market, seek to be outstanding among their competitors and 
aim at achieving a 100% occupancy rate at their facility. To this end, hospitals implement 
unique features to increase their competitiveness and strengthen their position in the sector. 
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The responsibility of a hospital facility is not only pegged to patient’s satisfaction; it is 
also pegged to the maintenance of an even more important asset, which is human life. The 
concern in relation to a human being’s well-being during a hospital stay should begin at the 
moment the hospital is being created, even before it goes into operation. This humanization 
must exist during the entire development of the facility, ranging from the time the hospital site 
is chosen to the time the architectural project is being conceived.  The focus must be on taking 
the utmost advantage of the available natural resources; the focus must also be on the 
construction and on the operation of the facility. Natural illumination, adequate ventilation, 
greenery and available gardens, appropriate insulation, open areas and spaces that provide 
adequate circulation, efficient accessibility, and resting areas, among other features, are factors 
that contribute to the conception of a hospital facility that satisfies its users and makes the 
hospital stay less distressing for the patient and his or her family members.  

 The level of trust established between the patient and the hospital is defined right 
from the start by the physical and structural features, the promptness of the hospital staff, 
speedy and efficient services; in short, by the level of hospitality offered to the patient. This 
hospitality is linked to the entire hospitalization process, to the patient’s improvement and to the 
satisfaction of the patient’s family and friends. It can be the decisive factor for the success or 
failure of this kind of business venture.

In order to do so, it is necessary to train a multidisciplinary team led by the manager of 
the facility. Such a team must be comprised of architects, engineers, biologists, physicians, 
nurses and other health care professionals, who keep track of the service flow and focus on the 
layout of the spaces for the installation of equipment, for appropriate electric, hydraulic and 
biosafety support, all of which will produce more satisfactory results. 

2. Hospital Accreditation in Brazil 

Accreditation is considered as an element of strategic importance, 
as it is linked to the concept of compliance with established standards.  This represents a 
guarantee for clients/patients and for health care professionals who work at the facility. The 
main objectives of accreditation are to improve the quality of patient care and that of their 
escorts and provide a hazard-free environment for all the people who circulate on the premises, 
in line with internationally acknowledged standards of excellence. 

The hospital accreditation process is viewed as an efficient criterion in the comparative 
evaluation of institutions, as it indicates that the services comply with previously established 
reference standards; this compliance is attested to through the monitoring of performance 
indicators, procedures, rules, standards, and recommendations. Each country follows a model or 
an institution, adopted according to the country’s needs and reality. 
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The Joint Commission on Accreditation of Health Care Organization – JCAHO is the world’s 
oldest hospital accreditation organization. JCAHO, which relies on the on-going advisory 
services of its subsidiary, the Joint Commission International – JCI, was founded in 1951 by a 
group of medical associations from the United States and Canada. It is a non-profit,  non-
governmental association whose mission is to foster a culture aimed at  the continuous 
improvement of the quality of medical care, based on the premise that health care services have 
to be provided at facilities that are safe for health care professionals and patients, provide 
adequate health care and the opportunity for patients to improve or recover. This organization 
has evaluated hospitals, laboratories, home care services and other health care organizations on 
a regular basis in the United States.  JCAHO has accredited approximately 18,000 institutions, 
corresponding to approximately 85% of the American market. 

The accreditation process entails verifications based on established standards, 
which evaluate the compliance of the structure, the processes, and the results achieved by the 
institution. This information is compiled by the accreditation agency which then prepares a 
preliminary decision report, followed by approval and granting of the accreditation.  The 
accreditation is re-evaluated every three years.

In Brazil, hospital accreditation was instituted in September 2000, through an 
international accreditation agreement signed by the JCI and CBA/ Consórcio Brasileiro de 
Acreditação (Brazilian Accreditation Consortium), the exclusive representative of the Joint 
Commission International in Brazil. The JCI develops the methodology for the International 
Accreditation of Health Care Systems and Services.

According to the Consórcio Brasileiro de Acreditação – CBA (Brazilian 
Accreditation Consortium) or the Associação Brasileira de Acreditação de Sistemas e Serviços 
de Saúde – ABA (Brazilian Association for the Accreditation of Health Care Systems and 
Services), Brazil currently has approximately twenty hospitals that have been accredited at least 
once. Twelve of these hospitals are located in the city of Rio de Janeiro, state of Rio de Janeiro; 
seven in the city of São Paulo, state of São Paulo, and one in the city of Porto Alegre, state of 
Rio Grande do Sul. 

In addition to the possibility of conducting an objective diagnosis on the 
performance of its processes, including direct patient care and processes of an administrative 
nature, hospital accreditation in Brazil promotes the actual improvement of the institution’s 
performance, encompassing all the existing services and segments, demanding the on-going 
qualification and training of the health care professionals, thus significantly improving the level 
of reliability of the attributions of each professional category.  

Accredited hospitals have significant global exposure, which helps attracts 
medical tourism patients.  These patients come to Brazil in search of hospital facilities that offer 
special services focused on the continuous fostering of quality improvement actions to reduce 
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hazards to patients and health care professionals. Brazil has an internationally renowned 
tradition of welcoming foreigners with the utmost hospitality.  Thus, medical tourism has 
specific characteristics which makes this new market niche highly attractive to hospital 
entrepreneurs, and has led many hospitals to seek accreditation, driven by the improvement of 
the quality and variety of the services they provide. 

 Once it is certified, an accredited hospital joins a select international network that 
allows for exchange and benchmarking among institutions. High-quality benchmarks are 
resorted to and clinical and management indicators are established. In the specific case of 
medical tourism, the absence of seasonality in the search for medical/hospital treatment and 
services results in year-round medical tourism, no matter what season of the year it is.  The 
primary focus is the patient’s recovery, which often implies immediate medical care. 

 According to the Associação Nacional de Hospitais Privados – ANHP (National 
Association of Private Hospitals), Brazilian medical care plans account for 95% of the annual 
revenues obtained by hospitals; only 5% of these revenues come from private patients. In this 
case, hospital accreditation places the institution at a higher level in the financial classification 
of reimbursements paid out by health insurance companies, which resort to a specific price list 
applied only to accredited institutions.  Thus, the necessary investments in the accreditation 
process provide returns in the short term. 

 In addition, International Accreditation provides institutions with access to a 
variety of resources and services, such as an international quality evaluation system based on 
benchmarking among institutions that participate in the program; strategies for risk reduction 
and tactics to prevent adverse events;  access to a data base on good practices; international 
newsletter published by the JCI and the institution’s inclusion in events promoted by JCI and its 
partners around the world. 

3. Hospital Administration 

In the last few years, a number of management techniques have been experimented at or 
applied in hospitals with the objective of maintaining or improving service standards, in order to 
detect the treatment with the best cost-benefit ratio for patients, by means of an efficient 
administration that seeks to achieve quality, cost reduction and optimization of resources.  

By adopting policies, procedures, routines, and health care protocols backed by the 
hospital accreditation process, the hospital can ensure the excellence of the medical care 
provided to patients and their families. In this case, the demand to adapt the structures that 
comprise the physical environment of the facility to the legal requirements established in 
Brazilian laws, including the management of safety requirements related to the prevention and 
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control of emergency situations, ensures the safety of the services provided to clients/patients, 
escorts and visitors.

The accredited institutions establish an open relationship of trust with patients.  This 
relationship understands and protects patients’ cultural, psychological, social and spiritual 
values. Patients are informed of their rights and how to act in relation to their rights. The 
professionals are prepared to understand and respect patients’ values and beliefs, to treat them 
with respect and consideration, protecting their dignity. 

The basic functions of the hospital administrator comprised the general supervision of 
the institution by means of the analysis of the facility’s performance indicators, financial and 
accounting supervision and analysis, planning and follow-up of projects, management of energy 
resources and the sustainable discarding of residues, materials and assets, building maintenance, 
medical equipment maintenance and compliance with the laws in effect. When hospitals began 
to show concern about the quality of the services, humane services became a highly important 
matter. Due to the need for a unique approach to the communication between people with health 
problems and the staff members involved with the health care services, it is crucial for health 
care professionals to constantly participate in special training programs. Consequently, new 
attributions were aggregated, linked or not to the accreditation process, such as the application 
of quality management principles and techniques, the implementation of humane programs and 
the expansion of the range of services offered to patients and their escorts. 

The hospital administrator’s efficiency is measured according to the hospital’s capacity 
to provide high-quality services that are constantly available, and is related to the competence 
with which the administrator conducts his activities, always based on the costs generated by the 
institution.

4. Hotel Services at Hospitals 

Hotel services at hospitals complement the hospital humanization programs and  
improved medical care services, resulting in acceptance and credibility.  Hotel services at 
hospitals are a unique feature that have attracted the market’s attention to hospital stays and 
have resulted in patient loyalty. Unique hotel service techniques, procedures and services have 
allowed hospitals to provide patients, their family members and collaborators with social, 
physical, psychological and emotional benefits.  Hotel services at hospitals are a strategic 
competitive differential. 

The acceptance of this concept is directly related to the purchasing power of each user 
or to the behavior patterns of each country that offers such services. In Brazil, the existence of 
hotel services at hospitals has become a basic feature required by higher-income patients.  Many 
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private medical plans entitle higher income patients to these services, and these patients no 
longer waive this convenience.

At present, the hospitals’ premises closely resemble hotel premises. Hospitals, like 
hotels, have a laundry, kitchen facilities, a storage room, and a reception, among others. 
Recently, hospitals have added such conveniences as shops, restaurants, flower shops and 
exclusive hotel services with the objective of increasing patients’ comfort and satisfaction. New 
areas have been created or refurbished to improve the quality of the services provided to 
patients and ensure their satisfaction.  These additions do not necessarily result in the need to 
hire more staff.  More than 30 professional categories are involved in operating and support 
functions, including laundry staff, cleaning and gardening crews, etc. 

Brazil now has a select group of hospitals offering high-quality standards and services 
for patients and their escorts.  These hospitals offer exclusive hotel services and sophisticated 
environments to meet patients’ high expectations. 

 The rooms are equipped with LCD television sets, cable TV, piped-in music, 
mini-bars, air conditioning, unique interior decorating, indirect illumination, electronic safe, 
desks, easy chair with foot stool, electronically regulated hospital bed, telephone, microwave 
oven and internet access. At most hospitals, this technology is controlled by a sophisticated 
remote control automation system or digital touch screen (GODOI, 2004). Some hospitals also 
provide independent entrance halls equipped with a meal room, bathroom and closet for the 
patient’s escort. 

Some hospitals employ hotel managers and chefs with international training as part of their 
staff.  The chefs cook special meals, because many patients, especially those who undergo 
cosmetic surgery, do not have any diet restrictions. Staff members also include doormen, 
parking lot valets and busboys with hotel luggage carts. 

 The former receptions were turned into huge lobbies furnished with easy chairs.  
Shops, mini shopping malls, small museums and art galleries are located in these lobbies.  
Musical performances and unique landscaping help patients and visitors forget that they are in a 
hospital.

 Brazilian hospitals have meditation rooms, libraries, helipads, book stores, 
sophisticated restaurants, special suites with waiting rooms, teleconference rooms, bars, 
playrooms for children, water aerobics facilities, hair salons, and recreation rooms.  Patients can 
attend lectures and courses, theater skits and musical performances when they leave their rooms. 
Long hospital stays can be relieved by such activities as painting and fine arts classes, drawing 
classes, singing lessons, art history courses, music classes, games, literature, physical fitness 
exercises, and arts and crafts.  Patients can also avail themselves of the services offered by non-
governmental organizations, such as the Doutores Alegria and Projeto Carmim, whose 
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volunteers dedicate their time to activities that focus on patients’ improvement and well-being 
(GODOI, 2004). 

 In addition to their potential to aggregate new services, hospitals currently 
employ professionals who would have been unheard-of in hospital environments, in order to 
establish new behavior and service standards for their patients.  These new professionals include 
bilingual receptionists, hotel coordinators, architects, concierges, event organizers, and food and 
beverage managers who provide support to the dietetician staff. 

As part of the support structure, some hospitals offer city tour transportation 
services for patients’ family members and couriers to meet patients’ needs.  These services 
provide comfort and safety. 

A number of hospitals in Brazil offer many of the services referred to above.  The 
problem is that most of the hospitals implement one or two such services, instead of 
implementing the entire range.  However, some hospitals have already perceived that they can 
aggregate value to their product by offering all or most of the referred services. 

5. Medical Tourism 

The benefits enjoyed by accredited hospitals include the proceeds from medical tourism. 
Hospitals that belong to this group have invested in the potential of this new and lucrative 
business modality by creating special teams that welcome the foreign clients who come to 
Brazilian hospitals through referrals in their native countries. These institutions provide all 
kinds of assistance, including the translation of doctor’s appointments and medical records, 
support for family members’ transportation around the city, hotel reservations, assistance in 
regard to the requirements of immigration authorities, and international medical care plans, 
among other services. Foreign patients do not have Brazilian medical care plans and pay for 
their own expenses.

Another reason why patients leave their native countries and travel to other 
countries for medical treatment is the fact that the prioritization of medical treatments varies 
according to each country’s level of development. In developed countries such as France and 
Germany, for example, public health is based on preventive and diagnostic medicine, with focus 
on patient recovery and mitigation of the risk to the patient’s life. In these countries, public and 
private hospitals are maintained by the government, and the treatments are aligned with these 
concepts.  Hence, elective treatments – scheduled procedures which are important for patients 
but do not imply in risk to the patient’s life – are conducted at the patient’s expense. This is why 
patients who want elective treatments choose to travel to countries that offer these services at 
more affordable prices. In addition, patients often aggregate tourism to their hospital stay and 
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therefore choose hospitals and medical staff located in places that offer tourist attractions.  This 
has led to the development of hospital complexes in developing countries. 

6. Final Comments 

 In Brazil, private medical care is referred to as supplementary health care, with 
focus on the complementation of medical care. Public health care does not have the means to 
provide the necessary number of hospital beds for the population. Private medical care is based 
on purchasing power and tends toward the concept of elective medicine where, with the 
exception of more serious cases, the patient tends to choose the hospital where he wants to go 
and the treatment he needs or intends to undergo.  

In this scenario, given that the hospitals’ technological facilities are equivalent 
and given the relationship of trust established with the medical staff, the patient’s selection 
criterion to choose the hospital is based on the evaluation of these hospitals’ support services. 
Thus, the hospital facilities are a strategic differentiation and the central point around which the 
competencies existing at Brazilian hospitals revolve.  

The quality of a hospital’s accommodations and services determines the profile of the 
hospital’s clients. Comfort is one of the factors that differentiates and enhances an institution, 
because these two elements are linked to the patient’s expectations, moods and emotions. The 
transformation of a hospital room into an extension of the patient’s home mitigates the impacts 
caused by the hospitalization. 

The hospitality offered to patients can be an agent that fosters human warmth, in 
contrast with the sterility and coldness of the traditional hospital environment. The suffering 
undergone by patients and family members can be considerably minimized at times of pain and 
fragility, even though at times of extreme stress or physical and emotional frailty, human 
judgment is hampered, which often prevents the perfect evaluation or enhancement of the 
service rendered. 

The pursuit for client/patient satisfaction, based on the differentials of rendered 
services, directly influences the attractiveness of the hospital/healthcare facility. From the 
perfect maintenance and working conditions of the equipment to the search for new services 
tendencies that may add value to the competitions between institutions, the hospital system must 
inevitably work in perfect synchrony with medical disciplines and  that the constant changes in 
the sector be followed up. These strategic roles may only be delegated to a professional who has 
all these skills, so that - given the Brazilian reality - the role of hospital facilities manager in this 
type of institution is truly relevant. 
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Abstract

Aim: The Facilities Management industry, largely perceived as a service industry, has 
generally been recognised as lack of innovation and slow take up of new technologies. Many 
client organisations rely on the supplier’s input as innovative ideas. This paper aims to look at 
facilities managers’ roles in supporting organisation’s demands in a constantly changing 
business environment. It argues that facilities manager should act as innovation managers and 
take the leadership in the innovation process.   

Methodology: This paper is mainly based on literature review on innovations in the FM field. 
It also includes a small scaled questionnaire with the group of Facilities Managers who are 
taking part in the distance learning course at University of Salford. 

Conclusions: An advertisement slogan for a major mobile phone company boasted that their 
new model has created “a holistic experience that is based on putting people at the centre”. This 
is actually what facilities management should be. But to achieve that, facilities managers should 
play the role of “innovation champions”, to raise the awareness of the need to innovate, to carry 
out experiment with new service concepts, new processes and new technologies, in order to 
craft an innovative workplace that creates stimulating and engaging experiences for all 
stakeholders.  

Limitation of the research: The main limitation of the research is that it is mainly conceptual. 
None of the facilities managers in the recent MSc’s course are active innovation managers. 
However, changes are already happening as some of them have designed innovation plans that 
were approved within their organisations. Therefore, it is possible for facilities managers to act 
as innovation manager in reality. 

Practical applications: This paper calls for more facilities managers to play an active 
innovator role, to create and experiment with new ideas, in addition to add value to the core 
business by creating a holistic and innovative workplace. 

Keywords: Innovation, innovation champions, innovative workplace
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1. Introduction

1.1 The concept about innovation

“Innovation” is a buzz word that have widely used in modern society. However, when asked 
what “innovation” is, few would give the same answer. The first person who introduced the 
concept of “innovation” is Joseph Schumpeter (1934), who defined it as: 

“New combinations that are economically more viable than old ways of doing things.”

He also categorised innovation as:

• Product innovation
• Process innovation
• Market innovation
• Input innovation
• Organisational innovation

The first two, especially product innovation, tend to dominate current researches and 
understanding about innovation. The innovation concept used in this paper will be focused on 
product and process innovation. 

Whereas in UK, the most widely used definition of innovation is by DTI (2003): 

“Innovation is the successful exploration of new ideas.”

Both definitions have differentiated innovation from invention. If we refer invention as “laying 
of an egg”, then innovation is “laying and hatching an egg”. There is no shortage of new ideas 
and inventions in the world. The challenge is to turn inventions successfully into products or 
processes. The key words here is “successful”- innovation needs to be associated with benefits, 
either “economically more viable”, better productivity or better quality. Therefore, when we 
hear the saying such as “80% of the innovation fail”, it should be restated as “80% of the 
exploration fail”. 

The second main difference between innovation and invention is the “newness” concept. 
Invention is the creation of something that doesn’t exist before. In comparison, innovation 
could be a product or a process that is new to organisation A, but not necessarily to 
organisation B. As demonstrated by Johannessen (et. al. 2001) in Figure 1, innovation is more 
about the perception of being new. 

This then leads into the degrees of innovation, which commonly been put into three types: 
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Figure 1: The nature of newness in innovation (Johannessen et. al., 2001)

• Incremental innovation - continuous, evolutionary

• Radical - revolutionary

• Disruptive - totally changed the way people behave

Incremental innovation improves on the current product or process. It is the most common type 
among the three, and it happens all the time. Radical innovation refers to the development of 
new businesses, products and/or processes that transform the economies of a business. It tends 
to involve technological break-through and could be a result from a series of incremental 
innovation. Disruptive innovation is the rarest amongst the three. It creates unmistakable 
challenges for established organisations, since it destroys the usefulness of their existing 
capabilities hence the disruption. 

1.2 Characteristics of FM innovation

Facilities Management (FM) is largely seen as a service industry, therefore, it is more likely to 
have process innovation rather than product innovation. It is also more likely to have 
incremental innovation rather than radical or disruptive innovation, because it tends to 
undertaken an adaptor approach rather than creator approach. As an industry, FM invests very 
little in R&D in comparison to manufacturing or pharmaceutical companies. As a result, it is 
quite often being perceived as lack of innovation and slow taking up of new technologies.

The DTI report “Innovation in Services” (2007) has pointed out that traditionally policies and 
measures of innovation have all been focused on the manufacturing sectors and that service 
sector has been neglected. This is worrying because the diverse range of services generates 
more than 75% of UK’s economy. Despite the common perception that services were not 
expected to perform R&D, when beginning to measure it, it appeared that they do (NESTA1,
2008). For example, according to the NESTA’s report, 24% of service firms introduce new 
products or services to the market. Although this is lower than 36% for manufacturing, it has to 
be taken into consideration that services R&D is different from manufacturing R&D and that 

1 National Endowment for Science, Technology and the Arts
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services innovation is not just a matter of R&D. Services, in fact, spend a greater share of 
innovation expenditure than manufacturing firms on extramural R&D and external sources of 
knowledge (NESTA, 2008). The same report also shows that services actually spend more on 
innovation per head than manufacturing. Indeed, the DTI white paper has addressed service 
innovation as:

“everything and anything that businesses do simply to survive”

As an industry, FM has evolved rapidly in the past 30 years. From basement operations and out-
sourcing of basic support services, to board level involvement, delivery of 37-year contract and 
market value of more than £100bn (Mintel, 2009), FM has to be innovative to continuously 
coming up with new services, new delivery models and new solutions to meet the changing 
demand of the clients. This is justified by Cardellino and Finch (2006), whom by looking at the 
11 BIFM case studies, have believed that UK FM organisations are highly innovative. 

On a daily basis, FM faces different challenges and pressures that are coming from both 
existing and new technologies in facilities and workplace. It is also the interface between 
businesses and its employees through supporting employees’ activities in the workplace.
Therefore, each facilities manager has to be adaptive, to respond to change, but also more 
importantly, to act as a driver of change (Puybaraud, 2006). Indeed, the advocating of facilities 
manager being innovation manager has already been started by Tony Thomson in 1992. Despite 
those early calls and some further development (Alexander, 2002), very few facilities managers 
have ever considered themselves as innovation manager. This paper will try to justify this 
leadership role by facilities managers from the perspectives of the drivers for innovation. 

2. Drivers of innovation

Just as any other business, the main sources of innovation in FM are a classic manifesto of push 
and pull factors. Push is the supply-feed aspect, in which FM suppliers or in-house FM team 
producing innovative solutions to improve delivery of FM services and strategic fit to the core 
business. Pull is the demand-driven aspect, in which either the client or the customers want the 
FM supplier/team to adapt to their needs. 

2.1 Push

In terms of supply-feed innovation, provided that innovation has already been differentiated 
from invention, we can see that one of the main sources for innovation is for the Facilities 
managers or suppliers to adopt best practice. The DTI report - Innovation Review (2003) has 
discovered that UK service firms’ rate of best practices adoption is poor compared with that of 
its competitors. In contrast, the capacity to absorb and exploit new knowledge should be one of 
the critical success factors that UK firms should develop. The much quoted work of Leseure
(et.al. 2004) has looked at the evidence on where UK firms had failed to reap the benefits of 
best practices often due to a failure of execution. They concluded that the overall evidence 
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could be best interpreted within the so-called technology-push and need-pull (TP/NP) models
(Figure 2). 

Figure 2: Adoption drivers 
(adapted from Leseure et al., 2004 as quoted by Sexton & Barrett, 2003)

The FM market is very fragmented, with a few dominating international/national FM providers 
and many SMEs. For most of companies, the main concern is survival. Just as stated the above 
service innovation definition, they have to be innovative to be able to compete for client and 
business in order to survive. In other words, they have to improve their absorptive capacity in 
order to succeed and ensure company growth. The company with high absorptive capacity 
means that they can learn from their alliances, supply chain and consultants (Sexton and 
Barrett, 2003). However, this has to be complemented by adoption of a good innovation 
process, such as those designed by Cohen & Levinthal (1989), Roger (2003), Mudrak et. al.
(2005). 

So what should the Facilities Manager’s role be in the push process for an in-house FM team? 
He/she should act as Innovation Champion - individuals with specific types of energy are 
required to support innovation (Hartmann, 2008). According to Hartmann (2008), there are four 
types of champions: 

• Power champion - using hierarchical position to shield innovation from 
opposition

• Technology champion - specific knowledge to remove barriers of ignorance
• Process champion - linked the people needed for innovation
• Relationship champion - binds people inside and outside the organisation

The Facilities Manager could act as all four champions: 
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• He/she has to be an individual who is not risk-adverse (as most facilities managers are)
but also sit in a strategic position within the organisation (preferably board level).
He/she would then use his/her power to implement the innovation process or drive 
change project through, thus playing the role of power champion.

• He/she is an individual with high absorptive capacity, who has grasped the newest 
technology or best practice. He/she can also communicate well with other teams within 
the organisation in order to implement this new technology/process, thus playing the 
role of technology champion. 

• He/she is an individual who understand the process of innovation, the key people that 
need to be involved in the process and resources that are needed. He/she understands 
the needs to evaluate and re-evaluate the FM processes and its results, thus plays the 
role of process champion. 

• He/she is already the interface between end-users and the supply chain by enquiring 
end-user requirements then matching them with best value services. He/she is also the 
translator of the organisation’s strategic objectives into operational requirements for the 
FM services. Very often, he/she also directly delivers services to customers by 
providing the right physical setting. Therefore, he/she binds the suppliers with end 
users as well as binds the customers with the organisation, hence plays the role of 
relationship champion. 

The importance of innovation champions has also been reflected in the 11 BIFM innovation 
case studies, in which Cardellino and Finch (2006) has reviewed that the presence of innovation 
champions in all the case studies are apparent.  

2.2 Pull

Now move onto the demand-drive aspect. One of the main reasons for organisation to outsource 
is innovation. They expect the specialist suppliers to bring in the best technology/process and 
continuously to deliver improved services. However, many clients have been disappointed in 
finding out that innovations only tend to happen at the initial stage of the contacts. So what can 
the client, or in our context, the Facilities Managers do to create the conditions to encourage 
suppliers to innovate? 

First of all, facilities manager needs to be able to articulate the needs and also assess the 
proposal can satisfy the needs (Heywood, et. al, 2004). This means that he/she understands both 
implicit and explicit needs of the stakeholders, in addition to forecast their future needs. Service
contracts thus need to have certain flexibility imbedded so that the changing needs can be 
reflected & driving the suppliers to innovate to accommodate the changing demand. 

Secondly, facilities manager should set up appropriate performance measurement system. 
Despite the myth that performance measurement would eliminate innovation due to its rigidity, 
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research by Pitt and Tucker (2008) has argued that it can actually enhance the innovation 
process. They’ve stated that performance measurement system is the key in understanding and 
optimising learning processes in order to achieve behaviour changes (Figure 3). By assessing 
performance, decision making process will be guided which will result in incremental 
improvement in product, process and services. Thus performance measurement becomes one of 
the drivers for innovation. 

Figure 3: The link between learning and performance improvement
(Pitt and Tucker (2008) adapted from Buckler (1998)) 

Thirdly, facilities manager should create the incentives for innovation from the suppliers. Some 
of the service contract has an increasing performance threshold. That means, service provider 
cannot be complacent with their delivered services. They have to continuously come up with 
new proposals or new solutions that would improve their services. If they do so, they are 
rewarded by bonuses or contract extension. Incentives for innovation don’t necessarily have to 
financial either. A badge for “innovative supplier of the year”, or similar recognition would 
work just as well.    

Fourthly, the management of competitions among the suppliers. Just as different FM suppliers 
compete with each other in the market, they also compete secretly in a multi-contract situation. 
Many FM suppliers offer a full range of different services, whilst they might only have contract 
in one service area. If manages well, the client could manipulate the relationships among 
different suppliers and manage a healthy degree of competition. Each supplier might feel a 
certain level of threats from the other suppliers, which would stimulate them to adopt best 
practice or use better product/process in order to maintain their contracts. This could be done 
via events such as supplier forum or club. However, the key is for the client to manage the 
degree of competition and stop it from being disruptive.  

Lastly, the establishment of trust and partnership between the client and the supplier. 
Competitive tendering is very often a lengthy and expensive process. If the client has found a 
supplier that consistently fulfilling the requirements, it would be mutually beneficial to keep 
this supplier for a longer period of time and build up trust and relationship between the supplier 
and the client. This almost sounds like the opposite of the fourth point above. However, the 
advantage of trust and partnership is the improved level of communication, which is another 
key to innovation. The supplier will work more closely with the client, so to understand their 
demands better. The supplier will also be involved in some of the decision making processes, 
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inputting their expertise in certain area. By working in partnership with the client, the supplier 
will be more willing to bring in best practice from other clients, adapt/anticipate changing 
demands of the clients, or even try to fit in the innovation process of the clients, thus increase 
the level of innovation.  

3. Conclusion

In this paper, we have discussed the concept of innovation and the role of drivers of innovation 
by the facilities manager. We looked at how the characteristics of service innovation are 
different from product innovation. We then investigate both the push and pull factors for 
innovation and the possible role facilities managers can play. Despite the common perception 
that FM is a low-innovation sector, we’ve also found evidence of FM being highly innovative. 
However, with the author delivering a FM innovation module at the master’s level for the past 
three years, she discovered that none of the students (all UK FM professionals) have
undertaken any leadership in the organisation’s innovation process. With facilities manager 
being ideally placed in the interface between supply and demand, he/she should have been more 
proactive in driving innovation, either ‘pull’ within the FM team or ‘push’ from service 
providers. 

An advertisement slogan for a major mobile phone company boasted that their new model has 
created “a holistic experience that is based on putting people at the centre”. This is actually 
what facilities management should be. On a daily basis, facilities managers offer a productive, 
effective and efficient working environment for all employees and customers, by creating 
“enjoyable, valuable and memorable” experiences for stakeholder groups as service recipients. 
Now it is also time for the FM industry to be as innovative as the mobile phone industry, for 
facilities managers to act as innovation managers, to add value to the core business by creating 
a holistic workplace that fully support each individual’s needs. Thus this paper calls for more 
FM professionals to take the lead as “innovation champions” to drive the innovation process 
within the organisation,  to carry out experiment with new service concepts, new processes and 
new technologies, to in order to craft an innovative workplace that creates stimulating and 
engaging experiences for all stakeholders.  
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Abstract

Over its three decades of evolution, Facilities Management (FM) has widened its scope of 
responsibilities from an operational focus to a strategic orientation. The FM role has shifted from 
a predominantly cost reduction approach to value adding. This shift follows a similar path 
towards ‘perfection of the processes’ in literature on organisation maturity models. It follows 
that if FM processes have been perfected then the industry is at its mature stage. However, to 
date, there is no consensus on developmental levels when assessing FM maturity due to the lack 
of a common yardstick. This conceptual paper presents an Integrated Feeder Factors 
Framework (I3F), based on six interlinked factors that are key to the continuous development of 
the FM Industry which are referred to as
depends on the integration of market, research, education, professional bodies, environment and 
practice. The proposed model identifies four maturity levels based on the links between, and 
strength of the existing feeder factors. At the highest level, there is Full Maturity Stage (FMS); 
followed by Developmental Transitional Stage (DTS), Formation Transitional Stage (FTS) and 
lowest level, Least Mature Stage (LMS).  

The paper is based on extensive analysis of literature focusing on industry 

. The paper aims to 
a consistent basis f

industry. The proposed I3F model aims to provide a consistent basis for evaluating 
maturity of FM industry at national, sector-wise and organisational levels. 

1. Introduction 
 
The paper proposes a framework for assessing the maturity of Facilities Management (FM) as an 
industry sector. This is indeed a challenging endeavour due to the nature of FM. In a Delphi study 
conducted by Price and Green (2000) FM h
p
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the claim that FM is an industry as a stepping stone into discussing its maturity. The proposed 
framework is discussed in details in section 4.  
 
Studies by Grimshaw (2003), Payne (2000) and Teicholz (1992), however, can serve to explain the 
divergence of opinions in terms of the stage of development and level of maturity of FM as an 
industry sector. Grimshaw (2003) is of a view that FM continuous to grow and is recognised as “a 
useful function” in most parts of the developed world. But, the lack of intellectual coherence within 
the core practice presents particular difficulties for the smooth onward development and for the 
stablishment of a unified FM profession. On contrary, Payne (2000), studying FM profession 

apid growth phase which took place during the mid 1990’s and reached 
 and the maturity of 

un to 
nsure that a strategic FM dimension is now a requirement for all successful and forward thinking 

early 2000’s or early 1990’s. The disagreement on the 
vel of development and maturity of the FM industry can also be witnessed in a number of the 

mshaw, 1999; Green and Price, 2000; Price 2003a; and Ballesty, 

sa and Pitt, 2009).  

rence held in 
eloping 

The question of maturity in FM industry is neither new nor insignificant; as it can be traced as 
back as 199  defined or the 

 to FM processes. 
Lastly, there is a need to define the development status of Facilities Management. 

 

e
development in the United Kingdom observed that it has evolved from an early formative stage, in 
the late 1980s, through a r
maturity in early 2000s. Payne (2000) concluded that the evolving nature of FM
its approach which is grounded in the experience of a buoyant and growing profession have beg
e
organisations. In Teicholz’s view the FM profession has, to some extent, became mature in 1990’s 
(Teicholz, 1992).  Inference that can be drawn from the studies is, while Grimshaw (2003) is 
sceptical of the development of the industry, Payne (2000) and Teicholz (1992) are certain that the 
profession has matured or “is maturing” since 
le
studies carried out in late 1990’s and 2009:  
 
 It is an emerging industry (Gri

2008).  
 It is a growing industry (Price 2003b; Then, 2004; Mus
 It is a mature industry (Atkin and Brooks, 2001; Barret and Baldry, 2003 and BIFM, 2008) 
 
The word ‘maturity’ with reference to FM was first used at the first EuroFM confe

lasgow in 1990. The conference objectives, among others, were set with the aim of devG
facility management research and education into a “more mature activity” (Alexander et.al, 2004). 
The above discussion revealed the following: 
 


0. It has a place in FM industry literature but has not been clearly
‘word’ has been used loosely. 

 It is obvious that current rating of the development and maturity of FM is based on personal 
judgement rather than based on a scientific approach.  

 There is a need for a framework that can be used in assessing maturity of the FM industry as 
opposed



The objectives of this st  to claim an industry 
status and second, to identify the contextual meaning of maturity within the FM industry.  

2. Facilities Management Industry: Justifications

udy are first, to understanding if FM has a legitimacy

This section uses materials from different sources to analyse the legitimacy of FM status as an 
industry. It starts by giving a broad definition of the term ‘industry’ and singles out pre-requisite 
attributes of an industry. These attributes then are analysed against FM contribution, objectives and 
functions.  

2.1 Understanding the term industry
In generic terms, industries are categorised into four sectors owing to the nature of activities 
performed. These sectors are primary (dealing with extraction of materials from nature such as 
mining, agriculture and fishing), secondary (which is devoted to manufacturing), tertiary or service 
(concerns with the service provision) and quaternary (involved in information business). 
 

 
2
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he word ‘industry’ is derived from a Latin word ‘industria’ meaning “diligent, industrious”

nd distribution of goods and services (http://www.answers.com

T
(http:www.wordia.com/industry). In its simplest form, an industry is an economic activity concerned 
with the production a ). An economic 

come to participants 

 a certain set 
ly that the word ‘activity’ 

as an econo y and in a continuing 

mmary, from the above discussion, it can be inferred that an industry should possess the 
fol

ent;  

roposition 1: An industry should provide products (tangible items) or services (intangible items) 

, 1999). In 

international currencies. 

  

 FM market is estimated to be in the region of 55 billion Euros 

activity has been correlated with employment and aims at creating in
(Marcijonas and Paulauskas, 2007). The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 
(OECD, 2002) defines an activity as a process i.e. combination of actions that results in
of products. Of late, Marcijonas and Paulauskas (2007) argued convincing

mic activity indicates that transactions are performed systematicall
basis. Neva et.al (2008) expresses the view that an economic activity should be analysed based on 
resource maintenance, production, distribution and consumptions. Resource maintenance is 
concerned with the tending to, preserving, or improving the stocks of resources that form the basis of 
preservation and quality of life (Neva et.al, 2008).   
 
In su

lowing attributes: 
It should provide products (tangible items) or services (intangible items); 

 As an economic activity, an industry is capable of generating income and provides employm
The activity should be conducted systematically with prospects of continuity, and  

 Aimed at tending to, preserving or improving the stocks of resources.  
 

These attributes are important in analysing and ascertaining the legitimacy of FM as an industry. The 
analysis to this effect is carried out in the following section by gauging FM contribution, objectives 
and functions against the attributes identified above. It is expected that the analysis may provide an 
understanding of the role played by FM as a sector of economy and an independent industry sector.  

2.2 Facilities Management as an Industry: Analysis of the Attributes 

This section uses the factors identified above in analysing the legitimacy of FM as an industry.  

P
 

acilities Management (FM) is a business of managing work space (McGregor and ThenF
its simplest form, FM deals mainly with technical and operational aspects of providing services 
necessary to support the core business. The focus at this level is to minimise operational costs 
associated with the provision and management of work space. At the highest level, it is concerned 
with appropriate work space strategies and abilities to cope up with the rapid changes in the business 
environment. The focus at this level is to add value through effective management of facility 
provision and support services (Then, 2004). The provision of facilities support services to core 
businesses is a global business measured in billions in terms of major 

pecific responsibilities (services) of the Facilities Manager are summarised in Figure 1: S
 
Proposition 2: An industry should be able to generate income and provide employment.
 
Price (2003a) and the International Facility Management Association (IFMA, 2009) estimate the 
global value of the FM market to be in the tune of US$100billion. In the UK alone, the British 
Institute of Facility Management (BIFM, 2009) estimated the FM sector is worth between 40b and 
95b pounds. In Germany, the
(GEFMA, 2009). FM is the largest contributor to gross national product (Price, 2003b and Ballesty, 
2008). Ballesty, (2008) noted that FM in Australia in 2002-03 contributed about A$12.2 billion of 
value added, A$12.4 billion in GDP terms and employed 172,000 persons. 
 
Proposition 3:  An industry should allow for systematic performance of the activities and prospects 
for continuity.  
 

 
3
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Available literature suggests that over the last 30 years FM has evolved from operational focused to 
strategic orientation. Then, (2004) noted “FM has grown from managing and maintaining corporate 
property (operational buildings) to strategic management with a deliberate slant towards meeting 
stakeholders’ expectations”.   
 
The management of work space in modern businesses has become increasingly complex, both at 

 of 
y 

 
 

idence 
 

organisational and country level. Workplace is no more defined by four walls of a building. 
Technological advancement has made it possible for work to be conducted from a variety
locations. Unlike in the past where the functions of the Facilities Manager were to ensure availabilit
of workspace; today’s challenges lie in the provision and management of strategic infrastructure and 
support services that enable business continuity. The Facility Manager is required to anticipate 
changes in demand and act swiftly while considering adding value to the core business. FM
organisations need to pay attention to strategic issues while considering tactical and operational
matters. Lord et.al (2002) has identified that unlike other management fads and fashion, FM has 
been able to withstand the test of time. Geographical expansion of FM profession is also ev
that the industry is here to stay. Over the last 3 decades, the industry has been able to establish itself
in United States of America, Europe, Asia, Australia, Africa and Latin America. 
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Figure 1: Scope of Facilities Management responsibilities 

ce placed on it from a national and 
business perspective. It must be understood that apart from direct contribution of the FM sector to 
the economy, it is also entrus o, preserving and improving 

n the tertiary industries sector. 

 
Proposition 4: An industry aims to tend, to preserve or to improve its stocks of resources

The continuity of FM industry can be reflected in the importan

ted with the crucial function of tending t
important infrastructure resources used to provide crucial services to society. The introduction of 
public-private partnerships (PPP) and private finance initiatives (PFI) in the United Kingdom have 
opened up the FM market and created direct relationship between the public sector and the FM 
sector. Payne (2000) noted that PFI has been used in the UK to fund a wide range of high profile and 
varied projects such as the Channel tunnel rail link, prisons, hospitals, fire stations, roads and 

ridges.  b
 
Discussion of the objectives and functions above reveals that FM is an industry that provides 
services to the core business. Suffice to note that from the categories of the industry introduced in 
ection 2.1 above, FM falls withis
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5

ntries. In order to provide optimal solutions, 

e, the monitoring 
 slanting towards the demand side. It is only when these two sides agree on the efficiency and 
ffectiveness o that the 
ptimal level c and 

arising from 
 
The bottom- provides local 
solutions to lo  local environmental 
(internalisation) is fun pact caused by 

and expertise obtained 
from within and ou al knowledge will 
determ

ntry. During this time, internally 
fluenced feeders are either non-existent or weak and borrowing a leaf from the developed 

2.3 Defining the FM Industry 
Weck (2005) argues that an industry can be defined in two ways. In a narrow view, an industry 
comprises only direct competing firms within a sector of economic activities; whereas a broader 
definition also includes surrounding parties such as suppliers, buyers, producers of related and 
substitute products as well as the associated legal political and regulatory governances. This research 
embraces the broader definition of an industry.  
 
In this study the FM industry is defined to mean “an institution or entity that provides or monitors 
optimal workplace solutions based on competencies developed within and demand arising from a 
defined business environment”.  

The definition embraces an institution or entity approach which includes all of the factors and 
stakeholders that contribute to the formation, development and FM maturity of an industry (see 
Figure 4). The definition also focuses on the competencies that are developed within a defined 
business environment. Business environment has been used in this context to mean individual 
organisations within a defined economic sector or cou
service providers need to be guided by abilities to analyse the business demand. This is best done, 
when the supplier is competent and able to perform the business demand analysis and benchmark the 
performance against the business norms or best practices. It is to the benefit of the institution 
receiving the services to ensure that the services are as per set service levels. In this respect, 
competent FM experts are required internally to analyse and monitor the performance of the service 
provider from the clients’ perspective. The definition considers both supply and demand sides of the 
ndustry. While the provision of the optimal services is more aligned to supply sidi

is
e
o

f the level of the services provided in response to the business demand 
an be achieved. Based on this fac includes the needs of the dem

within the defined business environm t. 

line in this definition is Facilities Management is a localised industry that 
cal demand using local competencies. While understanding the

damental the industry ca not exclusively isolate the im
globalisation (internationalisation). The FM industry is guided by knowledge 

tside the country. The fusion of the internal and extern
ine the development, maturity and sustainability of the industry (Figure 2).  

t the definition 
en

n 

 
Figure 2: The influence of Internalisation and internationalisation to FM industry 

 
Figure 2 shows that formation of the FM industry at a country level can be influenced by external 
factors, internal factors or both. Externally influenced industry relies on the feeder factors that are 
imported from other countries through internationalisation/globalisation. The study hypothesis that 
imported feeder factors are useful during the formation stage of the industry as experiences from 

ther countries are introduced or brought into the host couo
in
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counterparts is essential age goes hand in hand 
ith the development of the local factor mported feeders which 

be matured and sustainable, fusion 

 a 
emantic mine-field; with specific technical meanings for certain words being very different from 

o mean “the
extent to which an organisation has explicitly and consistently deployed processes that are 
docume ntin )”.  

. It 
 that are 

 
has 

el is a 
nd 

. The evolution of the industry into the development st
s to adapt, transform or replace the iw

may not keep pace with local condition. During the development stage, locally developed feeder 
factors become stronger and are essential in maintaining the performance of the FM industry. For 
example, locally conducted research in the level of FM market will provide first hand information on 
the existing situation and be useful to practice, education and professional bodies which in turn will 
influence environment. It is essential to note however, that the host country may not be able to 
replace all of the influence of the external feeder factors due to globalisation and the need for 

nowledge sharing. It is suggested that for the FM industry to k
between internal and external influences should be encouraged. 
 

3. Conceptualising the term ‘Maturity’ 
 
Cookie-Davies (2004) has argued that the term ‘maturity’ may not mean the same thing to different 
professions or industries. He noted that the whole field of capability and maturity models is
s
the normally accepted breadth of use in common speech. Maturity models embody both different 
concepts and different suggestions as to the path to maturity and can be defined to mean, fully 
developed or grown up or perfected (Cooke-Davies et.al 2003).  
 
When considered from a specific area of specialization, maturity has been viewed differently in each 
one of them. In life cycle models, the term maturity signifies a step before industry decline (Figure 
2a). McGahan and Silverman, (2000) noted that an industry hits maturity at the earliest date for 
which the number of firms grows at a rate less than a fraction of the growth rate in the prior period. 
In Capability Maturity Models, the term maturity is used in a very technical sense t

nted, managed, measured, controlled, and co ually improved (Cooke-Davies, 2004
 
This study is concerned with the development of an assessment tool for maturity of FM industry
transcends beyond the analysis of FM processes alone. In this way, maturity models
designed solely for the analysis of ‘internal’ processes falls short of being applied in this study. This
elimination leaves the study with one option, the use of general industry lifecycle models.  It 
been however, considered prudent to evaluate the context within which maturity in FM is construed. 
The analysis has revealed that unlike in the industry lifecycle models, in which maturity lev
step before decline (see Figure 3a), in FM it signifies a state of perfection, sophistication a
development of the industry (see Teicholz, 1992; Payne, 2000 and Alexander et.al, 2004) as shown 
in Figure 3b. This situation challenges the use of the normal lifecycle industry models.  

Figure 3a: Industry Maturity Curve.                        Figure 3b: Process Maturity Model  

                                                            

Time

Growth

 

Figure 3  Model : Industry Maturity Curve and Process Maturity
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It is evident from Figure 3a that after stage III the industry declines. While in Figure 3b it is shown 
that the perfection of the process is the final stage of development in process maturity.   

The next section will provide a brief overview of two categories of models that are popular in 
analysing industry and process capability maturity:  Industry Lifecycle models and Process 
Capability Maturity models.  

 

3.1 Industry Lifecycle Models 
 
These useful in he industr duct
th  in ducts have a definitive life cy mentals 
of d pment ca v s, w s its life llis 
an C ws,  or industr ycle is modelled on the fixed cycle of birth-
gr th ath.  Ind  number rom eptio e 2) Each one 
of these stages signifies a level of capabilities developed withi ustry e c s a 
significant impact upon y and perf e (Hofe  Alth
sim ber and names of the sta

Table 1: Industry Development Stages 

S/N Model Stage 1 Stage  2 Stage 3  Stage 4 Stage 5 

models are 
dustries and pro

 analysing t y and pro
cle. Studies have revealed that the funda

 life cycle based on the assumption 
at
 in ustry develo n be compared to li ing creature hich ha cycle of . In Te
d rawford (1981) vie  the product y life c
ow -maturity-de ustries pass a  of stages f  their inc n (Tabl . 

n the ind . The lif
ese 

ycle ha
odels are business strateg ormanc r, 1975).

ges as shown in Table 1. 
ough th m

ilar in concept, they differ as to the num

1 Ferguson and 
McKillop, (1997) 

Nascent Transition Mature   

2 Fox,  (1973) Pre-commercialisation Introduction Growth Maturity Decline 
3 Tay and Ong, (1994) Developing   Mature    
4 Kotler, (2003) Fragmentation Shake out,  Maturity  Decline  
5 Hill and Jones (1998) Embryonic Growth Shakeout Maturity Decline 
6 Anderson 

Zeithaml (1984)
and  

 
Introduction Growth Maturity Decline  

7 Wasson, (1974) aturation/ 
aturity 

Decline Market development Rapid growth Competitive 
turbulence 

S
m

Source: Authors’ compilation (March, 2010) 

turity models make an assumption of the existence of the perfected end state, whether 

ilities in a specific area of knowledge. According to 

Product and industry lifecycle models are common in economics and marketing. These models are 
used to assess and classify the position of the development of industry (Kotler, 2003, Ferguson and 
McKillop, 1997) and maturity assessment (Tay and Ong, 1994). Revision of these models is 
essential in indentifying the factors used by other researchers in assessing and classifying industry 
development. These models also, provide an overview of the perceptions of the term “maturity” as 
viewed by different disciplines. The definition of the term maturity will be discussed in details in the 
next section. 

3.2   Process Capability Maturity Models 

These models are useful in evaluating process maturity. The basic idea behind this category of 
models is the notion of evolution, suggesting that the subject may pass through a number of 
intermediate states on the way to maturity. Generally, a maturity framework is a measure to aid 
organisation in gauging their performance relative to industry best practice. Cooke-Davies (2004) 

oted that man
it is unfolds from within or otherwise (Cooke-Davies, 2004). Furthermore, maturity implies that the 
processes are well understood, supported by documentation and training is consistently applied in 
projects throughout the organisation and is continually being monitored and improved by its users 
(Fraser et.al, 2002). Kerzner (2006) noted that maturity indicates availability of appropriate 
infrastructure of tools, techniques, processes and even a good culture. In many maturity models 
some form of best practices act as a core concept for assessment which enables adopting 
organisations to measure and rate its current ab
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the Kerzner’s (2006) best practices are those actions and activities undertaken by the company or 
individuals that lead to sustained competitive advantage. The key term in this definition is sustained 
competitive  from your 
ompetitors.  

maturity 
(Figure 3b).  levels can 

 depend onstructed 

ternet search reveals that IWMSNews.com in America has been hosting a series of articles in 
rity model. The model is based on concepts similar 

 that of the Project Management Institute process model. The FMO model is developed by James 
 is fo ed around 11 competenc  that are or nised at fiv levels 

.iwmsnews.com/fmo-maturity-model

advantage. In other words, best practice is what makes you different
c
 
Process capability models construct tend to depict maturity as a number of successive levels. The 
first or lower tiers in the model tend to represent the lower level of development or im

 Levels can range from 3 to 10. Similar to life cycle models, the names of the
ing on the subject (Fraser et.al, 2002). In some situations a model can be cvary

using non traditional levels descriptive format such as one used by Facilities management 
Organisation Model (FMO) in item 3.3.1.  

3.3 Maturity Models related to Facilities Management 

This section discusses two capability maturity models that are relevant to the FM industry. It must be 
noted that while the second model has been validated and published, the first one was not.  

3.3.1 Facilities Management Organisation Model (FMO) 
 
In
Facilities Management Organisation (FMO) matu
to
Turner and
(

rm ies ga e 
http://www ). The model looks into five questions that are 

rtant to ide omp equir em  i  
s a r ss t rm a

locatio get j  Ea ions co ds to a F  
y the FM organisatio m odels, FMO does not use identifiers in 

urit ber “1”  level, with “5” repres

Table 2: Facilities Ma t Organisation Model 

FMO Maturity 
Model  level 

5 
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budget al
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ntify the c
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n and bud
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o management info
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mon maturity m

(Table 2). The
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M maturity level
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y levels; instead nu

nagemen

m signifies the lowest enting the 

1 2 3 4 

K
Management responsible for access t  allocation of my request for a budget 

ey What am I How can I 
he 

What improvements 
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What is the best How can I justify a 
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Answered 

managing? management 
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now (short term 
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improvements)? 
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Organisation, 
policy, 
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Process, 
systems 
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planning  
performance 
improvemen

Mission validation 
and long term 
planning 

t 

Source: (http://www.iwmsnews.com/fmo-maturity-model) 

3 ardised Process Improvement for Construction Enterprises 

In a more recent development, the Standardised Proce  
m s b  assess cess cap the U
SPICE FM a nagement process  is that if the 
management processes are performed well, they will hav t on ance  
processes (Amaratu .  is org ve the  
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Maturity levels 1 2 3 4 5 

Identifiers Initial Services delivery 
management 

Knowledge 
Management 

Quantitatively 
improved 

Continuously 
improving  

Process enablers (5) Commitment Ability Verification Evaluation Activities 

Process areas (7) Service 
requirements, 

Service 
planning, 

Service performing 
monitoring, 

Supplier 
management, 

Contractor 
management 

Risk 
management 

Service 
coordination 

Source: Amaratunga et.al, 2008 
 

3.4 Suitability of the Existing Maturity Models to this Research 

The FMO and SPICE FM models like other maturity models such as CMM, OPM3 and CSMCMM 
are processes, project, object or activity based models. These models are useful in addressing 
processes within a particular organisation and/or terminable projects. Terminable projects, tasks or 
activities are objective specific, carried out within stipulated time and budget. They are not lifelong 
ndeave

th
our. Progress of a project and a task can be determined by the efforts by individuals within 

e team. On the other hand, FM, as an economic activity, is a continuous on-going process and its 
progress is not determi y ctors that have direct 
influence on its develo t a sting maturity models 

ithin and from other disciplines and specifically, terminable projects, cannot be directly applied to 

4.1 Identification of Feeder Factors 
 
Feeder factors e factors are 

). Unlike other maturity models, I3F takes into consideration external factors 
that feed into the development of the industry at an organisational, sector, national and regional 
levels. It transcends the common norm of focusing only on the internal processes of the practice. The 
rationale behind this framework is hinged on the fact that the evolution of FM as an industry from 

ned b internal factors alone. There are external fa
pmen nd maturity. It is therefore opined that exi

w
the FM industry, and defined here in its widest meaning to include not only processes but also 
external factors. In order to assess the degree of maturity of the FM industry, measures that 
incorporate and integrate external factors should be adopted. It is evident that process based models 
concentrates on practice only which is only one of the six factors that influence the pace of 
development and maturity (see Figure 4). The concentration of these models in practice (internal 
process) limits their application in assessing industry maturity in FM as a unique industry. The 
following section will introduce the feeder factors and the Integrated Feeder Factors Framework 
(I3F). 
 

 are six factors, necessary for development and maturity of FM. Thes
mutually dependent on each other and have to be linked in order to realise the perfected industry. 
The six factors are practice; professional bodies, education, environment, market and research. These 
factors are further broken down into critical success factors (CSF). The parameters will be used in 
determining the contribution of each individual factor towards the maturity of the industry. These 
factors have been identified from Then and Akhlaghi (1992), Lomas (1999), Nutt and McLennan 
(2000), Lord, et.al. (2002), and Barret and Baldry (2003). This study postulates that knowledge and 
expertise on one hand and FM development and maturity on the other, results from the contribution 
of individual feeders into the Integrated Feeder Factors Framework (Figure 4). It is only when each 
one of these is effective that the industry will develop and reach maturity 
 

4.2 The Integrated Feeder Factors Framework (I3F) 

This section introduces the Integrated Feeder Factors Framework (I3F) and provides a discussion on 
its conceptual development.  The proposed I3F Model is a framework of intertwined, interdependent 
and interrelated (feeder) factors that are necessary for the existence, development and maturity of 
any industry (Figure 4
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one level to the next depe preferable labelled as 
‘feeder factors’. Maturit  or co-maturation of 
each of these feeder  
development of the industr n this study, the term 
maturity is defined as the e Facilities Management industry 
within an economy measured by the strength ies interface.” This 
definition is intended to provide  on the relationship 
that is formed by  
discussed in item 4.2.

nds on the development of each one of these factors, 
y of the industry is dependent on simultaneous growth

 factors. Any one of the factors that lagged behind will tend to delay
y, as a whole, to the next stage of maturity level. I
“The degree of sophistication of th

of relational feeder capabilit
an understanding of the maturity model based

 the feeder factors. The relationship will be assessed based on five attributes

 

Figure 4: Proposed Integrated Feeder Factors Framework (I3F) 

ection and stability of the industry. This ensures the perfection and 
tability of the industry. However, there are three more possible situations that can exist. In a 

situation where inactive feeder factors feed into active feeder factors, then the relationship is 
construed to factors are 
active enough to influence the development of others. In the second situation, inactive feeder factors 

ard and simple 
ssessment when an assessor is required to only verify the availability of the feeder factors to 

 
The co-maturation of the feeder factors is essential in resisting life cycle ‘industry maturity’ effect. It 
has been observed from literature that after maturity, industries will tend to deteriorate in 
performance and decline (see Table 3 and Figure 3a). It is postulated in this study that if all of the 
feeder factors can attain maturity status at the same time, then the industry maturity effect will not be 
felt. Since each one of the feeder factors will continue feeding into others and sustain the growth 
towards maturity. It is envisaged that if evaluation of the level of development, adoption and 
application of each individual feeder factors is conducted, the proposed model can provide a picture 
of development and level maturity of the FM industry as a whole.  
 
The study intends to establish the causal linkages between the identified feeder factors shown in 
Figure 4. The individual links between the feeder factors is a reflection of the strength of their 
relationship i.e. strong or weak. A strong relationship indicates a situation when the five active 
feeder factors feed into one active feeder factor at any given time. In this situation the industry is 
said to be at Full Maturity Stage (FMS). The industry focus is on strategic issues and its influence is 
high. This ensures the perf
s

 be at Developmental Transition Stage (DTS). At this stage some feeder 

feed into another or other inactive feeder(s); the relationship is regarded as weak and the stage is 
known as a Formative Transition Stage (FTS). Lastly, is a situation where inactive feeder factor(s) 
feeds into non-existing feeder factor or factors, the industry is said to be at the Least Mature Stage 
(LMS). At this level, the existing feeder factors tend to be not closely related. FM activities are often 
disregarded and misunderstandings between the existing traditional professions are high. The focus 

 on operational functions. is
 

4.2 Assessment of FM Industry Maturity using the I3F 

Two assessments are carried out to determine the maturity level of the FM industry. Assessment 
level one involves verifying the availability of the feeder. This is a straight forw
a
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ascertain their presence. It is suggested that a yes or no parameters can be used, it is however 
suggested that the assessor should establish reasons for non-existence of the other factors.  
 
The second assessment is a detailed treatise of the factors after the “yes answer” in the first 
assessment. This assessment has two levels. Level one, deals with evaluation of individual feeder 
factors based on the identified critical success factors that define the strength (Table 1). It is 
expected that each of the parameter will be assigned a unit score of 1 point. The more the factor 
scores the more active it is. The results of the analysis will be classified as active or in-active. 
Factors with a score of more than 75% of the parameters will be considered active.  
 
Level two of the assessment looks into the integrated contribution of individual factors into the 
overall development of the FM industry. In this assessment, the factors will be evaluated based on 
five attributes. These attributes are nfluence, stability, consistency and 

ustworthiness shortly they are referred to as (DISC-T). The attributes will reveal a situation to be 

active and forming strong relationships, the industry will be strong 

of Facilities Management: 

a, D., Haigh R., Baldry, D., and Sarshar M. 2008, Process improvement in Facilities Management: 

 Facilities Management, (Oxford: Blackwell sciences).  

ell 

anaging projects, New York 

ations between project management models. International Journal of Project 

Killop, D.G 1997, An Industry Approach to Classifying Credit Union Development, 

ory M. (2002); ‘The use of maturity models/grids as a tool in assessing product 

 dependability, i
tr
technically referred to as relational feeder capabilities interface which shows a bonding between 
feeder factors.  In order for a relationship to be strong, each of these attributes should be fulfilled. 
Development of strong relational feeder capabilities interface is essential in the stability and 
sophistication of the industry. It is regarded that the strength of the relational feeder capability has a 
positive correlation with the development and maturity of the FM industry. In such a situation, 

here all feeder factors are w
 

5.  Summary 

The study has established that Facilities Management is an industry perceived to be at different 
levels of maturity based on personal judgement. This situation is due to lack of a tool that can be 
used in assessing maturity levels. In dealing with this problem, the study proposed the Integrated 
Feeder Factors Framework (I3F) as a yardstick. Research is continuing and progress will be further 
reported in the near future. 
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Abstract

Facilities Management (FM) has been growing in importance as a major support activity to the 
organizations. Besides its suitability to outsourcing, the increasing enhancement of specialized 
providers in facilities management / services is making feasible the outsourcing option across 
the globe. Due to these circumstances, a strong trend is being observed in adopting facilities 
management outsourcing within business transformation strategies. Several outsourcing models 
such as Business Process Outsourcing (BPO), Offshoring Outsourcing and Shared Services, 
demonstrate the broad diffusion of this management practice, which has been intensified by 
globalization and information / communication technology.  

This study, made both from the outsourcer’s and supplier’s perspectives, seeks to demonstrate 
that truly extended organizations are emerging, with synergy for both parties. In the emerging 
Brazilian market, the City of São Paulo is increasing as an important global destination for 
offshoring, showing a great potential for facility management services. 

The business process outsourcing models in facilities management are analyzed by the author in 
its phases, with the risks and benefits of this transformation strategy being properly identified. 
In addition, due to Brazilian market peculiarities the author proposes a merging of the models 
examined in this research.  

The research methodology adopted was the literature review in which the originality of the text 
is in the search of a systemic view of the outsourcing process in FM, with the additional 
intention to contribute further to the appropriateness of this tool to the Brazilian market. 

Outsourcing FM is a practice of leverage the results with cost reductions and capability 
aggregation within the reach of any organization, regardless of their size, industry or life cycle. 
Companies seize upon this strategy according to various aspects: culture, maturity, positioning. 
Those who are more successful in this strategy can seize the opportunity to "extend" the 
company, establishing links with the supply chain and increasing its capillarity in the web of 
business relationships. 

The adoption of the BPO framework models helps the organizations in planning their business 
process transformation in order to promote both operational and effective strategic changes, and 
also to reduce risks in adopting an inappropriate model, instead of a best practice. 

Keywords: BPO-FM, Offshoring, Framework Models, Transformation Strategy 
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1. Introduction

The clear and profound changes that are currently underway in all areas of business due to the 
revolution in information technology have led organizations of all kinds to restructure quickly. 
From this observation, one important general nature conclusion may be made based on this 
research, using observations obtained from several sources. Outsourcing, in all its forms, is 
growing in importance and scope as transformation strategy adopted by organizations, probably 
because it has proved synergistic with the systemic philosophy that permeates the human 
thought today, but what is more relevant is that this emancipation of outsourcing is a function of 
three considerations: cost, focus on competence, and revenue. 

According to Professor Ravi Aron, operation and information management professor at 
Wharton School, “the boundaries of companies are shrinking in many fields, while they are 
magnified in others. Aspects before administered inside the company became market 
transactions. It is emerging an extended enterprise model, where companies relinquish direct 
control and, instead, bet on monitoring”i. The fact is that this new form of organization, 
"extended and with digital links that go beyond borders", in which activities that were 
previously managed within companies have become market transactions, is absolutely 
compatible and coherent with the strategy of outsourcing. 

The Facility Management (FM) outsourcing or subcontracting is a practice of leverage results in 
lowering costs, increasing revenue and aggregation of capability, within the reach of any 
organization, regardless of its size, industry or life cycle. Companies use this strategy according 
to various aspects: culture, readiness, maturity, positioning. Those who are most successful in 
this strategy were able to seize the opportunity to "extend" the company, establishing links with 
their suppliers and increasing its capillarity in the web of business relationships. 

1.1 The Latin American and Brazilian Facility Management markets 

Trends applied to the Brazilian FM market were identified in the research, which presents a 
stigmatized situation in the adoption of the outsourcing strategy. The point is that in Brazil 
mostly service takers do not recognize the added value that outsourcing can provide and the 
sub-contracting comes up on a superficial level, by simply hiring direct labor for the 
implementation of support services. Precisely to avoid this "crisis of expectation" and to 
contribute to the construction of a culture of strategic outsourcing is that the work sought to 
present the arguments and trends identified in the business literature on the subject. This is 
certainly the biggest problem existing today in the Brazilian market: the service taker demands 
value aggregation and business transformation, but doesn’t offer broad spectrum of activity, and 
the service provider, to break entry barriers, accepts fewer functions and end up not presenting 
innovations due to the imposed restrictions. This entire scenario is still worsened by the 
predatory competition practiced by the informality of some companies of the sector. 

The central hypothesis of the research raised the question of the ability of process integration 
between the contracting-out organization and its subcontractors and, additionally, the question 
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of the need for education of both parties on the characteristics of the process. In an allusion to 
the marriage, there is a need for a good "prenuptial" preparation to increase the chances of a 
successful and lasting marriage. Because of its similarity to the concept of outsourcing itself, 
since these processes are non-core or peripheral to most businesses, FM has a natural vocation 
for outsourcing. 

Among its various forms, deserves notability the outsourcing outside the borders (Offshoring 
Outsourcing - see figure below), a growing phenomenon in the global economy and a promising 
market for Brazilian FM, specifically at the city of São Paulo, which was identified as one of the 
main destinations of the world for this kind of outsourcing. 

According to a research from Jones Lang LaSalle (2004), São Paulo is the second best city in 
the world for the outsourcing of jobs in the offshoring outsourcing model, due to the quality of 
its business environment, human capital and supply chainii. In this criterion São Paulo only 
loses to Manila, the capital of the Philippines, mainly because it is an English speaking country. 

The Offshoring Development. 
Source: Jones Lang LaSalle. Deciding Where to Offshore (2004).  

There is also the outsourcing market focused on the shared service’s centers of the large 
company groups, which was identified by the work as another important opportunity of business 
and maturing of the business process of outsourcing (BPO) in the facilities management. 
Finally, is presented the macro economic megatrends for the coming years, in ways that it could 
interfere in the direction of outsourcing deals involving FM in Brazil, i.e. the Brazil's ascension 
to the group of the largest economies in the world. 
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to the group of the largest economies in the world. 
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2. The Analysis of the FM Outsourcing Models 

With respect to the investigation itself on the outsourcing processes standards in FM were 
presented three models: 

1. One of U.S. origin, which is based on the research conducted jointly by A.T. Kearney 
and CAPS Research (2005), a broad range study of great importance held on the 
subject, which estimates that companies still manage internally over 90% of its routine 
operational services, what represents a great opportunity for providing services 
companies of infrastructure and facilities managementiii;

2. Another from Europe, proposed by Franceschini, F. et al. (2004) which presents a 
generic model for outsourcing, with strategic focus and four main steps: internal 
benchmarking analysis, external benchmarking analysis, contract negotiation and 
management of outsourcingiv;

3. And the last one from Saudi Arabia, which has achieved remarkable growth in 
developing urban infrastructure in the past three decades, performed by Hassanain and 
Al-Saadi (2005), focused on BPO in the FM for municipalities (see diagram below)v.

The General Outsourcing Process in Facilities Management. 
Source: Hassanain and Al-Saadi (2005). 
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From the study of the models surveyed, it was proposed a synthesis of the models, resulting 
from the symbiosis of the other three, and consistent with the peculiarities of Brazilian culture 
of business in this sector. This synthesis is given below, in its phases and main aspects: 

The Synthetic Model for BPO FM decision and implementation. 
Source: made by the author. 

Some specific points are especially important to be observed during this process. At the 
“identification of the business core activities and non-essential ones” phase, the decision on 
Outsourcing versus Improvement on the Business Process takes place. It is the turning point of 
the whole process. 

As the outsourcing strategy is decided, “the procedures systematization for identifying business 
process candidates for outsourcing, based on the analysis of competitiveness” happens in five 
steps: (1) the evaluation of internal references (benchmarks); (2) the standard costs nature; (3) 
the identification of the Costumer X Vendor relationship nature; (4) the identification of 
outsourcing targets; (5) the outsourcing risk management in FM. 

Next, during the outsourcing agreement development there are some key points to be carefully 
watched: the evaluation of strategies for supply / assistance; the agreement scope and the 
Service Level Agreement (SLA) development, with its Key Performance Indicators (KPIs); the 
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suppliers pre-qualification and the proposal requests (RFI / RFP-RFQ); the suppliers 
evaluation and choice; the agreement negotiation; the nomination of the head FM 
professional.

During the Transition Process planning and the beginning of the relationship management it is 
essential to manage the Information Technology systems integration. To reduce resistance and 
to improve the change management, one of the key factors is to achieve the internal staff 
support.

One of the precautions taken in the core of the work was to present the stages of the synthetic 
model in detail, so that, wherever possible, could be added to each stage a dedicated and 
relevant methodological tool for implementation, analysis and / or planning process in question, 
in order to enrich the didactic use of the model in practice. 

In the presentation of each phase of the model development, some topics were highlighted 
because of their importance in the process and peculiarities in relation to the Brazilian context 
of facilities management. This is the case of the item "The Outsourcing Risk Management in 
FM" which for the depth of the theme itself also offers enough content to an exclusive and 
comprehensive research. This was also the case of the "Request for Proposals – RFP”, whose 
wide - although contested - adoption deserved a different comment because of its paradoxical 
nature. The dilemma is: to do a bureaucratic and closed process or a collaborative and open one. 

Furthermore, in order to increase the transparency, the outsourcing agreements tends to evolve 
from fixed price contracts to contracts based in a management fee plus reimbursable expenses. 
More than make the profits explicit, these agreements complies with the requests of Sarbanes-
Oxley Act which prescriptions are influencing the international trades since 2002. 

3. The risks and benefits of Outsourcing 

To provide an overview among the risks and benefits for BPO FM, an interesting table was 
made after the literature review, including Barrett (1995)vi and others, enriched by the author’s 
experience and yet, according to the perception of the answers to the inquiries of Monczka, R. 
M. PhD et. al (2005)vii and Hassanain et Al-Saadi (2005)viii.

Reasons for Outsourcing Priority

COSTS

Operational cost reduction / generate economy in scale  High 

Reduce the capital investment  High 

Transform fixed costs in variable Medium 

Downsize the head count / reduce space Medium 

Increase competitive intelligence Low

FOCUS ON COMPETENCE 
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Focus on core competence / strategic approach on services High
Liberate managers time to focus on major priorities High 

Provide more creativity and innovation to increase processes High 

Increase productivity / operational efficiency High 

Gain access to the last technologies, not yet available in the company High

Add value (without extra cost) / quality High 

Gain access to specialized capability Medium 

Provide alternatives to build capability Medium 

Create additional production capacity Medium 

Supply capability reserve (back-up) Low 

Align with philosophy / culture / company policy Low

REVENUES 

Increase flexibility and response capacity High 
Increase market speed  Medium 

Reduce customer response time Medium 

Increase quality Medium 

Raise the revenues Low 

Gain access to markets Low

Table: Reasons for Outsourcing and it’s perception of priority. 
Source: made by the author. 

The next table lists the main risks and disadvantages of outsourcing followed by its grade of 
importance to the organizations. This table has the same sources as the previous. 

Disadvantages / Risks of Outsourcing Importance 

Perception of lost on suppliers control High 
Protection of intellectual property / confidentiality / information security High 

Conflicts with the policy / philosophy of the organization High 

The existing cases aren’t enough to anticipate new management problems High 

Risks in selecting weak / incompetent suppliers High 

Outsourcing agreements expire or get outdated High 

Week innovation capacity High

Apprehension with the relationship between employees and community / union High 

Dependence on supplier: commitment, availability and continuity Medium 

Difficulty to revert to insourcing Medium 

Transaction costs (e.g. procurement cost of alternative suppliers) Medium 

Monitoring costs (e.g. if the subcontracted requires more than the insourced) Medium 

Loss of internal capability / expertise for a long period Medium 

Disadvantages / Risks of Outsourcing (cont.) Importance 
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Loss of supply base Medium 

New applications owned by subcontracted Medium 

Loss of internal knowledge for a long period (information) Low 

Hidden costs Low

Subcontracted becomes a competitor Low

Keep the organizational climate Low

Failure in previous outsourcing Low

Legal restrictions on labor force contracts Low

Department downsizing Low

Table. Disadvantages / Risks of Outsourcing and its perception of importance 
Source: made by the author. 

4. The Interface Professional 

Another interesting item extensively explored was "The Nomination of the Head FM 
Professional" which deals with the fundamental role of the interface professional in facilities 
management. It presented aspects of professional practice and the profile of required skills in 
this central pivot of the outsourcing process in FM. In the model below, Nutt (2000), quoted by 
Grimshaw (2003), shows an approach based on "resources", with its four "tracks" for the future 
in facilities management profession, highlighting the fact that the interfaces among the four 
infrastructure business focus are changingix.
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The Resource Model of Strategic Facility Management 
Source: Nutt. (2000) apud: Grimshaw (2003). 

The model provides a framework for evaluating the issues in the tensions that occur in the six 
interfaces among the four tracks. Grimshaw concludes that "the management of these interfaces 
to ensure that tensions are creative rather than destructive defines the challenges facing the 
management of facilities today and tomorrow." 

The facilities manager has a natural inclination to take up the role of professional interface 
between the companies in an outsourcing relationship. And one of the key factors for success in 
fulfilling this role is autonomy resulting from an organizational structure focused on service 
delivery: the higher and more sustainable the facilities manager autonomy associated to a 
support structure (back-office) able provide technological resources, administrative support, 
performance indicators, procedures, training and possible reinforcements in mobilizing task 
forces, the better the synergy resulting from outsourcing, as concluded by Jungman (2000)x.

BPO FM is also a strategic solution for the Public-Private Partnerships, helping in funding and 
operating the facilities management in public infrastructure. Contracting-out specialized 
services by public companies is a broad range and important market to facilities management 
and facilities services private companies, and is a well succeeded model in several countries, i.e. 
Great Britain. Due to its importance as a model and idiosyncrasies, BPO-FM in PPPs is a major 
theme who deserves itself a specific research, reinforced by the business potential in this 
emerging market in Brazil.  

5. Conclusion 

The outsourcing opportunities in Latin America region have been growing very fast in the last 
five years, but there is still a lot to grow both in quantitative and qualitative ways. Likewise, the 
looking at the outsourcing FM market in Brazil is a new research area. There is not enough 
available statistics and surveys on this theme, even though the Brazilian market is enormous and 
emerging. 

The adoption of BPO FM in Brazil is still in the beginning. Some big international players are 
already doing business here, mainly at the City of São Paulo, identified as one of the main 
global destination for offshoring outsourcing. Besides, facilities management and services are 
systematically subcontracted by the big Brazilian companies and multinationals. But there is 
still a huge middle market to be explored. 

The major contribution intended with the research about the outsourcing models was to reduce 
the risks and mistakes during the evaluation of a business process. Many companies fail in 
outsourcing due to the lack of planning, and consequently missing the opportunity to choose the 
best model to adopt. This is very common in the Brazilian market, where outsourcing is still in 
development. An example is the PPP model, actually in a very embryonic stage.  
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Besides, the legal environment in Brazil still impacts the decisions about BPO when risk 
management is taken into account. On the other hand, companies tend to use more and more 
BPO as a transformation strategy, while service providers strengthen their capabilities and 
business platforms to be a trustful alternative. 

The information technology is the vehicle which is boosting the changes. A new organization is 
arising, extended and with digital links, crossing borders and transforming insourced activities 
into market transactions. 

Similarly, the role of the FM professional is changing into an interface manager, linking 
basically four tracks – business, people, property and knowledge – and struggling to ensure that 
tensions are creative rather than destructive. 

An interesting perspective to make the research more complete would be a closer examination 
over the perception of quality in facility services. The integration process between companies, 
both the contracting and the subcontracted parties, using the concept of the Service Level 
Agreement is a large field to be explored in a research. 

The paper concludes by suggesting a deeper survey among major Brazilian contracting 
companies in order to map and analyze the stage of actual development of the outsourcing 
management, its key-decision factors, its development and implementation improvements in a 
feedback system, the target activities for outsourcing and its organic growth, and the reach of 
the risks and benefits in a fast growing scenario. 
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Abstract

Aim: The aim of the paper is to present, analyse and identify learning from two case studies of 
innovative procurement in Facilities Management (FM) concerning the establishments of 
partnerships between clients and providers.  

Approach and methodology: A major study of FM best practice covering 36 cases from the 
Nordic countries in Europe shows, that the most outstanding examples of innovation in FM are 
initiated from the demand side and involves new forms of procurement with long term 
contracts. This paper considers in-depth two differing examples of such innovative procurement 
approaches from Denmark. The first example is from a private pharmaceutical corporation, 
which has used so-called function based procurement in relation to office buildings. The second 
example is from a public organization, which has entered into so-called operational partnership 
with private providers concerning all municipal buildings and sports facilities in parts of the 
city of Copenhagen. Each of the case studies has involved both the client and the provider side 
of the collaboration. The paper presents, compare and analyze the two cases regarding 
intentions, procurement methods, forms of collaborations, performance measurements, and the 
results and experiences. 

Conclusions: The two cases show that an essential element in a successful procurement and 
partnership is that the client allows the providers freedom to plan their activities. Thereby the 
providers can optimize the use of their productive capacity and utilize their competences with
incentives to profit from such improvements. A major challenge is to balance the risks between 
the client and provider and to create a common understanding about the quality level between 
representatives from both parties. For the providers this kind of collaboration set strong 
requirements on the management style and company culture. 

Limitations of the research: The research is only based on two case studies, which obviously 
limits the possibility to generalize the results.

Practical applications: The research presents two specific examples of innovative 
procurement in FM which can give inspiration and learning to other public and private clients.
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1. Introduction

This paper is based on a research project on Facilities Management (FM) Best Practice in the 
Nordic countries of Europe, which was carried out at the Technical University in Denmark 
(DTU) from 2005 to 2008. The project investigated a broad range of cases of the best practice 
in FM among leading practitioners and with examples of recent innovations. All together 36 
cases from Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Finland and Iceland were studied, but most of the cases 
were from Denmark, including the 2 cases presented in this paper. The cases covered 5 themes: 
FM concepts, collaboration between demand and supply, space utilisation, technology and 
infrastructure, and environment. The two cases in this paper both concerned collaboration 
between demand and supply. The project was divided in 3 phases. The case presented in section 
4.1 was part of 21 cases from the first phase in 2005-2006 and the case presented in section 4.2 
was part of 15 cases from the second phase in 2007. The third phase in 2008 included the 
production of a book based on the research, which was published in both Danish and English 
(Jensen et al., 2008).

The purpose of the research project was general knowledge building about FM as part of 
developing FM as a new field in research and teaching at DTU. This included production of 
teaching material for students, support of knowledge sharing among practitioners, development 
of contacts and network, and a basis to develop a research strategy and programme for further 
research and development. That this was successful can be seen from the book being used as 
teaching material both at DTU and other educational institutions and that the externally funded 
Centre for Facilities Management – Realdania Research (CFM) was established in 2008. The
author of this paper was project manager of the research project and is now head of the research 
centre.

This paper focus on 2 examples of innovative procurement which shows that establishment of 
partnerships can be a very efficient way to support innovation. The literature on innovation 
mostly focus on innovation among providers, but these cases show that the demand side can be 
an important initiator of innovation in the supply chain by creating procurement models with 
stronger incentives for the involved parties to be innovative. 

2. Literature review

Innovation is an important area of business development, which has not been researched much 
in the context of FM. Mudrak et al. (2005) notice that innovation in the FM industry is often
recognized, but the innovativeness of FM organisations is seldom studied. They present a case 
study of four FM organisations covering two in-house organisations and two main-contractor 
organisations. Based on the study they conclude that FM organisations innovate only mildly. 
“The innovation in FM industry is incremental due to the day-to-day nature of decision-making 
in FM projects and fast changing demands and needs of the client organisations” (Mudrak et 
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al., 2005, p. 103). They also found that the two main-contractors were more innovative than the 
two in-house organisations, but with such a small sample this result cannot be generalised.

The conclusion that innovation in FM organisations is mostly incremental is supported by the 
research project FM Best Practice in the Nordic countries. Formalised development units were 
only found in a few large public FM organisations. However, large providers also have 
specialist units, who particular are involved in innovative activities in the tendering process of 
integrated FM contracts and sometimes in developing annual optimisation catalogues to clients,
for instance based on gain sharing incentives. It was concluded that major innovations concern 
new forms of procurement initiated by the demand side, and that innovation in FM mostly 
concerns the organisation of work and not so much technical innovations (Jensen et al., 2008).

The development in FM is very influenced by the general development in the construction 
industry. The focus on innovation in the construction industry has traditionally mostly been
related to component producers and contractors. However, during the last 15 years there has 
been an increased focus on the role of the clients in relation to innovation. Among the examples 
of this are the development of partnering and Public-Private Partnership (PPP). These examples 
are characterized with clients introducing new forms of procurement and collaboration, which 
have effects on the supply chain and attempt to introduce incentives for the providers to 
become more innovative (in the UK for instance Latham, 1994 and DETR, 1998, in Denmark 
for instance Bygherreforeningen, 2002).

PPP is interesting in relation to FM, because it integrates the responsibility for delivering a 
building project and the responsibility for operating the facilities for a long period. However, an 
ongoing study of PPP questions the innovativeness of PPP consortiums, because of the 
providers being risk adverse and the strong position of the financial partner. Due to the risk 
factors related to a long contract period, they are unwilling to add further risk from introducing 
innovative solutions (Kristiansen, 2009).

Implementation of ICT probably represents most technical innovations in FM, which also can 
have effects on the supply chain. A recent study has thus shown that there is a strong client-
supplier interdependency in relation to ICT implementation. Outsourcing can involve that 
clients requires use of specific ICT systems, but it can also be an incentive for clients to 
implement their own ICT systems to keep ownership and control over information about their 
own facilities and to reduce potential high switching costs, when changing FM provider 
(Scupola and Jensen, 2009). 

A literature study from an ongoing study on inter-firm collaboration in FM concludes:
“Knowledge sharing seems to be core to the success of collaborative endeavours when it comes
to innovation and competitiveness.” (Storgaard et al., 2010, p. 20). They also conclude that 
difficulties may arise for innovation the more one focus on management information and 
performance target control. The potential of long-term collaboration is hindered, if there is too 
strong focus on “exploitation” and too little focus on “exploration” with cooperation based on 
trust, reciprocity, obligation and communication, where smaller errors are allowed.   
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3. Methodology

The research project on FM Best Practice in the Nordic countries utilised a common case study 
framework, which is described in details in Jensen et al. (2008). The main research method was 
interviews. For the cases on collaboration between demand and supply it was seen important to 
collect information from representatives from both the demand side and the supply side.

The case from Novo Nordisk Servicepartner (NNS) in section 4.1 is based on information 
received a from former department manager in NNS, at a meeting January 2006, and from a
project coordinator from K&L from a telephone interview February 2006 and subsequent 
correspondence based on a draft case study report. Some popular articles by the former 
department manager in NNS (including Hansen, 2007 - published in English) and an example 
of one of NNS’s function based agreements with K&L have been reviewed.

The case from Copenhagen Municipality (CM) presented in section 4.2 is based on 
participation in start-up workshop for the operational partnership Brønshøj-Husum in March 
2007, information received from the founder of the provider company BMT-BYG at a meeting 
on March 15th, 2007, and succeeding correspondence with him and the project manager from 
CM. Various material from the prequalification and tendering process of the partnership and 
some publications about the experiences in CM have been reviewed.

In the development of this paper supplementary literature reviews have been made, including 
information and inspiration from some of CFM’s ongoing research projects, and the two cases 
have been compared and analysed more in depth.  

4. Case study presentation

4.1 Function based procurement in Novo Nordisk Servicepartner

Novo Nordisk Servicepartner (NNS) was a company within the Novo Group owned 100 % by 
Novo Nordisk and provided facilities services to this pharmaceutical corporation. NNS has 
recently – and after this case study - stopped as an independent company and has been 
integrated in the mother company. In order to improve the technical operation and to imply 
savings NNS has worked innovatively with procurement of the operational tasks. They have 
realised that it is crucial to organise these tasks in a way so they may have a volume which 
gives the provider possibilities to make optimal planning in relation to his production resources.
One of the methods for this has been implementation of function based procurement of the 
entire technical operation of some buildings.
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Function based procurement

Function based procurement is a process which aims at making a function based agreement 
between a client and a provider. Most agreements specify what the provider must deliver, and at 
service provisions also which resources the provider must put at disposal as input for the 
service. Instead a function based agreement is characterised by being aimed at the output, 
which the provider must deliver. In the function based agreement the provider is hence 
responsible for the maintenance of the technical system in question.

The Danish Maintenance Association in 2001 published a publication about function based 
agreements for maintenance (The Danish Maintenance Association, 2001). NNS was engaged 
in the development of this guideline and they were the first to use function based procurement 
for operation and maintenance of buildings. The differences between a function based 
agreement and a traditional activity based agreement is shown in table 1.

Table 1: Comparison of activity based function based agreements

Activity based agreement Function based agreement

The client buys activities, for instance
• 4 inspections a year
• Inspection round once a week
• Repairs at € X per hour

The client buys a function
• Heating: +21 degrees Celciusin offices
• Light bulps in lamps
• Tight roof

Fixed price to preventive maintenance and 
unit prices to repairs

Fixed price to preventive maintenance and 
repairs

The client determine size of preventive 
activities

The provider determine size of preventive 
activities

The provider will have stability The client will have stability

The client takes on risk The provider is applied risk

Continuous optimising will "harm" the 
provider

Continuous optimising will be to the benefit of 
the provider

The client will have continuous optimising The client will have optimising at 
procurement

The focus is on economy and quality The focus is only on quality

The competence is with the provider and the 
client

The competence is with the provider

The client has detailed documentation 
demands

The customer has superior documentation 
demands

All repairs must be invoiced by the provider 
and tested and paid by the client

No repairs will be invoiced by the provider 
and tested and paid by the client

Differences in the perception of quality level among client and provider is a risk factor for both 
parties. For the client the main risks of the function based agreement are that the provider may 
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fail and that the systems after the contract period are delivered in worse condition than 
assumed. On the other hand, the provider will have more free hands to organise the work and 
exploit his competences to optimise the use of the resources. The economical matters are in 
principle settled at the signing of the agreement, so that the further cooperation will be focused 
on quality, and administrative reliefs are achieved to both parties. To the client the function 
based agreement gives economical safety.

It is impossible in advance to decide whether the total costs will be higher or lower at a 
function based agreement compared to an activity based agreement. It depends very much on 
the provider´s risk estimation, and hence the risk premium which the provider adds in his offer, 
and of course the competitive situation. However, with the function based agreement there are 
better possibilities for the providers to optimise their services and develop their competences, 
which in time would make providers with experiences from function based agreement more 
competitive, hence provide economical advantages both to themselves and their customers.

NSS’s experiences as client

NNS has established several function based agreements of building maintenance. The first was 
agreed in 2003 and included approx. 10.000 m2 buildings, and in 2005 another function based 
agreement was completed, of other buildings, and to a similar extent. The agreements includes 
the function of all building installations, and the mechanical function of external building parts 
(facades, roof, doors, gates and windows), and internal building parts (surfaces, doors, ceiling 
coating and floors). However, maintenance of the building envelope was not included in the 
first procurement. At both procurements the competition was won by the company Kemp & 
Lauritzen (K&L). Later agreements were not made at the time of this case study.

In the agreement there are requirements of an overall availability of 99 %. Furthermore, 
specific requirements for out of service time and response time are defined, both in shape of 
show up time from error message until repair is started, and time of error correction until the 
equipment is operational. Table 2 provides examples of such time demands within the 
agreement. The client must report observed errors to the provider within 4 hours after observing 
the error.

5 providers participated in the tender process in April 2005, and they had rather varied prices. 
NNS had estimated the total costs in 2004 at approx € 105.000. Two offers were € 13.000-
26.000 below, whereas a third tender was approx € 13.000 higher. The remaining two tenders 
were approx. 3 times and 4 times higher. This means that NNS reached a guaranteed cost 
reduction of approx 25 % at this procurement. NNS has examined the results of the 
procurement with each contractor, and the large differences must be seen as a sign that the 
providers are hesitating to such a new way of procurement, to which they are not used. Hence 
their experience base is not suitable to calculate this type of bids. There is a lack of maturity 
within the marked, but the fact that some providers dare to enter with a competitive price may 
be seen as a sign that some providers can see the possibilities in this new form of agreement.
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Table 2: Examples of requirements for show up time and time of error correction

Show up time (hours) Error correction time 
(calendar hours)

Ventilation systems 4 48

Heating systems, room heating
(Winter: October 1st to May 1st)

2 4

Heating systems, room heating, system part
(Summer: May 1st to October 1st)

8 48

Cold water systems, system parts 4 48

Hot water systems, system parts 4 48

Lighting, single light source 8 24

NNS has in the beginning of 2006 renewed the first agreement from 2003, and it now includes 
the building envelope, and NNS and K&L has also made a function based agreement which 
include further approx. 20.000 m2 of buildings. Thus approx 40.000 m2 of the total portfolio of 
approx 55.000 m2 are included in function based agreements. The agreements are not time 
limited but can be denounced by both parties at the arranged notice.

K&L’s experiences as provider

Function based agreement was new to K&L as they had to bid on NNS´ first procurement in 
2003, but unlike the rivals´ they had experiences in establishing a team for bidding at larger 
traditional service agreements to property companies and a hotel chain. Such a team typical 
consists of a service manager for ventilation, a service engineer in plumbing and electricity 
respectively, and possibly also a security specialist. This team jointly make a survey as part of
the preparation of a bid. Furthermore K&L have a special function in the sales unit, who are 
specialised in bidding for total service contracts.

At the beginning of an agreement K&L examines all technical systems in the buildings along 
with NNS, and each system is given a grade from 0 to 4, where 0 means that the system is 
functioning satisfactorily, and 4 means that the system is not functioning. In the last case a
renovation case is agreed, which is paid for separately. Additionally the examination and the 
grades contributes to create a shared picture of the condition of the systems, and hence a basis 
to estimate whether the systems are in a similar state, when the agreement is dissolved.

Most of the everyday tasks in the NNS agreements are carried out by a site electrician, who 
besides electrical tasks undertakes replacement of lightning sources and other odd jobs. In case 
of more complicated tasks, for instance adjusting of ventilation systems, specialised technicians 
are called for. For the tasks as to the roofs, K&L has hired a roofing company as subcontractor, 
and they see to inspection of the roofing and possible repairs, and also cleaning of gutters and 
drainpipes etc. The expansion of the size of the agreements in the beginning of 2006 has meant
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that K&L now has a full time site electricians dedicated to NNS´s buildings, which is a major 
advantage to K&L, and it entailed a certain reduction of the contract sum.

The site electrician manages a series of odd jobs as a handyman such as removal of furniture 
and mounting of pictures, and he also contributes to rebuilding work and changes of office 
layout. Such tasks are not part of the fixed contract but they are extra tasks, which may be 
requested for by NNS, and which are settled from the use of man hours. NNS has a service 
desk, from which such tasks are requested for electronically at K&L, through an internet based 
system. These extra tasks have had a size, which have surprised K&L, and economically they 
are of the same size as the fixed contract. However, K&L only undertake these tasks in half of 
the buildings, as NNS´s own workshops undertake such tasks in the remaining buildings.

Development and evaluation

In the latest contract between NNS and K&L they have, as suggested by K&L, signed an 
agreement about risk sharing, so at present a maximum of € 4.000 to K&L´s cost is included for
each case, for instance repair of a system. There was no maximum to K&L´s costs in the 
previous contracts, hence K&L had to add in a rather high risk premium in their bid, or make 
reservations to specific systems in bad condition. With the agreed maximum K&L has been 
able to reduce the contract price and avoid such circumstances, as NNS now pay expenses over 
€ 4.000 for each case.

On the basis of the former experiences it is NNS´s evaluation that the function based 
procurement includes real incentive to the provider, who has possibilities of many small tasks 
being one total large task. This give possibilities to think in wholes and to use the employees 
much better with large savings of time of transportation and changeover in relation to each 
employee who has to work with many small single tasks for various clients. Hence it is 
estimated that 80 % of all tasks may be solved by a multi-worker. However, the providers´ 
internal division in trade workshops is an impediment to use these potentials. There is a need 
for education of a new type of multi-worker, who can work with various tasks. Another 
problem is that planned maintenance at present is subject to calendar tyranny, and a real 
optimising of the continuous inspection tasks is missing. If the continuous inspection can be 
changed from once a year to once each 5th quarter it will reduce the resource efforts used by 
the inspection with 25 %. Accordingly the providers ought to consider the economy in a 
contract over the entire period, rather than to focus on a profit within each quarter.

To K&L the experiences regarding function based procurement has also been positive, and they 
will try to make other larger property owners interested in such a form of agreement. 
Traditionally such companies have a large number of different providers to manage various 
sorts of operation and maintenance tasks, but using a function based procurement all tasks may 
be solved by approaching only one provider. This makes life easier to the client, who may even 
avoid hiring a caretaker.
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4.2 Operational partnerships in the Municipality of Copenhagen

Operational partnership or service partnership are rather new within the public sector in
Denmark. The Danish Enterprise and Building Authority started in 2003 to financially support 
municipalities and counties who want to develop and establish a public-private partnership 
about operation and maintenance of buildings. The purpose to the support is to co-finance some 
of the extra costs which are attached to initiate public-private collaboration. In 2003 the Danish 
Enterprise and Building Authority furthermore offered a task in developing an electronic 
partnership instruction to private and public companies, and it was in February 2004 published 
as a step-by-step instruction of partnership on their web based tendering portal. 

Copenhagen Municipality (CM) in 2004 as one of the first public organizations in Denmark 
established public-private partnership with operation and maintenance of some municipal 
buildings at Østerbro. In the beginning of 2007 CM established 2 new partnerships including all 
municipal buildings in two quarters in Copenhagen, Brønshøj-Husum and Vanløse. The private 
part, both at Østerbro and in Brønshøj-Husum is a consortium with BMT-BYG as the main 
player. This case focuses on the partnership between CM and BMT-BYG on in particular on 
how the partnership was established, and how they function.

The operational partnership Østerbro

The operational partnership at Østerbro included 5 schools and 5 after-school centre of in total
39.343 m2. The 5 schools represent 35.137 m2. The partnership was established in June 2004 
and it was part of a pilot project in collaboration between CM and the Danish Enterprise and 
Building Authority.

The purpose of the project was 

• To develop a new way of collaboration among the municipality, schools/institutions and 
contractors, which are known by openness, flexibility and fewer conflicts

• That the prioritisation of both internal and external maintenance to a greater extent 
accommodates the need and wishes of the schools/institutions in short and long term.

• That the maintenance standard is improved

To the municipality the special thing about the partnership was the fact that it was not just a 
partnership between a private and a public part, but also between the central administration and 
the decentral units in the municipality – schools and institutions.

The procurement was carried out without prequalification. The procurement materials included 
a procurement letter, a partnership agreement and the following 4 enclosures: AB92 (common 
condition for construction and civil engineering work in Denmark) including changes and 
appendixes, cooperation agreement, operation planning and project description.
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In the bids, the tenderers had to specify standard hourly prices divided in 16 types of work and 
to foreman, building/operation manager and reduction to apprentices. Furthermore, to each of 
the 16 types of work they had to specify a price index as to standard materials, which stated the 
tenderer´s material price in relation to the distributor´s price list. As part of the bid the tenderers
had to describe the way they planned to solve the task as to staffing, servicing of users,
cooperation with the municipality´s technicians and others, competency development and 
proposition of an incentive model. Finally the tenderers had to include suggestions to further 
development of the partnership idea, for instance process optimisation and communication.

Choice of provider was made on the basis of the best economic offer based on a total evaluation 
of the assignment criteria: Price (40%), solution of the task (40%) and development 
propositions (20%). After choosing provider the cooperation began with a workshop, in which 
the cooperation agreement was finished jointly and the contract was signed.

As stated objectives to the partnership the following was agreed:

• Streamlining: Better use of staff knowledge, resources and competences with the parties 
involved

• Competency development, for instance of technical staff, through a close contact among the 
parties

• 5-20% more maintenance to the price and less urgent calls

• Reduction of the expenses for energy

The partnership began August 2004, and at first it lasted for December 31st, 2005, but a 
possibility of prolonging the agreement for further 2 years until the end of 2007 was used by 
CM. The budget for the partnership was in total Euro 2.2 million for 2004-2007. As specific 
results of the partnership CM has estimated, that they have 19% more maintenance to the price, 
and the extent of urgent tasks has been reduced from approx. 10 tasks monthly in 2003, approx. 
5 tasks monthly in 2004-2005 to approx. 3 tasks monthly in 2005-2006.

The cooperation within the partnership has been successful. A significant cause to this has been 
that the parties spend much time together at workshops and meetings in the beginning. This led 
to the fact that the parties became well acquainted with each other, and a relation based on 
confidence was built up. All involved parties had the will to make the cooperation work out, 
and there has been a true openness among the parties.

The tasks have included daily maintenance of buildings, technical facilities and paved outdoor 
surfaces and planned maintenance such as replacing windows and roofs and refurbishment of 
special class rooms and toilets. The planned maintenance is determined once a year. At the 
beginning of the year the provider prepare a price catalogue of the future tasks, partly from 
CM´s registrations in the IT-based maintenance system (Caretaker), and partly from the 
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provider´s own review of the buildings. On basis of this the common planning group makes a 
prioritisation and selection of the tasks which should be finished during the coming year. The 
exact implementation is coordinated to each institution so they will be of minimal 
inconvenience to the users.

One of the greatest advantages of the partnership is the possibility to plan larger coherent 
refurbishment tasks across institutions. For example windows renovation has been done in 
several institutions in continuation. Likewise the provider has more possibilities to plan the 
works in relation to his personnel resources, including a certain amount of seasonal level out. In 
the partnership they are allowed to carry forward money from one financial year to the other, 
which normally is not possible within the municipal system, and this helps to more flexibility in 
the planning.

The main part of the budget is based on central funds within the municipality for maintenance,
but the partnership has also included the self administered funds, which each institution 
administer for internal maintenance and various occurring works. This has proved to be less 
suitable as they had to spend exorbitant time to have the tasks agreed, which were to be 
performed to the self administered funds. In the new partnership agreements the self 
administered funds are kept without the agreement itself, but they are included as an option, so 
that each institution may chose to have these tasks carried out by the provider within the 
partnership.

In 2006 a midway evaluation of the partnership was finished, which in general was very
positive, both as to cooperation among CM and the private consortium, and among the central 
and decentral parties within CM. Based on the experiences from Østerbro, the newly 
established Copenhagen Property in CM with assistance from the consulting engineering 
company COWI prepared the procurement of the new partnership agreements which were
established in the beginning of 2007.

The private partner BMT-BYG A/S

BMT-BYG A/S is a building company based in Copenhagen, and they primarily work with 
rebuilding, refurbishment, operation and maintenance of housing and business facilities in the 
Copenhagen region. The company was established in 1982 by a master carpenter and in 2004 it 
was reorganised into a joint-stock company with 3 owners, who also jointly manage the 
company.

BMT-BYG A/S had prior to the partnership with CM some long-term customer relations. This 
concerns housing and business facilities, where they for a period of years have managed 
maintenance tasks. Furthermore they had long-term relations to some architects and consulting 
engineering companies. Based on bad experiences as a young carpenters company the founder 
had chosen not to work as subcontractor to the large main contractor companies. BMT-BYG 
instead acts as main contractor and cooperates permanently with a series of other companies 
from other building trades, where the same companies again and again are involved based on 
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trust and without price competition with other subcontractors. These permanent cooperation 
relations have gradually developed over time, and it has led to the building up of a strong 
network.

Internally BMT-BYG is also characterised by long-term relations with the employees. Hence 
they work hard to avoid firing employees. Most employees are now salaried employees, and 
they started that already in 1985. Piecework is never used within the company. With its 30 
employees BMT-BYG is a comprehensive company, and they do not want to grow. There are 
some special demands on management and staff to work as a provider in a partnership. It is 
mainly the employees´ activities in the field, where they have the direct contact to the 
customers, which will carry the partnership through. Hence the employees must be minded for 
this, and have some permanent colleague relations. Some employees are better fit to work with 
the customers than at building sites, and for the management it is important to be aware of this 
and use the employees where the fit in the best.

The operational partnership Brønshøj-Husum

In autumn 2006 CM arranged a tender competition of two partnerships which includes 
operation and maintenance of all the municipal buildings in Brønshøj-Husum and Vanløse,
respectively. The partnership with BMT-BYG in Brønshøj-Husum includes in total 53 
buildings divided in 6 administration buildings, 10 old people´s homes, 8 public schools, 26 day 
care centre and 3 stadium and sports facilities. The duration is 3 years with the possibility of 
prolongation for 1 year and the budget is approx. Euro 8.0 million for the 4 years. 

The purpose of the operational partnership is:

• To obtain a better utilisation of the central funds, which are used for external maintenance 
of the buildings

• To catch up with the back-log of maintenance of the buildings

• To coordinate the daily operation and the planned maintenance tasks along with the users 
and partners

• To create a competence development among the parties and develop more knowledge as to
the problems of the building

In connection to the partnership at Østerbro the major change in purpose is an increased focus 
on competence development and more knowledge. The criteria for success to the partnership 
are here as well: 

• More maintenance for the money

• Less administration within all parts
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After implementation of the procurement process, including choice of the consortium with 
BMT-BYG A/S together with the building services specialists Dalskov EL-VVS A/S, the 
partnership was initiated through a start-up workshop on March 6th, 2007, with the 
participation of representatives from the consortium, CP and the municipal institutions, and 
with consultants from COWI as facilitator. As part of the workshop the parties involved 
presented themselves to one another and a crosswise teamwork was started, in which the 
distribution of roles and the communication were discussed. Furthermore a letter of intent 
concerning the cooperation was worked out together, so they agreed on goals and rules of the 
game. The letter of intent includes the following main points:

• Shared project goals

• Cooperation and process

• Quality

• Conflict resolution

• Open books

• Incentive structure

In the letter of intent the shared project goals of cooperation and process represent the major 
part with 15 short ”statements”. In return the conflict resolution includes the most specific part 
in the shape of a conflict resolution ladder with fixed hours or days to solve problems and 
disagreements on each step.

The further procedure was also discussed at the workshop, during which the first meeting in a
planning group was arranged. Further COWI presented an effect measurement tool, which
would be used to measure the effect of the partnership. The tool was developed by COWI for 
the Danish Enterprise and Building Authority in cooperation with a work group with 
representatives from Copenhagen and Frederiksberg Municipalities and BMT-BYG. It is built 
up with basis in Balanced Scorecard, in which there is measured in relation to the following 4 
perspectives: Economy, customer/user, work processes, and competence and learning. 
Measurements are made through questionnaire surveys each year during the contract period. It 
starts in year 0 and is supplemented by interviews.

The start-up workshop was finished after signing of the contract and the letter of intent by CP
and the private consortium.
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5. Comparison and discussion

A comparison of characteristics of the two cases is shown in table 3.

Table 3: Comparison of the two cases 

NNS CM

Procurement type Function based Operational partnership

Client Private corporation Public municipality

Provider One company:

Technical contractor

A consortium:

Building contractor and                    
technical contractor

Type of buildings Offices Schools, offices, sport facilities etc.

Contract duration Not fixed 3 years +1 year as option 

Remuneration Fixed total price Fixed rates

Governance One point of contact Steering committee, planning group 
and operational teams

Work planning Provider alone Provider together with client

Relations to end users Informal Formalised

The cases are both characterised by implementation of new forms of procurements initiated by 
the demand side. The providers are given freedom to plan their activities, so they can optimize 
the use of their productive capacity and utilize their competences. The collaboration is also in 
both cases long-term. In the private NNS case the contract is with-out time limit and in the 
public CM case the contract period is 3-4 years based on EU procurement regulations. Both 
cases are based on competent client representatives and mutual trust between client and 
provider. Both clients have realised that an extensive contract volume is important to make the 
collaboration attractive to providers and thereby to achieve economically attractive bids. 

The NNS case gives the strongest economical incentives for the provider to be innovative, and 
is mostly suitable for buildings of limited complexity. The CM case is to a higher degree based 
on close collaboration with utilisation of complementary competences between client and 
providers, and with involvement of the users.

The agreements between NNS and K&L were the first example of use of function based 
procurement for building operation and maintenance in Denmark and so far there are only few 
other examples. There seem to be a lack of maturity, both with clients and providers to enter 
into this new way of tendering, but the experiences from the agreements between NNS and 
K&L indicate that it implies significant advantages to both clients and providers.
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Function based procurement and partnerships in FM are inspired from the development in the 
construction industry, but there are indications that these kinds of long-term collaborations are
more suitable to FM than construction. A study comparing the construction department and the 
maintenance department in a large corporation in the UK found clear differences in the culture. 
The staff in the construction department is characterised as “hunters”, who are focussed on 
winning new contracts and finish building projects with strict deadlines and immediately 
continue to the next project. Contrarily, the staff in the maintenance department is characterised 
as “farmers”, who are focussed on understanding their customers and building up long-term
relationships with them (Johnstone, 2007).

6. Conclusion

The two cases presented in this paper show that an essential part of a successful procurement 
and partnership is that the client allows the providers freedom to plan their activities. Thereby
the providers can optimize the use of their productive capacity and utilize their competences
with incentives to profit from such improvements. A major challenge is to balance the risks 
between the client and provider and to create a common understanding about the quality level 
between representatives from both parties. For the providers this kind of collaboration set 
strong requirements on the management style and company culture. The case studies support 
the conclusion from the literature review that the soft side of management based on exploration 
rather than exploitation is crucial to a successful partnership in FM.
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Abstract 

What role will FM play in the future of health care sector of Western economies of the 
Industrial World? The Health care sector of Western economies encompasses two main 
categories: (1) Health care aimed at people that wish to maintain their health and (2) Health 
care for patients that have an illness. To date, these two domains have been regarded as 
separate domains in the Western societies. Today there is an intense discussion how the society 
should support the first category because the burden of the society becomes more significant in 
the second category. This paper highlights the imminent problem of the Western health care 
sector and its relationship to FM. In addition, upcoming needs of cutting costs and achieving 
efficiency goals give reason to redesign and conceptualise the core business activities of the 
two categories. A comprehensive literature review and empirical work were carried out using 
expert interviews. For the literature review multiple sources were accessed (scientific papers, 
general literature on definitions, laws and regulations, company-internal sources such as 
manuals, journals, statistics, and information on organizations and institutions from the 
Internet). The study is based on comparisons of the two categories Health care aimed for 
people:(1) that wish to maintain their health, and (2) those who have an illness. In conducting 
this comparative study, the concept of “Health tourism” came logically as provided a focus. 
The study reveals that FM has a potential to be coordinated between the two categories of 
health care provision due to economies of scale; identical services in the core business.. The 
challenge for FM is to support the transition and imminent changes of the two categories. In 
addition the dynamics of “insourcing” respectively outsourcing would play a significant role on 
premises and related FM services. We argue that while the spaces and services of the two 
categories must be rendered more efficient, a third intermediary concept of “Healthiness” 
might have its place. A conceptual model is created that renders relevance on the relationship 
between FM and the two health care sectors and a new intermediary category.  

Keywords: Health care, Service, Efficiency, Core activity, Space, Knowledge Management 
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1. Introduction  

Health has become widely accepted as a service to consumers and is seen as part of general life 
quality. Medical treatments that contribute to lifestyle are common nowadays. Sometimes even 
the difference between medical necessity and (medical) wellness is not obvious anymore 
(Slembeck, 2006). These changes in values not only include medical treatments but also 
infrastructural and service conditions and standards in hospitals. According to Sigrist (2006), 
the growth of medical wellness, the so called health or prevention boom, is forecast to become 
the new “economic power”. This is due to less restriction, higher innovation potentials and the 
main focus being placed on customers and their wants and needs. Thus, the health care market 
is a significant value creator in terms of GDP and workplaces in Western economies; in fact 15 
% of the GDP of the USA and 11 % of that of Switzerland (OECD, 2008) are related to health 
care. The new context for attitudes towards health care argues for a new definition that focuses 
on health rather than disease, and on cost effectiveness, which is dominated by the logic of 
global consumer markets. Synergies between the markets for "the sick" and "the healthy" will 
become increasingly relevant in the future and the market for health tourism plays an important 
role within this broader picture. Furthermore, the concept of health tourism and its underlying 
economic potential is growing steadily. The future conceptualisation of healthcare has a causal 
relationship to facilities management that supports the core activities of health care, i.e. the 
appropriate use of spaces and services and related synergies.  

2. The Health Industry in the Western World 

The concept of “health tourism” includes components from both the health and tourist 
industries. The definition of health from the World Health Organisation (WHO) helps to clarify 
the concept of health tourism: “Health is the state of complete physical, mental and social 
wellbeing and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity” (WHO, 1946). This paper focuses 
on health issues in the Western world, in particular Switzerland, which is here regarded as 
representative of a country with responsibility for health care shared by the governmental and 
private sectors. The health care system in Switzerland is a decentralized system, based on the 
idea of social security. The role of health insurance is particularly crucial to the development of 
health tourism.  

According to Sigrist (2006), there are initial indications that no uniform definition is available 
for the health care market. Based on the fact that people talk more often about sickness than 
health, the health care market is divided in this study into two sub-markets (Sigrist, 2006). The 
traditional health care market is referred to as the "sickness market" and the market for healthy 
people as a "new health care market." It must be emphasised that there is a large grey area 
between sickness and health in which health and disease cannot always be clearly 
distinguished. 

• The “sickness market”: This submarket reflects the traditional understanding of health care 
and contains the features involved in curing the diseases of sick people (Sigrist, 2006). The 
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market is not only relevant from the perspective of cost, but also from that of the 
workforce, as already about 10% of jobholders are employed in health care institutions 
(FSO, 2006).  

• The “new health care market”: In contrast to the sickness market, this places a focus on 
prevention in healthy people. The lifestyle of today's society, where time and rest, and thus 
the search for wellbeing, are becoming a new luxury, shapes this market. Health is 
consumable; health offerings are subject to free market forces and buying decisions are the 
personal responsibility of the consumer. On the other hand, the sickness market is highly 
regulated (Sigrist, 2006).  

Also the concept of “tourism” needs to be defined so that an extrapolation can be made later to 
the concept of health tourism. WTO provides the following definition: "Tourism comprises the 
activities of persons travelling to and staying in places outside their usual environment for not 
more than one consecutive year for leisure, business and other purposes" (Gee and Fayos Solá, 
1997). Persons travelling to and staying in places away from home usually need 
accommodation; therefore tourism and hotels are closely linked. "Usual environment" refers to 
a person's living environment and other regularly frequented places, such as the workplace. A 
further definition includes, in addition to the maximum stay of 12 months and a destination, the 
lack of remuneration to be received at the destination. This excludes today's large number of 
professional commuters from the definition of tourism (Rulle, 2004). 

A study conducted by the GDI (Gottlieb Duttweiler Institute), commissioned by the Swiss 
Hoteliers Association organisation, “hotelleriesuisse”, entitled "The future of the Swiss hotel 
industry" (GDI, 2007), shows that the hotel industry has not set aside sufficient reserves to 
maintain and invest in real estate over the years. Another internal weakness was found by the 
GDI (2007), namely a frequent unwillingness to work in partnerships and thus exploit 
synergies. External factors are also affecting this industry; due to the increased mobility of the 
Western population the average length of stays has fallen (GDI, 2007 and FSO, 2006). Another 
finding is that the market needs of the "older generation" are increasing (FSO, 2006). The 
demographic change in society and the accompanying increase in life expectancy have 
promoted this new situation. The older generation is increasingly willing to spend money, and 
this also benefits the tourism industry (GDI, 2007). Future profit focused entities within health 
care provision have good reason to pay attention to the segment of older and wealthier health 
care customers that are particularly interested in retarding ageing, and in the prevention and 
successful cure of illness. Dettwiler (2010) has presented the concept of “Preventive FM” 
directed towards the older workforce: this includes an attention to standardisation and 
regulation that in the imminent future must be adapted to the segment of older workers, due to 
the fact that a universal retirement age is now being called into question. In the future a larger 
number of elderly people will be involved in productive work for demographic and financial 
reasons.   
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3. Health Tourism and Adjacent Concepts 

There is no consensus on how the term "health tourism" should be defined (Rulle, 2004, Berg, 
2008, and WTO through Gee and Fayos-Solá, (1997). Various definitions can be found, among 
them that of the WTO: “Tourism associated with travel to health spas or resort destinations 
where the primary purpose is to improve the traveller’s physical well-being through a regimen 
of physical exercise and therapy, dietary control, and medical services relevant to health 
maintenance” (Gee and Fayos-Solá, 1997).  

Already in the ancient world and in the early middle ages, wealthy people invested their time in 
maintaining health and prolonging youth. The term “SPA” is an abbreviation from the Latin 
expression “Sanus Per Aquam ” which means “Health through water”. Travelling to springs and 
wells with a particularly beneficial composition of water (for bathing and consumption) has 
been popular in Europe since Roman times. Stays in resorts have also provided the opportunity 
for patients to focus on other medical treatments. In the 19th century tuberculosis patients had to 
be treated in sanatoria located at high altitudes in the Alps. Today, alternatives (particularly 
from Asia) to conventional medical treatments are being sought, and new concepts combining 
alternative and traditional medicine have appeared. The cure and treatment of the human body 
is thus traditionally liked to travel and accommodation away from one’s regular residence.  

Health-oriented holidays as a type of vacation have relevant links to health tourism; the two 
concepts differ with respect to the lack of clear targets and the holistic approach to maintaining 
good health. “Recuperation”, rather than an improvement in health, is the focus, and should be 
achieved through spontaneous activities. Superior accommodation, food, and entertainment are 
regarded as significant factors (Rulle, 2004); it is therefore obvious that supporting services 
such as operational FM have a crucial role to play.  

“Patient tourism” is characterised as the international tourist traffic of patients who desire to 
obtain medical services abroad for various reasons. In general, the treatments are financed by 
the patients themselves (Rulle, 2004). An important travel motive in such cases is the lower 
cost of services abroad. Corresponding destinations including Eastern Europe, but also 
Thailand and Dubai, are especially highly frequented and growing in significance; these 
locations offer dental, aesthetic and plastic surgery and have won a reputation for their 
qualified workforce, most of whom have educational roots in the western economies.  The 
services are less expensive than at home due to lower local wages and in some cases to weak 
national currencies. Patient tourism is also subject to criticism. Berg (2008) points out that the 
savings effect of such a journey is often cancelled out if expensive follow-up treatments are 
needed which are not generally accepted by the statutory health insurance. Nevertheless, it is 
believed that the health care market and with it patient tourism will continue to grow 
internationally over the coming years. Political negotiations on a health agreement with the EU 
may be important in this context (Lüthi, 2008).  

Patients for “operation tourism” are sent by hospitals in their home country for surgery abroad 
in order to avoid long waiting lists for operations in their home country. This is especially 
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practised in Scandinavian countries (Rulle, 2004). This kind of tourism is solely characterised 
by "technical" improvements, so that targeted follow-up treatment aimed at a holistic 
improvement in the patient’s health, which is a further feature of health tourism as a whole, is 
missing. 

Services in the core business of health care are highly variable due to rapid developments in the 
medical sector. The needs for space and services are thus also variable; cost reductions can be 
achieved as long as the gap between supply and demand can be reduced.  

Patient hotels accommodate so-called "low-care patients". These are patients needing a low 
level of care, who no longer need to be cared for in hospital around the clock (Loeffler, 2008). 
In the United States and Scandinavia, new forms of care for patients have been in existence for 
several years. The length of stays in acute hospitals can be reduced and parallel capacity for 
acute patients eliminated. The introduction of DRG (Diagnosis Related Groups) has resulted in 
structural changes. This was confirmed by Dr. Luca Stäger at the SwissDRG Forum in Basel 
(2006): "Looking at the experience from Canada, Australia and the USA, there has been (..) a 
reduction in the length of stays and care duties have shifted to the pre- and post-stationary 
areas." The infrastructure is also relevant to health care: due to the proximity of patient hotels 
to the hospital, the patient remains in easy reach and can be immediately transferred to the 
acute ward in case of any emergency. Within this context, provision of flexible spaces requires 
skills that relate to the competence field of FM. One night in a patient hotel costs considerably 
less than an overnight stay in hospital; according to Fillipini (2007) a reduction of one day of 
hospitalisation lowers the total cost by 4%, as savings on staff and infrastructure in the 
sickroom are possible (Loeffler, 2008). Appropriate coordination of available resources and 
services might well contribute to affordability for lower income end-user segments. 

For a few years now, German hospitals have also been adopting this system and the differences 
have been calculated: in a three- to four-star patient hotel the cost of the stay was in the 
proportion of around 2:3 to a hospital stay (gv-praxis, 2007, Kohl & Partners, 2008) − 
significantly cheaper than a hospital bed (Berg, 2008). The target group for patient hotels is 
patients who are still on sick leave after surgery, but no longer need intensive medical care, and 
are on the road to recovery. Hotel operators can increase their room utilisation and the patient is 
in an environment where the grade of service is more significant than it is for a health care 
provider (Tränker, 2008). A Swedish Patient Hotel (in Karlstad) pointed out that the average 
duration of stay per guest is two days after a hospital stay of 2.3 days on average. Due to the 
radical changes taking place in Switzerland through the area-wide implementation of 
SwissDRG, patient hotels are seen as having huge potential (Hofer and Bögli, 2008). Because 
the hotel is located near a hospital and is therefore often close to the normal living environment, 
patient hotels do not correspond to the definition of health tourism, where the journey is an 
essential component (Hofer and Bögli, 2008, Rulle, 2004, Gee and Fayos-Sola, 1997).  
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4. Methodology 

To answer the questions on the state of research into scientific definitions of health tourism in 
Europe, a comprehensive literature review and empirical work were carried out using expert 
interviews and questionnaires from primary and secondary sources. For the literature review a 
variety of media were used (scientific papers, general literature on definitions, laws and 
regulations, company-internal sources such as manuals, journals, statistics, and information on 
organizations and institutions from the Internet). For the questions on health tourism four 
experts were interviewed. These are involved in the Verband Schweizer Kurhäuser 
(Wohlbefinden Schweiz / Association of Swiss Spa Centres), in a rehabilitation centre and in a 
health insurance company. The interviews were conducted on the basis of qualitative, semi-
standardised model interview questions. The focus was on the function of the interviewee and 
not on the person him- or herself.  

5. Core Activities of Health Tourism Connecting to FM  

The concept of Health Tourism implies use of spaces and various services. The core activities 
consist of “cure” and “rehabilitation”. The concept of “wellness” is also significant, as it 
represents a basic requirement of modern society. The core business within the health care 
sector has a complex character, so that FM must exhibit features of adaptation and rapid 
flexibility. This is per se enabled by ICT technology, Decision Support Systems (DSS) and 
Knowledge Management. 

The role of health insurance is particularly crucial to the development of health tourism. The 
health insurance law regulates what services must be paid for out of the basic health insurance 
cover that is compulsory for Swiss residents. In addition to offering compulsory basic 
insurance, insurers may also, according to the Health Insurance Act, offer supplementary 
insurance. Supplementary insurance is voluntary for policyholders. The risks of this cover are 
spread only among people with such supplementary insurance (Ackermann-Liebrich et al., 
2007). This area of supplementary insurance is significantly involved in the development of 
health tourism. 

In recent years, rehabilitation clinics in Switzerland and other countries have had to close, 
which can be explained by medical advances – as some diseases can be treated with 
medication, so that rehabilitation has become redundant (Hofer and Stampfli, 2008). 
Nevertheless in 2006 total rehabilitation clinic (turnover) costs rose 9.7%, which represents 
1.6% of the total health care costs (FSO, 2008). A similar pattern can as well be found globally. 
Hofer and Stampfli (2008) deal with the future of Swiss rehabilitation clinics, which in view of 
the changes in the health care system and the shortage of financial resources are undergoing 
substantial change.  

Wellness is a universal concept. The study "Health Horizons" by Sigrist (2006) describes the 
term “wellness” as a major buzzword for the health care market and uses the heading "Wellness 
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is dead, long live wellness". The reason given is that the term has lost much of its charisma 
through inflationary use in recent years. Economic considerations may also play a role. But the 
study also points out that the demand for wellness products is growing continuously. 
Consequently, the consumer goods market and the hotel industry will continue to count on 
“wellness” as a market concept. Clarification of the concept shows that wellness is strongly 
driven by the motive of voluntary health promotion and can therefore be classified under health 
care. Lanz (2002) describes wellness as a health condition characterised by harmony of body, 
mind and soul. "Wellness hotels are for people who want to do something for their health" 
(Heimgartner and Zundel, 2008b). Typical elements are self-responsibility, fitness and body 
care, healthy eating, relaxation, mental activity, social relations and environmental sensitivity 
(Lanz, 2002). These characteristic elements can be aligned with tourist attractions and thus are 
of special significance for wellness tourism. From this perspective, Lanz (2002) developed the 
following definition of wellness tourism: 

"Wellness tourism includes travel and a stay by individuals who are primarily motivated to 
maintain or promote their health. The stay takes place in a hotel with corresponding 
professional expertise and individual attention, [...] “(Lanz, 2002). 

We argue that activities in core business of health care are complex and dependent on facility 
services, space and infrastructure. According to Sigrist (2006), hospitals are e.g. transferring 
their patients at an increasingly early stage into rehabilitation clinics; this fact is connected with 
the introduction of the DRG system. This is why rooms with 24 hour monitoring are needed 
and rehabilitation clinics with such rooms have a unique market advantage (Hofer and Stampfli, 
2008). The clear demographic changes in the population will cause the demand for geriatric 
rehabilitation to increase significantly in the coming years. Ongoing adjustment of services and 
methods of treatment to medical and technological progress is therefore inevitable; in addition, 
health care expenditures for each individual will be necessary for an extended period, due to 
higher life expectancy.  

It is clear that the above described concepts are complex, with interrelated dependencies. Thus, 
an evident allocation of services is not always easy to pursue. Frequently, it is not clear whether 
public or private sources should cover the costs of treatment. To minimise costs, attention must 
be paid to the dynamics and financial optimisation of insourcing, and to the outsourcing of 
spaces and services that support treatment. 

6. Creating Facilities Management for the Concept of 
Healthiness 

As argued, the health care market can be divided into two sub-markets, “the market for the 
sick” and “the market for the healthy”. The latter has also been transformed into “the new 
market for healthy people”, from which health tourism is especially likely to benefit. This 
promising connection of the new health market to the health tourism sector is offset by the 
critical statements from the surveys carried out for this paper. It turned out that a medically 
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indicated service is seen as an overriding criterion for health tourism. Thus it is aimed at the 
target group "the sick". Medically indicated services are therefore generally to be provided in a 
spa, therapeutic bath or rehabilitation clinic. Mostly this takes place after a hospital stay or an 
examination by a physician where the prescription of a doctor is absolutely necessary. 
Rehabilitation clinics support people who “have to” do something to restore their health; health 
resorts and spas those that “should” do something for their health (Heimgartner and Zundel, 
2008a and b). Wellness and health protection tourism, however, aim at the target group of 
people who “want to” do something for their health. In this sector there is a lack of medically 
indicated services. Experts speak of wellness tourism as providing pampering products and 
classify it under traditional tourism. The research carried out for this work led to the conclusion 
that a service from the field of health care must have been provided prior to health tourism. 
This allows health tourism to be classified under the health care system. Providers operating in 
the field of health tourism will need to align their infrastructure towards the care of sick people. 
It is thus clear that health tourism cannot be seen under the umbrella of tourism, as was the case 
in previous definitions. Thus, health tourism cannot be classified under the "new market for the 
healthy", but under the market for the sick. Therefore a definition for “the new market for the 
healthy”, for example “health(i)ness”, is essential and could help to clarify the terminology. 
Despite these findings, the concept of health tourism will probably continue to be used and 
interpreted in misleading ways. Nevertheless, synergies between the two markets are not 
excluded, as the comments above show. In summary, medically oriented wellness tourism can 
be seen as a combination of traditional health and rehabilitative care and wellness tourism, in 
the markets for both sick and healthy people.   

Awareness of the concept of health(i)ness and health tourism and in particular its underlying 
economic potential is growing steadily. How far the market for the healthy will develop 
towards medical indications in terms of prevention, and thus be classifiable as a medically 
aligned preventive service, remains to be seen. Medical wellness is seen as “product of 
synergies” from both markets and health(i)ness is seen as “philosophy of life”  (Table 1).       

Table 1: Medical wellness vs health(i)ness                             

Classification Medical wellness Health(i)ness
Field  Health tourism and 

“Health(i)ness” 
“Health(i)ness” 

Market  Both markets (sick and healthy)  “The new market for healthy” 
Type of guest Sick and healthy people Healthy people 
Motive Health promotion, primary 

prevention  
Prevention 

Paradigm “Limitation of damage” “The non appearance of illness” 
Infrastructure Spas, hotels and resorts, 

rehabilitation clinics, “converted” 
hospitals 

Care centres, surgeries, health(i)ness-
centres    

Duration of 
stay 

Often only a weekend or 1-2 
weeks with special treatments  

“Philosophy of life” with 
corresponding activities 

Services used Movement, nutrition, relaxation, 
health education 

Various activities under medical 
supervision 
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Decision Own initiative, voluntariness or 
medical advise  

Voluntariness, programme defined by 
a physician and partially paid for by 
health insurance  

Goals General wellbeing and health -
conscious lifestyle 

“Prevention programme” 

Financing Mainly self-payers Mainly self-payers, the insurance 
companies are going to reward the 
healthy (paradigm shift)  

A conceptualisation of “Health(i)ness” requires the mastery of complex process changes in both 
core business and support services. Today’s health care sector is in a historical sense 
profoundly related to the concept of outsourcing and Facilities Management (Dettwiler, 2006). 
It is commonly known that the experience of outsourcing has frequently resulted in negative 
outcomes (Duce 2008). The challenge of the future is to connect the knowledge of the complex 
processes in the core business to the supporting processes. The challenge of today is to connect 
the means of ICT technology, where a large amount of data must be connected in a relevant 
way. The rapid changes within the core activities in the fields of wellness and healthcare must 
to a considerable extent be supported by services and spaces. Acceptance for gaps between 
detected needs and available resources has been continuously reduced considering the urge for 
reducing costs. Therefore Knowledge management with its means of data mining, DSS, and 
ICT argues for a central role in the management of future health care and transitions to new 
concepts. In other words, the core process can provide services with higher efficiency if the 
supporting processes are organised in an economical and professional way of a facilities 
manager. The established role of Facilities Management is to coordinate various support factors 
which is in fact the raison d’être of the discipline and is argued to create added value for the 
organisation. Figure 1 proposes a conceptual model that combines traditional health care with a 
wellness concept. Certainly the fields of the two domains will always be separate; however, 
combinable parts of services (both in the core and support business) must be detected in order 
to achieve synergy effects. A new attitude to the existing solutions would give birth to new 
conceptualisation, proposed here as Health(i)ness. A pro-active approach of FM would also 
contribute as an input for creating future concepts with the new roles within health care and 
wellness as well. 
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Figure 1: Health(i)ness in relation to FM and existing health care solutions  
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Abstract 

In Brazil, the latent demand and competition in the construction market generate an impact on 
the product conception phase that is developed by only a few disciplines or just one – 
architectural design. The short deadlines imposed by the contractors due to commercial interests 
and financial returns, leads to a distortion in the potential product quality it could achieve. 

There are many requirements, interfaces and criteria that have to be adopted by the architectural 
and engineering designers. It is difficult to ensure that the designed product not only complies 
with standards and regulations, but that it satisfies human needs. It is paramount to consider the 
expectations and the performance over the building service life since in the conception phase 
designers consider the real planning needs, services, cost control as regards facilities 
management at the use and operation phases in the building. 

Since multidisciplinarity is not considered in the preliminary development phases, the 
conception design product phase is focused on the investor financial return, in very general 
formalist and technological concepts - and they are not completely known in detail, or 
standardized, given the scarcity of Brazilian technical standards. 

Moreover, late hiring and disconnected from project management besides all subsystems 
necessary to develop the project hinder rationalization, productivity, performance and 
sustainability. Thus, the service life of the building and its performance is compromised during 
the use and occupation phase, which ultimately reduces their quality from the users’ point of 
view. 

The lack of design process management, as a briefing that really meets the real needs of the 
final users; scopes defined for each design specialties, a database that contains technical 
solutions that are already being used by production teams or those assessed or even suggest by 
the design feedbacks by facilities management teams; as well as a complete and updated set of 
technical standards affect the quality of the product as a whole. 
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In this context, the aim is to show the real importance of human needs, the correct moment of 
hiring design management, designers and consultants, the importance of design scopes and also 
the paramount interfaces among designers, production and facilities management teams. 

Keywords: Design Management, Facilities Management, Design Scope. 

1. The Design, Design Management, Production and 
Operation  

1.1 The multi-disciplinary team, the integrated working and the 
interaction of the team. 

"A profession that encompasses multiple disciplines to 
According to Fabricio & Melhado (2008), conventionally, the development of a building project 
is clearly divided into stages. In this divided and sequential process, the possibility for 
collaboration between the various participants is rarely ideal and often fragmented. Changes to 
the design could easily result in significant rework and errors due to the complexity of 
coordinating and checking multi-authored information. Furthermore, participation of 
contractors, subcontractors, material suppliers and users in the design phase is sometimes very 
limited, which can lead to a gap between the product design definitions,  the production design 
definitions and also the operation of the building. 

Mesquita & Melhado (2006) emphasized the contemporary paradigm of design, production and 
operation of buildings, stressing its new package, in which business is associated with an 
'investment' in service to their users. Therefore, as any other capital, the building must provide 
adequate performance to their use, contributing to the productivity of organizations based on it, 
through structural safety, functionality and suitability of spaces, environmental comfort, 
efficiency and effectiveness in building systems. In parallel is the attention to values such as 
durability, safety and economy of use over time and sustainability. 

 In case of improper planning or operation, there are burdens that slow or paralyze the activities 
performed in the building and even exceed the available resources of the organizations involved, 
resulting in reduction of benefits sought with it. Thus, it appears that it is not enough to design 
and to execute the project properly: it is necessary to ensure their proper use, which involves 
planning the use and building maintenance in its 'Operation' phase. 
 
 There is a latent need to consolidate data, even at beginning of the design stage, the production 
stage and also the inclusion of values related to the operation phase, such as providing 
documentation of supporting data on this activity.  
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1.2 Concurrent Building Design and DPD Design 

Concurrent Design, as named by Fabricio & Melhado (2008), is a powerful way to manage the 
Design and Production, mainly if PDP is used as well. 

According Fabricio & Melhado (2008), integrated product development is supported by 
different approaches that emerged and were practised in the late 1980s and the 1990s, the most 
well-known being concurrent engineering. Concurrent engineering (CE) emphasises parallelism 
and multidisciplinary collaboration in the product development process and particularly 
emphasises the need to integrate new product development (product design) with the 
development of production design technologies (Paashuis, 1998). Initially, concurrent 
engineering focused on technical and engineering processes, then the development process view 
expanded to incorporate pre-design activities, linked to marketing and market prospects, 
aligning the product development process to the corporation’s strategic planning. Over time, 
concurrent engineering was developed to include product follow-up, which helps to obtain 
knowledge and learning that can be configured into a management approach for the entire 
product life cycle. 

Maneschi & Melhado (2010), quoting Wong et al. (2004), state that design for production 
(DFP) is a product design methodology that determines if a manufacturing system has sufficient 
capacity to achieve the desired throughput and estimates the manufacturing cycle time, and 
performance. The authors define DFP as a ‘systematic method that leads to a product design 
with minimum production cost while satisfying all the functional requirements’. 
  
Maneschi & Melhado (2008), quoting Herrmann (2004), also say it is clear that product design, 
which requires a specific set of manufacturing operations, has a huge impact on the 
manufacturing system performance. Hence, understanding the relationship between the two is 
important to improve the manufacturing system performance for the product.  
 
Product development process (PDP) is an approach from the manufacturing sector that 
comprises the product design and its production process. This is more comprehensive than the 
traditional methods adopted by construction companies that mostly focus on the product 
production process. PDP involves the formulation of needs, design and development of the 
product formal, functional and technical characteristics, along with design and planning of the 
necessary production means, including follow-up on the product performance in use. 
Progressively, the design process involves the participation of more design disciplines in 
specialized functions, motivated by the growing complexity of products and the need for design 
solutions of greater technological complexity. In this context, the management of new product 
development processes tends to be structured in a specialized, hierarchical, sequentially 
organized way (e.g. Womack et. al., 1990). With the dissemination of the lean production 
paradigm, the flow of activities and the concept of added value gained prominence in industrial 
production strategies. Design is increasingly seen as a priority phase for adding value to 
products (e.g. Koskela, 1992). 
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1.3  Contracts, Scope Designs and Design Manager 

The relationships between Design Phases up to enterprises operation phase due the satisfaction 
of its users  linked with the proper performance of their buildings is something that the Brazilian 
construction market can no longer ignore taking into account the sectoral competition, operating 
costs and the actual requirement of the end-user regarding quality, durability and 
maintainability. 

Considering all the interfaces between Design - and their subsystems, Production, and Facilities 
Management - feedback and input data are relevant in the conception design phase. It is 
essential not only to satisfy the user, but also for life cycle in building and for its maintenance. 

Mesquita & Melhado (2006) state, based on authors such as John & Cremonini (1989), Gomes 
(1992) and Hendriks et al.(2000), that the concern of those involved remains focused on solving 
challenges inherent to the planning stages, design and production as well as integration, "design-
implementation'. Lack also concerns the systematic analysis of the impact of decisions taken at 
the design level or production needs ahead of the operation. 

Fabricio & Melhado (2008), in an attempt to overcome these shortcomings inherent to a 
sequential process, have developed and implemented concurrent and integrated working 
methods, , aided by rapid developments in information and communication technologies. In 
concurrent engineering, models of work coordination packages can help to foster integration, 
multi-disciplinary interaction and decision-making. Concurrent design takes the concurrent 
engineering philosophy and applies it specifically to buildings design. 

According to Barrett (2007), the design criteria needs to focus on sustainability, flexibility and 
adaptability, community needs, safety and security.  

Unfortunately, designers are still guided by technology, money and the fashion side of 
architecture, while they should consider human needs and preview those needs in the design in 
the first place, considering the environment, the human senses and the functionalities, but 
always prioritizing the clients’ needs and what they judge essential and very important into the 
space they will live. 

In order to have harmonic integration between all those variables, it is relevant to manage the 
contracts of each professional involved, linked with their functions, the design scope of each 
designer and also to hire a professional who can establish the design management of the design 
process – the Design Manager -  that is incumbent with organizing all those variables with a 
process systemic view. 
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2 Facilities Management (FM) 

2.1 Definition and Primary Functions 

According Egbu (2009), Facilities Management (FM) is a profession that encompasses multiple 
disciplines to ensure the functionality of the built environment by integrating people, place, 
processes and technology. It is also the integration of processes within an organisation to 
maintain and develop the agreed services which support and improve the effectiveness of its 
primary activities as the integration of multidisciplinary activities within the built environment 
and the management of their impact upon people and the workplace. 

Barrett (2009) defined FM: “A strategic integrated approach to maintaining, improving and 
adapting the buildings and supporting services of an organisation in order to create an 
environment that strongly supports the primary objectives of that organisation” 

The primary functions of the FM professional are to: 
 

 Manage and maintain the efficient operation of the "built environment". 
Ensuring that services are delivered in a way that contributes to the 
productivity and profitability of those people who utilize a facility; 

 Reduce the impact of the use of facilities on the environment; 
 Minimise operational life cycle costs of facilities; 
 Conduct repairs and maintenance, security and cleaning as well as more 

highly technical services required for the efficient operation of a 
facility. 
 

The Facilities Manager operates at a strategic level, with high level decision, contributing to 
planning and operational management level, dealing with technical issues, such as repairs, 
maintenance, security and cleaning. 
 
3 Knowledge Management 

3.1  Definition and the importance on the facilities management 

According Egbu (2009), the definition of knowledge consist of: “Truths, beliefs, perspectives, 
concepts, judgements, expectations, methodologies and know-how.” All these concepts 
originate in the minds of ‘knowers’. 

Knowledge is now seen as a resource that is important to an organization as labour and capital 
were in the old economy. About 20% of the knowledge available to an organization is actually 
used. 
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The innovation capacity depends substantially on the knowledge and the staff expertise. It also 
depends on the staff proportion of the value to the organization as it can be embedded in 
organisational routines, such as processes, practices, norms and in repositories.  
When the knowledge is intrinsic to the professionals, they are able to understand the briefing 
and also to apply an innovative solution to a problem. 
 
Knowledge sharing leverages expertise and organizational know-how to improve 
responsiveness, innovation, competency and efficiency, helping the Facilities Manager (FM) to 
better solve customers’ problems. 
 
According the same author, Knowledge Management (KM) is: “The management of any 
process or practice of creating, acquiring, capturing, sharing and using knowledge wherever it 
resides in order to meet existing and emerging needs, to identify and exploit existing and 
acquired assets and to develop new opportunities”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Facilities Managers x knowledge Management (Egbu, 2009) 

4 Life–cycle, Design and the Construction Process 

Figure 1 shows the Life-Cycle stages linked with the Design Phase, the Production and also the 
operations Phase. 
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Figure 2: Project life-cycle (Egbu, 2009) 

  
Figure 3: Building Design and Construction Process (Egbu, 2009)  

In Figure 2, each Stage, I, II, III, IV, is linked with building design and also to the construction 
process: 
 

¥ Stage I- Project Initiation, Programming, Site Selections 
¥ Stage II – Schematic Design, Design Development, Constructions, Docs & Specs 
¥ Stage III- Bidding & Awards, Construction, Commissioning 
¥ Stage IV- Start up, Operation & Maintenance, Next Use 

 
Following these 2 figures, one can realise the whole process of the life-cycle, the development 
Stages and also figure out the professionals involved at each Stage. 
 
To succeed in the enterprise, it is paramount to be aware of both macro and systemic view so as 
to manage all the possible problems and solutions at each Development Stage in order to 
anticipate possible corrective actions at the operational stage. 
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5 Findings 

 
Quoting Mesquita & Melhado (2006): Those accounting for the performance of the building at 
the operational stage are the management and building maintenance teams, implementing 
actions conditioned by a methodology for land management (Gomes, 1992).  Also active, 
consumer and user agents are, respectively, the ones who actually buy and use the product, and 
ultimately bear its operation and maintenance costs.  

In the operation phase, the performance level  that meets users’ needs is clear, while the phases 
prior to use affect the performance of subsequent stages. Thus, performance in use derives from 
decisions taken at design and implementation. Preventing the occurrence of disorders, 
pathologies such as constructive or excessive consumption of resources, even during the design 
costs little. Fixing the problem in the implementation phase is more expensive. If the problem is 
transferred to the user, the cost will be much greater generating problems for the FM 
professional to resolve them while they could have been resolved at the conception design 
phase. 

The FM professional operates at a strategic level and should stay at that level and not to solve 
low-level problems, but should contribute to a strategic and major planning. 

In this sense, the facilities managers, while they need to solve urgent operational problems and 
decisions, they have to plan their operations differently, seeing to the most common, low-level 
issues, which should  have already been considered since the conception-design phase. 

The integration of Design-Production-Operation, with feedbacks and also a data bank with those 
solutions and inputs, such as a careful contract management - considering the scope of each 
professional at each development phase, a DFP develops design that can consider all the 
processes and procedures and the hiring of a design management that will have the systemic 
view to optimize the FM workers and also involve them in the resolution of high-level 
complexity problems. 
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Experience of concentration or distraction: the cost 
to knowledge organizations 

Parminder Juneja, Ph.D., Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia, USA 
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Abstract

The social, psychological, and cognitive sciences have shown that auditory distractions in open 
work environments are a hindrance to cognitive task performance; negatively impact the 
psychology and health of individuals; and alter the behaviour of individuals towards each 
other. The frequency and severity of these affects is heightened with complexity of the tasks. 
The architectural sciences have repeatedly shown that open work environments are high in 
auditory distractions coming from the surroundings, such as people talking, laughing, and 
machines beeping, to name a few noise sources.  However, most workspaces in the U.S. and 
Canada are open plan; usually seen as a rational and economical trade-off to meet the 
requirements of communication and flexibility.  In view of these inconsistencies and the fact 
that knowledge workers, who are the key assets of knowledge-based organizations, are mostly 
involved in complex cognitive tasks; the question arises as to whether open plan workspace that 
is high in auditory distractions is valuable for knowledge-based organizations.

Further, exploratory studies on workplace requirements for knowledge workers strongly argue 
that the key requirements of knowledge workers from their workspace are the following: 
support for concentration, when they need to concentrate; and support for collaboration, 
whenever their work requires them to collaborate. This is not feasible with traditional open plan 
workspace designs. 

Consequently, this research addresses estimation of the value of a distraction controllable 
adaptable workspace (DCAW) for knowledge-based organizations. Because the costs of 
distractions and the benefits of workspace’s key requirements include key soft factors such as 
psychological costs, physiological costs, and social costs, to name a few cost factors; therefore, 
a multi-attribute utility model is used to provide a quantifiable value to score alternatives on all 
key attributes. The goal is to facilitate corporate decision makers in choosing the most 
appropriate workspace type in accordance with their organization's work, policies, and 
budgetary bottom-line.  With enterprise transformation and an increase in knowledge-based 
work, DCAW represents major improvements in distraction conditions for knowledge workers 
and the workspace’s must-have requirements. Thus DCAW better promotes knowledge-based 
organizations financial and business bottom-line.   

Keywords: Auditory distractions, Knowledge workers, Multi-attribute utility model, 
Distraction controllable adaptable workspace.
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workspace’s must-have requirements; and hence better promotes knowledge-based 
organizations’ financial and business bottom-line. The goal is to facilitate corporate decision 
makers in making an informed choice about workspace type in accordance with their 
organization's work, policies and budgetary bottom-line. In the next Section 2, multi-attribute 
utility technique as applied to the problem of workspace selection is presented.   

2. Methodology

To evaluate the value of DCAW for knowledge-based organizations, first it is important to 
recognize the costs of auditory distractions, both speech and sound, to knowledge workers and 
to their knowledge-based organizations.  In turn, these costs can be fed into the equation for 
value analysis.  Literature from a number of disciplines shows that the costs of distractions to 
knowledge workers, and thus their organizations, are subjective in nature.  Primarily due to this 
subjectivity, a precise dollar figure is difficult to attach to the costs of distractions. Analytical 
investigation of approximately 150 studies resulted in identification of the major components of 
these costs. These include performance costs due to difficulty concentrating, reduced task 
motivation, increased absenteeism, and plummeted quality to name a few factors that cause 
performance costs to rise.  Additionally, psychological costs resulting from increased anxiety, 
reduced emotional well-being, and physiological costs due to increased musculoskeletal 
problems, fatigue, and social costs due to development of hostility and bitterness should all be 
included in the final evaluation. In view of the multiple costs of auditory distractions, it is 
obvious that evaluating the value of DCAW using traditional cost-benefit technique is not 
appropriate. Consequently, multi-attribute utility assessment (MAUA) is applied to address the 
issue of value analysis of workspace options.  

Utility assessment methodology is a robust and pragmatic approach for this problem for many 
reasons. The costs of distractions are mostly subjective in nature rather than being objective, 
necessitating development of subjective indices of measurement. The technology of utility 
assessment is such that it allows aggregation of both objective and subjective measurements in 
one equation, solving which provides the expected utility of various alternatives (Winterfedt and 
Edwards, 1986). The alternative with the highest utility (satisfaction) yields the highest or the 
best rank and vice-versa. Johnson and Huber (1977)  call utility assessment a “process for 
quantifying human judgment” (p. 312).  Furthermore, utility assessment methodology implicitly 
captures the risks and uncertainty associated with processing of the subjective variables (Keeney 
and Nair, 1975). This is very important as most of the costs of distractions are subjective and 
their likelihood varies depending on a number of personal factors, along with the type of task.  

Another set of studies provided evidence that for knowledge work, support for need-based 
concentration and collaboration at the same workspace are must-have requirements to enhance 
performance, attract valuable intellectual capital, and reduce attrition (Brill et al., 2001, 
Heerwagen et al., 2004, Olson, 2002) . These in turn, help increase the net productivity of an 
organization. However, achieving these must-have requirements in current open work 
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environments is not feasible. A summary of the above discussed costs and benefits is shown in 
the Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: Summary of costs of auditory distractions and benefits of workspace’s must-have 
requirements for knowledge work

3. Multi Attribute Utility Theory – Workspace Evaluation

Multi attribute utility assessment methodology follows a well-defined procedure to eventually 
result in ranking of various alternatives under evaluation.  Generally, the alternative with the 
highest utility is ranked the best alternative and the alternative with the lowest expected utility is 
ranked the worst alternative.  In this research five workspace alternatives were hypothesized, 
W1 through W5. These workspaces differ in their control over auditory distractions from none 
to very significant; provide varying support for individual work and collaboration at the same 
workspace ranging from none or very little support to very significant support; and differ in 
their initial costs from very little to very significant. A summary of these workspaces is 
provided in Table 1.  The objective of this research study is to find out which alternative seeks 
highest expected utility and, thus, is most preferred for knowledge-based organizations. 

Two groups were formed for this decision, knowledge workers and corporate decision makers. 
Knowledge workers were involved because they are the main users of workspace; thus they are 
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suggested as the key stakeholders in the workspace choice problem.  The aim was to compare 
and analyze differences in the two groups for attributes preferences, risk attitudes, and 
workspace preferences. This will help understand the differences in satisfaction with workspace 
between the users and the decision makers. Consequently, it becomes simple to align the 
workspace decisions with the business bottom-line of organizations.  

Table 1. Workspace Alternatives (Juneja, 2010, p.137) 

Workspace
Alternative

Type of control over auditory 
distractions; support for individual, 

collaborative work; costs 
Example 

W1 None or very little Open plan workspace 

W2 A little Noise cancellation headphones 

W3 Moderate Personal sound masking system 

W4 Significant Flexible acoustic screens 

W5 Very Significant BlueSpace; Attentive Office Cubicle 

The first step in applying multi attribute utility (MAU) analysis requires the development of a 
value structure that can form a basis for evaluation and comparison. This structure is called the 
fundamental objective hierarchy (Keeney, 1996). The fundamental objective hierarchy is 
developed in such a way that the top level objective represents a broad, holistic concept, and the 
lowest level objectives represent specific accomplishments or actions. How an alternative 
performs with respect to the lowest level objectives suggests its overall performance. The 
degree of achievement of an objective is measured through its attribute. Ideally, all the lowest-
level objectives are measurable, either objectively or subjectively. Other terms used for an 
attribute are: measure of effectiveness; performance measure; metric; and evaluation measure.    

Considering the costs and benefits of auditory distractions and workspace’s must-have 
requirements, as stated in Section 2 and shown in Figure 1, this study argues that a distraction 
controllable adaptable workspace (DCAW) that allows control over distractions and provides 
support for both, concentration and collaboration, is valuable over traditional open plan 
workspace. A fundamental objective hierarchy for workspace choice was developed using the 
top-down and bottoms-up approach of structuring objectives. A summary sketch of workspace 
choice objective hierarchy is shown in Figure 2.  This value structure forms a basis for 
evaluation of workspace options, where the overall objective is to maximize the value of a 
workspace for an organization. A Web-based two-round Delphi study was conducted to validate 
the structure of the workspace choice objective hierarchy. In all, 11 national and international 
experts from industry as well as academia participated in the Delphi study.  These experts had 
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broad and specific experience and interests in workplace environments, human behaviour, and 
office noise and acoustics. 
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Figure 2: Summary sketch for workspace choice objective hierarchy 

The finalization of the objective hierarchy for workspace choice and the identification of 
alternative options and stakeholders are prerequisites to the next step in multi-attribute utility 
assessment (MAUA) process. This involves face-to-face interviews with each subject to obtain 
the following data: indifference points for each lottery designed to seek subject’s marginal 
utilities; weight for each attribute; probabilities of different possible consequences in the 
decision space; and answers to utility independence verification. A MAU research instrument 
was designed to conduct this interview. Each goal was achieved using an appropriate 
methodology; for instance, Keeney and Raiffa’s (1976) probability equivalence method was 
used to assess subject's marginal utilities, which were then plotted to obtain single attribute 
utility functions (SAUF) for each subject. In all, 200 such functions were plotted for the set of 
10 attributes and 20 subjects. The probability equivalence method was appropriate because it 
can be applied to both discrete and continuous set of objects; and also because it does not 
require the attributes to possess a natural scale, as was the case in this decision problem. A non-
hierarchical swing weighing methodology was used to elicit weights.  Literature documents that 
swing weighing is an appropriate methodology when the problem involves use of individual 
judgments which can be superfluous and sometimes even distorted. The splitting-bias in the 
unbalanced value structure is accounted for by using the non-hierarchical weighing rather than 
the hierarchical weighing (Poyhonen, 1998).  Subjects verified the assumption of utility 
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for workspace W1 is shown in Figure 3.  According to Mongin (1997), “expected utility (EU) 
theory states that the decision-maker chooses between risky or uncertain prospects by 
comparing their expected utility values, i.e., the weighted sums obtained by adding the utility 
values of outcomes multiplied by their respective probabilities” (p. 342). The expected utility of 
a lottery yielding consequences x1, x2, x3,--xn with probabilities p1, p2, p3,--pn is shown in 
Equation 1 (Winterfedt and Edwards, 1986):
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Equation 1 was used to calculate the expected utilities of the workspaces: W1 (open 
workspace), W2 (open workspace with noise cancellation headphones), W3 (open workspace 
with personal sound masking system), W4 (open workspace with flexible acoustic screens), and 
W5 (adaptable workspace). The results of expected utilities are presented in Table 2 (Juneja, 
2010, p.205).  Figure 4 shows the summary of overall workspace rankings obtained by using the 
multi-attribute workspace choice decision model (Juneja 2010, p.220).   

Table 2.  Expected utilities of Workspace Alternatives (Juneja, 2010, p.205) 

Expected Utility Expected Utility Subjec
t

W1 W2 W3 W4 W5

Subjec
t

W1 W2 W3 W4 W5

kw1 0.448 0.576 0.631 0.681 0.762 dm1 0.543 0.482 0.338 0.283 0.306

kw3 0.278 0.716 0.715 0.865 0.954 dm2 0.282 0.307 0.392 0.617 0.622

kw4 0.456 0.490 0.576 0.787 0.862 dm3 0.147 0.232 0.320 0.380 0.793

kw6 0.334 0.583 0.865 0.890 0.985 dm6 0.219 0.658 0.656 0.780 0.760

kw7 0.516 0.588 0.616 0.876 0.904 dm7 0.770 0.804 0.810 0.729 0.730

kw8 0.413 0.424 0.422 0.553 0.513 dm8 0.448 0.576 0.631 0.681 0.762

kw9 0.617 0.638 0.689 0.734 0.826 dm9 0.509 0.658 0.582 0.581 0.689

kw10 0.094 0.129 0.659 0.974 0.980 dm10 0.334 0.356 0.510 0.511 0.570
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Figure 4: Summary of overall workspace ranking (Juneja, 2010, p. 220)

Figure 4 shows the following results (Juneja, 2010): 

 75% of the subjects rank workspace W5, adaptable workspace, as the most preferred 
workspace.

 69% subjects rank workspace W4, open workspace with flexible acoustics screens, 
significantly preferred.  

 81% subjects rank workspace W3, open workspace with personal sound masking system, as 
moderately preferred.  

 69% subjects rank workspace W2, open workspace with noise cancellation headphones, 
preferred.

 Workspace W1, open workspace, is ranked as the least preferred by 88% of the subjects.   

These results are in alignment with what could have been otherwise expected because a number 
of studies on controllability and predictability discuss that providing control, environmental 
controls in this problem, into user’s hand is directly proportional to their satisfaction (Graeven, 
1975).  The better the control the more is the satisfaction.  Despite this realization, most 
organizations end up adopting open plan workspace. The explanation is that in the absence of a 
structured approach for workspace selection, the decision makers tend to ignore and even cannot 
process the subjective factors associated with such decisions.  Therefore, they chose the open 
plan workspace that seems to have the most appropriate alignment with organization’s financial 
bottom-line, as it costs less, it seems to promote collaboration and flexibility.    
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This research provides evidence that with enterprise transformation and an increase in 
knowledge-based work, distraction controllable adaptable workspace (DCAW), such as IBM’s 
BlueSpace (IBM, 2001), represents the most valuable workspace choice for knowledge-based 
organizations, as it is shown to better promote knowledge-based organization’s financial and 
business bottom-line.  Open plan workspace that is generally suggested as the most cost-
effective solution is actually the least preferred workspace solution, implying the least valuable 
workspace solution for knowledge-based organizations.  The research findings are interesting 
for corporate facility decision makers and for all those organizations who believe that their 
knowledge workers are their key assets. Also, these findings are the result of huge effort that 
goes into properly determining a utility function.  However, these are not absolutely free of 
limitations that are faced for two reasons:  because of the limitations of the multi-attribute utility 
assessment process; and because the subjects involved in multi-attribute utility assessment were 
confined to small region of Southeastern North America. These limitations are further discussed 
in detail in the next section, Section 4. 

5. Limitations of the Research and Future Research 

This research provided a comprehensive multi-disciplinary effort. The goal was to collate 
knowledge and theories from a number of fields and sub-fields that provide sound basis to 
understand the problem piecemeal, but do not connect in the existing literature.  The key 
limitation of such research is the likelihood that certain theories, approaches, and models could 
have been overlooked. Nonetheless, the goal of this research was not to develop an integrative 
one-for-all workspace choice decision theory. Rather, a comprehensive knowledge base was 
intended that provides structured information on the costs of auditory distractions and the costs 
of not meeting workspace’s must-have requirements for knowledge workers and thus their 
organizations.

Furthermore, the fact that this research was conducted with local subjects from Southeastern 
North America raises questions about the validity of the workspace rankings in other areas of 
North America and the World.  Due to the personal nature of this problem, conducting the 
multi-attribute analysis with international subjects will be valuable. The nature of the problem is 
suggested as personal because the issues of auditory distractions are quite subjective in nature, 
and the attributes A1 through A10 (see Figure 2) vary in their importance in different countries 
and cultures. 

The other limitation of multi-attribute evaluation is that the results of MAUA for one 
organization may or may not fit another organization. Consequently, MAU evaluation process 
has to be repeated for each unique organization, which makes it a cumbersome task as MAU 
evaluation process in itself is a challenging task.  However, with multiple evaluations the results 
can act as a quick guide or best practice.

Another, interesting phenomenon is the current downturn in the global economy. The data 
collected for this study was in the last quarter of 2008 and early 2009, when the economy was 
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not as bad as it is today. This research sees downturn in economy as a major factor that may 
alter the results of workspace rankings. Therefore, the results of this research are valid and 
applicable only under the assumption of normal global economic conditions. A follow up study 
in today’s economic environment may be expected to bring other important insights.  

Despite the several limitations discussed in this section, the goals identified for this research 
were theoretical as well as practical. From the practical standpoint, the aim was to facilitate 
corporate decision makers in selecting the most appropriate workspace that aligns strategically 
with their organization’s business and financial bottom-line. This is the topic of the next section, 
Section 5, where practical applications of this research are discussed in greater detail.

6. Practical applications 

Knowledge workers are the key assets of knowledge-based organizations; these organizations 
are the fundamental building blocks of today’s knowledge economy. The productivity, which is 
defined as revenue minus the costs, of these organizations is a direct outcome of the productive 
outcome of knowledge workers (Davenport and Prusak, 1998, Toffler, 1980). Therefore, the 
workplace design and environmental factors that negatively affect the productive outcome of 
these workers, either directly or indirectly, are of significant concern to knowledge-based 
organizations. This research discussed how auditory distractions, speech and sound, coming 
from the surrounding work environment, are detrimental to the performance, psychology, 
physiology, and behavior of the individuals who are involved in knowledge work, because 
knowledge work is complex and highly cognitively demanding.  In doing so, a comprehensive 
knowledge base is created that provides a quick overview as well as detailed discussions about 
the costs of auditory distractions and workspace’s must-have requirements for knowledge 
workers and thus for knowledge-based organizations. 

The research suggests that the improved understanding of the negative impacts of auditory 
distractions on office workers, particularly knowledge workers, combined with innovations in 
built environment technology, can help significantly improve and transform the effectiveness of 
knowledge-based organizations.  However, the decision to adopt and implement new 
technologies and solutions is often difficult and complex. The reason could be lack of analysis 
of the potential value; uncertainty and risks involved in integration with existing systems, 
organizational values, cost overruns, and alignment with overall business and financial 
strategies. This study was conducted with an objective to develop a robust methodology that 
takes into account the costs of auditory distractions and workspace’s requirements for 
knowledge work, thereby providing rankings of workspace options for a specific organization. 
Multi-attribute utility analysis of five workspace options, W1 – W5, showed that despite the 
high initial costs, adaptable workspace is the most preferred workspace for knowledge-based 
organizations, and open plan workspace that exists in dominance in North America is actually 
the least preferred workspace option. Further extension of this model to include the costs of 
other distractions in work environments, such as technological, environmental, and physical 
distractions, would be a valuable effort in the field of Facility Management.   
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Abstract

Aim - User orientated workplace design has to take a variety of user groups into account. The
existence of four different generations in work life is a unique phenomenon of the 21th century.
The aim of this paper is to identify the differences in the work environment preferences of
office users of different age.

Methodology - The data was collected through an internet survey. A total of 1106 responses
from office workers in the Helsinki Metropolitan Area, Finland were analyzed. The survey
included questions concerning user preferences in terms of location, buildings, workplaces and
services.

A principal component analysis (PCA) was done for the questionnaire results. The respondents
were divided in to five clusters based on their year of birth and subsequently, in order to find
possible preference differences between the clusters, the results of the PCA were compared
based on the clusters.

Conclusions - The results indicate that there are differences in some workplace preferences of
different age groups. Sustainability features are valued more by the older respondents than the
younger ones. The younger respondents do however see features that support bicycle
commuting more important that the older groups.

Work environments that support team work, social interaction and innovation within the
organization are preferred more by the younger groups while networking possibilities with
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other interest groups within the building are valued more by the older ones. The virtual
environment and mobility is in general valued more among the younger respondents while
personal services and being able to adjust the indoor climate are more important to the older
groups. The smallest differences were found concerning privacy.

Limitations of the research - The main limitation of the study is the use of cross-sectional data
which makes it difficult to determine if the identified differences in preferences are linked to
age and experience or generational differences. It does however give indications whether there
are differences in the workforce as it currently exists. In order to gain more knowledge on this
matter, a longitudinal study should be conducted. Additionally the cultural context has to be
taken into account when generalising the results as this research is limited to the Helsinki
Metropolitan Area.

Practical applications - The results give new insights on what office users of different age
prefer in their work environments. The information of user preferences is valuable both for user
organizations and facilities management. Based on the results it is evident that the workplace is
no longer a standardized product: one has to pay more attention to options provided.

Keywords: Work environment, End-user, Age, Preference
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1. Introduction

As knowledge work increases the notion that the employees are organisations’ most important
assets is becoming generally accepted. Employee satisfaction, productivity and well being are
becoming even more crucial for organisations that want to achieve a competitive advantage in
today’s knowledge intense business environment (Brill et al. 2001; Chan et al. 2007).

The influence of the workplace on employees has been the object of research in several recent
studies within workplace research. There is a growing body of evidence linking the physical
workplace with both satisfaction and productivity of employees. De Croon et al. (2005)
systematically reviewed the scientific literature on effects of office concepts and found in total
49 publications that were original studies, examined office location, office layout or office use
as independent variables, were conducted among individuals who perform office work and that
examined the effects on work conditions, short- or long-term reactions. De Croon et al. (2005)
found that office concepts do affect the office worker’s job demands, job resources and short-
term reactions. More recently also Haynes found that office workers do perceive that the
environment has an impact on their productivity (Haynes 2008a) and also concludes that there is
enough evidence to support the claim that office comfort can affect productivity (Haynes
2008b).

The individual employee experience has been approached in the research which is connected
with user satisfaction by several researchers (e.g. Lee 2006; Windlinger 2008; Langston et al.
2008). Leaman (1995) and Batenburg and Voordt (2008) found satisfaction with facilities to
have an influence on the perceived productivity of employees while Lee and Brand (2005)
found that more personal control over the physical workspace and easy access to meeting places
led to higher perceived group cohesiveness and job satisfaction. Windlinger (2008) states that
the design of office environments has effects on performance that are not direct but mediated
and that the key variables for the mediation of these effects are job satisfaction and perceived
control over the physical work environment. He further concludes that the perceived physical
work environment and the experiences in work environments play an important role for job
satisfaction and individual work performance.

Work environment design should therefore not only focus on meeting the functional needs of
the organization but also the individual needs and preferences of the users. One solution does
not fit all. Different people require different environments in order to perform well, depending
on personal factors and the task they are performing. One general belief is that age plays an
important role: the older generations are used to working in their private rooms and do not
blissfully welcome change while the young new workforce prefers working in teams and take
highly developed IT-solutions for granted. But how accurate is this general notion?

To summarise, there is a clear connection between the workplace and office users’ satisfaction
and productivity. The creation of workplaces that result in satisfied and productive end users
requires information about user preferences towards their work environments, and as the nature
of work is changing, there is a need for updated research within this subject.
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In order to better understand how to design for satisfaction of users - regardless their age - it is
important to know what kind of differences there are in the workplace preferences of office
users of different age. The purpose of this paper is to increase the understanding on different
office users’ work environment preferences. The aim of this paper is to identify the differences
in the work environment preferences of office users of different age.

This paper is divided in six parts. After the introduction, an overview is presented on what user
needs, preferences and satisfaction are and how these have been studied. In the third part
generational research is briefly presented. The methodology of the research is presented in the
fourth part following the results and conclusions in parts five and six.

2. Studying needs, preferences and satisfaction

There is quite a fragmented research focusing on office users’ needs, preferences and user
satisfaction. A distinction between the concepts is required: in this research needs are issues that
are necessary for employees to perform well. End-user needs are often seen as needs related to
work processes, activities and workplace setting (Brunia & Hartjes-Gosselink 2009). Recent
research has however brought the attention also to human and psychological needs of the end-
users (Oseland 2009; Brunia & Hartjes-Gosselink 2009). People cannot perform to their
maximum potential if basic psychological needs such as comfort, safety, security and sense of
belonging are not met (Oseland 2009). Preferences are issues that cause happiness and
satisfaction but which are not necessarily needed to perform a task. Preferences are the things
end-users would like to have if they had the choice. For example, office users often state that
they need an own private room when in fact they could perform as well in a landscape office.
What they mean is that they prefer their own room. In order to reach end-user satisfaction, both
needs and preferences have to be taken in to consideration: “Employee satisfaction refers to the
degree to which the working environment meets the wishes and the needs of the employees”
(Voordt 2004). Even so, the needs of the individuals have to be balanced with the needs of the
organisation (Oseland 2009).

In reality when organisations are planning and developing their work environments, only a part
of the needs and preferences of the users are established as requirements and finally
implemented, which can then lead to dissatisfaction. A distinction between needs and
preferences and their contribution to user satisfaction and dissatisfaction can be made similar to
Herzberg’s two-factor theory of employee satisfaction. According to the theory elements within
the job and job environment are either dissatisfiers (hygiene factors) or satisfiers (motivators).
Hygiene factors contribute to employee dissatisfaction if they are not met while the motivators
increase satisfaction when they are fulfilled (Herzberg et al. 1959). Herzberg (1987) also
proposed that the opposite of job satisfaction is not job dissatisfaction, it is no job satisfaction.
The proposed distinction between work environment needs and preferences is that needs have
the properties of hygiene factors: dissatisfaction increases if the needs are not met, while the
preferences are motivators: in order to increase satisfaction also preferences have to be fulfilled.
However, it is proposed that concerning the work environment the same element can be both a
need and a preference simultaneously (i.e. the user prefers something that he or she also needs),
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which means that it contributes to dissatisfaction  when  not fulfilled but increases satisfaction 

when implemented.  Similarly,  the opposite of being satisfied with the work environment  is  not  being 

dissatisfied, but rather not being satisfied. The relationship between the concepts  need,  preference and 

requirement and implementation is presented in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1: Relationship between needs, preferences and requirements and implementation 

In  general it can be said that a large portion of the preference and satisfaction based research  is 

connected  with  existing facilities. For example P.  L. Martin  and Black (2006) looked in  their 

research on the quality of the current  workplace and on how important  different  elements  in the 

current workplaceareas factors keeping the employees  with their  current employer.  Schwede et 

al. (2008) analysed  satisfaction ratings  of 12  workplace  environment features  from more than 

5 000 endusers in new, refurbished and unmodified office environments in order to understand how the 

features affect enduser satisfaction  and  to  investigate  differences in  satisfaction  of 

users in the different office settings. Also Langston et al. (2008) studied enduser satisfaction  with  the 

existing  physical work environment with  the  aim  to  analyze  possible  differences  between users in 

government, educational and commercial settings. 

The  Dutch Center for People  and Buildings has developed  a diagnostic tool  which allows  evaluating 

and benchmarking work environments based on user experience. The tool also addresses the importance 

of some  work  environment aspects to  overall satisfaction  and  productivity  (Maarleveld 

et al. 2009). Surprisingly  enough  this kind  of research  with  a focus on 

what users see as important and their preferences seems to be fairly limited. 
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Two exceptions are Fleming (2005) and Lee (2006) who examine not only user satisfaction with
their current workspaces but also measure users’ rating of importance and expectations towards
their work environment or. Lee (2006) brings up the importance of not only measuring
satisfaction and concludes with the statement that “Without such research, specifying
employees’ needs and understanding their expectation toward workplace might lead to
incomplete workplace practice”.

User satisfaction with their current workplaces is a key research area in order to achieve better
workplaces. However, in order to develop the user-orientation it is important to widen the
research agenda and identify more precisely what the actual user preferences are instead of
focusing solely on how they are adapting and experiencing the existing situation and
environment.

As office users are not alike, there is also a need to better understand the variety of users and
their needs and preferences. One contribution was made by Erlich and Bichard (2008) who in
their research focused on matching the needs of older knowledge workers with the open plan
office space. They found that the workplace is good for collaboration and teamwork activities,
but that it fails to provide environments for tasks that require concentration, ways of working
that are alternative to the computer, and rest and recuperation. As pointed out by the researchers
themselves, the study was intentionally limited to the experiences of older workers, and
therefore it can only be assumed that younger workers will share many of the needs pointed out
by the older colleagues. (Erlich & Bichard 2008.)

Finally, there is a need for a more holistic approach of workplaces. The workplace does not only
consist of the physical building and the different spaces and solutions it provides: when aiming
to meet workplace needs and preferences of office employees also the location, services and the
virtual environment needs to be investigated.

3. Generational difference or age difference?

Kupperschmidt (2000) defines generations as “an identifiable group that shares birth years, age
location, and significant life events at critical developmental stages”. A lot of published material
such as books, articles and conference presentations can be found on generational differences
and the serious consequences that can follow if organizations do not consider these in their
management. For example, members of Generation Y are found to be independent, they enjoy
challenging work, want immediate feedback and love freedom and flexibility. If they cannot
find opportunities for ongoing education, socializing and creativity in an organization, they will
go somewhere else. (C. A. Martin 2005.)

There is however those who are sceptical towards the significance of the generation gap, if it
exists at all.Giancola (2006) reviewed a wide body of research on the theory of generational
differences, found a lack of published research in academic journals on the issue and ends up
suggesting that “the generational approach may be more popular culture than social science”.
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He points out several other major issues with the generational approach, such as the findings
which indicate that the factors that motivate the generations are surprisingly similar.

Another challenge pointed out by Giancola (2006) is that researchers do not agree on the birth
periods for the different generations. For example the Baby Boomers have in recent research
been classified as the people born 1946-1961 (Cennamo & Gardner 2008), 1945-1964 (Wong et
al. 2008) and 1946-1964 (Chen & Choi 2008). The classification of generations should also
consider the geographical aspect, as the generations, by the definition provided by
Kupperschmidt (2000), share also location and significant life events. Therefore adapting
generation classifications from other cultures can be misleading.

Another challenge in generational research is that some of the characteristics of generations are
in fact more dependent on experience and life stage than on generational issues. Most of the
older workforce has experienced changes in their work environment; they have for example
seen their office change from a cellular office to an open office. Having experienced a private
room is not self evident for their younger colleagues.  Another aspect possibly influencing the
workplace needs and preferences of older workers is ageing, which can be associated with
decline in various abilities such as physical strength and agility, perception, memory, learning,
hearing and sight (Erlich & Bichard 2008).

Whether influenced by generational differences or other issues, it is still important to understand
if and how needs and preferences of office users of different age vary. In order to understand
how to meet the workplace needs and preferences of the entire workforce, more information is
required about the possible differences in workplace needs and preferences of employees of
different ages. In this research we decided to examine workplace preferences of different age
groups rather than defined generations, in order to avoid the risk of defining generations
incorrectly or to make misleading conclusions about generational differences - which could in
fact be consequences of e.g. experience and life stage.

4. Methodology

Understanding office users’ preferences concerning their workplace requires data from a scale
of various real estate and workplace elements. For this research an internet based survey with
email invitations was selected as the appropriate data collection method.

The questionnaire was developed by a group of researchers in cooperation with industrial
specialists during spring 2009. The complete survey included a wide range of logical questions
with multiple choice answers consisting of options that suit each respondent. Some open
questions were added to the survey to get additional new insights. The survey consisted of
questions in which the respondents evaluated given work environment attributes with a five step
scale: not important, less important, neutral, important to some extent, and very important. This
part of the questionnaire was further divided in to 4 sections based on the object of the
questions: locational attributes, service attributes, office building attributes and workspace
attributes. The questionnaire included 81 attributes which were divided in categories as shown
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in Table 1. At the end of the questionnaire the respondents were asked to give background
information of themselves such as age, gender, education and position.

Table 1: Attributes included in the questionnaire

Category Amount of attributes

Location 12

Services 30 (of which 14 within walking distance and
16 in the office building)

Office building 21

Workspace 18

Total 81

The survey was carried out during spring 2009. It was sent via e-mail to office employees in the
Helsinki Metropolitan Area (HMA), which is the most significant investment region for
domestic and international investors in Finland. The questionnaire was sent to 4 275 employees
in 21 organisations. A total of 1116 answers were received of which 1006 were taken in to
further analysis. The return rate was 26,0 per cent.

The analysis started with a principal component analysis (PCA) to develop an understanding of
the underlying features that office users prefer in a similar way. Through the PCA a total of 19
factors were extracted. In the extraction 8 attributes failed to load and were removed. The
rotation method was Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.

After the PCA the respondents were divided in to five groups based on their year of birth. The
five groups were respondents born 1940-1949 (7,3 per cent of the respondents), 1950-1959
(27,5 per cent), 1960-1969 (28,8 per cent), 1970-1979 (23,9 per cent and 1980-1989 (12,5 per
cent). Factor scores were extracted by regression analysis and used to identify where factor
differences between the preferences of the age groups could be found. In order to confirm the
analysis, DA was used to determine the relevant factors for the grouping of respondents to their
respective age group. The potency index was then calculated for the resulting relevant factors to
reveal the order of influence these factors had on the discriminant model. Stepwise estimation
was used for construction of the discriminant model. The calculations were done with Statistical
Package for the Social Science (SPSS).

5. Results

The Principal Component Analysis resulted in 19 factors that consist of 73 attributes. The
factors and the attributes they comprise are presented in the attachment of this paper. Factor 1
comprises the majority of the sustainability attributes related to the building. Factor 2 includes
elements from the virtual environment. Factor 3 consists of work related services while factors
7, 8, 11, 12, 13 and 17 include services that serve the individual. Factors 4, 14 and 18 describe
the image of the building and area. Factor 5 supports commuting by car, while factor 10 refers
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to arriving to work by bicycle. Factors 6 and 15 include elements concerning the possibility to
influence on the work environment and factors 9, 16 and 19 describe collaboration and privacy
attributes. The total variance explained was 67,1 %.

Analysis of the factor scores of the different age groups (Figure 2) and the potency indexes
Table 2) indicate that there are some differences in the workplace preferences of different age
groups. In order to give the reader a better overview of the preference differences, the results are
presented in seven themes as follows: service preferences (factors 3,7,8,11,12,13 and 17),
virtual and mobility preferences (factor 2), collaboration and privacy preferences (factors 9, 16
and 19), image preferences (factors 14,4,18), impact preferences (factors 6 and 15)
sustainability preferences (factor 1) and commuting preferences (factors 5 and 10).

Table 2: Potency Indexes of the resulting relevant factors

Factor Potency Index Factor Potency Index

Factor 7 0,149 Factor 9 0,110

Factor 12 0,133 Factor 13 0,104

Factor 10 0,119 Factor 11 0,104

Factor 5 0,115 Factor 6 0,063

5.1 Service preferences

The services preference theme consists of factors 3, 7, 8, 11, 12, 13 and 17. The services
included in the survey were both work related services, such as lobby, posting and meeting
room services, and services that serve the individual. Based on the result, the variation in
preferences concerning work related services was fairly low.

Bigger preference differences were however found concerning services that serve the individual.
Practical services such as daycare services in the area and building, laundry and car rental, were
valued much higher by the group born in the 1970’s than the others. This can probably be
explained by the fact that this age group is the one most likely to have children that attend day
care. The older age groups value personal services, such as beauty, culture, bank and post
services near the workplace, higher than the younger generations. The younger ones do on the
other hand appreciate restaurants, cafés and bars in the area more than the older generations.

Figure 2: Factor scores
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The restaurant and café offering in the building also seems to be more important for the younger
employees than the older ones, but the difference is not significant.

The preferences concerning workout services (e.g. fitness center in the building) did not differ
remarkably between the generations although, surprisingly enough, these services were more
appreciated by the respondents belonging to the oldest and the two youngest age groups (40’s,
70’s and 80’s).

5.2 Virtual and mobility preferences

The virtual and mobility preference theme consists of factor 2, which comprises attributes of the
virtual environment and the possibility to choose type of workplace according to the current
task. Based on the results, there are small differences between the age groups, but these are not
significant and the factor was not relevant in grouping the respondents in to their respective age
groups.

The small differences that were found indicate that the younger age groups see the virtual
environment and mobility a little bit more important than the older age groups. The group born
in the 1980’s is the one that has indicated the virtual environment most important, followed by
the respondents born in the 1970’s. However, the group that rated these issues least important
compared to the others is the group of respondents born in the 1950’s and not the 1940’s, which
could perhaps have been expected.

5.3 Collaboration and privacy preferences

The collaboration and privacy preference theme includes factors 9, 19 and 16. The issues
covered by these factors are work environments that support team work and openness, that the
workplace supports tasks that require privacy and the possibility to network with others in the
building.

Based on the results the privacy preferences are very similar for all age groups. All respondents
valued their privacy to the same extent, although it can be noted that the respondents born in the
1950’s valued privacy a bit more than the others. The difference is however not considerable.
Privacy preferences can perhaps be better explained based on the tasks the users are completing
rather than age.

The collaboration and networking preferences did however count for a more considerable
difference: the youngest group of respondents stand out as valuing work environments that
support team working and socializing within the team much higher than all the other groups.
The two oldest age groups on the other hand value the possibility to network with others in the
building much more than the younger ones, but based on the DA this factor was not relevant in
grouping the respondents.
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5.4 Image preferences

The image preferences consists of factors 4, 14 and 18 of which the two first factors portray the
image of the area and building and the last one the importance of how the workspace supports
the image and values of the organization.

The differences in image preferences between the groups are not considerable; none of the
factors were relevant in grouping the respondents in to their respective age groups. Small
differences can however be noted. An interesting finding is that the image of the area and
building is seen most important by the youngest and the oldest age groups while the three other
groups value this aspect less. The safety and cleanliness of the area is valued most by the three
oldest groups while the respondents born in the 1970’s and 1980’s do not see this aspect as
important as the others. A workspace that supports the image and values of the organization is
perceived less important by the respondents born in the 1940’s and the 1950’s than by the
others.

5.5 Impact preferences

The impact preferences refer to the possibility of the individual to be able to have an impact on
his or her work environment. The theme includes factors 6 and 15 of which the first represents
the possibility to adjust the indoor climate and the second includes the possibility to adjust
furniture and have an influence on workplace development.

Neither of the two factors was relevant in grouping the respondents in to their respective age
groups. The results indicate that being able to adjust the indoor climate is more important for the
older age groups than the younger ones. The possibility to have an influence on workplace
development and to adjust the office furniture is on the other hand valued most by the
respondents born in the 1960’s, followed by the respondents born in the 1970’s and 1980’s, but
the differences are not as significant as concerning the indoor climate.

5.6 Sustainability preferences

The sustainability preferences theme consists of factor 1 which covers the sustainability
characteristics of the building and its management, such as energy efficiency, recycling, green
cleaning and possible green building certificates.

Some differences were found in the preferences of the groups. The two oldest age groups see
the sustainability characteristics of the building most important compared to the others while the
respondents born in the 1970’s are ones valuing these features the least. The differences were
however not significant and the sustainability factor was not relevant in grouping the
respondents in to their respective age groups.
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5.7 Commuting preferences

The commuting preferences theme consists of factor 5 which describes the preferences
concerning issues that support commuting by car and factor 10 which contrary consists of
attributes that support bicycling to work. Both factors were relevant in the grouping of the
respondents. What really stands out is the youngest age group not caring much about issues that
support commuting by car but highly valuing characteristics of the workplace that support
riding a bicycle to work. Based on the results, the commuting issue is in general not important
to the oldest respondents compared to the others.

6. Conclusions and further research

The aim of this paper was to identify the differences in the work environment preferences of
different age groups. The research was done by analyzing the results of an internet questionnaire
concerning office users’ preferences conducted in the Helsinki Metropolitan area.

The results indicate that there are some differences in the workplace preferences of different age
groups. The biggest preference differences were found concerning personal services,
commuting by car or bicycle, workspace that supports team work and innovation, the restaurant
offering in the neighborhood and adjustability of the indoor climate while the smallest
differences were found concerning privacy, workout services, the café and restaurant offering in
the building and the image of the area and building.

The cluster with respondents born in the 1980’s stands out as valuing features that support
bicycle commuting and work environments that support team work, social interaction and
innovation more than the other clusters. The preference trend line of the 70’s cluster is similar to
the one of the 80’s cluster but with smaller peaks.

Characteristic for the 40’s and 50’s clusters are seeing personal services more important than the
other clusters. These two clusters also value sustainability features and networking possibilities
in the building more than the other clusters. The virtual environment and the possibility to
choose work desk based on ones tasks were preferred less compared to the other clusters but it
should be noted that the differences were not significant. The preferences of the 60’s cluster
seem to represent the average preferences of all respondents.

The results give new insights on what office users of different age prefer in their work
environments. The information of user preferences is valuable both for user organizations and
facilities management. Based on the results it is evident that the workplace is no longer a
standardized product: one has to pay more attention to options provided.

There is still a need for more research with the focus on needs and preferences of office users of
different generations as the matter is too often discussed based on anecdotal verification and no
or diminutive academic research evidence. The main limitation of the study is the use of cross-
sectional data which makes it difficult to determine if the identified differences in preferences
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are due to generational differences or if these are a result of age and experience. It does however
give indications whether there are differences in the workforce as it currently exists. In order to
gain more knowledge on this matter, a longitudinal study should be conducted. Additionally the
cultural context has to be taken into account when generalising the results as this research is
limited to the Helsinki Metropolitan Area.
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Attachment

The extracted factors and the total variance explained

Attributes
Factor
loading Communality

Percent of
variance
explained

Factor 1 Environmental  friendly cleaning ,849 ,788
Environmental friendly interior and surface materials ,835 ,755
Energy efficiency of the building ,797 ,709
Spaces support environmental responsibility ,796 ,763
Environmental certifications ,775 ,679
Diverse recycling possibilities ,763 ,693
Communication concerning energy efficiency ,762 ,669
Environmental friendliness of catering services ,750 ,638 8,6 %

Factor 2 Possibility to use virtual communication channels ,787 ,709
Wireless connection in the office ,743 ,705
Possibility to work mobile by using mobile equipment ,739 ,632
Wireless connection in the building ,635 ,681
Possibility to use virtual meeting places ,633 ,547
Possibility to choose work station depending on task ,457 ,396 5,1 %

Factor 3 Bookable meeting rooms in the building ,769 ,654
Tele and videoconference services in the building ,746 ,713
Lobby service in the building ,667 ,626
Postal services in the building ,643 ,566
Video conference possibilities that reduce need to travel ,619 ,634 4,4 %

Factor 4 Image of the building ,733 ,743
First impression when entering the building ,679 ,740
Image of the area ,676 ,671
The area is modern ,637 ,601
Cultural history of the area ,556 ,643
High quality representation spaces ,418 ,585 4,4 %

Factor 5 A sufficient amount of parking areas in the area ,813 ,782
Accessibility by car ,811 ,799
Accessibility by public transportation -,666 ,682
Accessibility by walking/bike -,616 ,638
Car cleaning service in the building ,476 ,600
Location near city/town centre -,445 ,576 4,2 %

Factor 6 Adjustment possibility of Air conditioning ,925 ,921
Adjustment possibility of Temperature ,922 ,910
Adjustment possibility of Lightning ,822 ,768 3,8 %

Factor 7 Day care facility within walking distance ,843 ,764
Day care facility in the building ,796 ,732
Car rental within walking distance ,644 ,625
Laundry service within walking distance ,457 ,585
Hotel within walking distance ,440 ,557 3,5 %

Factor 8 Fitness centre in the building ,830 ,789
Guided training in the building ,795 ,746
Possibilities for sports within walking distance ,557 ,651
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Attributes
Factor
loading Communality

Percent of
variance
explained

Physiotherapist in the building ,475 ,599 3,4 %
Factor 9 Spaces support team work ,773 ,704

Spaces support social interaction and tacit knowledge transfer ,766 ,681
Spaces support innovation ,580 ,565
Spaces support openness and transparency ,555 ,538 3,3 %

Factor 10 Bicycle storage in the building ,849 ,789
Shower and changing facilities ,797 ,747
Accessibility by bike ,698 ,619 3,3 %

Factor 11 Cafeteria within walking distance ,800 ,747
Restaurant within walking distance ,784 ,690
Bar within walking distance ,585 ,524 3,3 %

Factor 12 Beauty services within walking distance ,785 ,741
Beauty services in the building ,700 ,735
Cultural services within walking distance ,517 ,613 3,1 %

Factor 13 Bank within walking distance ,821 ,762
Post office within walking distance ,794 ,760
Occupational Healthcare within walking distance ,398 ,502 2,8 %

Factor 14 Cleanliness of the area ,789 ,740
Safety of the area ,774 ,728
Proximity of nature ,554 ,598 2,8 %

Factor 15 Adjustability of Office furniture ,662 ,535
Workplace supports wellbeing at work ,575 ,511
Possibility to influence workplace development ,533 ,531 2,4 %

Factor 16 Players from the same industry in the building ,816 ,739
Clients and other interest groups in the building ,789 ,692 2,3 %

Factor 17 Restaurant in the building ,792 ,695
Cafeteria in the building ,697 ,697 2,3 %

Factor 18 Office reflecting the values of the organisation ,682 ,721
Office supporting the image of the organisation ,665 ,747 2,2 %

Factor 19 Spaces support tasks that require concentration and privacy ,656 ,596
Possibility to store and archive documents in physical format ,458 ,497 2,0 %

Total 67,1 %
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Abstract

The aim of this paper is to describe the occupiers´ preferences concerning sustainability in the 
office environment. The objective is to identify which real estate attributes related to 
sustainability office employees prefer the most and the least. 

A literature review was carried out in order to identify the green characteristics of the office 
environment. Based on this literature review several attributes like location, energy efficiency, 
working space and services were chosen to include in a questionnaire. The literature review 
gave us the understanding of the general attitude towards environmental questions and also of 
the effectiveness of environmental preferences as part of the behaviour of employees. 

In this study, the real estate preferences have been studied through an internet based 
questionnaire, which was sent to people working in different companies in the Helsinki 
Metropolitan Area. A total of 1110 responses were taken into further analysis from a total of 
1116 responses. The questionnaire was developed by a team of researchers based on previous 
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literature, a workshop with industrial specialists and performance tests. The questions related to 
environmental values and preferences were one theme of this questionnaire.  

The analysis of the results show that office employees highly value attributes like transport 
connections, both public and private. Also the possibility to use bike or pedestrian paths on 
daily journeys was important. The energy efficiency of the working environment and 
possibilities to recycle also emerged from the data as important attributes. Nevertheless office 
employees did not value highly the official certificates of environmental friendly buildings or 
‘office location in a city centre’. The results of the analysis indicate that in the Helsinki 
Metropolitan Area there are four different clusters or groups of employees that value 
environmental attributes differently.  

For user organizations it is important to recognise the employees´ preferences but for example 
for an investor it is essential to understand user organizations´ preferences in order to be aware 
if the organizations are willing to pay more for sustainable attributes. This research does not yet 
give answers concerning the correlation of office employees´ and user organizations’ 
sustainability preferences. That is a task for further research. Also the possible impact of 
sustainability preferences on how employees choose employer needs to be investigated. The 
results provide an insight to the management community concerning the sustainability 
preferences that office employees value the most. This knowledge is a valid tool to management 
when evaluating what attributes give added value to the employees, which in turn leads to more 
efficient and sustainable work environments. This study gives knowledge also on how office 
users’ understand sustainable values and whether they need more information and education on 
sustainable development.  

Keywords: Office occupier, sustainability, real estate preference, energy efficiency, workplace 
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1. Introduction

According the Finnish Ministry of Employment and the Economy (2008) in the European 
Union and in Finland the buildings cause 40 percent of total energy consumption and carbon 
dioxide emissions. The building sector is growing rapidly and for that reason it is crucial to 
reduce its emissions substantially and without delay. European Commission has legislated on 
May 2010 a resend directive on the energy efficiency of buildings. (EU / Energy Performance 
of Buildings Directive, 2010.) A massive work has done to study and create energy efficiency 
buildings but only few researchers have concentrated on the users of the buildings and to the 
contribution of their habits to the buildings´ environmental impact. However the user´s role is 
definitive in the long term. The best energy efficient design can be demolish by incorrect or 
disregarded use. 

To the environment the environmental sustainability of the office buildings signifies less CO2 
emissions, lesser water consumption and micro particles. Based on the demands of the Kioto –
agreement the Finnish Ministry of Employment and the Economy wrote a National Climate and 
Energy Strategy. This strategy was presented to the Finnish Parliament as Government Report 
the 6 November 2008. In this strategy the requirements to the decreasing of the energy 
consumption are ambitious. For example according to the objective, in 2020, electricity 
consumption will equal 98 TWh, instead of the baseline, which is 03 TWh. Stopping the growth 
of the energy consumption requires rapid and efficient actions on all the energy consumption 
fields. The most urgent actions affect those fields and structures that recur slowly like building 
environment and infrastructure. On all the energy fields the development of the existing 
technology and innovations has an essential role. In the increase of the energy efficiency the 
new technology and the innovative way of actions are emphasized. With information guidance 
the authorities try to have an effect to the owners and to users of the build environment and also 
to single consumers’ behavioural habits. (Ministry of Employment and the Economy, 2008) 

To the owners of buildings the environmental sustainability of the office buildings signifies 
clear challenges and possibilities. The owner of an office building is normally at all times 
focussed on maximising the capital value of the building, which is achieved by increasing 
income, decreasing costs or decreasing the capitalisation rate. Nevertheless many office building 
owners would like to become more energy efficient and recognise the importance of sustainable 
practices this is usually at a substantial financial cost. (Reed&Wilkinson, 2005) For that reason 
improvement on the energy efficiency or other more sustainable habits among the office 
building owners are adopted after the demands of chancing regulation but there are some signs 
on the markets that the value of the green certificates like LEED and Breaam are more and more 
recognized.   

To the occupiers the environmental sustainability of the office buildings can signify changes 
that affect their daily habits to use an office building and their work environment. Usually these 
changes are approved afterwards by most of the occupiers as improvements but opposition 
against the changes is often strong beforehand. Also an individual´s motivation to acquire new 
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sustainable habits requires relevant information about the possibilities and ways to use 
environmental technical solutions. The delivery of information on crucial moment when the 
resident is acting in environmental friendly way – constant feedback of actions is also 
important, social model example – and the sense of sustainable community strengthens the 
individual actions and mandatory norms (Karhu&Nenonen, 2009). Thus it is important to 
understand occupier´s preferences when changes are made in order to have a more sustainable 
office building. 

The aim of his paper is to describe the occupiers´ preferences concerning sustainability in the 
office environment. The objective is to identify which real estate attributes related to 
sustainability office employees prefer the most and the least. 

This paper is divided in five parts. After the introduction in the second chapter we argue that we 
lack research on habits of the occupier of the office building although we have some studies on 
housing sector on inhabitants’ sustainable habits. In chapter three we explain the methodology 
of the research, our data collection and analysis. On chapter four we indicate our results and in 
chapter five we present some conclusion.  

2. Research on occupiers contribution to office buildings 
life-long environmental impact 

Some studies on office buildings life-long environmental impact has published past years. 
Junnila (2004) demonstrates in his research that operating electricity is clearly the life-cycle 
phase that impacts on the environment the most. In his research four of the five studied impact 
categories it alone produces around fifty percent or more of the impact. He argues that the three 
following life-cycle phases are the building materials, the operating heat and the maintenance. 
They each produce on average around 15 % of the environmental impact. In his research the 
two last life-cycle phases, the construction work and the demolition of the building clearly have 
a lesser impact, less than 5 % impact in all the studied categories. It is clearly that operating 
electricity depends besides energy efficient electric apparatus on the users and their habits to use 
electronic apparatus. 

In housing sector several studies have discussed on inhabitants´ environmental impact and on 
attempts to contribute on it. For example Derijke´s and Uitzinger´s  (2006) case study indicates 
that environmental issues were more important for residents that participated in the building 
process. They argue that sustainable systems in residences should be designed in such a way 
that environmentally-preferred behaviour is also the most logical and easiest accomplish. In 
everyday life it is very important that and effective that residents have agreed with goal-setting 
for example in energy consumption (McCalley and Midden 2006). Lorek and Spangenberg 
(2001) have identified areas of consumption in which private households can make significant 
contributions to environmental sustainability, and presented a transparent and comprehensive 
set of indicators for them. Based on their analysis, three consumption clusters were identified as 
priority fields for action by households: construction and housing, food/nutrition and transport 
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(in this rank order). After them all other consumption clusters can be considered 
environmentally marginal, providing combined saving potentials of less than 10% of the total 
resource consumption.  

But only few studies can be found that discuss on office occupiers´ habits and motivations to 
use workplaces in a sustainable way.  

The real estate attributes can be divided into four groups, which are location, services, building 
and workspace attributes (Luoma et al., 2009).  Some of these attributes are out-of occupiers’ 
authority but on some attributes occupiers can contribute on accordingly their own values. An 
occupier cannot choose the location of the office building but he or she can make an individual 
decision to use bicycle instead of the personal car. He or she cannot choose the cleaning 
company but an individual decision can be made on recycling and further on. Rothe et al. 
(2009) found in their study that it seems that sustainability has an effect on office occupiers´ 
preferences, when the sustainable impact of the behaviour is noted.  

Kimmet (2007) have studied sustainability in the workplace. According to him there are limits 
to the sustainability processes that are enabled by the built form, and these can be only 
exceeded, and indeed, redefined, through social reform within the workplace. Communication 
for socially sustainable buildings must deal with the wider challenges sustainability presents, 
such as: 

• workers are generally content with their unsustainable behaviour 

• rewards and savings from sustainability are often delayed and indirect 

• behaviour change can be slow, so messages need to be sustained 

• target audiences range from young adults to company directors, all with different 
motivators and understandings of sustainability and its implications 

• sustainability is a complex issue incorporating environmental, social and economic 
factors 

• experts are more familiar communicating with management than with users 

• there are disparate and unformed views of what a socially sustainable building looks 
like and how it can be acquired. 

Communication that brings about the social changes required for sustainability tends to be more 
effective if it comes from trusted, credible sources such as work colleagues in informal social 
settings. It aims for an exchange of ideas with the goal of a shared understanding, affording 
ownership of what has been communicated rather than imparting one-sided rational arguments. 
(Kimmet, 2007).  
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3. Data collection and analysis 

In this study, the real estate preferences have been studied through an internet based 
questionnaire, an internet based survey with email invitations was selected as the appropriate 
data collection form to study office occupiers’ real estate attributes, since the focus was to bring 
descriptive and precise analysis of the occupiers’ evaluation of the real estate attributes. The 
survey consists of a wide range of logical questions with optional answers consisting of options 
that suit each respondent. The questions related to environmental values and preferences studied 
in this research were one theme of this questionnaire.  

The questionnaire was generated in cooperation with a group of researchers and industrial 
specialists. In the first phase in spring 2009, the researchers and other specialists had 
brainstorming sessions in order to define the aim and to construct the questionnaire based on 
previous studies. In March 2009, in the second phase, a workshop focusing on the survey was 
arranged for the industrial specialists. A draft of the questionnaire was sent out beforehand to 
give the possibility to study the survey in advance. At the workshop, the structure and the 
questions were widely discussed in working groups of five to seven participants. Researchers 
facilitated the discussions and made full notes, which were afterwards joined together. A 
researcher evaluation session for examining and analysing the researchers’ notes was arranged 
shortly after the workshop. 

In order to establish fresh and spontaneous views on the survey and to test its relevance, in the 
last phase after the modifications the questionnaire was tested by the researchers and office 
employees who had not been acquainted with the survey beforehand. Based on the feedback 
from the performance tests, the questionnaire was modified to its final form. 

The complete survey included a wide range of logical questions with multiple choice answers 
consisting of options that suit each respondent. Some open questions were added to the survey 
to get additional new insights. The survey consisted of questions in which the respondents 
evaluated given work environment attributes with a five step scale: not important, less
important, neutral, important to some extent, and very important. This part of the questionnaire 
was further divided in to 4 sections based on the object of the questions: locational attributes, 
service attributes, office building attributes and workspace attributes. The questionnaire 
included 81 attributes. At the end of the questionnaire the respondents were asked to give 
background information of themselves such as gender, age, education and position. 

The survey was carried out during spring 2009. It was sent via e-mail to office employees in the 
Helsinki Metropolitan Area (HMA), which is the most significant investment region for 
domestic and international investors in Finland. The questionnaire was sent to 4 275 employees 
in 21 organisations. A total of 1116 answers were received of which 1110 were taken in to 
further analysis. The return rate was 26,0 per cent.  
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3.1.1 The questions related to environmental values and preferences 

The survey included nine out of 21 office building attributes dealing directly with 
environmental issues. Some other attributes like this question “How important it is to you that 
there is a proper place to store your bicycle in the office building” gave indirectly information 
of the respondents’ environmental attitudes even it was meant to deal with physical attributes. 
The respondents were asked firstly: 

How important the following attributes related to the office building are to you? 

• The energy efficiency of the office building 

• The office building was granted a certificate of environmental friendly or energy 
efficiency building, for example LEED –certificate 

• Environmental friendly materials and furnishing 

• Location of the office building nearness of the public transport and bicycle paths 

• Functional teleconference facilities that reduce the need of travelling 

• Versatile recycling facilities 

• Environmental friendly food services like close produced and organic food supplies 

• Environmental friendly cleaning services like using environmental friendly cleaning 
materials 

• Active information on the environmental impact of office building 

3.1.2 Data analysis 

In this research the special interest focused to the answers concerning the environmental 
attributes and that part of the entire data was analysed separately. This data was analysed by 
explorative grouping analysis. In order to find the possible clusters we used Ward´s hierarchical 
cluster method. To eliminate the correlation between the attributes were used the Mahalanobis –
distance. This method highlighted us four groups that value differently environmental attributes.   

In the next part of the analysis we calculated the mean values of every attribute by group by 
group and compared these to the means calculated out of all responses given to that specific 
attribute.  

The third part consisted of calculating balance figures (%) for each attribute, which enables 
ranking the attributes in order. The balance figure can have values from +100 per cent to -100 
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per cent. A positive balance figure (0 ≤ balance figure ≤ 100) implies importance of the attribute 
and a negative balance figure (0 > balance figure ≥ -100 is a sign of the unimportance of the 
attribute.  

4. Results

The four clusters that rose from the data are described in this chapter. We named them as the 
Sympathizers (cluster 1), the Committed. (cluster 2), Moderates (cluster 3) and the Laissez-faire 
(cluster 4). The percentage values of these clusters are represented in figure 1. The difference of 
the means of the attributes in different groups and means of all the respondents´ answers are 
presented in figure 2. In figure 3 is presented the balance figures of the attributes group by 
group. With the differences of the means and with the balance figures we can discover which 
attributes the different clusters find important or not important and the how the four clusters 
differs from each others. 

Figure 1: The percentages of the four clusters 

Cluster number 1 with percentage of 19.25 was named the Sympathizers. The respondents in 
that group valued clearly the environmental attributes but in a sensible manner. They avoided 
the extreme evaluations. The valued especially the location nearness of the public transport and 
bicycle paths, environmental friendly cleaning services and recycling possibilities. On the 
contrary they did not found important the environment certificates or the information on the 
environmental impact of the office building. 

Cluster number 2 with percentage of 48.6 was named the Committed. They valued the most 
almost all the environmental attributes. They value highly especially the location nearness of the 
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public transport and bicycle paths, teleconference possibilities, recycling possibilities, 
environmental friendly cleaning services and energy efficiency of the office building.  

Cluster number 3 with percentage 24.6, were named the Moderates. They might values the 
environment attributes but these are not in their top priorities. The most typical answer was 
rather. Nevertheless they do appreciate the possibility to commutation by bicycle, 
teleconference possibilities and recycling possibilities. They did pay lesser attention to the 
environmental certificates, to the information on the environmental impact of the office 
building, to environmental friendly cleaning service and to environmental friendly food.  

Cluster number 4 with percentage 7.5, were named the Laissez-faire. They appreciated the least 
all the environmental attributes. Their favourite was the teleconference possibilities and the 
energy efficiency of the office building. They valued poorly the certificate of environment, the 
information on the environmental impact of the office building and the location nearness of the 
public transport and bicycle paths. 

Figure 2: The differences between the mean values of all respondents and the respondents in 
one group

The differences of the means represented in figure 2 describe how far and towards what 
direction group´s opinion on average is from the average opinion of all the respondents. The 
value zero indicates that that attribute was valued on average same way in that specific group 
than among the all the respondents. A positive value indicates that that attribute is valued less in 
this group than among all the respondents and a negative value indicates that that attribute is 
valued more in this group than among all the respondents. We can notice that the Laissez-faire 
group differs on all of the attributes towards to the direction “not important” measured with the 
means. Or all the means of this group was lesser than the average means of all respondents. The 
Committed group appreciate all the attributes more than the other groups on average except in 
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one case. The attribute “environmental friendly cleaning services” was valued by the 
Sympathizers more than the others. The Committed group was the only group that valued a 
certificate of environment, the teleconference possibilities and the information on office 
building´s environmental impact more than the respondents on average.  The attribute 
information on office building´s environmental impact was valued by the other groups in a 
similar way that was lesser that the average respondent but the group Committed appreciated it 
more than the average respondent. The location nearness of the public transport and bicycle 
paths clearly distinguish the Laissez-faire group from the other groups. Under this attribute the 
differences between the Laissez-faire group´s mean from average mean was almost 1.5 to the 
direction “not important”. The other three groups´ means differs from the average mean 
approximately from 0.8 to1.6 to the direction “very important”.  

Figure 3: The balance figures

 

The balance figures in figure 3describes the order of importance and the differences of the 
attributes cluster by cluster. The attributes that all the clusters appreciated more or less are the 
energy efficiency, the teleconference possibilities and the recycling possibilities. The groups 
Committed and Sympathizers in generally prioritized in the same way the attributes. Only about 
the certificate of environment and information they had a different opinion. The Committed 
group was the only group that valued the information on environmental impact and 
environmental certificates of the office building. Environmental cleaning service as well the 
environmental friendly food was appreciated by Committed and the Sympathizers but not by the 
Moderates and the Laissez-faires. The environmental friendly furnishing was appreciated more 
or less by all the other groups but not by the Moderates. 
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5. Conclusions

The aim of this paper was to describe the occupiers´ preferences concerning sustainability in the 
office environment. The objective was to identify which real estate attributes related to 
sustainability office employees prefer the most and the least. In order to achieve this aim we 
analyzed respondents’ answers concerning environmental preferences of an internet 
questionnaire concerning preferences of office buildings users conducted in the Helsinki 
metropolitan area. 

The results verify that there are different groups with different profiles that value differently 
environmental preferences among the office occupiers. It is relevant that after the results of this 
questionnaire almost the half of the respondent valued highly the environmental preferences and 
major part of the respondents appreciated the environmental attributes. But still a significant 
amount of respondent nevertheless did not concern with the environmental preferences.  

This result gives us new information on the profile of office occupiers who needs special 
motivation to act and behave more sustainable ways. But for further research it is important to 
study in-depth the motives of respondents. Some of the answers may tell more about general 
interest towards healthy-life than about sustainable preferences.  
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Abstract

Over the last decades there have been significant changes in general in offices. One change has 
been a move towards flatter organisations with more comprehensive tasks for office workers; 
another has come in the form of technological developments which increase independence in 
terms of time and space. Changes of this kind have rendered the issues of knowledge 
development and creativity more strategically relevant for office design. The overall aim of our 
research is to understand the interplay between social and spatial systems in offices. Our 
method involves comparing cases that have similar spatial concepts but different types of 
activities, and vice versa. We use observation techniques supplemented by questionnaires and 
interviews. Over a ten year period, we have studied several office organisations comprising 
more than 2,000 individuals. We have found that, on average, the amount of interaction is 
similar in spite of differences in work tasks, work organisation and spatial configuration. We 
have further found that it is important to take different types of accessibility, into account.
Passing other people’s workstations when moving to common areas obviously increases the 
chances of interaction. Individuals who are more visible than others tend to interact more with 
co-workers. We also interpret our findings in the area of visual exposure: the individuals you 
see most often will be the ones you trust and will therefore also be the people you consult for
judgement-related questions. We argue that this kind of interaction is the very reason for 
working in an office. The second kind of interaction deals with fact-related issues, which are 
easier to handle at a distance and are not so easily disturbed by office noise. Another important 
finding is that organisational borders act strongly as walls. This indicates that so-called 
spontaneous interaction is of a more programmed nature than is usually conceived to be the 
case. This is probably very efficient. If, however, we look for interaction across borders to be 
the trigger for new questions and creativity, this disciplined behaviour may be problematic in 
the long run. In conclusion, it is necessary to combine design efforts for spatial configuration 
with new design solutions for social configuration. It is imperative to maintain established 
relationships and roles, while supplementing them with new arenas for interaction across the 
borders of an organisation. The FM sector faces the challenge of supporting experiments in this 
direction and developing sustainable knowledge.

Keywords: work space design, office work, interaction, spatial configuration, social 
configuration
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1. Introduction

Our research has long focused on interaction between office workers in the same lines of 
business, the kind of interaction that motivates a co-ordinated workplace. As researchers within 
the field of architecture, it is natural that our interest lies in the influence of an office’s spatial 
configuration on its interactions, and especially the kind of interaction defined as spontaneous, 
as opposed to planned interactions in meeting rooms and break areas. However, there is always 
interplay between the physical and social side of life, and in this paper we highlight the 
importance of social configuration in enhancing the kind of interaction that benefits the overall 
development of a business.

2. Research strategies

Our investigative strategy has been prefaced on a twofold approach: studying similar office 
activities in different office concepts; and studying different activities in similar office 
concepts. In the first case, we studied a technical consultancy firm located in five different 
buildings (Steen 2001). Next we examined the headquarters of an insurance company that had
individual rooms and landscapes, as well as three tax offices with cellular offices, combi-
offices and cubicles (Steen et al 2005, Blombergsson and Wiklander 2006). We then studied a 
newspaper office with open plans: one for the editorial section and another for administration 
(Markhede and Steen 2006). Finally, we looked at the head office of the Swedish mail company 
where we studied three similar floor plans with some differences in work activities (Markhede 
and Koch 2007, Markhede and Miranda 2007, Steen and Markhede 2008). The idea has been to 
study what might be considered normal office work: the relatively independent management of 
a certain amount of tasks/commissions. The newspaper case was selected on the basis of being 
somewhat different.

Social data was collected through observations, logbooks, questionnaires and interviews. In the 
final case, data was also gathered by asking office workers to map out their own face-to-face 
interactions. Spatial data was gathered using Space syntax methods (Grajewski 1993, Hillier 
1996, Penn et al 1999). Initially, we used Axman-analysis, followed by Depthmap in the later 
cases, supplemented by other spatial values.

3. Results from earlier studies

3.1 The interaction pattern

In our observations of spontaneous interaction we found that, on average, nine out of ten 
interactions occur at workstations, with one out of ten interactions occurring in common areas 
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such as corridors or in the proximity of printers. We found the highest value of interaction,
17%, in the common areas of cellular offices, compared to an upper value of 14% for open plan 
solutions. 

In our analysis using space syntax methods we did not find any correlation between integration 
values and movements. Consequently, there was no correlation with the outcome of interaction. 
On the global level there is more correlation with movement, but not with interaction. This is 
most likely an effect of the necessity for a building as a whole to form a tree-like structure, and 
act accordingly.  

One explanation for the lack of correlation at the local level is the existence of common 
functions, which either act as attractors or assume the position of counteracting or supporting 
spatial properties. Obviously this is not limited to the position of hard artefacts: managerial 
staff and experts are also attractors in the spatial system.

Shallow systems at the local level may provide a second explanation for the spatial values in 
our analysis of the major differences encountered at each office included in the study. As 
almost every workstation is positioned one or two steps from the main passages, the spatial 
configuration will not create the major differences in terms of use and usability that had been 
anticipated.

In order to understand more about the mechanism behind so-called spontaneous interaction and 
the associated role of spatial properties, we used a new method for our final case, the head 
office of the Swedish mail company Posten. Our problem had been a lack of knowledge of who 
was interacting with whom. Now we asked every office worker on the three floor plans (250 
people) to map all their interactions over a two-day period. Each person’s data is represented on
a single layer in the computer and is tagged with the information of the applicable organisation 
(for departments consisting of 30 to 50 people). 

This new method made it possible for us to see that 95% or more of all reported interaction 
occurs within the same department. And this is the case even in situations where two 
departments are closely integrated spatially. This means that spontaneous interaction is very 
much programmed: people talk to others who are appointed as their fellow-workers – people 
with whom they are supposed to cooperate and produce joint results. Perhaps we can say that 
people are not social in the sense of talking to just anybody: they economize their sociality. 
However, not every interaction must be of immediate importance and use. Some interactions 
seem to have as their primary role the maintenance of the social system at the individual level. 
Organisational belonging is the cause of interaction, while also lending it legitimacy. With this 
in mind, we should perhaps avoid using the concept of spontaneous interaction. But if the 
interaction is programmed in the sense that it is related to work tasks and roles, we do not 
consider every interaction to be a necessity. As such, there will be a scale ranging from 
interactions that are probably useful to those that are necessary. Almost all forms of interaction 
do seem however to be related to the formal organisation in ways that can seem surprising. 
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In order to evaluate the interaction pattern, we conducted a social network analysis. In the 
questionnaire sent out to all office workers at the three floor plans at Posten, we asked for the 
names of five people within the whole organisation with whom the person in question most 
frequently interacted in the following ways: a) face to face, b) by mail, c) by phone. As we 
knew the names and positions both of the respondents and the people they named, it was 
possible for us to study the influence of physical distance as well as the configurational 
relations in space.

We divided the floor plan into squares of four or, in some cases, two workstations. If the 
respondent named a person sitting in the same square, the distance was 0. If the person was 
sitting in an adjacent square, either at a right angle or a diagonal, the distance was 1, and so on. 
Had space not played a part, face-to-face interaction would have resulted in a value of 5.9. Our 
questionnaire provided a result of 1.2. By this we can conclude that 41% of interactions of this 
kind occur within the same unit of workstations. 76% of the respective respondents’ five most 
regular face-to-face contacts sit within a distance of 1, and 88% within a distance of 2.

We also found the distance effect to be strong in our early study of the technical consultancy 
firm, where almost everybody works in cellular offices. There we asked for the distance to the 
five most useful people. On average, we received responses to the effect that three of the five 
most useful people had workstations in the immediate proximity (Steen 2001).

3.2 Proximity and knowledge sharing

The impact of distance on interaction frequency is significant. This should not come as a 
surprise when one considers that it is normal management strategy to position people close to
each other on the basis of their likelihood to cooperate. Members of a team obviously 
understand that their task is to cooperate for the common good. There are however reasons for
questioning the way in which this positioning tallies with the organisation of work tasks into 
different roles, i.e. social configuration. In interviews aimed at understanding existing work 
processes in terms of similarities and differences, we found that the level of cooperation 
between office workers in the same group/team is not at all as homogeneous as the results 
shown by the questionnaires. To some extent, these differences are hidden behind the “five 
people most contacted”. They are relational values and reveal nothing about the number of 
contacts per day.

One reasonable initial explanation for the importance of proximity relates to the level of 
confidence built up as a result of seeing a person regularly. It should perhaps also be noted that 
much weight seems to be given to relationships occurring at an equal level, i.e. a mutual 
relationship of giving and taking. The effect of proximity – talking more to people in one’s 
immediate vicinity – is reinforced by the tendency to regard people encountered regularly as 
more useful.
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It is my contention, however, that the phenomenon can be further explained by the content of 
the interaction. We know that it is extremely difficult to acquire information on an interacting 
pair’s verbal exchange without disturbing the situation. If however we could obtain concrete 
information about the interaction content, we would be forced to develop new theories to 
categorize the data in relevant ways.

Rather than drowning in a surplus of knowledge categories, we have identified a main level 
where differentiation occurs only between two categories of knowledge, or knowledge-related 
interaction types: fact-related knowledge and judgement-related knowledge (Steen 2009).

For fact-related questions, people will carefully consider who to ask on the basis of their 
expertise. If that person cannot provide an answer he/she will say so, enabling the asker to  
either put the question to another expert or attempt to find the answer in written material.

When it comes to judgement-related questions, anybody can ask a question and expect to to 
receive an answer. As it is not a matter of right or wrong, everyone can understand the question
to some extent and have an opinion. But as these kinds of questions depend so much on an
understanding of the context, one must have confidence in the other’s experiences and value 
systems. When it comes to matters of judgement, it is my view that people rely on those in their 
proximity, the people one sees often and knows as individuals to some extent. Furthermore, this 
interaction process will strengthen the ties to people in the immediate vicinity. In addition, face-
to-face contact is often crucial in areas of judgement, as often a counterpart’s facial expression 
offers sufficient evidence of their opinion. Fact-related questions are easier to define and 
transmit via email or telephone.

3.3 The downside of interaction

So far we have looked at interaction as a positive force in office lives. But even if interaction is 
necessary for businesses there is also a negative side, which must be understood if we are to 
draw any conclusions about the design of office concepts.

In most office work you are forced to work individually to achieve results, and there are 
limitations on the amount of time you can interact with others. Since we know that a normal 
work pattern for office workers involves interaction integrated into work tasks on an hourly 
basis – which is one of the reasons teleworking is not more widespread – handling the surplus 
of interaction is essential to minimise disturbances to work concentration.

Exposure to movement is not a cause of disturbance; instead, problems arise through exposure 
to eyes and ears. In this regard, open plan offices pose problems of a degree not found within 
the cellular concept. The negative aspects of visibility, however, are easier to handle as there 
are ways of not having to visually notice people passing by. But every action undertaken to
make a visual situation calmer – such as erecting screens or turning one's back on thoroughfares 
– will restrict the positive side: the ability to look others in the eye and engage in interaction.
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It is however aural exposure in office landscapes that is the primary cause of real problems,
judging from the answers to our questionnaire in the Posten case. First we divided disturbances 
into two categories: a) Are you disturbed by others interrupting you? b) Are you disturbed by 
other people chatting nearby? We also asked about having the opportunity to talk undisturbed 
to other people at one’s own workstation and the related feeling of disturbing others and 
perhaps restricting conversations. 

Looking at our depthmap analysis of the three floor plans at Posten, we do not find any 
correlation between spatial values and answers concerning disturbance through interruptions, 
by other people talking, or the possibility of talking at one’s own workstation.

In order to further test the impact of spatial properties we divided all workstations into two 
groups: workstations adjacent to main thoroughfares and those not adjacent. Of respondents 
with workstations adjacent to main thoroughfares, 27% replied that they were disturbed several 
times per day. Fewer respondents in the second group, 23%, reported several daily 
disturbances. When asked whether they were disturbed by other people talking, the distribution 
among respondents was similar: 38% in the adjacent group were disturbed several times per 
day, as opposed to 31% for the non-adjacent group. 

Regarding the possibility of being able to talk undisturbed at one’s own workstation, the 
distribution of responses was somewhat surprising: 82% of people sitting adjacent to 
thoroughfares said “no” compared to 86% of people in deeper office positions.

In conclusion, the division into two simple spatial dimensions did not produce the anticipated 
differences in an obvious way.

However, when we cross check different data from the questionnaires about disturbances and 
work content, we find that disturbances are experienced most acutely by respondents indicating 
a need to work undisturbed. The answers suggest that respondents experience disturbances to a 
greater extent when their work requires a high degree of concentration. 

3.4 The interpretation of our results

It is often said that the problems (some) people express regarding noise disturbance are an 
effect of individual characteristics. To some extent this is of course true. I will, however, argue 
that work content is the key factor behind the experience of disturbance. To this end, I will 
return to the discussion of the two categories of knowledge.

In my opinion, it makes a lot of sense to describe work processes as consisting of tasks that deal 
with either long or short questions. Long questions pertain to tasks requiring consideration and 
are of the kind described above as judgement-related knowledge. Questions of this kind 
necessitate a juggling of ideas, either in one's own head or in league with others. This is 
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because long questions must be understood in their context – with implications changing as the 
context changes – which demands a chain of thought.

Short questions are simpler to process: they consist of shorter chains of thought and more fact-
related knowledge. I think it’s reasonable to surmise that work processes of this kind are more 
predictable.

Of course you will find both kinds of questions in most roles in an office. The point is, 
however, that work dominated by long questions will have more negative interaction effects 
than work dominated by short questions, which can utilize the positive aspects of interaction to 
a greater degree. It is notable that half of Posten’s office workers stated that they often received 
useful information through listening to other people's conversation.

According to our findings, the negative aspects of interaction result mainly from exposure to 
sound and will above all affect people with long questions. In aurally open spaces there is a risk 
of lower efficiency, both due to interruptions and restrictions on more complex conversation 
that could lead to others being disturbed. These problems can be hidden behind the fact that 
there are obvious knowledge exchange processes at play in open plan offices – but perhaps this 
interaction over-stimulates the homogenizing of knowledge and the reproduction of social 
systems, rather than enhancing the kind of knowledge development that will lead to strategic 
development for the organisation as a whole (Becker and Steele 1995, Duffy 1997).

Visual exposure seems to play a more positive role, and perhaps a relatively active role, as 
mentioned above. Seeing other people, seeing that they are available for interaction, and being
reminded of the value of talking to a particular person – all of these qualities are positive, we 
believe, in terms of the efficiency of work processes. Indeed, this forms the backdrop to our 
development of the Spatial Positioning Tool (SPOT), which is intended to be both an analytical 
and a design tool (Markhede and Koch 2007, Markhede and Miranda 2007).

4. New conclusions

In our earlier papers we have concluded that new spatial solutions are necessary in order to 
manage the balance between visual and aural openness. We have also said that creative and 
development processes within an organisation are hampered by the fact that so much of the 
interaction is performed within the organisational units. On the one hand, it is very efficient if 
people keep to the current paradigm, which represents order and ensures people know what 
tasks to perform. On the other hand, we do not want the group to be too isolated, and feel too 
safe, to the extent that they might not notice the changing context (Allen 1977). We have often
seen that office managers have a well-established method for handling this dilemma: the 
organisation is changed regularly, forcing the development of new relationships between co-
workers. The negative side of this strategy is the loss of knowledge and competence. No one 
really knows the value of what is thrown out with the bathwater.
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Is it possible to find another strategy that does not have unnecessary negative consequences for 
production?

When it comes to the spatial aspect, we can design a system that makes people likely to be in 
the same space at the same time. But there is obviously no guarantee that interaction will occur 
across organisational boundaries. For various reasons, a spatial system cannot be tailor-made 
for just one organisational concept; it must be more generic and useful for different kinds of 
organisations. In the same way, it should be possible to build up a social artefact of a more 
general nature, which provides an organisation with situations in which different units interact 
in the resolution of issues which are both broad and deep in relation to the core of the business. 
Situations can of course vary, and might include hearings or workshops for instance, but the 
main idea should be the same: telling other people about the main issues you are tackling in 
your work and receiving questions geared towards challenging established ways of thinking and 
sharpening minds.

In my earlier thinking on this social artefact, I was convinced that each specific organisation 
should form an organisational design in the way it deemed most appropriate. Subsequent 
experience has taught me however that, for many reasons, this is not a workable strategy. First 
of all, the time spent seeking solutions must be balanced in terms of output, which requires 
managers taking a long-term perspective. Another obstacle is the detailed level of knowledge-
exchange required, which can reinforce a situation in which people are mired in their own 
context, failing to see the main issues and overarching similarities.

My experience leads me to the conclusion that the facility management sector should play an 
important role in the construction of social artefacts for internal interaction across 
organisational units. In the same way that office organisations need help designing their 
configuration of space to ensure robustness over time, so too do they require assistance
designing the social configuration, which will create a solid base for knowledge-sharing.

The FM sector does not currently have enough experience or knowledge to support the design 
process for the social artefact. But because facility management is a practical field in which 
knowledge is accumulated by comparing the situations of many parallel clients, and because 
there is a need for standardized behaviour, this represents a very interesting and challenging 
task for the sector.
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Abstract

Aim: This paper aims to present different models of the concept of the added value of Facilities 
Management (FM), including the FM Value Map, which forms the basis of research group in 
EuroFM, and to present some of the results of this research collaboration.

Approach and methodology: The paper is based on literature reviews of the most influential 
journals within the academic fields of FM, Corporate Real Estate Management and Business to 
Business Marketing and discussions between participants of the research group working on a 
further exploration and testing of the FM Value Map.

Conclusions: The research shows a number of different definitions and focus points of Added 
Value of FM, dependent on the academic field and the area of application. The different 
research perspectives explored a holistic view on the added value of FM by the integration of 
an external market based view (with a focus on the aimed output) and the internal resource 
based view (with a focus on the input from FM and RE). Good relationship management and 
building on trust shows to be equally important as delivering the agreed services. In order to 
measure the multi-dimensional components of adding value both qualitative and quantitative 
approaches are needed.

Keywords: Facilities Management, Corporate Real Estate Management, Added Value, 
Strategic Mapping, Service Marketing.
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1. Introduction

Both from an academic point of view as well as in daily practice there is a need to improve our 
understanding of how FM can become more effective and add value to the core business and 
different stakeholders. For this reason the EuroFM Research Network Group established a 
working party on this topic to search for answers on the following questions:

• What is (or could be) the added value of FM?
• How is added-value defined in the literature?
• What kind of data are used to document and measure the added value of FM?
• What are the methodological potentials and barriers of measuring the added value of FM? 

The group includes researchers from Denmark, the Netherlands, Norway, Finland, Switzerland, 
and the UK. Participants have met at workshops in Copenhagen on 11-12 May, in Helsinki on 
21 October 2009, and in Madrid 31 May 2010. The first meeting started with discussions and 
reflections on a variety of definitions and theoretical frameworks to conceptualise the added 
value of FM, in order to reach a more coherent understanding. It was decided to divide in sub-
groups, one group with a focus on comparing and testing frameworks for mapping added value 
of FM and another group with a focus on comparing and testing frameworks for value chains in 
FM. The first results were presented at the conference EFMC2019 in Madrid 1-2 June 2010 
(Jensen et al., 2010).

One starting point for the research group has been the FM Value Map, which was presented at 
the research symposium during EFMC 2009 in a paper by Jensen (2009), see Figure 4. The FM 
Value Map is a conceptual framework to understand and explain the different ways that FM can 
create value for a core business as well as the surroundings for the benefits of multiple 
stakeholders: owners, staff, customers and society. 

Literature reviews of recent volumes of the most influential journals within the academic fields 
were made divided between the group members. It was clear from the outset, that the 
researchers had different academic and theoretical backgrounds. Even though they all did 
research in relation to FM, some of the researchers were more engaged in the related field of 
Corporate Real Estate Management (CREM). There were also differences with some 
researchers from architectural and engineering backgrounds and others from Service Marketing 
and other marketing related backgrounds. These different backgrounds were seen as fruitful in 
providing different types of insights and frameworks and challenges in reaching common 
understanding of the benefits and shortcoming of the different theoretical frameworks and if 
possible develop a common framework to explain the different ways of how FM can create 
added value. The full literature review is included in Jensen et al. (2010).

This paper presents different models of the concept of the added value of Facilities 
Management (FM), including the FM Value Map, and presents some of the results of this 
research collaboration.
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2. Cost Reduction or Added Value?

An investigation of 36 cases of best practice in FM from the Nordic countries concluded that
there has been a change in recent years from mostly focusing on cost reduction towards a need 
to also focus on adding value. The case studies were made in 2006-7 and published in a book in 
English (Jensen et al., 2008). This conclusion was evident both for in-house FM organizations 
and external FM providers. The trend towards outsourcing has been very strong within FM over 
the last 15 years, which is the reason for the large and fast growing market. The possibility to 
reduce cost has been a dominating driver behind this trend.

The difference between added use value and cost reduction is illustrated in Figure 1. It shows 
the relative development over time of cost and use value of a service compared to a base line 
with use value as specified in a Service Level Agreement (SLA). The use value of the service 
can for instance be measured by a Key Performance Indicator (KPI) with a minimum level of 
customer satisfaction. A cost reduction occurs, if the cost/price of the service over time goes 
down without lowering the customer satisfaction below the minimum level. Contrarily, an 
increase in use value will occur, if the customer satisfaction over time gets higher than the 
minimum level of customer satisfaction. This does not necessary involve a change in the SLA, 
but it means that added use value is created.      

%

Time

Cost

  

Use value

Use value as in SLA100
Added use value

Figure 1: Added use value and cost reductions

The current financial crisis has probably for a period changed the focus back to again being 
mostly on cost reductions. However, there is for me no doubt that the FM profession and 
industry need to increase their competencies towards adding value. It is a necessity, if we want 
to become a more important industry, capable of getting attention from top managers and 
attracting demanding youngsters. This change has some important impacts on the knowledge 
and competences needed for FM. To reduce cost we can use past experiences and similar 
management tools and methods like outsourcing, benchmarking and process development as 
many other management fields. To add value we need to develop new knowledge and 
competences specific to our field. Research and development will become more and more 
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important. So far the FM providers have been able to expand into new market areas without 
being forced to innovate. This situation will change when the market becomes more mature and 
saturated.

3. Models for Added Value

There has both within research and in practice been quite a lot of efforts to develop models and 
methods to investigate and measure the added value of real estate and FM. Corporate Real 
Estate Management (CREM) is a field closely related to FM, where there has been several 
suggestions for models to investigate added value. A seminal work within CREM was 
published by Joroff (1993) in the US introducing the concept of the fifth resource proposing 
that real estate is a corporate resource in line with capital, human resources, technology and 
knowledge, which had been more or less neglected so far and needs to be managed in a more 
professional way. 

One of the models within the field of CREM was developed by Lindholm (2008) in Finland as 
part of a PhD-study including investigation of case studies in several European countries and 
the US. The model is shown is figure 2. It is based on strategic mapping (Kaplan & Norton, 
2001) from Balanced Scorecard methodology and identifies 7 different real estate strategies 
that can increase revenue and/or productivity and thereby lead to shareholder wealth. 

In the Netherlands there has been a number of attempts to develop such models and the most 
recent one shown in figure 3 was developed by De Vries et al. (2007) also based on a PhD 
study. The concept of real estate as the fifth resource is included is this model which is based 
on input-process-output. A main difference to the Finnish model is the inclusion of multiple 
stakeholders and not only shareholders. 

A third model was developed from research in the field of FM as an outcome of the study 
mentioned above of 36 cases from the Nordic countries in Europe (Jensen et al., 2008) as well 
as from discussion in a work group with practitioners in the NordicFM network. It is called the 
FM Value Map and is shown in figure 4. It is a conceptual framework to understand and 
explain the different ways that FM can create value for a core business as well as the 
surroundings for the benefits of multiple stakeholders: owners, staff, customers and society. It 
maps which resources FM uses as inputs into the internal processes to produce outputs like 
space, services, development and relations, and which impacts the provisions from FM can 
have on core business in terms of satisfaction, cost, productivity, reliability, adaption, and 
culture, and on the surroundings in terms of economical, social, spatial and environmental 
aspects.
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Figure 2: Model for Added Value of CREM from Finland
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The FM Value Map was developed from inductive reasoning based on case studies of FM best 
practice in the Nordic countries in Europe (Jensen et al., 2008). It is like the Finnish model 
developed by inspiration from strategic mapping in Balanced Scorecard methodology (Kaplan 
and Norton, 2000). It includes input-process-output like the model from the Netherlands, but 
with a separation between FM and core business, which is crucial in FM theory. It distinguishes 
between the impacts of FM on the core business and on the surroundings. Like the Dutch model 
is operates with multiple stakeholders.

Figure 4: The FM Value Map

A comparison shows that quite different parameters have been used in the three models. 
However, a closer analysis reveals that all the parameters can be grouped in the following three 
main categories related to impacts on core business: People, processes and economy. The 
exception is that only the FM Value Map includes a category for impacts on the surroundings. 
The results of the comparison are shown in Table 2. 
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Table 2: Comparison of parameters of FM value adding

Lindholm 

(2008)

Vries et al. 

(2008)

Jensen et al.

(2008)

People Increase employee 
satisfaction

Image

Culture

Satisfaction

Satisfaction

Culture

Process Increase innovation

Increase productivity

Increase flexibility

Production 

Flexibility

Innovation

Risk control

Productivity

Reliability

Adaptability

Economy Increase value of assets

Promote marketing and sale

Reduce cost

Cost

Possibility to finance

Cost

Surroundings Economical

Social

Spatial

Environmental

4. Measurements of Added Value in Corporations

Within the field of marketing Heskett et al. (1994) have presented an equation to measure 
customer value:

Results produced for the customer + service process quality  
Customer value   =

Price to the customer + cost and effort in acquiring the service
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By inspiration from this customer value equation the Danish financial corporation Nykredit, has 
defined a so-called user value ratio: 

User value = Quality & Process / Price & Difficulties

The user value ratio was introduced to supplement the cost related factors in the internal 
decision making process to force the decision makers to take a broader value oriented 
perspective. It was not developed into a quantifiable tool, although the manager who introduced 
it did have intentions to do so. It was used as a situation specific, qualitative tool to assist 
decision making (Jensen et al., 2008). 

An example of a company, who have gone further to quantify measurements of added value 
comes from the Danish based LEGO corporation, where the FM organisation has found a 
specific way to quantify their contribution to the core business as value add. The LEGO Service 
Centre has value creation as one out of five strategic focus areas – the other being customers, 
processes, innovation, and employees – and uses Balanced Scorecard as a management tool. 
They have defined that their key objective is to deliver a minimum of 5% value add every year. 
To measure this, they have defined the following value equation: 

Value add = Volume * Quality * Flexibility / Cost.

Volume represents the level of scalability and is calculated as the number of standard services 
(part of the service catalogue) delivered. Quality is the user perceived quality measured by use 
of surveys among randomly selected users. Flexibility concerns the number of not standardised 
services delivered. Cost covers the total company cost of providing services (Møllebjerg, 2009).

5. Perspectives on FM and Added Value

The literature review revealed the following points of interest:

1. The concept of added value puts focus on the strategic aspects of FM 

FM is often considered as management of mainly operational services, but by introducing 
the concept of added value the focus can be changed towards the business impacts and 
effects of FM. Thereby, it becomes easier to address the corporate top management, 
because adding value relates to their language and perspective. 

2. The focus has changed from economical value towards a more holistic value concept

This is particular the case within the fields of FM and CREM and can be related to the 
phases in the development of FM. This changing focus is reflected in the fact that whereas 
previously shareholder value was the main perspective, nowadays a more holistic 
stakeholder perspective as included in the FM Value Map has become more accepted. 
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Inspirations for value mapping has been found in management models like Balanced Score 
Card and EFQM Excellence Model.

3. FM value is a result of linking input and throughput to output

Most of the issues from marketing and relationship management concern the top of the 
value map, thus focusing on an external market-based view of value perception. As such 
this field adds an outside-in perspective to the inside-out perspective of most FM and 
CREM literature with a focus on an internal resource based-view. Both approaches should 
not be considered as contradicting extremes but as complementing elements of a holistic 
view.

4. FM value is multi-dimensional 

Research on value conceptualisation in relationship management literature shows very 
explicit portraits of benefits and cost dimensions. E.g., authors describe the differences 
between “core benefits” and “add-on benefits” as well as “acquisition costs”, “operations 
costs”, and “purchase price”. In addition, it is worth considering that relationship benefits 
are stronger correlated with value measures than relationship sacrifices. This distinguished 
characterisation of various value dimensions helps to differentiate between several FM-
specific dimensions of benefits and costs.   

5. FM value is relationship value

When considering the value of FM, FM has to be acknowledged as a relationship 
management discipline. On a high level of abstraction, FM is the management of internal or 
external customer/client-supplier-relationships. Perceived value can only exist and be 
produced within this specific network of relationships. 

6. FM value is subjective

The character of value within these relationships includes a strong subjective element that 
is dependent on the customer’s/client’s perception. As pointed out by the presented 
research on the value of relationships, customer organisations tend to emphasise 
relationship benefits, whereas suppliers mainly focus on sacrifices. Only the subjective 
perception of the customer/client determines the value of the relationships within FM and 
the rule “perception is reality” applies here as well. 

7. FM value depends on conditions

In addition, the subjective value of FM can be very different, depending on market settings, 
type of relationship, industry sector, specific situation, etc. This leads to a major challenge 
when conceptualising a holistic formula for determining the value of FM. 

8. FM value research needs both qualitative and quantitative research methods

To determine the multidimensional and subjectively perceived value of FM, surveys are 
needed that integrate the different perspectives mentioned above, with differentiated 
measurement methods such as using multi-item scales and structural equation modelling 
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(SEM). Quantitative surveys should be triangulated by applying qualitative data collection 
methods such as personal interviews, focus groups with professionals, and content analysis.

In relation to the FM Value Map the focus on broad stakeholder value rather than shareholder 
value has been supported by the recent development in FM and CREM research, while the 
focus in Business to Business Management is mostly limited to customers and clients/owners. 
The crucial part of value adding lies in the interface between provisions from FM and the 
impact on the core business as perceived by the stakeholders. Business to Business 
Management puts particular focus on the relationship aspects of this interface. There are some 
examples on categorising the performance indicators for the core business impacts, particularly 
within CREM, while both FM and Business to Business Management provide examples of 
ratios to measure the added value, including the very interesting example from LEGO. 

These differences between the different academic fields give good promises for the possibilities 
and benefits of developing a common trans-disciplinary framework of mapping added value. 
The categorisation of the impact parameters in the FM Value Map can be further refined in this 
process. The FM Value Map is unique in including the impacts on the surroundings, and the 
general increase in the focus on sustainability and corporate social responsibility supports the 
importance on including such parameters.  

6. Conclusion

FM has become an important industry and profession. Outsourcing and cost reduction has been 
and still is an important trend within FM, but in recent years this has been combined with a new 
trend with more focus on adding value to corporations and increasingly also for society at large 
as sustainability and corporate social responsibility has become an important concern for both 
public and private corporations. This change in focus is evident not only in the field of research 
but also as a practical reality in corporations. There are even examples of corporations, where 
the FM organisations are developing both qualitative and quantitative measures to document 
how and how much they add value. This shows that the most forward looking facilities 
managers are beginning to talk the language of top management and want to be taken serious at 
the strategic levels in corporation.

From the findings from the fields of FM and CREM it is interesting to see that the FM Value 
Map provides a very broad and qualitative framework, while from relationship marketing and 
practice cases several examples came up of more simplified equations and ratios with attempts 
to quantify the results in various degrees. The case from LEGO represents a unique example of 
a quantification of added value of FM. It is a very recent development and it will be interesting 
to see what the experience over time will be and whether other organisations will take up 
similar models of managing and measuring the added value of FM. Whereas quantification is 
an important mean to simplify and put all factors on a comparable footing, the intentions with 
the value map are to be able to explain the different ways that FM can create added value. In 
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combination, the equations or ratios can give inspiration to further development of the FM 
Value Map. 

The research shows a number of different definitions and focus points of Added Value of FM, 
dependent on the academic field and the area of application. Good relationship management 
and building on trust shows to be equally important as delivering the agreed services. In order 
to measure the multi-dimensional components of adding value both qualitative and quantitative 
approaches are needed. Usually the concept of Added Value is discussed from a mono-
disciplinary point of view. The different research perspectives presented in this research review 
provides in combination a holistic view on the added value of FM by the integration of an
external market based view (with a focus on the aimed output) and the internal resource based 
view (with a focus on the input from FM and RE). The findings have improved our 
understanding of the added value of FM, both on a conceptual level and from an instrumental 
point of view. 

This is of great importance to FM-research and evidence-based FM as a sound basis for the 
long term recognition of FM. The differences between the different academic fields represented 
in the research group give good promises for the possibilities and benefits of developing a 
common trans-disciplinary framework of mapping added value. So far this collaborative 
research includes joint discussions and reflections on definitions and research findings to be 
found in international journals. A next step will be to start case studies in different countries 
with comparable research methods. 
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Abstract

This paper aims at presenting the evolution of the contract management tools applied to 
facilities. The ERPs do not focus specifically towards controlling the services related to infra-
structure, which demands the acquisition of parallel software, which in its turn leads to an 
increase in costs and difficulties in integration. In order to maximize the use of ERP SAP the 
PM module has been adapted to the necessities of the Facilities Management, which guarantees 
the synchronism and the reliability of the given information without increasing the costs.      

Keywords: Management, Maximizing, Facilities, Costs, Control, SAP. 
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1. Introduction 

Throughout the last few years Samarco Mineração S.A has been going through a continuous 
growth process. Due to technological advances and the expansion of the industrial units the 
volume of the operational routines has increased significantly. The dynamics of the processes 
made it necessary for the supporting areas to adapt, in order to cope with the amount of 
demands. In the absence of a computerized solution to the shared services management, the 
company used to be exposed to audits and thus risked losing financial control, which might lead 
to contractual finings and re-working.       

2. Methodology 

2.1 Mapping the client’s necessities 

Seeking Excellence in management is one of the strategic aims of the company and the High 
Administration has perceived some possibilities for improvement. The model-process referred 
to Maintenance and Civil Conservation, performed upon request, which presented a great 
number of control data, thus being the main opportunity for improvement in the administrative 
management area.
Sotille, Menezes, Xavier and Pereira (2007) say that “in the world of business and of fast 
changes in which we live in nowadays, one must create patterns, techniques and tools in order 
to obtain results in a quick and efficient way.” (p.20)   
There used not to be a centralizing channel to receive the internal client’s demands which used 
to cause loss of information, delay in services and client’s dissatisfaction. The demands used to 
be sent via e-mail or telephone, which used to cause serious problems related to filing and 
treating/sorting out information.  

During the service, all the target control, deadlines, costs and quality control used to be made 
manually, which made the service level control and the tracking of the process difficult, 
according to picture no.1 below: 
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Picture no.1: Process of Requiring Services at Civil Maintenance before the use of 
technology
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2.2 Searching alternative solutions 

In order to find solutions that might solve the shortage between client’s necessities and the 
model in use, some benchmarking was initially used in other companies that already had 
implanted technological systems. To do so, the administrative process flux, the good 
management practices and the contract control were analyzed. About the identification of the 
adequate tool for the process (picture no.2) one has observed that few companies used an ERP 
(Enterprise Resource Planning) similar to SAP, a tool that has been used by Samarco since 
2003, which should take this new demand.      
After that, the analysis of the collected data began; considering the use of a Servicedesk for 
reception, sorting out and treatment of users’ demands. Another option would be the 
development or acquisition of a totally new and specific system for this need. However, these 
options were not validated, due to high costs and deadlines involved, besides a lack of 
integration with the company’s ERP.     
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Picture no. 2: Identification of the adequate tool 

2.3 Definition for SAP solution 

After assessing the existing alternatives, the ERP SAP’s module PM already used by the 
company, as Picture no.3 shows, was chosen to continue being used. This solution might 
present low need for investments, once the necessary software was available and the main user 
already had license and knowledge about the tool.1

The entire standardization realized in ERP SAP version ECC 6.0 was performed by crew 
technically trained by means of official SAP courses mentioned in this paper.   

1 The model of the business which was standardized in SAP was based on Unit 5 (Corrective 
Maintenance) from the SAP support and training manual “Business Process in Plant Maintenance” – 
Course SAP PLM300 6.0.  
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2.4 Integrating other SAP modules 

SAP is a system that offers information processing on real time at the company. Due to its easy 
configuration it becomes compatible with all the segments, generating integration among the 
SAP modules themselves. Thus, there is a smaller possibility of communication breakdown 
occurrences, which speeds up the entire process.      

In the solution mentioned, one can perceive the integration between the Financial, Supply and 
Maintenance modules by means of soliciting for a service to its conclusion, including measuring 
and invoiced revenues.     
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Picture no 3: Currently used process of Requiring Services at Civil Maintenance  

3. Results 

3.1 The process of developing the solution 

By observing the similarity of the Maintenance processes (Mechanic, Electrical and 
Instrumentation) with the Facilities Management process, the professionals of the Maintenance 
and Information Technology areas were invited to acknowledge the needs of the shared services 
area.

The Maintenance and Civil Conservation service was used as a model, by means of the PM 
(Plant Maintenance) SAP module.  
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In order to receive the demands there has been defined a single channel that contemplates 
sorting out and treatment by using Technical Orders. The solicitor opens the order at SAP and 
informs place, service target, debt site and desired date for a visit, as seen on picture no. 4  2

Picture no.4: Initial screen of a Technical Order

 The demands are treated by the contracted company, which is responsible for the register of 
all the technical information of the service Order. Service planning is based on contract and 
it is not possible for the contracted company to alter the pre-defined prices thus this 
information being registered at the Maintenance Order, as shown in picture no.5:   3

2 The configuration of this business model in SAP was based on Unit 1(Setting Up a Notification Type) 
from the SAP support and training manual “Maintenance Processing: Operating Functions” – Course 
SAP PLM315 6.0. 

3 The configuration of this business model was based on Unit 2from the SAP support and training 
manual “Maintenance Processing: Operating Functions” – Course SAP PLM315 6.0.
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Picture no.5: Initial Screen of a Maintenance Order

 The approval is made by the solicitor, who liberates the Order only after the validation of 
the Contract Manager. Purchase Requisitions are generated, which must be approved by the 
solicitor’s Immediate Superiors, as evidenced in picture 6.   
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Picture no.6: Contract Manager’s Approval Screen 

 After the approval of the Purchase Order, where the levels of approval vary according to the 
cost of the service, SAP automatically generates a buy order which is sent to the supplier, 
who is authorized to execute the service as shown in picture no.7  

Picture no.7: Purchase Requisition and Purchase Order Screen. 
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 After validating the service, one realizes the measure based on Purchase Order and the 
invoice is registered accounting all the orders concluded and validated within the pre-
defined period.   

 Throughout the entire process the Solicitor, the Contracting company and the Contract 
manager receive e-mail communication about the development of the demand, based on the 
situation registered on the Order, as picture no.8 shows:  

Order 000090000135 
Description: Unclogging toilets from PU1 modules 
Creation Date: 29.04.2010 
Creator Name: PSTRUTZ-PIETRA STRUTZ MULLER 

System’s Active Status: 
MSPN Pending Message 

User’s Active Status: 
SVAG Awaiting Planning 

Order’s detailed text: 
* 29.04.2010 09:07:03 PIETRA STRUTZ MULLER (PSTRUTZ) 
*Service Target: 
* Unclog toilets and check if flushes need maintenance. 
* Sanitary modules located for PU1-extra. 

* Installed near ventilator 1 and ventilator 2. 

* Justifying high priority: Mill 1 Station extra 

* ( ) Security 
* ( ) Environment 
* ( ) Production 
* (x) Others – Detailing: Health and Hyene of contracted employees to work at 
Mill 1 

* Solicitor: Pietra Ramal: 9192 

* Department: Maintenance Engineering 

* Cost Center: 12203010 

Picture no.8: E-mail format sent by SAP 
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4. The Transformation Management Process 
(Communication and Training) 

The entire process of communication and training was supervised by the Transformation 
Management team. There have been group presentations, from personalized communication 
with High Administration and the Solicitors to the mass communication channels such as 
internal communication newspapers and Intranet to the technical-operational group’s 
knowledge, as one can see on Picture no.9;      

Chaves, Neto, Pech and Carneiro (2007) define that “projects are performed by people who 
make use of communication in order to realize the way in which they must perform tasks and 
accomplish objectives established by these projects. Thus, communication makes use of 
exchanging and sharing resources which are capable of promoting mutual comprehension, an 
essential element in the management of any project.” (p.17-18)     

At least one representative of each administrative or operational building from Germano (MG) 
and Ponta Ubu (ES) has been trained, so that all areas would be covered by the solution. 

Picture no.9: Internal Communication Process 
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5. Development Conclusions for future services 

5.1 Among the mapped benefits, the following can be mentioned: 

Gains in the management process of user areas demands: 

 Supporting future audits, this being due to the reliability and traceability of all the process 
of coping with the demand, from solicitation to invoicing.     

 Demands monitored by the solicitor itself with step-by-step supervision of each process’s 
phase situation including register of the responsible people, dates and modification historic.   
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 Registering necessary information for future cost analysis and appliance form of resources 
by area, by service modality, by type of attendance, by time consumed.    

 Information about performed attendance in order to control the Service Level (SLA) of the 
contracted companies aiming the treatment of those which under-performed or the awarding 
of the superior performances.    

Using ERP SAP as an integrated shared services management tool optimizing a technology 
resource which is already existent and licensed in the company.   

 Using the SAP-PM module (Maintenance) through demand registering of user areas in 
Technical Orders and planning of the attendance in the Service Orders.  

 Integration of the SAP-MM module (Supplies) through the automatic creation of Purchase 
Requisitions, Purchase Orders based in contracts and Measuring of services based on 
purchase orders.

 Integration with the SAP-FI module (Finances) through the Invoicing as referred in the 
performed measuring      

Extension of the model adopted in Maintenance and Civil Conservation in other processes of 
facilities with low effort and cost:   

 Administrative cleaning,  
 Maintenance of Green Areas, 
 Patrimonial Security, 
 Crew Transportation, 
 Light Vehicles, among others.  
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Abstract

The decentralized operation of services has its own particular characteristics. Such 
characteristics have received little attention in literature, especially regarding the way in which 
some organizational elements relate to each other: work organization, structure, technology , 
and strategy. It is clear that, regarding work organization, literature has focused on the issue of 
autonomy in the industrial sector – specifically, past and recent studies have addressed the role 
factory employees’ play in industry. However, there is still a lack of discussion of autonomy 
related to the performance of both the managerial level of employees and service organization 
employees. For a corporation to guarantee a successful and high quality delivery of its services, 
it must thoroughly analyze and understand the behavior of its front-office employees. This 
study investigates work organizations, the autonomy of the managerial level employee, the 
possible organization structures available and the ways in which the manager’s behavior can be 
significant when it comes to the client´s final perception of quality. The research adopts a case-
study of a company whose core business is building management.  It was verified that there are 
many beneficial outcomes for the company that invests in the autonomy of its front-office 
employees – which in fact is the studied company’s strategic position. Nevertheless, the choice 
of the appropriate organizational structure should be the subject matter of further studies. The 
main implementation problem of the new organizational model in the case-study lies in the 
technology, the structure and the work organization particular to that case. 

Keywords: work organization; building management; services 
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1. Introduction

The article that follows is based on the mastership paper presented to the Production 
Engineering Department of the University of São Paulo (Jungman, 2000). It is a case study 
developed in a company specialized in building and facilities management in Brazil. The study 
focused on analyzing the relationship of front line employees demands and the company 
structure organization. 

2. Objectives

A large part of the types of existing services has as one of its main features the fact that they are 
supplied in direct contact with the customer (Silva, 1995). The meeting between the customer 
and the employee responsible for supplying the services in the frontline is a core and critical 
point for the final result of the service supplied. Due to its importance, this meeting is named in 
the literature as “moment of the truth”, according to Correa and Gianesi, (1994), (HESKETT, et 
al. 1994). Thus, it can be surely asserted that the customer´s point of contact, that is, the 
frontline employee, is a figure of extreme importance in certain services organizations. 

The supplying of the services may take place directly at the company´s facilities (a restaurant, a 
hospital) as well as through advanced sites (or branch) of the company itself, occasionally 
organized as smaller cells of the company. This form of decentralized services operation has 
several peculiarities, since there is a physical distance between the place where the contact with 
the customer takes place and the place where the core of the organization generating the service 
is located. Due to such distance, the frontline employee needs to control this advanced 
operation site, most of the times taking decisions without the presence of a senior representative 
of the company´s central staff. Thus, he could potentially be acting independently.   

The logic analysis by which such employee interacts with the customer and with the central 
organization, the way the central organization is structured to interact with him and how the 
frontline employee organizes his staff involve matters related to the study of employees´ 
autonomy of an organization, which study is relevant for the subject of work organization,  
studying the way the employee – key for success of a service operation interacts  with his peers, 
with his own company and mainly with the customer, who is the one finally evaluating the 
quality of the company´s service.   

Due to the relevance of the frontline employee´s and his staff´s acting with the customer, his 
acting in the service operation influences directly with the company´s strategy and vice-versa. 
Thus, the relation between the way such employee acts and the company´s strategy, as well as 
the relation of such aspects with other important components of the organizations – such as the 
company´s structure and technological operations base -, are the points of interest of this work. 
To generate elements of analysis of the points above, a research in the way of case study has 
been developed in a company specialized in building management. As this type of service is 
still little studied in Brazil, some of the frontline acting employee´s characteristics of such 
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organizations have been also examined, which characteristics are critical factors for the success 
of the operation of such service. 

Thus, some questions being posed for such analysis were: Is autonomy important in this type of 
organization? Is it a strategic decision of the company? How should the company be organized 
to provide the maximum productivity of such employee and, accordingly, quality for the 
customer? How are or should be the interactions between the main parties comprising the 
organization (starting with the interaction between the frontline employee and the customer)? 
How does the interaction among some important organization´s magnitudes take place – such as 
its work organization -, the structure, and strategy and company´s technology? 

The purpose of this research was to examine such questions in details, trying to contribute with 
some advancements for the discussion of solutions providing efficient structures to this type of 
organization, with personnel ordered in a way to supply services of quality perceivable to 
different customers, in the several service “delivery sites” (both referring to the organization of 
services generally and to the aforementioned characteristics, and more specifically for building 
management companies, which is the case studied in this paper).  

The work organization, the issue of autonomy of this type of employee, the organizational 
structures liable to being chosen by the company are approached, and in which manner the 
building manager´s action is a determining factor for the perception of the final quality felt by 
the customer. The manager is responsible for both: customer´s service and managing the 
building management staff. The frontline employee is a core figure in this research “Building 
Manager” or “BM”). In Brazil, this type of professional is a novelty and, as any frontline 
employee in a service organization, it is a critical factor for the success in the building 
management sector (Quinn, (1996). 

Commercial building management service companies (offices, shopping malls and industries) 
have important organizational characteristics to be studied, such as the fact that they are service 
companies, established in a decentralized manner, which generates the decision-making with 
the customer away from the central structure, in addition to also having characteristics typical 
of an organization.  

The case study examines a company with the characteristics above. This company has as one of 
the strategic purposes to offer solutions more comprehensive than those provided by a 
conventional building management company (in case of Brazil and Latin America), presenting 
an array of services that would provide with the maximum comfort in its broad meaning, that is, 
a work environment (infrastructure of equipment and services) with high productive conditions 
to occupants and owners.  It is observed in the work that the frontline service assistant, in the 
case under study, is the service manager himself. This brings challenges to his work, since he 
needs to perform two functions – manager and front line employee - almost simultaneously. 

To accomplish the objectives proposed for this paper, a bibliographic revision of the literature 
related to the service organizations was carried out at first. Then, after a study of case in a 
building management company was made, in which problems and solutions related to the 
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questions raised in the referring chapter are examined, and, based on the concepts found in such 
bibliographic revision, the adherence (or not) of the practical case with the concepts initially 
raised could be verified.

3. Metodology 

A case study research was carried out.   A research problem that came up was related to the data 
(number of cases) available, as it is an innovative activity in Brazil.   Therefore, the case study 
in which there are observations based on the author´s personal experience were used as a data 
source, which had been supported by the data from interview with frontline and supporting 
employees, as well as with the company´s customers. 

Thus, first the identification of the problem was attempted. Once the problem was identified, a 
revision of the literature about the concepts of interest for the study of the problem presented 
was carried out. Then the case was observed; this phase had been facilitated very much due to 
the fact that the author already had a lot of the company´s historic information, as he has been 
working with the company since its establishment in Brazil. In order to bring new information, 
interviews with the company´s customers and employees were made. They brought external 
data and new perspective to the analysis, leading to important conclusions for the paper.   

This paper was not intended to reach final conclusions, but instead to point out some ways to 
solution, and tried to contribute to a depth in the study of a theory on this service management 
modality.  

4. Case Study Conclusions 

One of the first conclusions that can be drawn about the case studied is that there is a close 
relationship between the organizational model adopted by the company and identified in this 
research, to accomplish the quality of services expected by the customers, and the way the 
customer expects to be serviced by the company. This conclusion can be drawn from the 
interviews made with the company´s customers, by crossing them with the bibliographic 
analysis and revisions made.  

This is true for the four main aspects of the organization examined in this work: the company´s 
operational strategy, its technology, its structure and the frontline employees´ work 
organization.   On the other hand it can also be concluded, by the same interviews, that although 
the company´s model is close to its customers´ desire, problems with implementing this model 
are taking place, with respect to making this model actually satisfy the customer in its daily 
interaction with the company.  The main conclusions that can be drawn with regard to the 
benefits and problems of the company´s organizational model studied are described below.  

1) The company´s operating strategy is recognized by the customers as correct, that is, focusing 
on their necessities.
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2) Another almost unanimous, positive answer was related to the technology. Practically all the 
customers interviewed recognize that the data and communications are presented in a structured 
manner, which suggests the existence of information technology handling such data, as well as 
training to parameterize the communication and the organization, characteristics referring to the 
company´s technology. 

 The issues pointed out by the customers as being the faultiest ones refer to human and 
subjective aspects of the organization. The criticisms were focused on aspects referring to the 
BM´s acting manner (autonomy, work organization), the feeling that the customer has about the 
way the company is organized to service him, and the structure (the customers pointed out that 
they are in contact with other interlocutors of the company besides the BM).  

3) With regard to the acting and organization of the frontline manager´s work (BM), it was 
found that there are benefits in providing him with work autonomy. This conclusion was 
reached from the analysis based on the literature researched, confronting the concepts with the 
reality found in the case through interviews carried out as well.  

There is autonomy in this organization, since it is a necessity, and not an option of the 
company´s management style. It is part of the company´s operations strategy so as to service 
the customer quickly, with service quality and consistence.  

First, due to a physical matter, the presence of a management staff in each building is necessary, 
thus generating a decentralization of the staff. This physical dispersion and the customers´ 
demand for flexibility and promptness lead to the necessity for decisions to be taken directly by 
the BM quickly and with a customized service for the customer (due to a very close coexistence 
with him). This situation requires a vertical and horizontal decentralization of the decision 
making process.

Then the problems and solutions resulting from the adoption of autonomy as a way of work 
organization were analyzed. 

With respect to the dilemmas found in the case study, one of the main ones is the interaction 
between the BM and the central organization. This dynamics has a number of characteristics 
that, on one side are due to the fact that the BM “lives” practically in the customer´s “house”, 
thus creating a very strong bond bringing some important developments, and, on the other side, 
to the fact that the interaction with some areas of the company´s staff has different facets, since 
he acts both as a support or as a supervisor of his work. Because of these relationships “duality” 
(which is one of the characteristics of forms of matrix-type interconnection), the setting of clear 
rules is the critical point for the success of the operation studied.  

With regard to the relationship between the BM and the client, it was found that the loyalty and 
reliance are relevant aspects highlighted in the paper. In this relationship, the relevance of 
formalizing the information exchanged between them was emphasized and, where possible, it is 
to be based on parameterized data, due to the level of these services intangibility. Such 
formalization strengthens the bond of loyalty, since it minimizes the likelihood of disagreement  
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regarding the information and operational decisions taken. The existence of loyalty is a positive 
aspect for the success of the service, as emphasized by the literature (Bowen, 1992).

Some important points are verified in the BM and the staff relationship. First, it was found that 
the company´s central organization (staff) works playing a double role (supporting the frontline 
and, at the same time, playing the role of expert-supervisor).  

Then the acting of the staff as expert in addition to its traditional function of supporting and 
inspecting was discussed in depth. It was stressed out the necessity for the BM, to accept this 
type of interference, despite his autonomy, since it is a technical character, and does not take the 
managerial authority from the BM over the process, which is the typical interconnection 
relation being established in a matrix structure and that requires care and maturity in this 
relationship.

Within the studies of autonomy and relationships that the BM experiences in his daily routine,  
some types of relationships being established in the frontline, through a model proposed by 
BOWEN et al. (1992) were studied, which analyzes the relations under a prism of several 
contingencies. By this analysis it was concluded that the BM acts in parallel through two 
different types of autonomy. In one of these different acting’s he receives (from the company´s 
staff) the encouragement of autonomy and in the other he is the one promoting the autonomy 
(of his employees in the building).  

It was verified, from the interviews made with the BM´s, a tendency of their recognition in their 
own building staff of the need for existing a work organization where there can be autonomy, 
almost on the same level of that the BM´s themselves receive (or should receive) from the 
central organization. This is an important and positive finding towards his turning his staff into 
an organization and he being supported by it in order to act as a real manager of a business unit 
and also being able to focus more on servicing the customer than on controlling his own staff, 
which is how the company under study intends to see his frontline employee. This is also an 
important difference between the BM and his peer in the hotel industry – to perform the service 
and interact with the customer while managing his staff.   

Another interesting observation is that the company´s board of directors evaluated, in the 
application of the contingencies table from the model of BOWEN and LAWLER III (1992), a 
very restricted autonomy (production line) for the interaction between the BM and his staff. The 
contrast of this answer with the interview made with the BM´s themselves shows that the 
company´s board may be underestimating the capacity of them preparing better their own staff 
for a work of more initiative, autonomy and, thus, of major benefits for the final customers. 

Still with regard to the GP´s autonomy, the customers indicated, mainly in the interviews made, 
that they miss the power of decision on the part of the BM. After analyzing these issues, it was 
suggested that the solutions for the matter undergo the points below:  

More training to the BM´s.   
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More suitability of some BM´s for the function.  

Better internal promotion of the company´s performance, as well as the award policies based on 
the action and performance of the company and of the buildings as business units.  

More enhancement of the team spirit between the BM´s – team work. 

Clearer definition, on the part of the company, about the limit of the BM´s specific action in 
relation to his autonomy in the different situations he comes across in this operational routine.  

As a tool to facilitate the implantation of the last solution referred to above, the table below was 
suggested in this paper, which attempts to provide guidelines for the establishment of the BM´s 
acting limits using a definition by BOWEN and LAWLER III (1992) with concepts for 
different levels of autonomy to be applied to three typical operational situations. The criteria 
adopted to create such table, that includes the GP´s and experts´ suggestions, have as pre-
requisite that the limit of action adopted always has in view the major final benefit to the 
customer in the manner of service. 

Table -  AUTONOMOUS ACTING LEVELS 

Source: prepared by the author. 

INVOLVEMENT 
GUIDELINE 

SITUATION IN THE COMPANY UNDER STUDY

Highly involved Daily operational actions, expected and adherent to the company´s 
procedures, formalized through manuals and training.  
Example: cleaning complaints, air-conditioner settings, reception 
problems.

Involvement in work Emergency actions even if not adherent to the company´s procedures, but 
which do not involve vital aspects of the building.  

Example:  hydraulic pipe breakage – need of immediate action. 

 Involvement by 
suggestions

Actions depending on additional nonusual technical decisions involving 
vital aspects of the building.  

Example: replacement of an important component of the central air 
conditioner system. 

Implementing this table may be an important contribution so as to better clarify the limits and 
responsibilities of the BM and the staff and experts generally, but additional solutions related to 
the company´s structure are also necessary, such as:    

The issue regarding the company´s structure is also a point that should continue to be a reason 
for attention and care, due to its very nature, since it is a hybrid model of reversed structure and 
professional bureaucracy, with elements of interconnection of a matrix structure. Each one of 
the three concepts comprising the model, individually, is indeed of difficult implementation. A 
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model where all these concepts are present also tends to be complex, thus requiring maturity on 
the part of the company´s employees and the organization itself.  

Training and disclosure for the company generally on how it is defined and how the company´s 
structure is supposed to act (back-office, mainly), or of the business unit:   

 4) Another important point emphasized in the BM´s action and which differentiates him from 
the other types of frontline employees is that, save for exceptions, the motivation for his work 
comes mainly from inside the company. This is due to the work features, which causes the 
results to be little noticed by the customer, justifying the demand perceived in the company 
studied of having a relevant focus on the motivation.  

5) With regard to the organization of the company itself and its strategy, it has been noticed that 
the service of building management studied, though strongly rooted in procedures, technology 
and in well outlined organizational structure, where it is seen as outsourcing solution, it still is a 
lot dependent on a strong understanding of the way the customer acts and the suitability for this 
way of acting. Additionally, in the Brazilian market reality, a process of client´s “education” on 
the concept of professional building management is still needed, in order for him to perceive an 
added value to the services he receives.  

6) With regard to the consistence of the services, it has been concluded that this is demanded by 
the customers. It has been noticed in the case under study that it is still an important challenge 
to obtain, despite the intense training, an efficient binomium in order for a BM to perform his 
functions with a high level of autonomy and creativity, keeping high consistence of services to 
the customers.  

5. General Conclusions 

The following conclusions have been obtained in this paper:   

1)  As mentioned in the case conclusions chapter, one of the main conclusions that can be 
reached for the studied case is that, after the theoretical analysis and the interviews carried out 
with the company´s customers and employees, the model adopted for the nexus of the studied 
company´s organization is compatible with the quality of services expected by the costumers. 
Several important aspects of this model are detailed in the case conclusions.  

On the other hand, another important issue expressed by the customers that deserved an in-
depth study is that, although the customers have spoken of the model as being a correct one, 
they have also expressed clearly several frustrations regarding the service received, which 
denotes that the identification of a correct service model is necessary, but not enough to satisfy 
a customer. The big challenge left is, once the model is identified, to implement it correctly. 

By the study carried out, one can conclude that the main implementation challenges are 
generally within the sphere of the elements of technology, work structure and organization. 
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Once defined, the company´s strategy, delegates to the other elements the task of pursuing it 
correctly, thus promoting the services quality.   

The implementation of technology requires definition of the correct tools and the resources to 
install them. In the case studied some tools (training, operation procedure and operation 
systems) providing a range and a form of information suitable for customers´ needs were 
identified in the company. On the other hand, it is important to emphasize that this is always an 
important challenge, which can be also evidenced in the company´s strategy change  phase in 
which the technology plays a crucial supporting role to render the changes carried out feasible.  

The main problems when implementing an organizational model detected in the company 
studied and which can be generalized are indeed in the company´s structure and in the work 
organization.

2) It has been verified that the company chose to adopt a hybrid form of organization, 
comprised of characteristics of reversed structure and professional bureaucracy and elements of 
matrix organization interconnection. The combination of such elements has provided better 
conditions for the frontline employee to act efficiently supplying services of quality to the 
client.

On the other hand, implementing such services is a task that still has a number of challenges of 
organization generally, difficulties that could be pointed out by the researches themselves which 
were carried out, as seen below:  

3) By studying the reversed structure proposal made by the literature, it was observed that such 
structure is very much interesting in providing the key-employees with motivation and 
initiative, but:  

The literature does not describe in many details how the dynamics of such structure is, by not 
clarifying how the “power relation” that arises when the frontline employee is assigned the 
hierarchic pyramid top position can be managed. The fact that the frontline employee is 
considered the “most important” person within the organization to he belongs to requires from 
him and from the organization itself a high level of maturity. This is because such employee 
keeps on reporting to the organization formal responsible persons (medium management or 
board of directors).  Such fact can also be corroborated by the interviews carried out with the 
employees themselves, who pointed out difficulties of several sorts to exercise such power. It 
was concluded that the need for balancing the power is one of the most sensitive issues in 
adopting the “reversed form” of organization. 

Some questions posed by the literature with respect to such structure remain open. Quinn 
(1996) mentions for example that these first line executives´ action, in a reversed organization, 
is not only a trick, and that they are genuinely treated as “bosses” by the rest of the company. 
The literature does not leave clear how it in fact takes place, nor can it be clarified in the 
practical study how the company´s internal relations are, which are the limits of the power, and 
even questions of how and by whom their performance evaluation is made.  
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On the other hand, in this work it was possible to go a little deeper in one analysis of one 
example of reversed form application, such as the BM relation with the staff, the technology 
role in the employees´ autonomy and other elements such as the expert´s action and the search 
for defining the limits of action between the latter and the BM.  

By the case study, it can be also verified that the practical application of this organizational 
form is complex and it still depends very much on more definitions with regard to the company 
setting more clearly methods of implementing the autonomy of work in the organization and 
thus bringing more efficiency into the frontline employees´ action. For example, it was 
attempted to set out practical rules of power limits between the frontline employees and the 
back-office, but such movements are yet very preliminary as to an effective practical solution 
for implementing a structure that would provide power to this type of employee.   

It can also be suggested that the organizations such as the reversed structure and professional 
bureaucracy should be better analyzed, discussed and define or that perhaps that there may 
appear more efficient organizational forms that would promote autonomy and that would solve 
better the issue of providing autonomy to key-employees of organizations as the one studied. In 
the case at issue it is also suggested that the matrix structure can bring interesting contributions. 

A practical example of application of these types of organizational structures, mentioned by 
MINTZBERG (1995) is that of regional administrations in a city, in which he references the 
matrix relation existing between the regional administrator and the heads of the department of 
the city in charge of the sectors such as cleaning, gardening, works, etc.  

4) The BM figure studied is a novelty and lies in the fact that the BM is a professional acting as 
an assistant, services manager and as a true manager of a business unit (buildings), different 
from the hotel industry, for example, in which the manager does not play the role of assistant 
and the assistant is not the staff manager. This combination of roles is very complex, but in the 
case studied it can be concluded that it is a function that has in the autonomy a distinguishing 
feature, with power to make decisions, and that is very critical and determining for the 
organization success. 

It was even confirmed in the interviews carried out by the BM´s that they have been attempting 
to provide their staff in the building with a similar form of autonomy relation as that received 
from the central organization, in a movement that releases him in order for him to better devote 
to the activity of assisting his customer, strengthening his relationship with him (seeking for the 
effect of “mirror of satisfaction” (HESKETT, 1997).  

This work attempts to set some parameters, or practical rules, to better outline the BM acting 
limits regarding his autonomy in different situations, and with regard to the other members of 
the central organization.

Even though practical rules have been prepared in this work, this is a discussion intended to be 
deepened, as its limits may be defined more clearly, using a better parametrization that can 
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culminate in the creation of a more complete model of analysis and assignments autonomy 
levels.

5) Another important characteristic has also been identified that the services manager of the 
organization studied has and is, for example, different from that of other assistants and 
managers of services with similar roles mentioned (such as the hotel industry) by the literature 
researched. The services manager (BM) studied performs a work different from the hotel 
manager first because his “guest” (customer) is permanent, different from the hotel industry 
customer that stays only some days in the hotel and does not establish any lasting relationship 
with the assistant.  

6) As mentioned in the case conclusion chapter, in the relationship BM with the staff, one 
important point is the action of the staff bodies as experts, in addition to their function of 
supporting and inspecting. The issue involving the figure of the technical arbitrator has been 
mentioned, but little discussed in the literature examined (only MINTZBERG, 1995) explores 
this figure a little) with respect to the manner the expert acts in situations similar to the case 
examined. In this study its action was discussed in more details and it was evidenced that they 
are very useful figures in the type of decentralized structure that strongly promotes the 
autonomy of a frontline employee, but such employee is not provided with all the technical 
knowledge involved in the service process. On the other hand, though the expert,contributes 
very much to the organizational dynamics, he is a figure having a potentially controversial and 
disaggregating action, since he occasionally reaches a limit very close to being allowed to 
question the frontline employee managerial authority (or be so interpreted), it being one of the 
reasons that it is necessary to define the autonomy limits of the service managers more clearly.  

Such a “controversial action” can be evidenced also by the interviews carried out with the 
BM´s, by finding that the limit of action between the expert and the BM is not clear. As 
aforementioned, by examining the relations and using the matrix structure concepts, it is 
possible to find a balanced way of acting, but at first it was clear that, save for rare exceptions, 
the decision, the final power, should be with the frontline employee. 

7) The case studied confirms what the literature asserts about the role of the technology in the 
autonomy of the frontline employee in the services organizations (according to Quinn (1996): 
where the technology is an important part of the global solution of services, it can enlarge the 
capacity of a frontline employee of working with autonomy. This phenomenon is different from 
the other situations in which the application of technology is restricted to the frontline 
employee´s action level (such as in a call-center operator), as mentioned by Bowen and Lawler 
III (1992). 

8)  With respect to the perspective of study, it was interesting to notice that it occurs from an 
outsourced services company, which is a new approach in respect to what the researched 
literature presents, since it discussed more about the outsourcing process itself, instead of the 
organization in charge of the oursourced services. 
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Additionally, one of the main discussions and conclusions out of this item is that, on one hand, 
a great need of a company to quality so as to perceive, understand and know the way of client´s 
actuation to fit his organization and services to his demands and, on the other hand, the need of 
a company to “educate” the client (who has once already rendered the same services internally), 
leading him to understand that there are new forms of doing the same thing, and that paradigms 
can be broken. 

9)   This “client education” process is interesting. As mentioned in the theoretical part of this 
paper, an issue to be reminded is the very definition of professional services, which are “those 
in which the client is usually seeking in the service supplier a qualification he does not have”. 
As we could see, the seeking of said qualification by client many times does not seem too 
objective, since there is no unanimous acknowledgement in the building management market 
that there is an additional qualification to be searched. 

10)  In the case of the building management this can become even more difficult because of the 
relation of additional Power being established with the customer having the service rendered “at 
his home”.    
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Abstract

The following paper analyzes the Facilities Management in industries and the benefits of having a 
Master Service Catalogue as a tool to achieve a user experience. Cross functional work between 
Facilities Management, Finance and Purchasing are presented with the objective to show that a better 
work can be developed by clarifying responsibilities and expectations using the Catalogue. The 
Master Service Catalogue is presented in a real case of a Chemical Industry that has a Facility 
management department organized at a Global level. 

Facilities Management is an interdisciplinary field devoted to the creation, maintenance and care of a 
company´s sites, buildings and equipments. In Industries, Facilities Management performs these 
duties during the total life-cycle of the assets, focusing on improving its support to core business 
representatives; ensuring design and construction phases of sites/buildings and services are properly 
informed about technical, operational and human requirements. It aims to do this in a cost-effective 
manner, compliant with regulations and stakeholder satisfaction. 

The methodology applied is to organize the services provided by the Facilities Management 
department in an Industry under a unique Services Catalogue and to highlight the main aspects that it 
contains. The work is to prepare a list of topics then to continue filling each topic with the respective 
activity performed to comply with the requisites of the department. After the first round the Catalogue 
should be reviewed by external partner to be challenged about missing aspects or wrong 
classifications. 

The present paper is not generalist because it represents a work done for a specific industry but it can 
be modify or adapted by other to introduce the same idea in the activity of other Facilities Managers. 
Communication is another highlight of the actual role of Facilities Managers, so it is indispensable 
tool and must be well developed. The paper will provide a classification to help Facility Managers to 
communicate better. User Experience in Facilities Management is the next challenge for the managers 
of today because it is a new paradigm and so, is better if the job can be organized first; the expectative 
of the stakeholders are aligned with the mission, vision and values of the Facilities Management 
department. The Master Service Catalogue is one of the start points to better organize the job and to 
open the path to help Facilities Managers in their day by day routine. 

Keywords: Facilities Management Service Catalogue, Facilities Management in Industries, User 
experience in Facilities Management, Communication in Facilities Management 
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1. Introduction - Facilities Management in industries 

Facilities Management (FACM) is an interdisciplinary field devoted to the creation, 
maintenance and care of a company´s sites, buildings and equipments. In Industries, 
Facilities Management performs these duties during the total life-cycle of the assets, 
focusing on improving its support to core business representatives; ensuring design and 
construction phases of sites/buildings and services are properly informed about technical, 
operational and human requirements. It aims to do this in a cost-effective manner, compliant 
with regulations and stakeholder satisfaction. 

Buildings exist because of the people, users or customers. The building should be organized 
to provide basic conditions so that users can perform their daily functions. These basic 
requirements, according to ISO 6241 are: 

Security 

 Structural 

 Against Fire 

 As Use 

Habitability 

 Leak free 

 Hygrothermal Comfort 

 Acoustic Comfort 

 Visual Comfort 

 Tactile Comfort 

 Functionality and Adaptability 

 Health and Hygiene 

 Air Quality 

Sustainability 

 Durability 

 Maintainability 

 Environmental Management 

To meet these requirements the department of Facilities Management (FACM) must take 
part of all the conceptual design of the building, construction phase and, of course, the 
operational phase that last until the decommissioning (this is called life cycle of the facility). 
FACM must organize a system to ensure the attendance of routine work, corrective calls, 
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preventive maintenance and a full range of services. In this paper the operational phase will 
be highlighted in accordance to the title. 

This paper will emphasize that the proper implementation of service catalogues can go 
further, helping FACM run as a business through improved communication, easier access to 
FACM services, and process of continuous improvement. This paper shows a case of 
successful service catalogue implementation and illustrates the benefits of service catalogues 
for user’s experience. 

1.1 Improved communication in Facilities Management 

In many large organizations, the role of FACM function is poorly communicated and hence 

misunderstood. FACM department often view business users as overly demanding, while 

users perceive FACM as reactive and defensive. Making the experience more positive to 

users demands better communication. To better communicate one must first understand how 

the communication happens in FACM, because there is a direct relationship between 

communication and satisfaction. 

Kokuryo (1997), categorises the communication generally in seller (S) and customer (C) into 

three types (Fig 1-2): 

-One way S-to-C: one-way from seller to customers such as, providing product feature and 

availability. 

-Interactive S-to-C: interacting between seller and customers such as help desks, and 

customer service. 

-Interactive C-to-C: interacting among customers such as reputation and forum on the 

Internet.
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One way S-to-C 

The type of communication is conveying information that facility managers want users to 

know.

Following are included in this type: 

 Services catalogue: Explaining what kind of services are provided and what levels 

they are; such as quality, frequency, or price (cost) all services and level of each 

services.

 Campaign: Trying to make users do some actions in a certain period. For instance, 

accelerating to use new services just after it has launched. 

 Notice (routine): Taking attention for some rules, safety, security and others. E.g. the 

rules of disposal, the place of fire exits, attention to wear ID etc. 

 Notice (occasional): Informing users some changes and inconvenience at the 

occasion. For example, stopping some equipment for maintenance, changing place 

or delivery time of services. 

 FAQ (Frequent Asked Question): Informing the answer of frequently asked question 

from users. 

Interactive S-to-C 

The type of communication exchange information each other. The type can be categorized 

into two types; the one is that facility managers initiates it (here it is called outbound), 

another is that users initiate it. (called inbound). 

 Arrangement (outbound): Facility manager initiates it for arranging his/her job; 

such as arranging space allocation, maintenance schedule, or others. 

 Answer to question (inbound): User asks a question about of services; such as the 

details of a services, the status of his/her order, or others. 

 Requirement (inbound): User requires some arrangement for services. For 

instance, requiring about space allocation, air condition and delivery schedule of a 

services.

 Answer to complain (inbound): Literally, complaining about the services; such as 

wrong or miss delivery of a service, the quality of a service, or the attitude of staff. 

Interactive C-to-C 

The type of communication takes place without facility manager. Users may ask his/her 

colleagues for the detail of services, or he/she may make a rumor about the services or the 

facility manager or the staff. 

 Exchange (asking and teaching) information: Users ask about services to 

colleagues not to facility services staff. 
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 Rumor: Users talk about bad reputation of facility services. 

In this paper we focus on a topic that is the Service Catalogue that will fulfill the mission of 

communicating S-to-C one way. 

2. Master Service Catalogue 

Of course that having a call center and disclose that number for users in case of trouble or if 

something is found with dirt or in disagreement with the company image is an absolutely 

simple and extremely reactive behavior. That certainly will not produce the user confidence 

in the system. Another option is to perform some routine tasks of preventive maintenance 

and also rounds of verification, for example, leaving the users the task of communicating 

events that are not covered by preview activities. 

Yet this is not enough to satisfy users who want to find the systems working as close to 

perfection most of the time. To achieve this state of “user experience” means to build a 

services catalogue where it is very clear what are the activities embraced by the FACM and 

thus can be demand by the company and users. The master catalogue is the basis for 

measuring performance of the department and to be able to format the teams, like as 

subcontractors, who will perform the activities listed. The master catalogue will also be a 

basis for discussion of improvements, since if they experience new activities to be carried 

out by the company is able to confirm whether or not they belong to the department of 

Facilities Management. 

Figure 1 shows that Service Catalogue is part of a system that will manage the Facilities and 

move it to a superior service level. Talking about service catalogue in industries as a tool to 

help distinguish between various responsibilities in business areas one can say that at the 

company level often occurs that a matter is not treated simply because no one knows for sure 

who is in charge of that subject (accountability). But it is also the serious problem of ill-

defined responsibility, where one doesn’t have the visibility of the responsibility of others 

and how the other operates. On several occasions one came across someone of the Facility 

department asking, "I don´t know if this is your job but see if you can help me ..." What is 

this? Lack of communication from the direction of the company to its employees or lack of 

clarity in defining accountabilities? Maybe both.
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Figure 1 – Service Catalogue – Service Level Management approach for the delivery of 

Facility Services 

When a company wants to improve its communication and benefit everyone with a better 

workplace environment is very important to first make a good survey of the needs and 

demands and putting it into a plan, then make a small array of activities versus 

responsibilities in order to get a clear catalogue of services. In Facility Management, where 

everything done is geared to the demands of users, not its own, it is imperative to make a 

correct determination of which activities will be met so that the company can be structured 

and make available the necessary tools.  

To create the master service catalogue, first is necessary to involve the departments of the 

company at a meeting for exposure the goal (creating a services catalogue). At this meeting 

the representatives of the departments can expose their expectations. The expectations of 

users can be grouped by: Quality, Time, Quantity, Scope, Value, etc.  

Another thing that representatives should make in this meeting is to present evidence of gaps 

in the company at that time. It will be the opportunity to say where Facilities department is 

not present, where it is felt the lack of someone to care for that activity. It is also time to 
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expose some desires that should be shared with the HR department of the company that 

differentiates itself and what are the benefits offered by the company (and managed by 

Facility) and what services are offered by the Department of Facility. That makes all the 

difference since the benefits offered by the company shall contain clear policies defined by 

the steering committee and must be managed, where appropriate, by the FACM department, 

but limited to that. Moreover, services that should be developed by Facility are those that 

meet the demands of the company classified in at least four areas: Real Estate, Site 

Maintenance, Site Development and Workplace. Each company may adopt, in its discretion, 

other divisions, but without losing focus on three core practice areas: People, Property and 

Information. That's because Facility always have people to be met through their processes. 

An example of a real Service Catalogue is provided here to help to provide a view of the 

format and range of coverage. 

Facility managers should build relations of close cooperation with the purchasing department 

of the company. In this relationship must be established purchasing policies that FACM can 

buy goods and services with all possible support but always in a transparent manner, 

following established criteria. The Purchasing Department will help a lot if the focusing 

routine purchases and leave the post of FACM purchases of specific products or services that 

require urgency. There should always be a cutoff above which 100% of the purchases must 

be made by the Department of Purchasing. This also involves contracts where the value of 

the contract period exceed the established limit, Cotts (1998). 

To build a services catalogue (industries) one method that can be used is to criticize several 

areas of the Facility in the industry, trying to group these areas as possible. After grouping 

the activities in the areas describe these activities in a few basic features such as level of 

responsibility is local, regional or global. Some activities may not be made locally. 

A service catalogue can help users on their service requests in an integrated manner and can 

be used time measurements of customer service and quality that allow the creation of an 

agreement-level expectation (SLE), which unlike a SLA  is based on averages that are 

changing with time and growing complexity of the company. The SLA is based on metrics 

agreed in a meeting through a negotiation but does not take into account (for which we do 

not know) the reality of everyday life that operation. With the services catalogue of this 

reality, that is changeable, can be accumulated to generate statistics and a photograph of the 

department's performance. 
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Example of a Service Catalogue – case: Chemical industry 

Efficiency Quality

48% 52%

11 12 CORPORATE REALESTATE SERVICES 
48% 52% Provide assistance to Business Divisions in the area of 

realestate transactions, business intelligence and data 
tA1 2 1 Assistance in Realestate Transactions See below see below See below See below See below

A2 1 4 Assistance in Industry watch of realestate opportunities See below see below See below See below See below
A3 2 1 Assistance in Realestate Portoflio valuations See below see below See below See below See below
A4 3 0 Business Continuity See below see below See below See below See below
A5 3 0 Building Occupancy Management See below see below See below See below See below
A6 0 3 External relationships See below see below See below See below See below

11 9 SITE DEVELOPMENT SERVICES  (excl. GSC)
55% 45% Provide project management expertise to Business Divisions on 

capital projects (constructions & renovations)
B1 2 0 Site MasterPlanning See below see below See below See below See below
B2 3 0 Feasibility Study See below see below See below See below See below
B3 1 3 Conceptual Design See below see below See below See below See below
B4 2 3 Detailed Design See below see below See below See below See below
B5 2 1 Construction See below see below See below See below See below
B6 1 2 Commissioning & Decommissioning See below see below See below See below See below

14 3 SITE MAINTENANCE SERVICES
82% 18%

Ensure the provisioning of all energies, services & equipment 
that enable FIRMENICH premises to function adequately & safely

C1 2 0 HVAC (Heating, Ventilation & Air Conditioning) see below see below See below See below See below
C2 2 0 Refrigeration see below see below See below See below See below
C3 2 0 Gaz, Fuel, Water, Electricity (incl. lighting systems & fixtures) see below see below See below See below See below
C4 2 0 Plumbing see below see below See below See below See below
C5 2 0 Sprinklers & Security Equipment see below see below See below See below See below
C6 1 0 Roof Inspections see below see below See below See below See below
C7 2 0 Laboratory Equipment (PERFUMERY-FLAVORS-R&D-GSC) see below see below See below See below See below
C8 1 3 Capital Planning see below see below See below See below See below

27 44 EMPLOYEE WORKPLACE SERVICES
38% 62% Ensure the provisioning of all services & equipment that enable 

FIRMENICH employees to work in the premises safely & 
d ti lD1 0 2 Landscaping see below see below See Below See Below See Below

D2 0 6 Cleaning Services see below see below See Below See Below See Below
D3 0 5 Waste Management see below see below See Below See Below See Below
D4 0 9 Special Material Handling see below see below See Below See Below See Below
D5 2 0 Internal moves see below see below See Below See Below See Below
D6 3 0 Mail Services see below see below See Below See Below See Below
D7 2 0 Print & Copy Center see below see below See Below See Below See Below
D8 3 2 Conferences, Seminars & Concierge see below see below See Below See Below See Below
D9 1 5 Catering (Restaurant, Cafés, etc.) see below see below See Below See Below See Below

D10 3 0 VideoConferencing see below see below See Below See Below See Below
D11 3 0 Business Travel Services see below see below See Below See Below See Below
D12 1 3 Receptionists & Operators see below see below See Below See Below See Below
D13 0 4 Signage and Postage see below see below See Below See Below See Below
D14 0 3 Pest control (as per HSE guidelines) see below see below See Below See Below See Below
D15 1 1 Archiving (physical) see below see below See Below See Below See Below
D16 4 0 Supplies Management see below see below See Below See Below See Below
D17 1 3 Security Services see below see below See Below See Below See Below
D18 3 1 Customer Relationship see below see below See Below See Below See Below

Group 
Quadrant

Service 
Target

A

SERVICE TARGETSRef

SERVICE FOCUS

DATA SOURCESERVICE DESCRIPTION & GROUP PERFORMANCE QUADRANT

Group 
Quadrant

Service 
TargetResponsible Internal 

Customer
Key Performance 
Indicator

Internal 
Customer

Key Performance 
IndicatorD

B Internal 
Customer

Group 
Quadrant

Key Performance 
Indicator

C Internal 
Customer

Key Performance 
Indicator

Service 
Target

Data 
Source

Data 
Source

Data 
Source

Group 
Quadrant

Service 
Target

Data 
Source

Figure 2 – Complete Master Service Catalogue 

Efficiency Quality

48% 52%

11 12 CORPORATE REALESTATE SERVICES 
48% 52% Provide assistance to Business Divisions in the area of 

realestate transactions, business intelligence and data 
tA1 2 1 Assistance in Realestate Transactions See below see below See below See below See below

A11 1 0 Acquiring & disposing of realestate assets Mauro Regional F&A Price variance from DGIC 
target +/- 5% DGIC Minutes

A12 0 1 Assessment of Real-Estate acquisitions during M&As (market value, aniticipated building 
works, etc…) Mauro Business Division Satisfaction >70% Qualintra

A13 1 0 Optimizing the financial impact of Realestate in the customers' BEVA Mauro Business Division
Percent of building 
depreciation in m2 cost < 65% SAP

A2 1 4 Assistance in Industry watch of realestate opportunities See below see below See below See below See below
A3 2 1 Assistance in Realestate Portoflio valuations See below see below See below See below See below
A4 3 0 Business Continuity See below see below See below See below See below
A5 3 0 Building Occupancy Management See below see below See below See below See below
A6 0 3 External relationships See below see below See below See below See below

A

SERVICE TARGETSRef

SERVICE FOCUS

DATA SOURCESERVICE DESCRIPTION & GROUP PERFORMANCE QUADRANT

Group 
Quadrant

Service 
TargetResponsible Internal 

Customer
Key Performance 
Indicator

Data 
Source

Financials

Efficiency Quality

48% 52%

14 3 SITE MAINTENANCE SERVICES
82% 18%

Ensure the provisioning of all energies, services & equipment 
that enable FIRMENICH premises to function adequately & safely

C1 2 0 HVAC (Heating, Ventilation & Air Conditioning) see below see below See below See below See below

C11 1 0 Operate and maintain systems to deliver the appropriate seasonal temperature ranges and 
proper air quality Mauro

C12 1 0 Establish system operating hours to optimize cost effectiveness and comfort Mauro
C2 2 0 Refrigeration see below see below See below See below See below
C3 2 0 Gaz, Fuel, Water, Electricity (incl. lighting systems & fixtures) see below see below See below See below See below
C4 2 0 Plumbing see below see below See below See below See below
C5 2 0 Sprinklers & Security Equipment see below see below See below See below See below
C6 1 0 Roof Inspections see below see below See below See below See below
C7 2 0 Laboratory Equipment (PERFUMERY-FLAVORS-R&D-GSC) see below see below See below See below See below
C8 1 3 Capital Planning see below see below See below See below See below

Group 
Quadrant

Process Site personnel
Pct of unplanned 
maintenance work_orders 
vs planned

<5%

SERVICE TARGETSRef

SERVICE FOCUS

DATA SOURCESERVICE DESCRIPTION & GROUP PERFORMANCE QUADRANT
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Customer

Key Performance 
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Data 
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Computer 
Associates 
(Scheduled 
maintenance)

Service 
Target

Figure 3 – Detail of two items of the Service Catalogue 
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3. User experience in Facilities Management 

But how to meet customer expectations? Perhaps only through knowledge of their 

expectations and providing services that precisely meet these expectations! To get this 

valuable information the Facility Manager must communicated better and better as well as 

get information and keep the client updated on the expectation 

Take the user to an experience in Facilities is to make their daily lives in the building where 

he spends more time than in his own home, something enjoyable to do because you feel 

totally supported, served, protected and benefited the environment. For that, the workplace 

environment should be inspiring for its architecture, comfortable for its building systems, 

secure because of its shape and construction characteristics, functional by the adequacy of its 

furniture, layout etc and also reliable because of its maintenance. 

According to Barrett (1995), There is never any objective measurement of a professional 

services, i.e. are the users that define whether a service is good or not and this has to do with 

the services provided by Facility are evaluated by users according to what they perceive, this 

is their reality. 

 

4. Conclusions – Service Catalogue Benefit 

The role mandate of a Facility manager is nowadays very wide and is understood by modern 

companies as strategic for the success and deployment of the core business. Every company 

wants to manage its assets in a cost effective approach and wants to retain its human talents 

by providing a workplace environment better then the competency. FACM can use the 

Master Service Catalogue to match many benefits as listed below and to cooperate for the 

strategic goals of the enterprise. FACM can leverage the company in the experience 

economy because a user can deliver more when feeling that the building is working with him 

and not against him. 

Service catalogue deliver these tangible and intangible benefits: 

1. Reduced call volumes improve client service and satisfaction. 

2. Lower demand on departmental staff 
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3. Reduces routine workload and allows staff to focus on high-value strategic 

initiatives.

4. Automated tracking and documentation 

5. fulfills compliance requirements and ensures process consistency. 

6. Online forms, knowledge bases and FAQs provide employees with up-to-date 

information and reduce paper, printing and distribution costs. 

7. Centralized electronic access to forms, procedures, and information contributes to 

business alignment objectives. 

8. Complete, accessible information enables employees to make informed decisions 

and enhances job satisfaction. 

9. Service catalog metrics can pinpoint gaps in processes or documentation, 

highlighting additional opportunities for operational improvement. 

10. Service catalogs integrated with an existing help desk system improve accuracy and 

efficiency, and increase ROI for system investments. 
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Abstract

´Plan Ceibal´ is a deliberate attempt to promote digital inclusion in public primary schools in 
Uruguay. The aim of the programme is to enable a higher and better access to education 
through the provision of laptops to all pupils and teachers in primary education. The 
implementation and roll out of the initiative puts existing educational approaches and 
infrastructure to the test. Plan Ceibal has the potential to change traditional teaching methods 
and behavioural patterns, which will in turn have an impact on how facilities and spaces are 
used. The paper highlights the interface between the appropriation and distribution of 
individual laptops within the education system and the existing school facilities. The aim is to 
illuminate the impact that the implementation of the Plan Ceibal imposes on the existing school 
infrastructure and how the use and upkeep of available facilities might need to be altered and 
changed to accommodate the new technology. Questions are raised regarding the ultimate 
effectiveness of the programme and if the aspired to improvements might be curtailed by a lack 
of investment in other areas of the school infrastructure.  

Keywords: ICT, digital inclusion, educational facilities, FM
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1. Introduction

Developments in digital technologies over the last two decades have generated a period of 
significant social and cultural change. In the developed world digital technologies impact on 
almost every aspect of modern society and more and more these technologies, and the 
opportunities that come with them, are being taken for granted. But these benefits are not 
enjoyed by all. Inequality in the use and application of digital technologies has become a driver 
of exclusion, which risks accelerating existing social divides and creating new ones 
(Warschauer, 2003; Selwyn, 2004; Finquelievich, 2006). In simple terms, digital exclusion is a 
symptom of wider exclusion within and between countries, but it is also a cause. Developing 
countries are, for example, due to a relatively lesser exposure to Information and 
Communication Technology (ICT) within the workforce finding it difficult to compete in a
dynamic global economy that regards information as an essential asset in designing, producing 
and delivering goods and services (Hepp et al., 2004: Dutta and Mia, 2010). It follows that one 
area in which the issue of inequality and digital exclusion is particularly important is education 
(cf. Warschauer et al., 2004; Gulati, 2008). In Uruguay ‘Conectividad Educativa de Informática 
Básica para el Aprendizaje en Línea’ [Basic Educational Connectivity for Online Learning], or 
‘Plan Ceibal’ as it is commonly known, is a deliberate attempt to promote digital inclusion in 
the Uruguayan educational system. Through the programme, which is a part of the national 
educational plan, Internet-connected laptops are to be distributed to all public primary school 
children in Uruguay at no charge for pupils’ families or schools. The aim is to decrease the 
digital gap that exists with respect to other countries and between the regions and people in 
Uruguay (Balaguer, 2010). 

The aim of this paper is to illuminate and bring into context how increased access to, and 
appropriation of, a certain form of ICT tool (individual laptops) affect existing pedagogical 
practices and unravel some of the many implications that this will have for the operation and 
maintenance of existing school facilities. It takes as its point of departure the strong 
commitment to social inclusion in Plan Ceibal. An initial touchstone is the increasing emphasis 
given to equality and social inclusion and how this relates to the facilitation of digital inclusion. 
The second part of the paper reviews the broader literature on ICT and education. The point is 
made that in the developed world the education sector is undergoing rapid changes and ICTs 
are becoming more and more prevalent (Balanskat et al., 2006). In particular, attention is drawn 
to how ICT increasingly is considered to play a role in changing pedagogical practices and 
generating new approaches to education. The third part of the paper highlights and discusses 
the links between the introduction of new technology and the way that educational facilities are 
used. The discussion focuses on how the roll out of Plan Ceibal will put the existing equipment 
and facilities to the test. It is argued that the initiative brings with it significant potential for 
change in teaching and learning processes and that this will lead to new requirements for how 
school facilities are used. The paper concludes with reflections on the impact that the 
implementation of the Plan Ceibal imposes on the existing infrastructure. In particular, a case is 
made for the need for further research into whether or not the effectiveness, and ultimate 
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benefits of the programme, is limited due to insufficient attention being given to the operational 
context into which the changes are introduced. 

2. Plan Ceibal

Uruguay has a predominately urban population of 3.3 million, almost half of whom are under 
30 years of age (IDB, 2010). The education system is made up of six levels: early childhood (3-
5 years); primary school (6-11 years); middle school (12-14 years); high school (15-17 years); 
and higher education and postgraduate studies (18 years and older). Fourteen years of education 
is required by law, beginning at the age four. The country has achieved complete coverage in 
primary education and close to complete (95.5%) access for five-year olds. 95% of 12-14 year 
olds and 78.5% of 15-17 year olds attend school (Morey et al., 2009). Despite these relatively 
high attendance rates and despite social and income distribution indicators being among the 
highest in Latin America, Uruguay was in 2007 one of the countries in the region with the 
highest level of inequality in learning  (OECD, 2007). Plan Ceibal was jointly developed by the 
Ministry of Education and Culture, the Technological Laboratory of Uruguay, the National 
Administration of Telecommunications and the National Administration of the Public 
Education as a means to address this inequality and to further strengthen social inclusion. The 
programme was launched by the Uruguayan government in April 2007, with the intention of 
providing, free of charge, one computer to each child and teacher in public primary education. 
At that point 43% of primary schools in Uruguay had no computer equipment available to 
pupils, 43% had between one and four computers, and only 14% had five or more (Grupo 
Radar, 2010). There were also substantive differences in the number of computers and the 
degree of availability to them depending on the locations of the schools; ranging from 37 to 78 
pupils per computer. Even in the most favourable cases pupils were limited in their access to a 
computer to approximately three hours per month. Furthermore, across the country 36% of the 
available computers were more than six years old and 74% had no Internet connection (ibid.). 
At the time, this reflected the situation in society in general. In March 2005, only 29% of 
Uruguayan households had a computer and only half of these had Internet access (Vazquez, 
2009). 

The roll out of Plan Ceibal commenced in May 2007 in the form of a pilot project in Villa 
Cardal; a small town in the department of Florida. By the end of the year laptops had been 
provided to pupils in the majority of the urban schools in this department. This was followed by 
an expansion to other departments, with the exception of the capital (Montevideo) and the 
metropolitan area. By the end of 2008, laptops had been handed out to 167 349 children and 6 
863 teachers. In 2009, a further 141 714 laptops were distributed in 514 schools in Montevideo 
and the metropolitan area (Baez and Rabajoli, 2010). In addition, servers are being installed in 
the schools to provide the necessary network connectivity (Brechner, 2010).

Plan Ceibal is commonly depicted as being constituted by three pillars: equity, all children and 
teachers in public schools receive a laptop; learning, new tools for learning, new contents, new 
forms of education; and technology, wireless Internet, connection in schools, public places and 
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homes (Cyranek, 2009). It is important to note, though, that Plan Ceibal is not solely oriented 
towards increasing the use of ICT in the school environment. A key aspiration, and the long-
term objective, is to achieve digital inclusion across society. As an integral part of the Plan 
pupils are expected, and actively encouraged, to take their laptop home, so that it can be shared 
among family members. The aspiration is that this will promote increased usage of, and 
exposure to, ICT in households, especially amongst the most excluded social strata (Vazquez, 
2009). This dual purpose is important and sets Plan Ceibal apart from previous efforts to bridge 
the digital divide in Uruguay, as well as in other countries. However, identifying and evaluating 
potential impacts on society at large represents a significant challenge and is clearly out with 
the scope and remit of a conference paper. Thus, whilst it is recognised that digital and social 
inclusion are crucial to the success of Plan Ceibal the rest of the paper will be confined to 
digital inclusion in schools.  

3. Plan Ceibal and improving the level of education

The following general pedagogical objectives have been set for Plan Ceibal (Acosta et al.,
2008): (i) to contribute to improving educational quality through the integration of technology 
in the classroom, the school and the family; (ii) to promote equal opportunities for all primary 
school pupils by providing each pupil and teacher with a portable computer; (iii) to develop a 
collaborative culture along four lines: child-child; child-teacher; teacher-teacher, and child-
family-school; and (iv) to promote digital ‘literacy’ and more critical perspectives within the 
education community, while adhering to ethical principles. 

A number of more specific objectives have also been set (Comisión de Educación, 2007): 

• Promote the integrated use of the laptop computers to support the pedagogical approaches 
in the classroom and the school.  

• Provide teachers with training and updates in technical and pedagogical areas, in order to 
ensure the best possible educational use of the new resources. 

• Produce educational resources based on available technologies.  

• Bring about the teachers’ involvement and appropriation of the innovation. 

• Generate support systems and specific pedagogical technical assistance to ensure the 
adequate development of the educational experience. 

• Involve parents in the achievement of adequate and responsible use of the new technology 
to benefit the pupil and the family. 

• Promote the participation of all the parties involved in the production of relevant 
information for decision making. 
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It is clear from these objectives that there is a heavy emphasis on the provision and use of the 
technology. Yet, it should be noted that it is also clearly recognised that the introduction of ICT 
tools in schools is not enough to ensure the aspired to transformation in education. Hence, the 
emphasis given to the need of accompanying the distribution of laptops with appropriate 
training programmes for those involved and the push for the introduction of teaching and 
learning approaches that are in line with the new requirements (cf. Grandy, 2009). Accordingly 
the distribution of laptops is complemented through multiple government agencies and 
volunteers working together to provide teachers with the resources and training necessary to 
adapt. 

So far the programme has, according to their own records, had a degree of success in 
incorporating the equipment into the day-to-day practices in the schools (cf. Cyranek, 2009). 
The impact the Plan Ceibal is starting to have on primary education, in particular the potential 
for changes in approaches to teaching and learning, has not surprisingly, generated considerable 
interest from abroad (Acosta et al., 2008). However, experiences from elsewhere show that 
several conflicts arise when new technologies are introduced into the educational system and 
there are host of considerations that need to be made (Hinostroza et al., 2004). Not least 
amongst these is how the introduction of new technologies and changes in pedagogical 
approaches conflict with existing school facilities. 

4. ICT and education

The last ten years have produced a vast array of research in the field of ICT in education (e.g. 
Pelgrum, 2001; Fonseca, 2001; Angrist and Lavy, 2002; Warschauer, 2008; Tolani-Brown et 
al., 2009; Pena-Lopez, 2010). Not surprisingly, the findings from these studies vary immensely 
(cf. Condie et al., 2007). Some claim that new technologies have the potential to fundamentally 
transform how and what people learn. This part of the literature is replete with claims about the 
revolutionary potential of ICT to impact on enhanced student learning and increased quality of 
education (ibid.) Others are more sceptical and note that, although many positive results have 
been reported on a small scale, there are considerably fewer improvements in attainment that 
can be linked directly to ICT on a large and replicable scale (e.g. Hepp et al., 2004, Balanskat et
al., 2006). Whilst consensus is yet to be reached, it is nonetheless hard to refute that the 
increased use of ICT has impacted on teaching and learning approaches. Not least in the 
emergence of new pedagogical approaches that focus on tailoring education towards individual 
pupil’s needs, changing the dynamics of grouping within schools and opening up schools to the 
wider community (e.g. Clark, 2002; Day & Midbjer, 2007; Durán-Narucki, 2008). However, 
whilst new digital technologies might have the potential to revolutionise learning, they certainly 
do not guarantee it. Instead, experience shows that change initiatives imposed on the schools 
and teachers all too often are used to reinforce existing approaches to learning rather than 
bringing about change (Rivlin & Rothenberg, 1976; Higgins et al., 2005). This has also been 
found to be the case with the introduction of ICT tools. Most teachers tend to use these mainly 
to complement rather than change existing pedagogical practice (cf. Smeets, 2005). It follows, 
therefore, that to take full advantage of new ICTs there is a need to rethink traditional 
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approaches to teaching and, perhaps more importantly, what constitutes an effective learning 
environment. 

The necessary precursory changes for this to happen are arguably already taking place. A 
gradual change in emphasis has been clearly discernible in the education literature for quite 
some time now. The traditional discipline based agenda for learning is gradually giving way to 
one based on creativity, innovation, critical reflection, teamwork and the collective construction 
of knowledge (e.g. Gardner and Hatch, 1989; Woods and Jeffrey, 1996). The latter agenda is 
built around concepts such as dialogue, ownership, innovation, flexibility, equality, democracy, 
individuality and freedom. Some commentators take these concepts one step further and go as 
far as to argue that the availability of ICT means that education is just as effectively delivered 
outside schools and, thus, rendering school buildings unnecessary (cf. Hepp et al., 2004). Such 
a position might seem radical, but it becomes much more viable if the school is conceptualised 
as an organisational unit rather than a physical entity. However, not surprisingly, this disregard 
of the link between the physical environment and teaching and learning has been heavily 
criticised (e.g. Jamieson et al., 2000; McGregor, 2004). Rather than abandoning the school 
building it is argued that the rather abstract concepts mentioned above can be translated into 
concrete objectives for the schools and be embedded in the physical design of the learning 
environments. This line of reasoning finds support in a plethora of studies that have shown that 
changes in pedagogical approaches accompanied with the use of the appropriate technology can 
be successfully supported by altering the way in which spaces and buildings are used (cf. 
Cardellino and Leiringer, 2009).

4.1 Facilities and educational attainment

There is a long tradition of studies targeting the impact of the built environment on 
performance in general (e.g. Herzberg, 1966). Building on these it is commonly argued that the 
physical environment plays an important role in shaping behaviour in schools (e.g. Day & 
Midbjer, 2007; Durán-Narucki, 2008). How the school building is designed and maintained is 
understood to play a central role in the creation of environments that improve educational 
attainment. There is a long-established international trend of promoting educational facilities 
that address changing curriculums (cf. Woolner et al., 2005; OECD, 2006; Hertzberger, 2008). 
In the UK, for example, the £52 billion Building Schools for the Future initiative comes on the 
back of an increasingly widely held belief that older schools, as well as those built or 
refurbished in recent years, are inadequate in their ability to cope with anticipated changes such 
as shifting pedagogy, curriculum and learning expectations (cf. Audit Commission, 2003; 
Cardellino et al., 2009). The ultimate goal of the programme is to achieve ‘educational 
transformation’ and significant investment is put into the design, construction and operation of 
the school facilities in order to achieve this. The belief that the building can be effectively used 
to support attempts to transform educational practices is also easily discernible in other parts of 
Europe, for example Scandinavia (Cardellino and Leiringer, 2009). 
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School buildings provide for a variety of social groups within their premises. Spaces govern 
and support interactions between these groups and individuals. Ultimately, spatial design and 
how the facilities are maintained and used, both facilitates and inhibits behaviour and 
relationships between different actors (cf. Penn et al., 1999; Heerwagen et al., 2004). 
Significant attention has been given to the impact that aspects of the physical environment, 
such as classroom and school size, and the degree of openness of the spaces have on 
educational outcomes (e.g. Bennett and Hyland, 1979; Horne-Martin, 2002). The social 
interaction within these spaces is commonly put forward as a critical factor in establishing the 
relative success of the learning environments (e.g. Tanner, 2000). Wireless ICT, as provided by 
the laptops in Plan Ceibal, have an impact on the physical environment as it allows for 
transformations in the notions of space and place. In theory, it could make physical distances 
less of an issue and enable the creation of personalised spaces that are ‘moveable’.

5. Rethinking the use and operation of school facilities

Plan Ceibal attempts to affect Uruguayan society at a variety of levels. The provision of laptops 
to all primary and secondary school pupils is an ambitious initiative that so far is unrivalled in 
the world. As previously stated, the programme is aimed at both decreasing the digital divide 
and improving the quality of the education that is delivered in schools across the country. 
Obviously, the impact of ICT in schools goes beyond the pedagogical to also affect other areas 
such as the cultural, social, professional and administrative. As such, ICT has the potential to 
affect many aspects of school life, from altering present teaching practices and providing the 
opportunity for teacher development to improvements of the quality, scope and depth of the 
learning environment. It follows from the discussion in the previous section that such changes 
are more likely if they are compliant with the context into which they are introduced. It 
therefore seems highly pertinent to further explore the relationship between the articulation of 
the educational vision, the introduction of ICT and the accomplishment of compatible learning 
environments. And, how the physical environment can support or impede the introduction of 
laptops and associated pedagogical ideas in forming effective learning environments.

5.1 New settings, new requirements 

International experience in evaluating the use of ICT in education shows that they have had a 
positive but moderate impact on learning outcomes (Balanskat et al., 2006; Tolani-Brown et al.,
2009). More evident is the change they produce in the short term on pupil and teacher attitudes 
and expectations (Balanskat et al., 2006; Condie et al., 2007). A major challenge in this context 
is to match these expectations with necessary changes and improvements of the school 
environment that will support and enable teacher and pupil use of ICTs. This means 
successfully managing the link between the physical and ‘psychosocial’ classroom 
environment. The provision and maintenance of an adequate physical learning environment is 
very much an educational issue. 
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As previously noted, the impact of ICT is mitigated by the belief that systems of teachers 
change far more slowly than does the technology. Thus, even after receiving basic and 
pedagogical training in ICT, some teachers will still not be able to make use of that training 
since they are hampered by a range of school level factors. Several studies have sought to 
establish the extent to which teachers make use of available spaces and the degree to which the 
physical environment dictates how they teach (e.g. Moore & Lackney, 1993), and there is 
relatively strong agreement on the existence of a link between the style of teaching and 
classroom organisation (cf. Horne-Martin, 2002; McGregor, 2004). The tendency simply to 
cope with the given environment rather than actively attempting to manage it should not be 
underestimated (Higgins et al, 2005). It follows that unless some of these structural 
impediments to change are tackled, technology will be used to support existing practices and 
cultural values rather than encourage new ones. 

Failing to provide an adequate physical learning environment may also detract pupils from their 
learning (Higgins et al., 2005). At the most basic level deficiencies in physical considerations, 
such as the quality of the furnished environment, adequate ventilation and the suitability of 
lighting may distract groups of pupils from their primary learning tasks and thereby diminish 
the quality of the learning environment (cf. Zandvliet and Straker, 2001). At a more general 
level, the social interaction within classrooms and other school spaces is commonly put forward 
as a critical factor in establishing the relative success of the learning environments (e.g. Tanner, 
2000). The possession and use of laptops impacts on how such social interaction can take place. 
What previously might have been an adequate learning environment may no longer be so. 
Individual work spaces and classroom layouts that were designed for conventional ‘teaching 
from the front’ may in the new laptop inspired teaching scenario be a cause of distraction and, 
thus, detrimental to learning. Redesigning or reconfiguring existing school facilities so that they 
become more flexible could enable the creation of spaces that accommodate a variety of 
individual and group activities, and allow the media to become the new centre of the school.

In summary, an ICT policy should preferably not be designed in isolation. In order to have a 
longer lasting effect and to be effectively infused into the school’s culture it should be part of a 
more comprehensive effort towards improving the equality and quality of the educational 
environment as a whole. This, in turn, is supported through the provision of facilities that are 
suited for the new technology in terms of fulfilling basic physical variables such as adequate 
ventilation, temperature, light and colour etc.; and also are adaptable and flexible enough to 
support potential changes in teaching and learning that the use of ICT might inspire.

6. Concluding remarks and a way forward

It is generally believed that ICTs can empower teachers and pupils, thus providing potentially 
significant contributions to learning and educational attainment. However, as described above, 
current research on the impacts of ICTs on pupil achievement has yielded few conclusive 
findings regarding the directly attributable positive outcomes of the introduction of ICT tools in 
education. Undoubtedly, Plan Ceibal, through its wide distribution of laptops, has the potential 
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to affect substantial change in society in general, as well as in education. However, its success 
is reliant on the establishment of an educational model that is relevant and aligned to the 
individual particularities of the school population. This represents a major challenge for the 
Uruguayan school system. 

So we ask ourselves: is facilities and asset management the missing ingredient in Plan Ceibal? 
Well, if we are to believe Baez and Rabajoli (2010) and their claim that introducing a laptop for 
every child in the classroom will potentially bring unforeseen changes to every aspect of the 
school – then the answer is clearly yes. Whether or not the changes will be radical remains to 
be seen, but a clear case can be made for the importance of adapting not only the pedagogical 
approaches but also the physical environments in which they are delivered. The broader 
institutional context in which the change is to take place and the structural characteristics of the 
educational sector combine to form unique localised challenges for all involved and also form 
the process and content of academic work. To date there is only sporadic non-systematic 
evidence of the positive impacts of Plan Ceibal and its effects on enrolment, attendance, 
motivation and graduation rates. This is hardly surprising given that the programme has only 
been in operation for three years. More importantly, however, there is no readily available 
research that has investigated implementation processes and impacts. It is worth remembering 
that the use of ICTs in the classroom does not diminish the role of the teacher; nor does it 
automatically change teaching practices. Successful incorporation of ICTs in day-to-day 
practices is dependant on the implementation of a variety of support and enabling mechanisms. 
Yet, there is little current knowledge about what an integrated approach to operating, 
maintaining, improving and adapting the school buildings and infrastructure in order to create a 
supporting environment might look like. The research challenge, therefore, is to unravel the 
myriad of practices, as realised in schools, situated in complex, yet specific environments. And 
to explore the tensions that the introduction of laptops pose and establish the different ways in 
which these can be alleviated. The current research agenda therefore needs to be expanded to 
incorporate learning environments. More empirical research is needed in order to further our 
understanding of how the introduction of laptops changes behaviour in classrooms and the 
wider school environment; how individual behaviour is shaped by existing facilities; and how 
the use and upkeep of the facilities can be altered to respond to changes in teaching and 
learning approaches. 
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Abstract

Information technology (IT) is very important to the global economy, as it opens new visions in 
the businesses and industries of the world. The construction industry is considered as one of the 
key beneficiaries of IT. This paper presents the findings of a research project, which explores 
the current application of IT in the Palestinian construction industry. Data was gathered through 
questionnaire surveys, which were distributed to construction companies in the Gaza Strip. The 
survey investigated issues such as the IT environment and management, use of software, 
hardware, as well as internet application. The study considered the benefits gained and problems 
associated with IT implementation, together with an assessment of the exploitation of IT for 
business strategic purposes. The findings reveal that the level of IT applications among 
contractors in the industry is acceptable with regards to the use of PCs in different applications 
such as design, scheduling, word log and accounting. Use of the Internet for online bidding and 
e-meetings was almost negligible. From the strategic point of view, the Palestinian construction 
industry is still in a reactive mode in managing IT, and the industry has a limited understanding 
of the value and potential of IT. The study recommends that top management in construction 
companies should have strong commitment to develop the strategic management of IT in their 
business at all levels, thus making this industry sector more competitive. Appropriate and 
sufficient training education for staff is required. 

Keywords: IT environment, construction, management, contractors. 
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1. Introduction

Until 2000, contractors enjoyed very good business and achieved satisfactory profits. However 
since then, uptight tense political climate affected in winding down of many plans for 
development which in turn created what was perceived to be a recession in the construction 
industry in Gaza Strip. The shrinkage of budgets has forced the clients to find different 
competitive tendering. As a result, the contractors' profits margins as well as the demand for 
construction have been in the decline. This situation affected the local contractors to become 
more competitive in order to survive and remain in the market. After 2000, new features of the 
construction market in Gaza Strip forced many contractors to look for other alternatives or to 
improve their abilities by using proper managerial tools to keep inside the circle of 
competitiveness. 

Among these tools, IT applications became an effective way to improve the contractor's abilities 
and to facilitate the performance of their projects (Dawood et al 2005). Computers have 
revolutionized the way documents are generated. Similarly, IT is bound to revolutionize the way 
people exchange information and documents (Hue 2005). IT is defined as “the use of electronic 
machines and programs for the processing, storage, transfer and presentation of information” 
(Rivard, 2000). IT encompasses many technologies such as computers, software, networks and 
even telephones and fax machines. 

 IT and information and communication technology (ICT) have been identified as essential tools 
for improving communication in construction processes and for creating new construction 
business opportunities (Peansupap, 2005). IT is now widely used in the construction sector; 
however, companies are still failing to gain full advantage from implementing and using 
emerging IT because of organizational issues (Whyte, 2002). The purpose of IT is to facilitate 
the exchange and management of information and has a lot of potentials for the information 
process component of the construction industry. These recent technologies will undoubtedly 
have a profound impact on how organizations operate on a daily basis (Rivard, 2000).  

The objectives of this study are to identify the construction industry access to computer systems 
and services, the purposes for which the industry uses computers and the extent of such use, the 
barriers that prevent the industry from better using existing computer technology, the 
advantages of the information technology in achieving the strategic goals required to improve 
the construction industry, the future effects of information technology on construction industry. 

2. Literature Review 

A number of surveys on the use of IT in construction have been carried out in different 
countries. There have been both quantitative and qualitative surveys that complement each other 
in the way they express the use of IT in the industry. Egbu and Botterill (2002) identified the 
technologies that are used to manage knowledge in the construction industry in UK. Their 
research revealed that conventional technologies, such as the telephone, are used more 
frequently to manage knowledge, than more radical IT, such as groupware or video-
conferencing. In construction organizations, the potential benefits of IT for knowledge 
management are not fully exploited and many have expressed a need for greater implementation 
of IT, appropriated by sufficient training and education of staff. Turk (2006) stated that 
Construction informatics is a relatively young and immature field of applied science. 
Collaboration between all role players during construction is not only important but also 
necessary for the successful completion of a construction project (Perreira and Soares 2007). 
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Barriers hindering the flow of information include the organizational structures, behavior of 
individuals involved with information management and the technical characteristics of the 
information in this industry (Zeng et al 2007). Information must be able to flow seamlessly 
between all parts of the organization (Hicks 2007). CAD software has become ubiquitous and 
was used in most of the drawing work. Even though most firms have adopted e-mail and the 
Internet, most processes were still not computerized and most documents were still exchanged 
in a traditional fashion (Rivard, 2000). The study done by Arif and Karam in 2003 covered the 
areas of general use of IT, use of CAD and the use of networks in South Africa. The results 
showed that areas of main use of IT were not dramatically different and so was the area of the 
CAD packages used.

In a recent comparative report between USA and Korea in the field of using Wi-Fi (Wireless 
Fidelity) networks on construction sites, the results indicated that construction managers in the 
U.S.A seem to be more hesitant to embrace IT to improve their information logistics widely 
recognized as a key inhibitor to improving productivity. Compared to Korea, the participating 
U.S.A companies see fewer opportunities for Wi-Fi to bridge the many communication chasms 
that inhibit the automation of data collection and dissemination. The Korean respondents 
assessed benefits of Wi-Fi positively at double the rate than their American counterparts. On the 
other hand, the same U.S. respondents consider the barriers to the implementation of modern IT 
to be much lower (Williams, 2006). Recent benchmarking reviews of IT use, in Europe, in 
briefing and design have identified serious shortcomings in the construction industry. This lack 
of technological uptake is compounded, in Europe, by the fact that research expenditure does 
not reflect its economic importance. Investment is limited to 0.3% of the sector's turnover, 
compared with the situation in Japan where investment is of the order of 2.0-3.0%  (cited by 
Aspin, 2001). The comparison between Sweden, Denmark and Finland showed that Finland and 
Denmark had a greater use of model based CAD and more employers had their own computer at 
the workplace. Companies in Sweden think they get better financial control with IT and also 
prioritize costing/cost control and accounting systems to a greater extent (Samuelson, 2002). 

Based on the survey done by Mui in 2002 that discussed the Internet applications in the 
Malaysian construction industry, it was found that the respondents had accessibility to the 
Internet; comparable to countries such as the United States. However, the main use of the 
Internet was only for emails and information search. On the other hand, the survey found that 
the main disadvantages experienced were slowness in downloading, virus problem and 
frequency of being cut-off from Internet connection (Mui, 2002). For the Indonesian case, 
results of the survey investigated by Pamulu and Bhuta (2004) revealed that the level of IT 
applications among contractors in the industry was relatively low in their core activity; also 
there was growing gap in managing IT, where high investment and expenditure on hardware 
and software on one hand with poor human resources development on other hand.  

Many construction organizations are under financed (Andresen, 2000). However construction 
organizations are often slow to formulate strategies that recognize the role of IT and result in 
corresponding IT strategies. With many surveys being carried out on the use of IT, it is 
important to ensure that their results can be compared and that they can be repeated to gain a 
picture of the growth of IT use and of particular successes. The IT barometer survey done by 
Howard and Samuelson (1998) compared results from Denmark, Finland and Sweden on the use 
of computer hardware, software and communications. It is complementary to other surveys 
looking at the strategic use of IT within companies. The study indicated that Microsoft products 
dominate both operating systems and office applications in all these countries but there was 
greater use of Windows NT and UNIX in Finland. CAD was used in almost all design offices in 
Sweden, with AutoCAD as the dominant product, but Micro station is now more widely used by 
architects in Denmark. CAD data structures are becoming more advanced with objects being 
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used by more firms in Finland and Sweden, but structured 2D data dominates in Denmark. 
Communications networks are used in about 90% of Swedish firms but only in about 60% in 
Denmark (Howard and Samuelson 1998). 

Shash and Al-Amir (1997) conducted a survey on the extent of computer use and their 
applications in construction contractor firms in Saudi Arabia. The findings indicate that 
computers were not widely used by construction contractors, especially in relation to those who 
are classified as small and medium-sized contractors. The use of computers was directly 
proportional to the size of the contractor firm. While, all large contractors used computers, only 
41% and 62% of small and medium-sized contractors used them. When computers were used, 
they were limited to administrative operations such as accounting and databases. On the other 
hand O’brien and Al-Biqami in 1999 found that Saudi Arabian construction companies were 
reasonably well advanced with regards to the use of PCs on their construction sites. In order to 
develop a successful IT implementation in any construction firm it is suggested that (1) user-
developer Communications are critical for the successful implementation of non-diffused 
innovations in the construction industry; and (2) successful uptake of IT requires both strategic 
decision-making by top management and decision-making by technical managers (Whyte, 
2002).

3. Methodology

A questionnaire survey was used in this study. The questionnaire was structured to encourage 
the relevant organizations to participate in the study; to help them to provide the necessary 
information easily. The questionnaires were distributed to 45 contractors in the Gaza Strip. The 
overall response rate to the survey was 67% (30/45). The questionnaire was sent by two ways: 

 By e-mail to fifteen contractors while the return of this type was only five 
respondents (The return rate by e-mail was around 34%). 

 Delivery by hand to the contractor while the telephone was used for follow-up 
and explanation. Twenty five questionnaires were collected out of thirty ones 
were distributed among different type of contractors with a return rate of 
around 83%. 

The following three conditions were maintained for ensuring the selection of a representative 
sample from all the classified contractors:  

 Equal opportunity. Each firm has the same opportunity of being selected. 
 Appropriateness. The sample must precisely reflect the characteristics of the 

population.
 Independence. Each firm is selected independently of any other firm. 

The scope of the survey included all types of local contractor involved in the industry since the 
communication technology will affect them all together. There was no geographical restriction 
on the selection of participating contractor, as Gaza Strip is divided into four regions: South, 
North, Gaza city and Central. The survey was sent to top management as well as key persons to 
assess current use of information and communication technology in their organizations. 

The questionnaire was designed based on previous studies (Shash and Al-Amir, 1997; Whyte, 
2000; Arif and Karam, 2001; Egbu and Botterill, 2002; Pamulu and Bhuta 2004; Dawood et al, 
2005). The questionnaire was divided into four sections. The first section contained questions 
seeking information on the characteristics of the firm, such as size, capacity, personnel in the 
firm, machinery belongs to the company and type of work performed. The second section 
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contained questions seeking information regarding hardware and software platforms used by the 
company, functions performed by computers and methods of training. In the third section, the 
survey covered the most important factors affecting the computer use and its applications in the 
construction industry and how they are rated. The fourth section clarified the other uses of 
information technology; particularly the Internet and web site belong to the company. Also this 
section covered the multiple applications of information technology within the construction 
industry in Gaza Strip and reasons obstruct the use of information technology. The last part of 
the questionnaire was included to encourage respondents to participate in the survey by 
allowing them to put their comments or any other additions in this regard. 

The mean value method is used here to determine the ranks of all factors that affecting the use 
of computer in the construction industry. The mean value was computed as:  
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Where:

 i = response category mean value 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 for not, slightly, moderately, very, and 
extremely important respectively. 

 Wi = the weight assigned to the ith response =  1, 2, 3, 4,5 respectively 
 Xi = frequency of the ith response given as percentage of the total responses for each factor. 

4. Results

4.1 Characteristics of survey respondents 

The survey indicated that the majority (80%) of the entire participating contractor are 
corporation contractor whereas 13% are partnership type and only two contractors are family-
owned companies as it is shown in table (1). 

Table 1: Classification of contractors vs. their companies' type 

Company type Number of contractor Percentage of all 

Partnership 4 13.33% 

Family owned 2 6.67% 

Corporation 24 80% 

Figure (1) shows that, approximately 33.3% of the participating contractors can be classified as 
small. Medium-sized contractors accounted for 33.3% while large constitute of 30 % (only one 
respondent was unwilling to provide its annual or overall turnover). Also the results indicated 
that about 67% of the participating firms, mostly small and medium sized contractors, started 
business during the last decade while the establishment of large construction companies became 
a less attractive investment option. This fact might be attributed to the drop in demand for large 
construction projects due to the unstable political circumstances and shortage of funds given to 
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the Palestinian authority.  
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Figure 1: Classification of contractors vs. their annual turnover 

4.2 Computer availability and types 

All the respondents included in the survey have computers in their organizations. Most the 
participants have the type of PCs (around 76.6% of respondents), whereas a percentage of 20% 
of respondents operate using the system of minicomputers and only one large company is 
dealing with mainframe computer. Table 2 clarifies the computer systems used by the 
participating contractors.

Table 2: Computer systems used by different contractors 

Type of computer system Mainframe Minicomputer Microcomputer 

No. of contractors 1 6 23

% of all 3.33% 20.00% 76.67% 

The results indicated that the use of microcomputers is far ahead of other systems as the 
majority of the respondents are small and medium sized contractors who most often use the 
microcomputer systems in their operations. The heavy use of microcomputer systems might be a 
result of the fact that the micros are of lower cost compared of other systems as well as such 
systems offer the necessary needs required to run the business of small and medium contractors. 
Also the survey revealed that six companies out of thirty (around 20%) applied the 
minicomputer systems. Such systems offer all the functions of mainframes but with a slower 
processing speed, smaller memories, and less input-out-put and data communication 
capabilities. Only one large contractor (around 3%) reported having mainframe computers 
which is predictable because such companies have more recourses than smaller firms, many 
users may operate at the system and different types of complex software and programs are 
included in these systems.  
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4.3 Computer usage and applications 

Microsoft-Windows XP is the dominant brand of operating systems used in the construction 
industry in Gaza Strip since the majority of the contractors (around 90%) are applying the XP 
version of operating systems. Only three contractors (around 10%) were found using other 
versions of operating systems like windows 2000 or windows 98. On the other side, office 
software consists of general-purpose applications such as word processors, data base and 
spreadsheets. The surveys also investigated types of office software applications and to which 
extent have been used in the construction industry. Figure 2 show that the majority of 
respondents use word processors, graphics, cash flow, accounting soft ware and scheduling 
programs. On the other hand, other computer applications like costing, estimating and project 
planning packages are not as prevalent but their use is increasing. No results have been 
registered by any contractor regarding the use of either risk analysis or fields communications 
applications and that is due to the unavailability of software or qualified experts in these fields.

4.4 Accounting

The results indicated that 93% of the surveyed contractors use accounting functions when 
compared with other functions that the computer systems may be used for. That may be one of 
the major reasons for introducing computer systems by the contractors to their firms. In the field 
of accounting, most used software programs are locally designed to meet the necessary 
requirements of the contractors business like accounts receivable, accounts payable, accounts of 
taxes, salaries sheet and producing balance sheets and income statements. The results indicated 
that speed, minimal error, and quality of presentations are the basic advantages gained when 
dealing with computerized accounting. Updating accounts, and providing immediate reports of 
the up-to date financial position, are of the most important applications of computer in the field 
of accounting. The use of accounting software contributed in keeping accurate records that 
could be used as basic information in similar future projects. 

4.5 Word Log 

It's predictable that the use of word processing applications is very high, with a percentage of 
93% among all the participants, comparing with other computer functions, as most of the 
contractors reported purchasing the computers mainly for using word log. Computerized 
editing, updating, inserting, and printing of documents and records are the most widely 
appreciated applications among word processing applications. The computer systems have great 
ability to store all documents, letters, personnel information, photos and any required data. Such 
information is of great importance for managing and running the projects that executed by the 
company. Even at sites, usage of word log applications became most common in editing letters, 
reports and payments. The computer ability to record and retake the information facilitated the 
performance in the construction firms as well as improved the quality of paper work.  
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Figure 2: The computer applications within the contracting companies

4.6 Scheduling and graphics 

The study indicated that around 93% of all participants use computerized scheduling and the 
majority of the contractors prepare time schedules for their projects using different versions of 
the Microsoft office project program. This program maintains detailed project schedule data and 
generates the required schedules and reports. The results revealed that large companies 
generally use the Microsoft office project software in a professional manner with more details in 
comparison with small and medium sized companies. A precedence diagrams, network formats 
and different reports are not very common with small and medium sized firms. Working with 
different alternatives, and hence achieving better decisions-making, was the main advantage of 
using computers in scheduling. Any change to the schedule can be reported more easily and 
updated schedule will be generated quickly. Quick results in time, cost, cash flows are also of 
the most important applications of Microsoft office project soft ware. 

4.7 Estimating and costing 

The study indicated that the applications of estimating and costing programs are used by only 
one-third of all participating in the survey. Only eight firms (26.5%) were found using some 
applications of estimating whereas ten contractors (33.3%) were using costing applications. The 
low percentage of using these types of programs is attributed to the expensive cost of such 
software, different considerations accounted for in the estimating process from one contractor to 
another and the availability of much easier and less expensive alternative methods such as excel 
applications. Also the absence of both qualified experts and training courses might be added to 
the reasons of the above results. 

) were found using some 
applications of estimating whereas ten contractors (33.3%) were using costing applications. The 
low percentage of using these types of programs is attributed to the expensive cost of such 
software, different considerations accounted for in the estimating process from one contractor to 
another and the availability of much easier and less expensive alternative methods such as excel 
applications. Also the absence of both qualified experts and training courses might be added to 
the reasons of the above results. 
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4.8 Design and Cad applications 

CAD Users 
The influence of CAD on design and construction is growing tremendously and the varied 
levels of application of CAD are evident by all contractors of all sizes. Hence, higher levels of 
CAD proficiency were expected from the staff. In surveying the current literacy of staff in 
CAD, around 84% of all respondents indicated a high level of staff literacy, which is a good 
indication of the development in the field of design and its applications in the construction 
industry. At the other end of the spectrum lies 16% of the contractor's practices with "No" staff 
conversant with CAD. The high percentage of Cad users between the participating contractors is 
attributed to the increased abilities of fresh graduated engineers in this field and to continuous 
quick diffusion of Cad software within the construction industry in Gaza. 

CAD packages
In a query about the CAD package of choice, respondents indicate that AutoCAD is the most 
popular package used in contracting firms. This practice is also shared with New Zealand and 
Sweden, where AutoCAD represents the most common software in use. Second choice software 
packages, however, that are being used locally are different from those used internationally. In 
Gaza Strip other design packages are in the next rank particularly in architectural offices such as 
3D studio whereas, Caddie and ArchiCAD rank second and third in South Africa, and 
ArchiCAD and MicroStation in Scandinavia are next in popularity. In Canada MicroStation and 
VisioTechnical are the next popular packages as stated by Arif in 2003. Such variance is 
probably related to external marketing, distribution factors and the particular requirements of 
the construction industry in each country. 

Risks analysis 
The construction contracts are described as along term contracts and require much time for 
implementation on ground. Therefore, risks should be taken into account in the planning phase 
and during execution. Accordingly the analysis of risks incurred the construction projects are 
considered of an extreme importance reducing the troubles that might be arisen during the 
construction phase. Although, no case of any contractor have been reported for using the risk 
analysis applications through the survey of the construction industry in Gaza Strip. The reasons 
behind this result might be attributed to the fact that no proper planning is performed in 
construction projects, the unavailability of both risks analysis specialists and computer 
applications and finally to the lack of awareness in this issue. 

Fields communications 
An area with a great advantage is the rapid communication between the firm's head office and 
construction fields using computer link. The study revealed that construction companies don’t 
place any value on computerization several functions, such as linking with field offices and risk 
analysis. The study showed that none, even from the firms that are classified large, use the 
feature of computerized linking with jobsites. That might be attributed to many reasons such as 
the limited area in Gaza Strip, using other communications facilities like phones, faxes, mobiles 
and transports and to the limited volume of projects within Gaza Strip.  

4.9 Factors affecting computer use 

According to the mean value method, factors had been analyzed and ranked as shown in table 
(3). According to ranks of all factors affecting the extent of the computer use in contracting 
firms it is obtained that the majority of the participants agreed that the computer is an essential 
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component in their firms and it will be extremely difficult to ignore the importance of its 
applications in running their business. Lack of both computer experts and training programs 
occupied the first and second ranks with mean values of 3.80 and 3.77 respectively. These 
results revealed that there is an obvious shortage in computer usage in the Palestinian 
construction industry, and that's due to the insufficient skills of computer users and also to the 
unavailability of training programs in the construction sector, to recover, it is important to work 
with more efforts to enhance the use of computer in construction field by asking for the 
assistance of specialized experts. 

Table 3: Factors affecting computer use 

Factors Mean Value Rank

Lack of computer experts 3.80 1

Lack of training programs 3.77 2

Cost effectiveness (return on investment ) 3.40 3

Difficulty in selecting a software program 3.10 4 

Difficulty in selecting the right system 3.07 5 

Unsophisticated management methods 3.07 5

Lack of computer standards 2.97 7

Restrictive forms of output 2.90 8

Hardware and software incompatibility 2.70 9

Cost of software 2.43 10

Cost of hardware 2.00 11

The third significant factor is cost effectiveness (return on investment) with mean value of 3.40. 
In order to explain this result, its known that the local market of construction in Gaza Strip is 
still relatively small and that could be one of the reasons behind low investments by the 
contractors in the computer field. In general, contractors think that purchasing two or three 
computers could be sufficient to run their important functions such as accounting, word 
processing and scheduling. On the other side, they believed that other communication functions 
could be performed by different instruments like mobiles, telephones and faxes. Difficulty in 
selecting software programs as well as the right system came at the fourth and fifth ranks with 
approximately same mean values 3.10 and 3.07 respectively. These factors are among the 
significant factors that affecting badly the proper use of computer in the field of construction 
industry in Gaza Strip. On the other side the contractors still believed that the available 
computer programs such as excel, word, auto cad and accounting software are sufficient to 
facilitate their business. 

4.10 Areas of information technology advantages 

Also the questionnaire covered the advantages of the information technology in achieving the 
strategic goals required to improve the construction industry as it is ranked in Table (4). 
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Table 4: Areas of information technology advantages 

Factors Mean Value Rank

Communication 4.77 1

Time management 4.23 2

Business development 4.03 3

Quality 3.33 5 

Profit 3.37 4 

Safety 2.73 6

Environmental needs 2.03 7

According to ranks of the information technology advantages in the construction industry, it is 
obtained that the information technology applications affected heavily in improving the 
communications either within the contracting firm itself or between the contractor and others 
like suppliers, subcontractors and clients. The most common tools that have been used in the 
construction industry are mobile, telephone, fax and internet facilities. Contractors and 
engineers most often use mobiles in running their daily programs of work whereas telephones 
and faxes are used mainly to link head office with jobsites, receive quotations and other routine 
work.

Time management and business development are among the top three significant fields that 
have been improved by using the information technology applications in the construction 
industry. The respondents stated that information technology contributed in time saving, faster 
implementation of projects and easier coordination between the different parties. Moreover, 
using planning and scheduling programs developed the performance of managerial and control 
abilities in the construction industry. On the other hand the information technology has minor 
effects in improving either quality or safety of work due to the unavailability of its applications 
in the local construction industry. Also the environmental needs occupied the last rank among 
all the other fields and that means that the information technology has the lowest effect in 
achieving the environmental goals. 

4.11 Future effects of information technology 

The information technology will have a significant role in improving the communication, which 
ranked first, either with jobsites or with others like subcontractors, consultants, clients and 
suppliers (Table 5). Also it's expected by the respondents to start using the internet facility to 
facilitate the information exchange between the management at head office and jobsites. Also 
the information technology applications will help achieving better projects control which ranked 
second with a mean value of 4.23 and that should be done together with applying more training 
programs. 

The majority of the respondents agreed that in order to obtain the maximum benefits of 
information technology in construction, engineers as well as management should improve their 
skills in different topics such as planning, project control, scheduling and communication skills. 
The need for more training, which ranked third with mean value of 4.20, became very urgent in 
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order to enhance the information technology in the construction industry. On the other hand 
increasing profits margins occupied the fourth rank with mean value of 4.07. This means that 
the IT will have the lowest effect in achieving better incomes to the contractors due to the fact 
that profits margins in construction industry are heavily related to the high competitions 
between the contractors. 

Table 5: Future effects of information technology 

   Factors Mean Value Rank

Improve communication  4.57 1

Develop projects control 4.23 2

Need more Training 4.20 3

Increasing profits margins 4.07 4 

Improvement of  scientific researches 3.57 5 

4.12 Internet and electronic mail 

In a question about the availability of a particular home page used by the contracting firm, only 
seven contracting firms (around 23%) were found using the facility of web site in addition to the 
electronic e-mail; whereas around 74% of the participating contractors answered that they are 
using only the electronic e-mail in their business. Areas of main use behind having a home page 
in any contracting company are to provide more general information about the company itself as 
well as the projects implemented by the company. The main barriers to the widespread digital 
exchange of information are: the lack of common standards and training programs, the high 
speed of improvement in the field of information technology and the fact that this new mode of 
communication has still not been integrated in the business culture of the construction industry 
and ensuring the receiving of information still not guaranteed. These proportions are bound to 
augment as more companies are switching to better connections and as more players in the 
construction industry get accustomed to this mode of information exchange. Use of the Internet 
for online bidding and e-meetings was almost negligible.

5. Conclusion

The aim of this paper was to presents the findings of a research project, which explores the 
current application of information technology (IT) in the Palestinian construction Industry. 
Research into such area is still in its early stages and there is an apparent need for further 
studies, especially at a national level. This paper has provided a description of the current state 
of IT and communications in the construction industry in the Gaza Strip. The paper first 
considered the overall and general knowledge that exists; where as the later part has presented 
some preliminary results from the survey. Palestinian construction companies are reasonably 
acceptable with regards to the use of PCs in different applications such as design, scheduling, 
word log and accounting. 

The advent of IT has been both beneficial and detrimental. According to the respondents, IT has 
raised productivity in some business processes and particularly in general administration, design 
and project management. The main benefits achieved by the use of IT is an increase in the 
quality of  documents, an increase in the speed of work, a better financial control,  simpler and 
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faster access to common data as well as a decrease in the number of mistakes in documentation. 
The study revealed that construction companies don’t place any value on computerization the 
function of linking with field offices. Lack of both computer experience and training programs 
are among the significant factors that affecting the use of computer in that field. The paper also 
covered the advantages of the information technology in achieving the strategic goals required 
to improve the construction industry as well as the future effects of information technology on 
construction field, it was found that communication, time management and projects control are 
the main areas of development. 

It is recommended that top management in construction companies should have strong 
commitment to develop strategic management of IT in their business at all levels. They also are 
required to give greater attention to IT support and training by making sure that there is 
sufficient trained staff for the implementation of IT. The government and the public agencies 
should facilitate policies that encourage the use of IT in construction industry, thus pushing the 
industry in the right way. 
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Abstract 

The improve of quality on Brazilian’s civil construction industry have been stimulated after 1998 
through the Federal Government with implementation of PBQPh – Brazilian Program for Quality and 
Productivity in the habitat. This program proposes the progressively comply with the requirements of 
ISO 9001/2000. The encouraging results obtained with this program can be testified by the 
construction enterprises which had incorporated the routines and improved their quality management 
systems. The reduction of constructive material waste, the improvement of buildings quality, the 
increase of productivity on construction site and the improvement of the qualification of hand-to-
workman are some of the results obtained during the past ten years. The design sector was the last to 
join this initiative with the establishment, on 2008, of a quality management system program created 
specifically for design offices. The delay on the establishment of a quality management system for the 
design sector is related with the great resistance of professionals involved (architects and engineers) 
that couldn’t comprehend the value of a quality program that could not assure the quality of the 
building itself. However, the experience of some architecture offices had proved that the 
establishment of a quality management system could also collaborate for the quality of the product.  
The purpose of this paper is to present the partial results obtained through a pilot-experience with a 
collaborative project among the researchers of Federal University of Rio de Janeiro (Universidade 
Federal do Rio de Janeiro - Brasil) and architecture offices. The firms have been selected considering 
their interest on quality management systems. Among the partial results obtained, it is important to 
emphasize the impact of knowledge management for the implementation of a quality management 
system. 

Keywords: design management, quality management, quality control 
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1. Brazilian effort to improve quality on construction sites  

Quality management can be defines as an adjustment to certain requirements. In Brazilian civil 
construction industry, this concept gained its biggest impulse into the 90’s, when companies initiated 
their search for new methodologies for the management of buildings site. At the beginning, the 
proposals had considered: 

- the use of certified buildings materials; 

- the establishment of procedures to be used on construction sites; 

- the qualification of man-work on standardized processes. 

Considering the importance of the construction industry in Brazilian’s economy, the Federal 
Government instituted in 1998 the Brazilian Program for Quality and Productivity in the Habitat 
(PBQP-H). This program’s overall objective is to provide support to the Brazilian effort of 
modernizing the construction industry by promoting quality and productivity in residential 
construction. 

PBQP-H was structured in projects, based on a matrix model. Each Project corresponds to a set of 
actions that contributes directly towards the Program’s development and seeks to solve a specific 
problem in the construction industry.  

Every project is developed by the Federal Government in conjunction with specialists, sector 
associations, consultants and the private sector, and has the support of a technician of the General 
Coordination and of the Technical Assistance Group (Grupo de Assessoramento Técnico – GAT), 
which acts as process facilitator and is responsible for ensuring that actions of all Program projects are 
compatible. 

One of PBQP-H’s triggering projects is the System of Conformity Assessment for Construction 
Companies (Sistema de Avaliação da Conformidade de Empresas de Serviços e Obras – SiAC-
Obras). The objective of SiAC-Obras is to evaluate the compliance of quality management system of 
Brazilian construction companies based on ISO 9001 quality management system standards.. 

The evaluation of construction companies’ compliance according to SiAC-Obras is divided into four 
levels: D, C, B and A. Each level has standard guidelines that have to be met by the companies that 
are interested in being certified. Each standard guideline includes which ISO 9001 requirements have 
to be met. This way, companies gradually develop their quality management systems until eventually 
reaching the “SiAC-Obras level A” qualification. 
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2. Characterization of the design development sector for the 
construction industry and concern with quality 

The concern for quality during the development of the designs (architecture, structure, etc) initiated 
when the researchers proved that most of the problems identified during the construction were due to 
failures in the conception. By the end of the 20th century, Helene (1992) said that, based on studies, 
approximately 40% of the pathologies that occur in buildings start in their planning and design 
phases. Thanks to this observation, professionals of the sector became interested in discussing design 
management process. 

Tzortzopoulos (1999) highlighted the importance of developing a model that would help in the design 
management process: a development plan where the main activities and their priorities - as well as 
roles and responsibilities of the main participants of the process and information flow - would be 
defined. In her research, the author observed that, in general, designers have a process approach that is 
restricted to their specific area of expertise which proves their lack of knowledge of the process as a 
whole.

Melhado (1994) introduced the “production design” concept. This new type of design must defines 
the organization and sequence of construction activities and working fronts; the equipment use; the 
arrangement and evolution of the construction site, among other items.  

This proposal gave birth to the following discussion, conducted by Fabrício (2002), who suggested 
the simultaneous engineering logic be applied to the building design process. However, he mentioned 
the lack of models capable of globally treating the integration between the design and the client, the 
production process and undertakings’ entire life cycle. 

It became necessary to map the design process and organize companies to ensure proper 
production flow in design management. 

Ferreida (2006) concludes with her research into architecture offices certified by ISO 9001 that the 
certification itself does not represent a market issue, and that the high financial cost constituted an 
obstacle for maintaining a certified management system. However, all surveyed companies 
acknowledged the importance of a QMS (Quality Management Sytem) to organize their production 
processes. The companies investigated had confessed that one of the difficulties in regards to the 
organization of the management system is to reconcile the development of each employee’s everyday 
tasks with the production of the documents the system requires, as well as implement a culture change 
in the company.  

What one can see is that companies that try to implement the quality system very often make 
mistakes, such as (SALGADO, 2004): 

- in the procedures, they describe the ideal and not the real process;  
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- they describe details that do not affect quality, but stiffen the process; 

- they plan for inspections at the beginning, during or at the end of the process, but do not detail 
the parameters that should be observed; 

- they plan to use reference documents for the application of procedures/work instructions, but 
do not consider them fully when carrying out the processes. 

It should be emphasized that the quality management system created for the building design offices is 
supposed to help the management of the information, thus making work easier and contributing 
indirectly to the quality of the designed building.  

3. The current moment: quality management systems models 
for building design’s offices  

The design management process has sparked the interest not only in researchers, but also in 
professionals of the field, who see a possibility to improve their productivity with quality and 
efficiency.  

Among the architects who has manifested on the topic, Mahfuz (2003) has criticized severely 
management models pointing out the importance of drawing the distinction between design 
management process certification and certified architecture.  

According with this author, some architecture offices use the “ISO 9001 quality seal” as misleading 
advertisement, since the simple certification of a company’s quality management systems does not 
ensure the quality of the architecture produced by this same company.  

This discussion confronts the two meanings of a design:  

• design as product – refers to the building itself; 

• design as process – refers to the sequence of activities that are required to turn the original 
construction idea (concept) into guidelines that have to be followed by the construction 
company in order to create the product, i.e. to build the building. 

Another aspect that compromises the implementation of a quality management system in design 
companies is their resistance to complying with ISO 9001 requirements. The professionals of the area 
say that the model proposed by the norm is not applicable at small companies. Based on the need of 
creating a management system that is consistent with the reality of designs offices, researchers in the 
field developed some management models, incorporating this production sector’s particularities. 
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3.1 Different proposals for design management models 

Of all presented proposals, we would like to highlight the one the Brazilian Architecture Office 
Association (AsBEA - Associação Brasileira dos Escritórios de Arquitetura) prepared in 1992, which 
offered a basic routine for the development of architecture designs with the objective of establishing 
information, subsidies, requirements, procedures and “end products” for each phase or step of the 
work.

In 1997, the CTE (Centro de Tecnologia de Edificações), in partnership with the Union of 
Construction Industry of São Paulo (Sindicato da Indústria da Construção Civil de São Paulo 
SINDUSCON-SP), prepared a “Quality Management Program in Design Development for the 
Construction Industry” that intended to gradually self-implement improvements to the design process, 
by understanding the flow of design process activities, mainly the need to develop the strategic 
planning of design companies (Tzorzopoulos, 1999). 

In the search of a model that was geared towards small design companies, Oliveira (2005) prepared a 
proposal, including guidelines for the management of the main processes and functions of the small 
building design offices such as: organizational structure, strategic planning, design process planning 
and control, cost management, commercial management, information system, H/R management, 
project-aggregated services and performance evaluation. Oliveira tried to establish a model that is 
different from those offered by ISO standard, because – according to him – the implementation and 
maintenance of ISO 9001-based quality management systems are very costly, requires a great deal of 
bureaucracy, requires a staff  exclusively dedicated to issues related to the specific quality 
management system, among other issues. According to his opinion, this aspects make the ISO quality 
management system unfeasible for small companies.     

The Brazilian Architecture Office Association (AsBEA) focused again on the topic of the design 
management process and published, in 2006, a series of manuals whose main objective was to 
establish the scope of the services related to the development and coordination of design. AsBEA 
does not suggested any specific management model, but pointed out the issues that the companies 
must consider when organizing their management systems.  

3.2 Management model proposed by PBQP-H 

The Brazilian Federal Government addressed the concerns of the Brazilian construction industry, 
specifically the design sector by creating, in 2008, the Compliance Evaluation System for Design 
Offices (SiAC-Projetos). This system was created within the Brazilian Program for Quality and 
Productivity in the Habitat (PBQP-H) and has the following main properties: 

• Four implementation stages; 

• Four standard guidelines – one for each stage; 

• STAGE 1 – Statement of Adhesion to Standard Guideline of Stage 1; 
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• STAGES 2, 3 and 4 – Certification by Certification Bodies (CO) or Authorized 
Certification Bodies (CCO) with in loco audits.

Table 1 – Compliance Evaluation System for Companies that are specialized in preparing projects 
stages

STAGE PHASES

Stage 1 PHASE 1 – Characterization of the company and of its planning and management processes  

PHASE 2 – Contractor relations management 

PHASE 3 – Document management 

PHASE 4 – Communication management  

Stage 2 PHASE 1 - Characterization of the company and of its quality planning and management 
processes (complement) 

PHASE 3 – Document management (Quality Manual) 

PHASE 5 – Design process management 

PHASE 6 – Customer satisfaction management  

PHASE 7 – Evaluation and Improvement  

Source: (PBQP-H, 2008).  

Design offices will be certified according to the qualification stage they have reached. For example, in 
this proposal, design offices could obtain the  “stage 2” certification permanently, without necessarily 
meeting all management system requirements set forth by standard ISO 9001; this will make it easier 
for small and medium-sized design companies. Qualification stages 3 and 4 include ISO 9001 
requirements. Offices wishing to implement the system up to stage 4 receive a standard-equivalent 
ISO 9001 certification.  

4. Report on an experience with design companies in the city 
of Rio de Janeiro

4.1 Characterization of the Project and of the involved companies  

In order to conduct the experience of following up on SiAC-Projetos implementation in design 
offices, a work proposal had been presented to three design companies located in the city of Rio de 
Janeiro.

The objective of this proposal was to prepare the design companies to be qualified in “stage 2” of 
SiAC-Projetos (PBQP-H). After this phase, depending on how work progresses, companies may 
remain at stage 2 or upgrade the implemented management system, expanding the documents and 
registration so to meet the requirements of the following levels until they reach ISO 9001 
certification.
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Table 2 lists the characterization of the design companies that agreed in participating of this pilot 
project.

Table 2 – Characterization of companies that participated in the project. 

Companies A B C

Foundation 
year 

1987 2006 1986 

Number of 
employees 

6 33 39 

Activity niche Architecture projects, 
including all phases, 
and coordination of 
residential and business 
projects. 

Real estate, schools, 
special projects 
(dealers, stands, 
squares, etc) 

. Architecture projects: coordination 
and development of executive projects  

. Engineering projects: infrastructure 
for developments and groups 
(implementation, earthwork, drainage, 
sewage system, drink water, power 
supply, lightening, etc). 

What do you 
expect from 

implementing 
a quality 

management 
program at 

your
company?

To improve the 
company’s 
performance; record 
the adopted operation 
and organization; 
improve the workflow 
and information 
management. 

To organize the 
company’s 
management system by 
establishing routines in 
order to comply with 
contracts, reduce 
errors and rework. 

To standardize the procedures used by 
the company (from internal 
administrative processes to the services 
rendered to clients) in order to ensure 
the quality (deadlines, costs and 
technical quality) of the services we 
render to our clients. 

NOTE: Data obtained in December 2008. 

The selected companies had also the following common characteristics: 

• Interest in participating in a cooperation project; 

• Operate professionally in the development, coordination and  compatibilization of 
design;

• Not to have an implemented quality management system. 

The suggested work dynamics considered holding bi-weekly meetings, which would take place 
alternatively at the University’s or at the involved companies’ location. At the request of the 
companies, the work initially took place in monthly meetings. However, six months later the group 
realized that it was necessary to intensify the periodicity of the meetings and went back to the original 
proposal of holding bi-weekly meetings. 

4.2 Company diagnosis and work routine  

Before starting the project, it was necessary to diagnose each company as for the existing 
management system and the tasks to be introduced for the implementation of the management system 
as suggested in SiAC-Projetos (PBQP-H). 
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Table 3 – Design company diagnosis as for stage 1 requirements   

REQUIREMENTS A B C

Phase 1 
requirements 
(Company 
characterization)  

Fully met. 

Phase 2 
requirements 
(Management of 
contractor relations) 

Some procedures had already been implemented for the process, but they had not been 
documented. 

Phase 3 
requirements 
(Document 
management) 

Some of the procedures 
had already been 
implemented, but 
lacked formal 
registration.

Some of the 
necessary procedures 
had not been defined 
yet.

Some of the procedures had 
already been implemented, but 
lacked formal registration. 

Phase 4 
requirements 
([internal and 
external]
Communication 
management) 

Communication 
management 
procedures were in 
place, but were only 
partially documented. 

Communication 
management 
procedures were in 
place, but were only 
partially documented. 

Communication management 
procedures were in place and were 
entirely documented and 
implemented, undergoing 
continuous feedback and 
improvement. In his opinion, this 
issue was solved at the company. 

NOTE: Data obtained in December 2008. 

Based on the companies’ diagnosis, the management system implementation process started, 
discussing document management procedures. The three companies understood that this requirement 
was partially met; it was therefore chosen as the priority to initiate the establishment of a new quality 
management system. 

4.3 Role of information management at design companies 

By discussing document and data control, some doubts came up regarding document creation. 
Routines have to be established for the following situations: 

a. Control of technical documents and data (designs); 

b. Control of administrative documents and data (payroll, issued invoices, delivery 
receipts, etc); 

c. Control of Quality Management System documents and data; 

d. Backup of documents and data; 

e. Registration of system users (access to the network); 

f. Control and safety of digital data. 
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The first step for the implementation of a design quality management system into design offices was 
the knowledge management.  Information and communication technologies meet this need by offering 
possibilities of organizing information over cooperation networks. These networks can help 
professionals of different companies to make contact and also they facilitate the record of design data 
and the accompanying of design development. 

4.4 Difficulties in implementing a quality management system 

Although the three companies involved acknowledge the importance of establishing a quality 
management system and the advantages of its implementation, in the middle of the year (2009), one 
of the involved companies decided to abandon the project. We believe that the causes of such decision 
reflect the main challenges these companies have to face when defining their management models. 
According to the director these were the reasons that led them to interrupt the process (SALGADO, 
2009): 

• little TIME dedicated to organizing the company’s management system: the director 
believes that the implementation of a quality management system cannot be done in your 
spare time. The company should allocate some time to perform this task; 

• the implementation of the system has to become a PRIORITY: if it is not perceived as a 
priority, it ends up ranking second and being forgotten.  Considering that the 
implementation of a quality management system initially generates costs and no revenue 
for the company, executing the company’s daily tasks is the priority; 

• a professional of the company has to be assigned to be EXCLUSIVELY dedicated to the 
organization of the quality management system. This aspect is closely linked to the 
others. Smaller companies also have more limited resources, and it is therefore not always 
possible to assign a person that will exclusively perform this task. 

• The OVER-OPTIMISTIC MARKET increases the demand for services at the 
companies and, consequently, the time to perform the tasks for the implementation of a 
quality management system is reduced.  In addition, on a heated market, companies have 
problems keeping professionals and hiring new ones. Therefore, they work hard to meet 
the deadlines defined in the contracts. 

The director of the company that has chosen to abandon the implementation of the quality  
management system added that, in his opinion,  for FAMILY business companies the process is even 
more complicated. According to him, it is common in this type of companies not to have a formalized 
organizational structure – especially in regards to its management. When directors in this type of 
companies have conflicting opinions the system implementation does not go ahead.                
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5. Final considerations 

Based on the reported experience, we can conclude that knowledge management is the first step for 
the organization of a quality management system in design offices. We can also establish some 
guidelines as follows: 

Establish unique codes for each file – there can be no duplicity when identifying files, even if they 
are filed in different directories or subdirectories; 

Organize the file directory and subdirectories on the server – this should allow all coworkers to 
quickly identify the used path when searching for a specific work document. The company should 
establish its own rules on how to open new folders on the server (mentioning the professional within 
the company that has that responsibility), and to migrate these folders to the permanent file, after the 
work is concluded. 

Verify the safety and control the access to the documents – not everybody working at the design 
company has to access all company folders. Even small companies should take this preventive 
measure. Unfortunately, that does not always happen. Our suggestion would be to establish safety 
protocols for access documents with registered passwords. 

Ensure the integrity of the office’s information and data backup – A routine has to be in place – 
preferably an automated mechanism – that ensures that a safety backup of all the design company’s 
files is done at different times of the day.  

Both companies that stayed on the project acknowledged that the problems pointed out by the one that 
have abandoned the project are true; they are aware that they will have to overcome these problems if 
they really wish to conclude the implementation of their quality management systems. The goal for 
2010 is to conclude the project, meeting all requirements up to Stage 2, and to conduct the first audit 
of the implemented system in order to obtain the official certification. 

Finally, it has to be emphasized that the first phase of the discussion on design management process at 
Brazilian companies has relativized the importance of aspects, such as the quality in the design 
conception of the building, user satisfaction, among others. This happened due to the urgency in 
reducing design errors, such as incompatibilities between the different specialties, the discrepancies 
between the last reviewed version of the design and the one that is actually being executed on the 
construction site, and the problems in tracking design tem decisions.  
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Abstract

Over the past decade it has become well-known that the built environment is a major contributor 
to climate change. It is further known that the majority of carbon dioxide emissions caused by 
buildings are created during the operating phase of existing buildings. In other words, the way a 
building is managed and maintained has a major impact on the environmental performance of 
the building. Notwithstanding, research and discussion have to date mainly focused on green 
design and the construction of new buildings. Particularly in Europe, the role of facility 
management (FM) in the green building market has not been adequately addressed. Facility 
services typically include, but are not limited to, maintenance of air conditioning, electric 
power, plumbing and lighting systems; and cleaning. Several of these services may have a 
significant impact on the environmental performance of a building. The aim of this study is to 
identify and understand the role of FM in the environmental performance of existing office 
buildings. The study is conducted using case study methodology. The green building indicator 
system used as a reference is the United States Green Building Council’s LEED for Existing 
Buildings: Operations and Maintenance Rating System (hereinafter “LEED EB”). The rating 
system is specifically tailored for existing, operational buildings and was chosen due to its wide 
international recognition. The case facility represents a rather typical Finnish office building 
dating from the 1980’s, where all major facility services are provided by a single FM provider. 
In the study, facility service processes of the FM provider are compared and analyzed against 
the chosen green building indicator. The study reveals the surprisingly central role the FM 
service processes play in the environmental performance of an office building. The FM service 
processes have both direct and indirect influence on environmental indicators and performance 
metrics. Based on the study, FM providers readily hold a great portion of the data required for 
green management.  

Keywords: green building, LEED, facility management (FM), operating phase, office building 
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1. Introduction

Over the past decade it has become well-known that the built environment is a major contributor 
to climate change. The built environment (i.e., residential and commercial buildings) accounts 
for roughly 40% of both the total energy consumption and the carbon dioxide emissions in 
Europe (COD/2008/0223) and the U.S. (USGBC, 2010a). Furthermore, research (Rosenblum et 
al, 2000) has shown that, even when compared with the industrial sector, the service industry 
(including the use of commercial buildings) accounts for a surprisingly large portion of all 
environmental impacts in areas such as energy consumption. Consequently, reducing the 
environmental impacts of commercial buildings represents significant potential. 

An estimated 80% (Junnila and Hovarth, 2003; Junnila et al, 2006) of climate change impacts 
caused by commercial buildings are created during the operating phase of existing buildings. 
Moreover, existing commercial buildings will continue to represent the majority of the building 
stock far into the future. Notwithstanding, research and discussion associated with 
environmental performance of commercial buildings has to date mainly focused on building 
technologies and the construction of new buildings.  Particularly in Europe, less attention has 
been paid to the role of FM in the green building market. However, based on previous research, 
FM could potentially support user organizations in their effort to become more environmentally 
sound (Hodges, 2005; Roper and Beard, 2006; Nousiainen and Junnila, 2008). Furthermore, as 
Hodges (2005) suggests, facility managers are unique in bearing knowledge of historical, 
current, and future operations, i.e., the entire life-cycle of a building. Appropriate FM practices 
can, consequently, improve an organization’s sustainability. This study suggests that the focus 
of green building research be shifted from new buildings to the operation and maintenance of 
existing buildings. The lack of new developments, resulting from the current economic 
downturn, could accelerate the shift. 

The purpose of this research is to identify and understand the role of FM service processes in 
the environmental performance of office buildings. More specifically, this study aims to 
determine which areas of environmental performance would be most efficiently managed 
through FM. It is hypothesized that FM service processes play a central role in an office 
building’s environmental performance. The working hypothesis has been that FM organizations 
can significantly support client organizations in their efforts to minimize their total 
environmental impact. FM organizations can for instance provide information and knowledge of 
the building operation systems and, particularly in long-term service agreements, produce 
reference data from previous years as along with information on potential trends. 

Following this introduction, Section 2 briefly defines the concepts of facility management and 
green building. Section 3 describes the research approach and methodology, while Section 4 
presents and analyses the major findings. Finally, the Section 5 discusses the findings further, 
draws conclusions, and provides recommendations for the application of the results and future 
research. 
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2. FM and Green Buildings Overview 

2.1 Facility Management 

Facility management (FM) can be described as the integration of an organization’s non-core 
services, primarily related to the maintenance and care of buildings. The aim of facility 
management is to support the organization in their core business. The potential scope of facility 
management is very broad and can vary greatly. The European Committee for Standardization 
(CEN 2007) divides the scope of facilities management in two categories based on client 
demand: Space & Infrastructure and People & Organization. The former includes client 
demands for space, working environment, utilities, hygiene and cleanliness. The latter category 
comprises client demands for a safe environment, a hospitable working environment, 
information and communication (ICT) services, and logistics, i.e. transport and storage of 
goods. The categories are not intended as exhaustive and other client specific demands and 
related services potentially exist as well.  

Several of the aforementioned services may have a significant impact on the environmental 
performance of a building. Consequently, as previous research (Nousiainen and Junnila, 2008) 
has demonstrated, end-user companies already expect facility managers to be able to provide 
environment and energy related services. End-user companies wish to receive comprehensive 
reporting and recommendations on improving their environmental performance. Energy system 
commissioning and green cleaning policies are examples of such improvements. 

2.2 Green Buildings 

Green buildings are buildings or structures that have less impact on the environment than 
conventional buildings. The environmental aspects to be considered in estimating the impact 
include, at a minimum, energy and resource use, waste generation, pollution, and indoor air 
quality (US EPA, 1995). The green building practice ideally considers all of the environmental 
aspects listed above, and therefore does not equal building energy-efficiency, as sometimes 
falsely perceived. Furthermore, green building is a practice that extends throughout the entire 
life-cycle of a building, not just the design and construction phase. 

It is worth noting that the term sustainable building is sometimes used synonymous to green 
building. However, generally only the environmental dimension of the triple bottom line of 
sustainable development (environmental, social, and economical) is considered when evaluating 
green buildings. This paper refrains from using the term “sustainable” to avoid confusion.   

Many green building indicator systems are available globally, the most well-known being the 
British BREEAM and the U.S. based LEED. Others include HK-BEAM (Hong Kong), DGNB 
(Germany), Green Star (Australia), as well as CASBEE (Japan). While all mentioned indicator 
systems have similar scopes, the criteria differ, making benchmarking difficult (Reed at al., 
2009). However, Lee and Brunett (2007) found that LEED, BREEAM, and HK-BEAM do not 
show significant differences when estimating building energy efficiency. 
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3. Research Approach and Methodology 

The study was conducted using case study methodology. A single-case design is used in order 
to retrieve detailed empirical data on the studied phenomenon (Yin 1994). As the study 
hypothesizes that an FM organization can play a significant role in the environmental 
performance of an office building, it was of importance to find a plausible critical case for the 
testing of the hypothesis. The three different elements of this case study and their respective 
selection criteria are described in the following chapters. 

3.1 Case Facility 

The subject of this case study is a 16,300 square meter office facility housing the Finnish 
headquarters of the information technology corporation Hewlett-Packard (HP), employing ca. 
800 staff. The building was first developed in 1984. An extension was built and major 
renovation carried out in 1991. The building parameters are presented in Table 1 below. 

Table 1: Building Parameters 

Building Parameters Value 

Location Espoo, Southern Finland (Northern Europe) 

Current service life 24 years (1984) 

Gross floor area 16,300 m2 (~175,451 ft²) 

Gross Volume 70,000 m3(¨2,471 000 ft3)

Structure 3-storey with basement 

Employees 800

Operating energy (2008): 

Heat 124 kWh/m2/year

Electricity 146 kWh/m2/year

The HP facility is considered to represent a rather typical Finnish commercial facility. 
According to Statistics Finland (2010), a significant portion (22%) of existing commercial 
buildings in Finland date from the 1980’s. Additionally, the facility is located in the Helsinki 
Metropolitan Area in Southern Finland, with the highest density of commercial buildings in the 
country (KTI Property Information Ltd, 2010).  

3.2 FM Organization 

The partner FM organization in the research is ISS Palvelut Ltd (hereinafter referred to as 
“ISS”), which is part of the global ISS Group. ISS Group is one of the world’s largest 
commercial providers of facility services. ISS operate in 53 countries and the service repertoire 
is individual for every country. For the purpose of the research, it was perceived important that 
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the studied FM organization provides a so called Total FM (TFM) service. Atkin and Brooks 
(2009) define TFM as follows:  

“Total facilities management is where a single entity takes responsibility for all facets of 
facilities management”.

ISS use the term Integrated Facility Services (IFSs) as equivalent to TFM. ISS’s main services 
comprise cleaning, property, catering, and security services, with a number of supporting 
services; all provided using the IFS solution. ISS consider a service solution including three or 
more different services IFS. 

Since September 2008, ISS has provided all major facility services for the HP facility using the 
IFS solution. Altogether 20 ISS staff, including a service manager work on site. The provided 
services comprise cleaning services, waste management, catering services, indoor and outdoor 
property services (i.e., air conditioning maintenance, housing automation, plumbing and lighting 
systems), in-house mail delivery services, reception of goods, office services, pest services as 
well as energy control services. 

3.3 Green Building Indicator 

The green building indicator system chosen as a reference in this study is the United States 
Green Building Council’s LEED for Existing Buildings: Operations and Maintenance Rating 
System (LEED EB). USGBC’s LEED was chosen due to its wide international recognition and 
popularity: 19,926 registered projects and 5,166 certified projects worldwide in July 2010 
(USGBC 2010b). Majority of the LEED projects are located in the US, but LEED is also 
gaining interest in Europe, including Finland. At the time of this study, there were 4 certified 
and 14 registered LEED projects in Finland. LEED EB is a rating system specifically tailored 
for existing, operational buildings. In addition, the facility subject to the case study was in the 
process of adopting the LEED EB rating system. 

LEED rating systems have been criticized, e.g., for the systems’ poor consideration of building 
materials (Marsh, 2008; Bowyer, 2007) and energy-efficiency (Gifford, 2008). However, the 
LEED EB rating system does have a broad approach to different environmental aspects, which 
is essential in estimating the environmental impact of a building. The rating system comprises 
altogether seven (7) categories with which the environmental performance of operational 
buildings is measured. Of the seven categories, six are applicable internationally. The six 
internationally applicable categories have been outlined by the USGBC (2010c), as follows: 

 Sustainable Sites (SS). Discourages development on previously undeveloped land; 
minimizes a building's impact on ecosystems and waterways; encourages regionally 
appropriate landscaping; rewards smart transportation choices; controls storm water 
runoff; and reduces erosion, light pollution, heat island effect and construction-related 
pollution. 
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 Water Efficiency (WE). Encourages smarter use of water, inside and out. Typically 
achieved through more efficient appliances, fixtures and fittings inside and water-wise    
landscaping outside. 

 Energy and Atmosphere (EA). Encourages a wide variety of energy strategies: 
commissioning; energy use monitoring; efficient design and construction; efficient 
appliances, systems and lighting; the use of renewable and clean sources of energy, 
generated on-site or off-site; and other innovative strategies. 

 Materials and Resources (MR). Encourages the selection of sustainably grown, 
harvested, produced and transported products and materials. Promotes the reduction of 
waste as well as reuse and recycling, and takes into account the reduction of waste at a 
product’s source. 

 Indoor Environmental Quality (IEQ). Promotes strategies that can improve indoor air 
as well as providing access to natural daylight and views and improving acoustics. 

 Innovation in Operations (IO). Provides bonus points for new and innovative 
technologies and strategies beyond other LEED credit requirements or for 
considerations not addressed in LEED. Rewards projects for including a LEED 
Accredited Professional on the team. 

The above categories comprise altogether 52 credits from which a maximum of 106 points can 
be obtained. The basic level certification requires the minimum of 40 points, silver level 50 
points, gold level 60 points and the highest level, platinum, 80 points. 

The research was conducted by analyzing existing ISS service processes and comparing them 
against the LEED EB criteria.

3.4 LEED EB Process 

Despite the age (first developed in 1984) of the facility, no major structural or technical 
refurbishments were needed to achieve the green building certificate. The facility has been 
appropriately maintained, and many environmental aspects had already been taken into 
consideration. Most recently, remote real-time energy monitoring of the building was included 
in the facility services. However, some modifications were required to achieve desired results in 
the certification process. Most of the required changes involved adjusting various set point 
values and operating schedules in the building automation system. The most significant actions 
performed comprised the installation of a water pressure reduction valve to the main water line 
in order to control the fixture water flows, and replacing one chiller system with a system 
including a free-cooling exchanger.

The needed process or documentation changes were implemented prior to the beginning of the 
performance period of the LEED EB certification system. The performance period started 1 
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December 2009 and ended 31 March 2010, covering 4 months. The FM practitioners and 
researchers cooperated actively throughout the certification and research processes. The 
following Section presents the main findings of the case study. 

4. Findings

As a result of a preliminary analysis by the FM, the case facility decided to attempt a Gold level 
certification. The required score for the Gold level is 60 points. In this case, 66 of the 106 
available points were deemed feasible to attain without major upgrades or alterations. The 
pursued points fall quite evenly between the different LEED categories, as can be seen from 
Table 3.

The study focused on the role of FM services in the achievement of the green building points. 
Based on thorough analysis of the certification process, the following categories were 
developed, indicating the influence, or “impact potential” of the FM provider on the pursued 
points.

1. Fully attainable with FM’s internal policies and processes. FM readily holds the 
information or documentation required to meet the criteria, or FM has full control over 
the processes included in the criteria. Meeting the criteria is independent of the site 
charasteristics and occupant. Credit Example: Green Cleaning Program.

2. FM has operational impact and can influence the points achieved. FM plays a central 
role in meeting the criteria via operating the systems, equipment or processes in 
question and can produce the required documentation. However, meeting the criteria 
also depends on the site characteristics and occupant. Credit Example: Optimize 
Energy Efficiency Performance.

3. FM has operational impact, but cannot influence the points achieved. FM has no 
impact on whether the systems, equipment or processes in question are in place, but can 
implement the required changes and produce the necessary documentation. Meeting the 
criteria depends on the site characteristics and occupant. Credit Example: Protect and 
Restore Site Habitat  

4. FM can act as an expert advisor. FM can perform tasks, such as occupant surveys, 
required by the green building system, or advice on the best practices. Meeting the 
criteria depends on the site characteristics and occupant. Credit Example: Alternative 
Commuting Transportation. 

LEED EB entails nine prerequisites that must always be met in order to achieve certification. 
The prerequisites are grouped according to the respective impact potential of the FM provider in 
Table 2.
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Table 2: Impact Potential of FM - LEED EB Prerequisites 

Impact Potential Prerequisite 

Fully attainable with FM’s internal policies 
and processes 

-EA P1 Energy Efficiency Best Management Practices -
Planning, Documentation, and Opportunity Assessment 
- EA P3 Fundamental Refrigerant Management 
- MR P2 Solid Waste Management Policy 
- IEQ P3 Green Cleaning Policy 

FM has operational impact and can influence 
the points achieved 

- WE P1 Minimum Indoor Plumbing Fixture and Fitting 
Efficiency 
- EA P2 Minimum Energy Efficiency Performance 
- IEQ P1 Minimum Indoor Air Quality Performance 

FM has operational impact, but cannot 
influence the points achieved 

-

FM can act as an expert advisor - IEQ P2 Environmental Tobacco Smoke (ETS) Control 
- MR P1 Sustainable Purchasing Policy  

SS = Sustainable Sites, WE = Water Efficiency, EA = Energy and Atmosphere, MR = Materials and 
Resources, IEQ = Indoor Environmental Quality, IO = Innovation in Operations 

Most notably, four out of nine prerequisites are fully attainable through the FM provider. 
Furthermore, another three can be influenced by the FM, even though dependant on the subject 
facility. Only two out of the nine prerequisites could not be influenced by the FM. However, 
with these two prerequisites, the FM was still able to advice on best practice. 

Once the prerequisites have been met, the credits to be pursued can be chosen freely, as long as 
the certification minimum of 40 points is achieved. The 66 points pursued by the case facility 
are presented in Table 3, divided by both the LEED EB category (horizontally) and the impact 
potential of the FM provider (vertically). 

Table 3: Impact Potential of FM – LEED EB Points 

                      LEED Category

Impact Potential 

SS WE EA MR IEQ IO POINT 
TOTAL 

of 
point 
total 

Fully attainable with FM’s internal 
policies and processes 

2 - 6 1 5 1 15 23% 

FM has operational impact and can 
influence the points received 

- 10 13 3 9 4 39 59% 

FM has operational impact, but cannot 
influence the points achieved 

3 - 1 - - - 4 6% 

FM can operate as an expert advisor 7 - - 1 - - 8 12% 

POINT TOTAL 12 10 20 5 14 5 66

of point total 18% 15% 30% 8% 21% 8% 100% 

SS = Sustainable Sites, WE = Water Efficiency, EA = Energy and Atmosphere, MR = Materials and 
Resources, IEQ = Indoor Environmental Quality, IO = Innovation in Operations 
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The results show that the FM had either direct or indirect (operational) impact on 82% of the 
points achieved by the case facility. The vast majority of the points achieved were either readily 
available due to the FM’s existing internal policies and practices (23%, 15 points) or indirectly 
influenced by operations conducted by the FM (59%, 39 points). Moreover, the categories with 
less FM impact potential represent the minority of the achieved points with the shares of 6% (4 
points), and 12% (8 points), respectively. 

5. Discussion

The built environment plays a major role in fighting climate change and delivering a sustainable 
economy as the built environment accounts for roughly 40 % of both the total energy 
consumption and the carbon dioxide emissions globally. Furthermore, it is estimated that 
approximately 80% of carbon emissions caused by buildings are created during the operating 
phase of existing buildings, making the topic of this research both relevant and current. The 
initial hypothesis was that that FM plays a significant role in supporting end-user organizations 
in their efforts to minimize their total environmental impact.  

The study shows, that using LEED EB as indicator for green performance an office building 
dating from the 1980’s, the FM organization had either direct or indirect (operational) influence 
on 82% of the LEED points achieved by the building. The vast majority of the points earned by 
the subject facility were either readily available due to the FM organization’s existing internal 
policies and practices (23%, 15 points) or substantially but indirectly influenced by operations 
conducted by the FM organization (59%, 39 points). The latter category is of course dependent 
on both the characteristics of the existing building, and the willingness of the end-user to adopt 
the points. 

It should be noted; however, that only one service provider was assessed against a single green 
building indicator system. Moreover, the case study represents a situation where all FM services 
are provided by one service provider using an integrated facility service (IFS) solution. Since 
the case study is conducted in Finland, the results may not be applicable for other countries. It is 
therefore not possible to make wide generalizations based on the results. However, the study 
exemplifies the impact potential of an active FM organization in a reliable manner. 

As previous research (Nousiainen and Junnila, 2008) has demonstrated, end-user companies 
expect facility managers to be able to provide environment and energy related services. This 
research has shown that, at least in the case of a leading Finnish FM organization, these services 
partially already exist, as part of the FM organization’s internal policies. Additionally, the study 
has demonstrated that for a FM organization providing a wide range of services it is possible to 
contribute to several of the green building criteria. It can be argued that FM organizations are 
well equipped to guide the end-user through a green building certification process, since the 
required information is already in-house and readily available. What is needed is an active, even 
proactive, approach to the building occupant’s potential green building initiatives. 
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Future research on the role of FM could focus on other countries, such as the U.S., where the 
number of LEED certified buildings is immensely greater than anywhere else in the world. 
Furthermore, similar studies using different green building indicators (BREEAM, HK-BEAM), 
energy efficiency or carbon footprint calculation as the measure of environmental performance 
would be of interest. 
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Abstract

The paper develops the level of understanding of the current position of FM providers surrounding 
sustainable FM. The research establishes, through looking at a sample of FM companies, the level of 
commitment the FM industry is dedicating to the sustainability movement through looking at the 
sustainable business practice which stems from their Sustainability Policy (SP).  

A data analysis of 65 FM companies was carried out. The companies were all members of the BIFM 
and were a mix of small, medium and large companies (according to employee number) as well as a 
mix of FM only organisations or FM+ (an FM branch of a construction firm for example). The data 
analysis looked at each company’s commitment to sustainable business practice and the affect 
organisational characteristics had on this. This was achieved by creating a predetermined list of self 
questions to complete for each company; covering organisational characteristics and indicators to 
sustainable practice.

The research found that companies which have a sustainability policy are more likely to implement 
sustainable business practice, resulting in gaining awards, reporting on sustainable issues and setting 
targets. Many companies that do not have a policy still participate in these areas but less effectively. 
Company size also has a significant effect on sustainable business practice, with large companies 
much more likely to behave in a sustainable way.  

This paper does not look at the reasons for not having a sustainability policy or practising sustainable 
business management. The paper demonstrates the purpose and effectiveness of a formal Facilities 
Management sustainability policy. As such the paper is useful in the preparation of a sustainability 
strategy.   
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1. Sustainable Facilities Management 

1.1 Introduction

It is becoming accepted that sustainable FM (Facilities Management) will need to take into account 
social, economic and environmental aspects of sustainability to deliver the increasingly demanded 
rounded service (Elmualim et al, 2009). To deliver environmental targets and to exist in a sustainable 
environment both technological and attitudinal changes are needed. The FM profession is able to 
affect the technological and behavioural change needed to deliver the environmental targets due to 
their position of influence over how the building is used (Elmualim et al, 2009).  The regulations being 
agreed by Government are going to directly impact FM activities, through FM being made directly 
responsible for implementing change to reduce emissions in an increasing number of areas (Elmualim 
et al, 2010).

1.2 Forces for change 

The common view of the FM function as being responsible for managing buildings or being a 
maintenance department often does not match the modern reality of FM. Fm is increasingly seen as 
being woven into the core and support services of a given company, supporting the primary objectives 
of that organisation (Nazali et al, 2009; Edum-Fotwe, 2003; Nutt, 2004). To produce effective FM 
there is a need to integrate a multidisciplinary of activities and skills to design the facilities to suit the 
end user, moving away from FM as solely managing a facility but to managing facilities incorporating 
HRM (human resource management), IT and wider business support (Nutt, 2004; Edum-Fotwe, 2001; 
Pitt and Hinks, 2001; Alexander, 1992; Price, 1999). FM is emerging as an important corporate 
discipline, reflecting the fact that FM related costs can represent the second largest operating costs 
after personnel and the cost of the asset (Edum-Fotwe, 2003; Brandt, 1994; Puddy, 2001). A 
competitive edge can be achieved for organisations through effective and efficient use of the facilities 
(Patheridge, 2008; RICS, 1999; Pitt and Hinks, 2001).

Corporate Social Responsibility or ethical fund management is forcing organisations to be more open 
with investment decisions (Walker et al, 2007; Hannagan, 1998), with 75% of large companies 
reported as being under pressure to develop non financial measures of performance (Hubbard, 2009). 
Following the focus on sustainable construction, Government policy is increasingly being designed to 
target emissions resulting from the existing building stock. All of these commitments, and others, 
require the input of FM in order for them to be achieved. Their role has the potential to be at the 
forefront of delivery of sustainability due to the impact FM has on the selection, operation and 
management of properties (DTI, 2009). The BIFM carried out a survey in 2007 which found that over 
60% believe the scope of FM will expand within their organisations over the next five years (BIFM, 
2007).

ISO 14001 can be used as a method to manage and implement environmental and legal requirements. 
To gain accreditation organisations must have in place a framework to prioritise and address their 
environmental impacts (Walker et al, 2007; Watson& Emery, 2004).  Organisations currently find 
legislation a major driving force for environmental improvement (Williams et al, 1993; Kok and Saint 
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Bris, 1994, Hillary 1995, Edum et Fotwe, 2001; Baylis, 1998).  However the pressure felt by 
organisations from legislation is not as widely reported, which is reflected in company reports (Walker 
et al, 2007; Napper, 2003).

1.3 Sustainability Policies and FM 

Creating a sustainability policy (SP) and indeed living in a sustainable society is the balance of 
demands from economic, political, ecological and technological angles (Shin, 2008). It has been found 
that 31% of FM organisations report that they do not have a sustainability policy, with the main 
barriers to practising sustainable FM being time constraints, lack of knowledge and lack of senior 
management commitment (Elmualim et al, 2010; Baylis, 1998).  

Within the educational sector, it has been found that a company having in place an environmental 
policy does not mean that environmental and sustainable policies are implemented any further down in 
the company structure (Elmualim et al, 2010; Carpenter, 2002; Baylis, 1998; Carpenter and Meehan, 
2002). Carpenter and Meehan (2002) undertook a study of 10 educational institutions and found that 
all 10 had environmental policies; but there proved to be varying degrees of implementation of that 
policy (Carpenter and Meehan, 2002). Only one institution had a direct funding agreement in place for 
an environmental management plan, not all had management level involvement and in some cases the 
SP was as far as the environmental management plan had developed. However, the survey did indicate 
that the FM department played a strong role in implementing environmental management policies 
(Carpenter and Meehan, 2002).

There have been many reasons cited for why small to medium companies from all sectors do not have 
SP in place. Many of such companies do not feel that they need a SP due to the view that they have no 
environmental problems, do not feel pressure to target environmental issues or do not believe that 
environmental issues present a threat or opportunity to the organisation (Baylis, 1998). Companies 
with environmental policies are not necessarily motivated to act on them, and thus may not implement 
the ideas any further into business practice (Baylis (1998). This indicates a gap between the creation of 
a SP and what companies are capable of doing (Baylis, 1998; Shin, 2008). This could again link to the 
pressure that companies feel to appear to be acting in a sustainable and environmentally innovative 
way through the corporate social responsibility (CSR) arena (Hubbard, 2009).  Organisations are 
motivated by different factors; however studies have shown that companies are motivated by the 
compulsory (legal) and financial factors (Shin, 2008; Baylis, 1998).  

1.4 The value of a policy 

A policy is not fixed; it consists of language resulting from discussion and argument and is developed 
through analysis (Massa, 1997). This could result in a SP not having the ability to directly lead to 
action on sustainable issues but rather lead to discussion of the subject in formulating opinions and 
ideas. In developing a SP the driving implications of possible solutions may deter the implementation, 
for example if a financial cost is associated with the commitment to a sustainable agenda then this 
policy may be diluted to prevent a firm commitment to an agenda (Massa, 1997). This may result in a 
weak attempt to develop policy ideas throughout the company, and the policy may be used as a 
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method to appease the CSR audience.  The envisioned potential lack of solutions to accepted problems 
may also act as barrier to a commitment of a sustainable solution (Elmualim et al, 2010). 

So far the practice of sustainability reporting has often involved publishing a separate sustainability 
report in addition to Annual Reports (Hubbard, 2009; O’Dwyer 2005). This has the drawback of 
keeping sustainability as a separate entity and separate from financial reporting. Current methods of 
reporting also result in biased results with organisations focusing on the positives (Hubbard, 2009).

2 Research Design 

2.1 Methodology 

This research is intended to capture the frequency of FM companies having in a place a SP and the 
commitment shown to this SP through established sustainable business practice. A data analysis was 
undertaken through looking at reports and data from 65 companies in order to capture information 
against predefined parameters (shown below); this was then linked to indicators of sustainable 
business practice evidenced. The data was gained from the internet and databases containing company 
information, this reduces bias and the potential for erroneous data provided through human input.  

A sample size of 65 was chosen with a spread of characteristics to represent the wide ranging company 
structures that feature within the FM industry. The sample was taken from members of the British 
Institute of Facilities Management (BIFM). In the sample there are 26 large companies, 24 medium 
sized companies and 15 small companies (according to employee number).  The sample also included 
a spread of companies which were classed as FM only, so a standalone FM company, or FM+, a FM 
branch of a construction firm for example.  

Firstly basic business characteristics were captured, which were then linked to indicators of 
sustainable business practice.

Firstly the following organisational factors were captured: 

 Turnover

 Employees number  

 Size according to employee numbers (CEC, 1996) 

 Whether the company was an FM provider only (FM) or a FM subsidiary department (FM+’
1)

 The existence of a SP or not

                                                     

1 Meaning FM+: covering either a FM department or subsidiary within a larger construction company or a FM company which 
provided additional services other than FM. In each case the data was collected for the FM arm only. Out of the sample 
there are 21 FM+ organisations.   
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The following factors, which were considered to reflect the implementation sustainable business 

f consideration throughout business operations,

 The existence of a reporting structure for environmental factors. 

pants directly and carries out an analysis of the 
information which is published in the public domain.  

rrespondence analysis: to graphical represent the correspondence between 

a is to test the significance of the SP and whether the policy is devolved through business 
practice.

3 Findings

ure

practice, were captured: 

 The prevalence of sustainability as topic o

 The existence of environmental targets,  

 The achievement of environmental awards2 or accreditation,

This method of data capture was chosen to avoid human input and erroneous data capture. Previous 
studies have highlighted that the sustainable activities of organisations can be embellished due to their 
awareness of the modern need to appear environmentally conscious, and to appeal to the CSR 
audience. In previous cases it has been found that companies have answered affirmatively to having a 
SP in place, only for there to not be one when the company was visited for further research (Baylis, 
1998).  A data analysis removes the input from partici

2.2 Analysis 

The following analysis procedure was carried out for the test areas: 

 Frequency distribution tests: identifying initial trends in percentages

 Multiple Co
parameters

 Chi squared test: To test the statistical significance of the data

The data will be tested in two areas; to find whether the likelihood of a company having a SP is 
affected by any major organisational factors such as size, turnover, and company structure.  The 
second are

3.1 Area one: Size and company struct

3.1.1 The impact of organisational size 

The majority (55.4%) of FM companies tested did have a SP in place, the remaining 44.6% not having 
a SP in place. The size of the company is an important organisational factor that is likely to affect the 
position of a SP. The sample shows that out of the companies that have a SP, 73% are large, 54% are 

2 Environmental awards, are awards which the organisation has gained specifically for environmental and 
sustainable achievements within the company direct.  
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medium and 27% are small organisations. This relationship is statistically significant with p<0.05 
(p=0.016). It can be said with confidence that large companies are more likely to have a SP. Elmualim 
et al (2009) found that 69% of their total sample had an SP in place, this is higher than the findings 
here. However, this could support the idea that commitment to sustainability is often exaggerated, 
specially since the responses to the survey were self selected and voluntary. The data analysis 

oves this opportunity for human exaggeration in this fashionable topic.

l companies.  This relationship is significant 

mpanies and 12.5% are small companies. This relationship 

20% of companies set environmental targets; of these 53.8% are large companies, 31% are 
medium sized and 15.4% are small companies.  

he multiple correspondence analysis below indicates the correlation between the variables, the closer 
e correspondence or link between the two.

e
rem

The size of the company may have an effect on the likelihood of the company implementing 
sustainable business practice; within the sample: 

 40% of companies had gained environmental awards or accreditation. Of these 65.4% were large 
companies, 31% were medium and, 3.8% were smal
with p<0.05, (p=0.001). It can be said with confidence that large companies are more likely to 
have gained environmental Awards or accreditation. 

 In the sample 53.8% of companies report on Sustainable issues: out of that sample 53.1% are large 
companies, 34.3% are medium sized co
is significant with p<0.05, (p=0.053). It can be said with confidence that large companies are more 
likely to report on sustainable issues.  



T
the variables are on the graph, the higher th

Figure 1. Graph to show 
correspondence between Size and SP

 Figure 2. Graph to show correspondence 
between Awards, Reporting structure, 
Targets and Size 
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There is a strong correspondence between size of company and a SP, with a clear correspondence 
between large 
companies and having 
a SP, and between 
small companies and 
no SP.

Reports on 
sustainability

Sets targets Achieved
awards

Yes No Yes No Yes No 
Yes SP Freq 26 10 12 24 19 17

% 72.2 27.8 33.3 66.7 52.8 47.2
No SP Freq 6 23 1 28 7 22 

% 20.7 79.3 3.4 96.6 24.1 75.9
Table 1. The influence of a SP 

3.1.2 Company 
structure

Out of the sample a proportion of the companies were ‘stand alone FM companies’ and the remainder 
were subsidiary groups or an FM department within a wider company, for the purpose of this write up 
titled ‘FM+’. The nature of the structure of the company was captured to understand whether this 
affected the link between the type of company which create and implement a SP.  In linking the nature 
of the provision of the service provided by the companies it can be seen that: 

 32% of large companies that are FM only companies have a SP. 

 The provision of a SP for medium sized firms was less affected by being part of a wider company 
or being a standalone FM company.  

 Large companies providing FM only were more likely to provide a SP than if they were part of a 
wider company, however, they were still more likely than not to provide a SP.  

 75% of small companies who have a SP are ‘FM only. 
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Figure 3. Graph to show correspondence between company size, structure and SP 

3.2 Area two: Policy and implementation to business practice 

3.2.1 Frequency analysis 

The second area of study is to see the implementation of a SP into business practice. It is possible to 
gain an understanding of the influence of a SP within the companies studied, and the extent to which a 
SP is supported through looking at business practice in specified areas.

Out of companies that have an SP, 29.2% have gained awards. It is more common for companies to 
not have a SP and to not have an award at 33.8. This correlation is statistically significant at p<0.05 
(0=0.019). It can be said with confidence that companies with a SP are more likely to have gained 
environmental Awards or accreditation. There is a link between companies having a SP and reporting 
on Sustainable issues, out of the companies which have a SP 72.2% report on sustainable issues. This 
is statistically significant at p<0.05 (p=0.000). The majority companies in the sample did not have 
environmental targets, at 80%, this is statistically significant at p<0.05 (p=0.003). Out of the 
companies that had a SP 33.3% had set environmental targets, out of the companies that do not have a 
SP only 3.4% have environmental targets. However, setting targets is still the least likely application 
of sustainable practice.  The correspondence between not setting targets and not having an SP is the 
highest correlation

Figure 4. Graph to show correspondence
between Awards, Reporting structure, SP 

Figure 5. Graph to show correspondence 
between SP and occurrence of 
 sustainability
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Cross tab x2 df Asymp. Sig. 

Size* SP 8.314 2 0.016 The size of a company is significant.  Large 
companies are more likely to have an SP.  

Size*gained
awards

14.370 2 0.001 Large companies are statistically more 
likely to gain environmental awards. 

Size* reporting  5.881 2 0.053 Large companies are statistically more 
likely to report on sustainable issues. 

SP* Awards 5.489 1 0.019 The highest count is for no SP and No 
awards.

SP*Reporting
structure

17.065 1 0.000 Highest count is for companies with an SP 
to Report on Sustainable issues.

SP* setting 
targets

8.966 1 0.003 The highest count is for companies with No 
SP to Not set targets.

Table 2. Influence of company size and SP (Chi-Squared)

4. Successes and draw backs of the method of data collection 

A data analysis was carried out to gain frank and factual answers to the above survey by looking at 
official company data and policy. There is a risk, due to the popularity of CSR that if companies and 
individuals are targeted directly to discuss their sustainable practices that answers may not be entirely 
correct. The data analysis by-passes this problem by looking only at official company data archives to 
eliminate human intervention and perception from the results as far as possible. The next stage is to 
develop an understanding of the motivations behind establishing sustainable business practice in FM 
organisations. This will involve the human factor, to explore the reasons further.

5. Conclusion

When a SP is in place there is a much greater chance of further sustainable initiatives being woven 
into the company. This shows that the SP does have an influence on sustainable business practice; 
however, it could be limited as the relationship is not exclusive, not all companies which have awards, 
report on sustainable practice and set targets have a SP. This could be due to the nature of the industry 
as an FM company can gain an environmental award for one project due to a specific client request or 
culture but the FM company itself does not have to have a standard procedure for all contracts.

There is evidence to show that the size of the organisation has a high impact on the commitment made 
to sustainable business practice.  It was found that size of the company (number of employees) was a 
stronger determinant for the presence of SP than type of company (i.e. whether a standalone FM 
company or FM subsidiary of a construction firm).  However, FM only companies were more likely to 
have an SP than FM+ companies.  Large companies are more likely to implement sustainable business 
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practice; through having achieved awards, report on sustainable issues and set environmental targets. 
This supports previous research indicating that large companies are more likely to have a SP in place 
(Baylis, 1998). However, the research shows that within the FM industry sustainable business practice 
is not yet embedded, but beginning to play more of an influential role, especially amongst the larger 
companies. As all companies do not report on sustainable practice as standard and do not have 
environmental targets.  

This research adds to the information available on the commitment of FM organisations to the 
sustainable agenda. It would be of interest to repeat this process annually to see the developments in 
this area with the increased level of environmental legislation being developed. In addition further 
research into the underlying reasons for why company size and the creation of an SP have a strong 
affect. This could be carried out through structured interviews.
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Abstract

The UK Government has identified the adaptation of existing buildings as a key driver in its 
attempt to move the UK to a more sustainable future. To date work has focussed on developing 
‘technological fixes’ that address the environmental and quality of life issues associated with 
the built environment and, whilst these are beginning to have some impact, they are largely 
focussed on new or ‘easily modified’ buildings. The more complex buildings such as heritage 
buildings are largely ignored by the research community. This has resulted in inappropriate 
solutions being applied to many heritage buildings in a way that is not only detrimental to their 
physical performance but also their cultural, historical and tourism significance. This paper 
discusses a small scale study that explored the suitability of potential adaptation solutions to 
heritage buildings by using the Old Royal Naval College in Greenwich, UK as a study site. In
examining various interventions the research team considered the changing impacts and 
demands that will be placed on the Naval College over the next 20-50 years and developed an 
approach to asset management that identified potential adaptation solutions to these changing 
demands. The paper also explores the practical problems faced by the Facilities Management 
Team as they sought to develop technical and workplace solutions to deliver a more sustainable 
campus. Computer simulation techniques were used to predict the building’s thermal 
performance over the coming decades based on the UKCIP projections. The paper concludes 
that, although heritage buildings are more complex to analyse from a sustainability perspective: 
the need to consider a much wider set of stakeholders; limitations placed on legal and technical 
interventions by planning authorities; the technical complexity of mixing new and traditional 
structures etc, the fundamental issues associated with developing a sustainable asset 
management strategy are none the less similar to those faced by all building owners/users. As
such the paper will outlines a generic approach to sustainable asset management of heritage 
buildings along with a set of practical guidelines that Facilities Managers can use to develop 
their own sustainable asset management strategy.

Keywords: Sustainability, Asset management, Heritage buildings, Climate change, Building 
adaptation
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1. Introduction

Climate change has been firmly established as an issue of concern for all and particularly for 
those involved in the built environment sector. This is not only because buildings are 
responsible for more than 40% of global energy use and one third of global greenhouse gas 
emission (UNEP, 2009), but also because the built environment clearly represents a meaningful 
context of sustainable development within which social, economic and environmental pillars 
are fully integrated. Today many countries such as the UK have identified adaptations of 
existing buildings as a key driver in their attempts to move towards a more sustainable society. 
However standard or cost effective, building adaptation solutions are difficult to apply to those 
older, hard-to-treat buildings such as heritage buildings due to technical, legal and operation 
constraints. This has resulted in no or inappropriate adaptation solutions being applied to many 
heritage buildings in a way that is not only detrimental to their physical performance but also 
their cultural, historical and tourism significance. 

This paper arises out of a small scale research project that sought to address this gap in 
knowledge. The project used the opportunity offered by the University of Greenwich's Old 
Royal Naval College, a UNESCO World Heritage site in London, to examine the suitability of 
potential interventions as the University sought to improve the sustainable performance of the 
campus as both a working place and an architectural heritage icon. This paper firstly overviews 
the current discourse of climate change and its potential effect on the historic built 
environment; secondly it discusses the environmental problems that the buildings of the Old 
Royal Naval College are facing at the current time; thirdly it considers the potential changing 
impacts and demands that will be placed on those buildings over the next 20-50 years. Based on 
these changing demands a number of feasible options as a part of sustainable asset management 
strategy are conceived to adapt heritage buildings to climate change. The study is built on the 
combination of in-situ survey and measurement of buildings’ thermal properties, computer 
modelling and simulation, and open-ended interviews with users and the facility management 
team of the campus.

2. Climate change and its impact on the historic built 
environment

The increase of mean ambient air temperature is evident in many parts of the world. The UK 
Climate Impacts Programme (UKCIP) has recently reported that the whole British Isle is 
getting warmer by 0.4-0.9°C since 1914 (UKCIP, 2007). A separate study of London’s climate 
trend indicates that summer temperatures in London have risen at an average rate of 0.73°C per 
decade over the last 30 years (GLA, 2009). In June 2009, the UK government published the 
latest version of climate projections, known as the UK Climate Projections 2009 (UKCP09) 
(UKCP09, 2009) which update the UKCIP02 (released in 2002) scenarios and represent the 
latest scientific measurement and computing simulations on climate change. Of relevance to 
this study are the UKCP09 summaries of the potential climate trend in London over the coming 
decades (till the 2080s) in terms of the changes to the key atmospheric variables under the 
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medium emission scenario compared to the 1961 to 1990 baseline period. According to these 
projections, London will have hotter and drier summers, with the average summer daily 
temperature being 2.7°C warmer and very hot days 5.2 °C warmer than the baseline, and 
warmer but wetter winters, with the average winter day being 2.2 °C warmer and a very warm 
winter day 3.5°C above the baseline. There will also be more intensive rainfall, particularly in 
winter, and a rise in sea level of between 96cms and 2 metres by the end of the century. On top 
of this general trend London is prone to experience more extreme events such as surface water 
flooding, heat waves, windstorms and water scarcity.

There will always be some uncertainty on climate projections, but it is important that the built 
environment, including the historic building stock, be fully prepared for the projected climate 
stimuli and their effects, and incorporate mitigation and adaptation strategies in their physical
and social development. In the UK, heritage buildings refer to those listed buildings or 
buildings of special architectural, historical or cultural significance, or those situated within 
conservation areas, national parks or World Heritage Sites. There are around 50,000 listed 
properties and over 10,000 conservation areas in the UK, constituting nearly 8 percent of the 
total building stock. But the whole spectrum of historic building, including a significant number 
of Victorian and Edwardian dwellings, is much wider. Although many historic buildings have 
demonstrated considerable resilience in the face of past climate changes, many more are found 
potentially at risk from the direct effects of future, perhaps severer, climate change. According 
to current research literature, climate change may affect historic buildings on three major 
aspects: increasing users’ thermal discomfort, exacerbating extreme weather incurred hazard, 
and accelerating building deterioration (Sabbioni et al., 2004, 2006; Cassar, 2005; English 
Heritage, 2006). 

The most obvious consequence of climate change is that many historic buildings in the UK are 
likely to become increasingly uncomfortable (thermally) in summer (Hacker et al., 2005; Yu et 
al., 2010). This overheating problem could be amplified by the heat island effect in more 
densely developed urban areas. Historic buildings display a wide range of materials and forms 
of construction, ranging from thick solid masonry walls to timber-framed wattle-and-daub infill 
panels. Most of these walls were constructed without cavity and insulation and do not comply 
with the current building code regarding thermal specification (English Heritage, 2002). Old 
original windows with single glazing and wooden framework also have poor air tightness and
low thermal resistance causing excessive heat gain and loss. Summertime thermal discomfort 
may lead to heat stress on occupants, increased energy consumption (carbon emission) and 
eventually obsolescence due to thermal performance.

Another major threat to the historic built environment from climate change is the increased 
presence of extreme events such as flooding (Cassar & Hawkings, 2007; English Heritage, 
2004). Although large European cities like London are well defended from the fluvial flooding 
of the Thames and tributaries, many cities still have high risks of surface water flooding due to 
large areas of urban impermeable surface and intensified heavy rainfall. Surveys suggest that 
roof and ground drainage system in many historic buildings are insufficient to cope with more 
frequent winter rainfall and storms (sometimes accompanied with landslides and fires).
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Medieval gutters and gullies are easily blocked or distorted due to centuries’ of corrosion. This 
makes historic buildings much more susceptible to fire, flood and storm hazards, and less 
insurable against potential damage.

Climate change is also predicted to have an impact on building deterioration on less visible
scales (Inkpen, 2004; Grossi & Brimblecombe, 2005). The degradation of building material is 
usually a complex interplay of chemical, physical and biological parameters. Increasing 
atmospheric concentrations of Green House Gas and gaseous pollutants (SO2, NO2, O3) alter air 
chemical composition and influence chemical reactions taking place on the surface of building 
materials. In general, a change in ambient temperature, seasonal and annual rainfall, relative 
humidity and intensity of solar radiation will alter the patterns of wetting, drying, heating and 
cooling of the building fabric. These in turn will influence factors such as the frequency of salt 
crystallization and ultimately, the rate at which materials weather (Smith et al., 2008). Many 
historic buildings were built with porous calcareous stone such as Portland limestone which is 
particularly vulnerable to accelerated corrosion when the environmental equilibrium is 
disturbed. On the other hand, an increase in wind velocity resulting from climate change will 
transport sea salt further inland, which can substantially enlarge the areas along sea coasts 
affected by marine aerosols. Furthermore, small alterations in microclimate such as surface 
temperature and moisture level may produce significant changes in the growth of micro-
organisms on the surface of historic buildings. The biological particles colonizing building 
stones such as lichens and algae not only contribute to aesthetic deterioration of building façade 
but also cause degradation of structural material by production of acid metabolites and 
preventing the masonry drying out properly (Crispim et al., 2003). 

The science of assessing impact of climate change on the historic built environment is at an 
early stage of development. As the UNESCO policy document adopted in 2007 has 
acknowledged that more research on climate change at World Heritage properties is needed to 
build deeper understanding of this topic and its implications (UNESCO, 2007). 

3. Heritage buildings as a working place: demands and 
problems in a changing climate

3.1 The Old Royal Naval College in Greenwich

The Old Royal Naval College in Greenwich, laid out to a master plan developed by Christopher 
Wren and built in four principle phases between 1696 and 1751, is arguably among the most 
outstanding ensembles of palatial Baroque architecture in England. Symmetrically arranged
alongside the River Thames on the outskirt of London, the building complex represents English 
artistic and engineering endeavour in the 17th and 18th century, and more widely European 
architecture at an important stage of evolution. 
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The buildings were originally created as the Royal Hospital for Seaman on the instructions of 
Mary II in 1692 to house veterans of the Royal Navy, a function which it continued to fulfil 
until 1869. Between 1873 and 1998, the buildings were occupied by the Royal Naval College to 
provide training and research facilities for naval officers. Some parts of the buildings were 
damaged by bombing during the World War II, leading to substantial structural repairs in the 
1940s. On the closure of the Royal Naval College, the property was passed to the Greenwich 
Foundation for the Royal Naval College and leased for 150 years by the University of 
Greenwich and Trinity College of Music, creating a unique new educational and cultural mix. 
Consequently, extensive regeneration work was undertaken to convert these buildings for use 
by the occupied institutes to fulfil more advanced educational needs. This includes certain 
alteration of the building’s internal layout, installation of modern teaching facilities and 
renewal of electrical, heating and ventilation services while keeping the buildings’ historic 
expression intact. 

Figure 1: The Old Royal Naval College in Greenwich with the Queen’s House at the back.

3.2 Problems of the Old Naval College in facing climate change

Despite the late 1990s regeneration, recent surveys suggest that the Old Royal Naval College 
suffers from a number of environmental problems. Many rooms of the buildings are 
overheating in most seasons and lack sufficient ventilation. Queen Mary court, one of the four 
principle buildings constituting the college, experienced a number of surface water flooding 
events in the past decade. The building fabric has shown a sign of minor deterioration of the 
stonework.

Overheating problems have been reported since the early years of the University’s occupation. 
One of the main reasons is that the University has to accommodate a large number of people 
and facilities into relatively a small space where little effective cooling mechanism is installed. 
It might be argued that there is little difference between the use made of these buildings by the 
University from that of the Naval College. However there are important distinctions in the 
usage pattern and nature of individual rooms and particularly in the number of occupants. In 
1738 there were only 1,000 sea pensioners living in the buildings and during the Royal Naval 
College period never more than 3,000 naval officers on site. In comparison, today there are over 
8,000 staff and students working in the buildings across various disciplines, almost certainly 
many more than at any time in the past. Many of the compartmental spaces have been merged 
and converted into densely-configured lecture theatres and computing laboratories which 
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generate a great amount of heat when in operation. 

When the buildings were regenerated in the late 1990s, mechanical ventilation and cooling 
were introduced to large lecture theatres and some computing labs by locating new chiller units 
into roof voids. Almost every available existing aperture within the roof envelope was skilfully 
modified. Gregorian dormers were adapted to include louvers, and chimneys were 
reconstructed without internal divisions to form intakes and exhausts. Concealed open wells for 
the cooling condensers were formed at roof level behind the parapet. But most teaching rooms 
and offices, and some computing suites remain naturally ventilated. Despite of the hybrid 
cooling strategy, occupants have apparent perceptions of thermal discomfort and nasal 
stuffiness in many rooms, especially in the south and west facing wing of the buildings, in 
summer. This is reflected in the 2006 questionnaire survey among University staff and students 
on users’ perceptions of the estate (University of Greenwich, 2006). 

The buildings are ‘heavy weight’ in terms of their thermal mass with some parts of the external 
wall reaching 600mm in thickness. This helps maintain a steady indoor air temperature and 
store internal/external heat gains. However the effect of high-mass passive cooling is largely 
compromised due to the lack of nocturnal ventilation to diurnally flush out stored heat in the 
building fabric. This is because windows and doors of individual rooms are normally shut in the 
evening to address security concerns. Also in some research rooms computers and electrical 
appliances are running 24 hours a day which would not allow the room to be properly cooled 
down during the night. On the other hand, the buildings’ envelopes are not even in terms of 
thermal resistance. The 18th century timber sliding sash windows with single glazing have high 
U-values and are not very efficient in draught-proofing and noise control. Air infiltration 
through distorted window frames was found to be excessive. In Queen Mary and King William 
building, the short walls below and above the windows are built in thinner brickwork of one 
brick thick for decoration purpose. This also causes thermal bridging on the external walls 

In the daytime, those rooms without mechanical ventilation and cooling supply (which count as 
majority within the buildings) are short of efficient cooling methods when indoor temperature 
approaches the ‘hot’ threshold. Internal blinds, though known to be very useful to screen out 
direct solar radiation, are only installed on certain windows due to requirements of aesthetic 
planning, given the site as such a popular tourist attraction. At present, the most convenient 
solution is perhaps by implementing portable air conditioners in places where internal heat load 
is too high. Although these devices do not need physical installation to harm the historic 
masonry, they are used at the price of high energy consumption and carbon emissions, and 
affecting the buildings external appearance as they usually entail positioning a flexible hose by 
window.

Apart from the overheating issues, the Old Royal Naval College has experienced a number of 
floods in the past a few years. Greenwich riverfront has been prone to tidal flooding throughout
history. While the likelihood of this risk has been greatly reduced by London Thames’ Barrier 
four miles downstream, the buildings are growingly exposed to the threat of surface water 
flooding and storm leakage. Most of the soft ground around the buildings has been replaced by 
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hard or semi-impervious surfaces in order to avoid water seepages into the basement where all 
the plant is situated. This hard cover considerably increases surface water run-off and also 
contributes to surrounding air temperature rise. Due to legal requirements a ramp was built in 
the late 1990s to enable disabled access to the University Cafe in the lower ground level of 
Queen Mary Building. During the heavy rains in 2007, the ground drainage system could not 
cope with the intense rainfall on the site and the ramp acted as a ditch to direct water to the 
lower ground floor. As the result, the whole area had to be resurfaced. 

Another problem faced by the estate is the minor deterioration of building fabric. Original walls 
of the buildings are in thick brickwork sometimes clad in Portland stone founded on chalk 
blocks over a dense gravel formation. The walls and structures are generally found in 
reasonable good condition. But the outside stone cladding needs attention as some of the stone 
was badly weathered and iron cramps tended to have corroded with the effect of loosening the 
areas of facings. Weathering patterns such as material loss and erosion of architectural details, 
stone sulphation, black encrustation and the growth of cyanobacterial biofilm are all identified 
on the surface of the buildings during the site survey. However at present none of these 
symptoms are severe enough to cause the degradation of the building’s structure and envelope. 

3.3 Demands posed by climate change in the future 

The problems discussed above could become more serious because of climate change over the 
next 20-50 years. Particularly, increased thermal discomfort is likely to be a major threat to the 
use of these heritage buildings as an educational facility unless they are properly adapted for 
the change. In order to make a quantitative assessment of how much the University will be 
impacted by the peak summer temperatures in the future, a computer model has been 
constructed to predict the thermal behaviour of the buildings in the 2050s. In this study, a 
simulation tool called DeST (Designer’s Simulation Toolkit) has been used. Comparing to 
other contemporary simulation software such as ESPr, DOE-2, EnergyPlus, TRANSYS and 
EcoTect, DeST has its own advantages. The programme is built on a three-dimensional heat 
transfer model with consideration of multi-zone heat and mass balance so that it can be used to 
evaluate a building’s thermal performance in a more systematic and accurate manner. Also 
DeST has a powerful architectural modelling function by integrating AutoCAD as the 
modelling platform and user’s interface. The apparent weakness of this software is that it has 
been stopped in development since 2007 so that at present the software can only be used with 
dated operating systems such as Windows 2000 and XP.

In this study, a number of room groups in different sections of Queen Mary Building were 
modelled to assess overheating risk in the 2050s. Simulations were implemented over two sets 
of ‘weather year’ data (Known as Design Summer Year or DSY). The 2000-2010 baseline was 
used as a benchmark DSY and represents the current situation based on which simulated values 
for the year 2050 can be compared. The baseline data were collected from the MIDAS Land 
Surface Station Dataset provided by British Atmospheric Data Centre for 154 UK locations 
(http://bdac.nerc.ac.uk/) and Chartered Institution of Building Service Engineers (CIBSE) 
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Guide J (CIBSE, 2002). The 2050 DSY was built by using the UKCP09 climate change 
medium emissions scenario combined with the existing baseline DSY. To enable the 
simulation, future DSY at hourly resolution is required. Data at such time intervals can be 
generated from the Weather Generator provided by the UKCIP based on probabilistic
projections. 

Figure 2 shows the simulated room temperature ranges of a ground floor design studio in Queen 
Mary Building for the summer months in 2050. The 70m2 sized studio has both northeast and 
southwest facing windows (facing the courtyard) with the overall heat-transfer coefficient (U-
value) 1.58W/(m2K) for external walls, 5.23 W/(m2K) for external windows and 2.12 W/(m2K) 
for internal wall. Person density was set to 0.4person/m2. Lighting load and applicance 
(computers etc.) load is 40W/m2 and 10W/m2 respectively. The working time of the studio was 
between 9.30am and 18.00pm during the weekdays. From the diagram it can be seen that 
without any adaptation measures the indoor temperature of the studio will easily exceed 28°C
during the summer months – the thermal discomfort threshold defined by the UKCIP for 
schools. According to Hacker et al. (2005) a building has ‘overheated’ if temperatures are 
above the ‘hot’ threshold for more than 1% of the time that it is occupied in any year. Based on 
this criteria the studio requires to be properly cooled down from late July to early September in 
the 2050s to enable a more pleasant environment. 

Figure 2: Simulation of the room temperature ranges of a ground floor studio in Queen 
Mary for the summer months in two weather years.

In this study, the overall heat-transfer coefficient for the building components are tested in-situ 
rather than calculating from published thermal conductivity values of the involving materials. 
This is because the thermal property of historic building materials may have been altered after 
being exposed to the environment for centuries due to weathering process. Historic structures 
tend to be wetter hence lower thermal resistance as there is often some rising and penetrating 
damp accumulated over time. This study employed 12 Dallas 1-Wire iButtons temperature 
logger (DS1921G-F5 thermochrons) to measure the air temperature and humidity and surface 
temperature of external fabric at three minutes interval over a 72-hour period. Two heat flux 
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metres and a pyranometre were also used to test the heat flow through walls and solar radiation 
level. The heat-transfer coefficient values were calculated by using ‘heat flux method’ defined 
by ISO 9896: 1994.

4. Adaptation strategy options for the Old Naval College

4.1 Problems to adapt heritage buildings in the UK

Adapting heritage buildings brings with it problems beyond those encountered in ordinary 
adaptation scheme. The problems include legal restrictions, technical and operational
constraints, conservation imperative, extra cost and is time consuming. In the UK, heritage
buildings are protected by the Town and Country Planning Act 1990. Restrictions are imposed 
on the modifications allowed to a protected historic buildings’ structure or its fittings. Any such 
initiative is subject to approval on a case-by-case basis by the local planning authority or 
English Heritage if it is a listed building in England. Many heritage buildings are sensitive to 
even slight alterations. Adapting heritage buildings should always provide that the work does 
not prejudice the character of the building, or increase the risk of long-term deterioration to the 
building fabric or fittings. This means standard adaptation solutions such as introducing solar 
shading devices, controllable mechanical ventilation or thermal upgrading could not be 
straightforwardly applied to heritage buildings. Research has shown that improvements in the 
thermal insulation of historic buildings may cause negative consequence to the fabric. Stirling 
(2002) specifies many risks that can arise when thermally insulating roof, walls, windows and 
floors. Thus it is essential to assess the feasibility of the work and seek the advice of the local 
planning authority’s conservation officer before considering any alteration. 

The Old Royal Naval College is grade I listed. Any works of alteration or extension are strictly 
regulated by English Heritage who has been closely involved in shaping the regeneration of the 
college since the late 1990s. What makes the situation more complicated is the limited 
jurisdiction of the University in estate management. As a tenant the University only has the 
users’ control of the internal space whilst the Foundation overseas the operation of the whole 
site. That is, not much work could be done by the user side if no consent is granted both by the 
managing agency, the landlord and the planning authority.

4.2 Possible adaptation strategy for the Old Royal Naval College

Following the discussion in the last section, it can be seen that it is both unfeasible and 
inappropriate to apply any major engineering work that may materially affect the unique 
architectural character of the Old Royal Naval College buildings. However demands for 
adaptation to climate change are also realistic and imperative. There is a need of flexible, 
practical and cost-effective approaches which both provide active response to the changing 
climatic stimuli and also avoid large alterations to the existing building fabric. A number of 
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such options are examined and summarised in below (due to page limit, here only to address the 
overheating issues). These approaches are conceived based on computer simulation analysis, 
extensive interviews with the users and the estate management team. Some of the methods will 
be tested by the University’s estate management team in the coming summer.

1. Before any adaptation strategy is applied, map all the areas prone to thermal discomfort and 
identify the sources of heat. This will help to concentrate limited resources on remedying 
places with high or uneven heat load and control the chain of heat transfer from the outset. 

2. Monitor the thermal variables of the buildings as a routine practice. This could be simple 
tests of indoor air temperature, humidity, solar radiation and air movement by using data 
loggers such as the iButtons and using thermographic techniques in estate check. 

3. Rooms which are likely to generate high heat density such as computer labs and classrooms 
having low air circulation need special attention. In these rooms, seats and electronic 
appliance should be kept in low density and dispersedly arranged to reduce heat 
accumulation.

4. In most circumstances, portable fans may be used to assist ventilation. Furniture built with 
high thermal conductivity materials such as permeable wooden board can be selected to 
reduce heat sink from the body and ambient air. Large room plants, bright coloured wall 
paint and pleasant room decorations can be employed to give occupants a cooler 
perception.

5. Minimise heat generation from the appliance wherever possible. This includes, for instance, 
introducing low heat light bulb and sound controlled lighting system; switching all the 
computer monitors to LCD screens; changing outdated photocopier, printer and fridge etc.

6. Improving night time ventilation to flush out stored heat in the buildings’ high thermal mass
could be a useful method. This passive cooling strategy can be carried out by routinely 
opening up windows and doors of individual rooms during the off work time to allow cross 
ventilation throughout the buildings. Air flow route can be designed if opening up all the 
windows and doors are not possible. The task can be carried out by the University’s
security team. As all the buildings are enclosed in a curfewed campus covered by CCTV,
security would not be a big problem. Alternatively, for security reasons the old hung sash 
window can be slid up only partially and locked up at the position to create an opening that 
no one is possible to creep through. Some windows in the Naval College are ‘double hung 
windows’ with both sashes moveable in the frame. In such a case upper rather than lower 
sash should be opened to lead evening breeze to the vaulted ceiling whilst remaining a 
higher level of security protection. 

7. Turn the buildings LPHW (Low Pressure Hot Water) network and conventional radiators 
into ‘water-chilled beams’ by circulating cold water throughout the buildings in summer. 
Water can be drawn from the River Thames or urban water grid but preferably running 
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through underground loops (buried or using the basement of the buildings) such as those in 
a ground/water heat pump system. The underground loop may also help to reduce the 
heating bill in winter. A real chilled beam consists of a cooling coil suspended from the 
ceiling which cools the air around the beam and cause it to descend toward floor level. 
Because radiators are usually mounted at low position in each room, the ‘LPHW converted 
chilled beams’ may work better with the assistance of portable fans to transfer heat via 
convection. 

8. Introduce internal blinds or curtains as much as possible to screen out most direct sunlight 
during the day. Blinds can be made from thin and semi-transparent fabric to minimise the 
effect on the buildings’ aesthetic expression. Movable potted trees may be placed outside 
the buildings to provide shading for the ground floor windows which also help to change
the emissivity and absoptivity of the ambient surface and visually ‘soften’ the environment.
At present the courtyards of the buildings are all empty with no horticultural arrangement.

9. Adjust the usage patterns of the buildings by carefully scheduling the activities taking place 
in each room. For instance class may be arranged in the morning and early evening to avoid 
the hot peak period. Activities with higher thermal tolerance (e.g. workshop discussion) can 
be allocated to more heated rooms than those with lower thermal tolerance (e.g. lecture).

10. Changes and adaptation may be achieved majorly through the change of user’s behaviour. 
Training and guidelines leaflet should be provided to educate people on how to use a 
historic building. Signs can be displayed to remind people to switch off lights and 
computers when leaving the rooms. This will reduce the energy use and keep the buildings 
cool.

5. Conclusions

Climate change over the next 20-50 years will inevitably affect the whole built environment 
including heritage buildings. Despite being bounded with various constraints, adaptation of 
historic buildings is possible and will play an increasing role in helping to obtain a more 
sustainable environment. Building adaptation solutions can be classified into technical, either 
permanent or temporary (such as the option 4, 5, 7 and 8 above), and operational based 
solutions (the rest of the list). For historic building adaptation, operational solutions will be 
easier and more practical to apply. This includes skilful asset management, monitoring and 
maintenance, and perhaps training to facilitate behaviour change rather than significant 
conversions, extension and modernization of building fabric. In practice, however, very often 
more integrated strategies need to be conceived and implemented to obtain a better output. 
Thus how to balance the two kinds of solution in building adaptation and the balance between 
building conservation and building performance are issues that those dealing with heritage 
buildings need to consider. 
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Despite heritage buildings are more complex to analyse from a sustainability perspective, the 
fundamental issues associated with developing a sustainable asset management strategy are 
none the less similar to those faced by all building owners/users. The issues include improving 
the physical performance of the building; strengthening buildings’ resilience to extreme events; 
using green, indigenous or recycled materials and products in maintenance; minimising the use 
of non-renewable energy and water in operation; maximising access to the building for all 
users; preserving the bio-diversity on the site; Incorporating more responsive environmental 
monitoring and control; and finally making buildings more future-proof while retaining heritage 
features of them for conservation purposes. To help achieve better practice, a series of Key 
Performance Indicators (KPI’s) can be developed to interpret sustainability criteria into asset 
management strategy for heritage buildings. This KPI’s set may include the measurement of 
buildings’ physical performance such as ‘the percentage of occupied time that exceeds 28°C in 
the year’, or ‘energy consumption per square metre’. It may also include evaluation of different 
adaptation options against comparable variables such as cost, time, achievable effect, 
constraints and feasibility. To refine such a set of KPI’s and make it more useful to guide the 
real practice, more research is needed to develop a deeper understanding of how climate change 
will impact on the use of historic buildings and how historic buildings can strengthen their 
adaptive capacity to cope with the changing demands and stimuli.
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Abstract

Sustainability is a topic of growing importance and interest. The property sector and hence 
Facility Management (FM) has an increasing influence on sustainability. Keywords like 
“energy efficiency” and “life cycle costs” can be crucial factors for the successful marketing of 
a building. Especially investors demand certificates that supply evidence of the sustainability of
real estate. Within the past few years, numerous efforts have been made to describe and assess 
sustainable buildings. However, they use different approaches, methods and data bases. In the 
interest of quality, transparency and comparability, rating systems and standardizations have to 
undergo harmonization and cover the whole life cycle of a building.

The following paper is based on a literature research as well as on experiences the authors 
made during the participation in the development works of the German Sustainable Building 
Council (DGNB) and CEN. It gives an overview of the current approaches in certification of 
sustainable building and points out improvement suggestions for an enhanced comparability of 
sustainability certificates. Furthermore, the paper intends to clarify why and how to add FM to 
the characteristics of sustainable building rating systems. Due to its holistic approach FM plays
an important role in sustainability. It covers a broad spectrum of activities concerning 
economical, environmental and social aspects.

To accomplish the foregoing objectives, the deficits and need for action of rating systems are 
shown by using the example of DGNB. In many cases, the German Sustainable Building 
Certification, like other rating systems, refers to standards and guidelines in order to assess real 
estate. For the purpose of achieving international applicability und comparability, the authors 
advise the use of international standards like CEN and ISO as evaluation basis. The paper
therefore gives an insight into the current approaches in CEN/ISO standardization and their
resulting advantages for assessing sustainability.

It is expected that internationally standardized sustainable building certificates will be soon a 
basic requirement for the marketing of a building. Consequently, Facility Managers need to
assure that FM services will be sufficiently addressed in sustainable building rating systems and 
standards. In this way, they can emphasize the importance of their branch.

Keywords: Facility Management, Sustainability, CEN, ISO, DGNB
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standards taken as a basis for these assessments are different. This also applies to the scope of 
the rating systems as described below:

The most commonly chosen certificates are the American “LEED” (Leadership in Energy and 
Environmental Design) and the British “BREEAM” (Building Research Establishment 
Environmental Assessment Method) which are classic Green Building labels. They are 
primarily concerned with eco-friendly building solutions, whereas economic or social aspects 
play a minor role. Although Green Buildings are commonly called sustainable as well, 
sustainability actually is beyond the scope of an energy- and resource-saving Green Building 
design. For this reason, the German Sustainable Building Council (DGNB) set itself the target 
to develop building type specific rating systems in order to assess real estate objectively and 
holistically. This is why the DGNB examines the “social”, “technical”, “process”, “site” and 
“economic” quality of a building (nearly) to the same extent as its eco-friendliness. The five
additional topics are insufficiently regarded in LEED and BREEAM. Consequently, certified 
sustainable buildings are not necessarily comparable. Figure 1 indicates the divergences in 
substance using the example of LEED/BREEAM and DGNB.

Figure 1: Green/Sustainable Building according to LEED/BREEAM and Green/Sustainable 
Building according to DGNB (Sedlbauer, 2009)
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Not only does the substance of the rating systems diverge, but the standards that are underlying 
the assessment of criteria also differ. While LEED, for instance, refers to ASHRAE standards, 
DGNB is based upon German standards and guidelines. If a German building is intended to be 
assessed according to LEED, the certification often entails additional work and costs, because 
ASHRAE standards vary tremendously from German requirements.

As the preceding paragraphs reveal, rating systems internationally need to resemble each other 
with regard to their content so that the comparability of “Sustainable Buildings” can be 
achieved. Moreover, uniform standards have to be used as the basis of valuation. For this 
reason, efforts on the part of CEN and ISO are imperative. Several drafts have already been 
published or rather are about to be published and will be presented in chapter 4.

Besides the need for the revision of the valuation basis and of the framework of sustainable 
building certificates, the scope of sustainability criteria also has to be reviewed. There are 
important characteristics and services not assessed by Green/Sustainable Building rating 
systems. One kind of services decisive for the sustainability of a building and mostly 
disregarded are FM services. The results of research projects, like the „Zweiter 
Zwischenbericht: Orientierungswerte für die Bewertung von Hochbauten” by H. König (2008),
prove that 70 to 80 % of a sustainable building’s quality are defined by the utilization phase. 
Besides, it shows that FM services are the main services within this phase of life of real estate.
Apart from the final energy consumption, the performance within the utilization phase is the 
decisive factor for building sustainability. It would therefore be advisable to take FM services, 
just like energy issues, explicitly into account within the frame of an assessment tool for 
sustainability, and thus within the planning phase already.

In conclusion, valuation methods and standards need to undergo harmonization so that cost 
reductions, transparency and comparability can be gained. Moreover, FM and other services 
need to be integrated into Green/Sustainable building rating systems so that all characteristics 
and services essential for a building’s sustainability are covered.

3. Methodology

3.1 Method of resolution

The contents of the present paper base upon a non-empirical research work consisting of a 
literature research and the participation in the development works of CEN and DGNB. These
approaches enable the authors to review and analyze the status quo in certification and 
standardization of green/sustainable buildings and to make suggestions for improvement.
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3.2 Analysis

The analysis can be subdivided into four steps. First of all, the DGNB system and its 
assessment methods are described. In a second step, the authors present the status quo in 
international standardization. In order to explain how sustainable building rating systems can be 
made easy to apply internationally, the paper shows in the third step how CEN/ISO standards 
might be linked with the German rating system and how they might be used as a basis of 
assessment. Afterwards, in the fourth and last step, the authors explain why Facility 
Management is the ideal partner of sustainability. They give examples which FM services 
should be integrated into the DGNB system and how they might be assessed.

4. Results

4.1 The DGNB rating system

4.1.1 The German Sustainable Building Certificate

The German Sustainable Building Certificate (GSBC) is based on the concept of integral 
planning. It is aimed at defining, at an early stage, the targets of sustainable construction in 
order to be able to reveal and solve potential problems as long as there is still the possibility for 
action. In addition, integrating sustainability criteria into the planning phase provides the 
opportunity to design on the current state of technology. As mentioned before, the GSBC 
covers all six of the relevant aspects of sustainable construction: ecology, economy, 
socio-cultural and functional quality, technical quality, processes and location. Outstanding 
buildings, satisfying the criteria of these topics exceptionally well, can achieve bronze, silver or 
gold status.

4.1.2 Assessment methods

The GSBC is a very flexible system. It consists of 63 criteria which are weighted differently
within the single topics (e. g. ecology, economy, location), depending on the building type to be 
evaluated and on the relevance for the country the building is located in. Hence, the DGNB
rating system can be adjusted, in a practicable way, to the individual requirements of different 
building types. Similarly, it can be adapted to regional requirements or social developments. 
This way, for instance, it can be taken account of the fact that the “thermal comfort in winter”
of a building in the temperate zone (e. g. Germany) is of less importance than the thermal 
comfort of a building in the Arctic (e. g. Country X; see Figure 2).
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Figure 2: Adaptability of GSBC through building type and region specific relevance factors

One characteristic of the GSBC is its output-orientation which means that, whenever possible,
it evaluates buildings with the aid of quantitative instead of qualitative parameters. German 
standards and guidelines serve as the basis for the evaluation of many of these parameters. By 
not defining the measures but only the target values, the GSBC leaves room for innovative 
technologies, and thus for improvement. If the standards and guidelines used were replaced by 
international requirements, certified buildings might become even easier to compare 
worldwide. Moreover, the Green/Sustainable Building certification would increase in 
transparency and quality. In order to establish a basic understanding of the benefits of using 
international standards, the following chapter offers a brief description of the current 
approaches of CEN and ISO.

4.2 Approaches of CEN/ISO

4.2.1 Status quo in international standardization

Sustainable construction has been part of international standardization activities since 2002 and 
aims at developing a general basis for sustainable building. New ISO and CEN standards shall 
facilitate the international knowledge and data exchange and the cooperation regarding 
sustainable building projects. In this way, ISO and CEN intend to:

● create a uniform basis for the construction and assessment of sustainable buildings by 
providing a common language and appropriate indicators as a basis of assessment.

● set general geometric and other requirements for buildings, building elements and 
components (including e. g. general rules for joints, tolerances and fits).

● enable international exchange and use of building- and building component–related 
information about sustainability (e. g. Environmental Product Declarations, EPDs).

4.2.1.1 ISO TC59/SC17 – Sustainability in Building Construction

To achieve progress in sustainable building, ISO gave TC 59/SC17 the task to create a common 
framework. This framework should include a common terminology, general principles, 
indicators for sustainable building construction as well as assessment and monitoring 

methods for production, design, construction and maintenance processes (see Table 1):
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Table 1: Working Groups (WG) of ISO TC59/SC17

WG Working Group Description Norm

1 General Principles and 
Terminology

Principles for sustainable construction, 
important terms and definitions

ISO 15392:2008

2 Sustainability Indicators Criteria reflecting the sustainability of buildings 
and their surroundings

Under development
(ISO/DIS 21929)

3 Environmental 
declaration of products

Methodical principles and specific suggestions 
for building product parameters to be declared 
 assessment of single building materials/
components and of the whole building structure

ISO 21930:2007

4 Environmental perfor-
mance of buildings

Assessment methods for the environmental 
performance of buildings

Under development
(ISO 21931-1)

5 Civil Engineering Works Transfer of the results of WG 1 to 4 to engi-
neering structures and, if necessary, revision

Under development
(e. g. ISO/NP 21929-2)

4.2.1.2 ISO TC59/SC14 – Design Life of Buildings

In order to reach their anticipated average life, building products and buildings need to fulfil
certain criteria over a period of time. For this reason, ISO TC59/SC14 "Design Life of 
Buildings" tried to make the service life and operation of a building and of building 
components plannable. The activities of the Technical Committee resulted in the standards 
series ISO 15686 Part 1 to 10. It describes, for example, general principles and terminologies
regarding life cycle considerations and it deals with the prediction procedures for the service 
life of building components and buildings. Moreover ISO 15686 provides information about
life cycle costing (LCC) and life cycle assessment (LCA). Part 9 of the standard intends to 
harmonize and facilitate the assessment of service life data. To sum up, ISO 15686 can be 
considered an essential basis for the LC analysis and, consequently, for the sustainability 
assessment.

4.2.2 Status quo in European standardization

4.2.2.1 CEN TC350 – Sustainability of construction works

Since May 2005, CEN/TC 350 has been in charge of the development of voluntary standardized 
methods for the life cycle assessment of the sustainability aspects of new and existing 
construction works. In addition, CEN TC 350 is responsible for the provision of standards for 
the environmental product declaration of construction products. Upon completion, the 
standards will describe a harmonized methodology for the assessment of the environmental and 
economical performance of buildings as well as the quantifiable performance aspects of health 
and comfort of buildings; but they will not set benchmarks or levels of performance (see Table 
2).
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Table 2: Working Groups of CEN TC350

WG Working Group Description Norm

1 Environmental perfor-
mance of buildings

Description of environmental quality of a building,
use of environmental declarations for building 
products

Draft
(prEN 15978)

2 Building life cycle 
description

Description of the building life cycle Work abandoned

3 Products level Description of the environmental quality of building 
products: product category rules, communication
formats and generic data for Environmental Product 
Declarations (EPDs)

Drafts
(prEN 15804,
prEN 15942,
Fpr CEN/TR 15941)

4 Economic perfor-
mance of buildings

Framework for the description of the economic 
quality of buildings

Draft
(prEN15643-4)

5 Social perfor-
mance of buildings

Framework for the description of the social quality 
of buildings

Draft
(prEN 15643-3)

Under development
(Methods)

Taking a closer look at the drafts and the existing standards on the subject of sustainability, it 
shows that the economic and social aspects have not yet been sufficiently elaborated. So far, the 
general principles and indicators have been regarded holistically. However, the product 
declarations and building assessment methods, for example, have only been developed from an 
environmental point of view. But in future, the existing standards are supposed to be 
completed.

4.3 Implementation of CEN/ISO in DGNB assessment methods

To achieve the international comparability, transparency and applicability of Green/Sustainable 
Building rating systems, it is useful to harmonize the different systems, at least to some extent.
For this purpose, besides harmonization of the scope of the systems, the assessment methods 
and data bases need to be adapted. This might be acquired by using a core system which is 
adapted to the specific requirements and needs of the different regions it is used in. If the 
assessment methods of the rating system are based on uniform standards, the core system can 
gain comparability (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3: Adaptability of GSBC through building type and region specific relevance factors

In the following paragraphs, using the example of GSBC, it will be explained, how uniform
standards might be implemented in the existing rating systems. Therefore, the as-is situation of 
the LCC assessment and the target state will be presented.

According to DGNB (2009), LCC of a building are all costs that arise during the entire useful 
life of a building. The costs beginning with the project development up to construction and 
handover are defined as production costs. The costs from commissioning up to disposal are 
defined as follow-up costs. The LCC are divided into three cost categories: production costs, 
follow-up costs, and deconstruction and disposal costs. The lower the LCC, the better is the 
evaluation. Currently, the GSBC is making use of different data bases when assessing the 
criterion “life cycle costs”. The total costs are reckoned up with the aid of the cash-value 
method (in €/m²NFA) and for a period under consideration of 50 years which has been “chosen 
freely”. For the assessment of the LCC the production and follow-up costs are taken into 
account according to DIN 276 and DIN 18960, whereas the deconstruction and disposal costs 
are completely disregarded. Nevertheless, not all of the costs contained in DIN 276 and 18960 
are part of the DGNB LCC assessment, but only a selection of costs. The definition of the cost 
types regarded, like maintenance and renewal, are based upon VDI directive 2067. Information 
about the repairs and maintenance expenses for building equipment [% of investment costs] 
during utilization phase are determined by VDI 2067 and AMEV, whereas performance values 
and hourly rates are taken from a research project of the Federal Ministry of Transport, 
Building and Housing (BMVBS). The assumptions needed for the calculation of the cash-value, 
like the required rate of return or the rate of price increase, are based on the results of a 
BMVBS research project, too. Moreover, the „Leitfaden Nachhaltiges Bauen“, also edited by 
BMVBS, contains data about the service life of building components.
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The preceding paragraph shows how many different standards and data sources the DGNB is 
using for its life cycle costing. Furthermore, the cost types included are not complete. It is hard 
or even impossible to compare the benchmarks resulting from the assessment with values of 
other LCC analyses. The total DGNB LCC might differ from other LCC parameters, because 
the deconstruction and disposal costs are excluded. If the GSBC and other rating systems used 
uniform calculation methods on the basis of requirements like ISO 15686, the LCC assessment 
would result in harmonized and hence comparable LCC parameters. However, there is also 
need for action with respect to ISO 15686-5 whose requirements are not specific enough and 
give too much leeway. When estimating the LCC, the users of ISO 15696-5 can select if they 
want to take into account factors like the inflation rate or incomes. They also need to set the 
period of analysis on their own and decide if they consider the characteristics of a building over 
a period of, for example, 20, 50 or even 100 years. For this reason, an integration of 
ISO 15686-5 into international certification systems won’t make sense until there are specific 
requirements with respect to:

● period under consideration [in years] and system boundaries (e. g. deconstruction, disposal)

● cost types (exact definition of scope and costs included: e. g. production, follow-up,
deconstruction/disposal costs; costs for inspection/maintenance, cleaning costs, etc.)

● exact definition of reference service life and of addition to/reduction of service life

● rate of return [%], inflation etc.

Most of the ISO sustainability standards are still “under development”, but as soon as ISO 
exactly describes the valuation methods and defines the basic data, international systems will 
be comparable.

4.4 Integration of FM into Green/Sustainable Building rating systems

FM is a holistic approach. It invests for the long term and deals with all stages of a facility’s 
life. In doing so, FM intends to optimize all phases of life regarding costs, benefits, ecology and 
value retention. Because of its integral thinking, FM strives for a total optimum of all 
sustainability categories instead of a multitude of sub-optima. That’s why the FM branch 
supports a sustainable development ideally and plays a key role in sustainability.

Despite its relevance for sustainable buildings, FM has not yet been sufficiently regarded by 
sustainability assessment tools. This fault is caused by the fact that the rating systems only 
evaluate the building and not the building-related services. In addition, FM services need to be 
regularly checked. In case of evaluating services, a one-time assessment would no longer be 
appropriate. That’s why the validity of a certificate would have to expire after a certain time in 
case of not being renewed. The following paragraph exemplifies which services should be 
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integrated into Green/Sustainable Building rating systems and show what a continuous 
assessment might look like.

Criteria like fire protection, cleaning, life cycle assessments and the continuous improvement of 
the process quality (e. g. inspection-, maintenance-, repair processes) are essential FM services.
However, at present, they are improperly, wrong or insufficiently evaluated. Life cycle costing, 
for example, is an important issue of a life cycle analysis. As described before, the 
LCC assessment method within the framework of building certification is not methodologically 
sound. It is not agreed either on the scope or on the valuation method and the assumptions to be 
made (e. g. interest rate, period under consideration). As for the criteria “cleaning” and 
“maintenance”, essential factors influencing the processes are not regarded. Above all, the 
cleaning and maintenance processes should be examined. So far, the rating systems don’t check 
whether a maintenance plan and the respective processes are coordinated well and whether the 
intervals are chosen correctly. The systems don’t regard if there are many different and/or 
expensive cleaning products and machines needed either. And they also don’t consider if the 
surfaces can be cleaned with eco-friendly detergents or if they have to be cleaned with the aid 
of aggressive cleaning products.

4.5 Implementation of FM in DGNB assessment methods

In order to solve this problem, FM services need to be integrated into Green/Sustainable 
Building rating systems. For this purpose, an assessment model for sustainable FM processes
needs to be developed. It is therefore necessary to set goals for a sustainable FM. These goals 
help to fix and operationalize the strategic FM targets. They can be broken down to tactical and 
operational level by defining sub-goals and Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) for the 
technical, commercial and infrastructural FM. In this way, FM processes can be continuously 
controlled and certified, as illustrated in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: FM controlling process using the example of life cycle costing (LCC)

The (sub-) goals and KPIs mentioned above still need to be developed. They have to represent 
the different aspects of sustainability (ecology, economy, socio-culture, technical aspects, 
process quality, site quality) and can be derived from protection goals which are highlighted in
Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Protection goals as the basis of (sub-) goals and KPIs (DGNB, 2010)

5. Conclusion and outlook

The preceding chapters reveal that there is still a lot of need for action with respect to 
international standardization and the assessment of FM services within the framework of 
sustainable building certificates. However, at least the first step towards the assessment and 
comparability of sustainable construction is done. Apart from “research” activities, like those 
necessary for the revision of the sustainability assessment (ISO/CEN, FM), the FM branch also
needs to take action to provide the convenient supply market for FM to find its way into 
sustainability for the long term. Different surveys among clients (Henzelmann and Büchele, 
2010; Felix Meckmann, 2010) show that the supply of sustainable FM services and the 
availability of a specialized workforce in the field of sustainable construction is still insufficient
(57,1 % and 58 %). FM providers have not yet been considered to be the ideal partner for 
sustainability as per a study by Lünendonk (2009).

It is expected that internationally standardized sustainable building certificates will be soon a 
basic requirement for the marketing of a building. Consequently, Facility Managers need to 
assure that FM services will be sufficiently addressed in sustainable building rating systems and 
standards. In addition, they have to provide research and education. In this way, they can extend 
the scope of services and increase the importance of their branch. There is a huge economic 
potential in the field of sustainability and the FM branch might play a key role. BUT Facility 
Managers need to seize this opportunity by strengthening their position as a partner of 
Green/Sustainable Building.
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Abstract

This paper discusses some questions as: How to ensure existing buildings environmental 
performance and its evolution along time besides environmental, social and economic issues 
and also related to using, operating and maintaining activities? And how to recognize what are 
the new aspects of facilities management that have to be developed? 

The management model for the sustainability of facilities presented on this paper was developed 
from the characterization of the activities that are usually performed by facilities managers by 
literature review, market observation and exploratory studies. It was also based on an intensive 
analysis of buildings environmental assessment and certification methods, aiming to identify 
relevant performance indicators and good sustainable practices. 

The proposed model deals with facilities management issues such as the need for well defined 
responsibilities and scopes of work, professionalism, formal records and statistics related to 
building and its facilities environmental performance. It also helps on formalizing the planning 
and controlling facilities routines, which are essential on achieving better levels of buildings 
performance.  

All of referred issues depend on the complexity and purpose of the building, so they can be 
handled either by a facilities employee or a specialized facilities management company. The 
presented management model for the sustainability of facilities applies to personnel responsible 
for managing facilities for housing, education, manufacturing, providing services, leisure, 
sports, health and trade in Brazil. 

Resuming, the management model presented on this paper is based on “managing to perform” 
and can be easily applied to facilities managers as it presents a set of guidelines for managing 
the sustainability of existing buildings and suggests a set of performance parameters to be 
controlled. So, it may be a concrete way to insert issues of sustainability in the daily routine of 
facilities managers. 

Keywords: facilities management, building environmental performance assessment methods, 
environmental management, sustainable construction. 
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1. Introduction

A sustainable built environment must have its environmental impacts minimized, its social 
responsibilities and demands answered, its economics tasks known and improved, and also, its 
real estate concerns empowered by issues such as durability, flexibility and adequacy in use.  

Some questions must be answered, as how to ensure existing buildings environmental 
performance and its evolution along time besides environmental, social and economic issues, 
and who is going to be in charge of those issues while using, operating and maintaining existing 
buildings.

Thus, the sustainability emerges as a big challenge and, concerning the built environment, 
facilities managers seem to play a crucial role to ensure an ongoing sustainable performance.  

Based on environmental issues considered by some major building environmental performance 
assessment methods and also on facilities management usual practices, this paper identifies the 
prior environmental concerns that may guide facilities managers at their decision-making 
processes towards an improved environmental performance. Here, the objective is combining 
facilities management and sustainable practices, in order to improve buildings performance and 
minimize the environmental impacts from built environment and its operation. 

The result was a management model that fits to personnel responsible for managing building 
facilities and more focused on key environmental performance parameters control. 

2. Buildings environmental performance 

The performance of buildings in terms of sustainability is extremely wide once it involves 
environmental, social and economic aspects that may be recognized in all stages of the life cycle 
of buildings: planning, designing, executing, using and operating, maintaining, renovating and 
finally “deconstructing”. So, make an assessment of this performance brings a lot of complexity. 

There are several methodologies in the world aiming on assessing buildings environmental 
performance, this paper points the French Démarche HQE “Haute Qualité Environementale”,
the U.S. LEED “Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design”, the British BREEAM 
“Building Research Establishment Environmental Assessment Method” and the Japanese 
CASBEE “Comprehensive Assessment System for Building Environmental Efficiency”. 

In Brazil, the national reference for assessment and certification of buildings environmental 
performance was launched in April 2008, by Fundação Vanzolini, in partnership with Certivéa 
(the French certifier organization responsible for the Démarche HQE®). It is named processo
AQUA and presents some standards to evaluate buildings performance of many typologies in 
different phases such as new constructions, renovations and buildings in use. 
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Regarding buildings performance during their use and operation, this paper stresses the 
Brazilian, the French and the U.S. methodologies, respectively, processo AQUA Edifícios em 
Operação (FCAV, 2010), Démarche HQE Exploitation (Certivéa, 2008) and LEED for Existing 
Buildings LEED -EB (USGBC, 2008). 

The assessment method proposed by the U.S. (LEED-EB) is accomplished by the sum of points 
awarded by attending many performance requirements that are proposed for six themes: (1) 
Sustainable sites, (2) Water use efficiency, (3) Energy and atmosphere, (4) Materials and 
Resources, (5) Indoor environmental quality, and (6) Innovation in operations. Besides the 
verification of these performance requirements, the LEED-EB also requires: a policy which 
identifies facilities management activities and operational procedures involved and related to 
some specific environmental issues; a formal allocation of responsibilities; the identification of 
key activities; the measurement and evaluation of a performance planning.  

So, the U.S. method gives consideration to the presence of at least a simple management system, 
recognizing its importance on achieving and maintaining good levels of performance in 
buildings in use. 

However, it is the French and Brazilian methodologies that further reinforce the relevance of the 
presence of a formal management system on achieving any performance goal. These 
certification standards are applied to different building typologies and their assessment method 
is capable to characterize both the existing performance and the management that are practiced.  

These two assessment methods consist on evaluating the following topics. 

- The management system of the existing building – There are requirements for establishing a 
formal management system including: organizational structure, contracts management, 
documentation and records controlling, other planning and controlling routines based on 
well known expected building performance, etc. 

- The good practices – There are requirements for the evaluation of building practices beyond 
those directly related to the building itself. They are grouped into three areas: 
communication, management and supplies; they are related to minimizing energy 
consumption, water consumption, waste production, greenhouse gases emissions, and also 
to optimizing sanitary and comfort conditions. 

- The environmental quality of existing building – There are performance requirements to be 
evaluated into fourteen categories of concern, both with regard to environmental quality of 
the building as intrinsic and to routines for monitoring, maintaining and improving these 
performances. Those 14 categories are (1) Relationship between building and surroundings, 
(2) Choice of materials and construction systems, (3) Low impact sites, (4) Energy 
management, (5) Water management, (6) Waste management, (7) Maintenance of 
performances, (8) Hygrothermal comfort, (9) Acoustic comfort, (10) Visual comfort, (11) 
Olfactory comfort, (12) Sanitary quality of the spaces, (13) Sanitary quality of the air and 
(14) Sanitary quality of water. 
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The management model presented on this paper was based on an intensive analysis of those 
mentioned assessment and certification methodologies and it identifies some relevant 
environmental issues of buildings environmental performance and also good sustainable 
practices that can enhance buildings performance. Considering the analyzed aspects of 
sustainability, the proposed model organizes its performance indicators into the following 
‘groups of aspects of sustainability’.  

- Integration of the building to its surroundings - Performance indicators addressing 
issues related to buildings infrastructure, transportation and access, landscape quality 
and biodiversity, floods, disposal of polluted waters, comfortable and healthy external 
environment, outdoor lighting, noise and also natural, technological or sanitary hazards. 

- Materials, systems and construction processes - Performance indicators related to the 
choice of materials, systems and construction processes to be retained and replaced 
during the lifetime of the building, covering aspects as adaptability, durability, 
recyclability, ease of storage and knowledge of their nature and chemical 
characteristics.

- Energy - Indicators addressing issues related to energy consumption reduction, 
envelope thermal transmittance, renewable energy use, greenhouse gases emissions and 
also the knowledge of total energy consumption and its disaggregated end use. 

- Water - Indicators related to potable water consumption, non-potable water use, soil 
water infiltration, rainwater retention, recovery and wastewater treatment. 

- Waste - Indicators related to the existing waste management system considering lower 
generation, sorting at source, flow optimization, quality and adequacy of local storage 
and collection, adequate disposals, maximized volume of waste recovered and reused on 
site.

- Technical devices - Indicators that represent the quality of existing devices to maintain 
the performance of various systems in the building in terms of accessibility of users and 
the technical areas, ease of operation of equipment and facilities, adequacy of devices 
and accessories, devices for measuring consumption, performance control and fault 
detection.

- Comfort and health - Indicators for hygrothermal comfort, acoustic comfort, visual 
comfort and olfactory comfort, and health-related quality of air, water and spaces.  

In addition, it is important to consider that the methods of certification are not models of 
management, but environmental assessment tools that point some management routines and 
performance indicators, not addressing all relevant aspects of buildings sustainability and not 
covering all areas of facilities management activities. So, to deal with building operational 
phase, some issues must be stressed and others created and this is the intended improvement 
brought by the proposed model. 
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3. Facilities management – the new aspects that have to be 
developed

Facilities management (FM) is a somewhat recent activity comprising branches of engineering, 
architecture and management. Its purpose is to optimise the use of available resources and to 
raise buildings and its systems’ performance, contributing on developing a productive 
environment. In fact, FM activities must link people demands, in terms of productivity and 
personal satisfaction, with existent building physical assets and technology. In other words, the 
FM can be a proactive management that enables buildings operation and maintenance planning, 
and that strategically supports organizations core business (Antonioli, 2003; IFMA1; Then, 
1999).

According to Graça (2007), the FM is a professional activity whose purpose is to plan and 
operate efficient processes, integrating buildings, equipment and services to support people on 
achieving organizations purposes throughout buildings life cycle. 

Then (1999) points that a sustainable FM role must be built upon an aspiration to keep adding 
value by providing appropriate and innovative ‘facilities solutions’ to business challenges 
through the skilful manipulation of all business resources – it is the optimum balance between 
people, physical assets and technology. It becomes clear that FM concepts are directly linked to 
organizations strategic management. 

In Brazil, the facilities management began to be perceived, in the 80s, as a grouping of 
operational routines and activities for conservation and maintenance of buildings, initially in the 
form of self-management. At this time, professional associations began to emerge. It was the 
increasingly complexity of buildings that pushed the outsourcing of some services, so the 
professional of facilities has become an administrator hired by the end user. 

In the 90s, the outsourcing market began to consolidate; there was an evolution in the 
infrastructure building management.  

Nowadays, in Brazil, there are available various training courses for these professionals and 
they work as self-employees or as managers of facilities working for specialized management 
companies. However, the activities of use, operation and maintenance of the buildings are 
actually managed by different levels of professional expertise, which are also organized in 
different forms of organizational structures - some ineffectively, other informal and other very 
professional.

And also, the activities of the management of the facilities, once viewed as simple maintenance 
and operational routines, now has added other activities to support the core business hosted by 
the built environment. Recently, facilities managers begin to deal with social and environmental 
issues.

                                                     

1 International Facilities Management Association 
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Degani (2010) has grouped some usual practices, found on productive buildings operation, 
which are usually under facilities manager responsibility. This research was specially based on 
CSTB’s internal records, on the extensive literature review made by Antonioli (2003), on the 
aspects listed by the Whole Building Design Guide (WBDG, 2002), on the eight case study 
reports presented by postgraduate students at the 6th Workshop on Facilities Management, 
promoted by a pos graduate programme of the University of São Paulo, and also on four 
exploratory studies detailed on this thesis. 

So, according to Degani (2010), the activities that are usually performed by facilities managers 
may be: 

 Operating and maintaining building physical assets – activities specifically related to 
building and technical aspects of building management such as: planning, operating and 
maintaining building systems and equipments; retrofitting; controlling consumptions 
and wastes; and other related. 

 Operating infrastructure activities and core business supports – activities that were 
attributed to facilities managers over time as the buildings were becoming more 
complex and the outsourcing of services was becoming a common practice, and also, 
human resource management begun to cease to be an assignment of building owner or 
user. These are activities related to conservation and cleaning of spaces; managing 
services and benefits related to building users, such as bank agencies, gymnastic 
academy, parking lots, public restrooms, and other; providing supplies; managing 
suppliers contracts; and other related. 

 Managing the workplace – these are the activities related to the core business and the 
building occupants. They are related to the layout of the workspaces and the 
workstations management in order to obtain productivity, flexibility, comfort, reliance, 
ergonomics and functionality; the workplace environment (nice and human); the indoor 
environment (healthy and comfortable); the communication flow support; the collective 
spaces and services management; the changing processes support personnel; and other 
related.

 Managing the building as a real estate – this group of activities deals with the 
commercial and economic aspects of the built environment considering the building 
itself, its core business and people. Their activities concerns: asset management and 
planning of development assets; contracts management; commercial and administrative 
activities; organizations inventory management; planning inventory evolution; 
controlling and evaluating available services in order to obtain a continual improvement 
concerning core business activities support; effective operational cost management; 
ensuring safety and security to people, the building and its components; organization 
image; and other related. 

Despite there are some environmental issues considered by these activities, they are usually not 
formal considered as goals to be set, neither as indicators to be periodically monitored. 
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4. The management model for the sustainability of facilities 

The analysis of major building environmental performance assessment methods and the 
identification of usual facilities management practices, they all are brought to this paper in order 
to enhance the prior environmental concerns related to built environment and its operation and, 
also, to provide the basis of the proposed management model for the sustainability of facilities. 

The proposed model assumes the "managing for performance" concept, seen as a way to 
structure management routines that could identify and promote the analysis, planning, 
implementation and controlling specific actions, all of them aiming to achieve buildings better 
performance. Thus, this management model is proposed to be held by personnel responsible for 
managing facilities for housing, education, manufacturing, providing services, leisure, sports, 
health and trade in Brazil.

Here, the term "facilities manager" is used to represent all the personnel responsible for the use, 
operation and maintenance of buildings and its services, among several other functions found in 
existing building facilities. The facilities manager may be a management organization, an 
employee of the condominium, a user, the owner himself or an agent nominated by the owner. 
So, this management model for the sustainability of facilities applies to facilities manager. 

Figure 1:The management model for the sustainability of facilities (Degani, 2010) 
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In general, the management model for the sustainability of facilities presented on this paper 
includes the following steps: Initial diagnosis, Identification of the potential for sustainability, 
Planning, Operation, Monitoring and control, Regular audits of performance, Critical analysis 
for continuous improvement.  

The Initial diagnosis is an essential phase and it must be a structured thinking that allows the 
evaluation of building initial situation and its facilities in terms of: (a) global policy and 
marketing strategy of the building, its values, its conduct and its history, (2) quality and 
adequacy, (3) environmental aspects and impacts, (4) human and social aspects, (5) economic 
aspects; (6) structure, formality and scope of its management system, (7) facilities management 
currently practiced.  

Aware that management is only effective if what you need to be managed is known, this process 
of formal thinking promotes the understanding of many aspects of sustainability and, thereafter, 
the identification of strengths, weaknesses and priorities for the building. This is the 
Identification of the potential for sustainability phase of the presented management model. 

It is assumed, therefore, a commitment to the buildings priorities considering social and 
environmental issues, making possible the development of a management planning for 
sustainability of building facilities, consciously and systematically, based on real analysis of 
context and its possibilities and also focused on well defined goals and targets. 

From this step, it is suggested the development of an Action Plan, based on the guidelines 
proposed by Degani (2010). The “Guidelines for the management of sustainability of facilities" 
contains several practices and measures and they are proposed under the perspective of the four 
groups of FM activities described in chapter 3 of this paper. They are also detailed under three 
steps: Planning, Operation and Monitoring and control. The interfaces with the existing building 
elements: the building itself, the core business and its users, are considered. 

These guidelines are the improvement brought by this proposed model. And based on them, it is 
suggested to detail the Action Plan, thereby ensuring that facilities managers can structure their 
commitment to the building sustainability, starting from the definition of their first actions, 
keeping objectives and goals clearly defined, and including on this Plan the allocation of 
responsibilities, the deadlines and the adequate resources provision always in terms of planning, 
operation, monitoring and control. It is the Planning step. 

From the Planning, it moves on to the Operation step, in which the Action Plan is implemented, 
especially through routines of work and supplies and also by actual occupancy of spaces. At this 
time, skills are evaluated, contracts are formalized, training routines are implemented and 
routines of work and communication are validated. 

The next step is the Monitoring and control routines, that are performed to ensure the continued 
good performance by a systematic registration of data and information that are essential to 
decision-making of the owner, manager or user of the building throughout its life cycle, 
providing feedback, for continuous improvement.  
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As a control routine, it is also proposed to carry out Regular audits of performance. They have 
larger scope comparing to monitoring and control routines, while they focus on the overall 
analysis of building performance and building management aspects. These audits have the 
purpose of maintaining the focus of facilities manager their building sustainability issues. 

The performance audits should verify the evolution of the aspects of sustainability of the 
building, considering the achievement of its objectives and targets, which were established in 
the Action Plan. They also intend to identify, as early as possible, faults or deficiencies in 
facilities management that could compromise the performance of the building. All of that 
information is very important in raising significant elements to be considered by buildings 
decision-makers. 

The results of each regular audit of performance are reviewed and afterwards a new plan of 
action and a new performance targets are set for the building. And finally, the Critical analysis 
for continuous improvement works on evaluating global facilities management model and 
building performance. It aims to continuously improve building performance; feed back the 
existing management system; assist the manager in making decisions related to the 
sustainability of facilities under environmental, social and economic perspectives; allow the 
return of experience for designers to refine their new projects by these verified existing building 
performance. 

5. Conclusions

The formal management is fundamental to the sustainability of buildings. The concept of 
“managing to perform” is the base of the management model presented in this paper, which 
links facilities management with building environmental performance. 

What makes this model unique is the fact that it can guide facilities managers on identifying 
prior environmental concerns and on their decision-making processes towards an improved 
environmental performance. The proposal combines facilities management and sustainable 
practices, in order to improve buildings performance and minimize the environmental impacts 
from built environment and its operation. It is considered an initiative to meet organizations 
strategic need on dealing with the sustainability of the built environment that they occupy. 

The key is: 
- to assign responsibilities for carrying out the four indicated task groups of facilities 

management;  
- to undertake a strategic and operational planning which is appropriate to users needs, 

their building occupation, the equipment and systems available;  
- to integrate all the players in order to add good practices and to act for the benefit of all 

building users, their core business and owner financial health. 

Resuming, the management system presented on this paper can be easily applied to facilities 
managers as it presents a set of guidelines for managing the sustainability of existing buildings 
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and suggests a set of performance parameters to be controlled by regular audits. So, the 
proposed model aims at providing a concrete way to insert issues of sustainability in the daily 
routine of facilities managers. 
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Abstract

The city of São Paulo has a high demand for urban and industrial use of water. This unfavorable 
situation is considered critical, making the management of water for public supply a fairly 
complex subject. Added to this, the potential shortage of drinking water resource availability 
justifies researches focusing on their efficient management and conservation. Into the Civil 
Construction sector context, the use and efficient management of drinking water is among the 
topics addressed by the indicators of methodologies for sustainable buildings certification. 
Since most of the water consumption takes place within any building, it can be argued that the 
use of efficient equipment reduces the consumption of this resource. One of the models 
applicable to the certification of a sustainable building is the AQUA-FCAV referential, which 
includes the necessary guidelines on water management from the design phase of the building, 
to the use and operation phase. This framework involves a management system that considers 
the development of water management in the aspect of the urban context in relation to the 
permeability of the land, choice of saving equipment, maintenance of the building in order to 
perpetuate its environmental performance and sanitary quality of water. In the present research, 
the characteristics of the standard AQUA-FCAV that are related to water management are 
presented, comparing them with other methodology for certification of buildings, namely the 
LEED. From this comparative analysis the existence of indicators that assess specific items for 
the Maintenance and Management of the project had been identified, which demonstrates the 
need for involvement of Facilities Management professionals since the design of the building, 
when the AQUA-FCAV certification is to be obtained. 

Keywords: sustainability, water demand management, sustainable buildings assessment 
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1. Introduction

1.1 – The water demand management context 

The scarcity of natural resources is a global concern, which can be perceived by the emergence 
of increasingly intense actions for managing these resources. As a leading authority on global 
environment, United Nations Environment Programme - UNEP (UNEP, 2010), emphasizes the 
importance of identifying the negative impacts to the environment caused by unsustainable 
production and consumption. Consequently, it seeks the efficient use of natural resources. An 
example for the natural water resource is the definition of one of the millennium development 
goals proposed by the United Nations Development Programme - UNDP as to "ensure 
environmental sustainability by increasing the proportion of population with permanent and 
sustainable access to safe drinking water (UNDP, 2010). 

One of the means proposed by UNEP in order to achieve these goals is the realization of 
partnerships that integrate the private sector in a new culture of social responsibility, to prepare 
and joint participation of civil society and academic sectors in environmental management and 
sustainable development. In this sense, to ensure a systemic view, when treated the scarcity of 
water resources in the environment, it is appropriate an approach whit a sustainable focus, 
addressing the economic, social, cultural and environmental aspects of society. 

As the main responsible for environmental management at national level, the Brazilian 
government monitors the data for the development of actions through their national agencies. 
For water, this management is performed by the National Water Agency - ANA. According to 
data collected by ANA, analyzing the situation of the water balance of the main Brazilian rivers, 
the situation in Brazil is considered comfortable; especially by high water availability of the 
Amazon Basin region (Brazil has 12% of the world's drinking water). 

This analysis, however, does not consider the unequal distribution of water resources in the 
country. About 68.5% of water resources are located in the North region of the country. The 
region with the highest demand, the Southeast has about 6% of water resources (Tomaz, 2001), 
and the city of São Paulo (ANA, 2010), has high demand for urban use and industrial water. It 
appears therefore that the situation is quite unfavorable when compared with other regions. In 
this context, water management becomes critical, requiring large volumes of investments and 
the development of joint actions. 

The Programa Nacional de Combate ao Desperdício de Água - PNCDA (National Program to 
Combat the Waste of Water) is an example of such actions. The program aims at promoting the 
rational use of public water supply in the Brazilian cities, through technological developments, 
regulatory, economic and institutional actions. Specifically, it seeks an effective economy of 
volumes of water demanded for consumption in urban areas. For this, the technical documents 
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defined in the PNCDA (PNCDA, 2010) are considered as a methodology applied by the public 
utility SABESP in the Integrated Water Supply in the metropolitan region of Sao Paulo. 

Currently the water supplied to the city of São Paulo comes from the interconnection of major 
supply systems in the region, namely: System Cantareira Guarapiranga, Alto Tietê, Rio Grande, 
Rio Claro, Alto Cotia, Baixo Cotia and Ribeirão da Estiva, consisting of 24 dams that allow 1.5 
billion m3 of raw water treatment plants and eight of drinking water. Accordingly with the 
Regional Profile MRSP (2009) the city of São Paulo has a population of approximately 11 
million people and is responsible for consuming 65% of the water produced by the Integrated 
System. The city is supplied by four of the eight production systems: System Cantareira the 
north and center, System Guarapiranga at the South and West, Rio Claro Systems and Alto 
Tietê at the east, with current rate of water supply by 100%. 

The public utility concessionary SABESP, responsible for managing the water supply in São 
Paulo, based on PNCDA and based on the hydraulic capacity of São Paulo, developed in 1996 
the Program for Rational Use of Water - PURE ( SABESP, 2010), which has as main objective 
to act in the consumer demand for this resource. 

The PURA-SABESP (SABESP, 2010), uses a systems approach in the treatment of water 
resource use, and has the following objectives: a) raise awareness of environmental issues, 
aiming to change habits and vices of waste disposal, with a conservation focus and consequent 
increased availability of water resources, b) promote increased availability of water to needy 
areas and securing supplies, c) extend the useful life of existing water sources to ensure the 
short and medium term supply of water needed by the population, d) reduce the costs of 
wastewater treatment to reduce the volumes recorded in the public network, e) postpone 
investments needed to increase the water production system and Sewerage System in the 
Metropolitan Region of São Paulo, f) encourage the development of new technologies aimed at 
reducing water consumption, and g) reduce consumption of electricity and other resources.  

It is perceived that the actions developed by the public sector focus on promoting rational use of 
water, but we need greater integration with the private sector to meet the full objectives set by 
UNEP. Considering the construction industry, one of the actions in order to preserve this natural 
resource is to encourage the construction of buildings considered sustainable in terms of use and 
efficient consumption of natural resources. 

To demonstrate the sustainability of a building some methods of assessment of sustainable 
buildings were developed. Larsson (2004) define the assessment methods for buildings as a set 
of protocols or indicators and assessment criteria usually based on the life cycle and used to 
evaluate the environmental performance or sustainability of a building or its sub-systems. 

According to Cole (2005), tools and methods for assessing environmental sustainability of 
buildings have emerged to provide an objective evaluation of the use of natural resources, the 
ecological burden and quality of internal environment, but also to raise awareness of 
environmental responsibility in construction industry. 
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The evaluation methods have two goals, says Gibberd (2003). The first is to ensure an adequate 
understanding between sustainable development, building / built environment and stakeholders 
so that effective communication is established on the discussion, development and agreement on 
performance objectives of sustainable development for the building. 

The second is to ensure that the relationship between sustainable development and the built 
environment is explicit and intelligible. This includes understanding how the built environment 
can be used in sustainable development. This involves a process of prioritizing the aspects of 
sustainable development and ensures that these are reflected in performance targets chosen for 
the venture. Once established these performance goals, the management of the project will serve 
to monitor progress towards achieving certain goals. 

Methodologies such as the AQUA-FCAV referential worry, at the design stage, with the 
systems that will be used during the use and operation. Accordingly, the efficient use and 
consumption of drinking water is considered in its various aspects, from the design stage. The 
AQUA-FCAV referential takes into consideration the aspect of the urban context, when 
considering the permeability of the land area, the flow of rainwater runoff, the choice of 
equipment and water-saving systems and also include in the project items to facilitate the 
maintenance in order to perpetuate their environmental and sanitary quality of water. 

Through the certification certain actions are secured, for example, that the venture will have at 
least: sectorized water meters, leak detection systems; means for carrying out anti-fouling, 
corrosion and anti-development of microorganisms and the control of dosage; the means to 
balance the systems of water management, in addition to saving equipment aiming efficient 
power consumption of water resources. 

This subject is addressed to develop pro-active actions to monitor the environmental 
performance of buildings in the design of projects, implementation of projects and operation of 
their systems. The professionals in the Facilities Management are primarily responsible for these 
actions. Therefore, it is appropriate to identify how the certification process affects or 
contributes to the performance of this professional in water management in the built 
environment. 

1.2 Research objectives 

This work is part of a broader study that addresses water management in multi-floor 
commercial, its relationship with the energy management and their integration into sustainable 
development to reduce the environment impacts of the construction. 

The specific objective of this research was to identify how the requirements of the standard 
AQUA-FCAV, in relation to water management, relate to the management of facilities. As a 
reference for recognition of environmental performance, this article uses the certification 
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AQUA-FCAV. However, there are some indicators which are compared with another U.S. 
certification widely used in Brazil, the Leadership for Energy and Environmental Design LEED 

1.3 Reseach Methodology 

For this study, was initially performed a literature review on the themes: sustainability, 
sustainability in the built environment, use and efficient consumption of natural resources and 
water management. Under the specific issue of water management, we studied two methods for 
evaluating sustainability in the built environment: the technical reference AQUA-FCAV, 
adapted to Brazil from the French HQE method and U.S. LEED, which is widely used in Brazil 
but, according to Del Percio (2004) addresses the management of water very superficially. 

The process of water management has been studied in the two methods in order, to analyze the 
criteria and indicators that are determined during the design phase and might have some 
interference or connection with the operation phase, and should therefore be object of study by 
Facilities Management professionals. 

2. Models for the Built Environment Sustainability 
Certification

The Brazilian market has been using two methodologies to assess the sustainability of buildings: 
LEED and AQUA-FCAV. These two methods, although have the same premises and goal of 
sustainable construction, present some conceptual differences that are here identified. 

LEED was developed in the United States and released in 1996, representing the efforts of the 
United States Green Building Council - USGBC to develop a certification system for what is 
called the Green Building - building "green" or ecological - a term used more to designate 
environmentally friendly products. This assessment methodology was first developed for new 
construction. However, as demand evolved, new versions were developed to address other types 
of construction. Currently it can be applied to various types of buildings. 

The compliance of the guidelines prescribed by the LEED is evaluated by the USGBC – United 
States Green Building Council, the only body responsible for certification. All documentation is 
posted online and reviewed by USGBC. The requirements of LEED certification are meant for a 
building in the design, construction, operation and maintenance of the in building systems. 

The certification to the referential Alta Qualidade Ambiental-Fundação Carlos Alberto 
Vanzolini (AQUA-FCAV), object of this study is based on the French benchmark HQE, which 
was adapted to Brazil. It has as main objective to demonstrate the high environmental quality of 
the building through two processes: the management system development and environmental 
quality of the enterprise. Uses, for both, independent audits carried out by specialized teams. 
The requirements presented by Fundação Carlos Alberto Vanzolini for this certification involve 
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the user quality of life, the management of natural resources, the proper and conscious disposal 
of waste generated and the operations and maintenance of building systems, focusing on the 
regional socio-economic-environmental contribution.  

According to the AQUA-FCAV, the building is certified in three phases: the first phase 
program, the second phase of the project design, and the third after the project execution and 
delivery to the end user. In these three moments, both the management system (SGE) employed 
and the project's profile in relation to environmental quality are evaluated. The SGE provides 
the necessary structure in meeting the performance criteria set and requested in order to monitor, 
review and evaluation of the environmental quality of the building throughout the life cycle of 
the enterprise.

Although both benchmarks are aimed at environmental management and sustainability of the 
building, each has different approaches when it comes to water management. For LEED 
certification, the requirements are contained in categories: Selection of location, flood control - 
Quantity, Runoff Control - Quality, Reduce use of water efficient irrigation technologies and 
innovative reuse. 

By the AQUA-FCAV certification, the requirements are presented in a wider format than that 
proposed by LEED, as contemplated in Categories: Relationship building with its surroundings, 
Choice of integrated products, systems and construction processes, construction sites with low 
environmental impact (including water management), water management, waste management, 
building use and operation and sanitary quality of water. 

The AQUA-FCAV considers the entrepreneur's decision to establish and maintain complete 
control of the project in all its stages, from adherence to the program design (design), 
implementation (construction) and operation (use), through the System Management Enterprise 
(SGE) to be treated all the performance criteria of the Building Environmental Quality, allowing 
the grant of approval at each stage, by checking their attendance to the technical reference 
(AQUA-FCAV).

Academic studies have shown the need to align these criteria. For this, Kalbusch (2006) 
proposes in his work to create a project checklist, whose aim would be to assist those involved 
in the construction industry, where the design of building systems and hydraulic plumbing 
office buildings. This list is subdivided into categories: reliability, quality and maintainability of 
building systems, hydraulic and sanitary, health and sanitary quality of water, water 
conservation, load on local infrastructure (storm drainage); load on local infrastructure 
(sewerage treatment); interference in underground aquifers, flooded areas and water courses, 
materials and building systems hydraulic toilets; water reuse and rainwater utilization. 

Aiming to bring issues related to environmental sustainability in the built environment, 
Kalbusch (2006) explains the need to carry out further studies for integration of social and 
economic dimensions, and the development of evaluation methods for hydraulic and sanitary 
building systems, and water use that meet the macro needs in water management. 
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The current Brazilian experiences in sustainable certifications reflect on international 
experience, which for Serrador (2008) is not appropriate, considering the speed and location of 
development in Brazil. This leads to actions of individual professionals and companies without 
an effective planning for the development of the construction industry toward a more 
sustainable way of building. 

3. Facility Management and the AQUA-FCAV model 

It is noticed that in technical references where sustainability of the built environment addresses 
the operations and use of the building, the Facilities Management will be present and may be 
subject to involvement from conception to proper use and maintenance of efficient operation 
originally envisaged. 

The facilities management has representative importance in the life cycle of a building, as it acts 
on the longest stage of their life cycle, namely the use and operation phase. Degani (2010) 
presents the close relationship between facilities management and sustainability of the built 
environment as a challenge to owners and users of a building, because they involve issues of 
economic feasibility, demand-driven, social responsibility, minimization of environmental 
impacts, value market the building to reflect the performance of the enterprise and therefore the 
management of facilities.  

The performance of routine operation and maintenance activities are the usual professional 
Facilities Management. However, as suggested by Degani (2010), when implemented a 
management system focused on continuous improvement, for example, the Facilities 
Management professional has a better view of the shortcomings and dissatisfactions of users 
and thus helps the owner and users to make important decisions, including asset value. 

In this regard, the technical reference AQUA-FCAV, when establishing the Enterprise 
Management System (EMS) requires the existence of a mechanism for continuous improvement 
throughout the life cycle of the enterprise, which can be used by professional management 
facilities as an important tool. According to the definition of technical reference AQUA-FCAV, 
an enterprise management system allows an appropriate organization to work together from the 
different actors involved, better conditions for decision making and a structure for development 
and steady improvement and efficient the proposed system. 

Degani (2010), when analyzing the AQUA-FCAV method, emphasizes the principle of balance 
in the classification of the weights or importance of the subject by the entrepreneur in terms of 
occupation, location of the project and their real needs and local sustainability certification for 
the building. As for LEED certification, considering the water management in the building and 
its hydraulic building systems as criticized by Hernandez (2007), the representativeness of water 
management represents 7% of the total points to meet the guidelines, which clearly identified 
the imbalance present this methodology, among other tracking issues such as: energy, materials 
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and resources, sustainable sites and internal quality, which represent 25% each in the attendance 
of proposed items for certification. 

In a comprehensive and systemic analysis of the standard AQUA-FCAV perceives a concern 
focused on the life cycle of the building, including its operation and management of their 
facilities. The concern in water management has been present since the preparation of the 
"Enterprise Management System", given as an initial planning necessary to implement the 
certification criteria by presenting a detailed plan for water management in order to minimize 
deviations in environmental performance of the building during use. 

As categorias do AQUA são fortemente inter-relacionadas, sendo que o atendimento aos 
critérios de uma pode corresponder ao atendimento dos critérios de outra. Como exemplo, na 
categoria “Gestão da Água”, as diretrizes: 

The AQUA-FCAV categories are strongly interrelated, and meeting the criteria of one may be 
the fulfillment of other criteria. As an example, in category "Water Management", the 
guidelines for: 

• Use of pressure reducing valves 
• Presence of saving systems that reduce the consumption of drinking water 
• Use of rainwater or reuse 
• Managing the retention of rainwater 
• Management of infiltration 
• Recovery and treatment of runoff prior to disposal 

Find a match in the other categories, such as: 
• Category "Relationship building with its surroundings, in the management of 

rainwater on the ground, lower sealing surfaces; 
• Category "Choice of integrated products, systems and construction processes," in 

choosing water-saving equipment in accordance with nationally recognized 
certification program or whose characteristics are checked for technical or 
controls;

• Category "Maintenance - Permanence of environmental performance," in need of 
equipment to monitor and manage water consumption and to reduce waste 
and leaks including cleanup activities and conservation; 

• Category “Sanitary quality of water”, monitoring the health risks linked to the 
presence of network of rainwater; 

It should be emphasized that the Enterprise Management System has as one of its requirements 
to develop a "Manual for use and operation of the building," which shall contain all information 
relating to the maintenance of equipment and systems to prospective users. This manual should 
provide all necessary information for the use of water saving equipment and the precautions to 
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be taken in case of dual network, and may extend these requests to the local political 
commitment to water management. 

4. Final Considerations 

Urban areas like Sao Paulo are big consumers of drinking water. The buildings make up the 
necessary infrastructure as the main pathway for the realization of this consumption. In this 
context the guidelines of assessment methodologies for sustainable built environment aimed at 
the rational use of water from designing a building to its effects on facilities management. 

Thus, it is clear the need to consider in planning methodologies for assessing the sustainability 
of the built environment, operational guidelines systems, as well as its forms of control, 
generating the necessary information for proper management of facilities of a building and 
maintenance of the condition initially planned for its sustainability performance. 

The implementation phase of a real estate enterprise generates a great impact on changing the 
landscape and the characteristics of the region in a short time. However the phase of usage and 
operation of an enterprise has a much longer duration and the tendency of sustainable 
construction will be to prolong this phase. It is for this reason that the management of facilities 
should be more efficient both to prolong the life of the enterprise, how to efficiently consume 
resources needed for their use and maintenance.  

Looking at the references in the text that are used on national territory, we can see the 
differences in concepts and amplitudes of the certificates AQUA-FCAV and LEED, and may 
conclude that certification AQUA-FCAV has a structure that involves more intensely the 
Facilities Management on the design of the project by formalizing the request for an Enterprise 
Management System and the care planned arrangements for the design of the hydraulic system 
for building so-called “Maintenance - Permanence of Environmental Performance. " 

It is understood that the national construction market is progressing in relation to sustainability. 
Practice a few years ago were not even imagined are becoming frequent, such as the installation 
of saving equipment, for example. In this sense, the fact of AQUA- FCAV referential be 
adapted to Brazilian facilitates its applicability, as the needs of entrepreneurs and professionals 
of Facilities Management increases.  
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Abstract 

This paper deals with two major questions (1) what alternatives does a manufacturing company 
has when current space use is not sufficient, or it exceeds its needs following changes and 
transformation of the business; and (2) what principal factors must be taken into account in the 
decision-making process about possible relocation. The corporate real estates of manufacturing 
firms in the Western world are very much similar to those of the tertiary sector. However, 
inertia compared to pure tertiary is apparent; a large part of the premises are in fact offices that 
to various extents are connected to stocks, laboratories, factories and manufacturing areas that 
cannot be relocated. Therefore intermediary alternatives between staying on the current location 
or total relocation have their reasons of being developed. This paper is based on literature 
studies and two independent surveys from two different geographical areas: Northern Italy and 
Sweden. Despite the various characters of the surveys, common conclusions can be made for a 
general understanding of the relation of FM factors that influence the location. A model is 
created that systematises location alternative when space change must take place and relates 
also to the European manufacturing sector of today.

Keywords: Location, Relocation, Manufacturing, Corporate Real Estate, Facilities 
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1. Introduction  

In the recent two decades we have seen that major manufacturing industries have been 
transferred to East Asia from Europe due to more advantageous salary levels. However a 
significant part of the manufacturing sector has remained in Europe and even occasionally 
regained domain in Europe. Other competitive forces than low salaries of workers render 
argument to remain in Europe. This paper aims to reveal Real Estate Management and Facilities 
Management topics that relates to the dynamics of manufacturing firms to their decision of 
location and possible relocation of the properties. We intend to highlight and clarify the 
structure of background factors and the structure of location settings of manufacturing firms.The 
study is limited to small and middle sized enterprises (SMEs) within the manufacturing sector. 
During its lifetime every enterprise, be it small, medium-sized or large, might have to face some 
real estate or location issues. Being able to face these issues in a well informed and professional 
manner is a key element, regardless of the size of the enterprise. Regarding data from two 
independent surveys of manufacturing firms in Italy and offices of manufacturing firms in 
Sweden gives reason to sketch model (or a classification) that renders the relationships between 
general elements; real estate management and location of the alternatives of manufacturing 
sector exhibit special characteristics compared to other industrial sectors.  

2. Findings and Methods 

In 1826 von Thünen described a model of location of farms, which was an issue for early 
location theory. The von Thünen model for agricultural production describes a proportional 
relationship between costs on a particular location and the distance to market. The outcome of 
different gradients depending on alternative crops renders an optimal choice of competitive land 
possible. Other sectors, on the other hand, have a higher rent per square metre in the urban 
periphery (McCann, 2001). Location patterns have been categorized among the categories: a 
dominance of offices in city centres and peripheral location for manufacturing plants. Spatial 
limitations in the city centre combined with income growth and city growth results in 
augmented rent gradients. The supply and demand on the office space market are related to the 
fluctuations of business cycles where the dynamic relation to fluctuating office rents also has an 
impact on the propensity to acquire the real estates and thus incorporate the facility in the 
balance sheet of the firm as a part of the equity Edwards and Ellison (2004). 

Both Barrett and Baldry (2003) and Cotts (1999) describe how special FM skills are required of 
a company that has spread their spaces on multisite locations from those firms that remain on 
single sites. It is thus of research interest to study the FM regarding those alternatives. Leaman 
(1998) forecasts higher demand on facilities from the surrounding city; the logistic city has 
incorporated time instead of space as the main prerequisite for the activity to deliver 
information and logistics. Network ideas previously described argue for increased knowledge of 
how FM varies not only considering multisite and single site solution but also where the firms 
locate. In congested areas it is probably easier to outsource compared to growth firms that locate 
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in rural areas where lack of transport, staff and supplier would encourage in house solutions. 
Research of McDougall (1993) has observed that multisite solutions have already occurred in 
the 1980’s due to relocation of certain functions like back office from city core to suburbs 
where the prices were lower. McDougall (ibid) presented studies on functional location 
preferences which give a simple classification system: “in-town”, “edge of town” and “out of 
town” which gives relevance by its simplicity to regional studies of quantitative character. 

According to Pellenberg et al. (2002), Mariotti (2002) three categories of spatial scales of 
relocation appear: intra-regional, inter-regional and international relocations. Mariotti (2005) 
writes: Intra-regional moves mainly concern the industrial suburbanisation around the larger 
urban agglomerations while inter-regional relocations mainly involve industrial 
decentralisation from the economic core areas to peripheral and/or development areas.
Mariotti (2005) presents three types of relocation: (1) Integral relocation, (2) Partial relocation 
which implies multiple sites location, (3) Foreign Direct Investment - FDI (4) International 
strategic alliance, ISA. FDI and ISA are international relocations. FDI is the direct investment 
whereas ISA is a co-operative relationship somewhere in the value chain. Furthermore, Mariotti 
(2005) highlights the increased internationalization since the middle of 1980s among small and 
medium sized firms. Porter (1990) highlights different factors that together constitute the 
competitive advantage of the nation and varies between countries. Porter (1998) writes: Open 
global markets, rapid transportation, and high-speed communications should allow any 
company to source anything from any place at any time; but in practice, location remains 
central to competition. Multiple conditions create climate for cluster creation within different 
industries. Two large surveys render an inspirational source for detecting common features in 
this paper: (1) an Italian survey of SMEs in the manufacturing sector, and (2) a Swedish survey 
encompassing all classified “Gazells” of 2003 in entire Sweden. 

2.1 The Italian Survey 

The empirical material was derived from the data and information collected during the various 
workshops on real estate organized by the GestiTec Lab of the Building Environment Science & 
Technology Department (BEST) of Politecnico di Milano since 2004. Meeting with businesses 
gave the opportunity to analyse over 200 member companies of Assolombarda (the Association 
of the Entrepreneurs of the Lombardy region, which counts nearly 6000 member companies) 
and to get an insight of the relationship between manufacturing activities and building or 
property assets (Ciaramella, 2008 and Ciaramella et al. 2010). 

Following these meetings, data were collected concerning about 35 businesses in the area of 
Milan; these data were subsequently analysed in depth through case studies, which can be taken 
as representative examples of the most recurring problems. More specifically: (1) 36% of the 
interviewed businesses operate in buildings that were built before 1970; (2) 46% of the 
interviewed businesses own the buildings they operate from and 20% of the interviewed 
businesses are unhappy with their head offices. 17% of companies declared that, at the time of 
the interview, they were looking for a new solution for the location of their activities (i.e. they 
were searching for new headquarters). 
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Appropriate information seems to be the crucial factor of whether to relocate or not. 
Independently if the firm decides to stay on the premises or to relocate, various measures can be  
taken to match the needs of the core businesses; two alternatives of location are investigated for 
the SMEs: (1) Change of addresses (relocation) and (2) Extension of existing premises (no 
relocation). 

The first case, Relocation primarily due to Lack of spaces and increasing problems of logistics 
and on the managerial level of (1) Dynamics of Socio economic advantages with relative 
nearness to the original site, (2) Real Estate factors that match the spatial needs of core business, 
and (3) Economic factors, Easiness of obtaining permissions from authorities and facilitated 
bank relations. Weak points of achieving the relocation were primarily keeping the knowledge 
on an accurate level of the gap between the needs and the creation of new spaces (Kerns F. 
1999). Other problems occurred in finding appropriate contractors in the area and to find an 
optimal preference of space.  

The second case, Extension of existing premises. Avoidance of relocation due to (1) strong 
bounds to the municipality and Socio-economic factors, (2) manufacturing spaces were 
extremely complicated to transfer to new location and (3) real estate factors; the existing 
premises exhibited large advantages (high quality for competitive cost structure) compared to 
alternatives. The acquired adjacent spaces and turned out to strategically advantageous on the 
long term perspective. 

Table 1: Scope of the intervention and relevant competences 

Location and real estate needs Scope of the intervention and relevant competences
Location 
purposes 

Building 
purposes 

Functional 
considerations 

Relocation X X X 
Extension  X X 
Rationalisation of current 
location   X 

Generally the case studies taken into examination helped identify the main criticalities for a 
manufacturing company, whether it (1) decides to move to another location, or to change or (2) 
expand the spaces it already occupies. 

2.1.1 Observations of critical points of the relocation or in the building of new 
manufacturing headquarters 

Generally the case studies taken into examination helped identify the main criticalities for a 
manufacturing company, Real estate audit and due diligence report: Based on the analysed 
experiences, one of the major criticalities linked to important relocation or building decisions is 
the ability to define the company requirements in a precise way. Space requirements are often 
influenced by sudden events, and market needs force to make choices in short times; therefore 
businesses find it difficult to formulate strategies for the medium-to-long term that are 
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mandatory in the real estate sector. The greatest difficulty lies in the definition of priorities, 
which must translate into the choice of the best location since starting from the design stage.

The issues related to the building process. A business might find it difficult to identify an area or 
a building that meets its requirements. 

When evaluating an area, various characteristics of the site  have been taken into consideration: 
its size and structure, the state of the area, any need for reclamation (which is particularly 
important if the area hosted other industrial activities previously), ease of access, infrastructures 
and services in the surrounding areas. 

When the choice is in favour of an existing building, the most important parameters are the 
covered and uncovered floor areas, the height to the underside of the beam, the load-bearing 
capacity of the existing floors, the maintenance status, the architectural and systems quality, the 
flexibility of the distribution and functional layout. These requirements call for competences 
that small and medium-sized enterprises lack and, unlike large corporations, they hardly find 
these same competences on the market. 

Logistic problems: the operations involving production transfer and the length of the transfer 
may produce criticalities for the manufacturing activity. The most striking issue is the time 
required to move equipment from the old factory to the new one, since this forces a production 
shut-down. Some businesses find it impossible to move manufacturing equipment in short times, 
mainly because their plants are very delicate or particularly large-sized.

Another likely critical element is the scarce willingness of workers and employees to move; in 
some cases they are not willing to follow the company especially if this means changing their 
place of residence. This fact should be taken into consideration if the business is to move to 
another region, because the availability of skilled labour on site must be checked for. 

Time planning: the rise of real estate issues and the need to find a solution in short times may 
make adequate planning difficult. It is rather difficult to define a timetable for the management 
of the various stages (analysis of needs, identification of the area or of the new headquarters, 
transfer management, etc.), mainly due to factors the company cannot control directly: the 
times required to purchase the area, the divestment/sale times of the old head office, the time 
required to be issued the necessary authorizations, permits etc.

Financial requirements and management: every stage/activity represents a cost for the business, 
and this cost must be defined with precision.  The main critical elements are: collecting 
financial resources (access to credit or use of own capital), hence the preparation of a business 
plan; identifying the area or the building with characteristics that match the business needs at a 
fair and affordable price, whether it decides to move to another location (1), or to change or 
expand the spaces it already occupies (2).
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2.1.2 Observations of Critical Points of the extension of existing premises 

Feasibility: if an extension is necessary, the most frequent criticality lies in the availability of a
building area on the parcel owned by the business, or on bordering lands if these are available.  
This situation is particularly hard on the businesses located in towns or in highly built areas. If a 
bordering area is available for extension, various elements must be checked as: the size and the 
shape of the parcel, its town-planning indices and destination of use, ease of access, the 
possibility – if any – to connect/integrate the new building with the existing one, any sub-
services or easements, any encumbrances. During the execution of works the building site must 
be organized so as to prevent any interference with the manufacturing activity and to minimize 
risks for people and goods on site.  

If real estate requirements are confined to space re-configuration, usually this does not entail 
any criticality with economic or organizational repercussions. Moreover our observations reveal 
that space re-configuration seems to be a dynamic and non-irreversible activity that is usually 
characterised by constant changes to meet evolving needs. Nevertheless, this may have some 
repercussions on the manufacturing activity. The relationship between the flows of people and 
of goods or products and a balanced allocation of spaces/areas to the various functions may 
have a positive effect on company productivity: this is why the analysis of the space and 
functional requirements of the various activities is paramount. 

To this aim, an internal audit should be performed of the sectors mostly interested by the 
change, and of the departments based in the same building.  We have found that mistaken 
assessment of needs and a wrong configuration of functions produce negative consequences on 
the various activities performed in the building and, most importantly, require new commitment 
in space reconfiguration, with higher consumption of money and time. 

A relevant observation concerning time planning is:  to gain efficiencies the existing head office 
is extended, stages or activities must be planned in a manner that is consistent and compatible 
with the manufacturing activity.  

An observation on financial needs: Although the investment required for the extension is lower 
than the purchase of a new building, economic considerations might be crucial in any stage of 
this project depending upon the planned deadlines. 

2.1.3 Some observations of small and medium-sized enterprises 

The limits that burden the action strategy may be related to time or to the territory. Often an 
SME sees the volume of its manufacturing activity and, hence, its requirements for space 
change, depending to the uneven trend of orders. As soon as new space needs emerge, little time 
is left to define and plan interventions. Where territorial conditions or town-planning indices 
allow for it, SMEs prefer extending their existing headquarters. 
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SMEs manage their real estate issues through in-house resources. The decision-making process 
concerning the list of priorities and strategies to solve the problem is in the hands of the 
company owner or of its directors, acting by proxy (Mazzarol T., Choo S. 2003). The managing 
director  personally handles the contacts with each professional figure involved, and therefore 
acts as a coordinator among them. Some particular features of SMEs deserves to be mentioned: 
first of all limited long-term planning skills hinder the adequate planning of real-estate strategy; 
another negative factor often acting on the strategic decision-making process and on 
operational-stage management is the lack of in-house experts in the management of 
instrumental property assets (FM or the real-estate department). 

3. Findings and Methods 

A Swedish Study of six firms in the Gothenburg area revealed that the first choices of location 
were seldom preferred and a first relocation had taken place when the staff size was about 30 
employees. The empirical material of this survey is assembled from an existing database, the 
Gaselle list, provided by Soliditet, owned by Bonniers Affärsinformation. The present survey is 
based on the Gaselle list of 2003 containing 967 listed firms. Ten variables (representing the 
period 2001 to 2003) are used for analysis in this paper. 

With an ANOVA test we realise that there are significant differences between business sectors 
concerning the variables: One of the variables investigated whether events of outsourcing or 
change of core business (creation of a subsidiary, selling or acquisition) resulted in a space 
change. In fact here it was observed a significant difference between the business sectors 
(Sig.=.003). The variables of (1) location in rural areas, (2) frequencies of office location moves 
(Sig.=.001) and (2) preferences of renting office space (instead of owning) demonstrated as well 
a significant difference. The variable „Propensity to rent (instead of owning) office space“ 
correlates positively with the variable “office location in suburbs” with significance (0.365) 
level of 0.001. Similarly the propensity of rent preference correlates negatively with location in 
rural areas (-0.573)  level of 0.001. It is interesting to observe  that the variable frequency of 
office relocation moves correlates negatively (-0.295) with the variable “office in rural areas”. 

In Sweden, manufacturing industry relocates apparently less than the other sectors (.27*) and 
has propensity to have single site location (1.24*). Some FM variables have no significant 
differences between business sectors: Support individual work, Individual workplaces, and New 
work and design. These indicate the importance of office spaces in all business sectors in 
Sweden. Other FM variables have similar characteristics among business sectors. Support of 
distant work is lower in the construction industry than in the manufacturing sector, whereas 
lowest FM values in manufacturing sector are Support of teamwork and Informal meetings. 
Intermediary ranking of the mean values of the manufacturing sector have the FM variables: 
Image of offices and Layout, tech. flexibility. These observations conclude that FM of 
manufacturing sector is highly relevant as in other sectors or indeed even more. Studies of 
Dettwiler (2008) reveal correlations on the same data between the dynamics of single site or 
multiple site location and the fluctuations of GDP. The propensity of changing between single 
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and multiple site is thus rather high and argues for further investigation of features between the 
two extremes of location settings. 

4. A location model 

Both the Italian an Swedish surveys have as a common denominator that there are a multitude 
of intermediary steps between staying and adjusting the current location toward the step to 
perform a total relocation to a new address. Furthermore the dynamics of multiple and single 
site location respond  that there is no simple answer to what is the most optimal solution. 

Every firm during its life cycle of growth and development must sooner or later endure the 
problematic issue of putting the current location into question. Manufacturing firms are often 
bound to machinery, laboratories and stocks and are thus less movable than firms in the tertiary 
sector that more easily can perform an entire relocation to a new address. The issue of partial 
relocation becomes therefore of our research interest. Our research material reveals that there is 
a complex relationship of background factors and relocation decision. Below we propose a 
classification of possible solutions that focuses on the intermediary steps between 
“Rationalisation” and “Total relocation”. 

1. Rationalisation on current location 
In this alternative FM becomes a crucial factor that optimises the spaces and reduces the gap 
between needs and obtained solutions. Appropriate office solutions similar to the businesses of 
the tertiary sector promote productivity and reduce costs. The office parts of the premises can be 
reconfigured with new office layouts. Optimisation can also be made on the contractual level 
where necessary flexibility of lease terms is agreed upon or whether an acquisition or a sale of 
property are the best strategic alternatives.    Process analysis can increase effectiveness of the 
spaces of manufacturing and laboratories. Storage spaces can be optimized by outsourcing or 
just-in-time measures. 

2. Extension on current location 
Location in rural areas and suburbs often offer possibilities to extend existing areas. The more 
central to congested areas and CBDs, the more difficult it is to carry out extension on the 
current site. Considering the inertia of  equipment relocation  of manufacturing firms and 
laboratories, firms should never from the beginning be located too near city centres. Well 
established firms with a historical record of a century often are located centrally. With 
expansion, logistic problems arise and if the firms entirely relocate from city centres, large plot 
gaps remain to be planned with both positive and negative consequences for the society. 
Extension on current location is often an intermediary solution because the processes of the core 
business have to adjust for the physical possible extension which might be less favourable 
compared to an entire new plant. 

3. Partial relocation 
(The start-up of the second location; hence multisite location) The establishment of the second 
site often means either a midterm solution due to restrictions in the first location or a first step 
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of multisite location strategy that relates to the strategy of the core business. The challenge in 
FM arises between single site and multiple sites (Barrett and Baldry) in multiple dimensions. In 
this alternative standardisation of real estate and FM become significant. If manufacturing takes 
place on several places, infrastructure and logistics become a main issue also for the tasks of the 
core business. 

4. Combination of alternative above: 1, 2, and 3: 
When all premises are subject to simultaneous changes the production of core business is put to 
danger and production is lost. Due to inertia in the production system, this alternative might 
offer a securing alternative for solving space topics efficiently. The easiest part that can be 
subjected to relocation is the office part.   

A new office has its pros and cons. Advantages: Higher efficiency and flexibility in team works, 
Adjustment of image, Optimisation to nearness considering infrastructure and stakeholders 
(clients, suppliers etc.). The challenge for FM in this alternative is the coordination, initially the 
incorporating new spaces and performing relocation. The decision of owning or renting the 
premises relates to the possibility to refurbish the spaces. Here modern technology within 
Knowledge Management, ICT and DSS (Decision Support Systems) becomes evident. 

4a. Combining alternatives 1 and 2 
Sometimes it is possible to refurbish a whole plant and simultaneously extend the spaces. Here 
accurate prediction of the probable development of the core business is of vital interest. If there 
is wrong estimation, spaces can either be superfluous and a cost burden or if expansion is larger 
than expected the new premises might become obsolete too early and an entire relocation is no 
longer possible due to lack of financial means. 

4b. Combining alternatives 1 and 3 
Also this alternative requires a total real estate concept. Some part or parts of the business can 
have a new start on the second location. This combination enables a chance for adjusting the 
image or mission of the business on a new site. The reason for the new location might be the 
necessity of  being closer to stakeholders in order to improve the competitiveness. This category 
is similar to new establishment of spin-offs located in research centres and business parks. 

4c.Combining alternatives 2 and 3 
If this alternative is selected due to merely scarcity of space it should be indeed questioned 
whether a total relocation should instead have taken place.  

4d. Combining alternatives 1, 2, and 3 
This complex alternative expects that there will be a considerable expansion and space change. 
It must here be highlighted how sudden a downturn (or upturn) of core business would affect 
this complex alternative. The FM of this alternative must here be well aligned with the strategy 
of the strategic management. 
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5. Total relocation 
(Leaving first location entirely and locate on one or several loc.) This is the less relevant for 

manufacturing companies due to the inertia of equipment (Dawkins C.J. 2003). The most 

mobile parts are the offices. This alternative is however possible for European manufacturing 

firms that have outsourced the manufacturing (of overseas) and only maintained the service 

related part (Head quarter, Finance, marketing). 

5.Conclusive Remarks 

Based on the research work and on the case studies produced in Italy and Sweden, we can 
conclude that there is no single way to face the real estate issues concerning company 
headquarters, whether these consist in changing, expanding, or rationalizing internal spaces. 
Real estate strategy must prove able to support the core business of enterprises; to this aim, the 
traditional separation between core business and no core business should be reviewed. The 
choice of the location, a correct and adequate definition of spaces and the provision of services 
to the enterprise and to the organization are true strategic decisions that can influence the 
success of a company.  

1. Rationalisation on 
current location 

2. Extension on 
current location 

3. Partial relocation 
(The start-up of the 
second location; hence 
multisite location)

5. Total relocation 

4. Combination of 
1, 2, and 3: 
(1 and 2), (1 and 3), (2 
and 3) or (1, 2 and 3)

Space Decision 
through KM  (DSS) 

Real Estate Data 
and Processing of 
Data (Including 
FM) 

Strategy of core 
business 
influenced by 
external und 
internal factors 

Core business

External Factors:
-Global Markets and 
Business Cycles 
Trends (Outsourcing) 
-Government (Law) 

Core Business

Internal factors: 
-Corporate Culture 
-Organisation 
-Entrepreneurship 
-Competitiveness 
-Profitability 
-Manufacturing Processes 

-Corporate Real Estate 
Market 
-Facilities Management 
-Facilities Services 
-Benchmarking data 
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The case studies highlight the tight relationship among the core business of enterprises, real 
estate decisions and the material contribution given by the right strategy implemented by the 
Facility Management or the Real-Estate Management departments. Managers have the 
responsibility to govern the whole process along its individual stages, involving the 
participating subjects and allocating the necessary resources. Facility managers are to monitor 
the correct development of the process and, if necessary, will intervene promptly. The main 
indicator of their efficiency is success in achieving the set targets in the set deadlines and costs. 

This paper has revealed the complexity of background factors that can be related to a relocation 
decision. Manufacturing firms are less movable than pure “white collar firms” that entirely 
produce their work in offices and can more easily change offices. For this reason, it is important 
to analyse from a logical point of view possible solutions other than staying at the current 
properties and performing there space changes or carrying out a total relocation. We have 
proposed a model of classification that deserves to be further developed and connected to the 
background factors. 
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Abstract

The Dutch Government Buildings Agency (GBA) is the largest property owner in the 
Netherlands. Through its buying volume, the GBA can give strong impetus to the development 
of innovative building concepts, products and services. In 2008 a new methodology has been 
set up for the inspection, maintenance planning, risks analysis, and budget allocation of the 
properties: ‘RgdBOEI’. Related to the new inspection and planning methodology, the GBA has 
the intention of procuring maintenance work in a performance-based manner.
The aim of the study is to give insight into the preconditions of performance-based maintenance 
by owners of corporate real estate, particularly the Dutch Government Buildings Agency and to 
develop directions for the process of performance-based maintenance and performance 
requirements. The maintenance of low-sloping roofs is treated as a case study. The study 
encompasses desk research and interviews with internal clients of the GBA (facility managers), 
property managers of other corporate real estate, and interviews with roofing companies.
Performance-based procurement of maintenance work by the Dutch Governmental Buildings 
Agency offers opportunities for product and process innovations and implementing whole-life 
costing principles by contractors. Environmental issues can easily be implemented in 
performance criteria for the service lives of roofs. The measurement of performance 
degradation of roofs and the linked risk setting and price-fixing is seen as a problem for 
existing roofs. Manufacturers of durable bituminous roofing sheets certify roofers to apply their 
products and to guarantee their products. A tripartite contract between the client, the roofer and 
the manufacturer could be a solution. However prescribing products is not allowed for public 
tendering and generally it is not within the spirit of performance-based specifications. Roofers 
have to take risks for less durable materials too, for clients that require maintenance scenarios 
for existing buildings and a limited foreseen service-life.
To implement performance-based maintenance the GBA has to change their lowest-bid 
tendering procedures into a most economically advantageous tender or, meeting the 
requirements of the EC Public Procurement Directives, strategic partnering and framework 
arrangement with roofers (and manufacturers). 

Keywords: corporate real estate, green public procurement, maintenance, performance-based 
specifications, roofs
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1. Introduction

1.1 Performance-based maintenance by the Dutch Governmental 
Buildings Agency

The Dutch Government Buildings Agency (GBA) is the largest property owner in the 
Netherlands, with a total portfolio of around 2,200 properties and more than 7 million m2. The 
portfolio is very distinctive due to its variety, from centuries-old monumental buildings, modern 
office buildings, penitentiaries, courthouses until archive buildings, museums and laboratory 
buildings. 45% of the stock is in use as an office building. With this the GBA is responsible for 
10% of the total office building real estate in the Netherlands. Approximately 70% of the stock 
is owned and 30% is leased or hired.
In 2008 a new methodology has been set up for the inspection, maintenance planning, risks
analysis, and budget allocation of the properties: ‘RgdBOEI’. Related to the new inspection and 
planning methodology, the GBA has the intention of procuring maintenance work in a 
performance-based manner. Performance-based specifications and contracts have to be 
developed for the work disciplines mechanical engineering (HVAC), electrical engineering,
transport and the maintenance of the buildings’ envelope. GBA expects a decrease in 
maintenance (and renovation) costs and management involvement by making use of the 
knowledge of contractors and appropriate risk setting between the GBA and contractors and by
incorporating whole-life costing principles.
A great concern is the energy performance of the properties. The Dutch government has the 
ambition to make the Netherlands one of the most energy-efficient countries in Europe. The 
Dutch government, together with organizations and institutions in the building sector has 
agreed that in 2020 CO2 emissions must be reduced by 30% and that 20% of the total energy 
use will stem from renewable energy sources (Ministerie van VROM, 2007). Green public
procurement of products and services relating to the construction of new office buildings and 
renovation and maintenance of existing ones will make the most significant contribution to 
achieving the climate, energy and air quality targets. The central government has the intention 
to buy all products and services green in 2010 and have set up a green procurement program to 
realize this intention. For all products, including the maintenance and renovation of office 
building, criteria for green procurement has been set up (SenterNovem, 2009).

1.2 Aim and methodology

The aim of the study is to give insight into the preconditions of performance-based maintenance
by owners of corporate real estate, particularly the Dutch Government Buildings Agency and to 
develop directions for the performance-based maintenance process and performance 
requirements. The maintenance of low-sloping roofs is treated as a case study.
The study encompasses desk research and interviews with internal clients of the GBA (facility
managers), property managers of other corporate real estate: KPN Real Estate and the
University of Technology Eindhoven, and interviews with three roofing companies. The 
corporate real estate owners are both in a process to performance-based contracting of 
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maintenance. The interviewed roofers can be considered as the most innovative and largest
firms within the roofing market. The performance-based maintenance process and performance 
requirements for roofs in the residential sector, owned by housing associations, have been 
studied previously (Straub, 2007; Straub and Berlee, 2008). However, the preconditions of 
corporate real estate owners and especially public procurers as the GBA for the process and 
performance requirements might differ from the preconditions of housing associations. 
Performance requirements for office buildings may differ from the requirements for residential 
building and especially for the GBA European, public procurement legislation is mandatory and 
the preconditions of green public procurement have to be incorporated. 
The next section gives a description of performance-based maintenance. Then pre-conditions 
for performance-based maintenance by the GBA are described. Further the performance-based 
maintenance process and performance requirements of the GBA are worked out.

2. Performance-based maintenance

2.1 Performance concept

The performance concept in construction implies that the demands of the buildings are 
specified according to the outcomes of the process rather than according the prescribed detail of 
activities. The performance approach is concerned with what a building is required to do, and 
not with prescribing how it is to be constructed (Meacham et al., 2005). Gruneberg et al. (2007: 
691) say it somewhat different:”Unlike a technical specification focussing on ‘how’ a facility 
should be delivered by specifying the dimensions, materials and workmanship, an output 
specification focuses ‘on what a building does rather than its inputs”. Performance-based 
specification allows concentrating in the outcomes and leaves flexibility for the contractor and 
designer of the service. Performance-based maintenance means that the clients’ performance 
criteria are directly linked to the required function. 

2.2 Performance-based maintenance process

Performance–contracting means an overall responsibility for the functions of building 
components. Figure 1 illustrates the process model of strategic and/or project performance-
based maintenance partnering incorporating planned maintenance and corrective maintenance 
services. Feedback loops are not shown in the figure. The model is adapted from the process 
model by Straub (2007) of long-term co-operation. The framework arrangement can hold a 
price model and a risk sharing model.
The contractor for the project is selected from the firms that are within the framework 
arrangement. Together with the client the contractor specifies performance requirements and 
determines the starting points for the maintenance strategy: the processes, conditions for 
execution of maintenance work, provisional operational performance criteria for building 
components and services, and provisional risk setting between client and contractor. 
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Parts A and D of the figure deal with the consultancy phases of the process. Part B shows the 
execution phase of the processes and part C the evaluation phase. Consultancy activities 
conducted by maintenance contractors include: executing condition assessments, designing a 
maintenance strategy, designing maintenance scenarios and activity plans and designing 
reactive maintenance procedures for end-customers. Contractors’ activities of the execution 
phase are periodic performance measurements, and the intake of requested repairs for 
corrective maintenance with setting appointments for repair works with end-customers. In the 
latter the end-customer is taking the initiative for maintenance work. The end-customer could 
be the facility manager of an office building or a tenant.  

Figure 1: Flowchart of performance-based process model
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Initially, contractors need to assess the conditions of the elements to diagnose the causes of 
deterioration and the external conditions to advise on the likely success and performance of 
remedial measures. A key issue of the maintenance scenario for discussion between the client 
and contractor is re-design of the relevant building components by the contractor, to have a 
thorough command of the degradation process by taking the necessary initial maintenance 
activities. A project-specific performance agreement is concluded that covers a maintenance 
scenario - consisting of several maintenance cycles and activity plans that may last for the 
entire service life of the building -, performance criteria and service level. The client chooses a 
maintenance scenario that accords best with net present values of life cycle costs, performances 
and risks. The contractors themselves monitor the degradation processes of the building 
components by using performance measurements. Contractors also monitor the entire planned 
maintenance process, especially end-customer satisfaction during maintenance interventions 
and thereafter. In the case of corrective maintenance the contractor measures tenant satisfaction 
during maintenance interventions and, as well as the result of the maintenance actions. The 
primary purpose of control and supervision by the client is to review the maintenance 
processes, identify problems and then take the necessary action. They have to assess the 
completion of the work and the performance measurements done by the contractors. 
Theoretically on-site supervision by the client is not needed if performances are specified. 

2.3 Performance requirements

Generally, classifications of performance requirements originating from performance-based 
building networks such as the European PeBBu and the Australian aus-PeBBu mainly focus on 
new construction. Lützkendorf et al. (2005) made a comparison of international classifications 
for performance requirements and building performance categories used in evaluation method. 
Their proposed performance categories are:

• functional performance;
• technical performance;
• economic performance;
• environmental performance;
• social performance;
• and process performance.

In performance-based maintenance contracting performance requirements may involve:
• process performance: cooperation with the client and the end-customers (facility 

managers of the properties), e.g. process management (reports, budgeting and invoices), 
process control, process innovations;

• Service Level Agreement for corrective maintenance;
• the performance of new and existing building components: initial performance of new 

components and during the service-life.

Performance-based maintenance contracts applied by Dutch housing associations are based on 
performance criteria of building components and a service level agreement for corrective or 
reactive maintenance. The service level comprises response times, service windows, 
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appointments for repair times offered and kept, and the time taken to rectify urgent and non-
urgent repairs. Performance requirements (qualitative) and criteria (quantitative) of building 
components are directly linked to the client’s functional needs and a building component’s 
specific functions (Straub, 2007). The performance criteria of building components, especially 
performance loss, are mainly determined by assessing defects through a visual inspection. A 
minimum percentage of measurements, taken randomly, should meet the criteria. 

2.4 Performance-based specifications of roofs

Performance-contracting means an overall responsibility for the functions of the building 
component, for roofs in the first place the water proofing system from the covering sheet to the 
sewer system. See Table 1.

Table 1: Elements and functions of roofs

Elements Functions
Construction Stability, fire safety
Covering, gravel fillets, feed through tubes Stability, fire safety, tightness, visual appearance, 

passable
Insulation Energy saving, noise-insulating, passable
Entrance Fire safety, accessibility 
Openings Stability, fire safety, daylight, ventilation, accessibility
Gutters, drain pipes, lead-through water tubes Water drainage
Fall protection systems Safe working conditions, safe escape route (public 

escape routes)
Climb protection Inaccessibility

3. Pre-conditions for performance-based maintenance by 
the GBA

3.1 Maintenance responsibilities

The GBA is responsible for maintenance to the building envelope and the building services. 
The clients – facility managers of the individual buildings – are responsible for the ‘daily 
maintenance’ (Ministerie van VROM/Rijksgebouwendienst, 2007). In practise, by providing 
services to their clients, the GBA performs all technical maintenance activities: planned
(condition-based as well as preventive maintenance), and corrective maintenance. However, the 
GBA does not coordinate preventive maintenance to the building envelope. Clients are free to 
perform the preventive maintenance, e.g. cleaning of flat roofs and small repairs. Not doing this
hampers the product guarantees for (new) facades and roofing.
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3.2 Procurement rules

The GBA has to tender according the Dutch legislation and the EC Public Procurement 
Directives. Although the legislation does not restrict the tendering of maintenance work to the 
lowest bid and to descriptive specifications, and the fact that maintenance work of buildings 
often is below the ‘European thresholds’, the GBA generally tenders maintenance work in a 
traditional manner, based on descriptive specifications of the work and the lowest bid. One of 
the other Dutch governmental public real estate organisations, the Ministry of Traffic and 
Public Works, is more and more making use of the principle of the most economically 
advantageous tender. Green public procurement means that public purchasers take account of 
environmental factors when buying products, services of works. For public facilities new
legislation for green public procurement has been put in operation in 2010. Remarkable is that 
this legislation gives a clear preference to performance-based procurement of the maintenance 
of facilities (SenterNovem, 2009).

3.3 RgdBOEI and performance contracting

The new inspection methodology ‘RgdBOEI’ evaluates a property on four aspects: fire safety, 
technical condition, energy and insight in compliance with legislation for building services. The 
technical condition is assessed using the Dutch standard for condition assessment (NEN 2767)
(NEN 2006; NEN 2007). A six-point scale is the basis of the standard. The condition categories 
are of a chronological order that describe possibly occurring defects without references to 
remedial work. Standardised condition assessments should be performed visually by trained 
inspectors using some small equipment and measuring tools (Straub, 2009). 
Every five years an overall inspection will be held. The surveys are done by certified 
consultancy firms using the standard and extensive guidelines of the GBA. New education for 
building surveyors has been set up to become certified. Next tot the registration of parameters 
of defects the building surveyors advise for maintenance activities taking into account the 
building maintenance policy and legislation.
In 2009 the GBA has developed a performance-based contract for mechanical engineering, 
electrical engineering and transport. The contract duration is 4 years. Responsibilities of the 
contractors are to execute corrective and preventive maintenance and to design a planning for 
the replacement of elements. Contractors have to guarantee the function and operational safety 
of the building services. The contracts aim at preserving the existing condition of the elements. 
Critical defects according to the Dutch standard, that harm directly the function of a building 
component, are not allowed. Inconvenience for users should be restricted. The contractor is 
asked to propose improvements for reduce of energy and to improve the thermal comfort 
conditions.
The GBA thinks that main contracting for the whole building envelope is one step beyond
because of the fragmented maintenance market and lessons learnt from Design, Built, Finance, 
Maintain and Operate (DBFMO) projects. They aim for at least different contractors for the 
facades (especially for paintwork and for curtain walls) and roofs. Fall protection systems are 
procured separately from other maintenance work of properties and for the whole building 
portfolio.
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3.4 Roofers

The Dutch construction and maintenance market is characterised by many small firms and some 
large companies and by heterogeneity in the types of firms (Bremer and Kok, 2000). The firms 
that has specialised in roofing can be divided into three groups: a very large group of very small 
firms (1-10 employees), a small group (30-40) of medium-sized firms (up to 80 employees) and 
a limited group of large firms. The larger firms offer more and more solutions for e.g. energy 
generation and green roofing. 
For roofers of bituminous and synthetic roofs the independent approval system ‘Dakmerk’ 
exists. The firms need certificates of proficiency for working processes and working conditions
to become certified. Every project of the roofer is controlled at site. If the work is done under 
the conditions of ‘Dakmerk’, the client is guaranteed for a waterproof roof for 10 years. Besides 
‘Dakmerk’ some manufacturers of durable bituminous roofing sheets have their own quality 
control system and a related approval system for certified dealers. They can guarantee the roof 
for 20 years. 

3.5 Measurement of performance criteria

The need to properly assess the condition of the roof system is critical from a performance 
contracting point of view. The visual inspection of the roof is the first step in deciding whether 
to repair, replace or recover the system. Although a lot of research has been done (e.g. RILEM 
166-RMS/CIB W083 Joint Committee on Roofing Materials and Systems, 2003) the 
measurement of the degradation of low-slope roof systems is very complex because of the 
variety of the roofing systems. Condition assessment based upon the Dutch standard does not 
provide enough information being just a visual assessment. The interviewed roofers
acknowledge that physical assessments are necessary and are not willing to take risks for 
existing roofs that were not executed by them.   

4. Performance-based contracting

4.1 Process

KPN Real Estate procures all maintenance work of buildings in a performance-based manner. 
For the building envelope they gradually reduced the number of companies they work with: for 
flat or low-slope roofing systems two, for sloping roofs one and for all facades two. The 
process took almost 10 years. The measurement of the degradation processes of the roofs 
related to product guarantees, risk setting en price-fixing was an obstacle to convert the 
tendering processes into performance-based contracting. The found solution is to prescribe the 
use of certain durable products by replacements and making a performance contract with the 
roofer and the manufacturer. Performance criteria are the number of water leakages and a 
minimum condition mark according to the Dutch standard for condition assessment.
The University of Technology Eindhoven (TUE) has chosen for far-reaching co-operation 
forms with contractors. For the building envelope one contractor has been selected as well as 
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for mechanical engineering (including transport), electrical engineering, grounds and ICT. The 
TUE and the contractors decide together about the maintenance planning of the properties and 
replacements of elements. For preventive and corrective maintenance standard prices are set. 
The assumption is that preventive maintenance actions does not influence the condition status 
of elements and by that the replacement of these. In co-operation with the contractor 
performance criteria will be established within the coming three years. Established 
requirements involve the co-operation with the TUE and the management of the maintenance 
processes. 

4.2 Performance-based contracting GBA

Proposed characteristics for performance-based maintenance contracting by the GBA are 
shown in Table 2, taking the pre-conditions and the experiences of corporate real estate owners 
into account. Between brackets specific characteristics for roofs are given.

Table 2: Characteristics of traditional and performance-based contracting of the GBA

Traditional Performance-based
Specifications Prescriptive

(throughput)
Performance requirements (output)

Responsibilities for
maintenance GBA

Planned maintenance Planned (preventive) maintenance and
corrective maintenance

Responsibilities for 
maintenance clients of GBA

Daily maintenance -

Responsibilities contractor 
(roofer)

Execution of work • Inspection
• Design of maintenance scenarios and 

activity plans
• Advise
• Performance measurements
• Execution of planned (preventive) 

maintenance and corrective maintenance
• Analysis corrective maintenance
• Coordination of all activities on the roofs 

performed by others
Condition assessment by GBA Building surveyor of 

consultancy firm
Building surveyor of consultancy firm

Maintenance planning Building surveyor of 
consultancy firm

Building surveyor of consultancy firm and 
contractor (maintenance scenario)

Performance measurements Not Applicable Contractor
Performance control by GBA Not Applicable GBA/building surveyor of consultancy firm
Supervising by GBA Execution of work  and 

processes contractors
Processes of contractors

Guarantees Product guarantees (flat 
roofs 10 years)*

Performance guarantees

* Often not recognised
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In the proposed performance-based process the roofer acts as the ‘functional manager’ of the 
roofs calling attention to all activities on the roofs performed by others, e.g. assessment of fall 
protection systems, maintenance work to building services, antennas and lightning conductors.
Coordination of all activities of other contractors that have to enter the roof is very important to 
secure its own performances. The starting point for the performance-based contracting of roofs 
is the replacement or recovering of the system. A new system enables appropriate risk setting 
between the GBA and the roofer and the steering for whole-life costing and green procurement.
The contract duration is at least the guaranteed product period of 10 years, which is two cycles 
of RgdBOEI inspections. The inspection cycle of RgdBOEI functions as performance control 
by the GBA. The GBA requires that the advice of the contractor based on his own inspection 
and information given by the GBA should be independent from the execution of the work. This 
means that the contractor should verify the needed maintenance work by an independent 
consultancy firm. 

4.3 Performance-based specifications for roofs of GBA

The GBA thinks that working with a minimum condition mark and the exclusion of critical 
defects according to the Dutch standard will not secure the minimum required performance of 
roofs. At least the maximum number of leakages of parts of the roof should be set as a 
performance requirement. A set of performance requirements and measurement methods for 
new and existing roofs (during the service life) are worked out, incorporating criteria for the 
green procurement of roofs: insulation of the roof to 4m2K/W, if replacement of the roof: or a
green roof or making the roof suitable for solar energy techniques or disconnect the drain pipes 
from the sewer system are (SenterNovem, 2009). See Table 3 for some examples.

Table 3: Performance requirements of flat roofs during the service life

Elements Performance requirements
Construction Water drainage

Energy generation
Covering, gravel fillets, feed through tubes Water tightness: number of leakages

Visual appearance: pollution, algae, plants
Insulation Retaining insulation value
.

5. Conclusions and practical applications

5.1 Conclusions

Through its buying volume, the GBA can give strong impetus to the development of innovative 
building concepts, products and services. E.g. the GBA took the initiative for the Dutch 
standard for condition assessment. The standard is widely accepted in the market and used by 
almost all property owners and consultancy firms.
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Performance-based procurement of maintenance work by the Dutch Governmental Buildings 
Agency offers opportunities for product and process innovations and implementing whole-life 
costing principles by contractors. Environmental issues can easily be implemented in 
performance criteria for the service lives of roofs. 
The measurement of performance degradation of roofs and the linked risk setting and price-
fixing is seen as a problem for existing roofs. Manufacturers of durable bituminous roofing 
sheets certify roofers to apply their products and to guarantee their products. A tripartite 
contract between the client, the roofer and the manufacturer could be a solution. However 
prescribing products is not allowed for public tendering and generally it is not within the spirit 
of performance-based specifications. Roofers have to take risks for less durable materials too, 
for clients that require maintenance scenarios for existing buildings and a limited foreseen 
service-life.
Trinius and Sjöström (2005) pose that contractors only can succeed in a performance-based 
building environment if manufacturers provide performance and service life information. The 
route from user requirements and whole-life costing to product-related references is very 
complex in performance-based specification where user requirements concern performance of 
building components in-service rather than product specifications. Maintenance contractors 
need expert knowledge based on a wide range of empirical data about performance of building 
components in-service.

5.2 Practical applications

To implement performance-based maintenance the GBA has to change their lowest-bid 
tendering procedures into a most economically advantageous tender or, meeting the 
requirements of the EC Public Procurement Directives, strategic partnering and framework 
arrangement with roofers (and manufacturers). Award criteria in an economically advantageous 
tender could be:

• energy costs;
• total costs of ownership;
• and the sustainability of the design and materials (based upon a Life Cycle Analysis).
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Aim: Facility asset management includes effective and efficient management of built facilities, 
which can be achieved by controlling basic services and space management in order to enhance 
performance. The physical environment in a built facility has a major impact on successful and 
efficient operations of an organization. Selecting measures of efficiency typically takes into account 
the type of user, aim of the study, and to some extent, the public or private nature of the 
organization for which the indicators are being considered. Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) 
developed in past research studies have included mainly cost related measures, while current studies 
emphasize using cost related as well as non-cost related performance measures. This paper aims to 
gather, analyze, and develop a list of Key Performance Indicators and categorize them by relevance 
to the demands of the facility management industry.

Research Methods: An extensive literature search was performed and data from valid sources was 
collected, through which the need for KPI categorization was identified. The KPI categories were 
further validated by a survey of facility management professionals. 

Conclusions: It is vital to measure facilities performance in order to establish an understanding of 
current conditions and situations, and to postulate future changes in facility asset management 
practices to achieve the desired objectives. Furthermore, KPIs must be measurable and quantifiable 
in order to use them effectively. 

Limitations of the Research: The scope of this paper is limited to built facilities. The information 
is provided and analyzed from the user’s/client’s perspective only. 
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practices to achieve the desired objectives. Furthermore, KPIs must be measurable and quantifiable 
in order to use them effectively. 

Limitations of the Research: The scope of this paper is limited to built facilities. The information 
is provided and analyzed from the user’s/client’s perspective only. 
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Practical Applications: This study provides a list of KPIs that could be used for a holistic 
performance evaluation of a built facility. Furthermore, they are categorized in such a way that 
facility management professionals could choose a set of KPIs most relevant to their situation. 

Keywords: Facility Management, Key Performance Indicators, Performance Measurement, 
Categorization, Literature Review 

1. Introduction 

Facility management deals with the management of built assets and it incorporates controlling the 
services necessary for successful business operation of an organization. It should not aim at simply 
reducing the operating expenses of a built facility, but also at enhancing the facility’s efficiency, as 
well (Amaratunga et al., 2000b). The physical environment has a major influence on the successful 
operation and efficiency of an organization; by modifying it, an organization’s desired efficiency 
may be achieved (Amaratunga et al., 2000a). Thus, to gauge the effectiveness of facility 
management, it is necessary to reach an understanding of the facility’s current conditions and to 
postulate changes in facility management practices in order to achieve desired performance. Cable 
and Davis (2004) warn that poor facility management could result in inadequate facilities to support 
functioning, excess facilities not contributing to the organization’s mission, cost inefficiencies, 
inadequacy, and unavailability of facilities for future needs. Conversely, a strong facility 
management approach provides needed support to an organization’s mission, the realization of 
future facility requirements, greater cost efficiency, and the ability to anticipate results of current 
management decisions.  

Due to impacts on strategic decision-making and organizational performance, a facility should be 
assessed periodically. Performance measurement extends opportunities to review past and present 
functioning, derive strategies for future endeavors, compare performance within and among 
facilities, assess the performance towards the organization’s goals, and provide directions to 
management for decision-making (Amaratunga et al., 2000a; Amaratunga et al., 2000b; Cable and 
Davis, 2004; Lebas, 1995; Douglas, 1996; Barret and Baldry, 2003; Kincaid, 1994). 

Douglas (1996) emphasizes the importance of facility performance assessment in both inter-
building (evaluating against other facilities) and intra-building (within itself) senses. Amaratunga et 
al. (2000b) argue that performance measurement is vital to an organization as it provides much-
needed direction to management for decision-making.

Previous research studies propose a wider range of KPIs that could cover the performance of a 
facility in a comprehensive manner; however, these KPIs are too numerous and narrow in 
perspective, thus lacking, applicability across a range of projects and quantification (Shohet, 2006; 
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Neely et al., 1997). The literature suggests that there needs to be a list of KPIs that demonstrate 
wider applicability, holistic approach to the performance evaluation, conciseness, relevance and 
proper categorization, and are quantifiable and easily measurable (Shohet, 2006; Hinks and McNay, 
1999; Slater et al., 1997; Augenbroe and Park, 2005; Cohen et al., 2001; Ho et al., 2000; Douglas, 
1993/94; Douglas, 1996; Amaratunga and Baldry, 2003; Gumbus, 2005) 

Among major facility performance measurement practices are benchmarking, the balanced 
scorecard approach, post occupancy evaluation, and measurement through metrics of Key 
Performance Indicators (KPIs). Cable and Davis (2004) assert that performance measurement 
through the establishment of KPIs helps senior management make strategic decisions. Developing 
performance metrics is a necessary step in the process of performance evaluation, as it includes 
relevant indicators that express facility performance in a holistic manner (Cable and Davis, 2004; 
Varcoe, 1996; Brackertz, 2006; Amaratunga et al., 2000a; Amaratunga et al., 2000b; Lebas, 1995). 
Consequently, it is tremendously important to identify a set of KPIs to establish effective 
performance evaluation metrics for the facility under consideration. 

1.1 Research Objectives and Research Methods 

This paper aims to identify the need for a succinct and properly categorized list of KPIs that can 
respond to the current needs of the facility management industry. Furthermore, it aims to provide a 
list of KPIs from which facility management professionals can select to perform the desired 
(general or specific) performance assessment. Following are the objectives of this study: 

• Realize the need to provide a succinct and relevant list of KPIs; and 
• Identify a set of criteria that could be used to narrow down the list of KPIs. 

The research method used is similar to the concept of discovery through literature, as proposed by 
Swanson (1986), which emphasizes the creation of new knowledge by referring to bibliographic 
information available in the form of peer-reviewed papers, conference proceedings, and other valid 
forms of literature. This approach is gaining wider acceptance and being used in a large number of 
research studies (e.g., Kostoff et al., 2006; Srinivasan, 2004; Weeber et al., 2001). This paper refers 
to literature pertaining to facility performance assessment and KPIs to perform this task. Research 
efforts to establish a relatively comprehensive list of KPIs, peer-reviewed papers discussing the 
performance metrics and suggesting improvements, and published papers stating the urgency to 
categorize the KPIs are selected in order to derive findings. 
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2. Background 

2.1 Facility Performance Measurement 

The importance of facility performance measurement has been consistently emphasized in the 
facility management literature.  Amaratunga et al. (2000b) and Brackertz (2006) indicate that 
performance relates not only to the functional quality of the building, but also to the contribution 
made by the building in achieving the organization’s goals. Hence, buildings do support 
organizations by helping them meet their long-term business and other goals.  Cable and Davis 
(2004) assert that performance measurement addresses issues related to the buildings or facilities 
owned, their current condition, additional facilities required for achieving organizational goals, 
issues to be addressed, and the results of investment or no-investment decisions. Moreover, the 
purpose of performance measurement extends to understanding the impacts of management 
decision-making on success or failure of a facility’s portfolio, and to suggesting possible 
improvements. Barret and Baldry (2003) assert, “When the facility management unit lacks reliable 
and comparable data on building performance and costs, its ability to make its most basic decisions 
is impaired, as well as its ability to make a convincing case for its recommendations.” Douglas 
(1996) points out the importance of performance measurement in terms of user satisfaction, which 
includes both assessing the extent to which the facility is serving its users, and understanding the 
user’s satisfaction level. Kincaid (1994) and Lebas (1995) emphasize the importance of 
performance assessment in making comparisons within the organization, or with other 
organizations, to develop strategies for improvement. Furthermore, its focus must be not only on 
costs, but also on issues that shape the physical environment of the organization. Cohen et al. (2001) 
assert that rapid feedback about the condition of a building is essential for consistent and continuous 
improvement in building performance. 

2.2 Performance Indicators 

Ho et al. (2000) state that performance metrics can be used for genuine comparisons within and 
between organizations. Performance metrics provide an essential common platform of comparison, 
upon which improvement can be sought for any individual indicator. Deru and Torcellini (2005) 
and Spendolini (1992) explain that relevant, clear, compatible and authentic performance metrics 
facilitate the understanding of driving forces of a building’s performance, assist designers in 
creating efficient facilities, support owners in operating buildings in an efficient manner, and help 
management and decision makers to take necessary steps and to track performance. Hitchcock 
(2002) and O’Sullivan et al. (2004) state that performance metrics can define performance 
objectives clearly and quantifiably. Yuan et al. (2009) identified KPIs according to five major 
perspectives: the physical characteristics of the project, financing and marketing, innovation and 
learning, stakeholders, and project processes. They state that a genuine performance measurement is 
only possible after the major KPIs are identified, finalized, and monitored. 
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Ho et al. (2000) argue that the development of performance measurement metrics is the first step in 
a facilities benchmarking process. Performance metrics assist in establishing benchmarks that guide 
management in decision-making and indicate the success of current facility management practices. 
Furthermore, authentic, well-defined and compatible performance indicators could easily be 
transformed into strategies through analysis and decision-making. Douglas (1996) emphasizes the 
importance of indicators that portray space in terms of amount (area and volume), quality 
(appropriateness, visual and environmental qualities), and shape (plan and layout), claiming that 
space planning and management is a key element in building performance management. 

Research efforts have identified performance indicators for facility condition assessments. Cable 
and Davis (2004) state that a set of KPIs must be identified and tracked over a period of time so that 
it can be compared against a baseline in order to examine improvements or deterioration. 
Amaratunga et al. (2000b) and Brackertz (2006) argue that, unlike past performance measurements, 
which focused primarily upon financial issues, current measurement practices must emphasize 
aspects like business, business goals, and job satisfaction. Popular metrics, like those relating to 
financial and space aspects, express the level of performance of the building, but do not indicate the 
contribution made to the organization’s strategic results (Brackertz, 2006). 

The selection of performance measures as KPIs depends on the types of users of performance 
assessment (i.e., managers, supervisors, etc.), the public or private nature of the organization, 
assessment objectives (financial, functional, or physical), and prevailing trends in the industry 
(Lebas, 1995; Cable and Davis, 2004; Amaratunga et al., 2000b; Hinks, 2004; Eagon and Joeres, 
1997; Cripps, 1998). Moreover, since different users require different measures for their purposes, 
their selection of performance indicators varies (Lebas, 1995). Baldwin et al. (2000) state that 
customers and providers select metrics that reflect their respective expectations and goals. 
Customer-related metrics tend to converge upon output, while provider-related metrics emphasize 
the processes implemented. The public vs. private nature of the organization and its facilities 
influences the preference of performance indicators to a certain degree. Cable and Davis (2004) 
assert that private sector organizations have a profit-oriented approach in selecting KPIs, while 
federal government organizations, like other public entities, emphasize excellent delivery of goods 
and services to the public. 

Eagon and Joeres (1997) emphasize the growing significance of environmental performance 
measurement on a facility. They mention that the International Standards Organization (ISO-
14031), British Standards (BS-7750), and the European Union’s Eco-Management and Auditing 
Schemes (EMAS) are among organizations that have developed or are developing guidelines for 
environmental performance evaluation of building facilities. Eagon and Joeres (1997) complain that 
most current performance metrics include indicators relating to processes, results, and customer 
satisfaction, but very few mark environmental performance. Epstein and Wisner (2001) mention 
two organizations (Bristol-Myers Squibb and Severn Trent) that successfully use a Balanced 
Scorecard approach to measure environmental or sustainability performance of buildings. They 
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propose adding an environmental and social perspective to the Balanced Scorecard method. Jasch 
(2000) asserts that measuring and monitoring the environmental performance of a facility is 
essential in learning about the level of compliance with environmental requirements, and it must 
include indicators to express the environmental goals achieved. 

Critical Success Factors (CSFs) are also used to assess the performance of an organization. Boynton 
and Zmud (1984) state that CSFs relate to the most vital issues of an organization – operations and 
future success. Moreover, these factors reflect crucial areas for managerial or organizational success 
(Boynton and Zmud, 1984; Leidecker and Bruno, 1984). CSFs incorporate issues that, to some 
extent, govern the success and failure of an organization, and thus, are vital for the assessment of 
that organization (Chua et al., 1999; Grunert and Ellegaard, 1992; Leidecker and Bruno, 1984; 
Belassi and Tukel, 1996). Belassi and Tukel (1996) argue that, although efforts are undertaken to 
enlist CSFs, they emphasize only one specific aspect of an organization rather than the organization 
as a whole. There has been no attempt to group these factors together so that their interrelationships 
could be understood and analyzed. Furthermore, most lists of CSFs demonstrate a single emphasis 
and thus possess limited applicability. The emphasis should be on not only generating a list that 
incorporates all CSFs that contribute to the success of an organization, but also on grouping these 
CSFs (Belassi and Tukel, 1996). 

3. Findings: Inferences from the Literature 

3.1 Need to Categorize the List of Indicators 

One need identified by Douglas (1996) is for a proper categorization of KPIs so that they represent 
broader applicability and potential use. Studies have developed and built lists of large numbers of 
indicators, but some of these indicators are not usable because they are not categorized clearly. For 
example, professionals interested in short-term financial appraisal have nothing to do with long-
term functional or survey-based assessment, and vice versa. Thus, categorization must provide the 
opportunity for facility management professionals to select the list of performance metrics in which 
they are most interested (Douglas, 1996; Ho et al., 2000; Gumbus, 2005). Lavy et al. (2010) 
categorized the list of indicators into four categories and conducted a brief survey to obtain opinions 
from the facility management industry on this categorization (see Table 1). The survey 
demonstrated respondents’ approval of the categories of financial, physical, functional, and survey-
based performance indicators. However, the study also revealed that some indicators from the 
survey-based category may fall into one of the other categories; hence, this category may be 
unneeded, or may need to be modified. 

Amaratunga and Baldry (2003) categorized KPIs according to four basic principles: customer 
relations, FM internal processes, learning and growth, and financial implications. Augenbroe and 
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Park (2005) divided indicators into four categories, as well: energy, lighting, thermal comfort, and 
maintenance. Hinks and McNay (1999) classified a long list of 172 KPIs into eight categories: 
business benefits, equipment, space, environment, change, maintenance/services, consultancy, and 
general. Gumbus (2005) derived a list of performance measures organized into categories relating to 
four perspectives of the Balanced Scorecard approach. Ho et al. (2000) proposed a comprehensive 
and detailed set of KPIs categorized into eight major classes. As indicated previously, Lavy et al. 
(2010) derived a relatively large list of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), categorized into four 
major categories of financial, functional, physical, and survey-based (see Table 1). Table 2 shows 
how various studies categorize KPIs, and how these categories fall into the proposed four 
categories, as mentioned earlier. 

Table 1: Responses of facility management industry professionals on proposed categorization 
(Source: Lavy et al., 2010) 

Respondents Do you 
agree with 
the 
proposed 
categorizat
ion?

Do you agree 
that the proper 
categorization 
would help in 
facility 
management

Additional comments

A Agree Agree Survey-based category includes indicators that 
could fall under other three categories. Anything 
that can be done to standardize KPIs related to 
FM would be appreciated

B Agree Agree - 

C Agree No response Survey-based indicators are a big factor in 
performance standards

D Agree Agree Many of these indicators listed are used by a 
federal facility. Survey based indicators seems to 
address the physical and functional indicators in a 
qualitative manner. Categorization helps facility 
management professionals in selecting set of 
indicators of their choice.

E Agree Agree Any effort to accumulate and translate data would 
support facility management practice.

F Agree Agree - 
G Agree Agree Kilowatt-hour usage must be tracked and 

measures to reduce this consumption needs to be 
surveyed
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Table 2: Literature categorization of KPIs (Source: Lavy et al., 2010) 

           Categories  

Sources 

Financial Functional Physical Survey-based 

Amaratunga and 
Baldry, 2003 

Financial 
implications 

FM internal 
processes

Learning and 
Growth

 Customer’s 
relations 

Gumbus, 2005 Financial 
implications 

Operational
Learning and 

Growth 

 Customer’s 
relations 

Hinks and 
McNay, 1999 

Business 
benefits 

Space
Equipment
Change
Consultancy 

Maintenance and 
service 

Environment
General 

Ho et al., 2000  Cleaning
Energy consumption
Ground and 

environment
Safety and security
Parking 

Size and use of 
facility

Maintenance
Refurbishment
 

 

Augenbroe and 
Park, 2005 

 Energy
Lighting
 

Maintenance 
Thermal comfort 

 

Massheder and 
Finch, 1998

Business Acquisition
Disposal 

Portfolio
Building 

performance 

 

3.2 Need to Narrow Down the List of Indicators 

Establishing a long list of indicators must not be the only goal of facility performance assessment. 
Such a comprehensive list must be filtered through a certain set of genuine criteria to develop a 
concise list of those indicators that effectively express one or more aspects of performance 
assessment (Ho et al., 2000; Slater et al., 1997). Ho et al. (2000), Slater et al. (1997), Hinks and 
McNay (1999), Cohen et al. (2001) and Gumbus (2005) advocate minimizing performance 
indicators in order to obtain a more precise but relevant set of KPIs.  

Hinks and McNay (1999), referring to research studies performed by Varcoe (1998) and Slater et al. 
(1997), suggest that there must not be more than four to six performance indicators tied with, at the 
most, five to six well-defined business or facility objectives. Slater et al. (1997) claim that the 
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number of KPIs must be kept at a minimum of seven and a maximum of twelve for a 
comprehensive evaluation of a facility’s performance. Literature suggests the following criteria to 
consider when narrowing the list of KPIs: 

3.2.1 Indicators Ensuring Holistic Assessment 

Unlike past assessments of facility performance that emphasized financial aspects, current 
assessment must concentrate on aspects like business, organizational goals, job satisfaction, work 
environment, environmental issues, and other non-financial qualitative aspects, in a detailed manner 
(Amaratunga et al., 2000b; Brackertz, 2006; Douglas, 1996; Cotts and Lee, 1992; Cable and Davis, 
2004; Cripps, 1998; Eagon and Joeres, 1997; Jasch, 2000; Epstein and Wisner, 2001). There must 
be a holistic approach to performance measurement and assessment in order to cover facilities 
comprehensively. Consequently, the set of KPIs must be broad, and it should cover the evaluation 
of overall performance of facilities or organizations, rather than one single aspect (Hinks and 
McNay, 1999; Douglas, 1993/94; Douglas, 1996; Gumbus, 2005; Cable and Davis, 2004). 

3.2.2 Quantifiable and Measurable Indicators 

Research studies have been unsuccessful in providing a set of quantifiable KPIs required for 
strategic decision-making for an organization (Shohet, 2006). Furthermore, Shohet notes that most 
research efforts in the past, focused on maintenance management, have not offered quanitfiable 
indicators for decision-making. Shohet also points out a lack of “quantitative tools and well-based 
methodologies” in this field of research. Augenbroe and Park (2005) add that not only 
quantification, but also a precise definition, is vital for key performance indicator development. 
Moreover, they argue that there is resistance from the research community to quantitatively 
evaluating the design performance of a building, as design performance has conventionally been 
assumed to be qualitative. Essentially, performance metrics should be quantifiable in order to 
provide a common platform for comparing a building’s performance. According to Balanced 
Scorecard Collaborative Vice President Geoffrey Fenwick, very few companies have come up with 
complete, measurable, and quantifiable performance indicators (Gumbus, 2005). Cable and Davis 
(2004) mention important characteristics of KPIs, and assert that KPIs must be quantifiable in order 
to perform aggregation, calculation, and valid comparison. The performance indicators to measure 
facilities and/or organizations must be not only easily measurable, but also quantifiable in order to 
make valid comparisons and decisions (Shohet, 2006; Augenbroe and Park, 2005; Ho et al., 2000; 
Gumbus, 2005; Tsang et al., 1999; Cable and Davis, 2004; Tsang, 1998; Chan et al., 2001). 

3.2.3 Indicators Showing Wider Applicability 

Most research studies so far have focused either on specific aspects or on specific project 
requirements, and thus, they demonstrate limited applicability to a wider range of projects (Shohet, 
2003). Hinks and McNay (1999) performed extensive research to establish a list of KPIs, pointing 
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out the difficulties in executing valid performance measurement, due to a lack of indicators that 
exhibit wider applicability. Furthermore, they assert that performance measures should be derived 
in order to be replicated or transformed easily to suit to the requirements of a range of projects. 
Performance metrics must be generalized so they can be applied across the facility management 
industry (Shohet, 2003; Hinks and McNay, 1999; Neely et al., 1997). 

4. Conclusions 

Facility performance assessment is vital for reviewing past strategies, improving current measures, 
and for future decision-making. The literature suggests that performance measurement should 
include not only cost related, but also, non-cost related indicators covering aspects relating to user 
perception and organizational goals. Furthermore, it is emphasized that performance assessment 
should be carried out periodically and facilities should be evaluated within the organization and 
against other organizations. The inclusion or exclusion of certain performance measures depends on 
the user’s needs, public or private nature of organization, performance evaluation objectives, and 
prevailing trends in the industry. About two decades ago, the trend in performance measurement 
was moving toward the management of maintenance activities, while current trends concentrate on 
sustainable energy and economic savings. These can be seen in endeavors to develop performance 
indicators toward these measures. Qualitative data are at times difficult to calibrate; hence, there is a 
tendency to convert this data into quantifiable data, which creates new complexities. Current trends 
at local, regional and global levels tend to impact performance metrics significantly, as they 
represent the demands of the industry. 

Efforts have been made in the past to derive a relatively comprehensive list of KPIs (as discussed in 
the literature review section); however, the literature suggests that these lists of KPIs need to be 
categorized in such a way that professionals in the facility management industry may select KPIs 
according to the aspects being evaluated. The lack of proper categorization often results in less use 
of performance metrics, because the categories selected have no meaning to the industry. 
Furthermore, there is a need to minimize the number of KPIs, so that effort is not wasted on 
redundant, overlapping, or unwanted information. In spite of these significant efforts, researchers 
are still trying to establish a comprehensive list of KPIs. Some reasons for this may be the lack of 
applicability (to a broad range of facilities,) lack of a holistic approach, and failure of proper 
categorization. Facility performance metrics must have broad applicability so that with slight 
modifications, metrics could be used in a broad range of buildings. Clearly, KPIs that demonstrate 
wider applicability and are quantifiable and measurable should be included. Performance indicators 
that express more information or cover a wider aspect of performance evaluation should also be 
incorporated. 
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This study suggests that broader applicability, a holistic research approach, and better categorization 
of performance indicators would benefit the field of performance measurement, and would provide 
a more pragmatic perspective to research studies. This paper identified the need to establish a 
succinct but relevant list of KPIs that demonstrates wider applicability and includes quantifiable and 
measurable core indicators. 
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Abstract

One of the key facilities that are required to ensure the continuous and reliable performance of 
the built environment are Critical Infrastructures (CI) such as power plants, central 
transportation stations, communication facilities and facilities that provide critical services such 
as acute care hospitals, energy, governance, etc. CIs are often exposed to ever growing 
spectrum of threats such as terror and military attacks. Such infrastructures are expected to be 
capable of performing continuously and reliably including whilst under adversary attacks. This 
means that a higher order of preference is given to the protection of CIs rather than to protect 
its operators or the public safety and security. The goal of the research is to develop a method 
for quantification of the spectrum of adversary threats on CI, to define the consequent risk 
envelope, and to develop protective strategy to reduce the risk caused by a given threat 
envelope. A conceptual risk assessment and management model has been developed and is 
presented. The model is composed of four key parameters: PA – Probability of attacks; PE –
Preventive measurement effectiveness; C – Consequences of loss and damage as results of an 
attack; R – Risk as a result of an attack on the facility. The proposed method follows three 
Phases: (I) Threat scenario analysis; (II) Risk Profiling; and (III) Assessment of consequences 
under alternative protective structures. The model can be used as a tool for strategic decision 
makers in Critical Infrastructures, in order to assess the true value of a given protective 
strategy.

Keywords: Critical Infrastructures, Decision Trees, Risk Assessment, Threat analysis.

1. Introduction

The performance of Critical Infrastructures (CI) such as energy and water supply is essential for 

the civil society security and well being. Such Infrastructures are required to perform in a 

diversity of conditions, beginning with routine events, through extreme events such as fatal 

mass events.
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State-of-the-art reviews (Karim, 2004; Warfield, 2004; Thissen and Herder, 2003) suggest that 

risks caused by extreme events in critical infrastructures are seldom analyzed by analytical

methods, methods are often non-quantitative and implementation of methodologies is sporadic.

The objective of the present research is to develop an integrated method for risk analysis, 

caused by ammunition threats against critical infrastructures. The research will deal with the 

following basic questions:

• What are the decision variables of the protection of Critical Infrastructures against 

ammunition threats?

• Does a typical pattern (model) of interdependence between the variables exist? What 

are its parameters?

• Does an analytical relation between the variables exist? 

• Is it possible to categorize Critical Infrastructures with respect to ammunition risks?

2. Background

Increasingly complex and interconnected infrastructures are exposed to ever growing wide 

range of risks such as functional impairments associated with technological failure, natural 

hazards and malicious acts. The protection of infrastructures becomes therefore more and more 

an important issue for decision makers. Existing methods for identifying critical infrastructures 

are mainly based on risk analysis techniques. These approaches were found to be insufficient 

and need to be complemented with evaluations of potential impacts and consequences. (Di 

Mauro et al., 2010; Haimes et al. 2008). The ever growing dependency of critical services in 

infrastructures, contributed to the recognition in the need to design CIs to withstand extreme 

events. CIs, such as healthcare facilities, transportation infrastructures, power plants and critical

security facilities are required to function continuously including at emergency times. This 

requirement is possible but it requires an innovative integrated model for the evaluation and 

assessment of risks caused by extreme events such as ammunition threats. The methodology 

proposed is based on the analysis of failure mechanisms  of critical mechanisms and the 

transition to Probabilistic Failure and Decision Making Trees for the treatment of critical 

mechanisms. The methodology will identify critical failure mechanisms resulting from 

ammunition threats on CI, will identify the risk expectancy in relation to the facility itself and 

regarding the methodology (natural resources, population, other facilities), and quantitatively 

determine the feasibility of elimination or restraint of risk  factors.

The conflict zones on the North and the South of Israel are characterized by threats from a 

variety of lethal conventional weapons ("Katiusha", Mortars, "Kassam" and "Grad" artillery 

etc). These kinds of threats are intended to disrupt the ordinary course of life of the citizens and 
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at the same time, cause injuries and casualties and in addition to damage buildings and Critical 

Infrastructures.

The innovation expected of this research is to provide decision makers with a scientific tool to 

protect the Critical Infrastructures, and the capability to sustain performance during adversary 

attacks.

2.1 Definition of Critical Infrastructures

Critical Infrastructures consist of those physical and information technology facilities, services 

and assets which, if disrupted or destroyed, would have a serious impact on the health, safety, 

security and well-being of citizens and the effective functioning of the governments. Critical 

Infrastructures (CI) are organizational and physical structures and facilities of such vital 

importance to a nations society and economy that their failure or degradation would result in 

sustained supply shortages, significant disruption of public safety and security, or other 

dramatic consequences (Moteff et al. 2003; Gheorghe et al. 2007). Infrastructures are crucial in 

sustaining minimum operation of a society and its government. The most critical ones are:

• Transportation

• Telecommunication and information

• Energy (electricity, gas and power plants) and water

• Hospitals and healthcare facilities

• Public facilities such as schools and governance buildings.

Many CI have historically been physically and logically separated systems. Advances in 

technology, and especially in information technology, however, have led to an integration and

interlinking of the various infrastructures. Often, CI's depend upon another CI, e. g. a stable and 

reliable electricity supply. Failure in the electricity infrastructure consequently harm other CIs 

such as healthcare, transportation, etc.

2.2 State of the Art Review

This paragraph reviews the state-of-the-art in the disciplines of the research domain.

2.2.1 Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA)

PRA has recently become increasingly important in dealing with Information and Information 

Technology (IT) security. The implementation of PRA to solve Critical Infrastructures employs 

Risk Management (RM) frameworks, advanced RM tools for Decision Making, and 

implementation of probabilistic risk assessment tools. Haimes and Jiang, 2004; Haimes and
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Barker, 2009; Haimes, 2009; Gulati and Bechta, 1997; Manoj and Jha, 2009 stress that the 

subject of critical and interdependent infrastructures requires the employment of static and 

dynamic fault trees, and risk-based decision making. Probabilistic Risk Analysis (PRA) is a 

systematic and comprehensive methodology to evaluate risks associated with a complex 

engineering technological entity.

Consequences are expressed numerically (e.g., the number of injured or casualties) and the 

likelihood of occurrence is expressed as probabilities or frequencies (probability density 

function i.e., the number of occurrences or the probability of occurrence per unit time). The 

expectancy of risk is the loss expectancy: the sum of the products of the consequences 

multiplied by their probabilities. The common methods of implementation of PRA are to 

use Fault Tree Analysis and Decision Trees.

2.2.2 Fault Tree Analysis (FTA)

is a deductive procedure for determining the various combinations of hardware and software 

failures, and human errors that could result in the occurrence of specified undesired events 

(referred to as top events) at the system level. The main purpose of FTA is to evaluate the 

probability of the top event using analytical and statistical methods. The analysis is generally 

undertaken in two stages: qualitative analysis of the logical relations between the hardware 

composites of the systems according to logical gates and quantitative analysis that implements 

probabilities of basic events and logical gates to explore the probability of the occurrence of the 

top event. FTA may be implemented for decision making through Binary Decision Diagrams 

(BDD), and Markov Chains (Frohwein, et al.1999; Sinnamon and Andrews, 1996).

2.2.3 Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA)

FMEA was originally developed in the United States Army in 1949 and titled MIL-P-1629; it 

was helpful in avoiding preventable failures. Since then, FMEA has been used as a reliability 

evaluation technique to determine the effect of system and equipment failures. FMEA is an

analytic approach that identifies potential failure modes in a system, determines their effect on 

the operation of the system, and identifies actions to mitigate the failures. It also identifies 

critical design chains or critical process characteristics that require particular control measures 

to prevent or detect failure modes (Gofuku et al.2006).

2.2.4 Failure Mode and Effects Criticality Analysis (FMECA)

FMECA is an extension of the FMEA method. In addition to the basic FMEA, it includes a 

criticality analysis, which is used to chart the probability of failure modes against the severity 

of their consequences. The result highlights failure modes with relatively high probability and 
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severity of consequences, allowing remedial effort to be directed according to the highest 

effectiveness. FMECA is typically performed as part of a design project, to eliminate failure 

modes with high severity and probability, and to reduce as much as possible those with high

severity and/or probability (Saglimbene, 2009).

3. Objectives

This paper focuses on risks caused by ammunition threats in critical infrastructures in light of 

the knowledge gap between quantitative methods in risk assessment and the methods 

implemented in critical infrastructures. In light of the questions, this paper addresses the 

following objectives:

• Development of analytical-probabilistic method for the assessment of risk expectancy 

caused by ammunition threats;

• Development of a function expressing the dependency between protective level of 

critical infrastructures (Pe) and expectancy of Risk (R);

• Development of the function of Costs of Protective Effectiveness (CPE) dependency in 

the critical infrastructure Protective Effectiveness (Pe);

• Development of an algorithm for the analysis of consequences resulting from 

ammunition threats to Critical Infrastructures (CIs);

• Derivation of protective solutions in Critical Infrastructures from the integrated model.

4. Hypotheses

A - Risk Management of Ammunition Threats against Critical Infrastructures is composed of 

three Decision Variables:

1. Risk Expectancy resulting from the threats - (R);

2. Quantification of the consequent performance implications of an adversary attack 

(critical and non-critical (overall)) - Consequences (C);

3. The total cost of a Critical Infrastructure Protection against Ammunition Threats 

depends on the level of the Protective Effectiveness against Ammunition Risks - Costs

of Protective Effectiveness (CPE).

B - Risk Expectancy resulting from adversary Ammunition Threats against Critical 

Infrastructures is linearly dependent on the effectiveness of the Critical Infrastructures

Protection.

C - The Cost of CI protection is non-linearly dependent on the Protective Effectiveness of CI; 

it is assumed that the slope of the graph steepens as the protective effectiveness increases.
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5. Method

Figure 1 below depicts the stages of the research as well as the structure of the model. Main 

research stages are: Threat Scenario Analysis, Ammunition Threat Risk Profiles, Development 

of analytical procedures for assessment of the principal variables of the model: Pe - Protective 

Effectiveness, Pa - Probability of Attack, C – Consequences of event, and R- Risk expectancy.

Scenario Analysis (SA) → Probabilistic Risk 

Assessment (PRA) → Expert-Opinion Elicitation

Fault-Tree Analysis (FTA) → Decision Trees (DT)

R (Risk Expectancy)

R=Pa x (1-Pe) x C

Independent Variables:

- Historic interest

- Historic attacks

- Current interest in site

- Current surveillance

- Documented threats

- Ideology

- Ease of attack

Dependent Variables:

- Probability of attack (Pa)

- Protective effectiveness (Pe)

- Consequence (C)       

Stochastic Simulation

CPE (Cost of Protective 
Effectiveness)

Independent Variables:

- Level of strengthening the 
structure

- Level of strengthening 
prophetically the structure

- Dispersion of structure

- Facility Redundancy

- Passive Protection

- Active Protection

Dependent Variables:

- Risk Expectancy (R)

- Protective effectiveness (Pe)

Stochastic Simulation

PI (Protective Investment)

Independent Variables:

- See CPE

Dependent Variables:

- Risk Expectancy (R)

- Consequence Reduction Cost 
(CRC)

- Consequence (C)

Stochastic Simulation

Analytical 

Development of 

Functions

Input – Output Interface

Knowledge Base

Risk Assessment and Management Interface

Ammunition 

Threats Risk 

Profiles

Threat Scenario 

Analysis

Computerized D.S.S.

(Decision Support System)

Future outline

Case 

Study

Validation & 

Refinement

Figure 1: Method
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5.1 Risk Expectancy Equation

Security Risk is estimated by the following risk equation:
R=PA x (1-PE) x C [1]

Where:

R - Risk Expectancy associated with adversary attack [$]

AP - Probability/of attack

EP - Probability that the security system is effective against the attack

)1( EP− - System ineffectiveness or Preventive Measurement Effectiveness

C- Consequence of the attack [$].

The first parameter of the risk analysis model is the threat potential, particularly; the 

Probability/Likelihood of adversary attack (Pa) is assessed in the way seen in Figure 2 below.

Threat - this includes the types of possible adversary, tactics, and capabilities (number of 

adversary groups, weapons, equipment, and transportation modes).

After the adversarial threat spectrum has been reviewed, the information can be used together 

with statistics of past event and site-specific perceptions to categorize threats in terms of 

likelihood that each type of threat would be realized 

The second parameter of security risk Consequence (C) is determined according to four 

categories: Catastrophic, Critical, Marginal, and Negligible as defined in Table 1 below.

Table 1: Classification of consequences categories

Consequence category Consequence level

Could result in casualties, permanent total disability, loss exceeding $1M, or 
irreversible severe environmental damage that violates law or regulation Catastrophic

Could result in permanent partial disability' injuries, or occupational illness that 
may result in hospitalization of at least three personnel, loss exceeding $200K 
but less than $1M, or reversible environmental damage causing a violation of 
law or regulation. 

Critical

Could result in injury or occupational illness resulting in one or more loss 
workday(s), loss exceeding $10K but less than $200K, or mitigatable 
environmental damage without violation of law or regulation, where restoration 
activities can be accomplished.

Marginal

Could result in injury or illness not resulting in a lost workday, loss exceeding 
$2K but less than $10K, or minimal environmental damage not violating law or 
regulation.

Negligible

The third parameter in assessing risk, the system ineffectiveness (1-Pe), can be derived from a 

security system effectiveness assessment. Security system ineffectiveness and security system 

effectiveness (Pe) are complementary functions.
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5.2 Phase I - Threat Scenario Analysis

Figure 2 depicts the Threat Scenario Analysis procedure:

Figure 2: Flowchart of the threat analysis model

Is the adversary capable of 
conducting a successful attack on 

this facility?

End

End

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Relative Attractiveness as Target

Consequence

(1 to 10) x 0.4

Ideology

(1 to 10) x 0.2

Ease of attack

(1 to 10) x 0.4

Historic interest

(1 to 10) x 0.2

Historic attacks

(1 to 10) x 0.2

Current interest in facility

(1 to 10) x 0.2

Current surveillance

(1 to 10) x 0.2

Documented threats
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+
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Expected to have the material resources to attack this facility?

Expected to have the technical capabilities to attack this facility?

Expected to have the planning/organizational skills to attack this facility?

Expected to have the financial capabilities to attack this facility?

History/Intent Assessment
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5.3 Phase II - Preventive Measurement Effectiveness

Figure 3: Total Cost of Protective Effectiveness Vs. Protective Effectiveness

Figure 3 depicts the concept of the assessment of the Cost for continues performance of Critical 

Infrastructure. The independent variable Pe – is the independent variable ranging between 0-100

[%],

Dependent variable Y1: R-Risk Expectancy [$],

Dependent Variable Y2: CPE – Cost of Protective Effectiveness [$].

The solid graph is the Total Summation of the dot and the dash graphs and representing Risk 

Expectancy and Cost of Protective Effectiveness respectively. The intersection point is a 

balance point between the level of Protective Effectiveness Investment and Risk expectancy of 

the Protection (Risk-Protective Cost-Equilibrium). Moving upwards from the balance point, 

means the Investment is increased and the Risk is reduced, while shifting to the left of the 

balance point, means the Protective Effectiveness is reduced (and so does the Investment), and 

moving to the right of the balance point, means the Protective Effectiveness is increased (and 

so does the Investment). The dash graph represents the extent of Investment needed to increase 

the Protective Effectiveness. Actually, what is required is to develop a function for this dash 

graph, from data on the particular CI.

Let us define the Total Cost of Protective Effectiveness - (CPE) represented by the solid graph, 

in Figure 3, where:

R= Risk Expectancy,                                            R=f (Pe)=a∙Pe+b

CPE= Cost of Protective Effectiveness,               CPE=f (Pe)

TCPE= Total Cost of Protective Effectiveness,    TCPE= R + CPE.

R [$]

Pe [%]

CPE [$]

Total Cost of Protective Effectiveness 
Policy

Rr

High

Low
Optimum

Risk Expectancy

Cost of Protective
Effectiveness

Minimum tot
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The following insights may be drawn on the Total Cost of Protective Effectiveness diagram:

1- The research hypothesis regarding the CPE function presumes that it is a non-linear 

monotonic increasing function of Pe. This function will be investigated within the next stage of 

research;

2- The TCPE minimum point (Minimumtot) and the R-CPE balance point are independent;

3- The TCPE Minimumtot point is the optimum of the Critical Infrastructure Protective 

Effectiveness Problem we are looking for;

4- The TCPE graph gives us the Risk/Cost estimate with reference to maintaining the 

continuous performance of the Critical Infrastructure;

6- In the development of the CPE graph, we will investigate the slope of the function at the

highest resolution possible. As can be seen in the in the conceptual graph, the optimum is 

highly sensitive to the derivative of the TCPE graph;

8- R= f (Pe) function, is a linear decreasing function;

The CPE graph development: The analysis refers to Steep Path Weapons, such as, Mortars, 

earth to earth Rockets, and earth to earth Missiles. Table 2 below shows analysis of 4

alternatives of protective solutions: Light Weight Structures, Conventional Reinforced 

Concrete Structure, RC with RC cores and protected spaces, and Protected Reinforced Concrete 

Structure (High Strength Concrete).

6. Case Study
A case study on a critical energy facility was carried out. The case study aimed at validating the 

proposed model and conducting sensitivity analyses so as to examine the implications of the 

model on the decision process. The case study followed the following stages: (1) Threat 

Scenario, (2) Assessment of Preventive Measurement Effectiveness, (3)Assessment of 

consequences thru sensitivity analyses. The fundamental concepts of the mode, i.e. the costs of 

protective effectiveness, Risk Expectancy resulted from the threat scenario as well as the Total 

Costs of Protective Effectiveness were validated and be presented in the oral presentation in 

detail.

Sensitivity analyses convert the trade-off between the protective effectiveness (Pe) of the 

facility (independent variable) and the Expectancy of Risk (R) (dependent variable). The 

analysis was carried out for different levels of probability of attack (Pa= 4.2, 4.5, and 4.8 %).

The analysis depicts that the expectancy of risk decreases by 138-169 K$ for 1% increase in the 

protective expectancy. The result gives a threshold value for the feasibility of projects for 

improvement of the protective effectiveness of a given critical facility. 
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7. Conclusion
A quantitative-analytical algorithm has been developed for the assessment of the risk

expectancy and the outcomes of adversary threats. The model can be used by decision makers

in Critical Infrastructures, as a tool for preventing the most undesirable scenario – being caught 

off guard. In today's world, where Critical Infrastructures are ever exposed to growing threat 

scenarios the implementation of such a tool is of a high significance in the development of 

protection strategy. The proposed model combines probabilistic tool for the assessment of the 

threat potential, it follows with an analytic assessment and estimate of protective alternatives. 

The research hypotheses presume that the protection problem of CIs is composed of three

Decision Variables: The level of Protective Effectiveness, the Cost of Protective Effectiveness

and the Risk Level at the facility. There exist an analytic optimum of the protective policy that 

brings the Total Costs of Protective Effectiveness to a minimum. The model proposed clearly 

shows that investment in reducing the threats is of a greater impact than investment in 

increasing the protective measures.

Table 2: Assessment of Cost of Protective Effectiveness

Protected 
Reinforced 
Concrete
Structure

(HSC)

RC Structure 
with Reinforced 
Concrete Cores 
and Protected 

Spaces

Conventional 
Reinforced 
Concrete 
Structure

Light Weight 
StructureStructure Characterization

0.95x(CE)0.75x(CE)0.50x(CE)0.25x(CE)
Level of strengthening the 

Structure, Upgrading     
(Upgrading protection)

0.25·(B/L)·CW0.50·(B/L)·CW0.75·(B/L)·CW1·(B/L)·CW

Level of strengthening 
prophetically the structure 

(Additional Barricade Walls)

N.A.N.A.N.A.Costs of 
RelocationDispersion of Structures

Costs of 
Structure and 
Equipment

Costs of Structure 
and Equipment

Costs of 
Structure and 
Equipment

Costs of 
Structure and 

Equipment
Facility Redundancy

++++Passive Protection

++N.A.N.A.Active Protection

CPE (95%) $CPE (75%) $CPE (50%) $CPE (25%) $Total Protection Cost

B = Peripheral Protection requiredLegend: CE = Reinstatement Cost of the Structure
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CW = Cost of wall barricade for a length unitL=Length of protective element (Wall barricaded unit)
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Abstract

Can Facility Management be transferred? Is it possible to use learned and employed systems in 
one country and adopt them in another one? These were the first questions of a young scientist, 
once she had to establish the first FM department in the Building and Housing Research Centre 
in Iran - after having lived and studied for more than twenty years in Germany. 

A research project started to find out the grade of transferability between different countries. 
The research was done based on the research project OPIK (Optimization and Analysis of the 
Processes in Hospitals) which has been successfully running since 2001 with cooperation 
partners from science, hospitals, professional associations and industry at the KIT, Germany. 
Three processes that were analyzed in the OPIK-Germany project (laundry management, 
maintenance and repair of technical facilities and medical equipment) were chosen exemplarily 
and compared with their pendants in the OPIK-Iran project which was implemented in three 
hospitals in Tehran. With the perceptions of the process analysis and the comparisons of the 
hospital management, the health system and country-specific conditions nine main parameters 
were recognized which influence the transferability of facility management. These are 
management, economy, politics, culture, judicative, education, public and private institutions, 
infrastructure and geography. By using system theory, models were defined and specific 
analysis and methods were developed to rank these main parameters. Based on those results 
proposals were worked out for the implementation of facility management in the Iranian 
hospitals. The assessment with the help of the transferability methods however can only serve 
as a guide or a "trend barometer". The level of the ranking indicates the degree of importance. 
It gives a direction, which parameters should be considered for the successful transferability of 
a FM-system. Facility management is dynamic; the system must however be matched to the 
boundary conditions and be adapted to the specific situation in the country or even in the 
hospital to which it is applied. Concluding from this comparison; a transfer of knowledge, 
information and know-how took place which led to the start of a dual Master Course at Tehran 
University and a Facility Management Competence Centre.

Keywords: facility management, hospital, system theory, transferability, process optimization 
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1. Introduction

The increasingly globalizing markets offer beside transfer of products also transfer of services. 
This is valid for management systems like Facility Management as well. This modern 
management system have been being implemented and used in more and more countries 
worldwide in the recent years. Different markets, regions or countries however have their own 
conditions and frameworks, so that the understanding and the implementation of Facility 
Management can vary from one region to the other one. The question which arises here is 
which parameters and factors play key roles in this subject. To answer this questions this paper 
describes an analytical approach to investigate and verify the parameters of influence for the 
transferability of Facility Management from one country to another one. After having lived and 
studied for more than twenty years in Germany a young scientist started to work in Iran and 
took the responsibility to establish the first FM department in the Building and Housing 
Research Centre in Tehran. Having started the work it turned out to be enormously difficult to 
apply the knowledge of the German Facility Management. To find out the differences a 
research project started, to analyze the transferability of Facility Management using the project 
OPIK [Optimizing and Analyzing of the Processes in Hospitals].

2. The research project

2.1 The research project OPIK

The huge cost pressure on the German hospitals, especially with the implementation of the 
“Diagnosis Related Groups” (DRG) in 2003, made the detailed analysis of the hospital 
processes necessary. 

This was the birth of the research project OPIK which started in 2001 initiated by the 
University of Karlsruhe (TH) in cooperation with the Professional Union for Hospital 
Technology (Fachvereinigung für Hospitaltechnik (e.V.) (FKT)). To fulfill the requirements 
and to guarantee a quick market access of the research results additional cooperation partners,
hospitals and the industry were involved. The heterogeneous character of the participating 
partners guaranteed “an interdisciplinary exchange of specialist knowledge which created a 
unique connection between practice and research in the Health Care System of Germany” 
(Lennerts 2002). 

To be able to optimize the processes four steps had to be taken. In the first step the processes 
were described, visualized and standardized by a group of experts. Then the cost- and quality 
factors were determined theoretically for every process step and the related interfaces to the 
“primary processes”- the core business in the hospital- were defined. In the third step data for 
the cost and quality factors were collected in the participant partner hospitals. This data that 
formed the core of the process analysis was finally evaluated in the fourth step.
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Figure 1: OPIK-partners (based on Lennerts, 2002a)

Figure 2: The idea of OPIK (based on Lennerts, 2002b)

The standardization of the process results was implemented in three phases:

1. Analysis and optimization

2. Verification

3. Development of a standard process
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The results were discussed in regular workshops with the partners and the process 
standardization was progressed in this way. Studies and censuses in the different hospitals were 
conducted by the scientific staff and supported by research studies and theses.

2.2 OPIK-Iran

In February 2006 the OPIK-Iran project started similar to its German origin. The Iranian 
cooperation partners (service enterprises, subcontractors, management, representatives of the 
Health Institute, the Medical University of Tehran and the Ministry of Health and Medical 
Education [MOHME]) started the kick-off meeting and selected three hospitals in Teheran 
(Vali Asr Hospital, Shariati Hospital and the Tebie - Children’s Hospital) as pilot objects. In 
general and specific workshops that were accompanied by long, intensive and suggestive 
discussions the theoretical part was elaborated. Here the current status of the processes (single 
process steps, interfaces, responsibilities, Iranian laws and regulations) and the current 
management and organization were analyzed. Surprisingly, there were significant differences
between the hospitals, although they were all public institutions under the head of Tehran 
University of Medical Science in the capital. So for example one of the pilot hospitals did not 
have a department for medical equipment (what reflects the situation of 90% of the country). 
These tasks were administrated by university authorities. The laundry management units were 
coordinated in completely different ways. Some of them had their own centers while other ones
worked with external suppliers.

Figure 3: The analyzed processes in the OPIK-Iran project (Banedj-Schafii, 2010)

The results of the data collection were 211 reports for the maintenance of medical equipment 
and 976 reports for the technical facilities within 20 days. This time period was chosen exactly 
equal to the German pendent, so that a precise comparison could take place. 

2.3 Comparison of the Processes

The comparison of the processes began after the data collection. The Iranian processes, which
were split in single process steps, the analysis of the interfaces, the characteristic variables and 
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responsibilities were compared with their German pendants. In this way the differences became
visible (see figure 4) and the verifications could start to recognize these differences. 

Germany possesses a global leading position in the field of maintenance of medical 
equipments. Years of experience have been reflected in numerous powerful and active unions 
and federations. Numerous laws and regulations have been established that are applied to daily
processes and have proved their suitability. In Iran, however, laws and regulations have been
introduced and legislated since 2006.

Regular maintenance and repair is a part of the process in Germany. It is normally performed by
local companies and suppliers. In Iran however maintenance is very rare and is primarily 
restricted to very expensive equipments. Planning, analysis and the documentation takes an 
important position in the German departments while in Iran the lack of specialized staff,
insufficient training and documentation as well as missing control of equipments characterize
the medical equipment technology. It is noticeable that in Iran much more departments are 
involved and integrated in single process steps, which causes more time and costs. 

A similar analogy can be taken considering the technical facilities. Numerous regulations and 
laws which are strictly controlled by different authorities show the significance of this field in 
Germany. Very rare maintenance, lack of specialist staff, low level of documentation, a low
budget and the lack of control of the mostly elder facilities influence the situation of the 
technical facilities in Iran.

Figure 4: Comparison of the processes (Banedj-Schafii, 2010) 

3. Transferability of Facility Management

With the process analysis and the comparison of the hospital management and health systems
and country-specific conditions nine main parameters were recognized which influence the 
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differences between the two countries. These are management, economy, politics, culture, 
judicative, education, public and private institutions, infrastructure and geography.

In order to be able to apply the transfer of FM-processes or a FM-system a “FM-transferability-
model” was developed and derivated from the system theory. 

3.1 Model investigation with the help of system theory

Based on the system theory that requires detailed “choice of the system boundaries and of the 
perspective of the view” [MATTHIS2002], a precise description of the targets and the purpose 
of the model were defined. 

The Goal was the development of a “FM-System Transferability Model” that should assist 
facility managers to transfer a FM system into another environment or to implement a “foreign“ 
FM-system in their own organization (hospital). 

According to EN 15221/1 “The integration of processes within an organization to maintain 
and develop the agreed services which support and improve the effectiveness of its primary 
activities” the FM-system comprises the services which are provided in a hospital. In the model 
shown in figure 5 these are symbolized by the Red Cross (symbol of the German FM in 
hospitals) and the Red Crescent (standing for the FM services in Iranian hospitals).

Figure 5: The system model (Banedj-Schafii, 2010)

Two levels of analysis were distinguished, the micro level and the macro level. At the micro 
level or hospital level all processes, structures, functions and influence factors which are 
decided or performed at the hospital level are investigated. The parameters influencing the FM 
processes at the country or state level are however analyzed at the macro level. 

As shown in figure 5, many parameters of influence act on the system, on both the micro and 
the macro level. These parameters were grouped according to subject and collected under 
generic names in order to make it possible to analyze their impact on the system and their 
interactions with each other. The parameter groups were both quantitatively and qualitatively 

Parameters of 
influence
Micro level

Macro level
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measurable and ratable; they were assessed based on their significance and influence1. Some of 
the parameters have fixed values that can be reliably determined, e.g. Gross Domestic Product 
(GDP) of the countries, other parameters must be estimated or are very difficult to assess, for 
instance working morale, sense of responsibility, religiousness, etc..

3.2 Methods and Analysis

The idea of the creation of a transferability method started with the development of ranking 
methods, to find out which parameters have higher impact and must be analyzed or considered 
more precisely.

Figure 6: Parameter of influence model (Banedj-Schafii, 2010)

In this way, nine main parameters management, economy, politics, culture, judicative, 
education, public and private institutions, infrastructure and geography were compared in the 
first step. “The parameter of influence model” describes the relationship between the main 
parameters and defines the direct and indirect influences between them (see figure 6).

1 The assessment depends on the viewer und can fluctuate with country and perception
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In the next step the “matrix model” and the “share model” were developed. Both models 
compare the nine defined main parameters. While the matrix model works with digits, the share 
model reflects the relation between the parameters.

Figure 5: The idea of OPIK (based on Lennerts, 2002b) 

3.3 FM-transferability model

Figure 7: The share model (Banedj-Schafii, 2010) 

After the development of the different ranking models, the analysis of the parameters started. 
To weight the single parameters qualitatively and quantitatively indicators were defined and 
compared. The “indicator analysis” is mostly based on OECD and WHO indicators. So for all 
nine main parameters indicators were defined for the macro level (country and health sector) 
and the micro level (hospital and department), as can be seen in Table 1.

Another approach to acquire detailed information is the expert analysis. The advantage of this
method is its low time consumption and that the results are based on expert’s opinions that have
many years of experience in the specific working field.
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Indicators of the macro level:
Country Health sector

• GDP (per capita) in US $ • Portion of the expenditures for health of GPD in %

• Economic growth to sectors                 
(real, %)

• Per capita government expenditure on health at 
average exchange rate US $

• GDP – emergence (%) • Expenditures for medicine (per capita) US $

• Unemployment rate (%) • Cost structure of ambulant health facilities

• Inflation rate (%) • Expenditure for rehabilitation

• Foreign depts.  (Bil. US $)

• Total expenditure for health in US $ per capita• Export/ import

• Currency, monetary value
Indicators of the micro level:
Hospital Department (e.g. medical equipment)

• Costs of the hospitals according to cost 
type and  hospital size range • Expenditure of material, personnel, training

• DRG-case-based lump sum, revenues and 
benefits

• Budget of the department

• Budget for maintenance/ repair

• Budget of purchase• Income 

Table 1: The indicators for the economy parameters (Banedj-Schafii, 2010) 

3.3 The transferability method

After having the different models and parameter and indicator analysis a final result should be 
achieved. Each ranking of the models (parameter of influence model, share model and expert 
analysis) is compared with the others, so that a final ranking can take place. This assessment 
serves as a guide or a "trend barometer". The level of the ranking indicates the degree of 
importance. It gives a direction which parameters should be considered for the successful 
transferability of a FM-system. Table 2 shows the result of the transferability method used for 
the FM of hospitals between Germany and Iran. 

Rank Transferability parameters 
high Management                   Economy                               Politics

middle Culture                             Judicative                            Education 
low Infrastructure       Public and Private institutions         Geography 

Table 2: Result of the transferability method (Banedj-Schafii, 2010) 

It must be considered that the systems are dynamic and especially the expert analysis carries the 
risk to have a subjective opinion which may not reflect the real situation.
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4. The practical application of the theory

4.1 Post graduated training courses

Concurrent to the research work, the World Bank project "Facility Management and Healthcare 
Management" was implemented at the University of Karlsruhe (TH) in 2004 and 2005. This 
post graduated trainee course was designed for 250 high-ranked employees of the Iranian 
Ministry of Health and Medical Education (MOHME). Beside the content of the different 
lectures which were held in these courses, the acceptance, the handling and transfer of the 
participants helped to understand transferability of new ideas and systems. 

Figure 8: The world bank project 2004/05 (University of Karlsruhe, 2005)

4.2 The Master Course FM and the FM-Competence Centre in Iran

In 2009 the cooperation project "FM for health objects" supported by German Academic 
Exchange Service (DAAD) started. The development of the Master course FM should take 
place in three steps. Additionally, a German-Iranian Competence Center should be founded that 
should support the knowledge exchange and information transfer between universities, research 
centers, public authorities and the economy (industry, service suppliers, ..) within the country 
and across the borders.

The start is done, the implementation is in action, the filed is very stony but the first offspings 
are growing and will hopefully develop to a strong and fertile plant. 
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Abstract

Tehran, the largest city in the Middle East, has a population of more than 13 million people; and 
attracts large migration from all around Iran which places an additional burden on the city’s 
housing and infrastructure stock. According to the Parliament Energy Department, over 75% of 
the buildings in Tehran were built by private developers; at the same time about 66% of total 
energy consumption is attributable to the residential sector.  It has become evident that in the 
21st century, with a growing importance of cities, it is essential to maintain the existing and new 
housing stock in a sustainable manner that takes into account not only the economic 
performance but also the environment and quality of life of residents. This paper examines the 
attitudes towards building maintenance in Tehran’s privately owned housing sector from a
social, cultural, economical and regulatory perspective. The paper reports the findings from 24
in-depth interviews with building regulators, architects, engineers, construction companies and 
government ministers in relation to their maintenance strategies, policy criteria, likely 
innovation and other aspects which influence building performance and maintenance.

What was noticed was that those responsible for Tehran’s residential stock presently lack a 
comprehensive design and maintenance culture; which in turn has resulted in an ad-hoc 
approach to the design and maintenance of housing, which is unsupported by regulation and 
where it is preferable to demolish and rebuild rather than maintain and refurbish.  This view is 
counter to that held in most Western countries and must bring into question how sustainable 
Tehran is as a world city. The paper concludes that, if Tehran to improve the sustainability, 
including environmental performance of its housing, the gap between people’s cultural beliefs
and attitudes towards housing maintenance and refurbishment must be understood and 
addressed.

The implications of this work are to gain an insight into the role that culture plays in forming 
attitudes towards housing, and in particular maintenance and refurbishment and to use this 
knowledge to better understand how sustainability, in its broadest terms, can be better integrated 
into housing maintenance and refurbishment thinking. This in turn will help Tehran residents
and building professionals address the challenges that Tehran faces in the 21st century.

Keywords: Maintenance, Residential, Culture, Sustainability, Obsolescence
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1. Introduction

Tehran is the capital of Iran and the biggest city in the Middle East region. Being the capital of 
the country it has been the site of industrial and the economic development. The development 
has drawn a large number of immigrants to the city. They come to the city to benefit from 
economic prosperity. The present population of the city is 13 million and it is constantly 
growing. The large number of immigrants has placed increased pressure on the residential 
spaces in the city. The residential sector has been influenced by globalization (in the economy)
and Western culture, which is widely seen in the construction of the buildings. The influence of 
the Western culture started in the early part of the 19th century with the conquests of the British 
and the Russian army. The result was the confluence of modern and traditional practices; the 
merchant class were the group who advocated the use of traditional practices. The newer 
generation championed the need for modernisation to support the development of the economy. 
Both the groups formed the ruling class in Iranian society.

The topology of Tehran changed in two phases - 1860s under the rein of Naseer-Al-Din Shah 
and during 1930s under Reza Shah. During the first phase, the walls of the city were demolished 
and the area of the city was increased. New walls were built around it. During the second phase 
the walls were completely demolished which improved transportation within and around the 
city. In the case of the first phase, the traditional values were observed when new buildings were 
constructed besides the older ones but there was no attempt made to refurbish the older ones –
they remained as they were. In the second phase, the old buildings were destroyed and the 
modernization process started. Madanipour, (2003) noted that the rise of the modernity was due 
to the influence of Western cultures in the country. One may argue that this view may not be 
right since most Western cultures follow rigorous urban planning regulations and these were not 
seen in Tehran.

The modernisation process that started in Tehran drew people from the countryside into the city 
in search of a better life; as a result the demand for residential stock increased. Developers 
responded by constructing high rise buildings in place of the old buildings. They paid little
attention to the fact that the infrastructure of the city could not support the construction of these
high rise blocks. Most of the buildings that were demolished had not reached the end of their 
operating lives and some were demolished simply because they were in poor decorative order.

As Tehran faces the latest challenge, that of becoming more sustainable, the attitudes of the past 
may influence the approach that the current generation take to its development. This paper will 
examine issues associated with building professionals’ attitudes in Tehran and the degree to 
which building legislation needs to be put in place support a more sustainable future.  The paper 
will also examine attitudes to maintenance in the residential development sector and people’s
reaction and behaviour towards sustainable building technologies imported from the West.
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2. Building Construction and Usage Stage

Reducing energy consumption has been one of the key challenges facing the construction 
industry. Therefore it is the duty of engineers and architects to make buildings viable in terms of 
energy conservation. Although technology can help reduce energy consumption in the 
construction phase, it is important for engineers and architects to take into account the future 
maintenance of the building and the encompass sustainable technologies at the design stage that 
support sustainable operation over the building life cycle. In the UK, it has been argued that the 
inclusion of renewable energy technologies has been stimulated by rebates from the climate 
change levy and lower CO2 targets (Ekins & Etheridge, 2005). One question for this project is 
whether the existence of similar legislation could provide the same type of stimulus in Tehran.

In Tehran over 75% of the buildings were built by private developers; at the same time about 
66% of total energy consumption is attributable to the residential sector according to the 2008
Iranian Parliament Energy Department. It has been argued by Aune, Berker, and Bye (2008) 
that the use of the electricity in cooling, heating and vertical transit (lift) systems consumes 
large amounts of energy, especially when there are large numbers of people in the building.
Therefore it is important that these systems perform as efficiently as possible. This requires 
regular inspection and maintenance to ensure that they continue to operate and do not suffer 
from premature failure. Unfortunately, such an inspection and maintenance regime is often 
lacking in Tehran and systems fail prematurely. Once the systems have failed, the preferred 
solution in Tehran is to demolish the building and rebuild it.  However, the demolition of 
buildings is not an acceptable practice for Governments in light of the sustainable agenda 
because demolition of buildings brings hazards to the environment and is waste of raw material.

2.1 Maintenance

Traditionally built environment maintenance (Dann, 1999, Umeadi and Jones, 2003) is a capital 
cost driven activity which relies upon the subjective assessment of an asset’s condition (stock 
conditions survey) to identify maintenance need. Jones et al. (2010) stated that in order to avoid 
problems and issues related to economic, environmental and social aspects of any development, 
infrastructures and buildings need to be designed and kept unimpaired to minimise any 
obsolescence. Technologies deployed need to be monitored maintained and kept in appropriate 
condition. Therefore maintenance strategies need to be considered at the design stage, and the 
maintenance information, upgrades and monitoring for the life-cycle of the built asset need to be 
considered.

Cigolini et al (2008) wrote that any development cannot be sustainable as long as the three 
parameters of sustainability are not accounted for throughout the life cycle. According to Finch, 
(1996) the role of maintenance is to render the property back to its prior condition where it can 
fulfil basic function and is within legislative compliance. Finch further argued that one role of 
facilities management is to address the constantly increasing gap between existing property 
condition and future demands, which is directly related to constant technological advancement; 
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user demands; and market forces. Jones (2002) re-interpreted Finch’s obsolescence model to 
one in which repeated maintenance cycles (a to d) occur until the point at which a building fails 
to satisfy the occupier’s demands and a major refurbishment is required (Figure 1). Even after 
refurbishment some residual obsolescence remains and this grows over repeated refurbishment 
cycles until the obsolescence gap is too great for an organisation to bear. At this point the 
organisation either re-locates; the building is demolished and re-built; or the building is 
refurbished beyond its original purpose and a change of use occurs (Jones 2002).

A similar model does not appear to apply in Tehran, where buildings are constructed without 
considering the role of maintenance and refurbishment within the building life cycle, and 
reliance on replacement or redevelopment results in a throw-away approach to buildings. Such 
an approach would appear unsustainable, resulting in not only socio-economic problems but 
also adverse environmental impacts (waste). These problems and issues sooner or later lead to 
financial costs and consequently stress the economy. To avoid such problems and issues it is 
desirable that maintenance and refurbishment are introduced into the life cycle of a development 
at the outset (the design stage). The question is how can this be achieved when there is no 
maintenance culture within society or the built environment industry?

Figure 1: Model of the Maintenance Refurbishment Life Cycle (Source Jones (2002)

The issue of obsolescence, and the challenge that this poses to facilities managers should not be 
underestimated. From a building systems perspective, Thompson (1994) states that the building 
services engineer has to have a regard of capital costs, plant reliability, operational economies, 
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and maintenance, as the building operator will be interested in the lifetime costs of the building
and not just initial purchase and installation. From a building fabric perspective Wood (2003) 
states that if buildings are demolished prematurely, then the cost of the buildings goes to waste 
and the capital cost is not recovered. Further, Zavadskas, Bezder, and Kaklauskas, (1998) wrote 
that the waste material generated by demolition is dumped into the environment which increase 
pollution as they are not recyclable.

Beggs, Moodley & Thomson (1994), states that the main aim of the facility manager is to 
increase the value and comfort factor of a property and that facility manager’s are responsible 
for 85% of the costs associated with the life cycle of any built asset. Jones (2002) suggested that 
facilities management goes beyond merely the consideration of building technology issues, to 
one that acknowledges the impact of the built asset on the long-term viability of an organisation 
In essence, Jones argued that “value” should be explicitly linked to the ability of the built asset 
to support user/occupier performance expectations and built asset maintenance viewed as a 
strategic issue managed within the broader context of an urban strategic planning framework. 
What was noticed was that those responsible for Tehran’s residential stock presently lack a 
comprehensive design and maintenance culture; which in turn has resulted in an ad-hoc 
approach to the design and maintenance of housing, which is unsupported by regulation and 
where it is preferable to demolish and rebuild rather than maintain and refurbish. Thus the final 
question being investigated in this project is whether the role of facilities manager (currently not 
recognised in Tehran) is critical to the development of a whole life built asset management 
culture?

3. Methodology

The primary methodology used in this research is that of a semi structured interview with key 
built environment stakeholders. Twenty four (24) interviews were conducted with 
representatives from a regulatory and construction industry background including architects, 
engineers, construction companies and government ministers. The issued covered during the 
interviews included: maintenance strategies; policy criteria; the role of innovative technology; 
and any other aspect that the interviewee wanted to talk about that influence their building 
performance and maintenance decisions.

The questions covered the following subject areas:

• Maintenance strategies, frequency of maintenance and the use of existing manuals on 
the upkeep of buildings;

• Maintenance plans for historical buildings;
• Building management systems and rules and regulation;
• Creativity and innovation in the choice of materials, design, construction and 

maintenance of buildings and motivations for using innovative solutions;
• Attitudes towards maintenance;
• Perceptions of building life span, time to demolition and replacement;
• Sustainability issues including economic, environmental and social issues;
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• Any problems encountered when designing and constructing buildings.

The response to the interviews are summarised and discussed below.

4. Results

In response to maintenance strategies and frequency of maintenance action it was clearly stated 
that although the role of facility managers in building maintenance is well known in the Western 
World, similar positions do not generally exist in Tehran. In contrast, in Tehran, there has been 
little regard paid to building performance/maintenance and the need to preserve quality 
architectural buildings. Instead the dominant trend is to demolish and rebuild rather than 
refurbish and preserve. Further, it is clear from the interviews that there are no proper systems
or rules (regulations) in relation to building maintenance and refurbishment in Iran. Indeed, 
what was further evident was that the Iranian Government does not look into the detailed 
aspects of the construction of buildings (beyond that required to for lift installation) and as such 
there has been no control on, for example, electricity and the water consumption. Further, even 
where rules and regulations have been introduced very few people seem to care about obeying 
them. The lack of ‘second hand’ building market (for example no mortgages are given for the 
buildings which are over 10 years old) or system to allow properties to be passed from one 
generation to the next, coupled with the lack of buildings insurance reduces the incentive to 
refurbish buildings and instead it has become the norm for building owners to demolish old 
buildings and construct a new one. 

What came across from most respondents was the view that the Iranian construction industry 
lacks a professional structure, with in many cases building quality not properly monitored
during construction and maintenance issues not really considered. Thus architects are not 
motivated to produce quality designs as only cost and time (quick turnaround) are the key 
drivers of the construction process. This focus has also affected the level of innovation adopted 
by the Iranian construction industry; with architects selecting known (safe) solutions over 
innovative ideas. Most interviewees attributed the lack of interest on design and construction 
quality to a move to a semi skilled workforce as a result of increased wages paid to skilled 
workers. One example cited by interviewees of this lack of focus is the way buildings address 
Tehran’s climatic conditions. The building facade receives the least attention due to lack of 
regulation regarding visual aspect of the Tehran’s buildings and it has become common that 
many newly built residential complexes are constructed with chillers and centralised cooling 
system without proper maintenance strategies in place. As such these buildings perform poorly 
and Tehran residents have lost confidence in both the design and construction process. This
disregards for construction professionals’ in Iran has led to poor relationship within the industry 
and a lack of cooperation between architects and engineers through design, construction and 
post construct phase – where maintenance is largely ignored and a demolish/replace mentality
exists. Twenty out of the twenty-four interviewees believed that Iranian culture plays an 
important role in people’s attitude towards maintenance. However, the other 4 interviewees, 
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whilst acknowledging the issue of culture, believed that Iranian society can learn from Arabic 
Countries such as UAE which have adapted to use all the technology imported from west.

There were mixed views as to the impact that the rise in migration from other towns and cities 
into Tehran, and the associated increase in demand for rented accommodation. On the negative 
side, most of the 2 to 3 storey buildings have being demolished and replaced with 8 storey or
higher buildings without fully considering the implications to the city infrastructure. Most of the 
buildings that are being demolished are less than 20 years old and are still functional as working 
homes. On the positive side, since 1951 (in Tehran), 75% of new buildings are constructed by 
the private sector and financed through income from oil exportation. Investment in the
construction industry became popular among wealthy people as there were few other investment 
opportunities open to them. Thus the construction sector is economically buoyant; central to 
Iranian industrialisation; and seen as a solution to the ever growing demands for residential 
accommodations. As a result Tehran’s residential stock presently lack a comprehensive design 
and maintenance culture; which in turn has resulted in an ad-hoc approach to the design and 
maintenance of housing and is unsupported by regulation. It could be argued that some sectors
of the Iranian media have begun to question the practice of demolishing old houses and 
replacing them with new apartment complexes. There have been TV series and movies that have 
considered the cultural consequences that such an approach may bring; a potential severing of 
the links between people, architecture (buildings) and their past and in turn people’s attitudes 
toward their history and belongings.

Finally, although there have been debates about environmental issues in Iran in the past 2 years, 
culturally the consequences of environmental sustainability are not widely accepted as an issue 
by either the general public or built environment professionals. In order to raise attention to the 
issues, governmental organisations have been conducting research and have recommended the 
application of sustainable technologies to government and some residential buildings.  
However, the impact that such technologies have is undermined by the lack of 
education/training that occupier’s of the buildings have received in their importance and use.

5. Discussion

Arditi and Nawakorawit (1999) argued that a growing recognition amongst building owners of 
the need to plan and manage their maintenance alongside other corporate assets requires 
building managers to effectively communicate with building users and consider their concerns 
(alongside physical condition) when developing maintenance programmes. Such an approach 
would not only improve the performance of the built asset in Tehran but, would also influence
stakeholders and ‘add value’ to the City of Tehran. However, the interview findings underline 
the fact that the society (in general) and the economic and political climate in the country has 
contributed to the lack of a building maintenance sector and if such a sector is to be developed 
then major changes in attitudes towards buildings needs to take place in all levels of Iranian 
society.
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It is widely cited in Hirsch (1997) that heredity, influenced by an individual’s ancestry and 
environment, influence their attitude and behaviour.  In the case of Tehran inhabitants;  these
genetically influenced factors (the traits that are present in the ancestors of replacing old with 
new) manifest themselves through the willingness to accept the demolition of existing buildings
and their replacement with new ones irrespective of their state of obsolescence (many are still 
performing well) or regard to the environment. A study by Altshuler and Gusella (2009) found 
that behaviour that repeats for 10 generations becomes part of a person’s genetic makeup. If this 
is indeed true, then it is unlikely that user lead demands will underpin the development of a 
building maintenance sector.  Instead other drivers will need to be used.

Given the lack of user demand for maintenance and refurbishment of buildings, government 
could enact legislation to force the construction sector to adopt new rules and regulations.
However, bringing in new rules and regulations may not be the answer in the case of Iran.
According to Hirsch, (1997); Latour et al (1994)  people obey rules that are socially constructed; 
social control theory also proposes that people’s relationship, commitment, values, norms and 
beliefs encourage them not to break the law. So designing rules for maintenance and 
refurbishment (e.g. a form of planning legislation) without considering the social and cultural 
issues of the population would be meaningless as compliance levels would very likely be low.
In support of this view Myrdal (1958) wrote that the development vicious cycle suggests that no 
economical development is successful without cultural development. Therefore, more effort 
could be put into developing social and cultural behavior in parallel with economical 
development and the rules/regulations required to support a maintenance and refurbishment 
culture.

Finally, the concept of building obsolescence is largely lacking in the Iranian culture. Whilst 
faulty designs and poor construction leads to poorly performing buildings, this, combined with a 
buoyant economic market simply reinforces the view that demolish and rebuild is preferable to 
maintain and refurbish. This issue needs to be addressed, not least amongst built environment 
professionals, who need to understand the role of maintenance and refurbishment, both as a
practical means of extending the building life cycle and also as a way of protecting Iran’s built 
environment heritage. 

6. Conclusions

What was evident from this study is that the construction sector is economically buoyant in 
Tehran; however, it also revealed that Tehran lacks a maintenance industry, in that the culture 
doesn’t support the idea of maintenance. This study argued that concerted action is needed from 
government and the professions to change the situation. For example, given the lack of user
demand for maintenance and refurbishment of buildings, government could enact legislation to 
force the construction sector to adopt new rules and regulations for the operation of buildings 
that are socially constructed and support the idea of value, rather than cost.  If this was enacted 
then building owners would be encouraged to view built asset maintenance as a strategic issue 
managed within the broader context of Tehran’s strategic planning framework.
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Whilst legislation could go some way to addressing Tehran’s knock down and rebuild culture, 
attitudes of built environment professionals, including investors, must also change.  Design 
needs to reflect a more ‘value’ focused approach in which whole life cycle issues are considered 
at the design stage and maintenance and refurbishment options are included as the norm. Such a 
change would support a move away from a short term investment driven model of development 
to a more sustainable view which encompasses social and environmental issues.  In addressing 
this more sustainable view, building designs should be innovative and people should be made 
aware of the implications and hazards to the environment of replacing existing buildings with 
completely new one.

Finally, if legislation and changes in design philosophy are to have any impact in practice then 
the role of facility management, both in informing design and enacting maintenance, needs to be
encouraged.  At present the role of facilities manger does not exist in Tehran and this gap needs 
to be filled.
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Abstract

The purpose of this paper is to show how the risk concept in Environmental Health (EH) can be 
applied in Facilities Management (FM). The data presented are based on several critical 
incidents that took place in different buildings in southeastern Brazil which, whether directly or 
indirectly, posed threats to people's lives. The discussion focused on the Brazilian cultural 
context, on the perceptions of uncertainty or risk, and on the proposed solutions. To undertake 
this analysis, buildings were understood as micro-territories, or “places” as with EH. Buildings 
are subject to contingencies similar to those studied in EH. In FM, as in EH, the uncertainties 
derived from the contingencies in the population's health conditions and in the material and 
social conditions to control them, imply establishing risk relationships. Although the perception 
of risk may be a personal attribution resulting from many factors, both accepting or rejecting the 
uncertainties and the control proposals are based on shared culture, values, and priorities. 
Preferences and feelings, resulting from values, are aspects to be included in the risk analyses. 
Ignoring these subjective aspects encourages false guarantees of control. The current intense 
competitive conditions and resource use optimization not only worsen the known uncertainties 
but also drive unknown ones. The results show how the authoritarian and paternalistic relations, 
which result from the Brazilian culture, endanger people's health and provide precarious 
solutions. It is proposed that the adoption of health promotion programs in buildings, as 
recommended in EH, can enable more democratic relations. The conclusion is that disasters and 
their consequences can be minimized through precaution, by empowering people, and by means 
of solutions that are more compatible with the culture in transformation.  

Keywords: Health Promotion, Crisis, Brazil, Shopping Mall, Call Center  
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“First we shape our buildings, then they shape us” 

(Winston Churchill, about the destruction of the Houses of Parliament, 1943) 

1.  Introduction 

Legal requirements make health and safety one of the highlights of Facility Management (FM). 
As is the case with security, health and safety control involves different circumstances, not all of 
which under control, and, thus, activities treated as objects of risk (Booty, 2009). However, 
what is expected of FM goes far beyond merely meeting the requirements of the laws and 
standards in operating buildings under conditions of uncertainty. Rather, as a support process, 
FM should, first and foremost, improve business competitiveness, providing primary activities 
with more efficiency and effectiveness. The process of economic globalization has been 
offering a wide spectrum of opportunities for that, but has also fueled several challenges in the 
service sector (Lam, 2001). The need to introduce innovations into resources and processes, 
bringing about new risks to operations, is associated to meeting specific cultural particularities, 
shared among individuals who live and work in the managed spaces. What some consider 
solutions, many deem as issues. 

The purpose of this paper is to show that health and safety issues in FM are also environmental 
health problems. Environmental health, as a part of public health, has its own ways of 
addressing the issues. Its most recent proposals for understanding and configuring solutions also 
take the cultural context into account. This paper reviews the theory in order to go deeper into 
the problem. It then discusses a few air quality-related cases collected from different buildings 
in southeastern Brazil. The findings are discussed from the perspective of the Brazilian culture.  

2.  Theoretical issues 

2.1  Risk 

Facilities management (FM) involves different activities associated to non-core services. 
Requiring professional services of different natures for different purposes, FM requires 
multidisciplinary knowledge, a fact that renders it more difficult to determine its nature and 
attributions with precision (Tay & Ooi, 2001). In a recent review, De Toni & Nonino (2009) list 
at least 10 service objects in 8 management practices to describe the purposes of FM. These 
activities are often concurrent requirements. Barrett & Baldry (2003) suggest that FM can be 
understood based on its function analysis and divide it into strategic, tactical, and operational 
functions. While the former two operate on the management level, the operational function 
takes place in the routines and involve the execution of several activities. However, FM 
involves cost reduction and service quality improvement-related commitments in which the 
most diverse resources are used by people in a given place (Chotipanich, 2004). These 
circumstantial conditions lead to uncertainty regarding performance or even the attainment of 
goals and require strategic treatment (Nutt, 2000). Uncertainties reflect the condition of risk that 
is inherent to operation complexity and must be managed. Risk management and crisis 
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management (Alexander, 1992; Finch, 1992; and Barton & Hardigree, 1995), link these two FM 
levels and enable competitive capacity in supposedly acceptable conditions. 

2.2  Emerging demands 

FM demands have grown rapidly in recent decades, resulting not only from the number of 
projects to be managed, but also from the new forms of configuration these undertakings 
require. New patterns of demand have long been being introduced in the EU, showing the 
relevance of ethical, social, and moral considerations in management, particularly with regard to 
health and safety conditions in buildings (Facilities, 2001).  Changes in the productive base, 
ecological demands and the urbanization of the populations have contributed to new proposals 
in property developments, including in developing countries. Conveniently located spaces 
abandoned by industrial occupation, for example, have become attractive to housing and 
services, not only because they save travel time and fuel, but also because they reduce 
environmental emissions (Winston, 2007). However, vertical or horizontal mixed-use 
developments, in addition to social problems, also bring about many new public health issues. 
Shared spaces lead to conflicts and subject people of different degrees of vulnerability to live 
together (Rowley, 1996; Grant, 2004, Hunt, 2008). FM, therefore, can not only protect people 
from diseases, but also foster healthier environments for them (Younger et al., 2008).  

2.3  Building and health problems 

Public health issues, associated with space configuration, have been a reason for concern among 
governmental and non-governmental organizations and have been encouraging review work 
such as that of Butterworth (2000), in Australia, and of Lavin et al. (2006), in Ireland. In FM, 
the problem has been addressed more specifically, such as by Brown (1994), who stressed the 
importance of environmental audits to verify legal compliance and adjustments relating to 
health and safety in buildings. Air quality remains the primary object of study. According to 
Veitch (2008), 40% of the papers of a recent seminar dealt with this topic. However, growing 
consideration has been given to secondary and indirect sources, such as furniture and textile 
products in the built environment (Cieslak, 2006). Emphasis is more often placed on worker 
health and safety. Fernandez (1995) showed the importance of ergonomics in the workplace, 
while McLennan & Bennetts (2003) studied the forms of personal transport to work in the UK 
and its implications for the workers' well-being. Diseases resulting from sharing environments 
started getting attention from FM with the emergence of the Sick Building Syndrome as of the 
1990s, in work done by Tong & Leaman (1993), Rooley (1997), and Ilozor et al. (2001), among 
others. More recently, the issue again became a concern for FM with the outbreak of Severe 
Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) in 2003, in China (PRC), with worldwide contamination 
from a doctor who was staying at a hotel in Hong Kong. The fact spurred criticism and 
cooperation, for example, in devising building ventilation approaches (Baldwin, 2005). In more 
recent work done in that city, Chan et al. (2008) related indoor environmental quality to the 
health conditions of housing project residents, and researched not only air quality, but also 
thermal, lighting, and noise comfort and even went as far as figuring subjective perceptions into 
the equation as well.  Therefore, a broader understanding of the relationship between health and 
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environmental conditions is being attained, rounding up a larger amount of risk factors, as has 
already been being shown for hospital environments (Tarcan et al., 2004, and Codinhoto et al., 
2009) and buildings in general (Veitch 2008a). However, the full understanding of the 
relationship between built spaces and their occupants' health conditions remains a challenge. 
Veitch (2008), summarizing the 1st Canadian Building and Health Sciences Workshop of 
Canada, concluded that:  

“There are few, if any, fully integrated models that reveal how building systems create interior 
conditions and how, in turn, those interior conditions influence health.” 

2.4  Culture as intervenient factor 

Health and well being are also related to how people perceive, understand, and appraise their 
life experiences. Symbols and meanings are shared in the culture and set a unique vision of the 
world (Eckersley, 2001). Several studies have emphasized the importance of culture for 
different aspects of FM. Davies & Walters (1998) show the importance of the organizational 
culture in treating risks that can affect disaster recovery in situations of crisis. Leaman (2002) 
notes that the perception of the risks and hazards, as a cultural phenomenon, results from 
collective, geographically circumscribed life and death experiences. Based on different 
experiences in buildings in the EU, he also highlights the role culture plays in shaping the users' 
expectations: 

“Habits, needs and preferences are to some extent culturally dependent. They are affected by 
attitudes to health, safety, risk, and fashion as well as regulations, and organizational and 
social norms.” 

Therefore, understanding the shared culture in an organization is being treated as a starting point 
in FM (Sekula, 2004). In buildings, Fleming (2004) highlights that the perception of 
inappropriateness stems not only from the occupants' previous experiences, but also from the 
preferential use of the resources. Depending on the culture, problems and their solutions are 
configured in different ways, as shown by Johnson & Manser (1997) while comparing the 
French and British civil works management practices. Depending on the cultural context, some 
problems differ in importance. A few contingency situations perceived as inadequacies in the 
West, for example, are accepted with greater tolerance in Southeast Asian countries 
(Chotipanich, 2004, Kamaruzzaman & Zawawi, 2010). Innovations in the forms of work (Pitt & 
Bennett, 2008) and in the design of the spaces (Brown et al. 2010) should consider the fact that 
the users' satisfaction and performance hinges on these subjectively-constructed expectations 
being met.  

2.5  Social relations and decision-making in uncertainty 

Given these aspects, it is clear that the understanding of Tay & Ooi (2001), or "The role of FM 
in the organization is to manage the workplace. A performing workplace is the end product of 
FM,” is a particular case these days. Although buildings can be designed and built to achieve 
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purposes, such as, among others, work, the purposes can only be achieved by people, whose 
needs and expectations may or may not be met by FM with the provision of different resources 
(Leaman, 1991). 

The space and the material resources, including the workplace, only have any meaning at all 
when the people and their needs are figured into them. As Bathelt & Glückler (2005) note, 
material resources, knowledge, power and social capital must be understood and valued in 
relational terms in order for their use to become essentially contingent. Buildings and their 
resources, while in use, will be the structures for the institutions, delimiting space for the 
construction of social networks (Gieryn, 2002).  Without this social network having been built, 
or the “constellation of network relations governed by social actors,” the primary activities, as a 
company or firm, cannot perform. (Yeung, 2005). 

The design and the project allow people to shape the buildings, but the possible relationships, 
thanks to their use, shape people, like W. Churchill said, in 1943, on the ruins of the 'Houses of 
Parliament' (Geryn, 2002). Because people are immersed in social relations, shaped by the 
shared culture (Okuno-Fujiwara, 2002), not only does the perception of risks and hazards arise 
from the culture, but also the forms and preferences of management. A review made by Weber 
& Hsee (2000) shows that in addition to perception, preferences, judgments and decisions about 
risk are driven by values too. A study of decision-making processes in major accidents shows 
that the decisions that were made shape a story according to the shared organizational culture 
(Vaughan, 1996). Accordingly, executives from different countries make different decisions 
when faced with conditions of uncertainty or risk (Tse et al. 1988, Hsee & Weber 1999).   

Since the work done by Knight (1921), the economic theory has made a clear distinction 
between two situations of risk. Weak uncertainties are conditions that assume situations that 
have already been observed in the past will repeat in the future. In this case, the probability 
calculation applies to configuring the risk. Strong uncertainties are situations for which there is 
no incident history, or situations that are entirely ignored. Situations such as these do not allow 
for probability calculations and are becoming more frequent with the use of new technologies. 
Dealing with situations of this kind involves precaution, and Environmental Health has been 
changing the risk assessment by introducing the "Precautionary Principle" for health protection 
(Antó, 2005). 

2.6  Environmental health, social relations, and space 

While the FM approach takes place in the social relationships and in their needs, arising from a 
limited space, Environmental Health (EH) also addresses the hazards and risks stemming from 
relationships observed between people and the conditions of their space.  To EH, space 
conditions are not restricted to the living space; rather also include the work and leisure spaces. 
Likewise, the relationships in the space are not only those related to the use of air, water, and 
soil which can cause diseases, as is the case with environmental pollution.  As in any shared 
space, there are social relations that drive consensus and foster conflict. Situations of risk or 
uncertainty can be better understood from this perspective than from the probability calculation 
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one, as Rayner & Cantor (1987) suggest for the nuclear technology context.  For air pollution, 
for example, Day (2007) shows that it is how the space is designed and its resulting relations 
that determine the inequalities.  

EH acknowledges a broad scope of activities when studying, researching, and proposing 
measures to protect and promote health. According to the World Heath Organization (WHO):  

“Proper environmental management is the key to avoiding the quarter of all preventable 
illnesses which are directly caused by environmental factors. The environment influences our 
health in many ways — through exposures to physical, chemical and biological risk factors, and 
through related changes in our behavior in response to those factors. “ (WHO, 2010)

Under these terms, EH has several other focal points to protect health, ranging beyond the better 
known ones, such as climate change and indoor and outdoor air pollution. Topics of interest also 
include occupational health, environmental health in emergencies and impact assessment, water 
sanitation, chemical safety, electromagnetic fields, ionizing and ultraviolet radiation, and several 
others, including ways to encourage the strategy for participatory health protection and 
promotion. (WHO, 2010). 

Promoting health assumes that the population's health stems both from specific (prevention) and 
from nonspecific (promotion) actions. Among the many aspects that define health promotion, 
the importance of controlling the determinants of health, such as the empowerment of people 
and communities stand out.  By empowerment one should understand how people gain 
autonomy over the factors that can affect their health, both under individual and collective 
conditions (Nutbeam, 1998). The concept of Empowerment is associated with the concept of 
social capital, reflecting the levels of trust and integration in social networks, and enables the 
reinterpretation of the meaning of spaces and social relations (Hawe & Shiell, 2000).  Therefore, 
ecological perspectives that attempt to highlight the inequities have been proposed, linking 
different aspects relative to the environment and to the subject (Stokols, 2000). The space goes 
on to be understood as shared territory, with a history and a location that provides for 
relationships, cultural identity and that can either compose social life or be configured by it 
(Paasi, 2002). 

 For built environments, some have been adopting this approach advocated by WHO. In a recent 
review, Dumont (2008) identifies at least seven determining factors for health status in 
buildings: Indoor air quality, Temperature, Lighting, Sound and Vibration, Electromagnetic 
Fields, Flora and Fauna, Social and Psychological environment. The innovation proposals in the 
space planning techniques were examined by Pitt & Bennett (2008). The study highlights the 
importance of employee satisfaction and empowerment, taking the organizational culture into 
account. Adler (2009) reviews the major U.S. programs aimed at improving school buildings, in 
which "green features" combine with "high performance." New architectural and operating 
designs provide better health promotion conditions to students and employees. The results are 
examples that involve water conservation and energy programs, nontoxic cleaning products, 
integrated pest management, and healthful cafeteria food, among others. 
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3.  Air quality FM - Brazilian cases studies 

3.1  Mosquitoes, call center, and crisis 

In the early evening of March 26 2008, firefighters and the municipal civil defense were called 
to respond to an emergency in a building in downtown Rio de Janeiro. Around 100 people 
crowded the sidewalks. Many of them were coughing, had difficulty breathing, and had watery 
eyes. A 26-year-old woman had passed out. The building housed a major call center company, 
employing approximately 2,000 people spread around in seven large rooms working shifts 
around-the-clock. Firefighters wearing breathing apparatuses evacuated the building. There 
were more than 400 people working at the site. Fire department vehicles and 6 ambulances were 
dispatched and took 51 victims to public hospitals, causing turmoil and overcrowding 
emergency rooms.  

A dengue fever outbreak ravaged the city of Rio de Janeiro that summer. That year, 54 people 
had died of the disease across the state. To control the mosquito (Aedes aegypti), the building's 
tenant had hired an external cleaning service to come to the building and eliminate breeding 
sites. The company hired to do the job had used a concentrated chlorine (sodium hypochlorite) 
solution and allowed the product to leak into the air conditioning ducts. The smell was noticed 
between 6 PM and 7 PM that evening. The 26-year-old attendant passed out on the way to toilet. 
Several people started evacuating the building; however, the call center supervisor denied 
permission for the room to be abandoned. Around 8 PM, she herself got ill.  

After the victims had been cared for, the shift was suspended and the building was cleared for 
use. The next day, the morning shift started. Workers again complained of nausea and 
headaches. A commotion started, and 25 people were treated for symptoms of intoxication. The 
building was locked down for 24 hours, and the afternoon and evening shifts were also 
suspended. 

The next day, a civil defense official visited the site and detected a strong smell of chlorine. He 
decided to close the place down for an additional 48 hours. Several services provided by the call 
center, involving public utilities, a credit card, among others, were dead for more than 80 hours. 

3.2  Mosquitoes, luxury shopping, and crisis 

The limited amount of public transportation options and the rising living standards in the city of 
São Paulo have spurred a surge in automobile traffic. As a result, some parts of the city have 
become impassable and many commercial activities have sought less traditional places, but with 
better access conditions. Among the several options, preference has been given to freight 
transport corridors, wide roads that skirt the rivers and contour the city. This has been the case 
of shopping malls and department stores that focus their activities on luxury consumption. Two 
events that took place in this region deserve consideration. 
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As these are new luxury real estate projects, all of them seek to have the most impact for their 
bold architectural design. At one of these undertakings, a decision was made to build a large 
internal atrium with several large trees and open to the outside air. It so happens, however, that 
the nearby rivers are heavily polluted and lifeless. Consequently, mosquitoes proliferate and 
plague the building. Moreover, in summer, the river gives off large amounts of gases, and the 
shops are engulfed with bad odor. To control the situation, shopkeepers started spraying air 
fresheners in the occupied spaces.  

Seeking more comfort, other undertakings in the region have adopted air conditioning. In the 
early morning of June 23 2006, several attendants of a shop were beginning their work shifts at 
8 AM, before the mall was opened to the public, at 10 AM. They had been preceded by 
maintenance workers, whose shift had begun at 6 AM, but had remained unsupervised by any 
manager. One of the attendants complained of a strong smell, which was soon noticed by 
several other employees. As the odor persisted, a senior employee called the maintenance 
workers and demanded that the air conditioning, usually switched on at 9 AM, be turned on 
immediately. He also demanded that the store be "ventilated" and that the air renewal system be 
activated. Without access to their supervisor and fearing reprisals, the workers obeyed. As a 
result, the odor increased even more. A half hour later, 3 attendants went to the infirmary 
complaining of nausea, while another one was rushed to a hospital emergency room.  Nine more 
people were sent home from work that morning, and the building was evacuated. It was later 
found that the odor was due to leakage of t-butyl mercaptan, a fuel gas aromatizer. The night 
before, a truck hauling 10 drums of gas had turned over on the express lane of the road that 
skirts the river, losing eight cylinders. Two cylinders leaked, one of which into a stream. The 
accident occurred at 4:30 AM, but was only controlled at 10 AM. Several districts were affected 
and 116-km traffic jam formed while the road was closed to clear the accident. 

3.3  Thermal comfort, pen cap, and overcoming the crisis 

Easy access routes skirting the rivers in the city of São Paulo until recently harbored many 
industries and warehouses. With the transformation that took place in the city's economic base, 
many of these buildings have become idle and have been attracting interest for use for new 
purposes. A major state-owned company used to occupy several office buildings scattered 
around the city, which had been leased to be used by the company's several departments. 
Seeking to reduce costs and improve operations, a number of these industrial buildings, located 
off of one of these express routes, were renovated to house the entire staff. After two years of 
design and need assessments and adjustments, the renovation was completed and 1,200 people 
were transferred to the new buildings.  

As soon as occupation began, there were widespread complaints of thermal discomfort 
involving both excess cold and excess heat. A consultancy firm was hired and found that, in 
some cases, less than 60% of users were satisfied. People felt very cold when they were close to 
the ceiling diffusers, and very hot when near the windows. Satisfaction also varied according to 
time of day and, in some places, temperatures oscillated up or down by 3.0°C on the same day. 
As a result, some occupants obstructed the ceiling diffusers with paper, while others opened the 
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windows. It was also found that there was a localized thermal load and that the thermostats had 
been installed at an improper height, near the ceiling. The study recommended greater attention 
be paid to layout and to how the space was occupied. 

With the report's findings, FM positioned thermostats 1.5 m above the ground, enclosed in a 
metal casing to prevent public access. It then issued announcements with explanations and 
recommendations. The windows should not be opened. The comfort complaints stemmed from 
the variation in individual tolerance to heat or from the diversity of clothing worn at the 
workplace. Many problems still remain, resulting from the successive changes made to the 
occupation of the space as required by the different departments. FM expects changes in user 
attitude in order for the system to operate properly. 

Therefore, like every summer, many men continue wearing jackets and ties, as required by their 
jobs. Likewise, many women continue wearing spaghetti strap blouses because the outside 
temperature is 32oC and they do not have air-conditioned cars. But now anyone can change the 
temperature in the rooms. People insert pen caps into the hole of the thermostat's metal casing.   

4.  Discussion and concluding notes 

“Those who can, give orders; those who are wise, obey.” 

(Old Brazilian adage) 

At first glance, the three cases presented here could be seen merely as an indoor air quality 
issues. However, the situations also suggest problems involving ergonomics, occupational 
health, and emergency assessment and management. From the EH standpoint, it is about 
environmental risks. People relate to the environment, but also interact with each other. 
Circumstances are experienced in buildings, some of which unusual. With the growing 
outsourcing practices, such as for cleaning services, new variables are introduced and the 
operation's risks change (Downey, 1995). Risk assessment can not ignore these changes. New 
problems arise with facility use, and systems become fragile when redundancies or surplus 
resources are missing, as was the case of the thermal discomfort. Since the primary activities 
must be done, one way or another operations go on and precariousness increases the health risks 
even more.  

It is evident that incidents such as those described herein demand contingency plans and crisis 
management, as has been proposed in FM (Barton & Hardigree, 1995). However, more than the 
lack of plans in the cases presented here, it is surprising to realize how health risks are ignored. 
When dealing with chemical risks, prevention, such as hiring a qualified company in the call 
center case, does not suffice. Toxic exposure requires precaution. Therefore, the building should 
not be occupied while maintenance is being carried out, or at the very least parts if it should be 
isolated. Chemical cleaning agents and air fresheners may be hazardous materials, some of 
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which known carcinogens and reproductive toxicants (Nazaroff & Weschler, 2004). A national 
population study carried out in the U.S. showed that over 30% of the population has adverse 
reactions when exposed to air fresheners (Caress & Steinemann, 2003). With the free use of 
these products, such as in the shopping mall case, not only are new risks taken on, but the 
practice also masks the perception of other issues, as was the case with the odor in the 
department store in the same region. Avoid using air fresheners is advisable, not only to prevent 
disease but also as a precaution in the event of serious accidents.  

Selden (1989) describes a chemical emergency involving a group of young women, and shows 
that panic can often lead to disastrous results. The magnitude of the crisis that was seen at the 
call center is, therefore, not at all surprising. However, risk analysis, ignoring these subjective 
aspects, encourages false guarantees of control; presupposing people will reproduce behaviors 
in an absolutely unchangeable environment assumed in statistic relationships.  

Without a clear perspective of protecting and fostering health, the situations described herein 
reveal strategic failures. The tactical consequence is a paralyzed, ineffective FM. A reflex of 
this are the contexts in which the ability those involved had to control their own risk exposure, 
or empowerment, is reduced or simply nonexistent.  

Leaman (2002) suggests that the users' control of the environmental conditions in the workplace 
is positively related to well being and performance. Although the modern organizational 
proposals do not necessarily provide empowerment to workers (Harley, 1999), the fact is that 
call center operator autonomy is particularly limited in different ways (Taylor & Bain, 1999). 
On the other hand, it is also known that individuals, including managers, avoid decisions by 
postponing them. Anderson (2003), reviewing findings made in different areas, argues that this 
behavior of accepting the status quo, as observed in the cases, involves not only the 
consideration of objective aspects, rather also the subjective aspects of the decision. In US 
chemical plants, the research done by Meszaros (1999) showed that for control in situations of 
risk, “(managers) found comfort in accountability rather than in analysis” and “appealed 
upward in their hierarchies to check whether their choices were consistent with organizational 
preferences.”  Understanding the risk-related behavior in the cases that were analyzed should, 
therefore, take the local organizational culture into account, in this case, the Brazilian culture.   

First of all, it should be emphasized that there is no such thing as a "Brazilian culture." Brazil, 
like the U.S., is not racially and culturally homogeneous. It is a continental country. Over 500 
years, there were different forms of occupation and colonization. This intense immigration over 
the centuries led not only to regional differences, but also to a unit resulting from the 
incorporation and sharing of common values ("melting pot"). Thus, although there is little 
difference in language and religion, there are striking regional differences. Depending on the 
geographic location, the Indian, African or European culture may dominate. These differences 
play an important role in management preferences, according to a study done by Hofstede et al. 
(2010). Risks and hazards are perceived differently among the inhabitants of the biggest 
Brazilian cities such as Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo, for example (Perez-Floriano & Gonzalez, 
2007).   
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As management depends on the organizational culture, the performance of foreign multinational 
companies in Brazil depends on the understanding of the values Brazilians share at work (De 
Hilal et al., 2009). Differences in business behavior between Brazil and the US were studied by 
O'Keefe & O'Keefe (2004). Risks and hazards are perceived differently among the inhabitants 
of the biggest Brazilian cities and the capital of Argentina, Buenos Aires (Perez-Floriano & 
Gonzalez, 2007). In similar terms, Brazilian multinational companies also share their own 
values, even when based in other countries. Ambiguous or contradictory behaviors and double-
edged ethics, characteristic of Brazilian culture, were found in the operation of different 
branches in different countries, covered by a Brazilian multinational (De Hilal, 2006).  

These cultural traits, among others, reflect a long history of oppression in the shaping of the 
country. Bethell (2000) summarizes the history of Brazil and shows how the different 
circumstances of colonization produced a country that is still undemocratic and unequal. The 
asymmetry of power, the geographical distances and the inability to understand the 
circumstances of the colony showed Brazilians the advantages of avoiding confrontation and of 
contextualizing the problems and solutions. To foreigners, the result is apparently illogical 
behavior. Novinger (2003) highlights that in Brazil people “say ‘yes’ to almost any request, 
even when they actually mean ‘no’.” Meanwhile, in companies, De Hilal et al. (2009) show the 
relationships are authoritarian and paternalistic. Managers seek privileges and postpone 
decisions that conflict with other interests, as in the cases presented. In the absence of 
empowerment, all that is left to people is passive resistance, minor violations and improvisation, 
putting their own health at risk.  

To many, the Brazilian culture has been better understood as “neither traditional nor fully 
modern” (Tavolaro, 2008). But the fact is that, in a live society, culture is constantly renewed, 
drawing unexpected routes. In Brazil, the new Constitution, enacted in 1988, fostered new 
empowerment. Health has become a right, the State took-on obligations, and people organize 
themselves to seek improvement in their life and work conditions. 

In conclusion, buildings are not only material resources brought together. They can also be 
understood as a "place" or micro-territories. A "place" has a history and a culture that shapes the 
relations of individuals between themselves and with the environment. To EH, health is the 
outcome of these possible relationships, although not all imaginable. Therefore, making the 
most common needs in buildings feasible, thus minimizing disasters, depends on attitudes of 
precaution and on keeping the shared culture that defines problems and solutions in mind. 

FM in Brazilian buildings must seek to achieve improved competitiveness and to provide good 
working and living conditions to people, improving operations. Therefore, EH has much to 
contribute. One cannot expect more productivity without promoting health in the workplace, as 
Goetzel et al. (2008) suggest for occupational health. Nor can one expect that, without 
democracy, the risks and their damage can be mitigated, as EH does in the different 
circumstances. Brazil is not a rich country, but as Kahn (2005) showed for natural disasters, the 
survival rate in crises does not stem from the wealth of each country affected, rather from the 
political conditions that promote and ensure democratic participation. 
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Abstract

The paper intended to examine recycling initiatives of a group of UK retail centre in regards to 
the waste production and recycling initiatives over periods of two years. Method adopted in the 
study is the collection of primary data obtained from individual shopping centres throughout UK. 
Review of nine shopping centres merely represents the recycling trends of UK shopping centres,
as few shopping centers have only just started their recycling programs. Findings of the study
revealed that the sector did show an overall decreasing level of waste production, and waste 
minimisations were achieved through a variety of recycling initiatives. As a result, the more 
proficient approach to recycling, the better were the results. The paper also shows that shopping 
centre recycling does produce positive results. Although the effect of the landfill tax is uncertain 
but additional incentives and facilities management innovation to shopping centre recycling may 
be essential to drive the sector wide improvement.

Keywords: Waste management, Recycling, Shopping centres, United Kingdom
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1. Research background

There is nothing new about recycling as an objective, but there are new and growing pressures on 
shopping centre business as property investment to act responsibly and comprehensively to 
manage their waste. Apparently, recycling has becomes a central component of many retail 
centres operations, and valued for the cost-savings associated with some programs as well as its 
general environment-friendly aspects. However, sustainability in retail shopping centre through 
recycling is ultimately a creative act that involves thought and dedication to extend the life and 
usefulness of retail centre waste stream. Although, most of previous research on waste 
minimisation through recycling relates to the municipals, commercial office building, medical, 
hotel, educational and industrial. This paper attempts to observe the UK retail centres sector 
waste production and recycling trends. Also, the present study extends the work by Fuller’s 
(1994) and Pitt’s (2005) studies concerned with retail shopping centres waste management which 
requires further investigation. 

This paper starts with the theoretical discussion about shopping centre waste management and 
recycling. After this research directions by means of pilot studies are presented. The last part of 
this paper discusses about the results and gives implications to shopping centre management.

2. Integrated waste management: resource recovery system

It is argued that a large waste assimilation capacity in the environment is outcome from the 
generation of waste begins from every production process (i.e. water, energy, materials) from 
supply-chain networks (Turner and Powell 1991; Phillips et al. 2001). Within the broader waste 
management strategy of resource recovery system, materials recycling can be differentiated from 
the other subsystems by the fact that it creates a marketable physical product that is essentially a 
substitute for virgin source raw materials in primary production processes. Therefore, recycling is 
distinguished as re-introduction of residual materials into production processes so that they may 
be re-formulated into new products (United Nations 2003). Those materials are refined back to 
essentially its virgin specification; or it may subsequently be used for any purpose appropriate to 
that material specification. By this means, recycling clearly demonstrates that the goal is to 
reverse this result by achieving a circular flow (as illustrated in figure 1) that effects a 
reintegration of materials with markets. Nevertheless, in order for recycling to be sustainable, 
there needs to be accessible markets for recycled materials at the end of the cycle. 

Otherwise, materials reuse and incineration subsystems have as their respective objectives the 
development of returnable (reuse) systems (Korzum et al, 1990), composting and the reduction of 
waste by energy recovery.  When these used together, materials recycling, reuse, composting, 
and incineration represent the major elements of an integrated solid waste management program 
(United Nations 2003; UNEP 2007). However, the least favorable alternative is the traditional 
approach to product disposition, which several authors described as a linear flow (Neace, 1990; 
Phillips et al. 2006), in which waste materials are interred in landfills or indiscriminately 
dumped.

1. Research background
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Presently, waste management is appeared to view recycling-collection as a cost reducing 
alternative. Recycling also becomes a central component of many shopping centre operations. 
Fuller (1994) described the shopping centre occupies a position as ‘‘down-stream’’, in product 
extended channel. This position places it at the point where bulk breaking associated with product 
assortments takes place. The measures to prevent waste generation and to re-incorporate waste in 
the economic cycle or “closing the materials loop”, i.e. recycling, are therefore an important 
element of a comprehensive approach to resource management (Fuller and Allen 1997). This 
proposition can be further illustrated in Figure 1, the circular flow which applies to waste 
generated at different levels in a hypothetical production consumption cycle overtime. Within 
this, marketing intermediaries also produce waste that follows this same routing, and that the 
overall effect of the diversion of materials through resource recovery is not only to converse 
resources but to eliminate additional, on-going pollution from unsecured landfilling. Thereby 
shopping centres has important roles that help to close the loop, thus, creating supply from the 
materials recovered.

Figure 1: Shopping centre position in materials system life-cycle 
(Adapted from Fuller and Allen 1997)

3. Shopping centre position in resource recovery systems
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For that reason, shopping centre recycling is one of the basic subsystems of waste management 
(or resource recovery) that collects, processes, and return former waste materials to productive 
use. It is also perceived as a logical waste management strategy through which shopping centre 
management can achieve its waste reduction objectives. The collection of these waste places the 
shopping centre at the head of forward retailer or wholesaler within the product materials circular 
reintegration, and predictable solid waste streams composed of packaging materials are 
associated with the shopping centre operations. As a unique form of materials recycling, 
shopping centre recycling can be distinguished by the nature of the waste they generates and 
types of material sought.

Normally shopping centres produce much larger quantities of relatively homogeneous wastes 
which are by products of their operations. Corrugated cardboard is the largest amount produced 
in shopping centre waste stream, as a normal part of the business routine compared to other 
material components of the waste, most of which derives from various forms of product 
packaging. This also includes plastics, glass, metals, furniture, oil and foods, electronic waste, 
hangers, etc. These wastes are then collected individually through shopping centre waste 
contractors. However, Pitt (2005) studies revealed the increasing waste trend in shopping centres
were due to having no recycling plan, layout infrastructure, using alternative disposal methods 
(e.g. incineration) or having exceptionally high customer flows. This setback occurs due to the 
way shopping centre waste have been operated and managed.

4. UK commercial waste issues 

The concerns related to resource depletion and environmental degradation are reflected in the 
concept of sustainable development (World Commission on Environment and Development, 
1987). Beforehand, the over reliance on landfill has also caused many countries to face shortages 
of landfill sites. Throughout Europe and the USA, a strong reliance on disposing of waste in
landfills is currently practiced. Yet, in many developing countries, conditions for waste disposal 
are still rudimentary (World Resource Foundation 1997). 

Many authors acknowledged sustainable business is one which considers being environmentally 
and socially aware to be good business practice (Bates and Philips 1999; Castka 2004; Walker et 
al. 2007; Baharum and Pitt 2009). The etiquette towards managing a sustainable solid waste 
disposal and recycling becomes a necessary part in every commercial business (United Nations
1992; DETR 1999; DETR 2000; DEFRA 2008). For that reasons, companies are also being 
asked to respond to the concept of social responsibility (Castka 2004; Idowu and Towler 2004; 
Walker et al. 2007; Baharum and Pitt 2009), hence, sustainability thorough recycling has 
emerged as central component in many business operations.

4.1 Waste from retail sector 

Waste trends from various sectors in the UK have previously been explored DEFRA 2006; 
DEFRA 2007). According DEFRA, the overall UK waste sent at landfill sites registered for the 
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tax fell from around 96 million tonnes in 1997/98 to around 72 million tonnes in 2005/06, a 
reduction of around 25 per cent. This improvement further highlights the effects of the policies 
instrument which revealed some success. Although, the EU Environment Agency recognised the 
UK waste management trends is among the group with low recovery materials and incineration, 
with around 25 per cent recovery rates, alongside Portugal, Greece and Slovenia (European 
Environment Agency 2007). DEFRA (2007) also identified the UK commercial sector 
produces around 25 million tonnes of waste every year. Although approximately one-third of this 
waste is recycled, about half still goes to landfill. The individual sector that generated the most of 
the waste is retailing sector, which produced nearly 13 million tonnes of waste, with paper and 
corrugated cardboard account for 20 per cent, and over half of the waste being classified as 
general mixed commercial waste in its waste stream.

Despite the need for extraction of recyclables from this sector, it was also acknowledged that the 
sector has been slow to initiate waste reduction strategy. Pitt (2005) described the set back of 
retail centre waste in the UK was due to poor leadership, commitment from top management, 
awareness and waste management skills are some of the reasons why this sectors are slow to 
response. Besides, few scholars (Cant 2005; Musa and Pitt 2009) also emphasised the failure on 
the part of facilities management discipline to effectively involve in this sector of operations. In 
effects, poor procurement skills and efficient management of waste disposal and recycling 
solutions might add to a high cost of operation into the sector. 

4.2 Legislation 

UK waste management policy apparently originated from Environmental Protection Act 1990 
and EU Waste Framework Directive in 1975. The revised waste directive (Directive 2008/98/EC) 
provides a good opportunity to create new European targets and processes to minimise waste and 
maximise recycling (European Commission 2008). The directive also lays down waste 
management principles such as the "polluter pays principle", and promotes Europeans a recycling 
society. 

At the start, positive signs of recycling promotion in the UK started in 1987, initiated by the 
National Council for Voluntary Organisations, with a project called Waste Watch (Waste Online 
2004). Managing waste in a sustainable way, optimising recycling, as well as limiting the 
generation of waste materials, forms a core part of UK government policy to protect the 
environment. The Environmental Protection (Duty of Care) Regulation 1991 also affects every 
business in the UK to responsibly produce or handles their waste. By this means, companies need 
to make sure their waste is collected and disposed of in accordance with the relevant legislation, 
instead of a linear "cradle to grave" model; companies now have a cyclical "cradle to cradle"
model based approach.

The foremost policy instruments that influence UK commercial waste sector are the landfill tax, 
landfill tax credit scheme and landfill allowance trading scheme (DEFRA 2004). The combined 
effect of these policies are to reduce the use of landfill and put pressure on retailing sector the 
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certainty of materials recovery and recycling options. For the meantime, a further landfill tax 
escalator of £8 per tonne each year taking the current UK landfill tax for active waste to £48 per 
tonne, and will increase by £8 per tonne each year until April 2013 (HM Treasury 2010). For 
business, this relative change in costs could tip the balance between recycling and landfill 
disposal, making their recycling attempt the most cost effective option in their business. Unaware 
of the consequences of these issues, lack of proper waste management may costs companies 
heavily, not only in terms of monetary losses, but also in environmental impacts (Envirowise 
1998; Phillips et al. 2006). The legislative framework on commercial waste embraces financial 
penalty as the key driver that drive companies to effectively manage their waste management in a 
sustainable way.

With this, shopping centre direction and scope for recycling strategy requires certain 
configuration of its resources in order to meet the area of focus, formalises the necessary 
organisational structures for successful implementation. To achieve recycling goals and 
promoting other means of waste reduction, therefore, requires a creative act and dedication to 
reverse shopping centre waste streams into meaningful resources. Without such a strategy,
progress on recycling and waste minimisation will have to depend on its organisational 
experience and ingenuity.

5.0 Research directions 

The difficulty to quantify commercial waste data is due to the fact that it is collected individually 
by businesses through waste contractors. This also causes lack of data transparency to enabling 
efficient monitoring of waste from commercial sector in the UK. Unlike municipal waste, local 
authorities are much in control to gather municipal waste data centrally to enable resourceful 
monitoring. It is also expressed (Pitt, 2005) that the lack of waste decision making in this sector 
probably due the fact that the nature of each industry or sector varies, hence, the suitability of 
each disposal method varies accordingly.

Thereby the aim of this pilot study was to identify waste production and recycling trends among 
the shopping centres across the UK. Although not all centres to fully participate in the interview 
as they were unable to provide a precise breakdown of their waste on quarterly or yearly basis 
incorporating with recycling initiatives. However, only 9 shopping centres, ranging between 
21,816 square meters to 150,500 square meters of lease area, participated in this study. Thus far 
the series of data collated is acceptable to take on analytical work. Hence, wastes produced and 
recycled by these shopping centres over a period of 2 years (2008-2009) were examined.

5.1 Research findings 

The data represents the average tonnage of waste produced by these centres for year 2008 is 
0.020 tonnes per sqm, and 0.017 tonnes per sqm for the consecutive year. In 2008, six centres 
have their average weights for the two years below average tonnage while the rest are above 
average. Figure 2 illustrates that shopping centres C and H produce the highest amount of waste. 
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The reason of for high production is not known. Although it is possible their results might be due 
to economy of scale; exceptionally high numbers of shoppers; as these two centres size are 
among the largest in the study. It is also believes that the declining waste production is somewhat 
due to economic recession which sent retailers sales sliding in this period. However, waste 
production from three shopping centres (A, E and H) portrays small growth despite the recession.

Figure 2: Waste (tonnes) produced and recycled per sqm (Year 2008-2009)

All shopping centres drawn in the study have their recycling strategy implemented with 2 to 10 
years of experience. Presently, every individual centre in the study has baler and compactor 
facilities on-site to facilitate recycling for materials such corrugated cardboard, paper, glass, 
aluminium cans, wooden pallets, soft and hard plastics, etc. In addition, special management 
provisions to facilitate recyclable materials such fluorescent tubes, toner cartridges and electrical 
goods, hangers, are evident. Few have resource recovery facility and only one centre has 
incinerator for an alternative option to landfill. However, none of the centres in the study has 
initiated anaerobic digestion facility for food waste disposal. 

From the figure, it can be seen that performances of the shopping centre recycling are consistent. 
Generally, all the centres’ recycling performance quantitatively improved despite the increase of 
waste produced. The data presented shows the average tonnage of waste recycled by these 
centres for year 2008 was 0.010 tonnes per sqm, and marginal raise up to 0.011 tonnes per sqm 
for year 2009. It is revealed that shopping centres A, C and H have their recycling weights above 
average tonnage in both years. Recycling weights for shopping centre E also increased to 0.012 
tonnes per sqm in year 2009. Even though centres F, G and I recycling rates decrease, waste 
minimisation was apparent.
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Shopping centre A is the only centre equipped with baler, compactor, resource recovery facility 
and incinerator on-site, thereby facilitates 100% recycling of its waste stream throughout the two 
years observation. Rest of its residual is sent for energy recovery, as alternative to landfill. 
According to the centre management, some of the cost saving to landfill is reinvested in 
additional recycling initiatives and some of it is passed on to retailers. However, community 
involvement and local investment in regional initiatives are imperative for the technological 
advancement to be in place. 

Other data indicates that since 2006, the centre C has located its baler and compacter on-site, 
together with resource recovery facility off-site achieved the largest decrease of waste, with 43% 
leap of recycling rate for the consecutive year. Interview with centre manager and environmental 
manager at centre C revealed the space limitation has previously prevented this from easily being 
over come. For that reason, initiative such provision of retailers’ door-to-door collection service 
appears essential, and together providing privilege service to retailers.

From the observation, it is also acknowledged that shopping centre E is currently acquiring full 
ISO 14001 certification. Only shopping centres A, B, H and I have implemented environmental 
management systems as part of their focusing strategy. In this regard, the importance in 
managing waste data relative to performance indicators also been highlighted. Such waste 
auditing and segregation could allow shopping centres to see more clearly where their waste is 
produced and how it could be reduced (Pitt 2005). Discussion with the centre managements from 
these centres revealed, waste and cleaning contractors also essential to the ongoing effective 
management of waste on site. So as to ensure full co-operation and participation by these 
contractors, therefore, appropriate performance indicators to meet centre recycling policy were 
included in the service contracts.

In addition, retailers’ staffs on sites can greatly reduce material contamination and increase 
material. Centre managements from centres D, F, G and H relate one obstacle to recycling was 
caused by retailers’ pressure with staffing levels, therefore, not having buy in to centres recycling 
strategy. Although tenant lease has specified the voluntary measures and centre recycling 
requirements, further awareness raising; training and re-training programs for retailers staffs may 
play a part in focusing strategy.

With the analysis for two years, there are some trends and alternatives for procuring waste 
disposal and recycling services that currently in practice. Only few large shopping centres have 
invested in resource recovery facility to handle large quantity of waste they produced.

5.2 FM implications 

Recycling initiatives among the 9 shopping centres that affect the development of retailing waste 
stream is presented. Indeed, such practices appear to be becoming increasingly mainstream.
Somehow, the successes of the centres waste stream to be recycled are greatly dependent on 
facilities management at shopping centre establishment to innovatively procure their recycling 
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services together with other relevant initiatives. Although the facilities management discipline in 
shopping centre is relatively infancy in UK (Cant 2005; Musa and Pitt 2009), yet, the agility of 
facilities management knowledge to react swiftly with companies environmental criteria is 
expected (Baharum and Pitt, 2009). Certainly facilities management has important position to 
recover and recycle shopping centre solid waste at every opportunity in order to reduce the risk, 
cost and amount of waste being sent to landfill.

6. Conclusions

Investigation from the primary data suggests that the UK shopping centres recycling trends are 
consistent throughout the two years analysis. Among the nine shopping centres participated in 
this study, it signifies that recycling improvements are being made visible at the current time 
despite minor decrease of waste produce in the consecutive year. However, such support from 
local investment in regional initiatives, the current economic conditions, technology 
advancements, taxation on alternative to landfill apparently have an effect on the existing trends.
As a result, this pilot studies conclude that the sector did show an overall decreasing level of 
waste production, and waste minimisation were achieved. The study also revealed the primary 
influences on shopping centres recycling are to reduce waste management costs, compliance with 
legal requirements, corporate environmental conscience, and desire to reflect consumer’s their 
values.

With regards to financial-economic constraints; the existing situation; regulation; and 
organisational; environment; and technical issues, shopping centre management need to consider 
appropriate options and organising and managing their waste stream in cost-effective way 
possible. Facilities management from this sector will have to accept the concept of recycling as 
basic to the maintenance of present and future business trends. For this reason, facilities 
management should be proactive in matters relating to the environment, rather than reactive and 
responding only to government or regulatory pressure. In doing so, facilities management
discipline would be demonstrating a credible, sincere long-term commitment to the environment.
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recover and recycle shopping centre solid waste at every opportunity in order to reduce the risk, 
cost and amount of waste being sent to landfill.

6. Conclusions

Investigation from the primary data suggests that the UK shopping centres recycling trends are 
consistent throughout the two years analysis. Among the nine shopping centres participated in 
this study, it signifies that recycling improvements are being made visible at the current time 
despite minor decrease of waste produce in the consecutive year. However, such support from 
local investment in regional initiatives, the current economic conditions, technology 
advancements, taxation on alternative to landfill apparently have an effect on the existing trends.
As a result, this pilot studies conclude that the sector did show an overall decreasing level of 
waste production, and waste minimisation were achieved. The study also revealed the primary 
influences on shopping centres recycling are to reduce waste management costs, compliance with 
legal requirements, corporate environmental conscience, and desire to reflect consumer’s their 
values.

With regards to financial-economic constraints; the existing situation; regulation; and 
organisational; environment; and technical issues, shopping centre management need to consider 
appropriate options and organising and managing their waste stream in cost-effective way 
possible. Facilities management from this sector will have to accept the concept of recycling as 
basic to the maintenance of present and future business trends. For this reason, facilities 
management should be proactive in matters relating to the environment, rather than reactive and 
responding only to government or regulatory pressure. In doing so, facilities management
discipline would be demonstrating a credible, sincere long-term commitment to the environment.
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Abstract

The main aim of this article is to investigate the management process in the transformation of 
industrial canal zones. This term is referred to those abandoned factory areas along watercourses 
that have made many areas at the edge of a consolidated urban structure quite distinctive. In the 
long-term process of transformation, managers from several parties participate in it with 
different titles and roles and have a very influential role. This article will investigate the 
efficiency level in the management processes and methods used in the transformation of such 
abandoned areas. Furthermore, it will explore the level of exchange between experimentation 
and practice so as to enhance and protect the qualities of these sites.  

The author will refer to B5 canal zones in The Netherlands as a case study. B5 or BrabantStad is 
the metropolitan area including the 5 cities (Eindhoven, Breda, Tilburg, s’Hertogenbosch and 
Helmond) and the towns in-between, located in the southern area of the country, named 
Brabant. Former industrial zones located along specific canal-courses/shipways characterize all 
5 Municipalities. Originally located at the edge of the historical urban structure of each city, 
these areas are characterized by industrial buildings of different scale and architectural styles. 
Furthermore, a system of navigable canals connects the 5 canal areas (and cities) in a circuit 
with a high potential.  

Methodologically, this paper will first discuss the meaning and heritage value of abandoned 
industrial canal zones, explaining the necessity to keep them standing and to protect their 
integrity. Secondly, it will illustrate the methods adopted in the management process of canal 
zone areas and will discuss the relationship between research and practice, focusing on the 
involvement and collaboration with Province, local authorities and University. 

Keywords: industrial canal zones, management process, research and practice, experimentation, 
‘research-through-design’.  
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   1. Introduction

Since the beginning of 70’s many industrial areas in Europe have been closed and large 
productive areas have fallen into disuse. 

In the Netherlands, like elsewhere, the process of de-centralization, that is the transformation of 
the productive system and the crisis of some industrial sectors, have made large urban areas 
available. As a result, it has been sparked off a debate on the future of dismissed sites, the 
unrivalled opportunity that these areas might represent in re-launching and acquiring strategic 
areas for future urban development.   

In terms of urban sustainability, the rehabilitation of dismissed industrial areas fulfils two 
needs: ‘necessity’ and ‘resource’.  

‘Necessity’ refers to the reclamation of polluted lands, which represent a contamination threat 
against the surrounding areas. The threat is often due to the central location of these sites and 
their vicinity to densely inhabited areas. This is basically an engineering approach to the site. 

‘Resource’ is referred to the potential benefit, both environmental and social, that a well-advised 
reuse of such large portions of territory can be for the macro and micro scale of the city. It refers 
to design strategies able to suggest a different idea of urbanity. Urbanity will arise from an 
unexpected and complex network of old and new; urbanity is meant as the coexistence of both 
official and un-official developments, i.e. a mixture of large and small scale. 

What about the heritage value of abandoned industrial sites? 

According to the definition of industrial heritage by The Nizhny Tagil Charter of 2003, as  “the 
evidence of activities which had and continue to have profound historical consequences”, the 
remains of dismissed industrial areas record historical and social events, technological and 
architectural experimentation, whose investigation would contribute to the understanding of our 
industrial past and present. 

Therefore, they are not empty sites, valueless and ordinary locations. On the contrary, they are 
rich areas with in-built forces, energies and patterns that the passing of time has set and 
moulded. In most cases, the regions identity is tied to industrial sites. The industry bred towns 
and cities and even if they are no longer in use, that identity source still has not faded. For 
example, port cities retain their character long after their harbour has gone. 

Therefore, this definition discloses how much abandoned areas are vital and confirm that the 
heritage they represent is not to be neglected (Powell, K., King, L., 2005).  

Focusing on industrial canal zones, this paper will first investigate the characteristics of such 
heritage; secondly, the complexity of these areas and the multidisciplinary approach in the 
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process of transformation; finally, the management processes and methods used in the 
transformation of these abandoned areas. 

The canal zone along the Zuid-Willemsvaart in B5 area, The Netherlands, will be the study case 
of reference. 

     2. Industrial canal zones: a multidisciplinary approach 

Historically, industrial canal zones were intensively used in the ninetieth century and were the 
staging points for the import and export of goods. The water as infrastructure gave them a 
competitive advantage to industrial enterprises and they have been the major source of wealth 
for many cities. Nowadays, such wealth has resulted in environmental degradation and toxicity. 

Similarly to those industrial waterfront areas along the seaside, canal zones are incredible 
opportunities for cities to be reconnected to their water’s edge, in order to recapture economic 
investments and to attract people towards deserted and isolated areas.  

Dictated by principles of mobility and efficiency, the morphological structure of canal zones is 
based on regular footprints. A canal imparts order to the territory and it is comparable to a 
‘street’, which offers architecture and public spaces multiple ways of presenting its aesthetical 
and functional capacities. Sober buildings with a distinguishing character (and valuable 
expressions) often stand next to new ones, built on budget. Fragments of memory appear here 
and there. Streets are plain transportation routes whose width optimize machineries’ needs and 
rapidity of connection. Peers and quays are sharp edges to the water. Water is no longer a 
dynamic force but has now turned into a stagnant one.   

However, they stimulate our imagination, perception and inspire our memory. We should not 
forget that local and regional identities are tied to these sites. 

Under attentive observation of canal zones, it is evident that they are articulated urban 
organisms where several features are in play; they do co-exist and are marked by interesting 
characteristics that imply complexity.

From the morphological viewpoint, we can distinguish two types of complexity in the canal 
zones: an internal one, based on the physical characteristics and logistics of the sites; an external 
one, which is based on the relationship that these sites have with their context.  

Physically, the requirement for functional buildings (moving, storing and delivery of goods, 
such as the warehouses in Rotterdam) leads to unique architectural expressions (especially in 
the design of facades) and construction systems that turn the need into a highly creative virtue 
(in technical and aesthetical terms). Therefore, an attentive observation of the architecture of 
these buildings proves that they are not so ordinary and plain as they are commonly perceived. 
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On the other hand, the scale of these buildings is often in contrast with the fine grain of the city 
to which they relate; this disruptive zone is very often the focus of transformation designs.   

Last but not least, the presence of several land-ownership of these sites make the dialogue 
among the parties a very interesting piece in the process of reuse. 

In the end, if we add to the aspects briefly mentioned above, the heritage values of industrial 
canal zones, we can understand the stratified layers and intertwining complexity that compose 
dismissed industrial canal sites. Therefore, interventions in these areas require an interactive 
presence of diverse competencies, from the ‘analysis of the problem’, along with the ‘concept of 
design’ and throughout the entire process of development. Design should be identified as a 
collective action, instead of individual product, so to respond to an explicit request by the 
‘formal client’ and to optimize time in the formulation of the design answer. (Ciamarra M.P., 
2009).   

We should then ask ourselves how we can handle this complexity; which methods we should 
adopt and how we can monitor the level of efficiency in these processes. 

The following project will attempt to answer these questions by employing the exchange 
between practice and experimentation as an operative method.     

Figure 1: Exchange between practice and experimentation as the management process. 
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3. B5 and Zuid-Willemsvaart: site and problem field 

          3.1. BrabanStad or B5 and canal zones 

BrabantStad or B5 as commonly named, is the metropolitan area formed by the five Dutch cities 
of Eindhoven, Helmond, ‘s Hertogenbosch, Tilburg and Breda, which are located in the 
southern part of The Netherlands, the Brabant region.  

In the past, Brabant was the leading industrial area of the country and economically able to 
provide one of the main sources of income. The industrial activity was primarily related to 
textile manufactures and the production of peat; goods were transported out through the large 
net of canals present in the area. Their construction started at the beginning of 1800 and canals 
were efficiently used and implemented until the 60’s. At the end of this period, the decline of 
the area started. Large companies moved to new industrial areas that offered more facilities, 
such as larger harbours and better connections with railway and road infrastructures.  

Nowadays, these cities strongly cooperate with each other; and infrastructures, cultural 
activities, design and innovations are some of the elements that promote the network among 
them. We can call it ‘light’ cooperation, driven by mutual goals that respect the diversity of each 
city, not with (political) pressure but rather with a stimulating competitiveness.                           
B5 still remains a centre for industrial production. The increasing production by Philips 
(technological products) and competitiveness of the low-cost manufacture in India and China 
has offered a challenging opportunity to B5: how to renew the positioning of the five cities 
within the European/Global context?  

Figure 2: The 5 cities of BrabantStad (or B5) and the connecting canals 
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From the urban and architectural point of view, these cities are connected to each other by two 
systems of canal: an outer one, a ring-like canal, that connects the five cities, while cutting 
through the open landscape formed by numerous heritage villages; an inner one, dead-end 
waterways, formed by dismissed canals characterized by notable buildings (some of them are 
listed monuments) on a different scale and architectural style. These dead-end canals were 
originally located at the edge of the historical urban structure, but nowadays have an internal 
location into the city fabric since the new urban development has absorbed them. 

Figure 3: Former industrial canal zones within the urban fabric of the 5 cities. 

       3.2 Problem field 

Every four years the five Brabant cities discuss a common program that establishes the actions 
on the territory through projects and finances. BrabantStad 2008-2012 is our planning period of 
reference. The experiment undertaken by the Province North-Brabant, named ‘Atelier 
BrabantStad’, that I will discuss in this paper, represents the first step in the process of 
negotiation of the common program.  

The reuse of the canal zones is an important aspect in the political agenda’ of the BrabantStad. 
The reasons are several: firstly, the canals are potential places of future urban development; 
secondly, their remains (buildings, in particular) are visible expressions of the regional 
industrial past and they are strong reminder of the identity of the area; thirdly, dismissed terrains 
(canal areas in our case) should be considered within the ‘economy’ of land in the Dutch 
territory, where not even a square centimetre of land can be left unproductive. 

As a matter of fact, all five municipalities have ambitious programs and long for new design 
plans for their industrial waterfront areas. Some of them would like to focus on the revitalization 
of specific portions of the former industrial canal-zones; others envision a transformation of the 
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The approaches and questions concerning the enhancement of the historical value of the canal 
zones are very important in the transformation of these areas. Policies aiming at the 
maintenance of the industrial heritage should form the common background of interventions.  

Indeed, all municipalities struggle with the pressure of economical issues and the power of 
investors and developers. Therefore, good intentions towards the industrial legacies are very 
likely to fall through. So, what should we keep of the existing heritage? Beside the ‘standard 
rules’ of evaluation, can other aspects influence the choice of keeping them? why and how 
should we demolish them?  

The general trend is to transform ‘fragments’ of the larger area of development according to 
market needs and economical availability. The program of implementation appears to be poor 
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In order to reach these aims, the actions undertaken explore the management system on two 
specific and interrelated scales: planning issues and building design strategies. This setup 
defines also the amount of actions, numbers of people involved and time frame for each activity. 

We can single out four actions: Atelier BrabantStad 1, Atelier BrabantStad 2, Kanaalzones 
Atelier and Public Seminar. 

Action 1: Atelier BrabantStad-1 (heritage management at regional level) 

Atelier BrabantStad aimed at understanding the space qualities and potentials of BrabantStad. It 
was a one year project (2006) started as an experiment of collaboration between national, 
regional and local governmental institutions. In fact, the parties involved were representatives of 
the 5 Municipalities of BrabantStad, of the Province Noord-Brabant and of the Ministry of 
VROM (Ministry of Housing, Spatial Planning and the Environment). 

The atelier was located in Tilburg, one of the 5 cities of Brabantstad, in a’ neutral’ zone and 
intentionally far away from central government. The activity was organized in 2 sessions whose 
aim was the integration of three specific topics: environments, connections and icons. 

Combining research and practice, the atelier used the ‘research-through-design’ as operative 
methodology. The planning horizon was the year 2036. 

Figure 4: ‘research-through-design’ as operative methodology (Atelier BrabantStad1, 2006).  
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Work activity 

The first session involved urban designers, landscape architects and architects. The focus was 
the relationship city-land and the individualization of potential areas between highly urbanized 
(red points) and low-density zones/villages (green points). These elements follow the advice of 
the Memorandum issued by the Ministry of Spatial Planning of The Netherlands (VROM, Nota 
Ruimte, 2006). 

The second session involved representatives from those ‘red’ and ‘green’ points, investors, 
developers and experts from the cultural field (historian, anthropologist, etc.).  

Result 

In design terms, the first result of the atelier was the definition of the spatial coherence of B5 
cities, named ‘mozaiek BrabantStad’. As a metaphor, the word ‘mosaic’ emphasized the 
strength of the ‘tesserae’, which lies in the differences of heritage values and cultural-history of 
built-up areas. Their colours and tones were used to suggest diversity, intensification of 
programs and their location.   

Among the ten lessons (golden chances) we learned from the atelier, the canal zones had a 
special importance. They were regarded as the big secrets of B5 cities, to be enhanced in their 
heritage qualities and individuality and their reuse is indicated as a must. On a larger scale, canal 
zones were identified as an infrastructural network for transportation and recreational use; they 
were considered the backbone of B5, which allows circumscribed areas to grow and may sustain 
them.  

The atelier indicated the necessity of reusing the canal zones and pointed out specific areas of 
interventions to operate on; but it did not highlight a common policy of reuse of the industrial 
heritage, which was referred to the municipalities. 

In economical terms, the one-year atelier defined an investing program of   1.000.000 for the 
period of four years. 

Definitely, the intense collaboration between regional government and municipalities and the 
limited time span for the work, efficiently contributed to reach the collaborative investment 
(Samen Investeren): timing was perfect; the commitment by B5 and Province was high (the 
mindset was on cooperation). It is hard to measure the direct influence of the study on the 
different investments. What was new about the ‘Samen Investeren’ was the conceptual switch 
by the Province concerning the definition of heritage sites. It moved from ‘traditional’ rural 
areas to ‘urban areas’.    
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Evaluation 

Reflecting on the process of the atelier, some considerations should be taken into account: first 
of all, the experimentation phase should have started earlier in the process; secondly, the 
discussion towards a common agreement on reuse of the built-up heritage could have been more 
specific in the agenda of the atelier; lastly, the formula ‘discussion and design’ (talking and 
drawing) generated enthusiasm, and this was an excellent ingredient for the success of the 
experiment. 

The action towards the enhancement of the heritage values has to be seen within the framework 
of its ‘institutional value’, that is about the process and techniques used to create organizational 
legitimacy, public trust, accountability and organizational process. 

Action 2: Atelier Brabantstad-2 (heritage management at urban level)

Atelier BrabantStad 2 was a two-day workshop organized by the province, as an in-depth 
analysis of the previous action. 

Figure 5: Management through ‘discussion and design’ (talking and drawing), Atelier 
BrabantStad2, 2008. 
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Compared to the Atelier BrabantStad 1 the brief of this new action limited the field of research 
to one specific canal area: the Zuid- Willemsvaart1, one of the 3 canals forming the outer ring of 
B5 and connecting the two main cities of ‘s Hertogenbosch and Helmond. The future of the 
canal was the goal and it was investigated according to its space potential, heritage meaning and 
programmatic transformation. The planned transformation of the existing provincial street, 
which is parallel to the canal, was an interesting combination of causes and prospective effects. 

As in action 1,the workshop was held away from the governmental institution, in a neutral zone 
(on a boat) and it was attended by a higher number of participants. In fact, beside the 
representatives of the 2 cities of Helmond and ‘s Hertogenbosch, the province and government, 
an important role was played by the members from the industrial field, water management, 
different associations (from transport to engineering, etc.) and guest experts.   

Once again, the formula research-by-design was adopted.  

Work activity 

It included a physical experience of the canal (walking) and a creative one (design). The six 
sluices, three of which were in the heritage list, were regarded as essential action points; 

                                                       

1 In a brief history, this canal is dated 1822 and it was conceived as part of the ‘Grand canal du Nord’ (never realized 

and aiming at military purposes as in the wish of Napoleon Bonaparte). It is a long incision into the historical 

landscape of sand plateaus, turf pits and physically it connects the city of ‘s Hertogenbosch to Maastricht. 

As a chain of bottlenecks, six sluices puncture the course of the canal and form complex architectural and engineering 

points for the navigation and the crossing from each other side of the waterway. Three sluices are actually listed 

monuments. 

Economically, the canal was an important incentive to the development of industry due to its strategic relationship 

with the city of Liege in Belgium, where was located a large a flourishing centre of industries.   

The ‘heads’ of the canal (within the B5) are two industrial zones from the 19th century, respectively on the northern 

and southern part of it. The first one is the industrial area of ‘kop van ‘t Zand’ related to the city of  ‘s Hertogenbosch. 

Here are located the well-known buildings of  ‘sigarenfabriek Willem II’ and de Verkadefabriek, respectively for the 

production of cigars and chocolate. 

The south ‘head’ of the canal is the Kanaaldijk Noord-West area, related to the city of Helmond. Here are located the 

large footprints of the historical buildings of Vlisco’s factory, a textile company dated 1846 involved in the 

production and exportation of wax-prints to the Dutch East Indies (the actual Indonesia).
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furthermore, the sequential diversity of historical elements (buildings and landscape) and new 
implementations was considered a strong element of the area identity.  

Result 

Three scenarios were developed. They were focused on: 1. the dynamic relationship between 
big cities and historical villages (bourgondisch scenario); 2.  reuse of the canal zones within the 
inner fabric of the two main cities through the transformation of the existing industrial buildings 
for cultural purposes (bruisend scenario); 3. intensification of the areas for a-new development. 

The second scenario is of our interest as it clearly reveals the policy of reuse of historical 
industrial areas aimed at a high level of public use.     

Figure 6: creative discussion into operative process (Scenario 2) (Atelier BrabantStad 2,2008) 

Compared to the previous atelier, we can define this action with relation to the ‘instrumental 
value’ of heritage, which focuses on the benefit at a community level, mainly economic and 
environmental.  

Action 3: Atelier Canaalzones (heritage management at architecture level) 

This ‘action’ is part of a research concerning architectural qualities at the Department of 
Architecture, TU/e Eindhoven. The “actions” include workshops, seminars and possibly 
development projects.  
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Scope is the intrinsic value of the heritage; the benefit derived from the built-up elements and its 
existence value. 

Therefore, Atelier Canaalzones focuses on the transformation of the industrial canal zones 
located within each of the five cities. The architectural scale of the existing buildings, their 
influence on the close surrounding and the awareness about their role as a source of local 
identity are the core elements of the action.  

Representatives from Province, Municipalities, students and guest advisors are involved in the 
activity.  

Work activity 

It consists of parallel design studios and seminars every academic semester. In this period the 
dialogue between students and members from the involved parties allows the exploration of 
different approaches to the heritage value, thus bringing a new and fresh perspective on the 
matter. Through the inventiveness of young designers and the experience of professionals and 
academics, theory and practice find their invaluable combination. 

Figure 7: Enhancing heritage values through the combination of theory (university) and 
practice (professionals) (TU/e, 2010) 

Result 

The action is under way and it will last one more year. Step by step, the design results of each 
semester are synthesized in guidelines for a design brief addressed to professional designers.  
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Evaluation 

Although action 3 was not concerted together with the previous activities, it can be envisaged as 
their follow-up. This action adds to the quantitative and qualitative targets emphasized by the 
Atelier BrabantStad 1 and 2. They represent new outcomes aimed at increasing cultural 
awareness, skills and identity of the built-up elements and mean to prove the impact of the 
heritage. 

Action 4: Kanaalzone public seminar (to disseminate knowledge and awareness about the 
built heritage) 

This action is to come. It is conceived as the conclusion of the Kanaalzone atelier: 
representative of the five municipalities have requested it as a platform to compare and 
exchange strategies for the five canal zones.  

The enthusiasm fired by the collaboration between University and official Institutions has 
inspired it.    

     5. Conclusion 

The above-mentioned actions adopt an open-end approach with dynamic development plans as 
its result. Design choices and strategies are adapted to the specific and evolving situation. This 
is also regarded as a challenge for the project itself. Interventions on heritage buildings are then 
projects that call for individuality and an original solution for each case. The experiences 
undertaken in the canal zones of B5 should not be expected to provide universal answers. They 
illustrate an approach in the management of the built heritage in a context of de-industrialization 
whose aim is to keep the spirit and evidence of the industrial past as wealth for the future.   

It is a complex process, where the management has a key role in as much as it achieves 
successful results. The public management has a tactful and strategic position here. In fact, the 
representatives are figureheads responsible for perpetuating the focus in a long-term vision 
(2040) and success relies on the commitment of a few key players in the process. It is their 
concern to manage the balance between a long-term vision and short-term results. We should 
not forget that eventually the vision for 2040 has to be translated into investments for the near 
future. The participatory actions undertaken through the ateliers are instruments to achieve this 
goal.  

An effectual management cannot disregard some essential ingredients. Firstly, it requires 
openness, both of mind and process. An open mind and attitude of the participating management 
should prove to be receptive/available to contribution and sharing while offering their 
professional competencies. The process of setting up the collaboration between University and 
Institutions as for the Canal zone atelier should be open in that it allows for  experimentation 
and hence for research into unconventional solutions. It requires creativity in the way of 
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capturing the attention of potential important parties, as in the workshops of Brabantstd 1 and 2; 
and is able to raise the level of interest of the community (for example, the public seminar 
planned in action 3). It enhances heritage values through the combination of theory (university) 
and practice (professionals). Finally, it is efficient in saving time thanks to the presence of many 
experts under one roof who generate enthusiasm while working together for a common purpose. 

The actions illustrated in this paper are a work-in-progress activity, and projects of 
implementations are only at their initial phase. Only the future can test the overall management 
process. Instead, what we have noticed so far is the increasing enthusiasm for the described 
activities. This adds to quality and ambitions in the development of our environment. An ever-
growing number of professionals and students may be driven by the interest in acquiring and 
disseminating knowledge and research as they might be the prospective ‘managers’ of problem-
areas of heritage value. Finally, realism and professionalism always generate enthusiasm into 
designing plans of the B5 urban growth in a 2040 perspective. 
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Abstract

Tourism is a rapidly growing industry in the Asian and Pacific region (ESCAP, 2001). This 
development has been fueled in part by the growing trend in the west for people to consider 
tourism and travel to be the social rights of all citizens (Darcy, 2006). Within the larger group 
of travelers and tourists, there is also a growing group of people with disabilities and older 
people who are also consumers of travel, sports, and other leisure-oriented services. Yet many 
of this group encounter obstacles that block their access to a significant number of existing 
tourism sites. This year, Istanbul, a popular tourism destination city in Euro-Asia, has been 
designated as the European Union's “European Capital of Culture,” which gives it a chance to 
showcase its cultural life and cultural development. The choice of European Capital of Culture 
has traditionally served as a catalyst for the cultural development and the transformation of the 
honored city; therefore, Istanbul has found an opportunity to reassess the needs of the city and 
use this information as a tool to transform the city for good. Provision of accessible facilities is 
by far the most important area of concern for achieving barrier-free tourism for people with 
disabilities in Istanbul. To this end, Yildiz Technical University and Istanbul Technical 
University submitted a project proposal to 2010 Istanbul: The European Capital of Culture 
Committee to investigate the accessibility issues of the heritage sites in Istanbul. This study 
includes both a document on accessibility in the Historical Peninsula and route maps to be 
implemented within the scope of 2010-The Capital of Culture. The project has determined 
accessibility to the heritage sites, by classifying the Historic Peninsula into areas each covering 
a specific historical building/place or a landmark. Transportation routes have then been 
assessed and evaluated for the accessibility of each area. Guidance and alternative accessibility 
maps have been determined in order to make those routes accessible. The tourism market 
potential of disabled people is currently considerable and is likely to increase as the population 
ages, generating increasing demand for facilities and services. Any efforts for making heritage 
sites inclusive and accessible will provide guidance for those involved in the provision 
(designers, developers and owners of buildings) and management (facilities managers, local 
authorities) of environments and spaces. 
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Introduction

Tourism is a rapidly growing industry in the Asian and Pacific region (UNESCAP, 2000; 
ESCAP, 2001). The global marketplace for tourists who are disabled is recognized as a niche 
market that is continuing to grow and develop (Prager, 1999; Ozturk et al., 2008; Freeman and 
Selmi, 2009). People with disabilities and older people are becoming a growing group of 
consumers of travel, sports, and other leisure-oriented services. Travel and tourism has also 
increasingly becoming a social right that concerns all European citizens (Darcy, 2006). Yet for 
many, some form of disability is considered to be the main obstacle blocking their access to 
many of the existing tourism sites. 

The relationship between disability and aging is recognized as a challenge for the global 
tourism industry. This has been acknowledged in Europe and America and the tourism 
industries have been seeking ways to ensure that its infrastructure and products are accessible 
(Darcy, 2006). The availability of sufficient facilities and qualified human resources are 
preconditions to serving this market (Ozturk et al., 2008). Design, planning and any service 
operation that address the disability and seniors markets can benefit from the principles of 
universal design. Effectively, the majority of people will benefit from these provisions 
including the aging population, parents with strollers and employees, as it incorporates good 
design for a range of occupational health and safety requirements (Darcy, 2006).

The European Network for Accessible Tourism (ENAT) estimates that the potential market for 
accessible tourism in Europe is around 130 million people, with an annual spending power that 
exceeds 68 billion Euros. This number is made up of tourists with disabilities, older people, and 
pregnant women, families with small children and people with chronic health conditions or a 
temporary disability. All these people, and those with whom they travel, require accessible 
tourism. Because the world's aging population is increasing, that market will continue to grow 
and expand.  

Lack of general accessibility has a direct and negative effect on tourist numbers; without good 
access many people can not travel, and the potential income they represent to business and 
communities is lost. Better access in tourism can lead to better quality, comfort and safety for 
everyone. Upgrading access is the means to achieving quality for all customers and new 
business opportunities for those who are prepared to take up the challenge (ENAT, 2010)

Helping the disabled obtain better service and greater protection of their rights when they travel 
by ensuring that their trips are barrier-free also encourages the enhancement of social welfare 
and community (Williams et al., 2006; Wu and Cheng, 2008). Provision of accessible facilities 
is by far the most important area of concern for achieving a barrier-free tourism for people with 
disabilities. The purpose of this study is to propose a barrier-less, or “accessible,” tourism 
platform in the Historic Peninsula of Istanbul. It makes suggestions to facilitate the current 
travel information for the disabled persons that are willing to visit The European Capital of 
Culture 2010 Istanbul. 
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The key objectives of the study are: 

• providing a framework for assessing access-related considerations for all visitors to the 
urban environments /heritage sites in Historical Peninsula of Istanbul

• utilizing the framework to audit key urban attractions in the  Historical Peninsula of 
Istanbul

• evaluating the existing way-finding (route) systems to consider whether they create 
barriers to movement in and around Historical Peninsula of Istanbul 

• suggesting alternative solutions to make existing way-finding system accessible 

• making recommendations on accessible tourism to key stakeholders. 

This article includes the following sections. Following the introduction as the underlying basis 
of our study, the subsequent section details the previous studies on accessible tourism and its 
market size along with its economic contribution. Having examined the literature and identified 
the key areas of concern of our study, the following section introduces the project design that 
was submitted to 2010 Istanbul: The European Capital of Culture Committee by Yildiz 
Technical University and Istanbul Technical University to access the accessibility issues of the 
heritage sites in Istanbul.  The final section presents implications for research, design and 
managerial actions. 

2. Literature Review: Disability, Aging and Tourism

According to the UK Disability Discrimination Act, a disabled person is someone who ‘‘has a 
physical or mental impairment that has a substantial and long-term adverse effect on his/her 
ability to carry out normal day-to-day activities’’ (Ozturk et al., 2008).There is also a 
significant relationship between aging and disability. Disabilities are strongly linked with age, 
and global societies are facing a growing number of people aged 75 and more, who are more 
likely to have impairments or disabilities. A person is 14 times more likely to have a disability 
by the time they reach age 65 than they were as a four year old. (Darcy et al., 2008)

The relationship between people with disabilities and tourism started to receive increasing 
academic and government attention during the last decade in Europe, the Americas and the 
Asia-Pacific (Darcy 2005). In his comprehensive literature review on accessible tourism, Darcy 
(2006) concluded that disability and tourism were largely an under-researched phenomenon. 
Since the World Tourism Organization (1991) resolution for Creating Opportunities for 
Handicapped People in the Nineties, a number of other international bodies have called for a 
coordinated approach to dealing with issues of disability and access in the travel and tourism 
industries (International Bureau of Social Tourism 1997; Community Based Rehabilitation 
Development and Training Centre 2000; United Nations Committee on Transport, 
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Communications, Tourism and Infrastructure Development 2000; International Congress on 
Inclusion by Design 2001; Vignuda 2001; United Nations Economic and Social Commission 
for Asia and the Pacific 2002; Walsh 2004; U.S. Architectural and Transportation Barriers and 
Compliance Board (Access Board) 2005).

At present, although the disabled customer’s market is an important niche market for the 
tourism industry, Ozturk et al. (2008) concludes that academic research regarding the travel of 
disabled people has been limited (Burnett and Bender, 2001; Darcy, 1998, 2002; Israeli, 2002; 
Ray and Ryder, 2003). He points out that the earlier studies concerning disabled people and 
travel were carried out at the end of the 1980s and in the middle of the 1990s (Cavinato and 
Cuckovich, 1992; Driedger, 1987; Gleeson, 1997; Muloin, 1992; Murray and Sproats, 1990; 
Smith, 1987). There have been a few additional studies carried out more recently (Aitchison, 
2003; Daniels, Rodgers, and Wiggins, 2005; McKercher, Packer, Yau, and Lam, 2003; Ray and 
Ryder, 2003; Yau, McKercher, and Packer, 2004, Ozturk et al., 2008). This indicates the need 
to develop a sound research base on which to make decisions about disability and tourism. 
Other people such as parents with strollers, people with injuries, and tourists with heavy 
luggage may also benefit from improved accessibility in tourism (Westcott, 2004; Ozturk et al., 
2008).

2.1 Market size and economic contribution 

There are more than 500 million disabled people in the world, a number that constitutes around 
8% of the world population (UNESCAP, 2000). The disabled customers’ market is becoming 
an increasingly important developing market in the tourism industry worldwide (Ozturk et al., 
2008). 

As cited in the works of Ozturk et al. (2008) according to research carried out by Touche Ross 
(1993), 8 million disabled people in Europe take a trip abroad at least once per year. In 
addition, 15 million European disabled people travel within their own country and an additional 
22 million European disabled people participate in daily excursions in their own country. If the 
companions of disabled people are taken into account, the potential demand for travel will 
exceed these figures. According to Pfenning (2002), this phenomenon would continue in the 
future and an estimated 96 billion would have been spent on travel by people with disabilities 
by 2005. It cannot be denied that disabled people are a potentially important customer 
component for the tourism sector as more are reclaiming their right to travel around the world. 
Opening up this market could generate billions of euros for the travel industry (Arellano, 2003). 
It is essential that countries that wish to expand their incoming travel markets should have the 
necessary facilities in place and an understanding of how to service the special needs of tourists 
with disabilities (Shaw- Lawrence, 1999; Ozturk et al., 2008).
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2. 2 Disability access and built environment/disabled tourism 
legislation

Traveling for any purpose can, and should be, regarded as a human right throughout the world 
and depriving anyone of this right should be regarded as discrimination. Governments have to 
take measures to provide ease of travel for all people. 

The Law for Americans with the Disabilities Act (ADA) enacted in the USA in 1990, and the 
Law of the Disability Discrimination Act (DDA), which was passed in England in 1995, both 
play an important role in the tourism industry. These laws require some obligations from hotel 
administrations in terms of usage of services by disabled people (Miller and Kirk, 2002). 

In Turkey, the ‘Law for Disabled People’ drawn up in July 2005, aims to help disabled people 
by alleviating problems in relation to health, education, rehabilitation, employment, care and 
social security. The law also aims to assist their development in every aspect by taking 
measures to remove any obstacles and making the relevant arrangements for the coordination of 
these services (Item I). According to this law, within seven years of the implementation of the 
act, facilities for disabled people must be put in place, in terms of them being able to access 
buildings that belong to public institutions, roads, sidewalks, pavements and public places. 
Another law, the Code of Practice (18/c) of Law 2634 states that arrangements must be made 
for disabled people to use tourism enterprises (Ozturk et al., 2008).

Access to tourism is a right for everyone that has been assured by the UN Convention on Rights 
of Persons with Disabilities (Table 1). Over 140 countries have signed the Convention, 
including the European Union and the USA. Despite this, the European Network for Accessible 
Tourism claims that the work of implementing the Convention’s aims and targets still remains 
to be done.

The American with Disabilities Act (ADA) states in section 4.3.2 under the title of 
“Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings and Facilities” the following: 

“At least one accessible route within the boundary of the site shall be provided from public 
transportation stops, accessible parking, and accessible passenger loading zones, and public 
streets or sidewalks to the accessible building entrance they serve. The accessible route shall, to 
the maximum extent feasible, coincide with the route for the general public.”

Accessibility is determined by the spatial distribution of potential destinations, the ease of 
reaching each destination, and the magnitude, quality, and character of the activities found 
there (Handy and Niemeier 1997; Nicholls, 2001). The greater the number of potential 
destinations within some defined time or distance range, the greater the accessibility.  
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Table 1:  UN Convention on the rights of persons with disabilities, Article 30 (excerpt)

UN CONVENTION ON THE RIGHTS OF PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES

Article 30 : Participation in cultural life, recreation, leisure and sport (Excerpt)

1. States Parties recognize the right of persons with disabilities to take part on an equal basis with others in 
cultural life, and shall take all appropriate measures to ensure that persons with disabilities:                             
(a) Enjoy access to cultural materials in accessible formats; (b) Enjoy access to television programs, films, 
theater and other cultural activities, in accessible formats; (c) Enjoy access to places for cultural 
performances or services, such as theaters, museums, cinemas, libraries and tourism services, and, as far as 
possible, enjoy access to monuments and sites of national cultural importance.

2. States Parties shall take appropriate measures to enable persons with disabilities to have the opportunity 
to develop and utilize their creative, artistic and intellectual potential, not only for their own benefit, but 
also for the enrichment of society.

3. States Parties shall take all appropriate steps, in accordance with international law, to ensure that laws 
protecting intellectual property rights do not constitute an unreasonable or discriminatory barrier to access 
by persons with disabilities to cultural materials.

4. Persons with disabilities shall be entitled, on an equal basis with others,to recognition and support of 
their specific cultural and linguistic identity, including sign languages and deaf culture.

5. With a view to enabling persons with disabilities to participate on an equal basis with others in 
recreational, leisure and sporting activities, States Parties shall take appropriate measures:

(a) To encourage and promote the participation, to the fullest extent possible, of persons with disabilities 
in mainstream sporting activities at all levels; (b) To ensure that persons with disabilities have an 
opportunity to organize, develop and participate in disability-specific sporting and recreational activities 
and, to this end, encourage the provision, on an equal basis with others, of appropriate instruction, training 
and resources; (c) To ensure that persons with disabilities have access to sporting, recreational and tourism 
venues; (d) To ensure that children with disabilities have equal access with other children to participation 
in play, recreation and leisure and sporting activities, including those activities in the school system;   (e) 
To ensure that persons with disabilities have access to services from those involved in the organization of 
recreational, tourism, leisure and sporting activities.
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2.3 Accessible Tourism- A Europe Accessible for All

Darcy (2006) defines accessible tourism as a process of enabling people with disabilities and 
seniors to function independently and with equity and dignity through the delivery of universal 
tourism products, services and environments (adapted from Olympic Co-ordination Authority 
1999). The definition is inclusive of the mobility, vision, hearing and cognitive dimensions of 
access.

Though accessible tourism is not defined in any of the government documents, accessibility has 
been high on the political agenda for a long time now, at EU as well as at global levels. Many 
commitments have been made over the years, which have helped deliver an extensive body of 
political declarations, technical standards and guidelines. Most recently, there has been a call 
for the tourism industry to adopt universal design principles as a foundation to achieving 
greater social sustainability (Rains 2004). 

In 2003, the European Commission and the disability movement organized the European Year 
of People with Disabilities to underline barriers and discrimination faced by disabled people. 
Travel and tourism has increasingly become a social right that encompasses all European 
citizens. However, it has been estimated that over 40 million Europeans still do not take 
holidays. For many, some form of disability is considered to be the main obstacle blocking their 
access to many of the existing tourism offers. 

Promoting accessibility for all will also contribute to the success of the European strategy of 
"economic and social renewal" launched at the Lisbon European Council. The European Union 
has committed itself to modernizing and reinforcing social cohesion and social protection as a 
key to deliver more and better growth by 2010 and to making Europe a better place to live. To 
this end, it established the the "Lisbon strategy," which is based on four strategic goals: raising 
competitiveness, achieving full employment, strengthening social cohesion and promoting 
sustainable development. 

The European Year has created a momentum throughout Europe behind a rights-based, 
inclusive approach to disabilities. In this context, the next section introduces the proposal to 
make the city of Istanbul, which has been designated by The Council of European Union as 
European Capital of Culture for 2010, barrier free for tourism.

3. Case Study: Istanbul European Capital of Culture 
2010

The European Capital of Culture is a city designated by the European Union for a period of one 
calendar year during which it is given a chance to showcase its cultural life and cultural 
development. The Culture program aims to achieve three main objectives: to promote cross-
border mobility of those working in the cultural sector; to encourage the transnational 
circulation of cultural and artistic output; and to foster intercultural dialogue.
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This year, Istanbul which is popular tourism destination city in Euro-Asia, has been designated 
The European Capital of Culture by the European Union. 

As a city that has been home to countless civilizations and cultures throughout history, today 
Istanbul has a meaning and importance for significant amount of people of various historical, 
cultural and religious backgrounds.  Having been designated by The Council of European 
Union as European Capital of Culture for 2010, together with Essen and Pecs, Istanbul is now 
in the midst of totally new developments. . As Artistic Director of the Berlin European Capital 
of Culture Nele Hertling stated, “Knowing the needs of our city and using this formation as a 
‘tool’ is needed to have good results in the process. Throughout its history the choice of 
European Capital of Culture has served as a catalyst for the cultural development and the 
transformation of the city.  Therefore an opportunity has arisen to reassess the needs of the city 
and use this information as a tool to transform the city for good.”  

Provision of accessible facilities is by far the most important area of concern for achieving a 
barrier-free tourism for people with disabilities in Europe, and in Istanbul as well. With this in 
mind, Yildiz Technical University and Istanbul Technical University submitted a project 
proposal to 2010 Istanbul: The European Capital of Culture Committee aimed at evaluating the 
accessibility issues of the heritage sites in Istanbul. In the framework of this project, a 
document on accessibility in the Historical Peninsula and route maps are being  prepared to be 
implemented within the scope of 2010- The Capital of Culture. 

Architecture students of these two collaborating universities are participating in the survey of 
the historic sites in Historic Peninsula of Istanbul. As an approach, in order to access the 
heritage sites, The Historic Peninsula has been classified into areas that each encompass a 
historical building/place/ landmark or of a place of interest of another kind. Each designated 
part of the area is distributed to a team of students.

The accessible site design process is divided up into four sections; research phase, analysis
phase, synthesis phase, and implementation phase. 

Research Phase: 

An understanding of the site and its environment is an integral part of making it accessible by 
all. The first step is to define the site and its historical background. Having done the research on 
existing and potential conditions of the historic site, students have started to analyze each area 
from the accessibility point of view. In each area, two or three routes are determined so that the 
routes lead to the particular historical building/place, landmark or the place of interest, starting
from a point of a bus landing area, a car park, etc. Within this phase a framework for assessing 
access related considerations for all visitors to urban environments /heritage sites in Historical 
Peninsula of Istanbul is provided and utilized.
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Analysis phase: 

This stage involves deciphering opportunities and constraints within the proposed site. SWOT 
analysis as a strategic planning method is used to evaluate the Strengths (to maintain, build and 
leverage), Weaknesses (to remedy or exit), Opportunities (to priorities and optimize), and 
Threats (to counter) involved in the site’s for making it accessible. An inventory of the site 
factors and forces, and how they coexist and interact is prepared. The purpose of the analysis is 
to provide thorough information about the site assets and liabilities prior to starting the design 
process. Only in this way can concepts be developed that incorporate meaningful responses to 
the external conditions of the site to make it accessible.

Numerous site analyses are done to evaluate the elements of site including heritage 
conservation area, location, neighbourhood context, site boundary and zoning, legal elements, 
natural physical features (existing vegetation), man-made features, circulation (pedestrian 
movement/vehicular movement), utilities, sensory, human and cultural components. At the end 
of this phase the evaluation of existing way-finding (route) systems is considered and a 
determination as to whether they create barriers to movement in and around Historical 
Peninsula of Istanbul is made. 

Synthesis phase: 

By taking account the site's existing/future problems and capabilities a program is developed to 
make the site accessible. As the main concentration point was to maintain accessible routes for 
all, leading to areas and buildings of an ultimate importance like Hagia Sophia, the current 
situation of those routes is determined and suggestions are developed for every aspect of the 
route by means of accessibility for all. By the end of this phase alternative solutions are 
suggested to make the existing way-finding system accessible in the Historical Peninsula of 
Istanbul. Drawings, sketches and photographs of the probable solutions are all prepared in the 
design process of this phase. 

Implementation phase:

The last part of the project, a document on accessibility in Historical Peninsula is prepared. The 
divided areas of the historic peninsula are then all integrated. Several design solutions coming 
from each group are compared and contrasted. The accessible route maps for the whole 
Historical Peninsula are prepared to be implemented within the scope of 2010- The Capital of 
Culture. Not all the accessibility issues addressed in Historical Peninsula can be solved by 
design. Legislation and management issues of making the heritage sites are also very important; 
so, the document also provides recommendations on accessible tourism to the different levels of 
key stakeholders.
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4. Conclusion

The tourism market potential of disabled people is currently considerable and is likely to 
increase as the population ages, generating increasing demand for facilities and services. In  
view of this changing consumer demand, tourism for all is an increasingly important sales 
argument in a competitive market. However, taking advantage of this potential niche market 
will depend on how the tourism sector as a whole and the tourism industry in particular will 
address the issue of tourism accessibility for people with disabilities. This can also serve as an 
effective tool in furthering the human rights of people with disabilities in destination 
communities (UNESCAP, 2000). 

Although the number of tourists who would benefit from accessible facilities and services is on 
the increase, most tourism services providers have still not yet recognized the importance of 
taking action on this issue. Most facilities and tourist sites are not physically accessible for 
many people with disabilities and older persons. 

It is recognized in the literature that there are three key issues that require immediate attention 
to make tourism barrier-free for people with disabilities (UNESCAP, 2000; ESCAP, 2001),

(a) The formulation and implementation of related legislation in order to protect the right of 
persons with disabilities to accessible facilities and environment;

(b) Education and training on awareness and sensitivity to disability issues; and

(c) Provision of accessible facilities in the tourism sector.

At the EU level, although the Commission has launched a debate on the sustainability of cities, 
including their accessibility, much remains to be done as far as a global approach is concerned. 
We must recognize that, despite these longstanding commitments to achieving accessibility, 
concrete improvements were not made at all levels concerned. Regulations and standards, 
where they exist at all, are not implemented and enforced properly everywhere (EU 
Commission Report 1996, 2003). That is because accessibility is often dealt with on a technical 
basis, which implies a division between various areas of expertise. However, accessibility for 
all can only be dealt with as an inclusive process through an integrated and coordinated 
approach. Such a shift in policy requires the involvement of many actors and the definition of 
an agenda based on many instruments, ranging from legislation to financial support, to be 
affected through public authorities and the private sector.

Facility managers can play a key role in facilitating an integrated and coordinated approach in 
making the environments barrier free and accessible. They can provide guidance on developing 
strategies to ensure that the opportunities and services available to users are inclusive and, 
importantly, how they can be maintained in coordination with all the actors involved in the 
provision (designers, developers and owners of buildings) and management (facilities 
managers, local authorities) of environments and spaces. 
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Abstract

City Improvement Districts (CID) have emerged as an effective form of urban facilities 
management. The issues that surround the handing over of the governance of public urban 
spaces to private enterprise are not yet fully understood. This paper presents case study 
research on the residents living in the Claremont CBD, South Africa and its surrounding 
neighbourhoods. It explores the link between the work done by a CID organisation and 
gentrification, and how the changes brought about by this gentrification impacts on the 
residents.  The paper provides greater insight into how the residents of the area perceive the 
CID organisation in light of the changes taking place. The research establishes that the 
gentrification of Claremont has been significantly influenced by the work done by the 
Claremont Improvement District Company (CIDC).  Furthermore, through the analysis of 
survey data collected from the residents living in a defined area surrounding the Claremont 
CBD, the study finds that these residents regard the changes brought about as a result of this 
gentrification to be (largely) positive. 

Keywords: Urban Facilities Management, City Improvement Districts, Gentrification
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1. Introduction

1.1 Background to the research

City Improvement Districts (CIDs) emerged as an effective form of urban governance in New 
York City during the 1980s (Ward, 2006). Over one thousand cities across the USA and Europe 
have adopted CIDs as a strategy to develop the local economy and revitalise urban space 
(Miraftab, 2007). CIDs are also found in developing countries, with over 40 in South Africa 
alone (Hoyt, 2005). CIDs have achieved clear successes - reduced crime, cleaner streets, 
improved services, increased investment and successful marketing campaigns are reported in 
the literature – which are attributed to the freedom, autonomy and self-interest with which these 
CID organisations operate (Hoyt, 2005). But at what costs have these successes been achieved? 
Hoyt (2005:26) points out that the handing over the governance of public urban spaces from 
“general-purpose representative governments to special-purpose commercial clubs (i.e. CIDs)” 
could have some significant consequences for the area concerned. She encourages these 
consequences to be explored, stating that the “systematic impacts (of CIDs) should be the 
subject of ongoing research and evaluation” (Hoyt, 2005:26). The study reported in this paper 
is a response to this prompt, and specifically investigated gentrification in the residential
neighbourhoods surrounding a CID.

1.2 Research design and method

CIDs provide clear benefits for businesses in the area, and in the context of residential areas, 
neighbourhood watches and the like, function similarly. However, the changes that come about 
as a result of their introduction are described in the literature on gentrification as being 
potentially positive or negative, depending on who evaluates them. Since the case study area of 
Claremont Central Business District (CBD) has a CID that is exclusively supported by 
businesses and managed by the Claremont Improvement District Company (CIDC), it is unclear 
what the effect on residents in the immediate and surrounding areas has been. What impact has 
the Claremont Improvement District Company had on the residential neighbourhoods 
surrounding the CIDC’s area of jurisdiction? The aim of the research was to establish whether 
or not gentrification is occurring in the neighbourhoods surrounding the Claremont CBD - and 
to determine whether the CIDC has caused this gentrification - by analysing residents’ 
perceptions of the changes occurring in their neighbourhood. Gentrification is occurring in the 
neighbourhoods surrounding the Claremont CBD due to the influence of the CIDC and the 
residents living in these neighbourhoods perceive this to be a negative change process. Since 
the research investigates a “contemporary phenomenon in a real-life context” (Yin, 2003), a 
single case study was undertaken. Two chief sources of evidence were used, namely a postal 
questionnaire survey and telephone interviews of residents. The survey was limited to those 
residents living within or in close proximity (1-2 km) to the boundary of the CIDC’s area of 
direct control. Only residents were surveyed. Other interested parties such as business owners 
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and informal traders within Claremont were excluded from the research. The response rate for 
the postal questionnaire survey (7.6%) could possibly be considered too small for valid 
conclusions to be drawn. Further, given that participation in the survey was voluntary, there is a 
possibility that the views expressed by the respondents do not necessarily reflect those of the 
population that did not respond. The number of interviewees in the follow-up survey (14) may 
be also be unrepresentative of the entire residential population.

1.3 Context of this study

Claremont is a suburb of the City of Cape Town, but had previously been a separate 
municipality. It thus has a commercial district, situated on the main road that runs through all of 
Cape Town’s Southern Suburbs. Following many years of degradation and disinvestment, 
initial attempts at rejuvenating the Claremont CBD began in the early 1990s under an informal 
body called the Claremont Business Forum. Then, in 2000, after the City Improvement District
by-law was promulgated by the City of Cape Town, this body developed into an official legal 
entity known as the Claremont Improvement District Company (CIDC) (Claremont Central, 
2008). The CIDC’s area of jurisdiction includes all of the commercial properties in the area, 
and excludes residential properties. The CIDC’s vision is to make Claremont the premier retail, 
commercial and professional destination in the Cape Peninsula (Claremont Central, 2008).
There is abundant evidence to suggest that the CIDC has delivered on this mission - the 
Claremont CBD has undergone a dramatic facelift over recent years, attracting major capital 
investment in commercial and residential apartment projects (Claremont Clarion, 2006). 
Previous studies conducted by Sandes (2006) and Vorster (2007) concluded that gentrification 
was taking place in the CIDC’s area of jurisdiction and the surrounding neighbourhoods and 
that this was having a negative impact on the various stakeholders in the area (i.e. businesses, 
informal traders and residents). The sample sizes of residents used in these two studies were 
arguably too small to produce reliable conclusions. This study thus focused exclusively on the 
impact that the gentrification in Claremont is having on the residents living in the area, with the 
aim of improving the findings of these previous studies with an increased sample size. 

2. Literature review

A city improvement district (CID) is a zone within a city that receives additional privately 
funded services for security, cleaning and marketing. CIDs are also referred to as “Business 
Improvement Districts”, “Business Improvement Areas” and “Municipal Improvement 
Districts” (Hoyt, 2005). Businesses within the CID pay additional fees to their municipal bills 
in the form of a tax or levy (Miraftab, 2007). These services do not replace those provided by 
the local authorities, nor do they result in a reduction of these services, they merely top up gaps 
between what municipalities provide and what businesses desire (Hoyt, 2005). The CID model 
of governance was adopted due to “declining urban economies and failing city government 
responses (to the problem)” (Ward, 2006:70). CIDs are managed by non-profit, private 
partnerships between local government and businesses, which oversee services provided by 
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both the municipality and private contractors within the CIDs (Miraftab, 2007). The main aim 
of CIDs is to improve the economic conditions of a business area and all of the projects 
undertaken by CID management should aim to make the area more prosperous (Dawkins and 
Grail, 2007). There has been a global movement towards CIDs since the practice first emerged 
in Toronto in the early 1970s. However, they were brought to the public’s attention during the 
1980s when the then Mayor of New York, Rudi Giuliani, adopted them as a way to combat 
urban economic decline (Miraftab, 2007). Ward (2006) notes that this was the first time that 
CIDs were seen to privatise previously ‘public’ spaces. They did this by “redefining the ways in 
which urban areas were policed, involving itself in the transformation of New York’s midtown 
into one big theme park and removing those whose activities/behaviour/look did not fit in with 
the image-building exercises at work” (Ward, 2006:63). New York was able to reduce crime 
and to attract new investment through the private and public sectors working together. The 
success stories of New York’s CIDs meant that they, and their policies, became the model for 
other countries looking to adopt the same form of urban management (Ward, 2006). CIDs now 
exist in over one thousand cities in sixteen countries across four continents. CIDs can be 
viewed (Ward, 2006; Peck, 2003) as ‘policies in motion’ representing a new wave of neo-
liberal urbanisation: “a new mode of governance rules, regulations, programs, and policies to 
resuscitate cities as sites for capital accumulation” (Wilson, 2004:771).

CIDs differ with regard to policies and objectives from one city to another, as well as from CID 
to CID within cities (Hochleutner, 2003). Hoyt’s (2005) study on CIDs in the USA, Canada, 
New Zealand and South Africa confirms this. She found that CIDs in the USA, Canada and 
New Zealand focussed on consumer marketing as a tool to attract visitors and investors from 
surrounding areas in order to combat the attractions provided by suburban shopping centres, 
while in South Africa they concentrate more on safety and security. Uniquely, South African 
CIDs were also found to supplement social services, confronting issues such as homelessness 
and drug abuse among children. In her research on the implementation of CIDs in Cape Town, 
Miraftab (2007) reflects on the Cape Town Partnership’s (CTP) objective – working through
the CIDs (of which the CIDC is one) – of creating a world class, globally competitive city. This 
objective, she argues, is “fundamental to the CTP’s elitist practices in establishing CIDs” 
(Miraftab, 2007:606). She supports this view by describing how the CTP partnered with major 
real estate development companies in bringing about a real estate boom in the downtown CIDs, 
and how it is seeking to emulate New York and London downtown living and their privileged 
lifestyles by developing upmarket apartment complexes. Further, Miraftab (2007:608) claims 
that “the CTP uses regulatory practices that socially sanitize public space in the city’s CIDs”, 
giving examples of the treatment of informal traders and homeless people, amongst others, to 
validate this point. In the case of informal traders, Miraftab (2007) found that the CTP is trying 
to remove them from all CID sidewalks to designated market spaces, commenting “while this 
may suit big businesses and look orderly to visitors, they are not the busy markets that serve the 
local low-income clientele” (Miraftab, 2007:610). Furthermore, Miraftab’s (2007) research 
found that bylaws in Cape Town, unchanged from the years of Apartheid, make homelessness 
and poverty offences under the law. She claims that such bylaws are ignored in the city as a 
whole, but are expected to be enforced within the CIDs and have resulted in countless homeless 
people being displaced from CID areas in Cape Town since their inception in 2000. While 
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homelessness can be regarded as an undesirable characteristic of an urban area, these people 
also have a right to public space, a view by Miraftab (2007). Finally, Miraftab (2007:613) 
warns: “…the city centre’s real estate boom and the pressing gentrification of adjacent 
neighbourhoods are aggressively displacing residents with middle and lower incomes.” Kotze 
and van der Merwe (2000) studied six inner city neighbourhoods within 4km of the CTP’s area 
of operation and concluded that the urban renewal processes taking place in two of them could 
be defined as gentrification, in terms of the gentrification profile they compiled for Cape Town. 
However, they found that the urban renewal process in the other four areas was not sufficiently 
advanced for this conclusion to be drawn. Despite Miraftab’s (2007) negative observations, 
CIDs in Cape Town have achieved a number of successes. The Cape Town Partnership (2008) 
claims that the Central City CID has made a definite impact, which includes successes in the 
areas of: Urban regeneration (crime reduced, new building construction, old building 
renovation and quality urban management); Investment (restored investor confidence in the 
central city - capital value of current leases, new developments, investment purchases, upgrades 
and renewals is R11bn1); Economic growth (CBD has experienced phenomenal economic 
growth since the introduction of the new urban management scheme, many businesses 
thriving); Pedestrian routes and public space upgrades (upgrade of public spaces and 
pedestrian areas resulting in increased use); Poverty reduction and social development
(homeless placed in shelters and offered job opportunities by the CTP). The Claremont CID can 
also claim some significant successes. Capital investment – worth an estimated R1.8bn 
(Claremont Clarion, 2006) – in retail, commercial and residential developments mirrors the 
investment going into the Central City CID. A significant feature of this wave of investment 
was the R48 million CIDC-City of Cape Town joint venture Claremont Boulevard bypass and 
taxi/bus interchange, part of which had been on the City’s agenda for over 40 years, but had 
never been implemented due to budgetary constraints (Koblitz, 2007). 

The negative proposition adopted for this study was prompted by Hoyt’s (2005) suggestion that 
the property and business owners who initiate and oversee CID organisations are motivated by 
self-interest and not by the needs of the wider community. Accordingly, their work in 
revitalising urban commercial areas is for the purpose of protecting or increasing the returns on
their investments. They do this by improving “the physical, economic and social conditions 
within their geographical jurisdiction in a way that serves their own interest and those of their 
customers” (Hoyt, 2005:26). Lloyd et al. (2003) see this as a threat to local government 
accountability as well as strategic planning institutions, which seek to benefit all groups in 
society, not merely businesses. Furthermore, because one of a CID’s main tasks is to improve 
service delivery, their establishment is an admission on the part of local government that 
traditional public service provision has effectively failed (Ward, 2006). Although an increase in 
land and property values within a CID is considered an advantage to property owners, Catalano 
(2000) points out that this is indeed a disadvantage for certain groups. One such group are 

1 1 South African rand = 0.130061 U.S. dollars
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tenants, who are forced to pay higher rentals as a result of urban regeneration. This may lead to 
their displacement. Linked to this, CIDs are also known to adversely affect homeless people, as 
the removal of such people is often high on the agenda of CID organizations (Lloyd et al.,
2003). Lloyd et al. (2003) explain that while CIDs may be effective in removing homeless 
people from their district, they merely shift them into surrounding areas. Lloyd et al. (2003) 
also suggest that CIDs may be seen as creating an image that is too exclusive for their own 
good. They argue that the utopian style cleanliness and order that they try to instil may be seen 
by some as “leading to a degree of sterility and homogeneity”, thus taking away any character 
or charm that an area may have possessed before the CID was established. 

Placing the establishment of CIDs in a theoretical framework, the study views this as 
gentrification. First coined by Glass (1964), the term referred to the London middle classes 
moving into working class quarters, upgrading properties, effectively displacing the original 
occupiers and bringing about a change in the social character of the neighbourhood. 
Gentrification is not only defined in this restrictive sense, but has also been defined more 
inclusively to refer to situations where the displacement of the working class has not occurred 
(Kotze and van der Merwe, 2000, citing Bourne, 1993). The definition adopted for this study is 
the former, more restrictive definition, described by Savannah Metropolitan Planning 
Commission (2004:2) as “the process whereby relatively affluent homebuyers, renters, and 
investors move into a neighbourhood thus increasing property values, rents, or taxes resulting in
an involuntary displacement of long-term residents and business owners, the loss of 
neighbourhood diversity, or a change in the overall character of the area.” The ‘rent gap’ 
theory, introduced by urban economist Neil Smith during the 1980s explains gentrification as 
the product of investment and disinvestment in the inner-city. Over time, urban development 
and expansion creates a disparity between ‘capitalised ground rent’ – the value of a property 
given its current use – and ‘potential ground rent’, the return that could be earned on the land if 
it were put to its highest and best use. As the gap between the two widens, so does the incentive 
for land use change and development. The ‘rent gap’ is closed by land developers, landlords 
and ‘occupier developers’ (people who renovate homes before moving into them) when they 
reinvest in run down inner-city properties in the hope of achieving healthy profits. This is 
coupled with a return of professionals to urban areas and their surrounding neighbourhoods to 
satisfy financial corporations’ need for employees ‘spatial proximity’ to the workplace in order 
to ‘reduce decision times’. In short, Smith's argument was that gentrification takes place 
because capital returns to the inner-city, setting up opportunities for residential relocation and 
profit (Lees et. al., 2007; Slater, 2002). Gentrification can be defined in positive terms (such as 
revitalisation and redevelopment) or negative terms (such as displacement and dislocation) 
(Savannah Metropolitan Planning Commission, 2004). Sandes (2006) conducted initial research 
into the Claremont CID and the influence it was having on the gentrification occurring in the 
area. Semi-structured interviews were undertaken with residents, businesses and informal 
traders in the area (Sandes, 2006). Follow-up research was undertaken in 2007 by Vorster 
(2007) to see how the perceptions of the stakeholders had changed over the one year period. 
Both Sandes (2006) and Vorster (2007) concluded that gentrification was indeed taking place in 
the neighbourhoods surrounding the Claremont CBD and that the overall perceptions of the 
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various stakeholders towards the CIDC were negative - despite both studies finding that 
residents felt the CIDC had had a positive effect on the area.

3. The Survey

Previous research on the Claremont CID area by Sandes (2006) and Vorster (2007) involved 
relatively small samples of 15 and 34 residents, respectively, using purposive sampling. The 
current study sought to improve the representivity of these by sampling the entire residential 
population of the immediate CBD area and the neighbourhood within 2km of it. A pre-stamped 
postcard survey was hand-delivered to the post boxes of 1765 residents in Claremont between 
2-9 August 2008.  This postcard survey was designed to gain both demographic data pertaining 
to residents (i.e. age, duration living in the area, level of personal income, etc.) as well as 
information regarding perceptions of gentrification indicators such as displacement of residents 
and change in the character and diversity of the area. Further, respondents were asked their 
opinion on whether any changes had been brought about due to the influence of the CIDC and 
whether they perceived such changes to be positive or negative. The postcard contained a 
definition of gentrification. An option of providing a telephone number was given for those 
willing to take part in a follow-up survey. The postcard survey obtained 134 responses 
(N=1765; n=134) (7.6%), of which 42 provided telephone numbers. Fourteen of these 42 were 
selected for the follow-up telephonic survey, selected on the basis of nature of their responses 
to the postcard survey. The sub-zones of the Claremont area are characteristically quite 
different. Figure 1 below shows these, coded by colour. 

 

Figure 1: Map of the defined area displaying the different zones
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The Blue zone is the CBD, which has undergone major rejuvenation in recent years. It contains 
the original 45000m2 Cavendish Square shopping centre and its new extension Cavendish 
Connect and three new apartment complexes. The White zone to the west of the CBD contains 
667 residential units and is characterised by large blocks of flats and double-storey houses as 
well as several residential to business conversions. The Yellow zone to the north contains three 
large blocks of flats, several medium sized blocks of flats as well as single residential units. 
There is evidence in this zone of business creep and a proliferation of bed and breakfast 
establishments. The Pink zone, to the south, is dominated by blocks of flats (341 units), with 
only 25 single residential units, and there is little evidence of new development or 
redevelopment occurring. Since the residential component of the whole area comprises both
single residences and flats, postcards delivered to flats were marked to make them separately 
identifiable. The breakdown of the postcards distributed in each zone is shown in Table 1 and 
the number of responses within each zone in Table 2 below.

Table 1: Breakdown of postcards distributed by unit type

 

Table 2: Breakdown of cards distributed by geographical zone

Zone Number administered Number participating %

White 667 61 9.1

Yellow 376 46 12.2

Pink 366 19 5.2

Blue 356 8 2.2

All 1765 134 7.6

 

The overall response rate of 7.6% was low, but it does provide an indication of perceptions
amongst residents. It is interesting to note the response rates over the four different zones. The 
highest response rate came from the Yellow zone. This zone was subject to the most aggressive 
rejuvenation activity of the four zones, with renovations and business creep being particularly 
noticeable. The Blue zone, on the other hand, attracted the lowest response. This is not 
surprising as it consists of new upmarket apartment blocks in the heart of the CBD that had 
only been occupied for two years. The people living in this zone are unlikely to have witnessed 
all of the changes that have occurred since the establishment of the CIDC, unless they had 
previously lived elsewhere in Claremont. It is also interesting to note the breakdown of 
responses between flats and single residential units. It is clearly noticeable from Table 3 that 

Unit type White Yellow Pink Blue Total

Flats 452 258 341 356 1407

Houses 215 118 25 n/a 358

Total 667 376 366 356 1765
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the response rate was markedly higher from those living in a house. This could be because these 
people are more affected by the changes than those living in a flat apartment. The research 
found that 98% of the house dwellers owned their dwelling.

Table 3: Response rate by type of residence

3.1 Findings and analysis

Questions 1 - 6 were designed to gather personal information in order to profile the population. 
The average age (55 years) of respondents for the entire area was high. Thirty-two percent 
(32%) of the respondents were older than 65, with the oldest being 89 years. Eighteen percent 
(18%) were over the age of 75 and only 18 (14%) of the respondents were under the age of 30, 
with the youngest being 18. It is noticeable that the Blue zone’s average age is significantly 
younger than the others. On average, respondents had been living in the area for 12 years. Fifty-
two percent (52%) had lived in the area for more than 8 years, the duration for which the CIDC 
had been in existence at the time of the survey. Thus, it is believed that the majority of the 
respondents were well positioned to comment on the changes taking place. Again, it is clear 
that those living in the Blue zone were new to the area. 

Table 4: Form of tenure

Zone Own % Rent %

White 44 72.1 17 28.3

Yellow 41 89.1 5 10.9

Pink 16 84.2 3 15.8

Blue 0 0.0 8 100.0

All 101 75.4 33 24.6

It is clear from Table 4 that the bulk of the responses were from property owners. A possible 
reason for this is owners have a vested interest in what affects their property’s value, whereas 

Zone Flats Response 
Rate House Response 

Rate Total Response 
Rate

White 30 6.6 31 14.4 61 9.1

Yellow 24 9.3 22 18.6 46 12.2

Pink 16 4.7 3 12.0 19 5.2

Blue 8 2.2 n/a n/a 8 2.2

Total 78 5.5 56 15.6 134 7.6
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tenants do not.  Interestingly, 100% of the respondents from the Blue zone were tenants. 
Although the number of respondents from this zone was small, this is probably an indication 
that there are a limited number of owner-occupiers in the apartment complexes in the Blue 
zone. Question 4 asked if the property was a residence, or business premises. When the surveys 
were delivered, business premises were deliberately avoided since the focus of this study was 
on residents only. However, this question was deemed necessary as it is suspected that many 
businesses operate illegally in the area, without signage or any other indication of the location 
being business premises. The intention of the question was to identify and eliminate any data 
pertaining to business premises. Only one respondent indicated that the premises were used for 
business purposes. The definition of gentrification used in this study refers to “relatively 
affluent homebuyers, renters, and investors” (Savannah Metropolitan Planning Commission, 
2004:2). Judging from the data in the Table 5, Claremont does not appear to fit this definition, 
because roughly a third of the respondents (27.6%) were from a relatively lower income 
bracket.  However, closer inspection of the data revealed that 38% of the lower income bracket 
had moved into the area since the CIDC was established, which is still a relatively high 
percentage for a gentrifying area. Secondly, 66% of those earning in the highest income bracket 
and 59% of those in the middle-income bracket had moved into the area since the establishment 
of the CIDC. Therefore, on the whole, this does represent an influx of wealthier residents into 
the area.

Table 5: Annual income of respondents

Zone >R500k % R150k-
R500k % <R150k % No

entry %

White 12 19.7 22 36.1 15 24.6 12 19.7

Yellow 15 32.6 12 26.1 14 30.4 5 10.9

Pink 5 26.3 3 15.8 7 36.8 4 21.1

Blue 0 0.0 7 87.5 1 12.5 0 0.0

All 32 23.9 44 32.8 37 27.6 21 15.7

Note: 1 South African rand = 0.130061 U.S. dollars

In the literature review, the theory was introduced that those residing in urban areas choose 
locations close to their workplace. The table below suggests that this is not the case in 
Claremont. However, 36% of the respondents who answered that they do not work in 
Claremont were over the retirement age of 65. Twenty-eight percent (28%) of pre-retirement 
age respondents were found to work in Claremont. Considering that displacement is one of the 
major characteristics of a gentrifying area, it is interesting to note that 76.7% of respondents 
report not noticing the displacement of original residents during their residence in the area. 
However, the duration of their residence in the area is the key factor in determining 
displacement caused by gentrification.
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Table 6: Do you work in Claremont?

Zone Yes % No % No entry %

White 16 26.2 45 73.8 0 0.0

Yellow 6 13.0 38 82.6 2 4.4

Pink 4 21.1 14 73.7 1 5.2

Blue 3 37.5 5 62.5 0 0.0

All 29 21.6 102 76.1 3 2.2

Table 7: Displacement of original residents

Zone Yes % No % No entry %

White 16 26.2 44 72.1 1 1.6

Yellow 10 21.7 36 78.3 0 0.0

Pink 4 21.1 15 78.9 0 0.0

Blue 0 0.0 7 87.5 1 12.5

All 29 22.4 102 76.1 2 1.5

Of the 70 respondents who have been living in the area for more than 8 years, 47% indicated 
that they had noticed a displacement of original residents. On the other hand, of the 64 
respondents who have been living in the area for less than 8 years, only 25% of them reported 
noticing the displacement of original residents. These findings are open to interpretation, but 
almost half of the long-term residents perceive displacement to have occurred. An 
overwhelming majority of owners (97%) indicated that there has been an increase in their 
property value during their time living there. This may be misleading, because the vast majority 
of property owners in Cape Town experienced growth in their property’s value during the 
recent boom in property prices.

Table 8: Have property rents increased?

Zone Yes % No % Blank %

White 7 58.3 4 33.3 1 8.3

Yellow 2 66.7 1 33.3 0 0.0

Pink 2 66.7 1 33.3 0 0.0

Blue 1 16.7 5 83.3 0 0.0

All 12 50.0 11 45.8 1 4.2
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Despite the low number of tenants, it appears that rentals have increased. Only 50% of 
respondents indicated that they had experienced an increase in rental. However, this is 
somewhat distorted by the fact that 70% of those who indicated that they had not experienced 
an increase in rental had been living there for less than a year and would not have experienced a 
rent review yet. Seventy-nine percent (79%) of those who have been living in their place of 
residence for more than a year have experienced an increase in their rental. In response to a 
question on whether or not their municipal rates had increased, a large majority (82.1%) of the 
respondents indicated that there had been an increase in their municipal rates. Rates are derived 
from property values, so it is expected that this finding would closely follow that in Table 8 
above. 

Table 9: Conversion from residential to business units

Zone Yes % No % No entry %

White 40 65.6 19 31.1 2 3.3

Yellow 30 65.2 15 32.6 1 2.2

Pink 10 52.6 9 47.4 0 0.0

Blue 2 25.0 6 75.0 0 0.0

All 82 61.2 49 36.6 3 2.2

The majority of respondents (61.2%) indicated that they have noticed an increase in the 
conversion of residential units to business premises. Much of this majority was made up of 
respondents from the White and Yellow zones (immediately adjacent to the Blue CBD zone). 
Of the 107 respondents living in these two zones, 65% of them answered that they have noticed 
such an increase. This is not surprising, given the proximity of these zones to the CBD. The 
subject of conversions from residential to business units has recently received attention in the 
local media. Wiese (2008) describes how residents living in proximity to Kildare and Colinton 
Roads (within the Yellow zone) are becoming increasingly annoyed by the proliferation of 
businesses in their area and the negative consequences thereof. Residents are concerned about 
the legality of some of these businesses, claiming that they have not been granted the necessary 
planning permission to convert their units from residential to business zoning, or that the re-
zoning was granted under false pretences. The follow-up interviews provided further evidence 
of residents’ annoyance with the growing number of businesses in the area.

The vast majority of respondents (70.9%) indicated that they were aware of the CIDC’s work. 
Interestingly, 28.4% of the respondents were unaware of it. This is possibly explained by the 
fact that the Yellow and White zones (where the highest number of negative responses were 
recorded) are larger and thus contain properties further away from the CBD where the CIDC’s 
presence and activities are probably less evident.
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Table 10: Awareness of the work done by the Claremont CIDC.

Zone Yes % No % Blank %

White 45 73.8 16 26.2 0 0.0

Yellow 27 58.7 18 39.1 1 2.2

Pink 16 84.2 3 15.8 0 0.0

Blue 7 87.5 1 12.5 0 0.0

All 95 70.9 38 28.4 1 0.7

Table 11: Change in the character or diversity of the area

Zone Yes % No %

White 46 75.4 15 24.6

Yellow 31 67.4 15 32.6

Pink 18 94.7 1 5.3

Blue 5 62.5 3 37.5

All 100 74.6 34 25.4

A significantly high 74.6% of respondents indicated that they had noticed a change to the 
character or diversity of the area. This is in keeping with the definition of a gentrifying area. Of 
the 100 respondents who felt there has been a change in the character or diversity of the area, 
59% felt that this change was due to the influence of the CIDC. This is significant because it 
confirms that the CIDC, in the eyes of the residents of the area, has been a catalyst for change 
in Claremont. A few of the respondents indicated that the investor driven market, and not the 
CIDC, was the catalyst for change. However, it is clearly a goal of the CIDC to attract such 
investment. To assist the respondents in answering question 9, a list of positive and negative 
factors were given as prompts. 

Table 12: Influence of the CIDC on change

Zone Positive % Negative % Both % No
entry %

White 24 52.2 18 39.1 4 8.7 0 0.0

Yellow 13 41.9 12 38.7 5 16.1 1 3.2

Pink 10 55.6 4 22.2 4 22.2 0 0.0

Blue 4 80.0 0 0.0 1 20.0 0 0.0

All 51 51.0 34 34.0 14 14.0 1 1.0

The positive factors included revitalisation of the area, cleaner, safer, a better aesthetical 
environment, more vibrant, and a better shopping experience; the negative factors included 
displacement of old residents, increased traffic/parking congestion, a loss of the 
neighbourhood’s diversity, and constant redevelopment of the area.

More respondents considered the changes to be positive, but large percentages in the White and 
Yellow zones perceived the changes to be negative. In summary, the above analysis of the 
postcard survey indicates that the neighbourhoods surrounding the Claremont CBD fit the 
definition for gentrification in that relatively affluent homebuyers, renters and investors have 
moved into the area in recent years, leading to an increase in property values, rents and taxes 
and resulting in an involuntary displacement of residents (over recent years), the loss of 
neighbourhood diversity, or a change in the overall character in the area. The majority of 
respondents attributed the change of neighbourhood character and diversity to the influence of 
the CIDC. This confirms the perception that the CIDC is having an impact on the residential 
neighbourhood in and around Claremont CBD. Further, the respondents perceive this change to 
be positive. The 14 follow-up telephonic interviews provided further insight into residents’ 
perceptions of the changes occurring in Claremont and its surrounding neighbourhoods, their 
feelings regarding the future of the area, as well as their opinions towards the CIDC and its 
projects. The composition of these 14 participants was in proportion to the overall response of 
the particular zones to the postal questionnaire survey (i.e. roughly 1 in every 10 respondents 
from each zone was interviewed). This resulted in 6 participants from the White Zone; 5 from 
the Yellow Zone; 2 from the Pink Zone and 1 from the Blue Zone. For the purposes of the 
study, only those respondents who answered in the initial survey that they had noticed a change 
in the character and diversity of the area and/or whether or not the changes occurring in the area 
were positive or negative were selected to participate in the telephone interviews. Each 
interview followed a semi-structured format whereby participants were allowed to answer the 
questions, without any prompts or options. Respondents were asked to elaborate on the changes 
they had noticed and what they regarded as positive and negative about them. An increase in 
cleanliness and visible security, improvements made to shopping facilities and a more 
pedestrian-friendly infrastructure were mentioned as positive changes. The lack of off-street 
parking, traffic congestion, business creep and demolitions/renovations were regarded as 
negative changes. Another complaint was that some owners had obtained zoning rights under 
false pretences by claiming to be living and operating a business from the premises. Reportedly, 
some of these premises stand empty at night, making residential neighbours uncomfortable and 
detracting from their lifestyle. Unhappiness with the extent of demolitions and renovations 
occurring in the area was also reported, with one respondent claiming that an estimated “20 
new houses have gone up around me over the past 5 years.” An interesting issue raised by one 
respondent in the Yellow zone was that she felt that there were more tenants than homeowners 
in the area and that consequently properties were being neglected. She believed this to be the 
result of owners leaving the area and letting their properties because they were disenchanted 
with the results of gentrification, such as lack of parking and an increase in business units. 
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The positive factors included revitalisation of the area, cleaner, safer, a better aesthetical 
environment, more vibrant, and a better shopping experience; the negative factors included 
displacement of old residents, increased traffic/parking congestion, a loss of the 
neighbourhood’s diversity, and constant redevelopment of the area.

More respondents considered the changes to be positive, but large percentages in the White and 
Yellow zones perceived the changes to be negative. In summary, the above analysis of the 
postcard survey indicates that the neighbourhoods surrounding the Claremont CBD fit the 
definition for gentrification in that relatively affluent homebuyers, renters and investors have 
moved into the area in recent years, leading to an increase in property values, rents and taxes 
and resulting in an involuntary displacement of residents (over recent years), the loss of 
neighbourhood diversity, or a change in the overall character in the area. The majority of 
respondents attributed the change of neighbourhood character and diversity to the influence of 
the CIDC. This confirms the perception that the CIDC is having an impact on the residential 
neighbourhood in and around Claremont CBD. Further, the respondents perceive this change to 
be positive. The 14 follow-up telephonic interviews provided further insight into residents’ 
perceptions of the changes occurring in Claremont and its surrounding neighbourhoods, their 
feelings regarding the future of the area, as well as their opinions towards the CIDC and its 
projects. The composition of these 14 participants was in proportion to the overall response of 
the particular zones to the postal questionnaire survey (i.e. roughly 1 in every 10 respondents 
from each zone was interviewed). This resulted in 6 participants from the White Zone; 5 from 
the Yellow Zone; 2 from the Pink Zone and 1 from the Blue Zone. For the purposes of the 
study, only those respondents who answered in the initial survey that they had noticed a change 
in the character and diversity of the area and/or whether or not the changes occurring in the area 
were positive or negative were selected to participate in the telephone interviews. Each 
interview followed a semi-structured format whereby participants were allowed to answer the 
questions, without any prompts or options. Respondents were asked to elaborate on the changes 
they had noticed and what they regarded as positive and negative about them. An increase in 
cleanliness and visible security, improvements made to shopping facilities and a more 
pedestrian-friendly infrastructure were mentioned as positive changes. The lack of off-street 
parking, traffic congestion, business creep and demolitions/renovations were regarded as 
negative changes. Another complaint was that some owners had obtained zoning rights under 
false pretences by claiming to be living and operating a business from the premises. Reportedly, 
some of these premises stand empty at night, making residential neighbours uncomfortable and 
detracting from their lifestyle. Unhappiness with the extent of demolitions and renovations 
occurring in the area was also reported, with one respondent claiming that an estimated “20 
new houses have gone up around me over the past 5 years.” An interesting issue raised by one 
respondent in the Yellow zone was that she felt that there were more tenants than homeowners 
in the area and that consequently properties were being neglected. She believed this to be the 
result of owners leaving the area and letting their properties because they were disenchanted 
with the results of gentrification, such as lack of parking and an increase in business units. 
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4. Conclusion

The research objective of this study was to establish whether or not gentrification is occurring 
in the neighbourhoods surrounding the Claremont CBD, and what level of influence the CIDC 
has had on this gentrification. The analysis above supports the conclusion that gentrification is 
indeed occurring in the area and that the CIDC has had a significant influence in bringing about 
this gentrification. This conclusion is based on (i) the reported influx of relatively wealthier 
residents into the area since the establishment of the CIDC in 2000, (ii) the increases in 
property values, rentals and municipal rates, (iii) the increase in the conversion from residential 
units to business units in recent years, (iv) residents’ perceptions of a change in the character or 
diversity of the area. All these factors are signs that gentrification is occurring in an area, as 
established in the literature review. However, there are certain aspects that contradict the 
gentrification literature, such as the displacement of long-term residents. The majority of the 
respondents indicated that they have not noticed a displacement of residents during their time 
living in the area, although there is evidence to suggest that those who had lived in Claremont 
prior to the establishment of the CIDC had noticed a degree of displacement. Other interesting 
findings were the low number of respondents who also work in Claremont, the relatively high 
percentage of people earning in the relatively lower income bracket still living in Claremont, as 
well as the high percentage of post-retirement age people living in the area. The overall 
majority of respondents see the changes occurring in the area as positive. This contradicts the 
literature that regards gentrification and its consequences as largely negative. This finding also 
contradicts the research proposition, which stated, “residents living in the neighbourhoods 
perceive gentrification to be a negative change process.”  This is not, however, to say that 
negative aspects (with regard to the changes occurring in these neighbourhoods) do not exist. 
The follow-up telephone interviews established that there are serious issues affecting the 
residents of the area (conversions from residential units to business premises resulting in traffic 
congestion, parking problems and empty premises at night, influx of people, noise and dust). 
The conclusions drawn above do not allow either for the outright acceptance or rejection of the 
proposition. This is possibly attributable to several factors. Firstly, the proposition assumed that 
those respondents still living in the area might representatively comment on the negative 
aspects of gentrification, where it is more likely that those who no longer live there because 
they were negatively affected would do so. Secondly, the case study method adopted opens the 
possibility that the residents of this particular area answered as they did, where those in another 
area might not have. Finally, the low response rate (7.6%) of the 1765 residences surveyed 
provides little comfort as to the representivity of the findings.
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Abstract

Universities and other higher education institutions are generally acknowledged as valuable 
contributors to the economy. At the local level they are known for having a steady presence in 
a locale, for attracting revenue from within and outside their host community, providing jobs 
on different levels and relatively resistant to business fluctuation cycles. A university town is 
described as a town or in some cases a suburb of a city which is dominated socially, 
economically and culturally by its university population. One of the most prominent influences 
of a university on its host community is the phenomena termed ‘studentification’. This paper 
investigates the effects of studentification on the residential neighbourhood and businesses of a 
university suburb and how the social, cultural, economic and environmental impacts of the 
studentification affect the residential neighbourhood and businesses in the suburb. The case
study was focused on the University of Cape Town (UCT) in Rondebosch, Rosebank and 
Mowbray. The research revealed the existence of a unique student housing market and opens 
new areas of research into the patterns, distribution and implications for the formation of 
student areas. Moreover, it raises the issue of the trade-off between the apparent profitability of 
the student market and the implications for urban facilities management and the demographic 
balance in these areas.

Keywords: Urban Facilities Management, Studentification
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1. Introduction

1.1 Background and context

Situational information: The University of Cape Town (UCT) has grown in the scope of 
studies it offers and the calibre of its graduates, attracting considerable human capital in the 
form of students, staff and other employees.  This growth is in line with government’s desire to 
drive a modern economy underpinned by a knowledge-driven and knowledge-dependent society 
(Republic of South Africa, 1997: 1).  The government’s strategy towards achieving these 
objectives involves agreed phased increase of higher education (HE) student enrolment to 
predetermined targets.  These targets differ in the various higher education institutions.  The 
UCT student enrolment has increased at an average annual rate of 1.4%, reaching a total of 23, 
600 students in the 2009 academic year (Republic of South Africa, 1997; University of Cape 
Town, 2008).  The target student population for the UCT is 24,000 students by the year 2010 
(University of Cape Town, 2008).  This expansion in the HE programme has impacted on the 
host communities of Rondebosch, Rosebank and Mowbray precincts economically.  This 
research explores these impacts, their effects, and implications on the residential 
neighbourhood and businesses in the area which the study defines as UCT’s host communities. 

1.2 The research study

Universities and other Higher Education Institutions (HEI) are generally known to be valuable 
contributors to the economy in many ways.  At the local level, universities are known to have a 
steady presence in their locale, attracting revenue from within and outside their host 
communities, providing jobs at different levels and are fairly resistant to business fluctuation 
cycles (Steinacker, 2005).  The presence of the university or HEI pervades the economic and 
social life of the host community, with far reaching consequences.  Arguably the most 
prominent influence of a university or HEI on its host community is the phenomenon of 
“studentification” (Smith, 2005).  While a number of studies (see, for example, Smith, 2002; 
Hubbard, 2008) have been done on the subject of studentification globally, very little research 
has been done on its prevalence or otherwise, its causes, effects and implications in the South 
African context.  The effect of studentification, which is often seen as the primary influence of 
the HEI on the university suburb, results in a form of urban restructuring, socially, 
economically, culturally and environmentally; which negatively distorts the local residential 
property market (Smith, 2005).

1.3 Research questions

(a) How has the University of Cape Town (UCT) influenced studentification in the 
Rondebosch – Rosebank – Mowbray areas? 
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(b) How have the effects of studentification affected the Rondebosch–Rosebank – Mowbray 
residential neighbourhoods and businesses socially, culturally, economically and physically? 

1.2 Research proposition and method

The proposition for the study was that the University of Cape Town (UCT) causes 
studentification in its host communities, negatively impacting on the social, economic, cultural 
and environmental attributes of the associated residential neighbourhoods and businesses areas. 
A single case study was undertaken, using semi-structured interviews with UCT officials, local 
property letting agents, landlords, local business owners, Rondebosh-Rosebank-Mowbray 
community and neighbourhood leaders, as well as the Local Authority and Ward Councillor in 
the area.

1.3 Research objectives

The purpose of the study was to explore the phenomenon of studentification, its effects, and the 
implications of these effects on the university precincts of Rondebosch, Rosebank and 
Mowbray. The objectives of the study were to:

i) establish whether there is an imbalance between the size of the student population and the 
UCT-provided accommodation available to them.

ii) establish the dependence of the overflow of students not catered for by university-provided 
accommodation on the private rented sector (PRS) in the study area, and how widespread this 
is.

iii) establish whether the factors which define studentification exist in the study area.

iv) substantiate the influence UCT has in the studentification of the area, and  

v) examine the effects of studentification on the residential neighbourhood and businesses in 
the study area.

2. Literature review

The strict meaning of the concept of gentrification has evolved since it was first revealed in the 
late 1960s.  Scholars, in the late 1970s and 1980s, gave a broader conceptualisation to its 
meaning and process, which tried to accommodate the complexities and diversities of the 
phenomenon (see Atkinson and Bridge, 2005; Smith, 2005; Sabri and Ludin, 2009).  Over the 
years, new definitions of gentrification have emerged from research, which introduce 
gentrifiers, as well as explain its occurrence in parts of cities and towns, which probably would 
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not have fitted earlier strict definitions of the phenomenon.  Smith and Holt (2007:153) assert 
that “the ethos of gentrification is being stimulated and nurtured by networks of institutional 
actors in different places”.  It has therefore been suggested that gentrification should be 
labelled by the processes that define it.  Studentification, a term first established by Smith 
(2002), is one of such unique processes of urban transformation influenced by the effects of the 
overbearing presence of an HEI on its host community.  Hubbard (2008:323) describes it as 
“the process by which specific neighbourhoods become dominated by student residential 
occupation”.  The literature review first establishes the conceptual definition of studentification 
and then examines the causes and drivers of the phenomenon in different parts of the world, 
albeit in different contexts.  Finally, literature review discusses the effects of studentification, 
as well as the impact and implications of these effects on the residential property sector in 
university towns.  

2.1 Studentification

The term ‘studentification’ is associated with the seasonal, in-migration of HE students, and 
explains the growth of high concentrations of such students around the neighbourhoods of 
HEIs.  The process of studentification signifies urban changes, which bring about distinct 
social, cultural, economic and physical transformations within university towns (see Smith, 
2005; Smith and Denholm, 2006).  In terms of the strict conceptual definition of the process of 
studentification, these dimensions of urban transformation are linked to the recommodification 
of ‘single-family’ or re-modelling of existing private rented housing to create houses in 
multiple occupation (HMO) for HE students (Smith, 2005). In recent times, the concept of 
studentification has also embraced the provision of purpose-built off-campus, usually high 
density, accommodation for HE students, within the existing neighbourhoods of the university 
suburbs (Smith and Holt, 2007; Hubbard, 2009). Research has revealed that there are several 
causes and drivers, with many parties like government, HEIs, students, landlords and local 
communities, bearing at least part of the responsibility for its development (Sabri and Ludin, 
2009).  The expansion of the HE sector by the national government, without providing the 
resources and the powers required to manage the impact on student accommodation, is 
identified as one of the contributing factors to the occurrence of studentification (Shelter, 2002; 
Smith and Denholm, 2006).  Research has shown that studentification occurs in stages over 
time (Kenyon, 1997; Smith, 2002; Smith, 2005; National HMO Lobby, 2005; "Studentification: 
discussion", 2005). Studentification is inadvertently caused by such wider and often unrelated 
events as economic and social trends in a country, as well as government policies (Smith and 
Denholm, 2006).  The desire to achieve social and economic competitiveness in the global 
arena has ensured that the development of most major countries of the world is hinged on 
knowledge-based economies and societies.  These imperatives of economic competitiveness 
have inevitably ensured the rapid growth of the idea of knowledge-based economies and 
societies in most developed countries (Sabri and Ludin, 2009).  The unavoidable implication of 
these developments for such countries is the rapid expansion of the HEI sector, which is usually 
state-sponsored, and consequently the rapid increase in the number of HE students (see Rugg et 
al., 2000; Smith and Denholm, 2006; Sabri and Ludin, 2009).  Consequently, the rate of 
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increase of the number of HE students greatly surpassed the rate at which the institutions are 
able to provide institutionalised accommodation for them, resulting in the commodification of 
HE student spaces and lifestyles, which are components of (see, for example, Chatterton, 1999; 
Smith, 2005; University of Brighton, 2007; Benn, 2009; Doward, 2009; Sabri and Ludin, 2009; 
Smith, 2009). Researchers argue that finance instruments such as the buy-to-let instrument in 
the UK for example, which makes finance more accessible, has invariably influenced the rise in 
investment culture (Crook, 1992; Bailey et al., 2000; Rugg et al., 2000; Ball, 2006; Lowe, 
2007; Leyson and French, 2009).  Consequently, the better access to finance and the demand 
for accommodation by continually increasing number of the HE students who were not 
accommodated in university-provided accommodation encourages private landlords, as well as 
developers, to provide HMOs for these HE students (Smith, 2005; Smith and Denholm, 2006; 
Lowe, 2007).  

2.2 Effects and implications of studentification on the University 
suburb

Aligned with theorisations of gentrification and other current processes of change, four main 
scopes of the effects of studentification have been identified.  These are: (i) the social impact, 
which is considered to be the primary one; (ii) the economic impact; (iii) the cultural impact; 
and (iv) the physical impact (see Smith, 2005; Smith and Denholm, 2006; Smith and Holt, 
2007).  The implications of these dimensions of the effects of studentification may be 
considered to be positive or negative, depending on the context and the social group it impacts. 
It can be argued that the social dimension of the effect of studentification on a university town 
involves the development of a new social group of ephemeral and young middle-class residents 
which displaces the original established residents of the area (Kenyon, 1997; National HMO 
Lobby, 2005; Smith, 2005). Research has shown that in a university precinct, the sheer numbers 
of young adults of higher educational learning engenders an assumed distinct culture, lifestyle 
and pattern of consumption associated with particular retail service outlet provisions (see 
Chatterton, 1999; Smith, 2005; Smith and Denholm, 2006; Smith and Holt, 2007).  This defines 
the cultural dimension of the effect of studentification (see Chatterton, 1999; Rugg et al., 2000; 
Chatterton and Hollands, 2003; Gopal, 2008; Hubbard, 2008). Research has shown that the 
economic impact of the effect of studentification on a university suburb is usually marked by 
the inflation of property prices, which is underpinned by the recommodifiction of ‘single-
family’ houses or the remodelling of private rented housing to supply HMO for the HE students 
(Rugg et al., 2000; Smith, 2005; Smith and Denholm, 2006). The impact on the physical 
environment is characterised as follows. There is an initial upgrading of the physical 
environment, driven by valorised property rentals and prices, which is induced by the 
conversion of single-family housing stock to HMO to meet the accommodation needs of the 
large HE student population (see Cox, 2000; Martin et al., 2005; National HMO Lobby, 2005;
Smith, 2005; Smith and Denholm, 2006; Smith, 2008; Doward, 2009; Osborne, 2009). Notably, 
the impact of studentification on the residential sector is not only limited to the supply-demand 
imbalance in accommodation within HMO (Rugg et al., 2000).   There are telling implications 
for issues such as the lack of regulation of HE student housing, property prices, availability of 
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housing stock, and the growth of the student sub-market (Rugg et al., 2000). The constantly 
growing HE student population ensures an increased demand for student accommodation and, 
inevitably, the establishment of a ‘niche’ student housing market.  The tendency of students to 
live in concentrated pockets in large numbers within parts of the university suburb is a major
feature of this market (Rugg et al., 2000; Smith, 2005; Hubbard, 2008; Munro et al., 2009; 
Smith, 2009). Although the literature above refers largely to the UK, and not much research has 
been done on the subject of studentification and its effects in South Africa, Benn, (2009) 
pointed out that it occurrences in Stellenbosch.  In Cape Town, the only similar example where 
a residential neighbourhood is host to an HEI of similar size is the UCT in Rondebosch –
Rosebank – Mowbray areas.  Surveys of UCT students, commercial property owners and 
tenants, residents and shoppers in the Rondebosch area, which is a significant part of the study 
area, give useful insights regarding the aspects of studentification discussed in the literature 
(Moiloa, 2007; Cattell et al., 2008). The survey of UCT students revealed that a majority of 
students live ‘off-campus’ in rental accommodation (Moiloa, 2007; Cattell et al., 2008).  Of 
these students, 33% use the UCT Jammie shuttle (university provided transportation) to travel 
to and from the campus, and 32% walk (Cattell et al., 2008).  Sixty-one percent (61%) of the 
respondents perceived the area what area? to be unsafe.  The most common types of crime 
committed in the area were found to be muggings and snatchings, theft from cars, and armed 
robberies (Cattell et al., 2008).  Sixty-five percent (65%) of the respondents described the 
quality of the public environment as “average” (Cattell et al., 2008).

3. The case study

The research method involved a single case study comprising semi-structured interviews of 
selected stakeholders from within the area of study, as well as Local Authority officials. 
Generalizations from the research findings are made to the proposition, in line with Yin’s 
(2003) assertions regarding single case studies (see Remenyi et al., 1998; Yin, 2003; Flyvbjerg, 
2006; Yin, 2009). Information was obtained from three tiers of sources, analysed and inferences 
made, within the framework of the issues identified in the literature.  The first tier comprised 
semi-structured interviews of selected stakeholders made from within UCT and its host 
communities.  The stakeholders from within the UCT included Administrative/Council 
members as well as officials of the Planning Unit office and the Student Housing office.  
Stakeholders in the host community consisted of local property letting agents, landlords, local 
business owners, Rondebosh-Rosebank-Mowbray community and neighbourhood leaders.  In 
order to validate the data, a second tier of source of information was obtained from interviews 
with Local Authorities and Ward Councillor in the area, who, unlike the selected stakeholders, 
have a fiduciary and social responsibility over the area of study.  The third tier of source of 
information is from records from the police, and local municipal authorities with jurisdiction 
over the area of study, as well as relevant archival sources such as UCT admission and student 
housing records. Having defined the issues to be investigated and the case, semi-structured 
interviews was the preferred means of data collection, as it is better suited to qualitative 
research, and fosters the pursuit in-depth information, and not just statistical facts.  The semi-
structured interview was then designed in accordance with the issues and questions raised from
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the literature on studentification and its social, cultural, environmental and economic impact on 
residential neighbourhoods and businesses in a university precinct.  Selected stakeholders to be 
interviewed were identified and their informed consent for an interview was sought 
telephonically as well as via e-mail.  The interviewees were carefully selected to ensure that the 
information obtained would be from different and multiple sources.  However, while the Police 
were willing to grant interviews, they were not will to part with hard copies of historical and 
statistical data on crime. A potential risk in having adopted a single case study is that the 
findings could be anecdotal or peculiar to the UCT-Rondebosch – Rosebank – Mowbray areas. 
The single case choice was, however, unavoidable, as there are no similar cases in Cape Town 
where a residential suburb is home to a university of UCT’s scale. 

3.1 Analysis

3.1.1 Evidence of the number of students exceeding UCT-provided 
accommodation

The findings from the data collected indicated that for over a decade there had been a sustained 
and rapid growth in the UCT student population to 23, 600 in 2009.  This is attributed to 
government policies aimed at achieving societal transformation outlined in the Reconstruction 
and Development Programme, as articulated in Education White Paper 3 (Republic of South 
Africa, 1997).  This agreement with the department of education sees UCT targeting a total 
student enrolment of 24, 000 in 2010 (UCT, 2008).  This growth has put pressure on UCT 
infrastructure, including student accommodation.  It is evident that there is a substantial 
‘imbalance’ between the UCT student population and the capacity of the university-provided 
accommodation. Furthermore, the information from records of, and interviews with the officials 
of the UCT Planning Unit Office and the Student Housing Office indicate that although the 
university-provided student accommodation has increased by 30% to 5, 700 between 1994 and 
2009, only 24% of the student population is housed in UCT-provided residences.  It follows 
then that 76% of the UCT student population live outside of UCT-provided accommodation.  
This supports Cattell et al.’s (2008) finding that 72% of the UCT students live ‘off-campus’.  
The UCT officials further pointed out that some students who live off-campus lived at home 
with their parents, while others lived outside the study area.  It was further revealed that, 
excluding the students who live with their families and those who live outside the study area, 
47% of the students who live outside the UCT residences, live within the study area in PRS 
homes.  This statistic is similar to Moiloa’s (2007) finding that 51% of the students lived in the 
Rondebosch – Rosebank area.  The slight difference in the figures can be attributed the fact that 
Moiloa’s (2007) study did not make the distinction between the students who lived in the PRS 
and those living in the UCT-provided residences in the Rondebosch – Rosebank area. Given the 
above, it may be concluded that the majority of UCT students live outside of UCT-provided 
residences, but within the study area and that it is evident that the number of students exceed 
the UCT-provided accommodation. 
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The above discuss from the study findings implies that UCT does not have the capacity to 
provide accommodation for its entire student population.  Furthermore, the interviews with the 
UCT officials indicate that UCT’s plan to build an 880 bed student residence is expected to add 
only 3.7% to the total UCT-provided accommodation.  This limited intervention strongly 
indicates that there will continually be a substantial over-spill of students without university-
provided housing who live within the area of study. In line with theorisations of the 
phenomenon of studentification, it is asserted that the pressures by the large HE student 
population on its host community begin with the over-spill of the students without institution-
provided accommodation (Kenyon, 1997).  The study findings discussed above therefore 
suggest that the presence of UCT in the study area gives rise to a large HE student population, 
which indicates potential for the phenomenon of studentification to occur in the Rondebosch –
Rosebank – Mowbray areas.       

3.1.2 Evidence of students’ dependence on the private rented sector 

The case study data obtained from the local Letting Agents, Landlords and Officials of the UCT
all indicate that the students who live outside of the UCT-provided housing, but within the 
study area, live in HMOs.  It was revealed that in past years the students mainly lived in HMOs 
in digs, but in recent times HMOs in flats and sectional titled complexes are better preferred.  In 
some cases the parents of such students buy the property to provide accommodation for their 
child while he or she remains a student at the UCT.  Furthermore, Letting Agents in the study 
area confirm that in the last ten years, over 90% of their clientele in the area have been students 
or their parents.  Information from the Letting Agents and Landlords interviewed in the area 
further point to the fact that investors have taken note of this opportunity, and now buy property 
in the study area with the intention of remodelling, if they need to, and leasing the properties to 
student tenants.  This discourse suggests that the large number of students who desire to live in 
the study area guarantee a steady demand for student accommodation from the PRS and depend 
on the housing stock supplied by the PRS to meet their demand for accommodation.  
Furthermore, it was indicated above that the study findings showed that 47% of the students 
lived in the study area in the PRS.  This result also confirms Moiloa’s (2007) finding that 51% 
of UCT students live in the Rondebosch – Rosebank area, and that 33% of the total number of 
students surveyed pay rent.  It can therefore be inferred that the majority of the students who 
live in the study area pay rent, and, as such, depend on the private rented sector. The discussion 
on the case study findings above show that there is evidence of in-migration of HE students 
from UCT, which explains the high concentration of such students in the study area.  
Furthermore, the findings reveals that there is strong evidence of the remodelling of existing 
private rented housing, as well as the development of purpose-built houses to create flats and 
HMOs for the HE students in the study area.  These findings which show the high 
concentration of HE students living in HMOs in the study area strongly indicate a condition 
that defines studentification as discussed in the literature (see Smith, 2005; Hubbard, 2008; 
Sabri and Ludin, 2009). In line with theorisations regarding the formation of student areas in a 
university precinct, the study findings suggest that the choice of Rondebosch as the preferred 
area of residence of the students outside the university-provided accommodation is influenced 
by: the proximity of such accommodation to the UCT academic campus; access to 
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transportation; and desire for houses on secure streets.  The survey of UCT students in 
Rondebosch (Cattell et al., 2008) supports this as it showed that the majority of the students 
travel to and from the area on foot (32%) or by the UCT dedicated Jammie bus shuttle (33%) 
(Cattell et al., 2008).  In addition to these findings above, there is evidence showing that 
students are attracted to those areas of the neighbourhood where other students live.  Inevitably, 
definable ‘student areas’ are formed along these parts of the suburb, as large numbers of 
students converge there.  These areas are mainly along the Main road in Rondebosch, Rosebank 
and Mowbray.  Furthermore, the UCT interventions aimed at providing student accommodation 
are also located within the community, thereby exacerbating the creation of ‘student areas’ 
within the study area.  Consequently, an imbalance in the demographic composition of those 
parts of the study area can be expected, whereby the area becomes dominated by a transient 
student population.  This was observed to be the case with the area behind the Riverside Centre 
in Rondebosch, for instance.  These findings reflect the formation of ‘student areas’ identified 
in the literature review, which is a hallmark of the conditions which define studentification (see 
Kenyon, 1997; Rugg et al., 2000; Smith, 2005).

3.1.3 The impact on residential properties in the area

The findings from officials of the UCT, local property letting agents and landlords in the study 
area point to the fact that investors often receive better returns on their properties let to student 
tenants in the study area.  This is because student tenants share accommodation and are thus 
able to pay higher rentals than would otherwise be affordable to a single family.  This finding 
aligns with the Moiloa (2007) survey, which revealed that individual students can afford 
monthly rentals of up to R3000.  Thus, a group of three students sharing a HMO can afford a 
rental of R9000, which is more than it would attract from a single-family tenant.  Thus, 
residential property rentals in the ‘student areas’ of the case study area have been valorised as a
result of studentification.  The local property letting agents and landlords point out that there is 
consequently great pressure on the PRS to meet the demand for student housing and this has 
ensured that rentals and property prices have not fallen.  This guaranteed demand for student 
housing and the steady overflow of students without UCT-provided accommodation ensure the 
existence of a unique ‘student market’ in the study area.  Furthermore, the study findings also 
show that the constant low vacancy rates recorded in the area is strongly correlated to the UCT 
academic year and the presence of the students in the area.  

3.1.4 Effects of a large concentration of students in the study area

The case study data show that the clustering of a large population of students in the ‘student 
areas’ influences those parts of the suburb. The social influence referred to in the literature is 
supported by the case study findings, which point towards the increased occurrence of 
antisocial behaviour such as late night and general noise pollution and public drunkenness.  The 
response from the Police also indicates increased levels of crime in the student areas, especially 
burglaries, muggings, break-ins and thefts from parked cars. The response from Rondebosch, 
Rosebank and Mowbray community and neighbourhood leaders attributed the increased levels 
of crime to the naïve carefree attitude of the student population which attracts such crimes. This 
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finding is further buttressed by the Police response, which revealed that majority of these 
crimes mentioned in the area occur along the Main road, which is a known ‘student area’ as 
shown in earlier discussions. This finding discussed above reflects Cattell et al.’s (2008) survey 
finding that 61% of their respondents regarded the area as ‘unsafe’.  It also strongly mirrors the 
patterns of the social influences identified by Chatterton (1999) and Smith and Denholm 
(2006), which resulted from the presence of a large HE student population in the area.  In 
addition to this the interview with the Police showed a clear correlation between the presence 
of the students in the area during the UCT academic year and the increase in levels of crime.  
All respondents on the issue above, however, made the distinction that the students did not 
commit the crimes, but attracted it as explained above. The cultural influence is evident in the 
case study findings, in which the response from the Rondebosch, Rosebank and Mowbray 
community and neighbourhood leaders as well as the Council Member and the UCT 
administrative Official all agreed that the study area is more inclusive, with a cosmopolitan and 
‘international’ feel.  This finding mentioned above is ascribed to the large number of 
international and regional, non-local students and staff in the area.  In addition, there is also the 
distinct student culture as well as evidence of a buoyant social scene that is directly linked to 
the presence of UCT.  There is also evidence that the existence of a student culture in the area 
is not well accepted by some sections of the local community thereby encouraging social 
tensions between the established non-student population and the student population. The 
presence of a large and increasing number of students in the area inevitably creates economic
opportunities.  This assertion is supported by evidence from the case study findings that 
indicate that there are businesses in the area that take advantage of the opportunities and thrive 
on catering to the needs of the students and in some cases the broader university community.
Some of these businesses identified in the area which thrive on the large student population, 
include fast-foods, internet cafes, nightclubs, pubs and bars as well as business centres, most of 
which are located along the Main road, which has been identified by earlier discussions above 
as a ‘student area’. Conversely, the interviews with business owners in the area has shown that 
the economic operations of these businesses are cyclical, experiencing buoyant and lean 
periods, in line with the UCT academic calendar and the presence of the student population. In
addition to the findings above, findings also show that the large student population in the area 
invariably influence appeal of the retail market, which primarily caters to the needs of the 
students. This significantly narrows the appeal of the market for non-student buyers who 
sometimes struggle to identify with the goods and services being offered.

The environmental influence is supported by the response from neighbourhood and community 
leaders in the study area, which show that, generally, students do not have a high degree of 
maintenance culture, which consequently contributes negatively to the quality of the public 
environment.  This lack of maintenance ultimately influences the gradual decline of the 
environs of the student areas.  This finding mirrors Cattell et al.’s (2008) survey finding that 
61% of respondents in the survey described the cleanliness of the area as ‘average’, 21% 
considered it unclean, and 65% described the quality of the public environment as ‘average’. 
All the respondents to interviews also pointed out that these lack of maintenance issues 
mentioned above create a tense relationship between the students and the landlords.  Study 
findings show that UCT tries to circumvent the tension through its planned greater involvement 
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through a head lease agreement with landlords.  The findings also show that ultimately, the 
student culture and the perceived antisocial behaviour associated with their presence in the area 
makes it somewhat unattractive location for the non-student population to live in.  This means 
that the property type and stock in the area mostly have to target the student clientele.

3.1.5 Public policy regulating student housing and HMO in the study area

The interviews with the Local Authorities and Ward Councillor in the area revealed that there 
is no real public policy regulating student geographies and student HMOs in the area.  
However, the growth of these student areas coincides with the planned densification of the city,
a policy which seeks to combat urban sprawl and maximise land use in the city.  It appears that 
the issue of student geographies and student HMO and their effects on the study area have been 
left by the Local Authority to the complex interplay of market forces.  This unregulated aspect 
of student geographies in the study area seems to repeat the same lack of public policy 
regulation identified in the literature, which was seen to have encouraged the studentification in 
university precincts, and ultimately bring about the disintegration of established communities.

4. Conclusion

The purpose of the study was to explore the phenomenon of studentification, its effects, and the 
implications of these effects on the university precincts of Rondebosch – Rosebank – Mowbray.  
The case study findings generally support the acceptance of the proposition, i.e. “that the 
University of Cape Town causes studentification in its host communities, negatively impacting 
on the social, economic, cultural and environmental attributes of the residential neighbourhood 
and businesses area”. However, the part of the proposition which states that the social, 
economic, cultural and environmental impact of the effects of studentification on the residential 
neighbourhood and businesses in the area is negative, was found to only be partially true.  From 
the analysis of the data, it is evident that some of the impacts of studentification on the 
residential neighbourhood and businesses are positive.  Examples of such impacts of 
studentification which have a positive impact include the vibrant social scene created by the 
large student population and the establishment of retail outlets, businesses and services which 
cater to the needs of the large student population in the area, are positive.  This observation 
largely depends on the section of the community being considered. Finally, the study adopted 
the lens of selected stakeholders, and only the key dimensions of the social, economic, cultural 
and environmental impacts were considered.  Further research involving multiple cases of 
South African HEIs, thereby widening the population and the reach of the inferences and 
generalisations, is necessary.  It would also be pertinent to conduct detailed studies of known 
properties with perennial student occupancies, as well as such issues as the trade-offs between 
the apparent profitability of the ‘student market’ and the challenges of urban management in 
these areas.  In addition, further studies are needed on the patterns of the ‘student areas’, i.e.
what influences such formations and their effects on the city.
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Abstract

Air-conditioned offices in the subtropics are recommended to operate within specified ranges of 
indoor temperature, relative humidity and air velocity as a consequence of thermal energy 
conservation. As thermal discomfort leads to productivity loss, air-conditioned offices conducted with 
some indoor environmental policies for Hong Kong are investigated in this study with relation to 
thermal energy consumption and productivity loss due to thermal discomfort. Thermal environment in 
over 1000 air-conditioned Grade-A offices with some indoor environmental policies of Hong Kong 
being carried out is investigated. Occupant thermal response is specifically considered as an adaptive 
factor in evaluating the energy consumption and productivity loss. The results provide quantitative 
means for an environment policy regarding impacts on occupant thermal comfort and worker 
productivity as an important factor in determining the office environmental efficiency. The model 
parameters are not exhaustive, with assumptions made for the thermal comfort of occupants in offices 
in the subtropical areas and have only been determined from recent studies in Hong Kong, which 
perhaps will limit the model’s usefulness elsewhere. This study is a useful reference source for 
evaluating an indoor thermal environmental policy regarding the energy consumption, thermal 
comfort and productivity loss in air-conditioned offices in the subtropical areas. 

Keywords: Air-conditioned office, indoor environment, policy, thermal energy consumption, 
productivity
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1. Introduction 

Hong Kong, characterized by its ‘hot and humid’ climates, is a developed city with a population of 7 
million and a limited area of 1067 km2. In 2005, the commercial sector accounted for 61% (i.e. 40000 
GWh yr−1) of the total annual energy consumption in Hong Kong (EMSD, 2007). Energy conservation 
is now a global concern and some scientists suggest that at least half of the current energy 
consumption should be cut over the next 50 years to avert a future global warming disaster (Pacala 
and Socolow, 2004).  

It was reported that a Mechanical Ventilation and Air-conditioning (MVAC) system, an essential 
feature for a comfortable office environment, would consume half of the total electrical energy of an 
air-conditioned commercial building (Mui, 2006). Apart from improvement on equipment efficiency, 
increment of indoor temperature and reduction of ventilation rate could also offer potential energy 
saving in air-conditioned offices (Yamtraipat et al., 2006). Maintaining satisfactory thermal conditions 
for the occupants by an adjustable indoor temperature set point of the air-conditioning system is one 
of the primary concerns in many air-conditioned office buildings (Wong et al., 2008). It was reported 
that there is a tendency for people to over-dress because of over-cooling in a number of offices (Mui 
and Wong, 2007). A survey of Hong Kong air-conditioned offices indicated a ‘slightly cool’ thermal 
environment was preferred by the occupants (Wan and Chao, 2002).  

According to the Environmental Protection Department, indoor air quality (IAQ) objectives for office 
environment are proposed as a voluntary IAQ certification scheme (HKEPD 2003). The guidelines 
listed the exposure limits of CO2 (800-1000 ppm) plus other 8 indoor air pollutants at a thermal 
environment of air temperature 20-25.5°C, relative humidity 40-70% and air speed below 0.2 ms−1. A 
number of offices adopted dilution to address the IAQ objectives with minimal alternations to existing 
building air-conditioning systems and fresh air quantity for ventilation was adjusted.  

Concerns have been arisen and calls for reviewing some of the indoor environmental policies have 
been identified. Besides the issues related to psychosocial health and mould growth problems, 
productivity loss due to thermal discomfort in an air-conditioned office should be evaluated (Clausen 
and Wyon, 2008; Tsutsumi et al., 2007). Unfortunately, there is always a trade-off between energy 
saving and occupant comfort. An eco-efficient air-conditioning system conserves energy but not 
necessarily suits the thermal comfort needs of all occupants, and that will bring forth potential 
productivity loss (Kosonen and Tan, 2004). Therefore, in the assessment of eco-efficiency, electricity 
use, occupant discomfort, and worker productivity are all important factors (Assefa et al., 2007). 

Thermal energy consumption for air-conditioned office buildings in Hong Kong was reported in 
literature (Mui, 2006; Wong et al., 2008). Using estimates of the probable occupant thermal votes for 
acceptance, this study investigated the impact of an indoor thermal environmental policy on the 
potential of energy consumption against the deterioration of corresponding productivity in some 
offices in Hong Kong. 
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2. Indoor environment of Grade A offices of Hong Kong 

According to a property review, in the end of 2007, 60% of a total stock of 10106700 m2 of office 
buildings in Hong Kong can be classified as Grade A (RVD, 2008). Grade A Offices are attributed 
according to their facilities and finishes. Modern design with high quality finishes, flexible layout, 
large floor plates, spacious, well decorated lobbies and circulation areas, effective central air-
conditioning system, good lift services zoned for passengers and goods deliveries, professional 
management and parking facilities are provided. In Grade A offices, the design and maintenance of 
air-conditioning systems are the best among the office building stock and regular cleaning of air 
handling units and air ducts and replacement of filters are scheduled for a desired Grade A 
environment.  

Indoor environmental assessments were conducted in 1021 Grade A air-conditioned offices of Hong 
Kong, with variable air volume (VAV) type ventilation system adopted. All these offices were 
certified with satisfactory IAQ under the Hong Kong IAQ certification scheme. The samples were 
randomly picked from all regions for air-conditioned office development, which covered a wide range 
of open-plan offices, conference rooms and individual small offices. Human activities and dress codes 
among them were reported to be similar. The measurement included IAQ assessments on 12 
parameters regarding the IAQ objectives for the IAQ certification scheme from HKEPD (HKEPD, 
2003).  

Table 1 shows a summary of environmental conditions of assessed offices and compared with the 
design targets and some surveyed conditions in other Grade A offices as base case (HKEPD, 2003; 
Wong et al., 2006; Hui et al., 2008, 2009). The base case environmental conditions were assumed for 
Grade A offices before certified by the IAQ certification scheme.  

The survey results of the assessed VAV air-conditioned Grade A offices in this study showed that a 
more precise environmental condition can be maintained as a narrower range of parameters were 
reported as compared with the base case values. It was noted that indoor air temperature and CO2 
concentrations increased and corresponding energy saving would be resulted. Ventilation rates were 
adjusted to dilute indoor air pollutants to the exposure limits and CO2 exposure levels in a number of 
offices were below 1000 ppm. Nevertheless, the office environmental conditions would deviate from 
their target values in an occupied air-conditioned office. 

Table 1: Indoor environment of 1021 VAV air-conditioned Grade A offices 

Parameters 
Design target 

Range 

Base case 

Range (average) 

Assessed Grade A offices 

Range (average) 

CO2 Φc (ppm) 800-1000 450-2000 (641) 500-1668 (851) 

Indoor air temperature Ts (ºC) 20-25.5 13.4-27.8 (22) 18.2-26.6 (23.1) 

Indoor relative humidity Rh (%) 40-70 20-80 (60) 31-76 (57) 

Local air speed vs (ms−1) 0.2 <0.05-0.41 (0.27) 0.05-0.35 (0.07) 
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3. Thermal energy consumption 

Taking account of the conductive heat gain through the building fabric Een (kWh m−2 yr−1), and the 
heat generated by ventilation Eve (kWh m−2 yr−1) as well as all other internal loads Ein (kWh m−2 yr−1) 
including the occupants Eoc (kWh m−2 yr−1), lighting system Eli (kWh m−2 yr−1) and electrical 
equipment Eeq (kWh m−2 yr−1), the normalized annual thermal energy consumption for an air-
conditioned office Ec (kWh m−2 yr−1) is approximated by (Wong et al., 2008),  

inveenc EEEE  ; eqliocin EEEE   (1) 

The thermal energy consumption through the building envelope Een can be approximated by a 
multivariate regression model given below, where Ts (ºC) is the indoor air temperature, Lmax (m) is the 
maximum length of the floor, Lf (m) is the length of the floor, Wf (m) is the width of the floor, Af (m2) 
is the floor area, Vf (m3) is the floor volume, Uww (W m−2 K−1) is the average U-value of floor 
envelope, rw is the window-to-wall ratio, Sc is the shading coefficient,  is an error term approximated 
by a geometrical distribution with a geometric mean of 1 and a geometric standard deviation of 
1.4623 (Wong et al., 2008). 
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The average U-value of floor envelope Uww is the sum of window Uwd (W m−2 K−1) and wall Uwl (W 
m−2 K−1) U-values weighted by the window area Awd (m2) and wall area Awl (m2), 
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By defining Nd (d yr−1) as the number of working days per year, c (ppmv) the indoor CO2 
concentration and Oa (hd m−2) the occupancy factor, the normalized annual energy consumption for 
ventilation Eve (kWh m2 yr1) can be approximated by a regression Equation (Wong et al., 2008), 
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Based on the total operating hours in a year Nh (h yr−1), thermal energy consumption for the internal 
loads Ein (kWh m−2 yr−1) is the sum as shown below, where K0 is a coefficient for unit conversion, Poc 
(kW hd−1 m−2 yr1) is the normalized per occupant thermal load while Pli (kW m−2 yr1) and Peq (kW 
m−2 yr1) are the normalized thermal loads for lighting and other electrical equipment respectively,  
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For a standard Hong Kong office floor of an area in between 230 and 6600 m2, a window-to-wall ratio 
rw in between 0.25 and 0.64, and a floor envelope U-value Uww in between 2.4 and 2.7 W m−2 K−1, this 
energy consumption model would under-predict the fabric load by 2.5% on average (Yu and Chow, 
2007). For those office floors with rw ranging from 0 to 1 and Uww from 0.51 to 4.21 W m−2 K−1, 63% 
of the simulation cases were found within the ±20% consumption prediction, while 37% of the cases 
were in the 20-50% ‘overestimation’ range (Lam and Chan, 1997). 
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4. Productivity loss 

The percentage loss of productivity D of an office worker can be expressed by combining the 
percentage productivity losses in thinking tasks Tk and typing tasks Tp with a thinking-to-overall task 
ratio  , 

  pk T1TD   (6) 

Tk and Tp measured in laboratory environments were correlated with the occupant-preferred mean 
thermal sensation vote 1 ranged between −0.21 and 1.28 (Kosonen and Tan, 2004), 
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Fanger’s predicted mean vote (PMV) index , a measure of occupant acceptance of the thermal 
environment, is a function of indoor air temperature Ts (ºC), relative humidity Rh (%), local air speed 
vs (ms−1), radiant temperature Tr (ºC), occupant metabolic rate Me (Met) and clothing value CL (clo), 
i.e. ~(Ts, Rh, vs, Tr, Me, CL) (Fanger, 1972). Mathematical expressions of  were addressed in open 
literature (Fanger, 1972). Some field studies of direct measurement for thermal acceptability reported 
a narrower operative temperature range for 80% thermal acceptability than the values specified in 
current design guidelines (ANSI/ASHRAE, 2004). This study also recorded a narrow thermal comfort 
acceptance range of PMV when compared with the chamber tests. With a correlation coefficient 
R=0.988 (p<0.001, t-test), the preferred predicted mean vote (PPMV) 1 obtained from the field 
measurements in Hong Kong air-conditioned offices can be correlated with  by (Mui and Wong, 
2007), 

1 = 3.86  + 3.05; 3  1  +3 (9) 

The estimation of clothing value has long been recognized as a critical weakness in the field of 
research methodology and also in the application of standards and comfort indices to the ‘real world’ 
(Yamtraipat et al., 2006; Wong et al., 2008; Mui and Wong, 2007). In Hong Kong, there is a tendency 
for people to over-dress because of over-cooling in many air-conditioned workplaces. In this study of 
alternative warmer thermal environment conditions for the best estimate of energy saving, occupants 
should adjust their clothing volumes so that the maximum thermal acceptance can be obtained. Taking 
1 clo=0.155 m2 ºCW−1, the clothing value noted in this study for an occupant sitting on an office chair 
with a pair of walking shorts and a short-sleeved shirt was 0.46 clo, and that for a standing occupant 
wearing thermal long underwear and a pair of insulated overalls was 1.37 clo (ANSI/ASHRAE, 2004).  

To simulate the maximum occupant acceptance of a given thermal environment max, the probable 
range of clothing volume found in typical Hong Kong air-conditioned offices (i.e. CL=0.3-1.7 clo) is 
assumed,  

 = max; 0.3≤CL≤1.7  (10) 
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5. Simulation for environmental efficiency 

Impacts of the indoor environmental policy on the thermal energy consumption of the surveyed VAV 
air-conditioned Grade A offices, as well as the probable occupant thermal acceptance and the 
associated productivity loss, were analyzed in this study. In particular, three cases of environmental 
conditions listed in Table 1 were simulated, i.e. (A) the offices maintained at the design target 
conditions; (B) the ‘base case’ VAV air-conditioned Grade A offices and (C) the IAQ certification 
schemed VAV air-conditioned Grade A offices.  

Table 2 summarizes the attributes required as the input parameters of office floors for the evaluation. 
The simple Monte Carlo sampling technique (Binder, 2002) was used to sample the input parameters 
in Equations (1) to (10) for cases (A), (B) and (C) in Table 1. Simulations were repeated 10,000 times 
for each case and the corresponding changes of the expected energy consumption and variance were 
0.02% and 0.03% respectively for further simulations to be conducted. 

Table 2: Floor characteristics of air-conditioned office buildings in Hong Kong 

Parameter Range (average)

Floor area Af (m2) 200-3000 (900) 

Floor space volume Vf (m3) 600-15000 (3500) 

Floor length and width Lf, Wf (m) 14-54 (30) 

Window-to-wall ratio rw 0.2-0.8 (0.5) 

U-value of wall Uwl (W m−2 K−1) 0.57-3.41 (2.0) 

U-value of window Uwd (W m−2 K−1) 2.97-6.16 (4.5) 

Shading coefficient Sc 0.1-0.9 (0.47) 

Occupancy factor Oa (hd m−2) 0.05-0.12 (0.074) 

Normalized per Occupant thermal load Poc (kW hd−1 m-2 yr-1) 94-170 (128) 

Normalized thermal load of lighting Pli (kW m-2 yr-1) 10-30 (18) 

Normalized thermal load of other electrical equipment Peq (kW m−2 yr-1) 5-25 (12) 

Number of operating hours in a year Nh (h yr−1) 2600-2800 
 

 

Fig. 1 shows the annual thermal energy consumption per unit floor area for VAV air-conditioned 
Grade A offices in Hong Kong. It was reported that the average was 586 kWh m−2 yr−1, 965 kWh m−2 
yr−1 and 661 kWh m−2 yr−1 for cases (A), (B) and (C) respectively. The results showed that the target 
design conditions offered a maximum potential thermal energy saving of 39%. For the offices 
implemented the scheme, an average thermal energy reduction of 31% was reported. It was noted that 
some offices did not fully compile with the target design conditions but excessive reduction in the 
thermal energy could be resulted. This is shown in the bottom 30% in case (C) as compared with case 
(A).  
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Figure 1: Thermal energy consumption.

 

Simulated occupant acceptance is graphed in Fig. 2. The PPMV index distributions showed that case 
(A) (the offices at the design target conditions) was not (p>0.1, Chi-square test) whereas case (C) was 
(p<0.05, Chi-square test) significantly different from the ‘base case’. Probably, most occupants in the 
‘base case’ and case (A) were able to adjust their clothing volumes for maximum thermal comfort. 
Taking −0.5≤1≤0.5 as the acceptable acceptance threshold (ANSI/ASHRAE, 2004), 94%, 78% and 
95% of the occupants in cases (A), (B) and (C) respectively reported thermal satisfaction. Although 
94% occupants are satisfied with the offices targeted thermal environment, in practice it had 
difficulties in achieving demanded environmental conditions for some occupants. In this study, the 
thermal acceptance rate from case (C) to case (A) dropped from 95% to 78% and some complaints of 
thermal discomfort could be expected. 
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Figure 2: Simulated occupant acceptance.
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Figure 3: Occupant clothing values for different thermal environments. 

 

Distributions of the clothing values for the three cases, among which significant differences were 
reported (p<0.01, t-test), are exhibited in Fig. 3. The average clothing values were (A) 0.59 clo, (B) 
0.73 clo and (C) 0.47 clo for the design target condition, base case and the Grade A offices with VAV 
air-conditioning system respectively. In case (C), a clothing value of 0.3 clo or below was found 
required for 30% occupants to adapt to the thermal environment; in contrasts, 9% and 7% occupants 
required 0.3 clo for cases (A) and (B) respectively were reported. Hypothetically, for a minimum 
clothing value CL=0.3 imposed in (B), 4.4% of the occupants (1≥2.5) would feel hot, 6.7% 
(2.5<1≤1.5) warm and 24% (1.5<1≤0.5) slightly warm as shown in Fig. 4. An improvement on 
thermally hot sensation was reported. It was noted that the target design offers over thermally 
comfortable environment to 94% occupants, while only 24% occupants felt thermally comfortable for 
offices in base case thermal conditions.. A predicted thermal acceptance of the environment in the 
surveyed VAV air-conditioned Grade A offices was about 65% as shown in the figure.  
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Figure 4: Thermal response of occupants. 
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Figure 5: Potential productivity loss of office workers: (a) typing tasks; (b) thinking tasks 

 

Fig. 5 shows the predicted productivity loss among office workers in terms of (a) typing task and (b) 
thinking task respectively. Taking a think-to-overall task ratio α=0.5, the average percentage 
productivity losses for the cases (A), (B) and (C) were 5.1%, 4.9% and 9.8% respectively.  

 

6. Conclusion 

Air-conditioned offices in the subtropics are recommended to operate within specified ranges of 
indoor temperature, relative humidity and air velocity for thermal energy conservation. However, 
productivity loss due to thermal discomfort in an overly warm office environment is a concern that 
cannot be ignored. In this study, some indoor environmental policies for Hong Kong air-conditioned 
offices were investigated at some VAV air-conditioned Grade A offices for maintaining satisfactory 
thermal conditions and productivity loss due to thermal discomfort. Occupant thermal response was 
specifically considered as an adaptive factor in evaluating the energy consumption and productivity 
loss based on the following three cases: (A) the target design conditions for air-conditioned office of 
Hong Kong where air temperature Ts=20-25.5ºC, relative humidity Rh=40-70%, air velocity vs=0.2 
ms−1 and CO2 concentration Φc=800-1000 ppm; (B) the base case – a typical Hong Kong air-
conditioned office where Ts=22C (SD=2C), Rh=60% (SD=9%), vs=0.27 ms−1 (SD=0.05 ms−1) and 
Φc= 641 ppm (SD=160 ppm) and case (C) – a VAV air-conditioned office with implementation of an 
environmental strategy for (A) where the measured values of Ts=23.1C, Rh=57%, vs=0.07 ms−1 and 
Φc= 851 ppm. Probable office thermal environments were determined via Monte Carlo simulations 
using the entire Hong Kong air-conditioned office building stock, and the corresponding energy 
consumption, and productivity loss were evaluated.  

It was demonstrated that, in comparison with the ‘base case’, a VAV air-conditioned Grade A office in 
Hong Kong with an implemented environmental policy had a reduction of thermal energy 
consumption and a reduction of productivity. This study presents a useful reference source for 
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building designers and policymakers to evaluate indoor thermal environment, especially those for air-
conditioned offices in the subtropical areas, regarding energy consumption, thermal comfort and 
productivity loss. 

 

 
Nomenclature

A   area (m2) 
CL   clothing value (clo) 
D  percentage loss of productivity 
E   annual thermal energy consumption (kWh m−2 yr−1) 
K  constant 
L   length (m) 
Me  metabolic rate (met) 
Nd   number of working days in a year (d yr−1) 
Nh   number of operating hours in a year (h yr−1) 
Oa   occupancy factor (hd m−2) 
P  normalized thermal load (kW m−2 yr−1)  
p  p-value of a statistic test of significance 
R  correlation coefficient 
Rh  relative humidity (%) 
rw   window-to-wall ratio  
Sc   shading coefficient  
SD  standard deviation 
T   temperature (ºC) 
Tk  thinking task 
Tp  typing task 
U   U-value (W m−2 K−1) 
v  velocity (ms−1) 
Vf   volume (m3) 
W  width (m) 
c   indoor CO2 concentration (ppmv) 
   thinking-to-overall task ratio 
  error term  
  occupant acceptance of the thermal environment  
  predicted mean vote (PMV)  
1  preferred predicted mean vote (PPMV)  
 
Superscript 
~  distribution function 
 
Subscript 
0,1,2,… of conditions 0,1,2,… 
c  of an air-conditioned office 
en  of conductive heat gain through building envelope 
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eq  of electrical equipment 
f  of floor 
i  of the i-th item 
in   of internal loads 
li  of lighting system 
max  of maximum 
oc  of occupants 
r  of radiant 
s  of indoor air 
ve  of ventilation 
wd  of window 
wl  of wall 
ww  of floor envelope 
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State of Standardization in Embodied Energy 
Computation: The need for a Protocol 
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College of Architecture, Texas A&M University, USA 

Abstract

Aim: Current Embodied Energy (EE) data and databases suffer from the problems of 
inconsistency, uncertainty and variability that eventually make data incomparable and 
unreliable. This paper aims to assess the current state of standardization in EE analysis and 
identifies the need to develop a protocol for the process of EE measurement. 

Methodology or approach: An extensive literature search was performed and data from 
literary sources was gathered. The literature includes papers and reports that critically evaluate 
the current standards being used for EE analysis.   

Conclusions: Parameters differ in current databases and influence the process of decision-
making in the construction industry. Current embodied energy computations are based on 
guidelines and requirements set forth for performing Life Cycle Assessments. However, 
research has pointed out discrepancies in issues related to system boundaries and allocation, 
which need to be eliminated or clarified. Furthermore, subjectivity and lack of clarity exist in 
current standards, which could distort the results of Life Cycle Assessments or embodied energy 
analyses. There is a strong and stated need to develop and implement an EE measurement 
protocol.

Limitations of the research: The scope of this paper is limited to building materials and their 
embodied energy. Life Cycle Assessment is only discussed peripherally and is out of the scope 
of this paper. 

Practical applications: Owing to the increasing significance of EE, global comparability and 
reliability of results are vital data qualities, especially in environmental practices like eco-
labeling, low embodied energy material preference and green building rating systems. This 
protocol incorporates requirements and guidelines for embodied energy analysis to deal with 
differing parameters. The evolution and establishment of an embodied energy protocol would 
facilitate much needed environmental labeling and would support informed decision making for 
materials 

Keywords: Embodied energy, building materials, Life Cycle Assessment, LCA standards, 
embodied energy standards 
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1. Introduction

The total energy consumed by a building is the sum of its operating and embodied energy (Dixit 
et al., 2010; Crowther, 1999; Ding, 2004). Operating energy is expended in operating the 
building, whereas embodied energy is consumed in building material production, construction 
processes, transportation activities, renovation and refurbishment processes and demolition and 
disposal activities (Dixit et al., 2010). Until recently, embodied energy was considered 
insignificant as compared to operational energy; however; current research has demonstrated 
that embodied energy is significant and in some studies it is found to be 20 to 50 times the 
annual operational energy in a building (Ding, 2004; Nassen et al., 2007; Crowther, 1999; 
Sartori and Hestnes, 2007). Furthermore, operational energy is being curbed down by evolving 
advanced building envelope materials and high performing equipment. Embodied energy can 
only be reduced if low energy intensive building materials are selected in the pre-construction 
phases (Nassen et al., 2006; Sartori and Hestnes, 2007; Ding, 2004).  

Current embodied energy data suffer from the problem of variation and inaccuracy (Dixit et al., 
2010). Parameters, including system boundaries, primary energy, delivered energy and 
feedstock energy, define the input variables that are included in developing the embodied 
energy. Other parameters, such as age and source of data, representativeness (temporal, spatial 
and technological), and methods of measurement, also affect the data quality (Dixit et al., 2010). 
These parameters differ amongst current databases and influence the process of decision-
making in the construction industry. Environmental practices, such as environmental selection 
of building materials, eco-labelling and green building assessment systems rely on Life Cycle 
Assessment (LCA) and embodied energy data. These data, however, differ and suffer from the 
problem of inaccuracy; thus, they cannot be used for such practices (Wan, 2008; Vonka, 2005; 
Pears, 1996; Worth, 1996; Davies, 2001; Ross, 2000; Esin, 2007; Atkinson et al., 1996; Trusty 
and Horst, 2002; Cole, 2000; Larsson, 1999).  

Most current efforts in the embodied energy calculation have used LCA methods and guidelines 
or standards. Databases of embodied energy include data that are derived using guidelines set 
forth by the International Standardization Organization (ISO) for Life Cycle Assessment (LCA). 
Hammond and Jones (2006), Crawford (2009), Huberman and Pearlmutter (2008) and John et 
al. (2009) have performed embodied energy assessments and analyses based on ISO standards. 
Standards like ISO 14040 and 14044 and the code of practice set forth by the Society for 
Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry (SETAC) present requirements and guidelines for the 
process of Life Cycle Assessment of materials or products (Udo de Haes and Heijungs, 2007; 
Fava, 2005; Rebitzer et al., 2004; Ross et al., 2002; Zamagni et al., 2008; SETAC, 2008; Levan, 
1995).  Embodied energy analysis is a subpart of LCA that appears in the life cycle energy 
analysis stage (Atkinson, 1996; Lawson, 1996).  LCA guidelines could provide direction to the 
embodied energy analysis, but literature suggests that these guidelines fail to address certain 
vital issues. The process of embodied energy analysis lacks standardization and requires more 
clarification and calculation guidelines that can be applied globally in order to address the 
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problems of inaccuracy and variability (Pears, 1996; Pullen, 1996; Menzies et al., 2007; Udo de 
Haes and Heijungs, 2007). This paper identifies a need to establish an embodied energy 
measurement protocol and assesses the state of standardization in embodied energy research by 
surveying existing standards that are used for LCA and embodied energy measurement. 
Furthermore, it determines the issues that these standards still fail to address.  

2. Research Methods

The research methods used include extensive literature review using various search engines to 
collect relevant information from peer reviewed and published bibliographic sources. This 
research method is called Literature Based Discovery (LBD), widely used in the realm of 
biomedical science, which was proposed by Dr. Don R. Swanson from the University of 
Chicago. Kenneth A. Cory (Wayne State University, Detroit) has demonstrated that the concept 
of LBD is valid outside the biomedical science field (Weeber et al., 2001; Weeber, 2007). The 
literature suggests that there are no standards or guidelines that could be used for embodied 
energy analysis. This study applies the LBD approach to survey current standards and 
guidelines used for embodied energy measurement. Furthermore, this paper cites the critical 
reviews of the referred standards and guidelines to point out issues that need to be addressed. 
Finally, a necessity to develop and implement an embodied energy protocol is identified by 
deriving a matrix of three arguments indicating urgency for the protocol.  

3. Literature Review 

3.1 Embodied Energy and Its Significance 

The embodied energy of a building material or product is the sum of energy inputs required to 
manufacture, process, and deliver that material or product to the building site. Furthermore, it 
also includes energy required to dispose of that material or product at the end of its service life. 
Embodied energy in a building includes embodied energy in building materials or products; 
energy inputs in construction processes; energy required during building use in maintenance and 
refurbishment and; energy inputs in the demolition and disposal of the building. However, Dixit 
et al. (2010) assert that the definitions of embodied energy rendered by different research 
studies demonstrate a difference of opinion. According to Miller (2001), the term “embodied 
energy” is subject to various interpretations rendered by different authors and its published 
measurements are found to be quite unclear.  

Until recently, the emphasis of energy conservation research was on the operating energy of a 
building. However, current research disproved this assumption and found that embodied energy 
accounts for a significant proportion of total life cycle energy (Crawford and Treloar, 2003; 
Crowther, 1999). Operational energy conservation could be accomplished with energy efficient 
appliances and advanced insulating materials, which are available more readily (Nassen et al., 
2006; Sartori and Hestnes, 2007; Ding, 2004). However, preferring only low energy intensive 
materials can reduce embodied energy, as well. Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial 
Research Organization (CSIRO) research has demonstrated that the embodied energy content of 
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an average household in Australia is nearly equivalent to 15 years of operational energy 
(Commonwealth of Australia, 2005). Crawford and Treloar (2003) insinuate that, in Australia, 
the embodied energy contained in a building is 20 to 50 times the operational energy needed for 
the building annually.

3.2 Variation and Inconsistency in Embodied Energy Measurement 
Results

Buchanan and Honey (1994); Crowther (1999); Crawford and Treloar (2003); Ding (2004); 
Horvath (2004); Nassen et al. (2007); and Langston and Langston (2008) suggest that the 
embodied energy results from research studies show significant variation in embodied energy 
figures, which are derived from information from disparate sources and different countries. 
According to Dixit et al. (2010), embodied energy figures vary due to differing parameters, such 
as data qualities (geographic, temporal and technological representativeness), methods of 
embodied energy calculation, differing system boundary and inclusion of primary and/or 
delivered energy. Literature suggests that the determination of embodied energy is difficult and 
that no standard methodology is available to estimate the energy levels of building materials 
(Crowther, 1999). It is relatively facile to configure the operating energy of a building; however, 
embodied energy determination is more time consuming and complex (Langston and Langston, 
2008).

3.3 Lack of a Reliable and Robust Embodied Energy Database: 
Implications on Environmental Practices 

Among prevailing environmental practices are eco-labelling, environmental selection of 
building materials and products and the green building assessment. The eco-labelling of a 
product is comparatively useful in informing consumers or customers about the product’s 
environmental characteristics (Marin and Tobler, 2002; Trusty, 2004; Levan, 1995; Hes, 2000). 
The embodied energy of a product is a useful criterion for judging environmental performance 
(Wan, 2008; Vonka, 2005) and if embodied energy data are inaccurate and possess variations, 
the purpose of eco-labelling is not fulfilled.

Environmental selection of materials or products could result in large savings in energy use and 
eventual decrease in CO2 emissions due to energy production (Atkinson et al., 1996; Gonzalez 
and Navarro, 2006; Thormark, 2006). Atkinson et al. (1996) found that energy savings due to 
environmental preference could be as great as 20 percent, while Thormark (2006) determined a 
reduction of 17 percent and an increase of 6 percent in embodied energy values due to the right 
and wrong selection of materials. Unfortunately, no reliable information exists about the 
embodied energy of a material or product, which could be used for the purpose of 
environmental preference (Fernandez, 2006). Conversely, available information about embodied 
energy is uncertain; thus, people involved in decision-making and their decisions are influenced 
by uncertainty (Pears, 1996). Such differing embodied energy data pose difficulty in making the 
right decisions about selecting environment friendly materials or products (Pears, 1996; Worth, 
1996; Davies, 2001: Ross, 2000).  
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Embodied energy in buildings and their materials and components can be used as an important 
criterion in green building assessment systems (Holloway and Bunker, 2006; Mistry, 2007; 
Todd et al., 2007; Larsson, 1999). Green building rating systems or tools, like LEED, 
GBTOOL, CASABEE, and BREEAM use energy consumption in buildings as one important 
criterion. Calibration of embodied energy is not only complex but also difficult, and as a result, 
it is not considered important in comparison with operating energy in building assessment 
systems (Fowler and Raunch, 2005; Cole, 2000). Unavailability of valid data and lack of 
appropriate tools limit the potential of embodied energy as a vital criterion in environmental 
assessment of buildings (Trusty and Horst, 2002; Cole, 2000; Larsson, 1999).

3.4 Survey of Current Standards and Guidelines Used for Embodied 
Energy Analysis and Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) 

Embodied energy calculation is integral to the LCA of a material or a product (Atkinson, 1996; 
Lawson, 1996). LCA can be used for measuring energy consumption and energy usage in a 
material’s useful life (Lawson, 1996). Atkinson et al. (1996) adopted LCA methodology for 
calculating embodied energy in building materials; in doing so, they revealed that the British 
Research Establishment (BRE), United Kingdom, is working to develop a set of guidelines and 
methodology for embodied energy calculation based on LCA methodology and Society for 
Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry (SETAC) guidelines. No standard for embodied 
energy calculations and analysis exists. Most current embodied efforts use LCA methods and 
standards to determine the energy intensiveness of a building material or a component. ISO and 
SETAC are among the pioneer organizations responsible for the standardization and scientific 
development of LCA, respectively (Udo de Haes and Heijungs, 2007; Fava, 2005; Rebitzer et 
al., 2004; Ross et al., 2002: Zamagni et al., 2008; SETAC, 2008; Levan, 1995). The following 
section presents a brief survey of the codes and standards put forth by these organizations to 
perform an LCA: 

ISO – International Standardization Organization: The International Standardization 
Organization (ISO) is a global federation of national standards bodies or ISO member bodies 
that released the following standards for conducting LCA of a material or a product (ISO, 2006a 
and 2006b): 

1. ISO 14040-2006: Environmental Management – Life Cycle Assessment – Principles and 
Framework (ISO, 2006a): The international standards mention general requirements and a 
description of the issues and requirements specific to the four phases of LCA (Goal and scope 
definition, Life cycle inventory analysis, Life cycle impact assessment and Life cycle 
interpretation). Furthermore, these standards describe the requirements of reporting the results 
and conclusions of LCA by listing the aspects that need to be reported.  

2. ISO 14044-2006: Environmental Management – Life Cycle Assessment – Requirements and 
Guidelines (ISO, 2006b): The ISO 14044 standards list the basic requirements and guidelines in 
detail and address issues related to allocation and system boundaries. The standards describe 
data and data sources and state data quality requirements (in the form of data quality indicators) 
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to ensure higher quality data. Moreover, explanation is given for the treatment of missing data 
or data gaps in the LCA database.

Society for Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry (SETAC): SETAC is the pioneer 
organization dedicated to the scientific development of the LCA. According to Cole (1996), 
“SETAC offers the most comprehensive and widely cited LCA methodology.” SETAC evolved 
a document to provide direction to the LCA: “SETAC: Guidelines for Life Cycle Assessment – 
A Code of Practice.” This document provides direction to LCA methodology by describing the 
general principles and framework to execute, review, present and use the results of LCA 
(SETAC, 1993). Levan (1995) states that LCA methodology, which later provided the 
foundation for the ISO 14040 series of standards for LCA, was originally developed by SETAC 
in the early 1990’s. However, Fava (2005) claims that like ISO, SETAC is not responsible for 
standardizing LCA, but for improving the science and practice of LCA. 

4. Findings 

4.1 Critical Review of ISO Standards and SETAC Code of Practice 

Critical reviews of current LCA standards pinpoint issues that still need to be addressed in these 
standards. Weidema et al. (2008) argue that despite the available ISO and SETAC standards for 
LCA, individual efforts to create methodology and guidelines still exist. Researchers, like 
Weidema et al. (2008), Zamagni et al. (2008), Reap et al. (2008), Suh et al. (2004), Rebitzer et 
al. (2004) and Raynolds et al. (2000), point out the issues of system boundary and allocation in 
current ISO standards for LCA. Weidema et al. (2008) refer to system boundary and co-product 
allocation in ISO standards when they state, “ISO 14044 LCA standard is unnecessarily open 
for misinterpretation.” Furthermore, the cut-off rules for system boundaries are presented in a 
complicated manner. Zamagni et al. (2008) argue that the ISO procedures for allocation in LCA 
are prone to conflicting interpretations and researchers at times do not agree with these 
procedures.

ISO framework lacks clear procedural guidance for the interpretational phase of LCA. The ISO 
standards discuss a framework for LCA steps but do not provide a clear method for executing 
such steps. Reap et al. (2008) and Zamagni et al. (2008) assert that the manner in which ISO 
standards deal with system boundary and allocation issues in LCA introduces subjectivity and 
truncation error into the assessment. Suh et al. (2009), Raynolds et al. (2000) and Raynolds et 
al. (2000) question the ability of ISO standards by claiming that it is impossible to select a 
system boundary that truly complies with ISO standards.  

Reap et al. (2008), Zamagni et al. (2008) and Ross et al. (2002) explain that ISO standards lack 
proper uncertainty and sensitivity analysis; ISO discusses and acknowledges these problems but 
does not elaborate further or furnish appropriate methods for performing them. Furthermore, 
Suh et al. (2009) suggest that an input/output-based approach must be incorporated into current 
ISO standards for LCA instead of a process-based approach. Hammond and Jones (2008) claim 
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that it would be ideal to comply with ISO standards, but studies that follow ISO standards still 
face larger differences in results. 

4.2 Issues for Current Standards 

This paper presents critical reviews of standards, such as ISO 14040, ISO 14044 and SETAC 
codes of practice. Issues of system boundaries, allocation, methodology and sensitivity and 
uncertainty analysis are identified by the review of current literature, as a critical appraisal of 
LCA standards. Following is a summary of these issues: 

System Boundaries: There is a lack of clarity and subjectivity and the issue of truncation error in 
the current selection criteria and procedures mentioned by LCA standards (Weidema et al., 
2008; Zamagni et al., 2008; Reap et al., 2008; Suh et al., 2009; Rebitzer et al., 2004; Raynolds 
et al., 2000). 

Allocation: It is still unclear which approach must be adopted for the purpose of allocation, as 
there is disagreement regarding current approaches. The feasibility of the current method of 
allocation is questionable according to critiques (Weidema et al., 2008; Zamagni et al., 2008; 
Reap et al., 2008; Suh et al., 2009; Rebitzer et al., 2004; Raynolds et al., 2000). 

Methodology: the literature suggests that the methodology prescribed by the LCA standards is 
still unclear (Curran and Young, 1996; Smith and Peirce, 1996; Trusty, 2004; Zamagni et al., 
2008).

Sensitivity and uncertainty analysis: according to the literature, the current standards mention 
conducting sensitivity and uncertainty analyses, but fail to provide an appropriate method for 
performing this analysis (Reap et al., 2008; Zamagni et al., 2008; Ross et al., 2002). 

4.3 Need to Develop an Embodied Energy Measurement Protocol 

An extensive literature search indicates that there is no simple and standardized method 
available for embodied energy measurement, and there is a need to standardize the process of 
embodied energy calculation by developing a measurement protocol. The three arguments 
presented in Table 1 indicate a need to develop a protocol for embodied energy calculation.  

Research efforts in the field of EE computation and analysis call for a need to create a robust 
global database of energy intensities. There needs to be a robust, reliable and accurate database 
of embodied energy in building materials that is possible only if standardization and 
comparability are introduced into current research efforts (Pears, 1996; Raynolds et al., 2000; 
Peereboom et al., 1998; Worth, 1993; Trusty, 2004).  

Table 1 various arguments indicating the need for an EE protocol 
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Recommendations 

Research Studies Critical review of 
ISO and SETAC 

Need to 
develop a 
protocol 

Need to 
establish a 
robust database 

There is no 
standard or 
correct method 
for EE calculation 

AWC, 2007  √   

Suh et al., 2004 √    

Hammond and Jones, 2007 √  √  

Reap et al., 2008 √    

Weidema et al., 2008 √    

Zamagni et al., 2008 √    

Esin, 2007   √  

Menzies et al., 2007  √  √ 

ICANZ, 2006  √   

John-Fernandez, 2006   √  

Rebitzer et al., 2004 √    

Trusty, 2004   √  

Davies, 2001   √  

Raynolds et al., 2000 √  √  

Ross, 2002   √  

Crowther, 1999    √ 

Peereboom et al., 1998   √  

Lawson, 1996    √ 

Pears, 1996  √ √ √ 

Pullen, 1996  √ √ √ 

Worth, 1993   √  

Lippiatt and Norris, 1995  √   

Research studies indicate the need for a set of guidelines or framework for EE calculation and 
analysis to deal with the evident problems. Pullen (1996) suggests that inaccurate, variable, and 
incomparable data is among the major hindrances to a preference for more energy-efficient 
materials. Pullen (1996) warns that the development of a sound EE method will not be possible 
without addressing the problems associated with data quality. Menzies et al. (2007) argue that, 
despite a number of efforts to conduct LCA and establish inventories, no global protocol has 
been developed to avoid variation and inconsistency in LCA results or EE values. Furthermore, 
there is a strong need for a standardized approach to embodied energy analysis to address the 
problems, such as variation and inaccuracy (Pears, 1996; Menzies et al., 2007). An ICANZ 
(2006) media release comments that it is quite difficult to obtain confidential commercial 
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information from industry regarding EE. Moreover, there exists no international protocol for EE 
calibration in building materials. The Federal Stimulus Package for energy efficiency and 
energy conservation in the United States requires that construction and major renovation 
projects perform LCA and EE energy calculations for building materials used (Bill, SB 5385). 
Moreover, Bill SB 5385 requires the Department of General Administration to develop 
guidelines for the establishment of a method for EE calculation in building materials (AWC, 
2009).  

5. Conclusions 

The energy embodied in buildings and building materials is significant and is vital for reducing 
total energy consumption in a building. However, a difference of opinion exists among research 
studies that focus on this topic. Embodied energy data suffer from the problem of variation and 
inaccuracy and eventually are incomparable. Environmental practices, such as low energy 
material selection, eco-labelling and green building assessment cannot fulfil their environmental 
goals if there is a lack of accurate and robust data. Most embodied energy research involving 
calibration of embodied energy uses LCA methods and standards.  

The International Standardization Organization (ISO) and Society for Environmental 
Toxicology and Chemistry (SETAC) are primarily responsible for advancements in 
standardization and scientific development of LCA. However, literature suggests that LCA 
studies that follow current standards are coming up with differing results. Moreover, a critical 
appraisal of these standards recommends major improvements and modifications in their current 
status. The literature in the field of embodied energy analysis reveals that there exist no 
standards that could address the problems in embodied energy databases and that there is a 
strong need to develop a protocol or standard to standardize embodied energy analysis.  

This paper identifies an urgent need to establish a protocol to guide the process of embodied 
energy measurement and analysis. Moreover, it points out vital issues that current standards fail 
to address. The issues raised by the critical appraisal of the current standards must be addressed 
in the protocol in order to eliminate those problems.  
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Abstract

It is widely accepted that human activities have contributed to changing the world’s climate and 
that the pace of this change is ever increasing. Two approaches are being promoted by the 
international community to address the issue of climate change (1) Mitigation, seeking to 
reduce the amount of CO2; (2) Adaptation, which seeks to alter the way humankind live and 
work in response to the changing climate. 

Whilst facilities managers and their organisations have prioritised mitigation action, there is 
less evidence to suggest that they are addressing the implications that a changing climate may 
have on the demands being placed on their organisation’s hard and soft facilities (adaptation).  

This paper reports findings from a case study and questionnaire survey to ascertain the present 
approach taken by facilities managers to address mitigation and adaptation, their respective 
drivers, their view on climate change and their environmental inclination. 

It concludes that the facilities manager's approach to climate change is derived by a
combination of factors; namely a) Organisation approach to climate change b) Legislation and 
c) the facilities mangers perception of the risks posed by future climate change and of the use of 
risk assessment methods and climate change projection data. The study concludes that the 
prevailing measure for addressing climate change impacts is reactive in nature, taking the form 
of Disaster Recovery and Business Continuity Planning.

The practical implication of the work is in the realization that mitigation, being quantifiable and 
legislative driven, is viewed as a strategic issue and of importance to an organisations 
Corporate Social Responsibility agenda which can be planned over the longer term (10-20 yrs). 
Adaptation on the other hand is measured through successful survival, increased resilience and 
adaptive capacity (absence of quantitative performance target), each of which are viewed as
short term operational issues and as such adaptation struggles to find strategic importance. If 
organisations are to adapt to inevitable climate change then this situation needs to change.   

Keywords: Facilities management, climate change, adaptation, impacts on buildings, 
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1. Introduction

The IPCC fourth assessment report 2007 reiterated that ‘Continued GHG emissions at or above
current rates would cause further warming and induce many changes in the global climate 
system during the 21st century that would very likely be larger than those observed during the 
20th century’ (IPCC 2007). It maintains that ‘There is high confidence that neither adaptation1

nor mitigation2 alone can avoid all climate change impacts; however, they can complement each 
other and together can significantly reduce the risks of climate change (IPCC, 2007).

In recent years international action on climate change has been ad-hoc without consensus on 
emission targets or adaptation actions. The UK government has addressed the issue of climate 
change through its Climate Change Program (2001; 2006) and, more recently, through its Low 
Carbon Transition Plan (DECC, 2009). The present response to mitigation has manifested itself 
through increased legislation such as The Climate Change Levy (HMSO, 2001); The Building 
(Amendment) Regulations 2001 (Part L) (HMSO, 2001); and the CRC Energy Efficiency 
Scheme Order (HMSO, 2010). These legislations have driven organisations to consider CO2

reduction targets in their corporate social responsibility strategies.

1.1 Research study and structure of paper

The increasing importance of sustainability and in particular CO2 reduction and energy 
efficiency in facilities and operational management are well addressed by Brown & Pitt (2001) 
and Junnila (2004).

Increased legislation has ensured that mitigation aimed at reducing CO2 emissions through 
reduced consumption of fossil fuels and improved energy efficiency has become part of the 
strategic business agenda, partly due to compliance issues and partly due to corporate image 
amongst stakeholders and customers. Addressing mitigation strategies has forced the Facilities 
Managers (FM) to consider their approach to asset management and examine the degree to 
which alternate FM strategies can contribute to a reduction in CO2 emissions from business 
premises and operations. In contrast, the issues related to adapting to the impacts of inevitable 
climate change (adaptation to building fabric and operations), including approaches to 
assessment of risk and the ability of existing business and facilities strategies to manage these 
risks, have received less attention. In recent years the UK has experienced increasing climate 
hazards as a result of extreme weather events (e.g. heat wave 2003, floods in 2002, 2004 & 
2007) that has emphasised the need for disaster recovery planning for such impacts. Further, it 

1 Adaptation: Initiatives and measures to reduce the vulnerability of natural and human systems against 
actual or expected climate change effects.(IPCC AR4).
2 Mitigation: An anthropogenic intervention to reduce the anthropogenic forcing of the climate system; it 
includes strategies to reduce greenhouse gas sources and emissions and enhancing greenhouse gas sinks. 
(IPCC AR4).
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has been suggested that addressing these issues will require modification in the present practice 
to facilities management away from primarily responsive actions to more predictive approaches 
that seek to understand the impact of events on the holistic performance of the built asset in-use 
(Jones & Copper, 2009). This research project addresses these issues and this paper presents 
the findings of a case study of a major UK commercial organisation and a follow-up
questionnaire survey of 474 members of British Institute of Facilities Managers (BIFM), to 
ascertain whether existing approaches to facilities management can effectively support the 
development of long term planned mitigation and adaptation strategies for commercial property 
subjected to climate change. The paper examines facilities  managers perception of future 
climate change impacts and the extent to which risk based models (UKCIP decision-making 
framework) provide a decision making framework for facilities managers to plan adaptation and 
mitigation interventions to commercial property that address climate change projections. The 
paper concludes that if the risk based approach is to be successful then there is a need to 
establish simpler assessment approaches supported by easy to use climate change projection 
data for quantifying future impacts than is currently available in the UK3. If this can be 
achieved then it should be possible to formulate asset management strategies based on 
quantified impact assessment of risk that results in increased resilience of organisational 
property to climate change.  

2. Climate change impacts on commercial built assets.

Climate change impacts on businesses and their premises are twofold: those due to increasing 
mitigation legislation affecting organisational energy use and management; and those that 
increase physical risk to business operations and buildings: coastal flooding and erosion, 
increased cooling load, increased water penetration from driving rain, increased maintenance 
cost as a result of reoccurring repair due to high winds (Graves and Phillipson, 2000).

2.1 Mitigation initiative and commercial stock

In the UK, none domestic buildings (excluding industrial building) account for 13% of 
emissions, of which 27% (of the 13%) is attributable to the retail sector; 14% to the hotel and 
catering sector and 10% to the general commercial sector (Pout and MacKenzie 2005; Carbon 
Trust, 2009). The majority of emissions are attributed to electricity use (63%) and thus attracts 
the attention of the Climate Change Levy (CCL)  - a tax levied on industrial and commercial
use of coal, gas and electricity and reimbursed as a rebate through National Insurance 
Contributions (NIC). The impact of the levy on the service sector has been positive one.
According to the CBI (CBI & EEF, 2002) survey, the service sector benefited from a £417.7 m 

3 At time of the fieldwork only UKCIP 02 projections were available in the UK.. The recent probabilistic 
UKCIP 09 projection could have yielded different results for the study.   
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reduction in NIC whilst it paid £365.1m in CCL, thus retaining a net profit of £61.6m. The 
service sector initiated simple climate change measures: appointing personnel with 
responsibility for energy management and metering; installing low energy lightning; and 
procuring energy from renewable sources to lower CO2 emissions to meet their targets. This 
finding is also emphasised by Ekins and Etheridge (2006) who found that inclusion of 
renewable energy procurement and setting lower CO2 reduction targets has encouraged 
managers (through potential financial gains) to implement  simple energy efficiency measures. 

In spite of this initial drive for implementing energy efficiency measures there remain barriers 
to further reducing CO2 emissions from commercial buildings. These include: low demand for 
energy efficient buildings; insistence on low operating costs over energy efficiency standards; 
none ownership (tenant-landlord barrier) of built assets; long refurbishment cycles; lack of 
awareness/information of mitigation ; and lack of transparency in building performance (Scarce 
2001; Adyeye et al, 2007; Carbon Trust 2009).

2.2 Need for commercial sector to adapt

Whilst there are still issues to be addressed with mitigation regulation, and in particular the
need to set more demanding mitigation targets that address the problems of further warming 
and unavoidable impacts of climate change, it would appear that the existence of regulation has 
had the effect of raising mitigation up corporate agendas, ensuring that it is now considered as a 
strategic issue for facilities management. On the other hand the same can't be said for 
adaptation. Even if global CO2 levels are held at current values, the effects of the increased 
levels currently in the atmosphere will mean that the UK will face inevitable climate change 
over the next 30 years resulting in increased flooding and overheating (amongst others) and 
requiring adaptation of existing buildings and infrastructure  to such impacts (IPCC, 2007). The 
drivers for adaptation however are not only physical, but also economic. This is emphasised by 
Frith and Colley (2006) who examined the business case for adaptation, drawing attention to 
the high initial costs and longer-term obsolescence if adaptation was not undertaken.

In the UK the raised awareness of adaptation can be seen as a result of increasing flood events
in 2002, 2004, 2006, 2007 and 2009. The 2007 floods caused damage to 35,000 commercial 
properties at a cost of £3billion and resulted in increased buildings insurance costs of 3% (ABI, 
2007). The ABI also suggested that in the light of the heavy losses a review of buildings 
insurance would be conducted, with the possible removal of cover (BBC, 2007) if property 
owners failed to take adaptation  measures to reduce flood risk to their individual properties 
(DEFRA, 2008). A similar recommendation was also made by the Pitt Review (2007) whilst 
identifying that many of the interventions to reduce flooding did not lie within the remit of 
business, insisted that the commercial and private sector should consider making their buildings 
resilient and resistant, This need for businesses to improve the resilience of their built assets 
and invest in the adaptive capacity to survive future flooding events is indicative of the wider 
importance placed on adaptation plans that seek to address inevitable climate change. 
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Developing this resilience and adaptive capacity will require a planned proactive (as opposed to 
reactive) approach to operation; maintenance and management of their business function and
the built assets they occupy. In order to encourage a proactive approach it is essential to assess 
future risk associated with climate change, and possess the adaptive capacity to plan 
interventions. Such an approach should include an assessment of the future climate change risks 
on the obsolescence of an organisation’s built assets and on the role that routine maintenance 
and refurbishment can play preparing the assets to withstand the risks (Jones & Desai, 2006). 
Jones & Desai (ibid) further hypothesised that, by combining the UKCIP02 projections with the 
expert knowledge that facilities managers possess about their built assets, facilities managers 
would be able to assess future climate change risks (with the aid of the UKCIP decision-making 
framework) and develop adaptation plans as part of their routine maintenance and 
refurbishment programmes. This hypothesis was examined through a case study of a major UK 
commercial organisation and a detailed questionnaire survey of 474 facilities managers.

3. Case study process and observation

A commercial organisation, and in particular its FM department, was chosen as the basis to test 
the appropriateness of the risk based model described by Jones & Desai (2006). Through a 
series of formal management meetings; informal discussions with operational managers 
responsible for the development and implementation of the facilities management strategy and
presentations to the senior facilities management board, the research team examined both 
attitudes towards climate change (mitigation and adaptation) and the organisational response 
which was believed to be inclined towards increase resilience. During these discussions the 
research team introduced UKCIP 02 projections and implemented the UKCIP decision-making 
framework (Willows & Connell, 2003), through an action research programme with facilities 
management team. Throughout the development and implementation process, regular meetings 
were held with internal stakeholders to evaluate progress and to develop appropriate tools to 
operationalise the UKCIP decision-making framework. The following section summarises the 
key findings from this process.

The results of the UKCIP decision-making framework application are presented in the table 1. 
Although a range of climate impacts were considered, the two impacts that were perceived to 
be most important to the organisation were flooding and overheating, with flooding being  
given the highest priority - primarily because the organisation had already experienced business
disruption due to flooding events. With the problem defined, the next stage was to identify 
which of the organisations built assets were currently at risk, or likely to be at risk as a result of 
future climate change. This task proved more complicated than was originally envisaged. The 
climate scenarios (UKCIP 02) available were able to give future projections over wide 
geographical areas, but lacked specific probabilities of occurrence at micro level due to which 
site specific quantitative risk assessment proved difficult to undertake. Although higher 
resolution climate projection data was available, the UKCIP team has stated that this does not 
imply that detailed climate change information is available at the 5km scale, as there are many 
local climatic influences and feedbacks at this level that could modify the general pattern of 
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change. Similar concerns are also noted by Luc Salagnac (2004) and O’Brien et al (2004). In
light of these concerns The Environment Agency flooding maps and information from local 
councils was used to make site specific (at the individual building location level) flood risk 
assessments. The decision to use the Environment Agency data was a pragmatic one based on 
the views of the organisations facilities management team who argued that buildings located in 
areas already prone to the risk of flooding and are likely to face increased risk in the future. 
These predictions they had confidence in and felt able to defend to senior management. Whilst 
this may appear a somewhat short sighted approach, it is in line with the suggestions Willows &
Connell 2003, who identified lack of understanding of climate change projections and related 
uncertainties being a key issue in assessing the risks associated with future climate change 
amongst business decision-makers.

Outcome

Framework stage

Concise Outcome

Stage 1- Define Problem The Problem consideration was based on experience of a flood event 
and consecutive financial loss. The criteria were to look for ways to 
adapt to present and future climate related flood events( and 
overheating). Climate change will be an important aspect in 
deciding on the adaptation measures. The scale of problem was 
deemed to be at the project level (i.e. operational). The decision 
were expected to provide short term and long term ≥10 yrs benefits. 

Stage 2- Establish decision 
making criteria

The attitude of the organisation towards risk was considered along 
with the level of risk acceptable (risk threshold). The major receptors 
were business function and built assets. Flood maps were used to 
decide on upper, medium and lower thresholds of risk to the 
properties (considering these levels are likely to increase or remain 
same in event of future climate change). 

Stage 3- Assess risk (tier 1 & 2) Precipitation, extreme rain fall, costal sea level rise and summer 
temperature were regarded as variables of interest. The Medium 
High climate scenario with time scale of 2020 was considered. The 
limitations of existing measures were considered (resistance and
resilience to flooding). Although uncertainty was looked at it proved 
very difficult to persuade the organisation to consider further data 
collection and quantitative assessment and thus consider long term 
planned adaptation interventions. A qualitative and semi 
quantitative assessment and matrix was developed to assess the
likely risk and resilience of sample properties. Due to time 
constraints this matrix was not fully tested.

Stage 3-Assess risk (tier 3), 
Stage 4- Identify options,

Stage 5- Appraise option,

Stage 6- Make decision, ,

Stage 7- Implement,

Stage 8- Monitor were not 
undertaken at required detail.

Coping strategies As a consequence of the action research programme, the 
organisation strengthened its business continuity and disaster 
recovery plans. High-risk properties were placed under 'ongoing 
observation' and flood resistant refurbishment contingencies were 
identified for at high risk sites. Further research on business value of 
at risk sites and strategy for disposal or continuing acquisition was 
considered.

Table 1: A summary of outcome relating to stages of framework 
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By way of compromise, the research team extrapolated future flood assessments by combining 
the existing flood risk maps with the wider macro level climate change projection. These 
enabled the team to augment the list of buildings that were at "known risk" with those that were 
at "possible risk". However, much of the implementation process remained qualitative or semi 
quantitative in nature.  The implementation of quantitative risk assessment methods (e.g. Monte 
Carlo method, Bayesian method) were not pursued for probabilistic risk assessment due to lack 
of micro level probabilistic climate change projections and unavailability of historic data on
property damage (cost) and business interruptions as a result of previous flooding events. It was 
also difficult to establish validity for investing in elaborate quantification of the impacts of 
future flooding on built asset management plans (including adaptation strategies) as a result of  
the unpredictable cycle of acquisition and disposal of built assets in response to business 
demands (why invest in protecting a building against future flooding if we may not occupy it in 
five years time?) and the 30 year time line for climate change risk compared to business and 
facilities management strategy upgrade time period of 3-5 years. As a result, the organisation 
decided to adopt a responsive strategy for climate change adaptation, (keep a watching brief 
and only intervene when a problem presents) until such a time as the level of certainty 
surrounding the impacts was reduced or the risks more clearly quantified. In adopting this 
strategy a number of "trigger points" were established against which further detailed survey and 
quantitative assessments could be made.

In case of flooding the most favoured long term strategic option was that of strengthening 
business continuity planning through risk transfer (insurance) and the provision of temporary 
flood defences where required (to reduce premiums). Properties rated at high risk and where a 
recent flood event had occurred had flood resistance and resilience measures planned as part of 
the next normal refurbishment cycle, depending upon the budget availability (e.g. moving 
equipment above flood level, replacing carpets with hard floor, installing flood gates etc.). The 
relocation of the business operation from the property (even on a temporary basis) would be 
considered if persistent climate related extreme events were experienced.  

In terms of immediate operational adaptation, routine maintenance was extended to include 
more regular gutter cleaning and drainage system testing; maintaining roof tiles and monitoring 
the façade for any water ingress. The main business operational measure was an extension to 
home based working (which was already being promoted as a part of a mitigation drive) 

The case study identified a number of problems in implementing the UKCIP decision-making 
framework. These include: uncertainty relating to climate change projection and absence of 
micro level probability data; organisational and the facilities managers perception of risk, 
associated with belief in occurrence of climate change; difficulty in translating climate change 
projections into business operational risk. To test whether these problems were specific to the 
case study organisation or represented a wider generic view of facilities managers a 
questionnaire survey was undertaken of professional facilities managers based in the UK 
(BIFM members).
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4. Questionnaire survey and findings 

The questionnaire survey made three key inquiries: 1) Are facilities manager’s response to 
climate change primarily driven by a legislative response? 2) Does past experience of an 
extreme weather event change a facilities managers perception of climate risk (in terms of 
business function / asset management) and is this the key to implementing adaptation 
measures? 3) What is the relationship between adaptation/mitigation, planned and reactive
maintenance, operational and strategic planning.

In order to reach the wider facilities management population all BIFM members were chosen as 
the target population. A web based questionnaire with mix of multiple choice, attitudinal scale 
questions and open-ended questions was prepared and piloted between 13th February 2008 and 
the 3rd March 2008, achieving a 9.09% response rate. Minor modifications were made to the 
questionnaire to remove some ambiguity and confusion with terminology, and the main survey 
was carried out between 10th March and 30th April 2008. A total of 4,357 e-mail questionnaires 
were distributed and 474 completed responses were received, a response rate of 10.8%.

Following an initial analysis, a correlation analysis was performed between variables relating to 
adaptation and mitigation action. The variables influencing adaptation inquired on a) 
experience of a climate related / extreme weather events b) perception of future impact of 
climate change as a risk or opportunity c) identification of future impacts of climate change on 
properties and business functions. The analysis confirmed that past experience of an extreme 
event and perception of climate change as a risk resulted in consideration of future impacts and 
their treatment in disaster recovery planning where adaptation was perceived as an operational 
issue. The correlation established between a) drivers responsible for mitigation action. b) 
strategic approach for mitigation c) involvement with institutes facilitating mitigation action 
and d) financial benefit from implementing such measures confirmed that mitigation was 
primarily a strategic response to legislation. 

Figure 1 : Adaptation Process-Mapped through Logistic regression  
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Figure 1 represents the logistic regression carried out to establish the drivers for adaptation 
which were found to be similar to those observed in the case study. Similar models were 
proposed by Berkhout (2004) and Grotmann (2005). With regards to coping measures and 
adaptive capacity only 59% addressed future climate change , primarily through reactive
disaster recovery planning.

The survey also threw light on differences between public and private sector organisations to 
mitigation and adaptation. Although mitigation was found to be a strategic issue for both public 
and private sector organisations, the private sector identified corporate social responsibility as 
the prime driver. In contrast the public sector identified compliance with legislation (e.g. The 
Decent Home Standards, EPC and Building Regulations) as the prime driver. With regards to 
adaptation, the public sector is more likely to perceive climate change as a strategic risk than 
the private sector that sees it as an operational risk. Further, within the private sector smaller 
organisations appear unconvinced about anthropogenic emissions being responsible for climate 
change (compared to multinational and middle level organisations) and see little financial 
benefit from mitigation measures (unlike multinational and larger organisations). The slow 
implementation of energy efficiency and CO2 reduction are also identified by Bradford and 
Fraser (2007), Halila (2007) and Hillary (2004).

5. Conclusions

In light of present initiatives for climate change mitigation and adaptation, this study has 
examined facilities managers approaches for emission reduction from their business function 
and specifically adaptation of their built asset and business operation to impacts of future 
climate change. In doing so the paper draws following conclusions.

The first finding of this study is that mitigation and adaptation strategies have played a very 
different role in most FM's routine practice". Emission reduction (mitigation) is viewed 
strategically due to a) organisations regarding it as an environmental, moral and market 
standing issue and b) Government legislation and well defined quantitative targets which 
encourages long term future planning. Consequently mitigation is considered as capital 
investment. Adaptation on the other hand, lacks initial drive for action, is not planned for from 
a long term perspective, remaining reactive in nature. It is treated as an operational issue and 
thus competes with day-to-day maintenance and refurbishment operational budgets for practical 
realisation.

The second conclusion is that the strategic importance for adaptation is difficult to make due to 
the absence of quantifiable risks (in specific quantified probabilities) linked to the business 
case. The use of probabilistic risk assessment was restricted to qualitative and semi quantitative 
methods as quantitative risk (probability) assessment tools (e.g. Bayesian methods, Monte 
Carlo techniques) were difficult to pursue due to:

• the lack of micro level (site level) climate projection, historic property management and 
maintenance data; 
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• constrained resources (time & finance) and expertise limiting the use of elaborative 
quantification methods; and 

• limited understanding of facilities managers of climate science/projections to interpret 
the quantitative data and metrics in the context of their organisation.

Thirdly, there is a need for a tool assisting the assessment and quantification of future risk to 
building facilities, which can enable facilities managers to prepare the business case for 
adaptation. This tool kit must be able to: quantify the likelihood of a micro level climate change 
related event affecting the built assets; quantify the impact that such an event will have on both 
the physical attributes of a building and the business operations; predicts the degree to which 
coping strategies, either permanent or temporary in nature, can reduce the impact; and assess
the adaptive capacity available to the organisation. Given the current state of knowledge (risk 
and uncertainty) associated with climate change projections it is likely that such a model will 
require a mix of both qualitative and quantitative metrics. 

Finally, more drivers need to be introduced to stimulate adaptation actions in the private sector
in order to protect businesses and their built asset from obsolescence induced through 
consistent impacts of climate change. For example:

• regulation needs to be introduced which ensures implementation of primary adaptation 
measure in addition to mitigation in refurbishment and retrofit of existing buildings. 

• reporting long term coping strategies against key climate changes (e.g. overheating and 
flooding) as part of CSR (which will need to be based on overall risk assessment) to 
inform stakeholders of organisation preparedness. 

• Government encouragement for uptake of adaptation measures against the level of 
insurance cover for long term changes and generating a market for properties with 
adaptation measures similar to one being presently driven for mitigation.  

In addition the government needs to provide easy to use and clear climate projections and
promote uptake of risk based planning in long term management of built asset in private sector.
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Abstract

The objective of this research is to establish a Building Energy Management Support System 
(BEMSS) to assist individual departments within universities in diagnosing the energy 
efficiency of their facilities and identifying the problem areas to be further improved. Research 
concepts, such as ‘type of space’, ‘standard settings’, ‘standard energy consumption’ and 
‘energy efficiency index’, are adopted. It is assumed that the same ‘type of space’ within each 
department may have similar task processes, occupancy use patterns, environmental quality and 
needs, as well as equipment densities. They therefore are likely to have similar ‘energy usage 
intensity’ values (EUI, kWh/m2-yr). It is further postulated that, for each type of space, 
‘standard settings’ of its environmental quality, occupancy use patterns and equipment 
densities (lighting, miscellaneous equipment) can be defined, and its corresponding ‘standard 
energy consumption EUI’ identified as its energy efficiency benchmark. The ‘standard energy 
consumption EUI’ represents the least possible amount of energy consumed by one type of 
space under reasonable uses and settings. Each department can diagnose the energy efficiency 
of its facilities by comparing its actual energy consumption with standard energy consumption, 
and can identify problem areas by comparing the actual and standard energy consumptions of 
all types of spaces. The system architecture of the BEMSS consisting of three parts: (1) the 
input module that receives data of existing climate and building infrastructure, existing 
operation conditions and standard operation settings; (2) the energy consumption prediction
module that generates energy consumption estimates; and (3) the output module that produces 
energy efficiency indices, sensitivity analysis results and problem areas identified. The 
Department of Architecture, National Taiwan University of Science and Technology is used as 
a case to demonstrate how the BEMSS functions.

Keywords: university facility, type of space, standard operation settings, standard energy 
consumption, energy efficiency index
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1. Introduction

The Taiwan government has stipulated that energy consumptions of universities be reduced by 
1% annually. Individual departments within each university, being responsible for achieving 
this energy management goal, are facing great challenges. Several obstacles lie before them. 
First of all, these departments usually do not know the amount of energy they have consumed.
In Taiwan, individual campus buildings within universities are often mixed used and occupied 
by several departments with unique work processes and energy demands. Therefore, it is
difficult for the departments within the same building to estimate correctly their energy 
consumptions based on building electricity bills, not to mention for them to further diagnose the 
energy performance of their facilities. Installing electricity meters on every floor in all 
buildings might be a way to measure and monitor accurately the energy consumptions of 
individual departments. However, the tremendous costs associated would have made this 
installation plan less feasible. Secondly, these departments lack for reasonable energy 
consumption benchmarks or indices. Taiwan government has used the national average 
university energy usage intensity (EUI, 120.8 kWh/m2-yr) as the benchmark for university’s
energy management. However, this benchmark has failed to become an effective reference. An
earlier domestic study has shown that the energy consumptions of the thirteen campus buildings 
in a certain university varied greatly (EUIs averaging 180.3 kWh/m2-yr, and ranging from 63.6
to 220.1 kWh/m2-yr), due to large variances in building characteristics, occupancy use patterns 
and energy needs among different departments (Tu et al., 2010). In such case, the national 
average EUI 120.8 kWh/m2-yr would be meaningless for those departments/buildings with 
lower EUIs (since they have already surpassed the national average) and may be unattainable 
for those with higher EUIs (since their work processes might inherently incur higher energy 
consumptions than the national average). 

When first facing the issue of energy management, most institutions or departments would ask: 
How much energy was consumed by our department? How was the energy consumed? Was the 
energy consumed efficiently? What are the problem areas? What they need at this stage is a
straightforward tool or method to help them answer the above questions, before they decide 
specific actions to take to reduce their energy consumptions. The tool should also allow the
departments to monitor the energy performance of their facilities periodically.

This research intends to establish a Building Energy Management Support System (BEMSS) to 
assist departments in universities in dealing with their energy management issues. The BEMSS 
is expected to have the capabilities of: (1) offering a method for a department to estimate its 
energy consumption, (2) establishing reasonable energy consumption benchmarks catering to
department’s functional and energy needs, (3) assessing the energy performance of 
department’s facility, and (4) identifying major problem areas that will have the highest energy 
saving potential if further improvement actions are taken. The remaining sections will present:

1. Existing literature review regarding the energy management issues of existing buildings;
2. The core research concepts and the system architecture of the BEMSS;
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3. Demonstration of the procedures and results of applying the BEMSS to the Department of 
Architecture, National Taiwan University of Science and Technology.

2. Literature review

This research reviewed the existing literature that focused on the energy management aspects of 
‘existing buildings’ in order to realize current research trends. The studies reviewed can be 
categorized into two groups based on their research objectives. The first group of studies 
diagnosed the energy efficiency of a ‘building or system’, proposed improvement measures 
(such as installing external shading devices, enhancing the insulation of external walls, and 
replacing HVAC systems), and employed energy simulation software to assess the magnitude 
of energy savings achieved by various measures (Zhu, 2006; Hatamipour, 2007; Sun and Lee, 
2006). This type of study usually involves in-depth investigation and larger scale of building 
refurbishment, and incurs higher costs. This approach or concept is not as useful for the 
departments in universities, who simply need a tool to perform preliminary evaluation on the 
energy performance of their facilities and to identify problem areas in the first place. The
second group of studies developed energy efficiency scales or evaluation methods to measure 
and compare the energy efficiency of multiple buildings. In Hong Kong, Lee et al. (2007) 
developed the Building Environmental Assessment Method (HK-BEAM), which defined the 
worst energy performance building as the ‘baseline building’ (reference point) to measure the 
energy performance of other buildings; and Chung et al. (2006) established an energy 
consumption regression model for supermarket facilities and used it to further define a ten-level 
scale to measure supermarkets’ energy efficiency. In Netherlands, complying with European 
Energy Performance of Building Directive (EPBD), Poel et al. (2007) developed the EPA-ED 
to measure the energy efficiency of existing housing and established national energy 
consumption benchmarks. In Sweden, Bohdanowicz and Martinac (2007) used the built 
regression models to establish the energy consumption benchmarks for the facilities of two 
different classes of hotel chains respectively. In Singapore, Haji-Sapar and Lee (2005) 
investigated the energy consumptions of 16 office buildings based on which three levels of 
energy efficiency were established and criteria defined. This energy efficiency scale could be 
used to assess the energy efficiency of a whole building or a certain building system. The above 
energy efficiency scales or evaluation methods typically produce an ‘efficiency score or level’
to indicate the energy efficiency of a building. However, such single ‘efficiency score’ does not 
inform a department much of the energy efficiency or problem areas of its facility.

3. Core Concepts of the BEMSS

Several core concepts were adopted by this research to develop the BEMSS. First of all, it is 
proposed that the spaces in a department be classified into several ‘types of spaces’. Then, for 
each type of space, the ‘standard operation settings’ such as occupancy use patterns, 
environmental quality, building systems and equipment characteristics are defined, which are 
then used to derive the ‘standard energy consumption’ of the department. The ‘standard 
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energy consumption’ represents the reasonable energy consumption benchmark of the 
department. Then, its ‘actual energy consumption’ is compared against its ‘standard energy 
consumption’ to yield its ‘energy efficiency index’. Finally, several energy performance
analyses will be further conducted to identify the potential problem areas.

3.1 Type of space

A department in a university, typically occupying a portion of a facility (across several floors),
usually consists of several ‘types of spaces’. In this research, the spaces within a department are 
categorized according to their occupants and ‘functional uses’ (Figure 1). In the same type of 
space, the tasks and processes performed by its occupants, the occupancy use patterns 
(operation schedule and occupant density), task-supporting equipment, as well as the 
environmental quality needed could be quite similar. It is thus logical to assume that the energy 
consumptions (per square meter) of the same type of space could be quite close, if other 
variables such as external weather conditions, building envelope and building control systems 
are kept the same. Conceptually, an effective yet reasonable ‘energy standard’ can be identified 
and established for each type of space as its benchmark. The ‘energy standards’ of all types of 
spaces of a department can then be used to generate an ‘energy benchmark’ for the department.

3.2 Standard settings and standard energy consumption

This research proposed that the following ‘standard settings’ be defined for all ‘types of spaces’
in a department (Figure 1):

1. Standard environmental quality: the preferred illuminance of each type of space; set point 
temperature of the HVAC system.

2. Standard lighting system scheme: lighting fixture type and density of each type of space.
3. Standard occupancy use patterns: the occupant density, schedule profile, major equipment 

density, and supplementary equipment density of each type of space. 
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Figure 1: Core concepts of the BEMSS: type of space, standard settings, standard energy 
consumption and energy efficiency index.

Conceptually, these ‘standard settings’ represent the most reasonable yet effective way of 
operation (energy-wise) for a certain type of space. The operation of a certain type of space 
under its ‘standard settings’ can be imagined as such: certain amount of occupants (as the pre-
defined density) are performing their tasks following their normal procedures according to the 
pre-defined schedules, while given minimal but acceptable environmental quality and lighting
system scheme as well as predetermined amount of major and supplementary equipment. 
Consequently, a certain type of space operating under its ‘standard settings’ is expected to
consume the least amount of energy possibly. When all types of spaces within a department are 
operating under their ‘standard settings’, the total of the energy consumed by individual spaces 
is defined as the ‘standard energy consumption’ of the department (Figure 1). It represents the 
minimal energy consumption of the department, and is considered as a reasonable yet effective 
energy benchmark for the department (measured in kWh/m2-yr or –month, same as EUI). 

The ‘standard energy consumption’ of a ‘space’ is affected not only by its ‘standard settings’
but also other factors such as the existing external weather conditions, building characteristics
(orientation, floor dimensions, building envelope, etc), and HVAC system schemes. It is
suggested that data of all factors of all types of spaces be input to an energy simulation software
(such as eQuest) or other energy prediction models.

3.3 Energy efficiency index

The ‘energy efficiency index (EEI)’ of a department, defined as the ratio of its ‘actual energy 
consumption’ to its ‘standard energy consumption’ (%), is used to indicate the energy 
performance of a department and its facility (Figure 1). Since the actual energy consumption is 
usually larger than the standard energy consumption, the EEI of a department normally exceeds 
100%. When a department has a larger EEI, its facility is considered less energy efficient.
When the actual energy consumption of a department can not be physically measured, it is 
advised that it be estimated by various energy simulation software or other energy prediction 
models.

The term ‘variable energy consumption’ of a department is further defined as the ‘variable’
portion of its ‘actual energy consumption’. It is calculated by subtracting its ‘standard energy 
consumption’ from its ‘actual energy consumption’. It is the portion of the EEI that exceeds 
100% and represents the portion of energy that can be saved potentially. For example, an EEI 
of 120% means that the variable energy consumption is 20% of its standard energy 
consumption; and the department has a 20% energy saving potential if it operates under its 
‘standard settings’.
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4. System architecture of the BEMSS

This research implemented the above research concepts and developed the Building Energy 
Management Support System (BEMSS) to assist institutions or departments in diagnosing the 
energy performance of their facilities. The system architecture of the BEMSS consists of three 
major modules: the input module, energy prediction module, and output module (Figure 2).

4.1 The input module

The ‘input module’ of the BEMSS is designed to gather the following three types of data from a 
department (Figure 2):

1. Existing climate and building infrastructure: including the climate conditions around the 
building, building envelope characteristics of the building, and HVAC system schemes
installed in the occupied spaces. These are considered the ‘fixed’ building conditions 
given to the department and are less likely to alter due to large investment involved.

2. Existing operation conditions: including the existing conditions of the environmental 
quality, lighting system schemes, as well as the occupancy use patterns in all types of
spaces. These are considered the ‘actual and usual’ conditions under which the department 
is operating. These data along with the ‘existing climate and building infrastructure’ data 
will be used to estimate the ‘actual EUI’ of the department. 

3. Standard operation settings: including the ‘standard settings’ of the environmental quality, 
lighting system schemes, and occupancy use patterns in all types of spaces. The ‘standard 
settings’ established should reflect the ‘reasonable and efficient’ conditions under which 
the department has agreed operate. These data along with the ‘existing climate and 

Climate Building
characteristics

HVAC system
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Standard operation:
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Lighting system schemes
Occupancy use patterns
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building infrastructure’ data will be used to estimate the ‘standard EUI’ of the department. 

Figure 2: The system architecture of the BEMSS

4.2 The energy prediction module

The collected data will be fed to the ‘energy prediction module’ of the BEMSS to estimate 
various types of energy consumptions of the department (Figure 2). The predictive accuracy 
and easiness are two criteria of an ideal energy prediction module. There are two options
currently. One is to employ the existing energy simulation software, such as DOE-2 or eQuest, 
to estimate the energy consumptions of the department. Their energy estimates are generally 
considered accurate, although some learning effort is required. The other is to conduct further 
research to establish energy prediction models that are easy to use and accurate in energy 
predictions.

4.3 The output module

The output module of the BEMSS generates the following outputs for a department (Figure 2):

1. Energy consumption estimate: The output module of the BEMSS will generate estimates 
of ‘actual EUI’ and ‘standard EUI’ for the whole department and for each floor it occupies.
Then the ‘variable EUI’ of the department are calculated by subtracting its standard EUI 
from its actual EUI. Similarly, the ‘various EUI’ of each floor can be calculated.

2. Energy efficiency index (EEI): the EEI of the department is the ratio of the actual EUI to 
standard EUI of the department. The EEI of each floor occupies is calculated similarly.

3. Energy performance analysis: ‘energy analysis by type of equipment’ is performed to 
identify the major equipment types consuming the most energy and their energy saving 
potentials for a department. ‘Sensitivity analysis’ is performed to assess the energy saving 
effects of the four sets of ‘standard operation settings’ for all types of spaces.

5. Demonstration

The Department of Architecture, National Taiwan University of Science and Technology 
(NTUST) is used as a case to demonstrate, step by step, how the BEMSS is used to assist the 
department in diagnosing the energy efficiency of its facility.

The Department of Architecture of NTUST was established in 1992. Currently, there are 
around 200 undergraduate students, 120 graduate students, 15 full time faculty members, 10
research assistants, and three full time administrative staffs. The department occupies the 7th, 8th

and 9th floor of the Research Building on campus (Figure 3).
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NTUST is located in the Taipei City, whose geographic latitude and longitude is 25° N and 
121.5° E respectively. Taipei has a humid subtropical climate. The average annual temperature 
is 23.6 °C, with a summer average of 29.4 °C and a winter average of 11 °C. Summers are hot 
(there are 133 days in a year with maximum temperature exceeding 30 °C) and humid (mean 
relative humidity 74.0~81.1%), and accompanied by occasional rainstorms and typhoons.
Winters are short and mild. Its average annual sunshine hour is 1,408 hours (67% of the time is 
cloudy), and average annual precipitation is 2,325 mm (46% of the days rain).

(a) 7th floor plan (b) 8th floor plan (c) 9th floor plan

Figure 3: 7th, 8th, and 9th floor plans of the Department of Architecture, NTUST. 

5.1 Step 1: Classifying spaces

The spaces in the department were classified according to their ‘functional uses’. There is a 
total of 66 spaces in the Department of Architecture, taking up a total of 3,386 m2 of floor area 
(Table 1). These spaces were classified into seven major types: administrative office, faculty 
office, research lab (for graduate students), design studio (for undergraduate students), 
classroom, workshop and service (lobby, corridor, elevator, toilet and staircase). The number 
and area of each type of space on the 7th, 8th and 9th floors of the Department of Architecture are 
shown in Table 1. The major differences in the number of each type of space among the three 
floors are highlighted by the gray area in Table 1.

Table 1: The number and area of each type of space in the Department of Architecture

Type of space 7th fl. 8th fl. 9th fl. Total
Number Area (m2) Number Area (m2) Number Area (m2) Number Area (m2)

Administrative 0 0 3 264 0 0 3 264 ( 7.8%)
Faculty office 5 99 5 98 6 122 16 319 ( 9.5%)
Research lab 2 207 3 202 3 205 8 614 (18.2%)

N
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Design studio 4 502 0 0 2 276 6 778 (23.0%)
Classroom 0 0 1 203 2 236 3 439 (13.0%)
Workshop 0 0 0 0 2 30 2 30 ( 0.4%)
Service 8 310 12 339 8 293 28 942 (28.0%)

Total 19 1,118 24 1,106 23 1,162 66 3,386

5.2 Step 2: Investigating existing building conditions

The existing conditions of the 7th, 8th and 9th floors of the Research Building were investigated. 
The following two types of existing building conditions were examined:

1. Existing climate and building infrastructure:
- Climate: hourly weather data of average temperature, average relative humidity, solar, 
and precipitation in Taipei City are collected from the Central Weather Bureau.
- Building characteristics: building orientation, floor plate dimensions, floor height (m),
envelope construction and materials, surface area, opening percentage of fenestration (%), 
U-value (K m2/W), shading coefficient of fenestration of the Research Building (Table 2).
- Building system schemes: data of the common type, refrigeration capacity (ton) and 
energy efficiency ratio (EER) of the HVAC system, as well as the type and the average
density of the artificial lighting fixtures (watt/m2) in each type of space (Table 3).

2. Existing operation conditions: the existing conditions of ‘occupancy use patterns’, such as 
occupant density (m2/per), occupancy schedules and HVAC operation schedules (weekday, 
weekend, summer weekday, summer weekend), primary and miscellaneous office 
equipment densities (watt/m2), as well as ‘environmental quality’, such as HVAC set point 
temperature, in the Department of Architecture are investigated and collected (Table 4).

Table 2: The existing ‘building characteristics’ of the Research Building, NTUST

Orientation Floor
Plate

Floor
Height

Envelope
construction

Surface
area

Fenestration
percentage

Fenestration
U-value & SC

7th floor

SE-NW
Around 

48m*31m
RC slab

4.0 m 15cm RC wall 
+ tile

SE: 196m2

SW: 115m2

NW: 196m2

NE: 115m2

SE: 27.9%
SW: 0.4%

NW: 26.4%
NE: 11.9%

Single glazed clear, 
aluminum 

U = 7.4 W/m2K
SC = 0.79

8th floor

9th floor

Table 3: The existing ‘building system schemes’ of the Department of Architecture

Type of space

HVAC system Lighting system

Type
Cooling
capacity

(ton)

Energy
efficiency

ratio (EER)

Light
fixture
type

Lighting
density
(w/m2)

7th 8th 9th 7th 8th 9th 7th 8th 9th 7th 8th 9th 7th 8th 9th
Administrative - air - - 2.5 - - 2.7 -

60cm*120cm
louver fixture, 

4@40 watt 
fluorescent lamps

- 18.7 -
Faculty office air air air 1.2 1.2 1.2 3.0 3.0 3.0 14.4 13.9 14.3
Research lab air a/w air 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.7 2.7 2.7 16.7 16.7 17.1
Design studio air - air 2.7 - 2.7 2.7 - 2.7 14.4 - 16.5
Classroom - water air - 4.6 1.2 - 2.9 3.1 - 21.6 18.9
Workshop - - - - - - - - - - - 18.1
Service - - - - - - - - - 15.4 15.7 10.5

Table 4: The existing ‘occupancy use patterns and environmental quality’ of the Department
of Architecture
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Type of space

Occupant 
density

(m2/person)

Occupancy 
schedule

(hour)

HVAC 
operation 
schedule
(hour)

Primary office 
equip

density
(watt/m2)

Misc.
office equip.

density
(watt/m2)

HVAC 
set point 

temperature
(°C)

7th 8th 9th 7th 8th 9th 8th 7th 9th 7th 8th 9th 7th 8th 9th 7th 8th 9th
Administrative - 15.0 -

a.
9~24

b. 
9~20

c.
9~21

d.
9~16

a.
9~23

b. 
9~18

c.
9~21

d.
9~17

a.
9~23

b. 
9~17

c.
9~20

d.
9~15

- 9 - - 41.4 - - 3.6 - - 27 -

Faculty office 20.0 29.1 19.1 10 11 8 39.2 27.9 46.7 
22.
2 7.5 16.6 26 26.4 25.4

Research lab 5.6 10.0 5.2 13 14 16 54.7 33.5 48.2 5.6 10.9 6.9 
23.
3 24.4 23.8

Design studio 4.3 - 4.6 16 - 15 6.8 - 10.3 0.2 - 0.0 
23.
5 - 23

Classroom - 7.0 3.4 - 9 8 - 0.0 0.0 - 0.0 5.6 - 26.5 25.2

Workshop - - 10.1 - - 2 - - 3.2 - - 130.
3 - - 26.5

Service - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
a: weekday; b: weekend; c: summer weekday; d: summer weekend

5.3 Step 3: Establishing the ‘standard settings’ for each space type

The third step is to establish the ‘standard operation settings’ of a department, such as the 
environmental quality, lighting system schemes and occupancy use patterns for each type of 
space. For demonstration purpose, this research established only the ‘standard settings’ of 
‘occupancy use patterns’ and ‘environmental quality’ (same as in step 2) for all types of spaces 
in the Department of Architecture: occupant density (m2/per), occupancy schedules and HVAC
operation schedules (weekday, weekend, summer weekday, summer weekend), primary and 
miscellaneous office equipment densities (watt/m2), and HVAC set point temperature (Table 5).

Table 5: The ‘standard settings’ of ‘occupancy use patterns’ and ‘environmental quality’ in 
the Department of Architecture

Type of space

Occupant
density

(m2/person)

Occupancy 
schedule

(hour)

HVAC 
operation 
schedule
(hour)

Primary office 
equip

density
(watt/m2)

Misc. 
office equip.

density
(watt/m2)

HVAC
set point 

temperature
(°C)

7th 8th 9th 7th 8th 9th 7th 8th 9th 7th 8th 9th 7th 8th 9th 7th 8th 9th
Administrative - 7.9 -

a.
9~21

b. 
9~18

c. 
9~20

d.
9~14

a.
9~20

b. 
9~16

c. 
9~20

d.
9~16

a.
9~20

b. 
9~16

c. 
9~19

d.
9~14

- 8 - - 54.1 - - 4.0 - - 28 -

Faculty office 19.8 19.8 19.8 8 8 8 33.
3 33.3 33.3 5.5 5.5 5.5 28 28 28

Research lab 5.5 5.5 5.5 12 12 12 43.
1 43.1 43.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 28 28 28

Design studio 3.3 - 3.3 12 - 12 6.6 - 6.6 0.0 - 0.0 28 - 28
Classroom - 2.9 2.7 - 8 6 - 4.7 0.0 - 0.0 0.0 - 28 28

Workshop - - 9.9 - - 2 - - 4.0 - - 128.
3 - - 28

Service - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
a: weekday; b: weekend; c: summer weekday; d: summer weekend

5.4 Step 4: Estimating the energy consumptions

The energy simulation software eQuest V.3 was employed as the ‘energy prediction module’ to 
simulate and estimate the ‘actual’ and ‘standard’ energy consumptions of the Department.
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1. The estimated ‘actual EUI’: As shown in Table 6, the total annual energy consumption of 
the Department of Architecture is 606,890 kWh/yr, and that of the three floors are also 
similar, from 195,070 kWh/yr (9th floor) to 207,920 kWh/yr (8th floor). The ‘actual EUI’
of the Department is 180.0 kWh/m2-yr, almost 50% higher than the national average EUI
for universities (120.8 kWh/m2-yr). The ‘actual EUIs’ of the three floors do not vary a lot,
ranging from 170.1 kWh/m2-yr (9th floor) to 188.0 kWh/m2-yr (8th floor). In theory, the
differences in the ‘actual EUIs’ of three floors are mainly caused by the differences in the 
‘types of spaces’ (Table 1), ‘building system schemes’ (Table 3) and ‘actual occupancy 
use patterns’ (Table 4) among the three floors.

2. The estimated ‘standard EUI’: As shown in Table 6, the ‘standard EUI’ of the Department 
of Architecture is 132.7 kWh/m2-yr, and the ‘standard EUIs’ of the three floors vary a lot.
The ‘standard EUI’ of the 8th floor is 161.9 kWh/ m2-yr, much higher than those of the 7th

and 9th floors (117.8 and 119.2 kWh/ m2-yr). This means, given the tasks to be performed, 
existing climate and building infrastructure, and the pre-defined ‘standard operation 
settings’, the 8th requires inherently more energy to operate than the other two floors. In
theory, the differences in the ‘standard EUIs’ of three floors are mainly caused by the 
differences in the ‘types of spaces’ (Table 1), ‘building system schemes’ (Table 3), ‘actual 
occupancy use patterns’ (Table 4), and standard settings (Table 5) among the three floors.

3. The estimated ‘variable EUI’: As shown in Table 6, the ‘variable EUI’ of the department 
was estimated to be 47.3 kWh/m2-yr, and there are large variations in ‘variable EUIs’
among the three floors. The ‘variable EUI’ of the 8th floor (26.1 kWh/m2-yr) appears to be 
much less than those of the 7th and 9th floors (64.5 and 50.9 kWh/m2-yr). This means the 
potential for energy saving on the 8th floor is not as large as those on the other two floors.
Theoretically, the ‘variable EUI’ of a certain floor indicates the amount of energy that can 
be potentially saved, if its ‘existing operation conditions’ (Table 4) can be changed to its 
‘standard operation settings’ (Table 5). 

5.5 Step 5: Analyzing and diagnosing the energy performance

5.5.1 Energy efficiency index

The ‘energy efficiency indices’ of the Department and the three floors were obtained by 
calculating the ratios of its ‘actual EUIs’ to its ‘standard EUIs’. The energy efficiency of the 
Department was assessed at two levels:

1. Assessing the energy efficiency of the department: As shown in Table 6 and Figure 3, the 
EEI of the Department is 135.6%, indicating that ‘existing operation conditions’ have 
resulted in an energy consumption level 35.6% higher than that operating under ‘standard 
operation settings’. In other word, there is a 35.6% energy saving potential, if the ‘existing
operation conditions’ can be changed to the ‘standard operation settings’.

2. Assessing and comparing the energy efficiency of the three floors: As shown in Table 6 
and Figure 3, there are large variations in the ‘energy efficiency indices’ among the three
floors. The EEI of the 8th floor is 116.1%, much less than those of the 7th and 9th floors 
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(154.8% and 142.7%). It is concluded that although the 8th floor consumed more energy 
(highest EUI), it is considered more energy efficient than the other two floors (lower EEI, 
less energy saving potential). On the contrary, although the 7th and 9th floor consumed less 
energy (lower EUI), they are not as efficient because their EEI are as high as 154.8 and 
142.7 %. There are 40~50% of energy saving potential on both floors.

Table 6: Various energy consumption estimates for the Department of Architecture

Annual energy 
consumptions

(kWh/yr)

Actual 
EUI

(kWh/m2-yr)

Standard 
EUI

(kWh/m2-yr)

Variable
EUI

(kWh/m2-yr)

Energy 
efficiency

index
7th fl. 203,900 182.4 117.8 64.5 154.8%
8th fl. 207,920 188.0 161.9 26.1 116.1%
9th fl. 195,070 170.1 119.2 50.9 142.7%

Total / Ave 606,890 180.0 132.7 47.3 135.6%

Figure 3: The ‘standard EUIs’ and ‘variable EUIs’ for realizing the energy consumption 
characteristics and energy saving potential of the three floors in Department of Architecture

5.5.2 Energy analysis – By type of equipment

The ‘Actual EUIs’ and ‘standard EUIs’ of the three floors in the Department of Architecture
were broken down by three major types of equipment (lighting, miscellaneous equipment, and 
HVAC). As shown in Table 6 and Figure 4, HVAC system consumed almost half of the ‘actual
EUI (around 48.9%), whereas the lighting system and miscellaneous office equipment 
consumed similar amount of energy (25.8 and 25.3% respectively).

For each floor, the comparison of its ‘actual EUI’ breakdown and ‘standard EUI’ breakdown 
shows the energy saving potentials for each type of equipment. As Figure 4 shows, ‘HVAC’ is 
identified as the major energy saving target on all three floors (potential energy savings of 49.9, 

117.8

161.9

119.2

132.7 47.3
(35.6%)

50.9
(42.7%)

26.1
(16.1%)

64.5
(54.8%)

200.0 150.0 100.0 50.0 0.0 50.0 100.0

7th fl
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9th fl

Dept. ave.

EUI (kWh/m2-yr)

Standard EUI
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Actual EUI 
= 182.4

Actual EUI
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Actual EUI
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25.2 and 35.0 kWh/m2-yr); and ‘miscellaneous office equipment’ the secondary energy saving 
target on the 7th and 9th floors (potential energy savings of 11.1 & 12.5 kWh/m2-yr).

Table 6: The ‘actual EUIs’ and ‘standard EUIs’ broken down by floor and by the type of 
equipment in the Department of Architecture

‘Actual EUI’
(kWh/m2-yr)

‘Standard EUI’
(kWh/m2-yr)

Lighting Equipment HVAC Total Lighting Equipment HVAC Total

7th fl. 44.1
(24.2%)

39.6
(21.7%)

98.7
(54.1%)

182.4
(100.0%)

40.5
(34.4%)

28.5
(24.2%)

48.8
(41.4%)

117.8
(100.0%)

8th fl. 52.6
(28.0%)

54.2
(28.8%)

81.3
(43.2%)

188.0
(100.0%)

48.4
(29.9%)

57.4
(35.5%)

56.1
(34.6%)

161.9
(100.0%)

9th fl. 42.7
(25.1%)

43.2
(25.4%)

84.2
(49.5%)

170.1
(100.0%)

39.3
(33.0%)

30.7
(25.8%)

49.2
(41.2%)

119.2
(100.0%)

Total /
Average

46.4
(25.8%)

45.6
(25.3%)

88.0
(48.9%)

180.0
(100.0%)

42.5
(32.1%)

38.6
(29.2%)

51.1
(38.7%)

132.7
(100.0%)

Figure 4: The energy saving potentials of the three major types of equipment on the 7th, 8th

and 9th floors of the Department of Architecture, NTUST 

5.5.3 Sensitivity analysis

Four sets of ‘standard operation settings’ of all types of spaces, i.e. standard occupancy 
schedule, standard occupant density, standard equipment density and standard set point 
temperature, were inputted set by set to the eQuest to generate new energy consumption 
estimates for all three floors. Figure 5 shows the resulting energy consumption estimates of 
each set of standard operation settings on all three floors. It is found that major energy saving 
effects can be achieved by moving towards ‘standard set point temperature’ on three floors
(62.3, 98.8, and 63.8% energy reduction). Secondary energy saving effects can be achieved by 
moving towards ‘standard occupancy schedule’ on three floors (40.1, 76.1, and 25.5% energy 
saving potential). The numbers in the ‘existing operation’ conditions (Figure 4) and ‘standard 
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operation settings’ (Figure 5) were compared to identify the ‘types of spaces’ and the ‘settings’
yielding the largest energy saving potentials for each floor.

5.6 Step 6: Recommendations

Based on the analytical results shown in Section 5.5 and 5.6, this research presents the 
following summary and energy saving recommendations to the Department of Architecture: 

1. The ‘actual EUI’ of the Department is 180.0 kWh/m2-yr, almost 50% higher than the 
national average EUI for universities (120.8 kWh/m2-yr). It is suggested that actions be 
taken to reduce its energy consumption to its ‘standard EUI’ level (132.7 kWh/m2-yr).  

2. The ‘actual EUI’ of the 7th floor is 182.4 kWh/m2-yr, close to the department average. 
However, it has the lowest ‘standard EUI’ (117.8 kWh/m2-yr) and highest EEI (154.8%), 
indicating that it has a large potential for energy saving (54.8%). It is advised that its 
energy consumption be reduced to its ‘standard EUI’. The energy saving recommendations 
temperature (28 °C)’; (2) the Design Studio and Service spaces operate under their 
‘standard occupancy schedule (shorter hours)’; (3) the Faculty Office spaces operate with 
‘standard equipment density (lower density)’. These are expected to result in major 
reduction in energy consumed by HVAC and miscellaneous office equipment.

7th floor
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Figure 5: The results of sensitivity analyses on the energy consumptions of the 7th, 8th and 9th

floors of the Department of Architecture
3. Although the 8th floor has the highest ‘actual EUI’, it also has the highest ‘standard EUI’.

Its EEI is 116.1%, indicating that it is more efficient than the other two floors and there is 
a 16.1% of energy saving potential. It is advised that its energy consumption be reduced to 
its ‘standard EUI’ (161.9 kWh/m2-yr). The energy saving recommendations are: (1) 
Research Lab spaces operate under its ‘standard set point temperature (28 °C)’; (2) 
Faculty Office and Service spaces operate with their ‘standard occupancy schedule 
(shorter hours)’. These are expected to result in major reduction in energy consumed by 
HVAC.

4. The 9th floor has the lowest ‘actual EUI’ (170.1 kWh/m2-yr). However, its EEI is as high 
as 142.7%, indicating that it also has a large potential for energy saving (42.7%). It is 
advised that its energy consumption be reduced to its ‘standard EUI’ (119.2 kWh/m2-yr). 
The energy saving recommendations are: (1) Research Lab and Design Studio spaces 
operate under their ‘standard set point temperature (28 °C)’; (2) Research Lab and Service
spaces operate under their ‘standard occupancy schedule (shorter hours)’; (3) Faculty 
Office spaces operate with its ‘standard equipment density’. These are expected to result 
in major reduction in energy consumed by HVAC and miscellaneous office equipment.

6. Conclusions

In Taiwan, individual departments within universities, typically occupying a portion of a 
building on campus, are facing great challenges when managing the energy performance of 
their facilities. This research has proposed the Building Energy Management Support System 
(BEMSS) to assist these departments in performing their energy management tasks. The 
underlying concepts of the BEMSS are to classify the spaces within a department into several 
‘types of spaces’, to establish ‘standard operation settings’ for each type of space to further 
generate the ‘standard energy consumption’ estimate as the energy benchmark, and to define
the ratio of actual energy consumption to standard energy consumption as the energy efficiency 
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index to indicate the energy efficiency of the department and its facility. The system 
architecture of the proposed BEMSS consists of three parts: the input module (receiving data of 
existing climate and building infrastructure, existing operation conditions and standard 
operation settings), energy prediction module (eQuest, generating actual and standard energy 
consumptions), and the output module (yielding energy consumptions by floor and by 
equipment, energy efficiency index, sensitivity analysis results and identified problem areas).
The Department of Architecture of NTUST was used as a case to demonstrate how the BEMSS 
functions.

This research has contributed to the research field of ‘energy and buildings’ by developing the
BEMSS to effectively assist departments in universities in estimating the energy consumptions, 
establishing the energy benchmark, analyzing and diagnosing the energy efficiency, and 
identifying the problem areas of the departments. The limitations of this research are that the
operation of the BEMSS requires some learning effort and could be time consuming. It is
suggested that future studies be conducted on establishing an energy prediction model that is 
easy to use and accurate in prediction energy consumptions. 
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Abstract 

There is a widely known, non-commercial, and widely used application for energy consumption 
in building simulations called EnergyPlus. Its primary interface is the IDF Editor, where the 
user loads data fields, arranged in a particular vision of the data structure, and has some 
feedback about the data consistence. The EnergyPlus simulation results are very reliable and 
satisfactory but it is common to find difficulties in the IDF interface and lots of problems and 
impossibilities are reported by regular users. Most of the problems are related with the 
geometrical data, but there are many others related with the usability or with the interface itself, 
such as some “copy and paste” impossibilities. 

HVAC is the main energy consumption issue in common buildings. This work proposes a new 
structure for HVAC data, with the use of a Database Management System (DBMS), and also 
proposes new interfaces to be used jointly with EnergyPlus. These interfaces have the 
advantage to allow adjustments to their visions and capabilities according the user’s needs, i.e., 
for the same data structure there are lots of possible interfaces and they are selected according 
to the user’s particularities. Another main advantage is the data control, consistence and 
redundancies checking. The data structure and interfaces proposed are based on experts’ 
opinion, and on researches into EnergyPlus application in HVAC simulations. 

There are no decisive conclusions, once this work is under development and the first step of the 
research was only the proposition of the new structure and interfaces, it thus lack tests and 
user’s opinion. The proposition is proving an efficient and quite different interface from the 
IDF Editor. At least, it is a good alternative to users, and to the energy simulation research 
community. 

The need of flexible interfaces to work jointly with EnergyPlus or any other energy simulation 
program is addressed. This is essential for the popularization of these simulations in the 
building lifecycle design phase and operation phase, once the architect or the system operator 
are not simulation experts, i.e., simulation results will help them to reach higher performance 
levels in their work but they do not know, or need to know, all its implications. 

Keywords: Interface, Energy Building Simulation, EnergyPlus 
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1. BIM Interfaces and FM 

FM is a wide building management field and there is a point in this field where decisions must 
be made to enhance facilities system effectiveness, correct initial settings assumptions or even 
confirm that the system is working with the right setpoints. Parameters to define enhancements, 
correctness or confirmations often come from engineering manuals and standardization 
organization compiled data. Discussions about these parameters must be conducted once they 
represent, in most cases, an average, a minimum necessary or simply a value between legal 
range limits, and this is not sufficient to reach a better system performance. Experimental and 
simulation data must be the basis to define the parameters, but experimental data are not easily 
available or easily manipulated. On the other hand, good simulation tools are validated by 
experimental data, and this leads to the use of good simulation tools that produce good 
parameters to reach better facilities performance. 

Simulation is not a simple job and it is absolutely necessary that information used in the 
simulation process is very carefully provided and handled to guarantee the best result possible. 
The major function of a simulation tool interface is to provide the best way to acquire the right 
information at the adequate level of results desired and adequate user expertise. A FM operator 
needs not know every aspect of a simulation tool, but he needs its feedback and he knows the 
main necessary data to be supplied to the simulation tool. The interface goal, in this scope, is to 
present the proper view of the simulation tool to the FM operator and guide him, step by step, 
through an input data logic as near as possible to his system conception. 

2. The need of flexible interfaces 

The IDF Editor is the tool that comes with the EnergyPlus simulation program for creating input 
data files (idf). This tool is conceived to organize and display the collection of all available 
objects together, and it is up to the user to identify the objects that will be needed for the 
simulation. 

These objects, more than 500 at the current version of Energy Plus, are arranged within 50 
groups, according to a classification that is not very useful to the user, unless he already knows 
in which groups to look for. So as to improve this interface, new classification groups, needed 
by the user according to the complexity of the simulation contexts are proposed here. 

As it stated by Clarke (2001) for the ESP-r program, an adaptive interface that is able to change 
as a function of the inherent users has some requirements: 

1. A problem is composed of domains: Premises, HVAC, Air movements, Electrical, 
and Control. The interface should be flexible enough to support incremental and random 
order definition of domains. 
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2. Any domain can have levels of abstraction (e.g. Zoning sizes and complexity, 
HVAC system capabilities, forms and fabrics definitions, etc.). The interface must 
support replacement of abstraction as the modeling and simulation process evolves. 

3. Portions of a domain can need to be enhanced to allow considering special cases, 
as such higher discretization level of panel layers are needed to assess condensation risks. 
The interface must support improvements in modeling resolution. 

These requirements of a flexible interface correspond to needed abstractions, as seen by an 
expert’s point of view. However, the users, as design professionals, only need to have access to 
all objects available for modeling and simulation, and do not want to be seen as specialists in 
building simulation programs. There is no need to know, for example, about models 
discretization, yet they must be aware of the possibility of moisture formation, and the physical 
nature of the condensation processes involved. 

Therefore, some developer proposed interfaces for the EnergyPlus, such as the eQuest  (the QU 
ick E nergy S imulation T ool) are conceived to be intuitive enough to be used by ALL design 
team members. This interface first requires the most general information about the building 
design, and proceeds into progressively deeper details. 

The IDF Editor lacks a classification of the objects based in the application contexts, such as 
those in the forms of the web-based service for generating idf files called “Energy Plus Example 
File Generator”. In this web service, there are two methods for entering the information in the 
building model: Simple or Detailed. In the Simple model, there is less input, since it uses default 
values for the parameters based on regulations. After obtaining a baseline model, the user can 
switch from the Simple to the Detailed model without loss of the input data. There could be 
models as those within the IDF Editor, and also different groups for classifying the objects, 
based on common application tasks, such as load calculation, geometry checking, diagramming 
of HVAC loops, etc. 

Organization and display of the objects do not need to be unique, in fixed groups. There could 
be an “Application Menu” in the IDF Editor, so that the user could switch between models, 
facilitating creation and editing objects. 

The code of the EnergyPlus simulation program is structured in modules, which makes the 
development and maintenance of the code more reliable. The developers of each code module 
have to follow instructions on how to describe the input data for the module objects, as is seen 
in the “Module Developer´s Guide” and the “Interface Developer´s Guide” in the EnergyPlus 
Documentation.  

There is an opportunity to improve the usability of the program, since the code developers could 
be asked to classify the objects in their modules, in an existing group of classes, made of 
application models. This application models could be previously established by the community 
of users, or even by the IDF editor developers themselves. 
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The authors of this paper propose a data restructuring of the objects as shown in Figure 1, in 
which 1 in the left link can be changed to infinite, so that the classification of objects into 
various groups is possible. 

Figure 1 - Groups, Objects and Attributes 

Most interface developers only create GUIs, and some developers make the use easier by 
creating and displaying groups of objects different from those in the IDF Editor. We believe that 
a dynamic reclassification of objects into different groups, made by the user during the 
modeling process, is an important step toward the use of BIM tools as the base for the 
development of building simulation interfaces. 

3. The user approach to the Interface design 

Interfaces help users to communicate with the computational logic of the machines to achieve a 
result by processing information. The procedure is to input data, process them, and present 
results, with interactions along the way. The best interface is the easiest to complete this cycle 
accurately and as quick as possible, and one of the main pursued properties is the conformity 
with the user’s thought, and with the way he communicates. 

Even though in the engineering field people are used to technical language, with their particular 
signs and hard logics, to achieve a satisfactory level of productivity, friendly interfaces are 
paramount. Additionally, computer applications are becoming more and more complex, with a 
number of data and relationships that make it difficult to handle this complexity and size 
without a substantial help. 

However, to implement better interfaces, technological difficulties need to be overcome: the 
power of machine processors, the availability of appropriate programming tools, etc.  

Some computational applications were created at a time with not many resources, and the focus 
was to reach a precise and relatively quick result, even in an input/output hard environment. In a 
number of cases, these applications are still been used, and the user environments have changed 
and evolved less than they could and much less than they should. 

Based on these assumptions, we have analysed the IDF Editor Interface and propose a new one. 
To attain this target, initially the structure of the IDF Editor interface, its positive and negative 
points, the conveniences and difficulties of work with it were identified. There are identified 
also points where a simple or, at least, a common enhancement will signify a very important 
gain in productivity, in precision, and in reliability of the building energy simulation, 
particularly linked with the HVAC themes. 
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3.1 Analyzing the IDF Editor Interface 

IDF Editor groups the objects in a particular view. It does not classify the objects. The interface 
leads the user to think of inputting data sequentially, but this is not what really happens because 
objects necessary for simulation, even a very simple one, are scattered in the groups, not 
necessarily in a sequence. 

There is a very good way to duplicate objects, with the same attributes, so one can change only 
some attributes to create a new one, but this process is not through the common “copy/paste” 
method, which is almost “forbidden” in this interface, but by pressing a “Dup Obj” button. 
There are copy and paste buttons but with limited functionality. 

The consistency check of input data is made automatically only when the user is closing the 
application, or when he remembers to press “Control+R” or goes to the menu and finds the 
appropriate shortcut. 

There are serious difficulties with input data associated with other objects (called object-lists), 
for example: to define the object WeatherProperty:SkyTemperature it is necessary to previously 
define the RunPeriods and the ScheduleNames objects, which are in distinct groups. RunPeriods 
objects are in the same group as the WeatherProperty:SkyTemperature objects (Location and 
Climate group) and the ScheduleNames objects are in the Schedule group, which is the next 
group in the list. Also to be mentioned is the possibility of the data to participate in more than 
one object-list, which the user knows through the “Object and Attributes Comments”, i.e. it is 
not done by the interface with a combobox for presenting the options, but by the user who 
searches the objects in other places of the “Groups and Objects” area of the IDF Editor. See 
Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: IDF Editor Screen 

3.2 Users view of HVAC project/simulation sequence 

Table 1 displays an example of the survey results on the common ways the users can face a 
HVAC project, and what they think to be the best work sequence. 

This is one possible approach, which has been assumed in this research to test the flexible 
interfaces proposed. 

The information structure proposed has to give the basis to the interfaces to be capable of 
reflecting, as near as possible, any sequence surveyed; but the interface tests will initially be 
performed with some of them, especially those related to the HVAC project. 

Table 1: Sequential steps for establishing an Indirect Expansion Air-Conditioning System 
Project of expert Designers 

1. Preparation of the preliminary building architecture design with the participation of the 
air-conditioning system designer. 

2. Preliminary heat load calculation. The following data are necessary at this stage: 
2.1 Simplified building geometry. 
2.2 Specification of construction materials and coatings containing the physical properties of 

each material and thickness of each element (wall, ceiling, floor, glass, door, etc.).  
2.3 Building orientation. 
2.4 Activity type and occupants distribution in the space. 
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2.5 Electrical equipment list (with each power) and their location. 
2.6 Lighting: number of lighting points, luminary type, light bulb type and power . 

3. Feedback to architectural design for adjustments and recalculation of the heat load. 
4. Initial sizing of the major refrigeration equipment and air handling units based on the heat 

load calculated. 
5. The choice of the type of air-conditioning system most compatible with the building 

architecture design. The decision is made from the comparison of the capabilities of the 
equipment and the type of building. 

6. Decision about the control type. 
7. Having chosen the system type, proceed to the equipment list indicating the types and 

capabilities of each. This listing is considering four loops: 
7.1 Condensation: cooling tower or fan, valves, actuators, sensors, etc. 
7.2 Refrigeration: compressors, pumps, heat exchangers, condenser coil, valves, actuators, 

sensors, etc. 
7.3 Air cooling: air handling unit (fan and coil), ducts (pre-sized), dampers, filters, actuators, 

sensors, etc. 
7.4 Air Distribution: diffusers, return grilles. 

8. Location of the air-conditioning equipment in the building project. 

4. Flexible Interface Construction 

The DBMS entity-relation approach was adopted in order to create the interface structure due to 
two main reasons: reliability and consistence checking. 

The goal is to give the user an opportunity of arranging the current 539 objects, and of 
manipulating the more than 10,000 possible parameters of the EnergyPlus in sets of functional
objects, particularly linked with a phase or stage of the HVAC project, or any activity sequence 
fit for the energy simulation. 

5. Input Background: Input Data Dictionary – IDD 

After the analysis of the interface front, its back, the Input Data Dictionary was the next job. 
This Dictionary depicts the way the IDF Editor is configured, with the data and references, to 
admit the attributes, and check their validity. It is also the source of information presented by 
the IDF Editor to guide the user. New releases of EnergyPlus present deep changes to this 
Dictionary, but not necessarily the interface. It is an ANSI text file with rules and formats 
structured to be legible by a computer program. Here is an excerpt of it: 

\group Thermal Zones and Surfaces 

GlobalGeometryRules,
      \required-object 
      \unique-object 
  A1, \field Starting Vertex Position 
      \required-field 
      \note Specified as entry for a 4 sided surface/rectangle 
      \note Surfaces are specified as viewed from outside the surface 
      \note Shading surfaces as viewed from behind.  (towards what they are shading) 
      \type choice 
      \key UpperLeftCorner 
      \key LowerLeftCorner 
      \key UpperRightCorner 
      \key LowerRightCorner 
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  A2, \field Vertex Entry Direction 
      \required-field 
      \type choice 
      \key Counterclockwise 
      \key Clockwise 

This file is not free of errors, once there are no other checking tools or any processor than the 
IDF Editor, and this editor almost merely presents the reading information. It is possible to write 
a checking program and this will be one of the purposes of the work in progress. 

5.1 Rules and format: translate into DBMS 

Some rules and formats of the data were summarized in tables, as shown in Table 2. In these 
tables (field, object and group level comments), there are two columns on the right for analysing 
particularities of the data fields, which are important in the translation of the data into a DBMS. 

Table 2: field rules and formats 
Field-level comments: 
Comment Description Database type Multipliable
\field Name of field (should be succinct and readable, blanks 

are encouraged) Data No
\note Note describing the field and its valid values Data Yes
\required-field To flag fields which may not be left blank  (this comment 

has no "value") Field property No

\begin-extensible

Marks the first field at which the object accepts an 
extensible field set. A fixed number of fields from this 
marker define the extensible field set, see the object 
code \extensible for reference. 

InputProcessor
information No

\units Units (must be from EnergyPlus standard units list). 
EnergyPlus units are standard SI units. Data No

\ip-units
IP-Units (for use by input processors with IP units). This 

is only used if the default conversion is not 
appropriate.

Data No

\minimum Minimum that includes the following value Field property No
\minimum> Minimum that must be > than the following value Field property No
\maximum Maximum that includes the following value Field property No
\maximum< Maximum that must be < than the following value Field property No
\default Default for the field (if N/A then omit entire line) Field property No

\deprecated
This field is not really used and will be deleted from the 

object. The information is gotten internally within the 
program.

InputProcessor
information No

\autosizable

Flag to indicate that this field can be used with the Auto 
Sizing routines to produce calculated results for the 
field.

If a value follows this, then that will be used when the 
"Autosize" feature is flagged. To trigger autosizing 
for a field, enter Autosize as the field's value. Only 
applicable to numeric fields. 

InputProcessor
information No

\autocalculatable

Flag to indicate that this field can be automatically 
calculated. To trigger auto calculation for a field, 
enter Autocalculate as the field's value. Only 

 fields. applicable to numeric

InputProcessor
information No

\type
Type of data for the field: 
 erinteg
 real

Field property No
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 alpha (arbitrary string), 
 choice (alpha with specific list of choices, see \key)
 object-list (link to a list of objects defined 

elsewhere, see \object-list and \reference)
\retaincase Retains the alphabetic case for alpha type fields Field property No
\key Possible value for "\type choice"  (blanks are significant) 

use multiple \key lines to indicate all valid choices. 
Field property / 

Data Yes

\object-list

Name of a list of user-provided object names that are 
valid tries for this field (used with "\reference") see 
Zone and BuildingSurface:Detailed objects below 
for  examples. 

** Note that a field may have only one \object-list
reference.

** If it must reference more than one object-list, then a 
composite object-list should be created which 
contains all valid references. 

Data Yes

\reference

Name of a list of names to which this object belongs 
used with "\type object-list" and with "\object-list"
see Zone and BuildingSurface:Detailed objects 
below for  examples: 

Zone,
A1,      \field Name 
           \type alpha 
           \reference ZoneNames 

BuildingSurface:Detailed,
A4,      \field Zone Name 
           \note Zone the surface is a part of 
           \type object-list 
           \object-list ZoneNames 

For each zone, the field "Name" may be referenced  by 
other objects, such as BuildingSurface:Detailed,
so it is  commented with "\reference ZoneNames"
Fields that reference a zone name, such as 
BuildingSurface:Detailed's "Zone Name" , are 
commented as "\type object-list" and "\object-list
ZoneNames"

** Note that a field may have multiple \reference 
commands.

** This is useful if the object belongs to a small specific 
object-list as well as a larger more general object-
list.

Data No

Object-level comments: 
Comment Description Database type Mutipliable
\memo Memo describing the object Data Yes

\unique-object To flag objects which should appear only once in an idf 
(this comment has no "value") Field property No

\required-object To flag objects which are required in every idf.(this 
comment has no "value") Field property No

\min-fields

Minimum number of fields that should be included in the 
object. If appropriate, the Input Processor will fill 
any missing fields with defaults (for numeric fields). 

It will also supply that number of fields to the "get" 
routines using blanks for alpha fields (note – 
blanks may not be allowable for some alpha fields). 

InputProcessor
information No

\obsolete

This object has been replaced though is kept (and is 
read) in the current version. 

Please refer to documentation as to the dispersal of the 
object.

If this object is encountered in an IDF, the InputProcessor 

InputProcessor
information No
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will post an appropriate message to the error file. 
usage:\obsolete New=>[New object name]

\extensible:<#>

This

items to the list 

These will be automatically redimensioned and used 

<#> s

rgyPlus will attempt to auto-extend the 

The fi ensible field 

object is dynamically extensible -- meaning, if you 
change the IDD appropriately (if the object has a 
simple list structure -- just add 
arguments (i.e. BRANCH LIST). 

during the simulation. 
hould be entered by the developer to Signify how 
many of the last fields are needed to be extended 
(and Ene
object).
rst field of the first instance of the ext
set is marked with \begin-extensible.

Object property No

\begin-extensible See previous item, marks beginning of extensible fields in 
an object. 

InputProcessor
information No?

\format

The o

The

,

dule

lds related 

bject should have a special format when saved in 
the IDF Editor with the special format option 
enabled.

options include SingleLine, Vertices, 
CompactSchedule, FluidProperties, ViewFactors, 
and Spectral. 

 The SingleLine option puts all the fields for the 
object on a single line. 

 The Vertices option is used in objects that use X
Y and Z fields to format those three fields on a
single line. 

 The CompactSche  formats that specific 
object.

 The FluidProperty option formats long lists of fluid 
properties to ten values per line. 
The ViewFactor option f ormats three fields related
to view factors per line. 
The Spectral option formats the four fie
towindow glass spectral data per line. 

No

Group-level comments:
Comment Description Database type Multipliable

\group Name for a group of related objects Data No

e to the lack of the IDD error checking program mentioned before. 
Here are some errors found: 

ybridVentilation. 
plicated

plicated

36 minimum duplicated 

After reading the IDD, the data dictionary, and making the opportune parsing, it was possible to 
generate tables of a DBMS, and produce the relationships necessary to establish the database, 
the basis of the new interface. Figure 3 shows the relationship graphics. This process was hard 
and plenty of errors arose du

 Objetct-list and \type duplicated in AvailabilityManager:H
 AirflowNetwork:MultiZone:Zone N2 and N3 du
 ElectricLoadCenter:Generators A90 duplicated 
 ZoneHVAC:EquipmentList N23 duplicated (change N33 by N23) 
 AirflowNetwork:MultiZone:ReferenceCrackConditions N2 \type real du
 AvailabilityManager:HybridVentilation A4 \type object-list duplicated 
 HVACTemplate:System:UnitaryHeatPump:AirToAir N11 \units W duplicated. 
 MaterialProperty:HeatAndMoistureTransfer:Diffusion N
 HVACTemplate:Zone:PTHP N14 \units W duplicated. 
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 MaterialProperty:HeatAndMoistureTransfer:Diffusion \miminum duplicated in many 
places.

 MaterialProperty:HeatAndMoistureTransfer:SorptionIsotherm \minimum duplicated in 

System  A2: \type alpha and \type object-list in conflict, 

type alpha and \type object-list in conflict, but this time object-
lpha and through \object-

\note blank at the beginning. 
eduleNames and there is 

cheduleName (without s), losing the reference. 
 bject-list, but there are no referen

icCurves 
CoolingCoilsDXMultiModeandSingleSpeed 

asElecDX 

RefrigerationSystemNames 
WaterStorageTankName 

 here are in \references, but they are not used. This is not exactly a problem, but, it 
s  to review the references: 

iMode

es
es

tNames 
rFlatPlateNames 

ressorRack
temNames 

es

superheater
ZoneControlThermalComfortNames 
ZoneEquipmentLists 

ZoneReturnAirPaths 
ZoneSplitters, ZoneSupplyAirPaths

many places. 
 AvailabilityManager:HybridVentilation A4 \required-field duplicated. 
 Dehumidifier:Desiccant:

alphanumeric is used in IDF Editor but object-list is defined as ScheduleNames and this 
seems to be the correct. 

 WaterHeater:Sizing A1: \
list is used in IDF Editor once this is defined after the \type a
list WaterHeaterNames.

 WaterUse:RainCollector. Many times the \type is in conflict. 
 TimeStep A1 a \note blank at the end. 
 Refrigeration:Condenser:EvaporativeCooled A5 a
 In Refrigeration:WalkIn A3 \reference is supposed to be Sch

S
Mentioned in \o ces to them: 

autoRDDmeter 
autoRDDvariable
autoRDDvariableMeter
Bicubic BiquadraticCurves 
BiquatricQuadraticCub

FCExhaustHXNames 

HeatingCoilsG
LinearQuadratic Curves 
NodeNames 
QubicCurves 

T
eems to be advisable

AirDistributionUnits 
AirflowNetwork LinkageNames 
BaseboardHeatNames 
BicubicBiquadraticCurves 
BiquadraticQuadraticCubicCurves 
ChilledWaterStorageNames 
CoolingCoilsDXMult
CoolingCoilsDXMultiSpeed
CurveLinearNames 
CustomMeterNames 
DesuperheaterWaterHeater
ErlSubProgramNames 
ExteriorFuelEquipmentNam
ExteriorWaterEquipmentNam
Fans
FCExhaustHXNames, 
FluidPropertyTemperatures 

fNames 

GasEquipmentNames 
HeatingCoilsDesuperheater 
HeatTranBaseSurfNames 
HotWaterEquipmen
HXAirToAi
MicroCHPNames 
NodeLists
OSCNames 
OtherEquipmentNames 
PlantEquipmentLists 
ProgramNames 
QuadraticLinearCurves
RefrigeratedCaseComp
RefrigerationDetailedSys
SetpointManagers
StandardReportNames
SteamEquipmentNam

SurfGroupAndHTSur
WaterHeatingCoilsDe

VentedCavityNames 
ZonePlenums 
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We do not know the purpose of \begin-extensible at object level once the extensibility is applied 
to fields. Currently there is no object with this flag. 

Figure 3: T he database 

s under development and we have already achieved the first interface to be tested, as 
shown in Figure 4. Much more work will be necessary to reach a functional set of interfaces. 

isive conclusions, once this work is under development and the first step of the 
research was only the proposition of a new structure and interface, lacking tests and the user’s 

ulations in the 
building lifecycle design phase and operation phase, once the architect or the system operator 
are not simulation experts, i.e., simulation results will help them to reach higher performance 
levels in their work but they do not know, or need to know, all its implications.  

ables and relationships of t

6. Conclusion

The work i

Intensive tests will be performed to prove the correct direction and the adjustments of this 
proposal.

There are no dec

opinion about them. The proposition is proving efficient and the interface is quite different from 
the IDF Editor.

This work addresses the need of flexible interfaces to work jointly with EnergyPlus or any other 
energy simulation program. This is essential for the popularization of these sim
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Figure 4: User configuration Interface 
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Abstract 

During the twelve years of its existence, the Water Conservation Program of the University of 
São Paulo - PURA-USP - became a reference as a program of water demand management at 
university campus. The Program represents a change of paradigm from exclusive water offer 
management to demand management too, more coherent with the modern precepts of facilities 
management and sustainable development. In addition to the effort to keep up the consumption in 
low levels and to the establishment of a structured system for the demand management, the 
PURA-USP has met its objectives of developing methodology. According to the line of system 
thinking, throughout this period, technological activities (elimination of leaks, replacement of 
conventional sanitary appliances and minimization of wastes in processes), mobilization activities 
(program spreading, awareness campaigns and trainings) and water demand management 
activities have been accomplished. The main result of the PURA-USP is the reduction of 52% of 
the water demand (from 137,881 to 66,507 m³/month). This becomes even more expressive 
considering growth of 13.7% of population and 17.7% of built area. Besides this significant 
reduction, changes were also noticed in the building systems, in administrative and building 
maintenance routines, in the awakening to the water conservation in a broader sense and in the 
behavior of the users. As for the financial impact, the accumulated economic net benefit was of 
US$ 110 millions. Finally, fulfilling its objectives of research and extension, there were 
accomplished 9 academic works, 36 articles and 23 presentations at national and international 
events. In this way, it can be concluded that the PURA-USP has promoted the sustainable use of 
water in four dimensions: environmental, economic, social and cultural.  

Keywords: water conservation, demand management, water sustainable management 
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1. Introduction 

According to Antonioli (2003), in the last decade, great technological progress of the buildings 
and its systems and significant increase of complexity and interdependence of the elements in the 
built space were recorded: “The support offered by these elements to the users started having 
growing strategic importance for the development of activities”. The systems have been obliged to 
operate at the highest level of flexibility and reliability, according to the requirements imposed by 
criteria of performance and quality, considering the concerns with the sustainable use of 
resources. He states that the facilities management represents the most promising hope for the 
sustainable use of natural resources and appropriate management of the environmental impacts, 
caused by construction, operation and maintenance of the buildings. It will not be able to adapt to 
the requirements of the post-industrial society unless the facilities management be done with the 
participation of individuals professionally trained and with high sense of social responsibility.  

Referring to systems that use water, Gonçalves (2002) says that society has taken the issue of 
water scarcity, which has required the building systems in response to this one more need of 
society: no longer it is enough to meet user in sufficient quantity and quality so that he develops 
his activities according to his comfort level, it is necessary to reduce the water volume desired. 

Between the 70’s and 80’s, practices of water conservation, case studies and, following the line of 
system thinking, Water Conservation Programs (PURAs) arose, given the demand of structuring 
actions at the level of building systems. In 1996, the São Paulo State Water Utility Company 
(SABESP), in agreement with the Polytechnic School of University of São Paulo (EPUSP) and 
the Institute for Technological Research (IPT) has started the PURA. The Program introduced 
itself in the change of the paradigm of exclusive water offer management to one for demand 
management too, more coherent with the sustainable development. In 1997, the Water 
Conservation Program of the University of São Paulo - PURA-USP - has started. 

2. The implementation of the PURA-USP at the CUASO 

The USP, founded in 1934, is the largest public university in Brazil, being responsible for 28% of 
scientific production of the country. USP has 40 teaching and research Units, 229 undergraduate 
courses offered to approximated 56 thousand students and 230 graduate programs containing 22 
thousand attending students. USP develops its activities in seven campi, distributed in six cities in 
the state of São Paulo, other than the capital city where the University City Armando de Salles 
Oliveira (CUASO) - is located. CUASO has a total area of 3.65 km² in which can be found 
buildings of different ages (mostly of the 60’s and 70’s), built according to the technical and 
building cultures as well as the availability of resources of each period. Since their construction, 
most of the building systems haven’t undergone any significant interventions, and it can be found 
many types of conceptions, installations and state of preservation. Despite the age and diversity 
of the plumbing systems, no efforts were made for maintaining or modernizing the systems, in a 
rational, systematic and structured way, with proper technical support and information recording. 
As for the maintenance, the teams are small and there are no preventive routines. 
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According to Silva (2004), for the achievement of results, a PURA must be permanent, structured 
and inserted into the formal structure of the institution, include planning, pre-implementation, 
implementation, post-implementation and, throughout all its development, water demand 
management. In this way, the PURA-USP was created by means of an agreement between USP 
and SABESP: the University undertook itself to keep payments of water and sewage charges up-
to-date and to implement the PURA in exchange for a concession of a discount of 25 % on the 
charges. In institutional terms, in 2001, the Rectory of USP released two Ordinances - GR nº 
3290 and GR nº 3291 - about the creation and accountabilities of the PURA-USP, having the 
purpose of establish guidelines, propose actions, evaluate and manage the water use. After 
signing the agreement, the planning of the actions has started: 

• Surveying motivation: the excessive costs of water supply and sewage disposal (US$ 1.93 
million/month, in 1997, considering all the campi of USP), the interest of the University in 
promoting research and the interest of SABESP to operate a PURA to allow a greater availability 
of water for the Metropolitan Region of São Paulo. 

• Determination of aims: besides reducing the water demand, the PURA-USP had as goals to 
maintain the reduced demand, to implement a structured system for the water demand 
management and to develop a methodology that could be applied to other places. 

•  Diagnosis of the situation: in 1998, the CUASO had fixed population - 54,886 people, built 
area - 739,073 m², buildings - about 200, building mains (external networks) - 36,837 m, storage 
tanks - 467, sanitary appliances - 19,181, and mean water demand - 137,881 m³/month. The 
water supply is provided by SABESP mains. The CUASO besides having wide open areas, lots 
of built area, very large population and water demand, it has a great diversity of uses - schools, 
laboratories, hospital, lodging, restaurants, sports club, museums, offices, green areas. 

• Program organization: an organization for work was adopted comprising USP Rectory, 
PURA-USP Commission and PURA-Unit Commissions (one in each Unit, composed by one 
professor, one administrative employee and one maintenance employee). 

The implementation of PURA-USP was carried out in two phases: Phase 1 (7 Units - 1998 and 
1999), first aiming at the largest water consumers (more than 50% of the campus) that presented 
different use typologies and Phase 2 (21 Units - 2000 and 2001). Since 2002, PURA-USP has 
started actions at Units external to the campus, while still maintaining permanent activities at the 
CUASO. The execution of PURA-USP comprised: 

• Stage 1 - General diagnosis: deepening of the survey of characteristics of the institution, 
occupancy, constructions, building systems and water uses.  

• Stage 2 - Physical losses reduction: updating of the registries and elimination of leaks in 
building mains and in storage tanks.  
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• Stage 3 - Consumption reduction at water use points: elimination of leaks at use points and 
substitution of conventional appliances for water saving models, adopting guidelines that comply 
with the standards, quality programs and users’ requirements (e.g. self-closing faucets and valves 
for urinals, low flushing toilets). 

• Stage 4 - Characterization of habits and rationalization of water-consuming activities: 
surveying users’ habits in activities that take place in kitchens, laboratories, gardens and in 
general cleaning and in places where there is specific use of water. Information on more efficient 
procedures is provided in order to minimise waste without losing quality of use. 

• Stage 5 - Program spreading, awareness campaigns and trainings: preparation of 
advertising materials, creation of e-mail (pura@poli.usp.br) and a page on the Internet 
(www.pura.poli.usp.br), training sessions and the participation in technical events.  

The Facility Manager’s Guide to Water Management of the Arizona Municipal Water Users 
Association ratifies that an effective plan is one that fully outlines not just how much water is 
being used, but how it is used and by whom. As water management techniques, the Guide cites 
reducing losses, reducing the amount of water used by equipment or processes and reusing the 
water that would be discarded. The Guide confirms the importance of the communication of 
actions to all levels of personnel, because to be successful, a management plan should consider 
the human side, like water using habits. At last, the Guide alerts that facility managers need to 
look at managing water use so that they comply with the laws - water conservation measures 
must be consistent with public health - and make cost-effective decisions (AMWUA, 2008). 

3. Water demand management at the CUASO 

At the post-execution phase, in order to guarantee the reduced levels of water demand, the 
permanent character of Stages 4 and 5 shall be established, as well as the water demand 
management. It goes beyond the mere follow-up of consumption and includes, besides the data 
survey, the evaluation of control parameters and the system feedback in the form of elimination of 
a leak or revision of processes according to the intervention procedures (Tamaki, 2003). 

3.1 Data survey 

Besides the water consumption data (like readings and flow rate profiles), which presupposes the 
control of information such as the register of water connections and the characteristics and 
conditions of each meter box and water meter (location, type, dimensions and capacities, places 
supplied), there is the survey of supplementary data - population, built area, existing appliances 
and the activities that are carried out - that are used for the determination of control parameters. 
Antonioli (2003) highlights the importance of the information: “It can be stated that nowadays the 
information represents the most important input for the activities developed at the built 
environment, so for the organization as for the facilities management itself”. 
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For the demand management at the CUASO, Tamaki (2003) presents besides simple instruments, 
such as water bills and in loco readings, more sophisticated ones: 

• Submetering: installation of more water meters (about 60 units), besides the ones used by the 
SABESP for billing purposes, which allows greater correspondence between demand and 
consuming unit, more precise location of leaks and charging the water used by private entities. 

• Remote Reading: according Tamaki et al. (2005), the system adopted is a digital field bus 
system, including electronic meters (about 120 SABESP units, with nominal diameters ranging 
from 20 to 100 mm and nominal flows from 1.5 to 60 m³/h, respectively); communication 
network and remote reading management center. The remote reading works on data collection 

(Figure 1, left) - more reliable for collecting more data in real time, besides detecting anomalies 
faster (e.g. leaks) - and on determination of control parameters, such as the flow rate profiles. 
The program receives data from each meter at every five minutes, what allows the generation of 
the detailed profiles, from which points of maximum flows (a) and minimum flows (b) can be 
seen, thus showing possible anomalous consumptions (Figure 1, right). 

3.2 Evaluation of control parameters 

The time-based evaluation of control parameters, such as monthly demand, daily per capita 
demand and flow rate profiles, allows not only to alert a situation of consumption anomaly, but 
also the assessment of impacts of the interventions of the PURA-USP. These data can still be 
used in other ways like demand forecasting for new buildings, respecting the use typologies. Each 
one of these parameters is evaluated with a diferent periodicity at the CUASO. The follow-up of 
water meters profiles (Figure 1, right) is performed everyday in order to identify possible 
consumption abnormalities, such as leaks. Monthly, meter readings and consumption calculations 
are checked with the SABESP, in order to see possible mistakes. Each two months, the Finance 
Department of USP sends to the PURA-USP a worksheet with the billed consumptions by the 
SABESP, for an additional conference. At last, yearly, the daily per capita water consumption is 
calculated, using the consumption values and the fixed population data.  

Silva et al. (2009) show the evolution of daily per capita water demand, between 1998 and 2007. 
Considering the demands recorded in 2007, there is a wide range of values that represent the great 

Figure 1: Use of a remote reading software for management   

(a)

(b)

(b)
(a)

(b)

(b)
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diversity of water uses at USP (Figure 2). It is verified that the Units can be grouped in 
characteristic ranges according to the water use typology: human use (H) -  up to 40 L/cap/day 
(use in pantries, restrooms and for cleaning); mixed use (M) - 41 to 100 L/cap/day (human use 
plus use in laboratories); laboratorial use (L) - 101 to 200 L/cap/day (intensive use in 
equipments and processes); and other use (O) - above 201 L/cap/day (intensive use in facilities 
services - PCO, hospital - HU, residential buildings, day care and restaurants - COSEAS and 
sports club - CEPEUSP). However, not always the demands of the Units follow the expected 
range to its use typology, which can be due to characteristics or conditions of the systems (e.g. 
growth of built area), maintenance staffs or variations in the uses (conferences, renovation, etc.). 
The correct assessment of the demands requires much knowledge of the Units. 

In other Units, the fixed population (students, professors and employees) shows low correlation 
with the water usage and, consequently, with the demand. These cases denote the need of 
adoption of other consuming agents. For instance, some of the per capita demands in 2007: 1,710 
L/bed/day, at University Hospital (HU); 82 L/student/day at School of Application (of FE); and 
191 L/habitant/day at the Residential Buildings for Students (of COSEAS). 

Besides having many per capita demand values, it can be verified that the variation during these 
ten years was quite distinct to each Unit: from the 29 Units considered, 24 showed reduction (up 
to 76%), but 5 presented increase of the values (up to 65%), some of which are related to the 
increase of the built area, which reinforces the necessity of the system approach of the demands. 

Considering all the Units of the campus, the reduction of the demand, allied to the increase in 
population, resulted in a reduction of 46% to the total daily per capita water demand, from 113 
to 61 L/cap/day. Finally, Silva et al. (2009) conclude that the per capita water demand at the 
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(2) H - Human use; M - Mixed use; L - Laboratorial use; O - Other use. 
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CUASO, throughout the ten years evaluated, has established itself at this new level and has 
maintained this value in a consolidated manner since 2004. The authors state that for a new 
reduction to happen, new structural intervention will be necessary in the systems, including the 
regeneration and modernization of large water networks of the CUASO (Figure 3). 

3.3 Intervention procedures 

In order to conclude the cycle of the demand management, it should be considered the 
establishment of procedures and responsibilities in case of anomalies (Figure 4).  

From the comparison between the water consumption and flow rate profiles and the historical 
data, situations of abnormality are detected. Based on these control parameters, the PURA-USP 
sends to the Unit a "Notice of high consumption”, which includes graphics and the values wasted. 
Contacting the Unit, it can be verified if the increase is justified by any activity like reservoir 
cleaning, events, building restoration or not. The Unit then performs an inicial survey. 
 
The experience shows that most of the leaks are noticeable in a careful inspection, preferably in a 
quieter time, observing the wet grass, depression on the ground, floor stained or stewed, sounds of 

Figure 3: Evolution of the per capita water demand of the CUASO - 1998 to 2007 
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water in manholes or inspection boxes. Locations near tree roots and connections should be 
surveyed. If the leaking point is at the external network, the Unit asks the CUASO Operation 
Services to eliminate it. If the leak is not visible, the PURA-USP helps to localize it using non-
destructive methods. This procedure has speed of elimination of leaks: previously it took up to 
two months to be noticed, and now it can be almost in real time. 
 
The PURA-USP also records the occurrence of leaks in order to check the more recurrent 
problems, the materials that show more defects, etc. The elimination of non-visible leakages had a 
very significant result, showing the importance of the substitution of stretches of water networks 
and the use of a real time monitoring system. Between August 2001 and March 2009, 277 
leakages occurred, being 31% of them at the building mains - external networks (Figure 5). 

However, according to Silva et al. (2007), it is not enough to eliminate quickly the leaks; it must 
be worked to minimize their occurrence, previous to the operation of the building systems. For 
that, the factors that most influence the performance of the networks should be systemically 
evaluated: quality of the project - to specify materials compliant with technical standards and 
whose manufacturers are participants of the Brazilian Program of Quality and Productivity of the 
Habitat (PBQP-H), to design accessible networks, including control points, provide submetering, 
avoid direct feed from the public mains, optimize the topology of the network; and quality of 

execution and maintenance - the execution must follow the project and changes must be 
recorded, the "good technique" should be noticed, using correct procedures for the materials. For 
maintenance, it should also be used "compliant” materials and followed the "good technique". 
Many leaks are caused by improper execution of pipelines or badly executed repairs, due to the 
failure of professionals’ educational process and the lack of training.  

Antonioli (2003) ratifies that the most appropriate moment to start the activities of facilities 
management is at the conception of the building, contributing to eliminate faults that come from 
the design. These faults arise basically from the lack of communication among the disciplinary 
teams, as well as from the little knowledge they have about how the future users of the building 
will use the elements contained therein. Neither any considerations comprising maintenance are 
taken during the design stages. Therefore, the potential facilities management could only be 
maximized when this activity is aggregated to the building since its conception stage. 

Figure 5: Leaks at the CUASO - August 2001 to March 2009 
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4. The results of the PURA-USP 

Twelve years on, since PURA-USP on CUASO was implemented, besides reduction in water 
consumption, other results could be attained (Silva, 2004): 

• Changes in the systems of cold water supply and sanitary appliances: up-to-date registry of 
networks, storage tanks and water meters; restorations and adequacy of networks; restoration and 
modernization of sanitary appliances, including replacement for saving models - that bring an 
increase in functionality, uniformity of models and application of quality concepts. 

• Changes in the routine of building maintenance: training of teams; reduction of calls and loss 
of materials; and creation of a feedback cycle between water managers and maintenance staffs, 
with consequential fast elimination of leaks.  

• Changes in administrative routines: creation of patterns for acquisition of water saving 
appliances (descriptions, standards and quality programs); and closer relation with administrative 
staff, which enables helping with issues relating to water and its conservation. 

• Changes in design parameters: among the recommendations of the Program, the installation 
of saving appliances both for retrofitted and new buildings has been widely adopted. 

• Technological development of appliances: through partnerships with manufacturers, when a 
design problem occurred systematically, a technician could be called and the design revised. Still, 
tests were conducted with innovative appliances (e.g. toilets with dual flush systems). 

• Introduction of alternative water sources: introducing alternatives water sources should be 
encouraged, however, appropriate care must be taken to avoid compromising both the 
populations’ health and development of activities and cause environmental unbalances. The use of 
well and rain water and the reuse of water lack studies and legislation. Its safe application 
depends not only on technical solutions but also on procedures and accountabilities for 
maintenance and management of the systems. 

• Users’ behavioural changes: end users were receptive to adoption of water saving appliances. 
A striking change in user habits is also seen in attitudes like the introduction of a system for 
water recirculation and notices warning about leakages. In order to guarantee the continuity of the 
changes, it is important to inform the user about the results attained. 

The evolution of CUASO’s water demand allows us to testify as the greatest impact of PURA-
USP its expressive reduction (Figure 6).  Even after the conclusion of Stages 1 to 3 of the 
Program (in 2001), further reduction could be observed, which confirms the importance of the 
permanent character of the Program and mainly of the water demand management. Between 1998 
and 2009, the CUASO’s demand had a reduction of 52%, ranging from 137,881 to 66,507 
m³/month. These data become even more significant when considered the increase of 13.7% of 
the fixed population and 17.7% of the built area in the CUASO in this same period. 
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As for the financial impact, there is expressive difference between the US$ 23.2 millions that 
should have been expended with water and sewage services, in 2009, and the US$ 9.5 millions 
that were effectively expended (considering all USP). The accumulated economic net benefit was 
of US$ 110 millions in these twelve years. 

Finally, fulfilling its objectives of research and extension, in the scope of PURA-USP there were 
concluded 1 doctoral thesis; 3 master level dissertations; 6 supervised internships; 8 articles in 
periodicals; 2 articles in books; 12 articles in conference proceedings; 14 articles in newspapers, 
magazines, radio or television; 23 presentations in national and international events (mostly 
scientific); and 47 participations in events (some of them, mounting stands). 

5. The sustainable management of water at the CUASO 

Sustainability has been object of many researches in the last decade. In Brazil, according to Silva, 
V.G. (2007), there are efforts to establish sustainability indicators, but to the country move 
forward in their development, it must be defined a consensual methodology, collect data and 
define national indicators, creating a robust database to be kept updated and accessible. 

Kalbusch (2006) compares different tools to assess sustainability of office buildings on hydraulic 
and sanitary systems and on water use. Silva et al. (2008) made a parallel between the indicators 
cited in Kalbusch (2006) and the actions of the PURA-USP at the CUASO, concluding that are 
addressed: the definition and control of targets for water consumption, adoption of metering and 
monitoring systems, adoption of submetering, detection and control of water losses, limiting 
pressures, adoption of saving appliances, training and awareness campaigns for maintenance 
teams, user education for not to waste water and use of alternative water sources for watering. 
But, it is necessary to measure values or assign concepts for the indicators to assess how 

Figure 6: Evolution of water demand of the CUASO - 1998 to 2009  
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sustainable is the use of water at USP. It would be necessary an assessment tool specific for 
university campi to consider the diversity of uses of the buildings. 

Degani (2009) shows characteristics of facilities management practiced in brazilian buildings and 
identified good practices in the search of sustainability. It was realized that sometimes the 
introduction of simple routines such as visual inspections of the hydraulic systems and even the 
observation of the users behavior, can benefit as important as automation systems. It was also 
found that the inadequacy of the organizational structure reflects in the informality and in lack of 
routines and recording of information that are important for the performance of the building. 
According to the authoress “The management model of sustainability is, therefore, an effective 
way to integrate the sustainability objectives into the daily routine of facilities managers, through 
a systematic of management and identification of key parameters to be controlled. It is a form of 
guarantee of permanence and of improving the performance of buildings facing the 
environmental, social and economic issues related to the use, operation and maintenance.” 

Considering the results of the PURA-USP, in another approach, Silva et al. (2008) concluded 
that the program has promoted the sustainable use of water in four dimensions: environmental - 
reducing water consumption and, consequently, the sewage generated; economic - reduction of 
expenditures on water and sewage services, and consequent use of savings in teaching, research 
and extension - core business of the University; social - providing water to other consumers in the 
Metropolitan Region of São Paulo; and cultural - changes in thinking design, operation and 
maintenance of the buildings, and mainly, how to make use of water. 

6. Final Considerations 

After twelve years of implementation, the PURA-USP has fulfilled its objectives and 
corroborated with the core business of the University of São Paulo: the water demand was 
halved; there is a structure that performs permanently the water demand management (with well-
defined procedures and responsibilities); and the development of methodologies, also permanent, 
have been transferred to society. With a systemic view on cold water building systems, 
performance required by users and impacts to the environment, the PURA-USP, by means of 
technology, mobilization and management actions has become a reference on how to make the 
facilities management of water in a sustainable way. Not longer the University of São Paulo only 
teaches, research and transfer to society the concepts of facilities management and sustainability, 
but practice them in its systems. 
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Abstract

The pedestal paving system technology appears as an alternative that can both increase the 
performance and the economical efficiency of the building. This technology may turn the 
process of planned maintenance easier and cheaper, as well as the detection and repair process 
of developing problems of plaza/roof terrace waterproofing systems at an early stage to prevent 
any spreading of damage. In order to reach those benefits, it is essential to have technical 
information about the pedestal paving system to support the stage of design and the stage of 
technological selection, making the alternative selected suitable to the user’s requirements, 
based on life cycle cost approach. Founded on the information above, the aim of this paper is to 
systematize and critically analyze the main characteristics of the technology that regulates the 
selection, design and production stages. Based on the state of the art of the pedestal paving 
system, the main characteristics which may influence building maintainability are discussed, 
using a qualitative approach. Findings from this study can provide companies with information 
on pedestal system technology benefits to reduce building life cycle cost. It occurs as a result of 
the higher building adaptability provided by the technology, reducing the probability of 
functional obsolescence of roof and plaza assemblies. In addition, the use of the pedestal system 
optimizes maintenance activities due to easy surface removal/reset, minimizing damage and 
waste.

Keywords: Maintainability, life cycle cost, adaptability, pedestal paving system. 
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1. Introduction

The pedestal paving system can be considered an interesting solution to pave waterproofed 
plaza decks and roof terraces due to the potential reduction of the whole life cost of a building. 
It is a technology that allows access to the hydraulic and electrical systems that may be installed 
in the drainage void, as well as access to the waterproofing system, facilitating the maintenances 
required by these systems. In addition, it is possible to prevent the early deterioration of the 
wearing course, which is normally object of problems such as efflorescence, cracks and uneven 
surface, resulting mainly from the substrate movement. It also enables more freedom for layout 
changes in external areas and may turn the areas adaptable to change of possible uses, by the 
execution of supplementary hydraulic and electrical installations.  These possibilities allow 
reducing the chance of functional obsolescence of buildings, increasing their added value. 
Therefore, it is possible to use this technology as an element of marketing differentiation. 

The technology has to be properly applied, that is, duly designed, executed and used, so that the 
advantages of its use can come to fruition. In this context, the study herein aims to present and 
discuss this constructive technology, especially in terms of maintainability and reduction of the 
whole life cost of a building. The study is based on an extensive bibliographical revision with a 
focus on the main functions of the pedestal system, complemented by a field study (Bernardes, 
2009) comprising the analysis of six buildings in operation, in which the technology was 
applied, and also interviews with the undertakings managers and technology suppliers. 

2. Characterization of the Pedestal Paving System 

In the course of utilization of roof terraces and waterproofed plazas, surfacing functions were 
assigned to the protection layers of the waterproofing membrane, being used to pave: ceramic, 
rock, and pigmented cimenticious slabs, among other types of wearing course. The history of 
application of such surfaces comprises the use of different methods, with records of failures 
(CBD 1966; Gomes 1968). This situation encouraged systemic studies, especially in cold 
weather countries, to analyze the cause of failures, e.g., the study by Schild et al. (1978) in 
which, among other things, the concern with the integrity of the mortar bed used to set pavers 
and slabs can be observed.

In those countries where an increasing utilization of a solution called Protected Membrane Roof  
(PMR) or Up Side Down (USD) took place, proposals were made for wearing surfaces made 
with sand-set and with pedestal-set paving units. With these non-adhered solutions, the amount 
of water retained over the waterproofing membrane could be drained quicker, without causing 
damages to the wearing course (GRIFFIN and FRICKLAS, 1996). In doing so, the Digest 75 
(CBD, 1966) stated that proper systems of roof terraces drainage are fundamental, because most 
terrace surfacing can be displaced by water or frost action. 
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In addition to this concern, other drivers may have propitiated the development of paving 
methods with sand bed and, later, with pedestals, as for example, the accessibility to 
installations, equipment and subsurface layers of the roof and plaza deck system, recognized by 
Griffin and Fricklas (1996) as an advantage of the non-adhered solutions. 

The concept of the pedestal-set method dates from the Roman Empire. In the old Roman 
thermal bath located in the English City of Bath, the environment heating of the so-called west 
baths and east baths was provided by the blowing of heated air from under a layer of paving 
slabs which had their corners set over layers of broken paving pieces (Fig.1). 

Fig.1 – Ruins of the floor elevated by stacked flagstones from the Roman thermal bath in the 
city of Bath (Bernardes and Barros, 2009).

Today the pedestal system is described as a system in which the paving slabs have their corners 
placed on typically plastic pedestals, resulting in a level deck and in the concealment of slope, 
which helps the drainage of stormwater through the open joints existing among those slabs 
(ICPI, 2008). Normally the pre-manufactured pedestals are conceived to allow height 
adjustment in order to achieve a levelled surface, besides transferring the loads coming from the 
paving slabs to the substrate (CSTC 1985). According to the AFNOR NF P 84-204-1-1 (2004), 
the pedestal system has the role of protecting the waterproof layer while creating a surface for 
people circulation.  The system is illustrated in figure 2: 

Figure 2 – Paving slabs on pedestal 
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Nowadays the pedestal system for pedestrian circulation is a plaza deck and roof terrace 
surfacing more applied than the type bedded in sand or in mortar (Griffin and Fricklas (1996); 
LES CAHIERS TECHNIQUES DU BÂTIMENT (2007)). The elements and the main functions 
of the pedestal system for the circulation of people are described in Table 1, based on Bernardes 
and Barros (2009): 

Table 1 – Elements of the pedestal system and their main functions. 

ELEMENT MAIN FUNCTIONS 

To form a safe circulation surface 

To enhance the esthetical value of the environment  

To help the mechanical waterproof protection  

To allow easy access to the lower layers and to the installations of the drainage void 

PAVING SLABS 

To shade roof tops  

To give support and stableness to the wearing surface 

To guarantee the spacing among paving slabs 

To adjust the surface level 

To correct variations of quote and tilting in the substrate 

PEDESTALS 

To distribute tension on the substrate 

To hold the system perimetraly  

To allow stormwater drainage 

To allow small movements of paving slabs 

To allow the cooling of the drainage void air  

JOINTS 

To allow the substrate water drying

To drain effectively and quickly the water resulting from rain and snow melting  

To allow the flow of several installations 
DRAINAGE

VOID

To allow the temporary retention of intense rain waters 

Several materials can be used for the system manufacturing. Concrete is largely applied to 
paving slabs, besides stone, wood and ceramic slabs.  

Granite slabs in pedestal systems were advocated by Hunderman and Gerns (ca.2000) as 
components used for the recovery of the roof terrace of the Kennedy Center for the Performing 
Arts, due to their lower susceptibility to freeze-thaw damages and their lower propensity to 
deformations.  

As to the pedestals, there are a large number of models all over the world. The products they are 
made of vary a lot, too, the most common being polymers such as polypropylene, polyethylene, 
PVC, polycarbonate and expanded polystyrene. 
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3. The Influence of the Pedestal System in the Reduction of 
the Whole Life Cost of a Building

The main aspects benefitting the whole life cost reduction of a building through the use of the 
pedestal system are: durability, maintainability and obsolescence, which are addressed below. 

3.1 Durability 

The ASTM C981 (2005) addresses the importance of sufficient drainage for plaza systems and 
highlights that it must be able to minimize the saturation cycles of the wearing surface and its 
substrate, as some materials used in the wearing surface absorb water and can deteriorate when 
subjected to the freeze-thaw cycling. 

As stated by Griffin and Fricklas (1996), in a roof terrace, the advantage the pedestal system has 
over the sand-set system is that it fosters a quicker and more effective drainage. In addition, the 
first allows ventilation drying of subsurface areas, whereas the second does not. It is believed 
that such characteristics of the pedestal system wearing surface allow an enhancement of the 
paving system life cycle, which can obviously be considered as added value to owners since, 
according to Chew et al. (2004), these owners have required more durable buildings. 

Ruggiero and Rutila (1990) also emphasized the importance of the efficient drainage propitiated 
by the pedestal system through the joints among the paving slabs, accounting for preventing 
problems associated to the freezing of support beds used in other laying techniques. The authors 
claim that plazas historically presented problems resulting from the lack of drainage within the 
system components, resulting in long-term deterioration of waterproofing membrane and 
wearing surface.

Another point for the durability of the paving surfaces with the use of the pedestal system is 
mentioned on the AFNOR NF P 84-204 -1 (2001) when it emphasizes that in roof terraces, this 
technology minimizes the thermal shock of the waterproofing layer. It is clear that this also 
happens in the plazas. According to Wong et al. (2003), the roofing materials shielded from 
direct exposure to solar radiation and not submitted to intense temperature variations would be 
more durable. A longer roofing system service life would mean fewer roof replacements and 
hence, the reduction of maintenance and replacement costs. 

3.2 Maintainability 

Dunston and Williamson (1999) define optimal maintainability as being: “The design 
characteristic which incorporates function, accessibility, reliability, and ease of servicing and 
repair into all active and passive system components”, that minimize the costs included and 
maximize the “benefits of the expected life cycle value of a facility.” 
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According to Silva et al. (2004), in the last decades, researches realized the importance of 
maintainability of the buildings in order to reduce costs and achieve better functioning of 
facilities. In addition, they emphasize that the lack of attention to the matter of maintainability 
during the design and construction phases has hampered and made the maintenance process 
more expensive.  

Not foreseeing proper and sufficient space so that maintenance works can be performed and, to 
design permanent fixtures - which should be removable at the performance of maintenance - are 
design failures that jeopardize the building maintenance process (Assaf et al., 1996). A research 
made by Chew et al. (2004) in Hong Kong, revealed that up to 40% of maintenance faults were 
related to design. Assaf et al. (1996) mention studies in which some building defects are 
considered to be associated with the lack of accessibility to services. 

According to Ruggiero e Rulita (1990) and AFNOR NF P 84-204 -1 (2001), the use of the 
pedestal system can ease the temporary removals of the wearing surfaces (Fig.3), which 
strongly contributes to its maintainability.  

Fig.3 – Simulation of maintenance in a pedestal system with granite slabs in a commercial 
building in the city of São Paulo (Bernardes, 2009). 

For this to be possible, it is the designer’s duty to limit the weight of the paving slabs, allowing 
safe handling by means of manual processes, using proper tools or mechanized techniques in 
order not to cause injuries to employees. In Brazil, for example, the paving slabs typically 
commercialized are 35kg in weight and dimensions are of  approximately 60 x 60 x 4 cm 
(concrete paving slabs), being handled with a fixture similar to the one shown in figure 3.  

According to Ruggiero and Rulita (1990), the use of wearing surfaces that are disassembled 
with relative ease results in more serviceable systems. They add that, ideally, in order to enable 
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the maintenance and trouble shooting of system components, the wearing surface must consist 
of small modular components that facilitate temporary removals and reinstallation, being this an 
important characteristic of the pedestal system. 

Barret et al. (1988), MacElroy and Winterbottom (2000) and  ICPI (2008), emphasize the ease 
of maintenance and repair of the waterproofing system as an advantage of the utilization of the 
pedestal system in relation to other methods.  The ICPI (2008) adds that after repairs, the 
components can be reinstalled without evidence of movement and that the replacement of the 
paving slabs, when damaged, is made easier. Hunderman and Gerns (ca.,2000) highlight that, 
additionally, there is simplicity in the maintenance of the drainage system.  

The Digest 75 (CBD,1966) had already stated that the plenum formed with the use of pedestal 
systems can have enough space to allow maintenance works, without disturbing the  surfacing. 
The waterproofing ease of maintenance was also an argument so that the Headquarters - 
Department of the Army (1993), recommended the application of pedestal systems in plazas. 

Reroofing is an operation that causes inconveniences. Comparatively, rewaterproofing is an 
economic disaster, because a waterproofing membrane is far less accessible than a roof 
membrane (Griffin and Fricklas 1996). The research made by Bernardes and Barros (2009)  
identified that in one of the buildings the expense with the repair of an earth-covered membrane 
was around seven times the initial cost of waterproofing. 

Upon the potential maintenance costs with the application of adhered surfacing, it is evident the 
importance of more and more using the concept of maintainability applied to the parts of the 
building, so that the investment in maintenances are rationalized and the life-cycle cost (LCC) is 
reduced, even if it results in higher initial costs. As stated by Dunston and Williamson (1999), 
designers must be able to demonstrate that cost increments in the design stage and construction, 
due to designing for maintainability, can be offset by reduced maintenance costs. 

3.3 Obsolescence

Another favourable aspect for the reduction of a building LCC by the application of the pedestal 
system is the possibility to use the drainage void space for placing several building installations 
systems, e.g., fire extinction hydraulic systems, garden faucets, lighting circuits (fig.4), rain 
water pipe deviations in apartment rooftop,   among others installations that are still to come. 
This benefit, resulting from the use of the pedestal system, allows higher flexibility in the use of 
spaces, then reducing the risk of buildings functional obsolescence (Bernardes 2009). 
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Fig.4 – Installation embedded in the drainage void area of a pedestal system in a commercial 
building in the City of São Paulo (Bernardes 2009). 

As stated by Allehaux and Tessier (2002), when the capacity to perform the function to which 
an element was conceived for is reduced, such element turns to be functionally obsolete. They 
also add that in office buildings the greatest causes for this occurrence are related to building 
services and especially to technical installations design. For them, besides reducing the market 
value of the office buildings, the functional obsolescence of these systems is considered one of 
the main causes of their obsolescence. For the evaluation of this type of obsolescence, the 
authors identified several aspects, among them the compliance with user’s needs, flexibility and 
maintainability.  

It is added that a part of a building, when considered functionally obsolete, will have achieved 
the end of its service life and, from then on, it will have to rely on an onerous modernization 
process in order to return to its functionality. This process, many times, implies the replacement 
of materials and components and their final disposal counts on desirable and increasingly 
environmental restrictions.  

In the initial brief to designers, building owners should prioritize systems that benefit the 
maintainability while reducing the potential of the building functional obsolescence, which is 
recognized with the utilization of the pedestal system, able to foster higher adaptability to the 
roof terrace/plaza decks and to the building installations placed in the drainage void, meeting 
the changes in user’s needs.  

4. Life-Cycle Cost (LCC) 

According to Lounis et al. (1998), life cycle cost (LCC) analysis is “a method of assessing the 
economic performance of a project or project alternatives over a designated study period, and 
encompasses all relevant costs including the costs of designing, purchasing/leasing, 
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constructing/installing, operating, maintaining, repairing, replacing, and disposing of a 
particular building or system”, at the end of its life. In addition, Wang N, et al (2009) state that 
the life cycle assessment is the best way to merge the long-term environmental and economical 
evaluations of building designs.

As stated by Griffin and Fricklas (1996), although the pedestal system has a more complex 
design and execution, and probably presents higher initial cost, it allows easier access for 
maintenance and repair of subsurface components. As a result, there is the possibility to reduce 
the building operational cost making the system economically more attractive.  

The WBDG (2007) helps the evaluation of the importance to reduce a building operational cost 
when it states that, viewed over a 30-year period, the operation and maintenance costs account 
for approximately three times the initial building costs (earlier design, development, 
construction, and manufacturing activities).  

According to the BRE (2000)1 apud Chew et al. (2004), the LCC concept must take into 
account other factors such as: the life expectancy of a building component and energy 
efficiency. Regarding the energy efficiency concept, Gomes (1968) emphasized that the use of 
the pedestal system is recommended in a roof terrace when the aim is to enhance its thermal 
performance, because this system provides shade and a ventilated plenum above the 
waterproofing, which minimizes its superficial temperature. For the author, the action of the 
solar radiation over the roof terrace is reduced by the insulation provided by the ventilated 
plenum of the pedestal system. As a result, the cooling costs of the building are believed to be 
lower.

d replacement of 
the waterproofing layer, which occurs with no damage to the wearing surface. 

th of life 
required for a building in the early stages of any building program (Chew et al. 2004). 

                                                     

As stated by Bernardes (2009), the initial cost of a pedestal system in Brazil, if compared to 
adhered surfacing alternatives of roof terraces and plazas, is normally superior for a same type 
of surfacing material. However, for the author, a lower whole life cost is to be expected to the 
pedestal system solution when taking into account the expenses with repair an

Bernardes (2009), supported by the concepts of ABNT NBR 15575 (2008), suggests, to the 
typical Brazilian utilizations of the pedestal system, a minimum design life of 20 years for the 
paving slabs, stating that there would be technical and economic possibilities of estimating 40 
years, according to experiences reported in other countries. This minimum period suggested 
aimed to discipline the commercialization of the system in Brazil, due to the absence of codes of 
practice, standards and technical regulations, without forgetting the autonomy and obligation of 
the building owner for deciding on the amount of money that can be spent and the leng

1 Building Research Establishment (BRE). (2000)  ‘‘Centre for whole life performance’’ October 2000, 
<http://www.bre.co.uk/whole_life/buildingfabric/>.
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5. Conclusions

The study has identified the main functional characteristics of a pedestal system that favours the 
whole life cost reduction of a building. Emphasis is given to the rationalization of the 
maintenance process of paving layers and of subsurface installations (maintainability); the 
adaptability provided to the external spaces upon the user needs alterations, reducing the 
building functional obsolescence potential; the reduction of operational costs given by the 
thermal insulation provided; and the increase of service life expectancy of the several elements 
of the roof terrace/plaza systems, mostly the waterproofing layer. Such issues must be 
incorporated to the owners’ expectations regarding buildings, maximizing investments in a 
long-term point of view, while reducing the use of other resources, non-renewable and 
increasingly depleted.  
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Abstract

Building maintenance is a necessary evil in organisations with built assets. It can only be 
ameliorated, but not eliminated. Even so, more maintenance is anticipated for there is an ageing 
trend among built facilities. To tackle challenges ahead, building maintainability provides a 
way out. It is a concept where ease of maintenance is emphasised, however, it is understudied 
and inadequately considered from Facilities Management (FM) perspectives. The aim of this 
paper is therefore to review literature to identify research gaps and consult areas in FM to gain 
insights to improve building maintainability. A research framework of managing for 
maintainability is proposed in the end.

Literature in building maintenance, building maintainability and FM is systematically reviewed. 
It has long perceived maintainability of buildings as an inherited characteristic of design and 
installation and some works have been done to improve it through design. Managerial aspects 
to achieve building maintainability are, however, generally ignored. The author thereby 
identifies managing for building maintainability to be the focus in this paper as well as in 
subsequent studies. Benchmarking, financial management, information management and
outsourcing in FM are inquired to see if they offer any opportunities to improve 
maintainability. Questions are raised in each area that founded the basis of the research 
framework. They remain unanswered in this paper. As stated in its sister paper, studies in 
building maintainability are scattered. Managing for maintainability is an area that has not been 
considered. This paper will fill the research gap in managing for maintainability and contribute 
to the body of knowledge by considering building maintainability from FM perspectives.

Keywords: Benchmarking, Building Maintainability, Financial Management, Information 
Management, Outsourcing
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1. Introduction

Building maintenance to some extent is a necessary evil for organisations holding built assets 
can never get rid of it. One may save a dollar from building maintenance today but it is merely 
false economy and it can build disastrous consequences. Moreover, the ageing trend of built 
assets becomes more apparent which means there will be greater needs to maintain in the 
future. Durability and maintainability, in this sense, are the way outs that may help 
maintenance, however, designing for a hundred per cent maintenance-free (i.e. perfectly 
durable) facility is technologically and economically inviable. In this regard, planning, 
designing and managing for maintainability should be studied to see if there is any scope for 
reducing costs, enhancing efficiency and improving facilities performance in maintenance. This 
paper will review literature in building maintainability to identify any gaps from earlier works. 
Meanwhile, novelties in Facilities Management (FM) are consulted to see if they can give a 
hand to improve building maintainability. A research framework of managing for 
maintainability in FM will then be developed. It serves a supplement to the framework 
developed in a sister paper (Lau and Ho, 2010) where building maintenance management and 
sustainable development are accented.

2. Defining Building Maintenance, Building Maintainability 
and Facilities Management

2.1 Building Maintenance

What is maintenance? An answer is provided in the Oxford Dictionary of English, that is, “the 
process of keeping something in good condition”. Building maintenance, more specifically, is 
defined as “a combination of any actions carried out to retain an item in, or restore it to an 
acceptable condition” (BS3811:1984). Distinct from the BSI’s definition, the one by the 
Committee on Building Maintenance included improvement works (DoE, 1972) and CIOB 
(1990) further explained what constituted “an agreed standard”. Wood (2009) proposed a 
simpler but more inclusive definition that founded on antecedent definitions. In sum, building 
maintenance in a broad sense includes daily and routine cleaning, renovation, refurbishment, 
etc. Along with building maintainability, definitions of the two are provided in Figure 1.

2.2 Building Maintainability

In engineering, maintainability is defined as “a characteristic of equipment design and 
installation expressed in terms of ease and economy of maintenance, availability of the 
equipment, safety and accuracy in the performance of maintenance actions” (Blanchard and 
Lowery, 1969; pp1). Maintainability as inherited design characteristic is a deep-rooted thought, 
and this has been further reiterated in later studies (e.g. Dhillon, 1999). Maintainability may 
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also be expressed as a probability that an item will be retained in or restored to a specific 
condition within a given period of time (BS3811:1993; US Department of Defence, 1981), or 
maintenance will not exceed certain times or maintenance cost will not exceed certain dollars in 
a given period (Blanchard, Verma and Peterson, 1995), given prescribed procedures are 
followed.

Contrary to the gradual development in engineering, building maintainability has attracted little 
attention and a generic definition is absent. Feldman (1975, pp1), who contributed the first 
study in building design for maintainability, defined it as “the condition of an item or a surface 
that permits its repair, adjustment or cleaning with reasonable effort and cost”. Not until 25 
years later did the subject catch eyes of researchers in Singapore who then defined it as 
“achieving the optimum performance through the building life span within a minimum life 
cycle cost” (Chew and De Silva, 2003). In a recent study by Ikpo (2009) who sought to analyse 
maintainability of public buildings in Nigeria, Smith (1981)’s definition was adopted, that is, 
“the probability that a failed item will be restored to operational effectiveness with a given 
period of time when the repair action is performed in accordance with prescribed procedures”
(pp19).

With the deep-seated view of maintainability as an inherited design and installation 
characteristic, the significance of managerial devices towards maintainability is not 
appreciated. The author thereby defines building maintainability as “features and/or measures 
that expedite maintenance, leading to improved maintenance efficiency, augmented building 
performance and best value outcomes.” In a maintainable building, on one hand, fewer 
resources (i.e. the input) are required to maintain it to an agreed standard, leading to reduced 
maintenance costs, less required manpower, etc. On the other hand, augmented building 
performance such as shorter downtime can be achieved (i.e. the output). For the sake of filling 
the research gap, managing for building maintainability will be focused in this paper.

2.3 Facilities Management (FM)

As a novel discipline that has been developed quickly in recent years, FM is “a profession that 
encompasses multiple disciplines to ensure functionality of the built environment by integrating 
people, place, processes and technology” (IFMA, 2010). FM is evolved from conventional 
estates and property management and now is a comprehensive management approach that 
comprised of three aspects, viz FM for business management, FM for management and control 
and FM for operation and daily works (JFMA, 2006). In other words, a qualified facility 
manager should be competent in areas such as Corporate Real Estate, Project and Contract 
Management, Maintenance and Operations, etc (HKIFM, 2010) (Fig 2).

Charged with missions to provide competitive advantage to an organisation’s core business and 
to achieve best value, FM as a means to better management of facilities reduces costs, improves 
flexibility, enables delivery of effective and responsive services and creates a better 
environment (Keith, 1996; Atkin and Brooks, 2009). With FM, shortcomings in current 
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management can be identified and subsequently rectified to improve efficiency. FM and 
building maintainability in this sense share similar philosophy – building maintainability is 
achieved through reformed processes where efficiency is improved, that is, fewer inputs are 
required to give an even better outcome. So there is no ground not to learn from FM and apply 
FM principles and processes to improve building maintainability.

3. Literature Review

3.1 Building Maintainability – An Overview

The story of Cinderella and the “Little Match Girl” probably represented the respective fate of 
building maintenance and building maintainability. When Cinderella married the Prince and 
lived happily ever – “All’s well that ends well”, the “Little Match Girl” finally saw her 
grandmother and passed away on New Year’s Day. Almost like the “Little Match Girl”, so far 
building maintainability has been disregarded in its short life.

Building maintainability was born to tackle maintenance problems stemmed from design, and 
the provision of adequate access was an essential contributor to maintainable building design
(Feldman, 1975). Subsequent research in the subject has, however, experienced two decades of 
glacial period until its importance to attain greater productivity was realised in Singapore 
(Construction 21 Steering Committee, 1999). Gaining knowledge and benchmarking 
maintainability were identified as prioritised issues (De Silva et al., 2004). Defects in wet areas 
and façade were analysed afterwards, with design, materials, construction and maintenance 
identified as maintainability significant factors (Chew and De Silva, 2003; Chew and Tan, 
2004; Chew, Tan and Kang, 2005). Underpinned by research findings, grading systems were 
developed to predict maintainability and thus assist decision-making (Chew, De Silva and Tan, 
2004a; 2004b). Not only Singapore but building maintainability has also attracted attention in 
Nigeria where maintainability analysis of public buildings at the design phase may make 
mandatory (Ikpo, 2009). When achieving optimum performance and minimum life cycle cost 
are targeted at in the Singaporean researches, repair time is concerned in Nigeria. Accessibility, 
maintenance manuals, available technology, economic index and reliability are five identified 
facets that may affect Mean Time to Repair (MTTR) in the proposed maintainability evaluation 
framework. Apart from building design and benchmarking, the planning and design processes
should be reviewed for they largely influence building design and hence maintainability. When 
buildings were designed, maintenance related factors were inadequately considered (Arditi and 
Nawakorwit, 1999). With a view to learn from past successful projects to reduce total project 
cost, Dunston and Williamson (1999) proposed to integrate maintainability into 
Constructability Review Process (CRP). Similar work was done by Meier and Russell (2000) 
who developed a model process to implement maintainability with corporate-level programme 
as the start. Regardless of previous works on building maintainability, managerial aspects in 
maintainability have not been investigated.
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3.2 Maintenance Management and Building Maintainability

In one of his famous quotes, Thomas Edison (1847-1931) said, “Genius is one percent 
inspiration, ninety-nine percent perspiration.” By the same token, buildings can hardly be 
maintainable unless they are managed and maintained in a maintainable way. To quest for more 
effective maintenance management for maintainability, issues including maintenance standard, 
maintenance resources and maintenance strategies should be examined and some works have 
been done in a sister paper (Lau and Ho, 2010). In summary, setting maintenance standard 
involves multi-criteria decision making and it suffers from the inability to justify. Although a
framework was proposed by Then (1996) to help describing the standards, maintainability was 
not addressed in his model. What we need is a model that can expedite and justify the setting 
such that an optimal standard is specified. Much the same problem of unjustifiable decision 
does occur in planning and assigning resources to maintenance activities (Then, 1996; Van 
Winden and Dekker, 1998), where complains against inadequate maintenance resources are 
constantly made (DES, 1985; SCALA, 1993; Shen, 1997). Such misallocation may also be 
caused by the discrepancies in maintenance between strategic and operational level (Lee and 
Scott, 2009), or alternatively, between employers and consultants. What we need is a 
mechanism that enables timely acquisition as well as optimal allocation of resources. 
Notwithstanding various maintenance strategies are available and innovations such as planned 
preventive maintenance (PPM) and Just-in-time (JIT) maintenance are seen, little knowledge is 
in what strategy suits which maintenance works most. What we need to know is the appropriate 
strategy for a particular type of tasks that results in a maintainable outcome. Further to effective 
maintenance management, it is believed that novelties in FM can greatly facilitate maintenance
and achieve maintainability. These novelties will be examined in the following paragraphs.

4. Facilities Management and Building Maintainability

4.1 Benchmarking

As a tool to identify and gain insight from industry best practices, benchmarking is a 
continuous, systematic process of measuring and comparing against external organisations (i.e. 
competitors) that leads to improvements or even superior performance (Atkin and Brooks, 
2009; Camp, 1989; Langston and Lauge-Kristensen, 2002). It is in general a simple process that 
comprises of following steps which roughly follow Deming’s PDCA process – (1) identify 
subject (2) plan study – what and who to measure (3) collect information (4) analyse findings 
and determine gap (5) set goals for improvement (6) implement new order (7) monitor the 
process for improvement (Atkin and Brooks, 2009; Watson, 2007). Having said that the 
benchmarking process is uncomplicated, it has to be objective and some expressed concerns 
about the confidentiality and secrecy between competitors in benchmarking (Park, 1998; 
Rondeau, 2001). If benchmarking is absent, performance monitoring and then improved 
efficiency, quality and economic return will otherwise become impossible.
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With benchmarking, building maintainability can be ameliorated for it exams and unearths facts 
about present maintenance processes. On one hand, it assists facility managers who may make 
reference to findings from benchmarking in planning maintenance. On the other hand, the 
current best practices in maintenance can be recognised. Thorough examination in the grounds 
leading to superior performance is however needed before learning and adapting. Because 
former works in Singapore and Nigeria centred on building designs and pre-occupancy stages 
when they appraise maintainability, the effects of management are not reflected in their models. 
In this regard, the author seeks to use benchmark to compare and identify measures in 
management that will lead to the most maintainable outcomes.

4.2 Financial Management

Getting the job done is purely a fantasy if organisational activities are not supported by 
necessary financial resources. In FM, financial management plays a vital role not only in 
supporting but also in achieving outcomes that are best value for money. It is regarded by 
Langston (2003) as a critical ingredient in the effective deployment and operation of facilities 
for it plans, forecasts, budgets and controls financial resources to ensure they are used wisely. 
As one of the business units, facility managers in the FM department nowadays may need to 
prepare budget for new initiatives and routine activities for approval. When managing for 
building maintainability is concerned, a closer look at financial management of operational 
budgets is needed.

In literature, insufficient funds for maintenance have been well documented. In addition to the 
inability to justify the budget and the existence of strategic-operational gap, budget cuts are 
other problems facing facility managers. Built asset and organisational performance will 
definitely be affected unless the inadequacy problem is alleviated. Meanwhile, building 
maintainability can hardly be improved if this problem persists. At the strategic level, changes 
in mindset that maintenance is an unwelcome cost burden to a value adding process are 
essential (Jones and Sharp, 2007). Whilst at the operational level, historical data, together with 
financial and ICT tools, should be better utilised to budget maintenance. Through 
benchmarking, financial implications of maintenance decisions can be monitored and 
compared. As a result of these moves, senior management can make certain of the financial 
position of maintenance and their implications in organisational performance. Further to 
planning, budgeting and benchmarking, new initiatives in finance should be introduced, for 
instance, provision of contingencies and sinking funds to set aside respective financial 
resources for unexpected events and anticipated spending in long-run. All in all, a mechanism 
that allows timely acquisition and prudent management of financial resources for maintenance 
is needed.
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4.3 Information Management

Thanks to the rapid development of Information Technology (IT) in recent years, excellent 
opportunities are now offered to organisations to better manage information and create 
knowledge. As “knowledge is power”, effective use of information merits maximised profit, 
improved quality, reduced cost and minimised uncertainty when an organisation works towards 
identified goals (Langston and Lauge-Kristensen, 2002). For information management to thrive, 
information gathered must be relevant, up-to-date and detailed enough. They have to be 
monitored, interpreted and updated to support decisions and operations to yield optimised 
performance. While at the same time, computer-based system should be used to facilitate the 
process. Exchange of information among different applications and between specific facilities 
is essential, and the Internet provides a perfect communication channel that makes centralised 
control possible. Underpinned by technological breakthroughs, the next question is how they 
can help maintenance. Quoting Smith (2003, pp105)’s word, it is about “how, why, where and 
when technology augments the function or actions of FM to create knowledge.” In the 
following, several ways in information management that may help achieving maintainability are 
suggested for discussion.

To begin with, Building Information Modelling (BIM) which is a process that models building 
life cycle may ease maintenance planning. As BIM builds on historical data and both physical 
and operational attributes, maintenance information in different stages such as maintenance and 
repair cycles can be simulated, given maintenance-related information is incorporated in the 
model. Next, Computer-aided Facilities Management (CAFM) may enhance diagnosability of 
facilities. In conjunction with sensors connecting to building management systems, real-time 
monitoring of facility performance becomes possible, and hence faults are easier to detect. It 
greatly helps facility managers to identify and diagnose failures so as to take proper remedial 
actions promptly. In the meantime, CAFM tools manage maintenance works schedules, 
prioritise activities and resolve budget reconciliation (Smith, 2003). In the course of these 
processes, information generated may serve as reference to later maintenance and future 
improvements. Building maintenance as a result is better managed and maintenance processes 
are expedited. In other respect, advances in telecommunication technology also contribute to 
improve building maintainability. For example, users in an organisation may place maintenance 
orders over the Internet and maintenance operations may be facilitated through the use of RFID.

4.4 Outsourcing; Issues in Procurement

Outsourcing, as defined by Domberger (2002), is “the process whereby activities traditionally 
carried out internally are contracted out to external providers” (pp12). It is a hot topic in both 
management and FM where organisations “outsource” non-core services and concentrate on 
their core business. By outsourcing non-core services, organisations may reap fruit in 
specialisation, market discipline, flexibility and cost savings, however, costs in transaction, 
monitoring and control are incurred (Domberger, 2002). Organisations must be aware of the 
drawbacks when they decide to outsource services for outsourcing may not always result in a 
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better outcome. As far as achieving building maintainability is concerned, it is not about 
choosing between retaining maintenance services in-house or outsourcing them but how the 
decision affects maintenance performance and thus maintainability.

If an organisation chooses to outsource certain activities, procuring services from external 
service providers will be the next step. In the process of procurement, tender documentations
and tendering processes are the two key activities involved. For the sake of achieving 
maintainability, here comes a few issues. First, what type of contract should be used for a 
particular maintenance activity? Second, comparing with traditional procurement how does 
partnering and alliance affect maintainability? Apart from procurement, Service Level 
Agreement (SLA) which is a statement of intentions set out by the customer is often in place to 
specify the level of service to be provided (Atkin and Brooks, 2009). In setting SLA,
nevertheless, it may encounter similar problems that happen in describing maintenance 
standard. With regard to building maintainability, we need the SLA to be self-justifiable and 
reflect the interests of stakeholders to make sure an appropriate level of service is maintained.

Other than the earlier mentioned fields in FM, areas such as Conflict Management, 
Contingency Planning and Disaster Recovery, Human Resource Management and Space 
Management may be essential to building maintainability. Notwithstanding that they are not 
addressed in this paper, it is hoped that later studies will cover these areas.

5. The Research Framework

As a matter of fact, building maintenance is mostly undertaken when buildings have been 
occupied. In other words, advance planning for future maintenance is generally absent. As for 
building maintainability where ease of maintenance is emphasised, there is a deep-rooted 
thought of building maintainability as an inherited characteristic of design and installation. As a 
result, endeavours throughout the years were to design for maintainability whilst managerial 
aspects for improving maintainability have left unattended. In this connection, building 
maintainability is redefined as “features and/or measures that expedite maintenance, leading to 
improved maintenance efficiency, augmented building performance and best value outcome”,
and managing for building maintainability will be highlighted to fill the current research gap.

As a novel discipline that has developed rapidly in recent years, the philosophy of FM is 
somehow similar to building maintainability. By integrating 3Ps to provide competitive 
advantage and achieve best value outcome, FM pursues cost reduction, efficiency and a better 
environment. That is exactly the target of building maintainability and therefore experience is 
gained from some aspects in FM.

Benchmarking, which is a systematic process to measure and compare performance against 
competitors, is fundamental to achieve building maintainability. With benchmarking, 
performance of maintenance processes can be evaluated objectively to identify any 
shortcomings in current arrangement. What we need to know is (1) what are the key 
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maintainability indicators? (2) how can they be measured? (3) why they behave like that? and 
(4) what are the good practices in maintenance that leads to enhanced maintainability?

Financial management, which is a process to plan, forecast, budget and control financial 
resources to achieve best value outcomes, is of vital importance to the effective deployment and 
operation of facilities. In managing financial resources for maintenance, insufficient funds for 
maintenance, inability to justify the budget proposal, existence of strategic-operational gap and 
budget cuts are the challenges that have been well documented. What we need to know is (1) 
how do those best-of-breed arrange finance for maintenance? (2) how do new initiatives in 
finance (e.g. sinking fund) influence building maintainability? and (3) how to devise a method 
that enables timely acquisition and prudent management of financial resources for 
maintenance?

Information management, which facilities the use, process and management of information, can
reduce cost, improve quality and reduce uncertainty through the use of computer-based 
systems. Breakthroughs in telecommunication have also promoted exchange of information and 
control at distance. What we need to know is (1) how BIM may help in planning maintenance 
for better maintainability? (2) what are the benefits of maintenance in CAFM and how they are 
reflected in maintainability benchmarks? and (3) how do maintenance profiles and maintenance 
manuals help maintainability?

Outsourcing, which is a process to contract out non-core services to external service providers, 
allows organisations to focus on their core business and reap fruits from services provided by 
third parties who have comparative advantages in their service. We would like to know the 
difference in maintainability if similar maintenance works are undertaken separately by in-
house staffs and contractors. Procurement is the next step if an organisation decides to 
outsource certain services. In respect of building maintainability, we need to know (1) what 
type of contract should be used for better maintainability? and (2) what are the effects of 
partnering and alliance upon maintainability? In Figure 3, a diagram summarising the proposed 
research framework of managing for building maintainability is provided.

6. Conclusion

Building maintenance is no longer a necessary evil if organisations make use of it to improve 
facility performance and add value – building maintenance is indeed an angel. What is more, 
facility managers have to get ready for the growing maintenance demand associated with the 
ageing trend among built assets. Improving building maintainability for these reasons is of 
critical importance. In the old days, the maintainability concept has long been regarded as an 
inherited design characteristic and hence managerial aspects in maintainability are neglected. In
connection with that, building maintainability is redefined and managing for maintainability is 
scrutinised.
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On account of the philosophy behind managing for building maintainability and FM, four areas 
in FM are consulted. Benchmarking is an essential tool to improve building maintainability as it 
measures maintenance performance. More specifically, it serves as the foundation to compare 
and identify measures in management that result in more maintainable outcomes, and vice 
versa. Financial management is at the heart of achieving outcomes that are best value for 
money. Effective maintenance is sometimes, however, restrained by insufficient funds and even 
budget cuts. We need to figure out a method that enables timely acquisition and prudent 
management of financial resources for maintenance. Information management is an innovation 
that management and exchange of information are made easy. Use of computer-based systems 
in maintenance processes nowadays is more common. We need to go further to see how certain 
applications in information management may help achieving building maintainability.
Outsourcing is the procuring of non-core activities such as maintenance services from 
contractors, while at the same time organisations can focus on their core business. We need to 
know how the outsourcing decision affects building maintainability. In the research framework 
provided, question raised in this paper are consolidated. Answers to these questions are 
believed to be the clues to manage for maintainability. They will be addressed shortly in 
subsequent studies.
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Figure 1: Definitions of building maintenance and building maintainability
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Figure 3: Proposed research framework for managing for maintainability
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Abstract

The present work has how I aim to study the pathological demonstrations of the student 
dwellings of an Institution of Superior Teaching - IST in the city of San Carlos, in the south-
east of Brazil, in order to produce subsidies for feedback of the process of project. A
bibliographical study carried out on pathologies is in constructions structural masonry. The 
case study was carried out through documentary analysis, semi-structured questionnaire and 
photographic registers in six residential buildings of students, in an Institution of Superior 
Teaching – public IST, built in structural masonry of emptied blocks of concrete with different 
ages. It happened also glimpsed with the residents and with the engineer who supervises the 
works of the above-mentioned IST. The bibliographical studies carried out on the pathological 
demonstrations detach the project how principal cause and the fissures as the fault of bigger 
incidence in the masonry. The results of the fulfilled case study converge with the result 
presented in the literature. It was noted that there is a significant potential of improvement in 
the retro-food of the project from the learnt lessons of maintenance, durability and useful life of
this type of construction what it is going to influence considerably the costs of maintenance. 
The preparation of a manual of the user can contribute also to the most appropriate use of the 
constructions.

Keywords: Projects, durability, pathologies, structural masonry
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1. Initial Considerations

The engineering came to use the term pathological manifestations to study in the constructions 
the occurrence of flaws and their defects that alter the balance pre-existing or idealized.

Having knowledge of the Pathology of Buildings is indispensable for everyone who works in 
construction, ranging from one worker to the engineer and architect. According Verçoza
(1991), when known problems or defects that a building can come and present their causes, the 
chance of making mistakes decreases greatly. The quoted author mentions that this knowledge 
is even more important as the professional responsibility in the construction / work.

Liechtenstein (1985) considered a problem as any pathological situation in which a building or 
part thereof during a certain time of their life no longer has the performance for which it was 
designed. Generally the problem is identified through demonstrations or pathological symptoms 
as manifested by structural or functional changes in the building or the affected party, 
represented the warning signs of defects encountered.

As Helene (1992) the pathology can be understood as part of engineering that studies the 
symptoms, mechanisms, causes and origins of the defects of civil constructions, in other words,
is the study of the parts that make up the diagnosis of the problem.

The pathological problems with rare exceptions have external manifestations characteristic, 
from which we can deduce the nature, origin and mechanisms of phenomena involved, so you 
can estimate their likely consequences. Regarding the recovery of pathological problems, the 
author quoted, says that the fixes will be more durable, more effective, easier to perform and 
much cheaper the earlier they are implemented. As already mentioned by that author a proper 
diagnosis indicates the stage of origin, since for each source of the problem is a pathological 
appropriate therapy, even if the phenomenon and the symptoms are the same. She also 
emphasized that "the identification of the origin of the problem also identified for legal 
purposes, those who committed the fault. So if the problem originated in the design phase, the 
designer has failed, when the source is in the quality of the material, the manufacturer missed if 
in the application stage, it is failure of manpower and supervision or construction were omitted 
if the stage of use, is the failure of the operation and maintenance. "

Cánovas (1988) argues that conditions in the execution may be a consequence of the pathology 
of the project, having a close relationship between them, that does not mean that the pathology 
of the project is null, the implementation would be as well. Not always with quality projects 
disappear execution errors. These will always exist, although, admittedly, can be minimized if 
the execution is carried out following a good design and an intense supervision.

Melhado and Agopyan (1995) consider that a project should include information targeted to the 
specifications of the product to be built, but also on strategic media, physical and technological 
requirements needed to run their construction process.

For this, they propose that memory is incorporated into a constructive organizational structure 
of enterprises, containing a collection of technical information and construction details, which 
will be supplemented until it becomes a source of reference to date and adequate to the needs of 
businesses.
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Seeking to close the information loop, also defend the structure of a bank of information 
available to designers, feeding the input data for development of new projects, containing 
prescriptions or recommendations for the specification of materials and services, and 
alternative types of construction details and others.

The proposal to organize a constructive memory is that memory will be supplemented in 
addition to registration procedures and technical events that occur during the construction phase
also address the operational phase and use the buildings constructed with the record of 
maintenance work done during the security and data collected by the PDB - Post-Occupancy 
Evaluation.

With the feedback represented by the information provided by contractors, with the knowledge 
acquired during the professional activity in the design and development of various projects, the 
designers begin to depend only on data on projects, from the period after use, when appropriate 
the solutions adopted and the choices and specifications for materials and components of the 
building can actually be verified and proven.

A systematic evaluation of the Post-Project can fill the gap, causing designers to focus on 
within their own perception, also take into account the post-use phase in which issues relating 
to maintenance are clearly evidenced.

Montero et al. (1999) emphasize the importance of this procedure when they say that as the 
basis of experience it is recommended that designers in general, they usually lose touch with 
their works, once opened, conduct periodic visits to completed works, including the recording 
of data on their performances for statistical purposes in order to feed back processes new 
building projects.

This database will ensure the constructability of new projects within the process of 
technological development.

As described by the Construction Industry Institute, constructability is defined as " the optimal 
use of knowledge of construction techniques and experience in planning, design, procurement 
and field operation to achieve the overall objectives of the enterprise" (Franco, apud Grilo
1992, 1999).

This definition reinforces the importance of feedback of information between the various actors 
involved in the initial stages of development, the consolidation of the goals, especially the 
professionals responsible for design and construction stages (Melhen and Agopyan, 1995, 
Grilo, 1999).

The pathological manifestation can also be a consequence not only of poor or improper 
maintenance, but also due to the lack or ambiguity in performance evaluation that focused on 
this aspect during the project.

2. Conceptual Approach

For Souza and Ripper (1998), Pathology of Structures is a new field of Constructions 
Engineering that deals with the study of the origins, forms of manifestation, consequences and 
mechanisms of occurrence of failures and the systems of degradation of the structures.
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Ioshimoto (1988) classifies pathological manifestations in: moisture, covering displacement,
fissures and trines.

For Cavalheiro (1992), there are four reasons for the appearance of defects:

- Technological evolution of materials, construction systems, which make the structure more 
flexible, enabling the emergence of pathologies due to better absorption performance of 
movements, without causing collapse;

- Speed of construction, or quality control inadequate or inexistent;

- Poor training of professionals;

- Disability Standards on the subject and also inexistent or inadequate maintenance.

As the concept of costs of external flaws proposed by Hammarlund and Josephson (1992), the 
causes of the flaws originating from the pathological problems are related to: design, 
implementation, quality of material and use of building / use (post-use).

The origins of pathological manifestations, according Verçosa (1994), may be awarded in the 
following order of proportion to these steps:

- Project - 40%

- Implementation - 28%

- Materials - 18%

- Bad Use - 10%

- Bad planning - 4%

Apicer (2000), affirm that due to the large number of solutions at pathological manifestation is 
warranted to study the behavior of masonry structural and don’t structural mechanisms that lead 
to the emergence of problems pathologies. This enables the best possible diagnosis and the 
application of these preventive measures, based on scientific knowledge and their solutions for 
their resolution.

According to Coelho (2008) should identify and distinguish the pathologies inherent in the 
structural behavior (aspects of design and construction) and pathologies inherent in the 
behavior of masonry as a material, disease stems from the interaction block - mortar, with 
emphasis in the mechanism of formation of fissures of thermal origin.

As the same author the masonry walls being one of the most important subsystems present in 
buildings especially the exterior walls separating the inner and outer means they are targets of 
little care for the role they play in construction.

Putting this to the lack of tradition in research, teaching and carefully detailing masonry 
represent a major obstacle, since they are one of the subsystems where there are major 
discrepancies in performance and therefore pathological manifestations, affirms the referred 
author.
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Hammarlund and Josephson (1992) consider the main aspects that contribute to the origin of 
pathological problems in masonry as: project, aspects of an economic, quality of materials and 
work hand and construction practices.

According to Coelho (2008) most of the anomalies observed in the masonry, the result of
construction practices that do not meet the uniqueness of this subsystem, not the way to provide 
interaction between this and the other adjacent subsystems.

As telling examples of these construction practices, refer to the following aspects as 
Hammarlund and Josephson (1992):

- Connections masonry / structure normally do not exist or are poorly resolved. Often 
there is no mechanical connection, but did not adopt together; 

- In structural terms the influence of the walls is, in general, despised;

- The pavements and concrete structures are often "excessively" crumple to serve as 
support to masonry walls, although most of the time within the limits laid down 
regulations for the purpose. The deformation of the support and / or the structural 
element may produce superior mechanical actions in the masonry walls that may 
enhance the appearance of cracking; 

- Singular points of walls, for example, around openings are usually seen as a current 
area of cloth or are poorly resolved; 

- The finishes are often selected without technical evaluation and applied very quickly; 

- The facades are defined by architectural options that normally don’t take into account 
the impact of rainwater, the quality of work hand and the need for durability; 

- Speed of execution of the buildings, where construction of masonry walls, follows the 
pace of evolution similar to the structure. 

The pathological manifestations in masonry may result from intrinsic flaws of its constituent 
materials (blocks or bricks, mortar, adhesives, etc.), in the improper storage of these materials 
on site (exposure to rain, sunlight or contaminants), failures implementation and design 
deficiencies.

In terms of pathology, there is as aggravating the fact that problems often interrelate: through 
fissures, for example, water penetration occurs, causing leakage, efflorescence and / or mildew,
which results in movements of hygroscopic materials that turn will incur the formation of new 
fissures, among others.

The correct diagnosis of the anomalies is the key to the establishment of corresponding 
preventive measures and the decision on the likely corrective procedures, that at first they will 
only be efficient in the measure in that if it gets to combat the cause of the problems indeed.

Thomaz (1989) and Helene (1988) consider that in relation pathologies in structural masonry
interests to identify and distinguish between pathologies inherent structural behavior (aspects 
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related to the design / construction) and the behaviour of masonry as a material (depending on 
the characteristics of materials, construction techniques, the type of section, etc.).

However, the pathologies in structural masonry manifest, usually, as a combination of these 
aspects, sometimes difficult to assign them a specific origin (Thomaz, 1989).

As those same authors the main pathologies of the masonries, as structural material, frequently 
link with:

- Low tensile strength;

- Compressive strength very dependent on the volume of voids and in the case of walled 
compound, the degree of containment of vestments;

- Poor resistance to cutting; 

- Mechanisms of brittle fracture.

As Thomaz (1989) and Helene (1988), the pathologies in walls, as a structural element, are 
related to phenomena of instability, local or global, associated, usually, to:

- Deficient structural integrity (weak connection among structural elements);

- Weak plaster section of wall;

- Excessive slenderness;

- Inadequate bracing;

- Reduced ductility.

Those factors explain because the fissures constitute a quite common pathological state in 
masonry structures.  

According Grimm (1988) the fissures can be considered as more frequent cause of flaw of 
acting of the masonry. The fissures, however, affect aesthetics, user comfort, the tightness of 
construction, in other words, the conditions of service no longer met.

Grimm (1988), Page (1993) and Thomaz (1998), ranking the leading causes of fissures in 
masonry as: external effects, volumetric changes of materials and interaction with other 
structural elements.

Considering the different mechanical and elastic properties of the constituents of the masonry, 
and according to the active requests, the fissures may occur in the joints of laying (mortar 
vertical or horizontal) or section of the masonry components.

As Thomaz (1989) the cracking in walls of structural masonry can be caused by several factors 
as mentioned above, but the most relevant are the fissures caused by:

- Thermal movements;

- Drive thermal roof slab on the walls;

- Hygroscopic movements;

- Performance of overloads;
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- Settlement of foundation;

- Retraction of cement-based products;

- Deformation of reinforced concrete structures.

The study of literature on the pathological manifestations in buildings, masonry bearing walls 
and provided a better understanding of the subject and base the case study, described below.

3. Case Study

This research presents a survey of the pathological manifestations and their causes, held in 
2009 in six buildings (housing) of students with three floors of an Institution of Superior 
Teaching - IST - public in the city of San Carlos.

The case study was conducted through documentary analysis, semi-structured questionnaire and 
photographic records in six residential buildings for students, an Institution of Superior 
Teaching - IST public, built in masonry of hollow blocks of concrete and ceramic with different
ages. It was also conducted interviews with residents and the engineer who supervises the work 
of that IST.

During the surveys of the buildings was the observation of pathological problems of 
construction and the listing of them, taking care to identify flaws that undermine the 
performance of the buildings studied in what refers to the stability, aesthetics and housing 
conditions of the same.

3.1 Characterisation of the Buildings

The table 1 summarizes the year of construction, area and building system used in each 
building for student housing, called this study of building A, B, C, D, E and F.

Table 1 - Synthesis regarding denomination, year of construction and area of the buildings
Building Year Built Area (m2) Building System

A 1996 800 Structural masonry with block of covered concrete

B 1997 800 Structural masonry with block of covered concrete

C 1999 846 Structural masonry with block of covered concrete

D 2003 800 Structural masonry with block of covered concrete

E 2008 945 Structural masonry with apparent ceramic block and 
varnishing

F 2009 900 Structural masonry with apparent ceramic block and 
varnishing

This table shows a change in the constructive system in structural masonry with concrete block 
covered for the same system being the apparent ceramic block and varnishing.
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3.2 Analysis of the Results

The model proposed by Thomaz (1989) used in this study to classify the causes of pathological 
manifestations during the data collection carried out during August and September 2009 is 
presented in Table 2.

Table 2 - Pathological manifestations and classification of possible causes in the buildings 
studied.

Description of the main problems encountered in 
the modules Causes

Modules

A B C D E F
Roof / facade
Sewer vent pipe internal to the attic, without 
exceeding the roof E

x x

Gutter absence in the roof causing fissures and 
mold in the inferior part of the facades of the 
building

P
x x x x

Absence of drip pan and sill P x x x x

Facades/outdoors
Fissures in the covering of mortar of the facade 
walls, causing the block mapping P

x x x x

Efflorescence E x
White spot due to poor hydration of lime E x x
Vertical fissures in the cloths of the facade walls, 
dividing her P

x x

Horizontal fissures in the walls of the facade, 
located in line with the flagstones cover P x x x x

Posting in the encounter between the walls of the 
facade and sidewalk (repression) E x x x

Horizontal fissures in the area of lintel and sill of 
the doors and windows P

x x x x

Fissures assigned in the facades of the walls close 
to flagstone, close to the earthy floor and the roof P x x

Absence of gutter on the roof causing fissures and 
mold on the bottom of the facades of the building P x x x x

Mold on the stairs caused by exposure to rain and 
moisture P x x x x

Corrosion of exterior windows U x x x x
Lack of cushion causing possible fissures P x
Apartments / indoor area
Trim inverted landings (cemented smooth and / or 
ceramic) E x x x x x x

Flaws in the grouting and sealing along the drain E x x x
Gradual irregularities in coatings for floors and 
walls E x

Mold on the walls of the bathroom and wardrobe 
due to moisture P x x x

Infiltration of water in the roofs of the kitchen and 
bathroom E x x x x

Posting of the floor covering ceramic U x x
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Posting paint because of moisture in the bottom of 
the walls U

x x

Hydraulic installations
Leak in the siphons of kitchen sinks and bathroom U x
Clogged drains, causing water leakage E x x x x
Legend:
E - failures from the quality of implementation;
P - from failures of design quality;
U - failures from use and / or maintenance;
M - faults from quality materials;

Of pathologies has been listed, as shown in Figure 1, the percentage of occurrences of the 
causes of the modules in the total surveyed, or how many times the pathological manifestations 
from design flaws, implementation, use / maintenance and materials occurred in six buildings 
of the institution.

The Figure 1 shows that most of the causes of pathological manifestations of the buildings 
studied are from design flaws and implementation.

60%

30%

10%

0%

Occurrence of the causes of the pathological 
manifestations in six inspected buildings

project

implementation

use/maintenance

materials

Figure 1: Percentage of occurrence of pathological manifestations in six buildings surveyed

The figure 2 evidence the relationship among the identified pathological manifestations with 
the constructive system and age of the studied constructions.  
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i

Figure 2: Percentage of occurrence of the causes of pathological manifestations in each 
building inspected.
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Considering the reduction of pathological manifestations in more recent buildings, it is possible 
that a relationship exists between the age of the building and the appearance of flaws, as shown 
in Figure 2.

Trim inverted landings (cemented smooth and / or ceramic) is a pathological manifestation that 
went into all the buildings studied.

4. Final Considerations

The bibliographical studies performed on pathological manifestations highlight the project as 
the main cause and the fissures as the failure of higher incidence in masonry. The results of 
case study converge with the results presented in the literature. It fits to stress that the execution 
was also a significant cause of the occurrences of the identified pathological problems, as 
mentions the literature Trim inverted landings (cemented smooth and / or ceramic) is one 
example. It is possible that the failures originated from the implementation are related to the 
lack of improvement in manpower and insufficient quality control of construction companies.

The lack of communication between the different parts that go into designing a building is also 
one of the causes of the emergence of most pathological problems in buildings.

It was observed some constructive solutions that reduce the occurrence of failures in newer 
buildings, like the use of rails, sill and drip pan. However, it was noted that there still exists a 
potential for significant improvement in the feedback of the project from the lessons learned 
from maintenance, durability and lifetime of this type of construction that will influence 
considerably on maintenance costs. The development of a user manual can also contribute to a 
better use of buildings.
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Abstract 

Maintenance condominium studies are still limited in national setting and more specifically in 
Joao Pessoa City. This paper aims to offer a contribution to the area, by performing a study on 
residential condominiums maintenance in the city, including a survey, both as in terms of 
typology and action strategy as concerning to interventions frequency. The survey was 
developed in ten residential condominiums. To conduct it, we used structured forms, with 16 
variables, as following: electric installations, telephone installations, fire-fighting installations, 
water installations, concrete structures, masonry, coating, painting, carpentry, locks, hardware, 
glassware, deck, waterproofing, urbanization, garden conditions and garbage deposits. The 
analysis, conducted by variable and by condominium, showed that all condominiums use both 
corrective and preventive maintenance strategy; but performance still prevails after problem 
appearances. 

Keywords: maintenance, performance, condominium. 

Residential condominium study in João Pessoa city - Brazil 
concerning to maintenance
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1. Introduction 

Studies on maintenance began to be carried out incipiently in some European countries at the 
end of the 50's. Consequently, in 1965 the importance of researches focused on maintenance 
aspects was recognized through the establishment of the Maintenance Building Committee by 
the Construction Ministry and British Government and Public Service (SEELEY, 1987). 

From that period on, the issue has got increasing worldwide prominence and, in 1979, aiming to 
strengthen the study area, it was created the working group W70 from CIB (International 
Council for Research and Innovation in Building and Construction), which is one of the major 
sources of research in the area. 

In national terms, the interest for maintaining started up almost at the end of the 80's, with the 
work of Cremonini (1989), Dal Molin (1988), Helene (1988), Ioshimoto (1988) and 
Lichtenstein (1986), concentrating primarily in statistic of pathological manifestations and their 
causes and origins, in material and component durability studies, and in works aiming 
improvements at initial stages of the constructive process. Later, researches were also conducted 
with emphasis on maintenance systems applied to non-residential buildings (LOPES, J. 1993; 
LOPES, B. 1998) and, more recently, we can highlight the work of Meira (2002), whose focus 
points for maintenance management. 

Concerning to Brazilian ruling on this matter, there are, in general, the standards NBR 14037 
(Manual of operation, use and maintenance of buildings - content and recommendations for 
preparation and presentation) and NBR 5674 (Building Maintenance Standards). 

Being concerned to a very broad subject, that involves many aspects, the Building Maintenance 
can be classified in several ways, as we can attest as following, according to (JOHN, 1989): (a) 
depending on the type of maintenance: conservation, repair, restoration or modernization; (b) 
according to the origin of the building problems: avoidable or unavoidable; (c) related to the 
adopted maintaining strategy: preventive, corrective or maintenance engineering; (d) according 
to the activity implementation schedule: routine, periodic or emergency. 

A group of scholars, by dealing with maintenance, focused on the hypothesis that certain 
physical characteristics of the dwellings can facilitate their maintenance, make it more difficult 
or even influence in the decision to hold such activity or not. 

Littlewood & Munro (1996), by examining causes of lack of maintenance in the industry of own 
houses from Scotland, identified a number of factors that can form the basis for the decision to 
achievement or not of repair and improvement works. Authors conducted a broad study and 
found, among other things, that the building ages exert strong influence on their conditions, it 
means, lack of maintenance probability increases sharply with age. 

More specifically, Galster & Hesser (1982) associated high expenses maintaining houses built 
in the period before 1940. In the model presented by Shear (1983), it is not possible to predict 
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the effects of building age, but it is clear the greatest number of adjustments and maintenance 
services in older units. He concluded that the most new units, as well as those that have no leaks 
and cracks suffer fewer changes and replacements. 

Littlewood & Munro (1996) also supported in the variables related to the neighborhoods to 
explain the lack of maintenance in housing units in Scotland. Again, neighborhood 
characteristics were essential and the authors showed that people are encouraged to carry out 
more repair works where there is evidence of repair and improvement activities in 
neighborhoods.  

Thus, the current study aims to offer a contribution to the area, carrying out a research on the 
maintenance adopted in residential condominiums in Joao Pessoa. 

2. Methodology 

The work was developed in residential condominiums in Joao Pessoa City, capital and most 
populous municipality of Paraiba state. The city is the third oldest in Brazil, with 423 years of 
foundation. According to Brazil survey in 2006 by IBGE, it has an area of 211.00m2 and 
612081 inhabitants.   

Among 63 existing neighborhoods in this city, we chose to study specifically Jaguaribe and 
Tambau neighborhoods. The first one is an old neighborhood of the capital, where there is 
predominance of horizontal buildings and a small concentration of condominiums, which are 
usually older than 10 years and small sized (up to 3 floors). The later is considered a noble 
neighborhood of the capital, with a considerable number of multi-storey constructions. This 
growth is intensified in recent years with the emergence of great number of new condominiums, 
in detriment of few old buildings, and the newer buildings generally larger sized (more than four 
floors). 

All condominiums should be residential, multi-storey with at least 5 (five) years of age. Based 
on these criteria, it was selected a randomly sample of 10 (ten) condominiums, 05 (five) located 
in Jaguaribe and 05 (five) in Tambau.  

To conduct this research it was prepared three research instruments: an interview form and two 
inspection ones. The former was structured in order to obtain information about the structure of 
condominiums, in terms of maintenance, as well as their planning and costs of services 
performed in the buildings. 

The two inspection forms were based on 16 variables, which are: electric installations, 
telephone installations, fire-fighting installations, water installations, concrete structures, 
masonry, coating, painting, carpentry, locks, hardware, glassware, deck, waterproofing, 
urbanization, garden conditions and garbage deposits. Theses variables were selected based on 
the study realized in Meira (2002).   
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It was considered all variables with equal weights, regardless of the importance of each one in 
constructive terms, severity of problems detected or maintenance costs. This research is not 
aimed at analyzing technical aspects, in which case it would be important to evaluate differently 
variables and problems.   

One of the inspection forms helped in the description of the state of each mentioned variables. 
Moreover, we tried to identify an action strategy, in terms of maintenance of each variable, it 
means, if the condominium used a preventive or corrective maintenance. 

The other inspection form described the basic characterization of buildings and carried out the 
analysis of their maintenance performance state, based on collected data in the first inspection 
form. This analysis used the scale and the criteria presented in Table 1. 

Table 1. Scale used for classification of maintenance performance state of variables. 

Classification Scale Criterion 

Poor 0-1 Totally degraded. 

Bad 2-3 Many degraded parts, more than 
70%. 

Regular 4-6 Several degraded parts, about 50%. 

Good 7-8 Few degraded parts, less than 30%. 

Great 9-10 Almost nonexistent or nonexistent 
degradation 

 

The interview form was fulfilled by researchers in each condominium, with trustees, and the 
survey ones were fulfilled only by researchers through visual inspections at the place of study. 
Guardians and employees also helped in obtaining information about the studied variables. 

With the data collected through the second survey form, it was classified maintenance 
performance state of variables, according to the scale proposed in Table 01. With the 
classification for each variable, which could transpose its performance level in each 
condominium, the results were arranged in Tables, which will be presented later, and final 
averages were developed for each variable and studied condominium (in this work only the 
study by variable is presented). Subsequently, the results obtained through this classification 
were assessed intended to improve the sight of the situation. 

3. Building characteristics 

Studied buildings showed general characteristics represented in Table 2. 
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Table 2. Features of condominium studied in Joao Pessoa City 

Condominiums¹ 
Age 

(years) 

Area 
built 

(m²) 

No. of  
Floors 

No. of 
Blocks 

No. of 
Apartments Patterns² 

01 15 1412 03 02 13 

Normal 

 

02 15 2291 03 02 22 

03 12 3263 03 03 35 

04 18 1296 03 01 09 

05 17 2970 03 03 33 

06 10 1.770 06 01 24 
High 

07 09 1708 07 01 14 

08 25 2744 07 01 14  

09 18 6771 10 01 40 

10 11 1600 07 01 07 

Note:  
1. Jaguaribe neighborhood: from Buildings 01 to 05; Tambaú neighborhood: from 
Buildings 06 to 10.  
2. Classification adopted by the Municipal decree No. 1522 from December 18th, 1985, 
based on the criteria: location, built area and technical specifications.  

 

4. Maintenance in the condominiums 

Through interviews conducted with the condominium trustees, it was obtained information on 
the structure of the condominiums, in maintenance terms, as well as their planning and the cost 
of performed services. 

Among studied condominiums, 90% claimed to do any kind of planned maintenance. Planning 
and budget availability factors were strongly coupled, when taking administrators to conduct 
any kind of maintenance in the studied condominiums. It appeared that essential components for 
condominium functioning received priority in the budget, thereby maintaining its regular 
maintenance, even though not through continuous maintenance, while other components 
received intervention, with the goal of restoring performance, or, even the modernization, which 
can be a corrective action in some cases. The modernization is usually decided by condominial 
meeting, in which the majority of residents accept the realization, because this will lead to 
increase the incoming budget, making it considerable. 

It was identified the existence of user manual, operation and maintenance in the buildings in 
40% of all cases studied. To them, respective governments said follow all recommendations 
contained in the documents. 

In all condominiums in Jaguaribe neighborhood there were interruptions in the intercom system 
due to lack of maintenance. In Buildings 03 and 05 intercom systems were, at the time of the 
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search, without running for over a year. This fact risked great part of installations and required 
the replacement of equipment and spinning, and the hiring of a specialized team and a planned 
maintenance. It resulted in high cost for the condominium, to restore the minimum performance 
of the system. The intercom was the component with a greater demand for corrective services in 
all buildings, followed by the electronic gate. Only the administration of the Building 06 said 
performs corrective and preventive maintenance on the intercom through a company previously 
hired. 

Regarding maintenance costs, it was asked about the most representative items in each 
condominium. In terms of costs, 70% of respondents said that painting and coating were those 
leading to greater spending. In all buildings in Tambaú neighborhood, the lift was also 
responsible for a portion of considerable cost of maintenance. 

The hiring of companies or external technical teams by condominium was observed more 
frequently in relation to intercom, electronic gates, pumps and lifts. For intercom, it was 
observed a hiring in 100% of condominiums. In all buildings in Tambaú neighborhood, the 
maintenance of lifts was performed by hired companies, with monthly preventive maintenance. 
There was greater importance to the maintenance of this item because residents worry about 
both security and ease. 

Concerning to the item reservoirs, among the respondents, 60% said undertake the maintenance 
planning. Regarding the cleaning of reservoirs, 50% of the buildings do it with a frequency of 
up to 06 (six) months; the rest adopted a frequency between 06 (six) months and 01 year. 
According to NBR 5626 (1998), "as an attitude of health protection, it is essential to have 
cleaning and disinfection made once every year." 

Regarding the general strategy of administrations, in maintenance terms, all condominiums used 
the strategy of both corrective and preventive maintenance. However, what prevailed was still 
the action after the problem appearance. It was also illustrated that corrective maintenance, in 
some situations, was held so late, causing aggravation of existing problems, making 
maintenance costs more expensive. 

5. Analyses focused on variables 

Based on data collected in survey formularies, and according to the criteria presented in Table 1, 
it is elaborated the averages of maintenance performance state of the 16 (sixteen) studied 
variables, as shown below. 
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Table 3. Result of Maintenance Performance State in Studied Buildings 

Studied variables 

Buildings 
Average for 

Variable 
01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 

Maintenance performance state 

Electric installations 7 8 6 7 4 9 9 8 7 8 7,30 

Telephone installations 8 9 2 7 2 8 8 9 7 8 6,80 

Fire-fighting installations 5 4 6 3 4 8 8 7 7 8 6,00 

Water installations 5 7 4 5 3 9 9 8 6 6 6,20 

Concrete structures 8 9 6 7 6 8 9 8 6 6 7,30 

Masonry 8 9 6 4 4 7 9 9 7 7 7,00 

Coating 6 7 - 3 8 8 9 7 7 4 6,56 

Painting 5 8 4 4 2 7 9 7 5 6 5,70 

Carpentry 8 8 7 7 6 - - 6 8 8 7,25 

Locks 7 8 7 7 7 8 9 9 6 7 7,50 

Hardware 7 9 7 7 7 8 9 9 6 7 7,60 

Glassware 8 8 7 7 7 8 9 7 8 9 7,80 

Deck 9 8 7 7 5 9 9 9 7 - 7,78 

Waterproofing 7 6 3 5 3 6 8 7 5 6 5,60 

Urbanization 6 8 4 5 3 8 9 8 7 6 6,40 

Garden conditions and 
garbage deposits 7 6 4 3 2 8 9 9 8 8 6,40 

General average of the state of variables 6,82 

 
According to the averages of variables, some has more prominence, as follows.  

Waterproofing received the lowest average (Table 3) between these variables: 5.60, which 
corresponds to regular classification state (Table 1). Figure 1 shows a lack of aluminum cover in 
gutters, shingles and bargeboards, a fact that is helping infiltration and percolation in slabs and 
walls of barillets of buildings 04 and 05. Conducting in a good sealing in the building, it is 
possible to avoid moisture excess in parts of it and, consequently, proliferation of pathogenic 
microorganisms. 
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Figure 1. The view from Building 04 deck - Lack of impermeable cover in several parts of the deck. 

Painting was the second variable with the lowest average (Table 1) of maintenance performance 
state (5.70). Among the environments analyzed with damaged painting, it prevails the stairs, due 
to constant resident courses and, in some cases, lack of handrail to avoid contact with the wall. 
The existence of infiltrations also contributed to painting wear. Buildings that have painted 
facades require maintenance more often than those with ceramic material, because they have 
wear resistance and durability before the action of storms, technical characteristics that painting 
does not have. Figure 2 presents painting detachment and wear located in front of Building 05. 

 
Figure 2. Building 05 facade with painting wear. 

In relation to water installations, only one condominium presented bad maintenance 
performance; five, regular; two good; and two great; according to Tables 1 and 2. The 
procedures for maintenance of cold water building installation should be supplied by the 
constructor to the user, and the former must provide the inspection at least once a year (NBR 
5626,1998). In the field study, it was verified lack of hygiene in barillets in Buildings 01, 02, 03 
and 05, especially because of the presence of waste and coating material debris. The barillet of 
Building 09 was the only one to present identification in distribution columns, facilitating the 
maintenance and management (Figure 3). The access to barillet in all buildings is facilitated, 
usually through an opening on the ceiling of the last floor or through the last part of the stairs. 
Building 06 was the only one that had the filter screen in the bottom reservoir. It was observed 
in this research carelessness in sealing the covers of the bottom reservoir. Some of these lids can 
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be seen in Figure 4. There were, in Building 09, in addition to oxidation in the top reservoir lid, 
pieces of iron that form it, contaminating the water (Figure 5). The maintenance performance 
state of this variable, for all studied condominiums, corresponds to 6.80 (Table 3), resulting in 
regular classification (Table 1). 

 
Figure 3. Barillet with identified columns in Building 09, facilitating maintenance operation. 

 
Figure 4. (A) Bottom reservoir in Building 03; (B) Bottom reservoir in Building 05; (C) Bottom reservoir in Building 

09; Bottom reservoir in Building 10; all of them without filter screen, with damaged lids exposed to waste and animal 

entry. 

 
Figure 5. The opening edge of the top reservoir in Building 09 with pieces of iron. 
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Concerning to fat and septic tanks, many of them were broke and with cracks in the lids, 
resulting in a bad sealing, a fact that was causing gas exhalation and proliferation of insects. The 
absence of handles and boxes built on the grounds of the pillars was also a problem observed in 
this variable, since in the second case, sealing is difficult and, in the first, it is hard to open the 
inspection container. In Building 03, some septic tanks received reform, since the paving 
collapse caused its ruin. The cleaning of septic tanks was commonly performed by guardians 
from the condominiums. Some of them affirmed to use a liquid to kill ticks and mites for 
disinfect the boxes. Figure 6 show the situation of septic tank in Buildings 05. 

 

 
Figure 6. Septic tank with breaks and collapse in Building 05. 

  
Telephone installations in Buildings 03 and 05, both in Jaguaribe, received less maintenance 
performance state in the assessment of this variable (Table 3). They were not working at the 
time of the search; the former due to lack of maintenance, both preventive and corrective. The 
latter, it was concluded that the achievement of maintaining intercom did not occur, in order to 
prevent the action of vandals who used the spinning of connection between intercom and 
automatic gate to open and have access to the condominium. The other buildings were in good 
and excellent maintenance performance state, with installations running (Table 1). The average 
of maintenance performance state of this variable is regular: 6.80. (Table 3). 

Maintenance of fire-fighting installations in the condominiums generally was limited to the 
activity of reloading fire extinguishers, because it is a legislative requirement in Brazil. For the 
other equipments (boxes, hydrants, hoses and adapters) it was done just a routine inspection, 
and, even then, not always occurring in all buildings of the sample, generating variations in this 
variable study in Jaguaribe buildings. There was uniformity in maintenance performance state in 
Tambaú buildings, as we can see in Table 3. 

Fire-fighting installations in Buildings 02, 04 and 05 were extremely degraded. In Buildings 02 
and 04, if they need to use the equipments, there will be lack of water, because in the first 
building, the barillet, in one of the blocks, was broken in the link between the feeder and the 
record (Figure 7). In the second building there was not the verification steering wheel for the 
activation of water passage: the found aggravation. In Buildings 04 and 05, occurred the 
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following problems: lack of fire extinguishers, fire hose cabinet without hose and some of them 
tied, barillet of fire without identification painting, and also in Building 04, the external fire 
hose cabinet was sealed (Figure 8). 

This building received the lowest average for the entire sample in this variable assessment. In 
Buildings 02, 03 and 05, the reloading of fire extinguishers was delayed. The lack of 
demarcation of the area in the fire hose cabinet and fire extinguishers is common to all studied 
condominiums. The variable fire-fighting installations received an average of maintenance 
performance state 6.00 (Table 3), corresponding to regular, according to Table 1, it is the third 
lowest maintenance performance among the sample. 

Lack of maintenance specialized in fire-fighting installations occurred mainly due to the fact 
they are not used continuously, making condominial administrations destine funds for 
components that, in their view, were more important. 

 
Figure 7. Fire-fighting water supply column broken in Building 02. 

 

 
Figure 8. Fire hose cabinet without fire-fighting hose in Building 04. 

 Among the sample, the variables glassware and deck presented the biggest averages of 
maintenance performance state: 7.80 and 7.78, respectively, according to Table 3, which 
corresponds to good condition (Table 1). Glassware, despite being a fragile material, was clean 
and fixed on sash windows. In the electrical installations and fire hose cabinet were missing 
some protection glasses. There was, however, uniformity in this variable maintenance 
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performance in the studied buildings (Table 3). Another important factor about the variable 
glassware, relates to the speed in the replacement of broken parts happens to prevent accidents 
among residents, which keeps it in good condition. About the deck, second variable with higher 
average of the maintenance performance state, there was a lack of deterioration or breaks in the 
tiles that were to undermine their function. Analyzing the positions of the administrations in 
relation to variables glassware and deck, it was observed that they applied some kind of 
preventive and / or corrective maintenance continuously. 

The variables Urbanization and Garden conditions and garbage deposits had averages of 
maintenance performance state equal (6.4) (Table 3), which corresponds to regular state (Table 
1). The maintenance performance of these two variables in Jaguaribe buildings varied more than 
in the Tambau neighborhood (Table 3). In urbanization, bad maintenance performance in 
Building 05 and the regular in Buildings 01, 03, 04 and 10 was due to the presence of intense 
sinking and stone breaks in automobile courses. For the variable Garden conditions and garbage 
deposits, it was found that in Tambau neighborhood, condominiums had gardens wooded, with 
continuous treatment, because of that, good and great maintenance performance state (Tables 1 
and 3). Also in Garden conditions and garbage deposits was found that no studied condominium 
conducts selective collection of generated waste. 

In a general assessment of maintenance performance state of the variables, among the 16 
(sixteen), 08 (eight) had fewer degraded parts, less than 30%, and 08 (eight) had various parts 
degraded, about 50% (Table 3). Studying the general average of maintenance performance state 
of the variables (6.82) presented in Table 3, if we take as basis the classification set out in Table 
1, it can be classified as regular. 

6. Conclusions 

This study aimed complete the survey on maintenance that has being adopted in residential 
condominiums in Joao Pessoa City, specifically in Jaguaribe and Tambau neighborhoods. 

According to field collected data and, based on the theoretical reference searched, it is possible 
to reach the following conclusions: 

It was observed that the frequency of assistance for the completion of maintenance is quite 
minimized, occurring mainly in the neighborhood with less economic power. In order to 
maintain the minimum conditions for maintenance performance of the building, conservation 
and repair are the most commonly used forms on the type of maintenance adopted in all 
condominiums studied, which results in greater applicability of corrective strategies to restore 
the performance of its components. It was not identified direct relationship between the age and 
maintenance performance state of the variables studied, which go against to some international 
authors (ALNER e FELLOWS, 1990; LITTLEWOOD e MUNRO, 1996; GALSTER e 
HESSER, 1982), although this result is representative only to the sample surveyed. 
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Regarding the relationship between neighborhood and maintenance performance state in studied 
condominiums, the completion of maintenance is linked mainly to the economic power of the 
neighborhood. The practice of periodic maintenance is carried out only in Tambau 
neighborhood, where the site is considered high pattern of living. This conclusion is supported 
by results presented in international studies (SHEAR, 1983; MERCER e PHILLIPS, 1981; 
BOEHM e IHLANFELDT, 1986)  

To avoid the appearance of maintenance problems, it is necessary that administrations of 
condominiums act on realization of preventive maintenance, providing improved performance 
of components of the building. 
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Abstract 

This paper presents partial results of an ongoing graduate research at FAUUSP which intends to 
evaluate the performance of public school buildings managed by the government of the State of São 
Paulo, located in the metropolitan region of São Paulo, built after 2003 and in use for more than one 
year. In order to do so, Post-Occupancy Evaluation (POE) methods and techniques have been adopted 
to evaluate the performance of the buildings intended for São Paulo’s public schools and the impacts 
of operation and maintenance procedures according to the perception of their users. It is expected that 
such buildings meet appropriate conditions for teaching and learning. However, their environmental 
quality depends not only on proper design and construction but also on an effective maintenance 
program. The results have enabled the identification of the procedures adopted for the maintenance 
and operation of these schools, as well as the possible recurring critical aspects and opportunities for 
the reduction of maintenance costs. The importance of the implementation of the POE for the 
preparation of a feedback database that can be used in future designs of buildings of similar typology 
is also identified. 
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1. Introduction 

Rarely designers maintain a long-term relationship with the designed building, standing apart of 
the issues involving the operation and maintenance that are related with the design 
specifications (MELHADO; MESQUITA, 2006), although the adoption of a systematic method 
and constant updating regarding the building in use could help to improve its use conditions. 

The issues listed in Figure 1 comprise an ideal situation for continued evaluation of the 
building and aim at enabling the diagnosis of school building, considering its positive and 
negative aspects as well as indicating possible risk situations. 

 

 

Figure 1: Procedures for building performance evaluations. 

Based on: Preiser & Schramm, 2005, p. 17 and Ornstein et al., 2009, p.3. Adapted by A.J.G. Limongi 

França. 

The diagnosis made from this continued evaluation aims at providing support for the 
preparation of a plan for the requalification of the buildings evaluated, considering strategies 
for their maintenance and operation as well. According to the Associação Brasileira de Normas 
Técnicas – ABNT [Brazilian Association for Technical Standards], to establish a whole 
building performance, in accordance with the design, it is necessary to consider the appropriate 
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procedures for its maintenance and operation (ASSOCIAÇÃO BRASILEIRA DE NORMAS 
TÉCNICAS, 2008). Without proper management, the built environment becomes subject to the 
loss of functionality of its building systems.  

In the case of public school buildings, run by the State Government of São Paulo, built in this 
century (XXI), attention to this issue is critical. Built in large scale, such buildings share the 
same architectural design approach, architectural programming and construction technology, 
specified by means of catalogues whose application is mandatory for the preparation of new 
designs, in which performance criteria, technical standards, good practices are set forth, aiming 
at increasing the durability of building systems in order to reduce the need for maintenance 
(FUNDAÇÃO PARA O DESENVOLVIMENTO DA EDUCAÇÃO, 2010).  

Considering the guidelines developed by the Fundação para o Desenvolvimento da Educação - 
FDE [Foundation for Educational Development] to conduct maintenance on building systems 
(FUNDAÇÃO PARA O DESENVOLVIMENTO DA EDUCAÇÃO, 2008), this research aims 
to evaluate the conditions of these educational facilities in use, through the application of POE 
methodology, and research eventual relationship between critical issues and design conception 
or maintenance procedures, to allow its correction in similar buildings. 

1. Methods and techniques  

Based on the methodology consolidated for the application of the POE (ORNSTEIN, ONO, 
2010) and considering the importance of collecting information in a systematic way on the 
performance of the school buildings under consideration, schools “A” (Picture 1), “B” (Picture 
2), and “C” (Picture 3), whose building systems meet the recent guidelines set by the FDE 
(Table 1), have been selected to be case studies. 

The three case studies were chosen considering similar building construction systems and 
architectural program. All of them are located in low income households areas in the 
metropolitan region of São Paulo, with few or none public equipments and have been in use for 
more than twelve months. 
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Table 1: Fact Sheet on Schools A, B, and C. 

  School A School B School C 
Land Area:  2266.21 m² 5861.39 m² 4064.12m² 
Total built area (without overhang, 
including roofed pathways):  

3548.62 m² 1142.72m² 3913.03m² 

Number of floors 4 2 3 
Building System:  

Pillars and Beams:  Structure in Precast 
Concrete  

Steel Structure in Precast Concrete  

Slabs:  Lattice Panel  Lattice Panel  Lattice Panel  
Enclosures:  Hollow Brick Hollow Brick Hollow Brick 
Solar Shading:  Hollow Clay Facing Brick  Perforated Metal Sheet Hollow Clay Facing Brick  
Frames:  Painted Iron  Painted Iron  Painted Iron  
Tiles - Flooring:  Ceramic coating Ceramic coating  Ceramic coating 
Finish - Walls: Matte latex paint. On wet 

areas, white ceramic tile 
Matte latex paint. On wet 

areas, white ceramic tile 
Matte latex paint. On wet areas, 

white ceramic tile 
Roofing:  Painted Metal Shingles Painted Metal Shingles Painted Metal Shingles 

Number of Students Enrolled: 
Elementary School (1st  to  4th 
Grade) * 

511 405 0 

Junior High School (5th  to  8th 
Grade) * 

411 353 1535 

High School (Education for 
Youngsters and Adults – EJA) * 

251 558 380 

Students Enrolled in the  8th Grade 84 77 255 
Shifts* Morning, afternoon and 

evening 
Morning, afternoon and 

evening 
Morning, afternoon and evening 

* Data regarding the 1st semester  2009. 

 

 

Picture1: School “A” (Photo 

credit: A. J. G. Limongi 

França). 

Picture 2: School “B” 

(Photo credit: A. J. G. 

Limongi França). 

Picture 3: School “C” 

(Photo credit: A. J. G. 

Limongi França). 

The methods and techniques adopted for the POE applied to schools “A”, “B”, and “C” enabled 
the systematic gathering of information and the preparation of analyses, considering the 
following tools: walkthroughs; check-lists; surveys; measurements of comfort; simulations of 
environmental comfort (prepared according to technical standards and good practices); 
interviews; focus groups activities; application of questionnaires and drawing of maps of the 
circulation routes (Table 2).  
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Table 2: Tools considered for the analysis and mains aspects surveyed. 

Tools Participants Main aspects surveyed 

walkthroughs 
specialits, guided by users 

(principal, staff) 
construction compliance with the design and standards requirements, 

practices for the maintenance and operation 
check-lists specialists 

construction compliance with the designs and standards requirements 

surveys specialists 
maps of the circulation routes specialists 

measurements and 
simulations of environmental 

comfort specialists 

interviews teachers, staff, principal 
critical aspects of building use, practices for the maintenance and 

operation. 

focus groups activities teachers, staff 
critical aspects of building use, practices for the maintenance and 

operation. 
questionnaires students how the building works for its intended use 

 
 

For the purpose of comparing the results obtained with indicators of school performance 
(SARESP - Sistema de Avaliação de Rendimento Escolar do Estado de São Paulo [State of São 
Paulo’s Evaluation System of School Performance] and IDEB – Índice de Desenvolvimento da 
Educação Básica [Development Index of Basic Education]) (MENEZES FILHO et al., 2009), 
which consider students enrolled in the last year of junior high school (8th grade), 
questionnaires were applied to all students belonging to this group. 

2. Findings 

The results of the POE applied to schools "A", "B", and "C" showed situations in disaccord 
with the current technical standards. By implementing walkthroughs, checklists, interviews and 
focus groups, it was possible to identify their origins related to aspects involving the operation 
and maintenance of the buildings. 

As for the assignment of responsibilities in the three cases studied, it was identified that the 
principal plays the role of the facility manager and absence of a resident janitor, responsible for 
carrying out small repairs or for watching the school when occupancy is low. This situation 
brings the principal to the facility decision-making process, which often involves building 
systems alterations, in despite of his or her technical capability. 

Thereby, the solutions adopted by the management of school "A" to minimize the problem of 
trespassing on the building includes passive initiatives to discourage access by vandals and is 
an example the interference of the facility manager in the main circulation of the building, in 
despite of the relevant standards. Other changes found includes: installation of railings and iron 
gates inconsistent with the architectural design and replacement of vandalized lighting fixtures 
by components that do not exhibit the characteristics listed in the specifications. Another aspect 
addressed through interventions in the built environment is the control of students, allegedly 
due to the lack of staff for their supervision. Again, the solution adopted involves the locking of 
gates and restricting access to circulation and socializing areas. In addition to damaging 
socialization in the school environment, this approach may expose users to the risks inherent in 
the obstruction of access and escape routes (schools “A, “B” and “C”).  
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All the case studies had damages to doors, hinges and locks, recorded during walkthroughs. 
Maintenance procedures on hardware (FUNDAÇÃO PARA O DESENVOLVIMENTO DA 
EDUCAÇÃO, 2008) provide for the replacement of screws and worn parts. However, 
improvisations aiming at strengthening these components were identified in the three case 
studies, which can be an indication of inadequate specification, being relevant to consider 
changes in future projects. Pictures 4 and 5 show anti-intruder improvised devices used by 
school "A", which include heavy-duty iron door, locks and hinges and the installation of metal 
plates on the windows located near the entrance. These devices also hinder access to the 
interior of the classroom in an emergency situation. 

Picture 4: Adaptation in disagreement with 

the design: door made of iron sheet and 

heavy-duty lock (School “A”) (Photo credit: 

A. J. G. Limongi França). 

Picture 5: Adaptation not pursuant to the 

design: installation of plate on the frame so 

as to prevent break-ins (School “A”) (Photo 

credit: A. J. G. Limongi França). 

The application of the tools also showed the importance given in the three buildings to personal 
security and control over invasions and vandalism actions. This opinion is shared by clerks 
(focus groups), principals and coordinators (interviews and walkthroughs), as well as by the 
cleaning staff (focus groups), teachers (focus groups) and students themselves (questionnaires). 
Since this issue was considered as a priority in the decision making process of maintenance 
actions, its relevance was observed in several aspects, such as: accessibility, environmental 
comfort, ergonomics and fire safety. 

Given the vertical character of buildings A, B, and C, the existence of an elevator was included 
in every one of the three designs in order to provide the disabled with proper accessibility 
conditions. Notwithstanding, in despite of the FDE standards regarding elevators maintenance 
(FUNDAÇÃO PARA O DESENVOLVIMENTO DA EDUCAÇÃO, 2009) only the school “C” 
elevator presented proper using conditions during the surveys (1st semester of 2009).  

Electrical facilities presented critical conditions in schools “A”, “B”, and “C”. It was detected 
that the changes to the use of environments and the shortage of outlets for computer use have 
led to adaptations. Moreover, outlets that had no operating conditions due to lack of 
components such as wires, screws and covers were found. This situation jeopardizes the use of 
environments and facilities and the precarious maintenance conditions create shock and fire 
hazards. The measures taken in school "A" to prevent theft of wiring involved the welding of 
latches and the installation of padlocks on electrical boxes, which can hamper access to these 
facilities in case of an emergency. 
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From the analysis of the Table 3 it is noticed that most of the critical aspects that involve the 
buildings in operation are common to all three case studies. Therefore, the adoption of a 
systematic process of review and refinement of design specifications and maintenance 
procedures could bring great benefits to building the network with similar building typology. 

Table 3. Main critical aspects identified regarding the operation and maintenance procedures 

Component Aspects identified school A school 
B 

school 
C 

Hydrants Equipment damage, jeopardizing its use.  X X X 

Fire alarm Equipment damage, jeopardizing its use. X X X 

Extinguishers Missing, in conflict with the design or storage of these items in locked room. X X X 

Frames Painted iron low resistance to corrosion. X X X 

Doors Hollow-core wood presents little resistance to humidity, using conditions and 
vandalism. 

X X X 

Glasses Ordinary glass is easily shattered, leaving behind cutting surfaces that may offer 
risks to the users. 

X X   

Hardware Galvanized or chromium-plated alloy are not resistant enough for frequent use. 
Installation of improvised reinforcements. 

X X X 

Outlets and switches Missing components (covers, screws, wiring and  modules), presence of foreign 
materials (paper, adhesive tape). 

X X X 

Switchbox Anti-vandalism reinforcements (welded bars, padlocks) hindering its opening. X     
Fluorescent luminaries Replacement of luminaries and lamps in disagreement with the design. The 

replacement of damaged luminaries with others not in accordance with the 
design specifications and the replacement of 32W lamps (specified in the 
design) with others of lower unit price, but with 40W. 

X X X 

Metal and ceramic 

wares 

Missing/damaged components. X X   

Piping Leakings and infiltrations. Plumbing and sanitary fixtures and fittings present 
the negative consequences of vandalism and the lack of maintenance. 

X X   

Drains and linear grates Problems with the declivity of the piping, causing the return of the runoff. X X X 

Tiles Regarding the cleaning of floors and frames, despite a recommendation to use a 
damp cloth (FUNDAÇÃO PARA O DESENVOLVIMENTO DA EDUCAÇÃO, 
2008) the procedures adopted involve washing them with potable water, even in 
environments where exposure to water was not foreseen in the design and, 
therefore, where slabs are not sealed. Thus in these cases the premature 
degradation of paints, coatings and water infiltrations in the lower floors can be 
seen.  

X X X 

Elevators Equipment damage jeopardizing its use, in despite of the guidelines for the 
maintenance and conservation of elevators, pertinent technical standards, tryout 
procedures, inspections and the evaluations needed to ensure safety conditions 
involving cables, brakes, alarms and locking devices are available in specific 
publication issued (FUNDAÇÃO PARA O DESENVOLVIMENTO DA 
EDUCAÇÃO, 2009). 

X X   

 

Analyses of the results have enabled the identification of the following major critical issues 
involving the misuse of environments: 

 Lack of preventive maintenance. This would comprise the building systems and 
facilities (structure, sealing elements, coatings, painting, concrete sealing; hydraulic and 
sanitary facilities, electrical and lighting facilities, information technology (IT) facilities 
(FRANÇA; ORNSTEIN, 2009); fire safety; elevators; roofing; furniture; visual 
communication; landscaping and external areas); in order to adopt measures to enable 
the full use of the facilities throughout their expected lifetime; 
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 Insufficient corrective maintenance of building systems and equipment (also including 
cases of vandalism); 

Thus, users may be exposed to hazards such as missing or loose floor tiles on stairways and 
schoolyards (Schools “A”, “B”, and “C”) and poorly fastened railings and grab bars in hallways 
and restrooms (School “A” and “B”). Furthermore, these conditions may cause the improper use 
of environments, not in accordance with the design.  

3. Recommendations and final considerations  

The Brazilian Standard NBR 5674 (ASSOCIAÇÃO BRASILEIRA DE NORMAS TÉCNICAS, 
1999) defines the maintenance of a building as a set of actions performed in order to preserve 
it, including its corresponding facilities and equipment, from damage, deterioration and other 
risks, so as to ensure its conditions of use and functionality, considering the performance 
foreseen in the design. In addition, Article 39 of the Código de Defesa do Consumidor – CDC 
[Consumer Defense Code] (BRAZIL, 2004) states that every product or service must comply 
with the technical standards ratified by the corresponding official organ or another institution 
accredited by the Conselho Nacional de Metrologia, Normalização e Qualidade Industrial – 
CONMETRO [National Council for Metrology, Standardization and Industrial Quality]. Thus it 
is understood that not only the school building must be designed and constructed according to 
existing technical standards but any subsequent actions carried out to change it must also be in 
accordance with these same standards.  

The building operation stage shall provide adequate conditions for the intended use. This phase 
will set the boundaries for its useful life, due to proper maintenance services. Thus, it must be 
guaranteed the ability to perceive and adapt to the user’s needs, as they change all long the 
occupation period (JOHN; SILVA; AGOPYAN, 2001). 

The maintenance program of a building must include preventive actions which consider 
activities and schedules that must be defined by the recommendations of manufacturers, 
suppliers and designers. Physical interventions to equipments or systems and inspection 
activities may be included, in order to support the long term maintenance decision-making 
process (PRADO, 2003). Therefore, the building service life may be affected by the design, the 
quality of the materials, the execution, the use patterns and the maintenance level, once even 
the well designed and constructed buildings may not be able to reach the predicted life cycle if 
they are not well maintained (CHRISTIAN; NEWTON; GAMBLIN, 1999).  

Moreover, changes in design details can affect the component resistance from degradation 
factors can impact its service life, once building components durability depends on the design 
and the maintenance conditions, and is not an intrinsic quality of a material (JOHN; 
SJÖSTRÖM; AGOPYAN, 2002). 

To use school buildings in accordance with their design and construction, the manager must 
rely on a survey of the premises that will enable him or her to understand the operation of the 
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school building and to identify needs and priorities, in order to provide the effective and safe 
maintenance and use, over the building life cycle (ASSOCIAÇÃO BRASILEIRA DE 
NORMAS TÉCNICAS, 2008). By doing so, it is possible to prevent the building from having 
to cope with shortcomings that adversely affect the use of environments intended for teaching 
and learning and to avoid high costs deriving from the deferral of scheduled maintenance 
procedures.   

The maintenance and operation procedures should describe the criteria and performance levels 
set for each environment in addition to listing the critical processes that may entail risks to 
users such as the handling of potentially polluting products, defining appropriate periods for 
their implementation, such as the hours of low occupancy of the building (THE 
COLLABORATIVE FOR HIGH PERFORMANCE SCHOOLS, 2004). Although some of the 
maintenance work on the school buildings evaluated does not require a high level of technical 
expertise (such as cleaning tasks and the tending of gardens), it is necessary to program every 
piece of work and make sure it is properly carried out according to the predefined frequency 
(for example: daily, weekly, monthly or yearly). To do so, it is necessary to assign 
responsibilities for the performance of tasks involving inspection, checking and safety. 

Thus, it is recommended to present to the facility manager an operation and maintenance 
manual before the occupation phase, made in accordance to the Brazilian Standard 14.037 
(ASSOCIAÇÃO BRASILEIRA DE NORMAS TÉCNICAS, 1998), regarding at list the 
following aspects: updated graphic information, specificities provided for in the design, 
building systems, definitions of the limits of the building , aiming at its safe use; with emphasis 
on structural systems and facilities; approach of the risks inherent in the building in use; 
considering normal operational conditions, description of devices that allow modifications; 
expansions and upgrades of components and facilities and recommended routine actions for the 
verification and correction of conditions involving the malfunction of components according to 
the frequency expected for their implementation. 

Furthermore, when analyzing the results of the POE, it is convenient to notice that, despite 
advances in the management and control of the construction quality of the school buildings 
evaluated, standardization may also lead to the recurrence of critical aspects, showing the 
importance of developing a database of good practices. By factoring in previous experiences, it 
is possible to improve design guidelines, implementation and operation, in order to improve, for 
example, the criteria for the specification of components and establishing maintenance, 
replacement, purchasing or supply policies. Thereby it is important to incorporate into the 
stages of design and use of the building an ongoing procedure for the evaluation of its quality 
and efficiency so as to enable its full use. 
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Abstract 

Life cycle costing includes the costs of acquisition and the subsequent costs of operation, 
maintenance and disposal. This paper focuses attention on the cost of keeping the building in 
good repair and working condition (maintenance costs). It describes the results of a research 
developed in three condominiums in João Pessoa city. It was investigated all the maintenance 
costs for the buildings over a period of twenty months. It demonstrates that some items such as 
lifts are responsible for much of the maintenance. It also shows that maintenance costs represent 
some 18% of the total running costs of the condominiums analyzed. As unfortunately the 
maintenance costs of buildings are frequently difficult to asses the results of this paper are 
important in special for similar buildings.  

Keywords: Maintenance cost, running cost, condominium. 
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1. Introduction  

The operating costs of an asset can be defined as the costs associated with operating the 
building itself. They include the cost of cleaning, rates, energy and security (AL-HAJJ, 1999). 
In cases of condominiums it includes also administrative costs.  

The maintenance costs are defined as all costs of keeping the building in good repair and 
working condition. This includes painting, repairs and renewals. 

Very little consideration has been given to maintenance, operation and support. This practice 
has been expensive because the cost of maintenance, operation and support constitute a major 
portion of the asset life cycle cost (LCC) (EL-HARAM & HORNER, 2002). 

Either the operating costs or the maintenance costs vary according a great number of aspects. 
There are various statistics related to several countries regarding the operation and maintenance 
of facilities. 

In Canada, more than half the residential construction expenditure is on renovation and 
restoration works. Maintenance and renovation works in the United Kingdom were estimated to 
be about 46% of the total construction output in 1986, whereas for Singapore, with about 50% 
of its building stock below 10 years of age, such works accounted only for about 21% of the 
total construction output (KIANG, 1991). 

In Sweden and Germany these costs are estimated to be 3% of the value of annual construction 
production (HAMMARLUND & JOSEPHSON, 1991, apud KOSKELA, 2000). For Norway, 
the corresponding figure is 5% (INGVALDSEN, 1994, apud KOSKELA, 2000). 

In an analysis of occupancy costs for a range of commercial organizations, located in Hong 
Kong, Davis (2000) found that rent forms the major component of occupancy cost in Hong 
Kong and maintenance and running costs are the third most expensive item. 

Marteinsson & Jónsson (1999) show that costs of maintenance are quite variable according to 
the age. The average annual maintenance cost for housing, calculated over 60 years, is 2% of 
the building cost for a new house. Other authors present similar results of maintenance costs in 
terms of building age (ASTERISK REALTY, 2009; ANDERSEN, 1995). 

McEwan (2000) presented a research on Government buildings across the state of Queensland, 
taking into consideration several key factors including geographical location, size and 
complexity of asset design, to determine cost variances and possible funding models. One of the 
observation of the analysis was that there was a general decrease in maintenance cost as the 
gross floor area of facilities increased. 

Other researches evaluate the maintenance cost for each item of the construction. Analyzing 
maintenance and operation costs in blocks of flats in Argentina during three years, Amarilla 
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(1992) showed that the main costs correspond to sanitary system, lifts, façade and roof 
waterproofing.  

Based in a study realized in 20 university buildings over a period of 18 years, Al-Hajj (1999) 
and Al-Hajj & Horner (1998) concluded that 30% to 40% of the items of a building contribute 
to 80% to 90% of the maintenance costs. 

In terms of maintenance costs related to condominiums there are still little research, in special in 
Brazil (MEIRA, 2002). In this work, a total ten buildings were chosen to be investigated. The 
author found that cleaning and maintenance contribute to 5% to 14% of the annual costs in the 
condominiums.  

In the research described in this paper, the maintenance cost of twenty months of three 
condominiums were compiled and analyzed. The hypothesis applied in this research is that few 
items of maintenance concentrate the most of maintenance cost. The objective of the research is 
to analyze maintenance costs of condominiums in the city of João Pessoa- Brazil, determining 
the high-cost components. Moreover, it will investigate the effect of age on maintenance costs.    

2. Methodology  

This study was developed in João Pessoa city, located in the Paraíba state in the northeast part 
of Brazil. 

The criteria to select the sample were: 

- Building multi-storey, residential, with similar standard level of finishes.   
- Located in the same area of the city (near the beach).  
- The data collected, in terms of costs, should begin for all the buildings in the same period 

(month and year). 
- Different ages of the buildings.  

Thus, the first two criteria show that the effects on maintenance costs of location, size and 
finishes were not investigated.   

The sample originally aimed to capture a great number of buildings (approximately twenty). 
However, in the most of cases the building managers did not permitted the access to 
condominiums costs. Then, after the period reserved for data collection, only three buildings 
(residential condominiums) were analyzed. This number of buildings undertook the analysis of 
the effect of age on maintenance costs, as will be seen in the results. 

The maintenance cost data was collected during twenty months. The data collection began for 
all condominiums in the same month and year. During this period (January 2008 until August 
2009) it was felt that the inflationary effects would be minimal and could therefore be ignored.  
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The authors were entirely responsible for collecting, checking and in some cases rechecking the 
data. They were available for consultation only in each condominium.  

 The costs of the twenty months for the three buildings were divided by the total area of all 
buildings to produce uniform costs. Thus, all the data are presented in dollars per built area.  

Statistical data were obtained. They were analyzed and represented through graphs and tables. 

It is important to point that the results of this study are valid for the building analyzed. 
However, similar results can be obtained for condominiums with similar characteristics.  

3. Condominiums description  

Three residential condominiums located in João Pessoa city were analyzed. They were 
identified by the letters A, B and C in order to preserve them. All of them were built near the 
beach. Table 1 shows distributions of age, neighborhood, built area, height, number of 
apartments and existence of lift. 

Table 1: Characteristics of each condominium 

Condominium Age 
(years) 

Neighborhood Built area 
(m2) 

Height 
(number of 
paviments) 

Number of 
apartments 

Lift 

A 5 Tambau 16.424,29 25 100 Yes 

B 20 Bessa  3.144,00 03 24 No 

C 25 Tambau 1.592,00 04 16 Yes 
 

All buildings are under 30 years of age and the condominium identified by A is the newest and 
the largest of all them. 

4. Costs of condominiums  

A summary of average monthly maintenance cost (in $ per m2) for the entire 20-month period of 
the study is given in Figure 1. Condominium A obtained the highest average cost of 
maintenance (0.33$/m2).  
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Figure 1: Average maintenance cost for the 20-month period ($/m2)   

Comparing condominiums, the data collected showed noticeable variations of average costs of 
maintenance. The same variability can be observed for the maintenance costs of each 
condominium throughout the twenty months. Then, to better understand this variability it is 
important to analyze each building. 

Condominium A 

Figure 2 shows distributions of monthly average costs of maintenance during the period studied.    

 

Figure 2: Monthly average cost of maintenance  

It can be observed that most of the cost is tightly grouped below 0.40$/m2. Some months with 
outstandingly higher costs were due the repair in the expansion joints in this building. This item 
is responsible for almost 30% of the maintenance cost of the Condominium. In October 2008 it 
was observed the higher maintenance cost of maintenance. Besides spending on the repair in the 
expansion joints it was also the repair in the waterproofing. This occurred soon after the rainy 
season in the region, which justifies higher maintenance costs with these particular items.  

Distributions for each of the maintenance cost items are given in Figures 3 and 4. 
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Figure 3: Total expenses per item ($/m2)  

 

Figure 4: Distribution of items of maintenance costs (%)  
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It was observed that expansion joints maintenance does not occur continuously in this 
condominium. Moreover, the other two buildings had not this type of maintenance item. Then, 
to better compare the data, this item was removed and the new average maintenance cost of 
Condominium A decreased of 0.33$/m2 to 0.21$/m2. This new value is between the average 
maintenance cost of the two other buildings (Figure 1). 

Considering the withdrawal of that item, lifts and waterproofing /grout were the most 
representative items in terms o maintenance costs. Each one represented around 17% of 
maintenance cost for this condominium. 

Condominium B 

In this case the average cost of maintenance was 0.13$/m2. The distribution of monthly average 
costs of maintenance during the period is showed in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5: Monthly average cost of maintenance  

It can be observed that maintenance costs present a very large variability during the twenty 
months studied. In some one it wasn’t identified maintenance expenses. In April and May 2009, 
for example, there has been no maintenance cost. The use of corrective maintenance strategy 
justifies this result, because in this period no abnormality was identified in common areas. 
Moreover, in march 2010 it was identified the highest cost (0.40$/m2). The maintenance in the 
electronic security system was responsible for much of that in this month. January and July 
2009 were also high cost because of the maintenance in equipments in common area 

In this condominium it wasn´t identified increase in maintenance costs after the rainy season, as 
observed in condominium A.   

Distributions for each of the maintenance cost items are given in Figures 6 and 7. 
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Figure 6: Total expenses per item ($/m2)  

 

Figure 7: Distribution of items of maintenance costs (%)  

Equipment, waterproofing and electronic security were the most representative item of this 
condominium. These three items accounted for almost 60% of maintenance costs and only 
equipment was responsible for around 26% of the costs. The cost of waterproofing was around 
19%. This value is closed to that found in Condominium A. 
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Condominium C 

The average maintenance cost for this building was 0.26$/m2. The monthly distribution of costs 
is given in Figure 8.  

 

Figure 8: Monthly average cost of maintenance  

During the twenty months, maintenance cost varied from 0.07 – 0.63$/m2, although for 60% of 
the months the cost was in the range from 0.07 – 0.21$/m2. January and April 2008 had high 
maintenance costs because of the extra services in the lifts and in the floors. Rainy season affect 
a little some maintenance costs, specifically in August 2008, where it was realized maintenance 
in the waterproofing of the condominium. Already in July 2009 there was an atypical spending 
on maintenance in the watertank which contributed to the increase in the cost this month.  

Distributions for each of the maintenance cost items are given in Figures 9 and 10. 

 

Figure 9: Total expenses per item ($/m2)  
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Figure 10: Distribution of items of maintenance costs (%)  

For the twenty months analysed, it can be observed that expenditures were concentrated in few 
items (only 11) and the most expensive items in terms of maintenance were lifts, floors, pumps 
and watertank.  These three items account for 65.2% of the total maintenance cost. Other items 
had very little effect on the total maintenance cost. 

An analysis of the most representative items of the other condominium shows that, for 
Condominium A, lifts is an item with a large percentage of cost at around 17%. For 
Condominium C the percentage of cost at almost 28%.  It is noteworthy that in Condominium B 
there aren’t lifts.  

Comparative analysis 

It is important to know how much of total running cost (operating cost and maintenance cost) is 
allocated for maintenance cost. This investigation can be seen in Figure 11. 
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Figure 11: Average monthly running cost and average monthly maintenance cost  

It is possible to see that Condominium C is the one with the highest total running cost 
(1.95$/m2). From this value it is allocated 0.26$/m2 for maintenance. It represents less than 15% 
of the total running cost. Condominium B has the lowest current cost (0.93$/m2) and the lowest 
maintenance cost (0.13$/m2). Maintenance represents almost 14% of the running cost. 
Condominium A has the largest number of items of maintenance (21 items) and the highest 
average monthly maintenance (0.33$/m2). Running cost is responsible for 1.23$/m2. 
Maintenance represents 26.8% of total running cost. 

The average monthly running cost for the three condominiums is 1.37$/m2 and the average 
monthly maintenance cost is 0.24$/m2. The percentage of running cost is closed to 18%. 

Figure 12 shows how the maintenance cost of the condominiums varies according to the age of 
them. 

 

Figure 12: Average monthly maintenance cost by age of the building  
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5. Conclusions  

Some aspects were concluded during this work: 

- Few items concentrate most of the maintenance cost of the condominiums. This result in a 
very irregular distribution of costs. 

- Lifts and waterproofing are the items responsible for higher costs in condominiums.  

- It wasn’t identified relationship between maintenance cost and age of the condominium, in 
contradiction with some authors. Although the number of condominiums studied was small, 
what makes the results representative only for the sample, the research could be more 
thorough in these cases, increasing the number of months analyzed. Twenty months is 
insufficient to study the effect of age on maintenance costs. Thus, for future works, it is 
suggested a longer period of investigated months.  

- The rainy season in the region usually occurs during the months from May to July. It was 
observed some increases in the cost of some maintenance items in the months subsequent to 
such periods, as a consequence of the rainy season.  

Finally, it is important to say that if maintenance costs are taken into account from design and 
construction stages, better buildings will be achieved, with moderate costs of maintenance 
during the life cycle. Moreover, if the studies related to maintenance were used by the buildings, 
it would be possible improve its services and reduce maintenance costs. However, it is 
interesting to note that only 5% of the organisations use the data collected from the maintenance 
function for any analysis (BRADSHAW, 2000).   
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